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Introductory lecture: GafChromic dosimetry and the status of the GafChromic detector in
clinical small field dosimetry
1

K. Buchauer
1
Kantonsspital St. Gallen, Klinik für Radio-Onkologie, St. Gallen, Switzerland
Purpose: Technological advancements of Radiation Therapy included IMRT and VMAT. Treatment technologies that are
utilizing a huge amount of small field contributions to deliver highly complex, conformal, organ at risk sparing radiation
treatments. In the same time the technical ability to perform a considerable range of stereotactic treatments with a Linear
Accelerator was established and adopted in many clinics. Small field dosimetry traditionally is the dosimetry discipline
with the closest relation of physical properties of radiation and particles and interactions with matter. Detector choice has
always been crucial for reliable small field dosimetry, and the best detector is still to be found.
Methods: Following the structure of Radiochromic film dosimetry Recommendations of AAPM Radiation Therapy
Committee Task Group 55 [2] the current status of Gafchromic EBT-x dosimetry is reviewed. Furthermore the question is
discussed whether improvements in Gafchromic film dosimetry methods of the last years have changed the role of film in
small film dosimetry.
Results: Within a lunch breaks time a set of smallest field 2D dose distributions can be acquired with Gafchromic EBT3
film in impressive high detail and resolution with or without commercially available software. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 give an
example, solely utilizing the red color channel without advanced artifact correction algorithms. Absolute dose readings fit
in uncertainty ranges published for point based detectors [1].
Conclusion: Technology advancements in IMRT/VMAT/SBRT/SRS planning and delivery contribute to increasing
importance of small field dosimetry. Radiochromic film has a very high spatial resolution and absolute dose measurement
capability. New techniques of evaluation overcome the artifacts commonly associated with Radiochromic film dosimetry.
A protocol for Radiochromic film based general small field dosimetry or an update on existing recommendations is
desirable as basis of feasible results obtained in clinical dosimetry.

Fig.1: Inplane profiles field size 5-10 mm

Fig.2: Crossplane profiles field size 5-10 mm

References
[1]
Huet C, Dagois S, Derreumaux S et al (2012) Characterization and optimization of EBT2 radiochromic films
dosimetry system for precise measurements of output factors in small fields used in radiotherapy. Radiation
Measurements 47:40-49
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Niroomand-Rad A, Blackwell CR, Coursey BM et al (1998) Radiochromic film dosimetry: Recommendations of
AAPM Radiation Therapy Committee Task Group 55. Medical physics 25:2093-2115
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2

The volume-dependent correction factor kV – its derivation from the convolution model,
some numerical examples and its relationship with the IAEA nonstandard field formalism
1

2

1

H. K. Looe , D. Harder , B. Poppe
1
Pius-Hospital and Carl von Ossietzky University, WG Medical Radiation Physics, Oldenburg, Germany
2
Georg August University, Medical Physics and Biophysics, Göttingen, Germany
Introduction: In narrow photon beam dosimetry, the size of a probe-type dosimetric detector, e.g. of a small ionization
chamber, a Si p-n diode, a diamond detector or a TLD probe embedded in phantom material, has to be accounted for by
a suitable correction factor added to the fundamental equation of probe-type dosimetry. According to this equation, the
absorbed dose to water, D(x) at the point of measurement x, is determined by the signal M(x) of the detector, whose
EPOM is placed at coordinate x, the detector's calibration factor N, the product of all other correction factors ki and the
new correction factor kV, the "volume-dependent correction factor":

D ( x ) = M ( x )× N × Õ ki × kV

(1)

i

Factor kV represents more than just dose averaging over the detector's sensitive volume since secondary electron
generation and transport inclusive of the disturbance of the field of secondary electrons are playing their part, but index V
as well as the term "volume-dependent correction factor" shall illustrate the important role of the detector's volume. Based
on the "convolution model" of the detector size and secondary electron transport influence, factor kV will be derived,
numerical examples will be given, and its relationship with the IAEA nonstandard field formalism will be clarified.

Materials and methods: Mathematical convolutions and Fourier's convolution theorem have been used for the derivation
of the volume effect correction factor. Monte Carlo simulations of photon pencil beams were performed using EGSnrc to
obtain the response functions of four clinical detectors: Semiflex 31010, PinPoint 31014, unshielded diode 60012 and
microDiamond 60019 (all from PTW-Freiburg). Detector constructions were adapted from manufacturers' information.
Using these convolution kernels, numerical examples of factor kV have been derived. We will discuss in this work the role
of factor kV in the proposed dosimetry protocol for small photon fields (DIN 6809-8) and we will compare this factor with
the formalism proposed by an IAEA working group for the dosimetry under non-reference conditions [1].

Results: In accordance with the recent literature [2, 5, 7-13], the volume effect of probe-type detectors of non-negligible
size can be described by a set of three convolutions. The first of these is
M(x) = KM(x) *

(x)

(2)

the lateral photon fluence profile. Convolution kernel KM(x)
can be measured or simulated by scanning a photon slit beam over the detector. Secondly, the true dose profile D(x) in
th the "dose deposition kernel" KD(x):
D(x) = KD(x) *

(x)

(3)

And thirdly, the signal profile M(x) and the true dose profile D(x) can be formally correlated by a convolution with the
"lateral dose response function" or "dose response kernel" K(x):
M(x) = K(x) * D(x)

FTK ( x) 

1 FTK M ( x)
2 FTK D ( x)

(4)

(5)

is obtained, with the symbol FT denoting the Fourier transform [7]. Eq. (5) is a useful instrument for deriving K(x) from
Monte-Carlo simulated kernels KM(x) and KD(x), as will be shown below.
Correction factor kV(x) can be formally derived from eqs. (1) and (4) by the consideration that, for an ideal, point-like
detector, its dose response function Kpoint(x) is proportional to a Dirac delta function:
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+¥

kV ( x ) =

M

point

(x )

M (x )

=

òK

point

( x - x ) D (x ) d x

-¥
+¥

(6)

ò K ( x - x ) D (x ) d x

-¥

so that in the numerator factor D(x) can be drawn before the integral. By expressing the true dose profile as D(x) = Dmax
p(x), eq. (6) can be written as

kv ( x ) =

M point ( x )
M (x )

p (x )

= +¥

(7)

ò K '( x - x ) p (x ) d x

-¥

where K'(x) is the area-normalized lateral dose response function, and p(x) the relative dose profile. Eq. (7) is also what
would be intuitively expected.
By substitution of eq. (7) in eq. (1), the basic equation of probe-type dosimetry is taking the form

D ( x ) = M ( x ) × N × Õ ki × +¥

p (x )

(8)

ò K '( x - x ) p (x ) d x

i

-¥

where the last term represents the sought correction factor kV(x), accounting for the shapes of the area-normalized
convolution kernel K’(x-ξ) as well as the relative dose profile p(x).
Particularly, the correction for the reduction of the dose maximum on the central axis (x = 0) of a symmetric photon
fluence profile, where p (x = 0) = 1, is given by

1

k V ( x = 0) = +¥

(9)

ò K '( x - x ) p (x ) d x

-¥

This correction compensates, e.g., the numerical error in a measured accelerator output factor owed to finite detector
dimensions.
Fig. 1 shows four Monte-Carlo calculated examples of kernels KM(x) and K(x) in maximum-normalized plots, whereas
kernel KD(x) – not shown here – is essentially a Lorentz distribution [6] with full half width 0.50 mm at 6 MV. The striking
effect is that the wide tails of KM(x), owed to secondary electron transport, largely disappear in K(x), because K(x) is the
kernel convolved with the dose deposition kernel KD(x) which in itself comprises wide tails due to secondary electron
transport. The slightly negative valleys of K(x) for silicon resp. diamond detectors are significant and are the expression of
the density-dependent secondary electron disequilibrium at the interface between these detectors and the surrounding
water.
Given these convolution kernels, it is easy to calculate the correction factor kV(x) from eq. (7) for arbitrary photon beam
profiles. For p(x) we have taken the transverse profiles of the absorbed dose to water at depth 5 cm resulting from photon
beams with variable rectangular photon fluence profiles, and we are here focusing on the special case x = 0 (see eq. (9)),
i.e. when the detector is centered on the beam axis. Fig. 2 (left panel) shows the values of correction factor kV(x=0) for
the four detectors in dependence upon the FWHM of the dose profiles in water. When the beam becomes narrower than
the convolution kernel, kV(x=0) can achieve very large values.
It is interesting that these large correction factors basically reflect the desire to know the exact dose value in the centre of
a narrow dose profile although the applied detector is too large to really resolve the profile. One should, however,
consider that – under radiobiological viewpoints – the central value of the true dose profile might probably appear as less
interesting than the mean dose value averaged over a small volume. We have therefore also calculated kV, water(x=0)
for water-filled volumes with dimensions identical to those of the sensitive volumes of the four detectors, and have
computed the ratios kV(x=0) / kV, water(x=0) (Fig. 2, right panel). These ratios are larger than unity for air-filled ionization
chambers with density lower than of water and smaller than unity for the Si diode and microDiamond detectors with
density higher than of water; for the diamond detector this ratio is very close to unity. The values kV(x=0) / kV, water(x=0)
of the ionization chambers somewhat decrease at very narrow field widths corresponding to the dimensions of their
aluminum central electrodes with density (2.3 g/cm3) higher than of water.
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Fig. 1 Monte-Carlo-calculated kernels KM(x) and K(x) for (a) Semiflex PTW 31010; (b) PinPoint PTW 31014; (c) Si diode PTW 60012;
(d) microDiamond PTW 60019, at 5 cm depth in water, irradiated with 6 MV photons. The extension of the sensitive volume for each
detector in mm is shown by the dotted lines.

Fig. 2. Left panel: Volume-dependent correction factor kV(x=0), calculated by eq. (9), for four detectors as function of the full width at
half maximum, FWHM, of the dose profile generated by a photon beam with rectangular fluence profile. Right panel: Relative values
kV(x=0) / kV,water(x=0), where kV,water(x=0) is valid for a water-filled volume identical with the detector's sensitive volume.

In the proposed standard DIN 6809-8 on “Dosimetry in small photon fields”, it is recommended that detectors with
sufficient spatial resolution such as Si diodes, diamonds, compact ionization chambers or films should be used for smallfield dosimetry. These high-resolution detectors can be cross-calibrated in a "small reference field" 4 cm × 4 cm by
comparing the measured signal of the high-resolution detector Mhigh-res to the dose in water Dic measured by a
calibrated standard ionization chamber according to eq. (1). The "cross-calibration factor" is then given by: Nhigh-res =
Dic / Mhigh-res. Using the thereby calibrated high-resolution detector, the absorbed dose to water in any clinically given
narrow photon field, Dclin, can be determined using eq. (10):
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Dclin ( x)  M ( x)  N high-res   ki  k NR,CC  k V

(10)

i

where M(x) is the detector reading in the given application situation and kNR,CC is the factor correcting for the change in
the detector's energy-dependent dose response between the cross calibration conditions and the application situation

[3,4]. In this case the product of the ki's does not comprise the kQ under small-field reference conditions, since the latter
is part of the cross calibration factor Nhigh-res. This approach was chosen in order to keep factor kNR,CC close to unity.
With regard to the product kNR,CC·kV it is appropriate to consider that an IAEA working group [1] has proposed a similar
approach for the dosimetry in small and non-standard ﬁelds, which also requires the establishment of a machine specific
reference field fmsr. The absorbed dose to water under clinical small field conditions fclin is in [1] determined according to
eq. (11):
f msr
f clin , f msr
f msr
f clin
f msr
f clin , f msr
Dwfclin
,Qclin  Dw,Qmsr Qclin ,Qmsr  Dw,Qmsr  [ M Qclin / M Qmsr ]  kQclin ,Qmsr

(11)

Factor Ω is the "field factor" described in the second part of eq. (11) as the quotient of the dosimeter readings per monitor
f

,f

k Q clin,Q msr

unit at fclin and fmsr conditions, multiplied with the "four-parameter factor" clin msr , the ratio of the Dw/Ddet values under
fclin and fmsr conditions [5]. In applications of this equation is useful to consider that the symbol M is here used with a
meaning different from eq. (10). Moreover, quantities D(fclin,w,Qclin) and D(fmsr,w,Qmsr) are understood as absorbed
doses to water per monitor unit.
Basically, the meaning of the "four-parameter factor" in eq. (11) is the same as the product kNR,CC·kV in eq. (10).
However it is important to note that the tabulated values of this factor are valid for special cases – the chosen fclin
conditions (specified accelerator, SSD = 90 cm, central axis of a symmetrical field, depth 10 cm in water, variable field
size) – whereas the energy-dependent factor kNR,CC and the volume-dependent correction kV according to eqs. (7) and
(9) are generally applicable to any photon spectrum and any fluence profile as determined by the prevailing accelerator
setting and given absorber conditions (material, field size, depth, etc., including nonuniform dose profiles and out-of-field
conditions). Moreover intrinsic effects which may affect the responses of solid-state detectors such as Si diodes [3, 4] are
accounted for in calculations of kNR,CC, but so far not in the "four-parameter factor".
We will compare applications of eqs. (10) and (11). Fig. 2 deals with the special example of a flat fluence profile of the
photons, whereas most small clinical photon fields have "peaked" photon fluence profiles.
Conclusions: In order to account for the sizes of dosimetric detectors in narrow photon beams, the "volume-dependent
correction factor" kV has been introduced into the fundamental equation of probe-type dosimetry, and the convolution
method has proven to be a helpful and flexible tool for the derivation of its numerical values. For photon beam widths
comparable to secondary electrons' ranges, kV can reach very high values. However, it can be shown that the signals of
small diamond detectors are well representing the absorbed dose to water averaged over the detector volume. A
comparison of the DIN and IAEA approaches has illustrated the close relationship between the formulations describing a
detectors' energy-dependent dose response and its volume-dependent response function.
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A study on ionization chamber perturbation corrections in flattening filter free beams
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2
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Introduction: The determination of absorbed dose to water in photon radiation fields requires the application of beam
quality correction factors kQ to take the difference between the ionization chamber’s response in the calibration radiation
60
field of a Co source and the clinical photon field into account. The beam quality correction factor kQ is related to the
restricted water-to-air mass collision stopping-power ratio and ionization chamber perturbation corrections pi as shown in
equation (1) [1].

kQ 

 L  w

   pi 
i

 a
 Q
 L  w

   pi 
i

 a
 60 Co

(1)

In current dosimetry protocols [1,2] the beam quality correction factor and the restricted water-to-air mass collision
stopping power ratio are given for several ionization chambers as a function of beam quality specifiers for conventional
linear accelerator with flattening filter (WFF). However, these beam quality specifiers do not include energy spectrum
variations which occur in modern linear accelerators with flattening filter free modes (FFF). Monte Carlo calculations by
Xiong and Rogers [3] show an influence of the flattening filter on the relationship between the water-to-air stopping-power
ratio and the beam quality specifiers TPR20,10 and %dd(10).
In this Monte Carlo simulation based study the influence of the flattening filter on the relationship between the beam
quality specifiers and perturbation factors of the thimble ionization chamber PTW 31010 (PTW, Freiburg) respectively k Q
were investigated.

Materials and methods: The beam quality correction factor kQ was calculated according to equation (2)

 Dw 


 Ddet  Q
kQ 
 Dw 


 Ddet  60 Co

(2)

where Dw describes the point dose in 10 cm water depth and is determined in good approximation by the absorb dose in
a small cylindrical water voxel (radius = 2 mm, height = 0.5 mm). Perturbation corrections were determined from Monte
Carlo simulations of a 10 x 10 cm² open photon field defined by the position of jaws according to the formalism described
in [4, 5]. The central electrode, wall, fluence, density and volume perturbation factors pcel, pwall, pfl, pρ and pvol were
calculated as a function of beam quality specifier TPR 20,10 in 10 cm water depth for photon fields of FFF and WFF linear
accelerators with nominal energies in the range from 4 MV to 20 MV. The overall perturbation factor was calculated
according to equation (3).
p

D

(3)

w

L 
D  
det   

w
a

All Monte Carlo calculations were performed with the EGSnrc/BEAMnrc code system [6]. The radiation transport through
nine different linear accelerator heads from three major manufactures (Varian, Elekta and Siemens) was simulated with
the user code BEAMnrc [7]. The reference radiation field was simulated using the BEAMnrc model of an Eldorado 6
teletherapy unit developed by Muri et al [8]. The thimble ionization chamber PTW-31010 (PTW, Freiburg) was modeled in
detail according to manufactory drawings using the egs++ class library [9]. Dose to water and dose calculations within the
active volume of the ionization chamber were performed with egs_chamber [10]. The restricted water-to-air mass collision
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stopping-power ratio was calculated applying the user code SPRRZnrc [11]. The transport threshold/cutoff energies in all
Monte Carlo simulations were set to AE = ECUT = 521 keV and AP = PCUT = 10 keV.
Results and discussion: In Figure 1 the over-all perturbation corrections and the single perturbation corrections for FFF
and WFF beams are presented as a function of TPR20,10. Figure 2 shows the beam quality correction factor kQ for the
thimble ionization chamber PTW31010 and the restricted water-to-air mass collision stopping-power ratio as a function of
TPR20,10 for FFF and WFF beams. The Monte Carlo calculated stopping-power ratio has been compared to the cubic
polynomial fit published in the IAEA dosimetry protocol [1]. In Figure 2 the Monte Carlo calculated kQ values are
compared with typical values taken from [1]. The Monte Carlo calculated stopping power ratio and beam quality correction
factor kQ for conventional linear accelerator (WFF) are in good agreement with the published data [1].
Conclusion: The results conform the expected bias between the water-to-air stopping power ratio of FFF and WFF
beams. Nevertheless the perturbation due to the components of the ionization chamber PTW 31010 such as stem,
central electrode and wall showed no deviation between FFF and WFF beams. Despite the inhomogeneous photon field
of the FFF beam, the volume perturbation factors showed no significant difference to the volume perturbation factors of
the homogeneous WFF beam. The fluence and density perturbation corrections for FFF beams are systematically slightly
below respective above the values for WFF beams. A bias between the over-all perturbation correction for WFF and FFF
beams is not significant due to a relative high statistical uncertainty. Therefore, it cannot be said clearly that a bias
between the beam quality correction factor for FFF and WFF beams is caused by the restricted mass collision stoppingpower ratio only. Further calculations have to be performed to confirm this statement.

Fig. 1: Monte Carlo calculated perturbation factors in 10 cm water depth for the ionization chamber PTW 31010 as a function of
TPR20,10.
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Fig. 2: Monte Carlo based calculations of water-to-air restricted mass collision stopping-power ratio (left) and beam quality conrrection
factor kQ (right) as a function of TPR20,10 at the point of measurement within the water phantom (depth z = 10 cm) for FFF (red) and
WFF (black) beams. The solid line give the data according to IAEA TRS 398 [1].
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Comparison of the number of MU and out-of-field radiation for different delivery
techniques
1

M. Jäckel
1
Universitätsklinikum Hamburg-Eppendorf, Strahlentherapie und Radioonkologie, Hamburg, Germany
Introduction: The development of linear accelerators in recent years has made it possible to deliverradiation in a variety
of techniques. Differences between static and intensity modulated fields as well as high and low photon energy need to
be considered when deciding which technique is the best for the individual patient. Meanwhile it is not enough to analyze
a DVH when choosing a treatment plan, as often several intensity modulated plan variations give similar DVHs [1]. This
work investigates the influence of different delivery techniques on the number of MU and out-of-field secondary radiation.
Materials and methods: Following plans were calculated in Eclipse Treatment Planning System for a Varian True Beam
linear accelerator for 6 and 15 MV and for a 2 Gy fraction dose:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

single arc (1RA),
double arc (2RA),
7 field IMRT with dose rate 300 MU/min (IMRT DR300),
7 field IMRT with dose rate 600 MU/min (IMRT DR600),
4 static fields with gantry angles 0°, 90°, 180°and 270° (4F),
3 static fields with gantry angles 0°, 90 and 270° of which 2 lateral fields modulated with field in field technique
(3F FinF),
7) 3 static fields with gantry angles 0°, 90 and 270° of which 2 lateral fields modulated with dynamic wedge (3F
DW).
All these 14 plan variations were calculated for 4 cases (the 2nd and the 4th are depicted in Fig. 1):
1) prostate cancer patient,
2) Alderson Radiation Therapy phantom,
3) rectangular box solid phantom,
4) rectangular box solid water (RW3) phantom with a square axial cross-section.
Each plan was normalized to 100 % mean dose in the target volume. For inversed planning techniques (1-4), the same
optimization objectives were used. For forward planning techniques (5-7), field weights were adjusted to minimize the
differences in DVHs. The numbers of MU, which resulted from plan calculation, were compared according to applied
energy and planning modality.Out-of-field point dose was measured for the case number 4 in a solid phantom with an
ionization chamber. The isocenter and the measuring point were on the longitudinal axis of the accelerator and in the
middle of phantom's axial cross-section. The measuring point was 18 cm away from the isocenter towards the target.
Each of the plans 1-4 was irradiated 5 times and the plans 5-7 were rescaled to a fraction size 10 Gy.

Fig. 1: a) the case number 2, Alderson Radiation Therapy phantom, b) case number 4, square solid phantom for which the out-of-field
dose was measured.

Results: The computed number of MU and the measured out-of-field dose are presented in Tab. 1. The comparison of
the number of MU revealed the following results:
-

all 6 MV plans have 22 ± 5% more MUs than the 15 MV plans obtained with the same technique,
IMRT DR600 have 12 ± 3 % more MUs than IMRT DR300 (in cases 2-4 the difference was larger for 15 MV plans
than for 6 MV plans),
2RA have 7.5 ± 2.5% and 5.2 ± 0.4 % more MUs than 1RA for 6 and 15 MV respectively,
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-

the difference in the number of MU between IMRT and RA is not as high as reported in [1] and in the case
number 1 both RA plans have more MUs than both IMRT plans of the same energy,
within forward planning techniques 3F DW needs the highest number of MUs and the 4F the lowest, when
comparing plans of the same energy.

The results of out-of-field measurement show that the measured dose is:
-

proportional to the number of MU,
dose per MU does not depend on used beam energy,
there is 8.5 % increase in measured dose per MU for IMRT plans in comparison to RA plans,
within forward planning techniques the dose per MU for 4F and 3F FinF is 53 % higher than for 3F DW.

Conclusion: Considering out-of-field dose, 15 MV plans have a serious advantage over 6 MV plans as they have less
MUs and therefore produce less out-of-field radiation. Nevertheless, this work does not take into account the scattered
neutron dose which is approximately the same throughout the whole body [2]. It should be further investigated if the
benefit of less out-of-field dose in 15 MV plans outweighs the risks of additional dose from scattered neutrons.
If the treatment time is not of importance, it is advantageous to use IMRT with lower dose rate instead of higher dose rate
as it has less MUs.
When considering forward planning techniques, the use of a dynamic wedge for dose modulation decreases the out-offield dose, despite requiring more MUs. This is most likely due to the fact that the radiation scattered from the dynamic
wedge, which is the upper jaw, is blocked by the lower jaw and the MLC.
Technique
1 RA 6 MV
1 RA 15 MV
2 RA 6 MV
2 RA 15 MV
IMRT DR300 6 MV
IMRT DR300 15 MV
IMRT DR600 6 MV
IMRT DR600 15 MV
4F 6 MV
4F 15 MV
3F FinF 6 MV
3F FinF 15 MV
3F DW 6 MV
3F DW 15 MV

Number of MU for 2 Gy
Measured out-of-field
case 1
case 2 case 3 case 4 dose for 10 Gy [mGy]
892
735
715
620
34.01
695
596
608
552
29.51
940
779
793
668
35.42
728
630
640
580
30.77
752
698
878
613
35.75
620
578
699
529
30.51
838
795
1010
695
40.01
660
679
845
607
35.84
345
296
274
249
37.88
269
238
225
213
34.08
374
329
312
265
36.86
292
262
253
229
34.78
401
357
323
284
28.29
303
280
256
237
23.12

Table 1: The results of plan computation and out-of-field dose measurement.
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Mass attenuation coefficients of typical phantom materials for X-rays with energies
between 7 keV and 70 keV
1

1

D. Radeck , T. Schneider
1
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Braunschweig, Germany
Introduction: Data on attenuation coefficients of phantom materials are relevant for fundamental and reference radiation
dosimetry. Radiation transport calculations – an important tool in dosimetry – use data bases for fundamental physical
quantities. The accuracy of simulation results, however, is strongly dependent on the correctness of the values in the data
bases. Several data bases on mass attenuation coefficients exist that were theoretically and/or semi-empirically
evaluated. In particular for low-energy photons the data bases show discrepancies. Thus, the results of Monte Carlo
calculations depend on the choice of data base and this can cause high uncertainties of calculated correction factors
needed in dosimetry. For the realization of the measurand of absorbed dose to water for low-energy brachytherapy
sources, i.e. for I-125 and miniature X-ray tubes, the PTB primary standard is currently under further development. In this
context a review of existing values on mass attenuation coefficients for dosimetrically relevant materials was carried out
as well as an experimental determination of monoenergetic coefficients between 7 keV and 70 keV.
Materials and methods: For the experimental investigation, a narrow-beam setup was used. Fluorescence lines induced
by the irradiation of different thin deflection foils at an X-ray facility were applied in order to determine monoenergetic
attenuation coefficients of different materials at energies between 7 keV and 70 keV. The reduction of beam intensity dI/I
is proportional to the mass attenuation coefficient and slab thickness. The investigated materials were water, graphite,
PMMA, PE, Makrolon, and RW1. The absorber was a slab of the phantom material of interest and aligned with plane
parallel faces normal to the beam.
Results and Conclusion: Values of low-energy attenuation coefficients for typical phantom materials were determined
with small uncertainties and are compared with data evaluated by Storm and Israel [1], Hubbell [2], and the web-based
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) database xcom [3]. A discussion on reasonable uncertainties in
the low-energy range is presented. The results are needed for the realization and dissemination of absorbed dose to
water for low-energy brachytherapy sources as well as for other dosimetric investigations.
References
[1]
Storm, E. and Israel, H.I. (1970), ‘Photon Cross Sections from 1 keV to 100 MeV for elements Z=1 to Z=100‘,
Nucl. Data Tabl. A 7, 565-581.
[2]
Hubbell, J.H. (1977), ‘Photon Mass Attenuation and Mass Energy-Absorption
coefficients for H, C, N, O,
Ar, and seven mixtures from 0.1 keV to 20 MeV‘, Rad. Res. 70, 58-81.
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Berger, M.J., Hubbell, J.H., Seltzer, S.M., Chang, J., Coursey, J.S., Sukumar, R.,Zucker, D.S., and Olsen, K.
(2010), XCOM: Photon Cross Section Database (version 1.5).
[Online] Available: http://physics.nist.gov/xcom, National Institute of Standards and Technology,
Gaithersburg, MD.
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Investigation on the influence of radiotherapy on pacemakers considering photons,
neutrons and EMI – effects
1,2
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1
Caritasklinikum Saarbrücken, Saarbrücken, Germany
2
Hochschule für Technik und Wirtschaft, Saarbrücken, Germany

2

Introduction: The number of patients with cardiac pacemakers is increasing every year, about 140.000 in Germany in
2010. The number of patients suffering from cancer is also increasing, 490.000 every year are expected in Germany.
Experts expect 30 percent more malignant diseases up to 2050. Therefore there is a greater probability that patients with
pacemakers have to be treated with radiotherapy.
The effect of radiation therapy on cardiac pacemakers has already been discussed in various studies where different
causes for malfunctions or damage of pacemakers were discussed [1, 2]. Here, we study the influence of various
treatment parameters – in particular, the acceleration energy in connection with the influence of neutrons – as well as
electromagnetic interference (EMI) on a selection of pacemakers connected to an arrhythmia simulator.
Materials and methods: A selection of 6 BIOTRONIK pacemakers (Axios DR (2 specimens), Cylos DR, Philos DR,
Talos DR and Talos SLR) were operated in DDD resp. VDD mode. The pacemakers were connected to an arrhythmia
simulator programmed to simulate a 2nd-degree a-v block, thus correct pacemaker performance should result in a
ventricular stimulation in every other cardiac period. The atrial and ventricular electrode signals and the simulated ECG
(see Fig. 2) were recorded continuously by an analog-to-digital converter placed outside the treatment room. In order to
determine early battery depletion and parasitic errors which might occur afterwards, measurements were continued for
long periods of time after irradiation. Irradiation was performed on two Varian Clinac 2300 DHX linear accelerators at the
Caritas Hospital St. Theresia (Saarbrücken, Germany). Both photon radiation at 6 MV or 18 MV and electrons with
energies of 6 MeV, 9 MeV or 22 MeV were applied. Malfunctions due to reversible damage are discussed in the literature.
Thus, two devices were irradiated until a malfunction occurred (Cylos DR-T, Philos DR). With one device (Cylos DR-T) we
carried out measurements continuously increasing dose rates from 1 Gy/min to 6 Gy/min, using 6 MV in order to minimize
the influence of neutrons. The other four devices were to be checked for malfunctions after irradiation with radiation doses
as commonly used in clinical practice: 72 Gy (Axios DR#2), 20 Gy (Axios DR#1) and 30 Gy (Talos DR , Talos SLR). Four
pacemakers (2 Axios DR, Cylos DR–T, Philos DR) were irradiated directly with a SSD of 100 cm and 10x10 cm² field. For
the other two pacemakers (Talos DR and Talos SLR) a PMMA body phantom was used to simulate a realistic radiation
situation: The pacemakers were modeled in a flap and placed anatomically correct on the phantom. Then planning
computer tomography and treatment planning followed analogous to common patient treatment. The target volume of a
bone metastasis was created to be irradiated with a total dose of 30 Gy at 3 Gy/fraction using VMAT technology. The
objective for the pacemaker was chosen not to exceed 5 Gy for the complete treatment. A check of the pacemaker using
the Biotronik PMS 1000plus programmer was carried out before and after every treatment. EMI is described to be able to
cause temporary damage which should occur immediately under irradiation. Here, we measured EMI field strengths using
a NARDA SRM with a field probe ranging from 27 MHZ to 3 GHZ. The pacemakers were placed in the treatment area
with the photon resp. electron radiation blocked by the completely closed multileaf collimator (MLC). Again, the
pacemaker electrode signals were monitored continuously in order to detect irregularities. Neutron contamination of the
photon radiation was measured with a Berthold neutron dosimeter placed close to the treatment area outside the
radiation field (see Fig. 1) during irradiation. Neutron activation of the pacemaker was measured after irradiation by taking
the device outside the treatment room and measuring the emitted radiation using an Automess photon dosimeter.
Results: No malfunctions were observed during or after irradiation of the Axios DR#1, the Axios DR#2 and the
Talos SLR. The Cylos DR-T lost stimulation in the ventricle after a dose of 66 Gy (6 MV). After some weeks the
pacemaker recovered and continued to work without malfunctions. The Philos DR showed a total loss of stimulation
comparable to the one of the Cylos DR-T after a dose of 135 Gy (18 MV). Again, the device was reconnected one week
after irradiation and showed flawless performance. The Talos DR exhibited a total loss of stimulation at a dose of 0.7 Gy
(18 MV) at the device The subsequent check with the programmer showed the devices’ RAM data to be corrupt, thus reinitialization by the programmer had to be performed. After that, long term measurement confirmed the recovery of the
device. Irradiation of a similar type of pacemaker (Talos SLR) at 6 MV showed no malfunction, even after a dose of
4.1 Gy at the device. EMI measurements were started when the accelerator was ready to beam. The RF driver signal
could be observed at 2.856 GHz with a field strength ranging from 85 mV/m to 183 mV/m, depending on the selected
energy. In the pacemaker electrode signals, no irregularities were observed. Neutron measurements at 18 MV showed a
neutron dose of about 16.45 mSv after a photon radiation dose of 135 Gy (Philos DR), about 8.84 mSv after a dose of
72 Gy (Axios DR #2) and 836 µSv after a dose of 30 Gy (Talos DR). Activation measurements resulted in a dose rate of
4.1 µSv/h from the Axios DR #2 after an irradiation dose of 72 Gy and 0.12 µSv/h from the Talos DR after 0.7 Gy at the
device, both at 18 MV, thus confirming neutron activation of the materials.
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Conclusion: A relevant influence of EMI on pacemaker operation could not be determined in this work. Probably, there
will be minimal voltage drops or voltage rises on some component of the pacemaker, but this is not detectable with this
measurement setup. Malfunctions in the form of a decrease of the stimulation amplitude below the stimulation threshold
occurred in 3 of the 6 pacemakers during treatment. Two of these devices had been irradiated with 18 MV, one with 6 MV
photon radiation. In one of the 18 MV cases, even the devices’ RAM data was corrupted; here, comparison with a similar
device at 6 MV showed no malfunction, even after a considerably higher dose. All damaged pacemakers completely
recovered within intervals ranging from days to weeks. After recovery, no other malfunctions were observed. Confirmed
by neutron dose measurements, it can be assumed that in the two 18 MV cases the adverse effect of radiotherapy on
pacemaker function is at least partially caused by neutrons, even in the low dose range. At 6 MV, the influence of the
neutrons might be insignificant; here the influence of various dose rates and MUs might still be investigated with a higher
number of specimens. Nevertheless, neutrons are generated even at low photon energies. Additionally, the effect of
activation of the pacemaker should be investigated as well. Furthermore, accelerators with Flattening-Filter-Free (FFF)
mode are being used more and more in practice. This mode allows higher dose rates, which may result in an increased
adverse effect on pacemakers. In conclusion (and in agreement with the recommendations of the pacemaker
manufacturers): don´t irradiate pacemakers with energies higher than 6 MV! The authors would like to thank BIOTRONIK
SE & Co. KG, Berlin, for providing the pacemaker samples.
References
[1]
M. Dorenkamp: Strahlentherapie bei Patienten mit Herzschrittmachern oder implantierbaren KardioverterDefibrillatoren, Strahlentherapie und Onkologie 1 2013
[2]
Coen W. Hurkmans: Management of radiation oncology patients with a pacemaker or ICD: new comprehensive
practical guideline in The Netherlands, Radiation Oncology 2012

Fig. 1: Neutron measurement setup
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Fig. 2: Pacemaker operation showing stimulation failure (starting at 19:54:24) after exposure to 135 Gy / 18 MV.
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Development of a Compact Particle Therapy Facility with Laser-driven Ion Beams via
Novel Pulse Powered Gantry Systems
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Technische Universität Dresden, Dresden, Germany
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Technische Universität Munich, Klinikum rechts der Isar, Department of Radiation Oncology, Munich, Germany
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Introduction: The recent progress in laser-driven particle acceleration has made Laser-based Ion Beam Therapy (L-IBT)
an attractive alternative to existing Ion Beam Therapy (IBT) facilities for size and cost reduction [1, 2]. In laser-driven ion
acceleration, an ultra-intense laser pulse interacts with thin targets and accelerates intense ion bunches on μm scale.
Protons and carbon ions can be generated from different targets with the same laser system. However, in contrast to
narrow mono-energetic beams from conventional accelerators, laser-driven ion beams are characterized by short pulses
of high particle flux with peak dose rate exceeding conventional values by 8-9 orders of magnitude, low repetition rate,
broad energy spectrum and large divergence. In addition to laser particle accelerator development for achieving
therapeutic ion beams, the aforementioned distinct features demand novel techniques for dose delivery system. The
conventional solutions cannot be applied directly to L-IBT and new approaches are needed for beam transport including
ion capturing and energy selection [1], beam monitoring and dosimetry [3], irradiation field formation and optimized
treatment planning [4]. Oncooptics is a German joint research project of several institutions in Jena and Dresden aiming
to develop and establish L-IBT. We have designed a compact 360° rotatable iso-centric gantry system with integrated
beam capturing and energy selection system for laser-driven proton and carbon beams. Our first design was presented at
DGMP 2012. Now we would focus on our advancement in improving the design and its practical realization.
Materials and methods: The pulsed nature of laser-driven ion beams allowed us to utilize pulse powered air-core
magnets for the gantry design. Unlike conventional iron-core magnets, pulsed magnets are not limited by iron’s saturation
of magnetization to 2 T and provide higher magnetic fields which can bend high energy ions in smaller radius and hence
compact designs are achievable. The general gantry design is characterized by capturing and focusing the divergent
laser-driven beam by a solenoid lens. Then, energy selection is achieved by 90° sector (dipole) magnet in combination
with quadrupole lenses. The magnetic element arrangement in the beamline, allowed shaping the beam according to the
patient field requirements. Optimization of the previously presented design aimed to reduce the overall size of the gantry,
to lower the number of necessary magnetic elements and to increase beam transport efficiency and energy selection
resolution. The realization of the gantry has been started. Due to missing iron-core and higher current values, the pulse
magnetic elements of the gantry, namely solenoid, dipole and quadrupole, are non-trivial and challenging to develop and
realize. They require complex multi-layer winding geometries. Also, higher magnetic field introduces intense magnetic
pressure which needed to be compensated by mechanical strength of the construction. Moreover, heat dissipation and
vacuum requirements were essential parameters to be considered. After construction magnetic elements are required to
be characterized at reference beams of conventional accelerators followed by tests at laser-driven beams. Moreover, in
order to investigate the quality of treatment plans for laser-driven protons, deliverable via our gantry, a dedicated 3D
treatment planning system (TPS) is being developed under collaboration with Technical University Munich, Germany.
Results: The optimization of the first double-achromatic pulsed gantry design has resulted in reduction of size to 3 m in
diameter, which is about 2.5 times smaller than conventional gantries. The improved integrated high resolution and high
acceptance energy selection system has resulted in transport efficiencies of ~22 %. Also, with the 3D TPS, we were able
to produce treatment plans with plan qualities of clinical relevance by using broad energetic beams [5]. For the realization
of the gantry design, development and testing of pulsed magnets are in-progress. A first prototype of 20 T pulsed
solenoid, as particle capturing and focusing device, has been designed and manufactured and has been successfully
tested at laser-driven proton beams. A prototype 10 T compact pulsed 45° sector magnet has also been designed and
manufactured. This has a non-conventional complex multi-layer (6+8+6) winding structure, which was necessary for
achieving high magnetic flux values. The first electrical and vacuum tests were successfully performed and
characterization of the dipole with reference proton beams at conventional Tandem accelerator is in progress.
Furthermore, a pulsed large acceptance quadrupole with high gradient (~250 T/m) has been designed and simulated. The
design, construction process and current status will be presented.
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Summary: Our pulsed gantry systems provide a compact solution for L-IBT. The realization and tests of pulsed gantry
magnetic elements are being continued. The conventional proton therapy facility at OncoRay Dresden, Germany (under
commissioning) is additionally equipped with a high-intensity laser laboratory and an experimental irradiation bunker. This
will be used for further L-IBT development, including pulsed gantry elements, towards clinical applicability side-by-side
with the conventional therapeutic proton beams as reference.
Acknowledgment: This work is supported by the German Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) under grant
numbers 03ZIK445, 03Z1N511 and 03Z1O511 and DFG Cluster of excellence: Munich-Centre for Advanced Photonics.
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A treatment planning study to assess the feasibility and the limitations of laser-driven
proton therapy
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Introduction: Laser-driven proton acceleration may develop as an efficient alternative for producing protons with
energies relevant for radiation therapy. The bunch structure of laser-accelerated protons is fairly different compared to
conventionally accelerated protons in radiotherapy since the bunch length is much shorter and the number of protons per
bunch is much higher than in current facilities. Hence, laser-driven proton bunches cannot be modulated easily during
irradiation as commonly done in proton therapy. Therefore, the aim of this study is to investigate the quality of treatment
plans gained by utilizing full shots of laser-accelerated protons and whether a laser-driven treatment unit would be
feasible for future proton therapy centers.
Materials and methods: A proton spectrum measured in a current laser experiment was extrapolated and utilized as
“initial spectrum” in which the contained “initial proton number” was a free parameter. This exponentially decaying
spectrum was tracked through a compact gantry and energy selection design based on pulsed magnets [1] to simulate
various possible resulting proton spectra. These were fed into a treatment planning system (TPS) adapted to handle
laser-driven proton beams [2]. The spectra are centered on numerous nominal energies (50 MeV – 250 MeV) with several
energy widths (4 % – 24 % of the nominal energy) and, therefore, contain a well known proton number depending on the
initial proton number. To evaluate the feasibility and limitations of the design we calculated treatment plans for an
astrocytoma patient, previously treated in our department (prescribed dose Dp = 2 Gy per fraction), by varying the initial
proton number and the lateral width (full width at half maximum, FWHM) of the beam at the entrance of the patient. Since
the laser can only deliver full shots the required numbers of shots were rounded to the next integer after optimization. The
resulting plans were evaluated depending on their dosimetric quality and in terms of treatment time. A plan was defined to
be clinically acceptable if the target coverage TC ≥ 98 %, the conformation number CN ≥ 90 %, Dmin(1cm³) ≥ 95 % of Dp
and Dmax(1cm³) ≤ 105 % of Dp. A plan was declared to be not acceptable if one of the following is true: TC < 95 %, CN <
82 %, Dmin(1cm³) < 92.5 % of Dp or Dmax(1cm³) > 107.5 % of Dp. Plans of intermediate quality according to these
criteria would need a detailed plan review.
Results: The analysis showed that good dose distributions could be achieved with laser-driven proton beams even with
energy widths up to 24 %. We observed that clinically relevant plans could be produced with lateral beam widths smaller
than 2.0 cm FWHM and initial proton numbers less than 6*108. For a higher proton number or a greater beam width only
non-acceptable dose distributions were obtained. Besides the dosimetric quality, the required total number of laser shots
was studied. Obviously, a lower initial proton number per laser shot requires a higher number of laser shots to irradiate
the patient. To deliver a good plan, we found that 5*104-106 laser shots are required for initial proton numbers of 107-108
per shot. Considering an optimistic repetition rate of the laser system of 10 Hz would imply an upper clinical limit of 104
shots, as this corresponds to a delivery time of roughly 15 minutes.
Conclusion: With the simulated beam line and the assumed shape of the initial proton spectrum it was possible to
produce clinically relevant plans in terms of plan quality, if the initial proton number per laser shots can be tuned to be
below a certain limit. However, the resulting treatment time limits the clinical feasibility, as good quality plans need too
many shots. Therefore, a method or device to modulate the proton fluence during the treatment will be essential. If this
becomes possible with the laser itself or in the beam line, radiotherapy with laser-driven protons can be comparable to
state-of-the-art proton therapy.
References
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Introduction: A ripple filter (RiFi) broadens the Bragg peak (BP), which leads to fewer energy steps from the accelerator
required to obtain a homogeneous dose coverage of the PTV[1]. This reduces treatment time and interplay problems. At
the Universitätsklinikum Gießen und Marburg, Germany, a new second generation RiFi has been developed with twodimensional groove structures using rapid prototyping technology. This new design has a stronger modulation compared
to already existing RiFis allowing step sizes of up to 6 mm for raster scanning treatments, and has no non-modulating
material, thereby minimizing the undesired lateral scattering. The new design should effectively make RiFis usable in
proton treatments. However, RiFis can cause fine structures in the dose distribution at insufficient distances from the
RiFi[2]. These structures are due to the inhomogeneous scattering strength caused by the alternating thickness of the
RiFi. For heavy ions and specific ion optical settings, inhomogeneities are even observed at the isocenter. Also, the
alternating particle ranges in the target due to the inhomogeneous RiFi mass distribution can result in dose
inhomogeneities inside the target.
Materials and methods: The beam application and monitoring system (BAMS) originally from GSI, Darmstadt, Germany,
is modelled. Using SHIELD-HIT12A[3] RiFi-induced inhomogeneities for variable distances from the RiFi to the target
surface have been investigated for various ion types, initial particle energies, RiFis, ion optical focusing configurations
and raster scanning step sizes. In addition, the lateral scattering of various RiFis of the old and new design as well as for
no RiFi have been simulated and investigated.

Fig. 1: Dose inhomogeneity as a function of distance from the RiFi for different RiFis. Experimental values are obtained with fits to
fluence profile plots from exposure films. Simulated values are obtained with fits to simulated fluence profiles from SHIELD-HIT12A.
The distance d0.01 is the threshold distance at which the measured inhomogeneity is below 1 %.

Experimental data have been obtained at PTZ, Marburg, as well as at HIT, Heidelberg, and compared with simulated data
(see figure 1). To evaluate the PTV dose coverage performance of the new RiFi design, the heavy ion treatment planning
system TRiP98 has been used for dose optimization with SHIELD-HIT12A used to prepare the facility-specific physical
dose kernels needed by TRiP and for recalculating the physical dose distribution after optimization.
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Fig. 2: 2D fluence distributions for 150 MeV/u carbon-12 pencil beams with various parameters as described in the titles above. The
values of σx given are in the RiFi-plane. The RiFi is placed at z=0, meaning that negative values of z indicates positions within the
BAMS. At z=96 mm the black lines mark the HIT-isocenter. The lower “zoom” shows the development of the Moiré-effect in the fluence
distribution.

Results: For various RiFis, ion types and initial particle energies the distance from the RiFi at which maximum dose
inhomogeneity occurs and a threshold distance where the inhomogeneity is less than 1 % are found. Analytical
expressions for the distances are found which fit the MC data; both distances are inversely related to the angular
distribution and proportional to the RiFi period. When focusing sharply on the RiFi plane (width of the pencil beams much
smaller than the raster scanning step size) the resulting inhomogeneous fluence distribution at the RiFi will interfere with
the inhomogeneous mass distribution of the RiFi causing inhomogeneities at the isocenter of up to 7 % (see figure 2). It is
concluded that the dose inhomogeneity at target surface is much more critical than the inhomogeneity in depth. If one
avoids the former, the latter is not seen. Simulated Spread-out Bragg peaks with RiFis have a satisfactory homogeneous
PTV dose coverage as long as the RiFi thickness in water-equivalent path length times 1.2 matches the energy step size.
Conclusion: Our findings clearly indicate that the inhomogeneity induced by RiFis does not add uncertainties to the dose
distribution in the clinical setting for normal treatment configurations. The new RiFi design can be used in treatments to
obtain homogeneous PTV dose coverage with fewer energy steps while improving the lateral penumbra.
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Purpose/objective: Reoccurring radiotherapy-specific algorithmic issues as well as the existence and complexity of
different data formats in the field aggravate the development of software tooling that helps simplifying the daily routine
and contributes to cutting-edge research. We present the open-source software library SORRY (Software for Open
Research in Radiation therapY) that provides a framework for radiotherapy applications. For example, the MedAustron
Delivery and Allocation Manager (MADAM) makes excessive use of SORRY for controlling the particle therapy
accelerator at the emerging heavy ion facility MedAustron (Austria). Similarly, SORRY provides rapid software
development opportunities for daily particle therapy quality assurance and associated research.
Framework: The C++-based SORRY library comprises a range of functionalities, starting from communication protocols
up to dedicated frameworks for adaptive Image Guided Radiation Therapy. In the scope of MADAM, the following
modules play a major role: The central logging service (CLS) aggregates facility-wide logging records, the Distributed
Inter-Process Communication (DIPC) enables type-safe, object-oriented interaction between software components and
third-party components, utility tools and testing frameworks are indispensable for rapid development. The RTCore
framework is a hierarchical data container that also allows translations from and into different data formats. As such, it
enables the conversion from a DICOM RT Ion Plan format that is sent by the treatment planning system into a machinespecific low-level format that is understood by the accelerator. It is worth being noted that the data input and output could
be in any format, since data format and data container are entirely separated. The data container framework is accessible
with a range of scripting languages (e.g. Java, JavaScript, Python, Ruby) to enable interested users interfacing without
caring about programming details in C++.
Architecture: MADAM consists of so-called facades, where an instance of a facade is responsible for interfacing and
controlling a certain hardware component. There are facades for controlling the accelerator allocation components, the
dose delivery systems, timing and interlock gateways, the beam interlock system, the energy verification system and an
independent termination system. All relevant parameters and commands are accessible via a central core application that
also implements a hierarchical state machine for safely orchestrating the treatment micro-workflow. Irradiation
prescriptions (i.e. beam delivery and meta data) are coordinatedly distributed to the accelerator, verification systems and
the dose delivery system. MADAM itself can be seen as managing black box that has only one object-oriented DIPCbased interface to the Record-and-Verify-System (RVS) that manages the scheduling and occupation of beam lines. The
status and important parameters of all subcomponents are frequently pushed to the RVS in order to enable safe
treatment recording and visualization.
Conclusions: The design of MADAM has shown that the SORRY library can be used for demanding software
components as well as for rapid in-house developments using the scripting interfaces. The data container can be easily
extended to also provide the import and export of formats to other environments as for example Monte Carlo frameworks.
We focused on creating a framework that is easy to use without profound programming skills.
License: SORRY is open-source and released under the terms of a clean BSD License. SORRY is available at
www.open-radart.org.
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Related questions: Proton therapy treatment planning is currently performed on the tissue attenuation coefficients
obtained with X-ray CT data and converted to relative stopping power (RSP) maps using a calibration procedure. This
process introduces a proton range uncertainty and therefore clinical margins ranging from 2.5 %+1mm to 3.5 %+3mm [1]
are used, preventing the full exploitation of the steep dose gradients achievable with proton irradiation.
Proton computed tomography (pCT) could offer a more accurate estimation of the RSP maps with a lower dose compared
to X-ray CT.
Material and procedure: The assessment of proton CT for use in treatment planning is performed in a twofold way: basic
studies of the intrinsic proton CT performance and the comparison with X-ray CT in terms of calculated dose maps. For
the purpose of the studies, GATE/Geant4 Monte Carlo simulations are used. X-ray CT images are reconstructed using a
2D filtered backprojection algorithm. Proton CT reconstruction is performed by a filtered backprojection algorithm taking
into account curved proton paths [2].
For the basic studies, cylindrical water phantoms with tissue equivalent inserts based on ICRP 110 report were simulated.
The RSP accuracy of proton CT is estimated for different insert sizes and imaging doses, assuming an ideal scanner
setup. Furthermore, the influence of detector effects (finite energy and spatial resolution) is also calculated. The impact of
the above effects on a single proton pencil beam range is also investigated.
The full clinical impact of proton CT on proton therapy treatment planning is assessed via the comparison of X-ray CT and
proton CT. Using the ICRP 110 anthropomorphic phantom, X-ray and proton tomographies are simulated and
reconstructed. Both photon CT RSP map (computed from the reconstructed attenuation map) and proton CT RSP map
are transformed into chemical composition maps through the same process. The resulting material maps are then used
for a proton therapy dose calculation [3] and compared to the initial ICRP 110 phantom.
Result: Results show that with an ideal proton CT scanner, very accurate RSP maps can be produced. For a dose of
3mGy, RSP resolution between 1-2 % is achieved for a variety of tissue equivalent materials. An example comparison
between X-ray CT and proton CT obtained RSP maps of the ICRP 110 anthropomorphic phantom is shown in Figure 1.
Furthermore, when detectors' finite resolution is taken into account, the results based on an ideal scanner deteriorate, ie a
2 % energy resolution deteriorates the RSP resolution by 3 % (Figure 2), providing hardware specifications for a potential
prototype.
Summary: The above presented analysis is quantifying the clinical benefit from proton CT, in terms of reducing range
uncertainties. The principal performance of an ideal proton CT scanner is investigated and a comparison with X-ray CT is
performed. Finally, the obtained results are put into the perspective of a real-world scanner by estimating the impact of
basic detector effects.
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Fig. 1: RSP maps from ICRP phantom (top), RSP X-ray (middle), proton CT (bottom)

Fig: 2: Detector energy resolution impact on resolution
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64-Channel Cardiac Phased Array Coil at 3T: Preliminary Results
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Introduction: Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMRI) is a frequently used method to evaluate cardiac morphology
and function. CMRI requires fast imaging due to cardiac and respiratory motion. Strong gradient systems and phased
array coils in association with parallel imaging strategies have a major impact on imaging speed. Phased array coils [1]
consist of multiple receive elements and allow simultaneous detection of the MR signal. Distribution of multiple receiver
elements over the imaged volume yields an increase in SNR due to the superposition of the sensitivity profiles of the
individual receiver elements. The dense coverage with coil elements of the imaged volume thereby provides subsidiary
spatial encoding which is the major requirement for accelerated imaging. Applying sophisticated reconstruction algorithms
[2; 3] this spatial information can be utilized to calculate full images even from undersampled data. Undersampling data to
a high degree, thus reduction of phase encoding steps, accelerates imaging substantially if the multi-channel receive coil
is properly adapted to the imaged volume, i.e. the thorax. In this pilot study we investigate the accelerated imaging
performance of an in-house built 64-channel cardiac phased array coil prototype [4]. Additionally, preliminary signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) analysis was performed to evaluate the SNR in the heart in dependency of coil element distance to the
heart.
Materials and methods: 6 healthy volunteers (3 females, 3 males, ages 28±4 years, heights 172±14cm, weights
67±12kg) were examined using accelerated cardiac cine imaging in four-chamber (4CH) and short-axis (SAX) orientation
on a 3T Siemens MAGNETOM Prisma (Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany) after obtaining informed consent of the local
ethics committee. All MR examinations were conducted with the in-house built 64-channel cardiac receive-only phased
array prototype coil which is strongly adapted to the shape of the human thorax. Accelerated functional cardiac imaging
was performed at acceleration factors R = 3, R = 5, R = 7, and R = 8 using a retrospectively triggered 2D bSSFP cine
pulse sequence and tGRAPPA [5]. An independent radiologist scored all CMR data to assess the image quality
(1 = Excellent, 2 = Good, 3 = Satisfactory, 4 = Fair, 5 = Fail) and artifacts (0 = none, 1 = minor, 2 = strong). In one
volunteer (male, age 25 years, height 172cm, weight 71kg) un-accelerated cine data including a noise-only dataset was
acquired in 4CH orientation. The images were cropped to a square matrix after Fourier transformation to calculate image
SNR in SNR units [6]. At first, only the SNR contribution of the coil element centered over the heart was calculated.
Subsequently, further coil elements in concentric rings around the center coil element were included in the SNR
calculation (Fig.1).
To evaluate the SNR dependency of the coil element distance from the center coil element, SNR was calculated in two
ROIs containing 24 pixels each in the apex and the posterior wall (Fig.2a). This calculation was done for the 40-channel
chest part of the coil only, the 24-channel back part of the coil only, and the total 64-channel cardiac phased array coil to
assess SNR contributions of both coil parts.
Results: A total of 41 cine image series were scored for image quality and artifacts in 4CH and SAX (Fig.3) orientation.
41 % of all image series were of excellent or good image quality. 39 % of all image series were of satisfactory quality.
One image series (4CH, tPAT = 8) was scored with a score value of “5”. Image quality in SAX orientation was scored to
be superior (lower score value) to 4CH orientation in 50 % of all image series including all acceleration factors. Observed
artifacts were off-resonance artifacts and reduced SNR due to high acceleration factors. 22 % of all image series were
without artifacts. Thereby 89 % of all “0” scores were obtained in SAX orientation. 61 % of all image series exhibit minor
artifacts. Seven out of 41 image series possessed major artifacts at maximum acceleration factors R = 7 or 8. Score
values of image quality are in agreement with formerly scored cine image datasets acquired on a scanner with 70cm bore
diameter [7]. Overall slightly better scores were achieved which might be due to improved B 0 homogeneity as a result of
the smaller bore diameter.
Pixel-wise SNR maps in SNR units were calculated based on un-accelerated cine images and pre-scan noise-only
measurements using sum-of-squares reconstruction (Fig. 2a). Maximum SNR in the heart was achieved in the apex
closest to the coil elements. In the myocardium the SNR of the posterior wall was about 40 % lower compared to the apex
when comparing both ROIs (Fig.2b). The SNR analysis of the 40-channel chest part and the total 64-channel coil reveal
increased SNR with additional coil elements from the concentric rings and reached a plateau at four coil elements
diameter distance from the center coil element in the apex and the posterior wall. The SNR analysis of the back part only
did not show a plateau. The SNR differences between 40-channel only and the total 64-channel coil in the plateau were
below 1 % in the apex and 4 % in the posterior wall (Fig.2b).
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Conclusion: As shown in [4] the critical area for SNR is the posterior wall. This could be confirmed in this study by
calculating pixel-wise SNR maps from un-accelerated cine images. The obvious reason for this is that the apex is much
closer to coil elements compared to the posterior wall which is deep within the body. The same explanation is valid for the
negligible SNR increase in the apex when using the 40-channel chest part only compared to all 64-channels. The coil
elements of the back part are too far away from the apex to contribute substantially to the local SNR. Thus, the result that
there is a plateau in the SNR is not surprising, meaning coil elements distant from the ROIs do not contribute substantially
to SNR. An interesting result is that the SNR did not reach a plateau for the back part only which might suggest to
arrange further coil elements on the back.
Highly parallel array coils are built to accelerate imaging by applying parallel imaging (PI) strategies. High SNR is
mandatory because higher reduction of phase encoding steps in PI results in overproportional SNR reduction. With
regard to SNR the lateral coil elements of this coil prototype seem to not be of high influence. When omitting the outer
eight coil elements the SNR is reduced by around 1 % in the heart. In further investigation it is important to understand
and analyze the impact on accelerated imaging if specific coil elements are removed. Based on the scoring, the in-house
built 64-channel cardiac phased array coil prototype achieves images of high quality even at very high acceleration
factors. This suggests that the sensitivity information of the lateral coil elements is of higher influence for accelerated
imaging compared to their SNR contribution.

Fig. 1:(a) Coil element layout of the back part with three concentric coil element rings (b) and chest part with six concentric coil element
rings

Fig. 2:(a) Pixel-wise SNR map with apex and posterior wall ROIs (black rectangles) (b) and SNR as a function of the distance from the
central coil element
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Fig. 3:2D TrusFISP Cine short-axis orientation, tPAT=5; FA / Res / FoV / Slice = 54° / 139x208 / 250mm x 300mm / 6mm; TR
(estimated) / TE = 3.6ms / 1.47ms
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Target Audience: Researchers interested in electromagnetic simulation, safety evaluation and optimization of MRI
parallel transmission coil arrays.
Purpose: The power balance of an MR coil is an important performance metric. In this work we aim to extend the
quadratic form power correlation matrix (PCM) formalism [1] used for estimation of deposited power in lossy materials by
a transmit coil array used in Magnetic Resonance Imaging. A distinct PCM is derived for each term of the power balance
– forward, reflected, absorbed, radiated, and lumped element loss power. The goal is to enable a straight-forward
calculation of losses for arbitrary excitations, transmit array worst-case loss analysis; and also to verify EM simulation
integrity, which is imperative especially for complex workflows that are prone to mistakes.
Theory: The approach is based on the calculation of absorbed power P via quadratic forms
for each term in the
balance. In an N-channel array, denotes an
PCM, the applied coil voltage column vector and H the hermitian
transpose. Knowledge of the coil array scattering matrix S, 3D E- and H field distributions and lumped element
(capacitor, inductor, resistor…) currents and voltages is assumed. All values are normalized to a unit excitation of 0.01W
forward power, i.e. 1V amplitude applied voltage at a source impedance
. The forward PCM,
,
used to calculate the power incident into the coil, is a scaled identity matrix. Any power loss due to coupling or imperfect
matching is computed using the coupling loss matrix derived from the scattering matrix as
. For an N
channel coil with M discrete lumped elements, the element voltages and currents can be arranged in
matrices
and , in which the Nth column contains the normalized voltages or currents of each lumped component for the excitation
of coil element N. The resulting power loss is given as
, and resolving the real part yields
as the lumped element loss matrix. Power dissipated inside lossy materials is derived from the originally
proposed PCM
, with its entries defined as
, with the conductivity and denoting the electric field
produced by a unit excitation of coil element i. By restricting the integration volume to certain materials (body, metal,
substrate…), power correlation matrices can be obtained for each material of interest. A similar approach is taken for
calculating the radiated power by integration of the pointing flux through a box enclosing the problem space. The radiated
power of multiple interfering fields can be obtained via
, with the elements of
defined as
. Again resolving the real part yields
for the radiated PCM. The power balance can now be written as
. Any
residual imbalance of this equation can be attributed to factors such as non-convergence of FDTD simulations,
insufficient sampling frequency, loss of precision due to simulation methodology or simply user errors. The by magnitude
largest (smallest) Eigenvalue of the residual imbalance matrix represents the maximum (minimum) power balance error.
Methods: The presented theory was applied to an 8-channel array at 297.2 MHz (Fig. 1). Individual elements measuring
9x22 cm, constructed of 5mm wide copper strips, were arranged conformally on a cylindrical acrylic former (27 cm outer
diameter, thickness 1 cm) with a copper RF shield of 31 cm diameter. Nearest-neighbor decoupling (≈ -15 dB) was
achieved using counterwound inductors [2]. The magnet bore was modeled as a 2.45 m long, 89.5 cm diameter steel
cylinder. A spherical phantom, comparable to the human brain in dimensions as well as in dielectric properties
was used as the coil load. Coil simulation was done with XFdtd (Remcom, State College,
PA, USA) being used for 3D EM simulations and ADS (Agilent, Santa Clara, USA) for tuning, matching and decoupling
[3]. Particular care was taken to ensure accurate loss modeling. Metal losses were approximated by enabling a good
conductor approximation in XFdtd [4]; and capacitors assigned an ESR of appropriate ATC 100E series models
(American Technical Ceramics Inc., Huntington Station, NY, USA). Air core solenoid losses were estimated using wcalc
(http://wcalc.sourceforge.net/) [5], and solder joint resistances were extrapolated from literature data [6] based on a √f
frequency dependence. The loss tangent of the acrylic former was provided by XFdtd. Single channel fields and all power
correlation matrices were calculated using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Finally, power imbalance, worstcase losses and the complete power balance for five different excitation modes were analyzed to demonstrate the
method.
Results: The maximum and minimum power imbalances for the investigated array were 0.018 % and 0.002 %,
respectively. The worst- and best-case losses for each power balance term are detailed in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the
complete power balance for the four clockwise rotating excitations (“Birdcage”-Modes) and the “Maxwell”-Mode (equal
phase for all coil elements).
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Discussion: The maximum power imbalance is negligible and thus in excellent agreement with theory. The small residual
error can be attributed to multiple factors. Determination of radiated power in FDTD simulations is prone to minor errors
due to the use of a non-uniform mesh combined with the need to co-locate E- and H fields for Poynting vector estimation
via interpolation [7]. Furthermore, the complex simulation workflow and interplay of various calculation and postprocessing routines can lead to additional errors due to limited precision of each computation and the exchanged data,
such as S-Parameters. As care was taken to reach simulation convergence down to the numerical noise level (<-95 dB)
and obey the sampling theorem w.r.t. the input pulse, these factors are not expected to contribute to the error. The
reported imbalance can be regarded as a lower-limit error for simulations of comparable complexity. Power balance
calculations for different excitation modes show a strong variation of the individual terms for different excitation patterns.
The radiated power component is negligible in all investigated excitations but the common CP1+, for which it is similar to
previously published results of comparable geometries [8]. Minimum and maximum absorbed powers are significantly
different, and can vary by orders of magnitude for the radiated power component. Conductor metal losses still have an
uncertainty attached, especially concerning the correct approximation of lateral skin effect contributions [9] in copper strip
conductors. It may be advantageous to instead model coil conductor losses as lumped resistors derived from analytical
considerations for the given conductor geometry and coil size, which has been shown to provide accurate estimates for
intrinsic coil losses [6].
Conclusion: The presented theoretical framework has been shown to reliably provide access to the power balance for
arbitrary excitations using simple matrix calculations. Worst case power imbalance estimates allow a straight-forward
plausibility check for EM simulations of arbitrary complexity. Losses have been shown to vary significantly between
different excitations, allowing a deeper insight into loss mechanisms than considering only a single mode.

Fig. 1: Setup of the simulated coil array showing coil elements, acrylic former, phantom load and RF shield.

Fig. 2: Power balance for five different excitation modes of the array. The power distribution between different loss terms varies
significantly between excitation modes and, as is to be expected, adds up to 100 % within a negligible margin of error.
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Phantom

Coupling

Former

Metal

Lumped

Radiated

max [ %]

61.7

35.9

31.1

3.7

36.9

11.8

min [ %]

14.2

0.6

13.8

1.7

19.5

1e-6

Tab. 1: Maximum and minimum absorbed power for each term in the power balance, as given by the largest (smallest) Eigenvalue of
the respective power correlation matrices.
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Introduction: In clinical routine work accurate determination of peak velocities is an important diagnosic measure for e.g.
(I) estimation of the severity of stenosis[1], (II) analysis of arterial stiffness[2, 3] and (III) assessment of the pulmonary flow
pattern to classify the different levels of development of LV diastolic dysfunction[4]. Due to its widespread availability
echocardiographic methods such as pulse wave (PW) tissue Doppler imaging are commonly used. In recent years,
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is increasingly accepted as a valuable noninvasive tool for evaluation of aortic
distensibility and PW velocity based on its high accuracy and reproducibility[3, 5]. Whereas MRI is known to
underestimate peak velocities due to averaging of flow information related to the typical long data acquisition times,
echocardiography is considered as highly operator dependent.
Thus, the aim of this study was to compare peak velocities (Vmax) assessed by two-dimensional (2D) phase-contrast
velocity mapping (PC-MRI), real-time PC-MRI and pulse wave echocardiography regarding the degree of discrepancy.
Materials and methods: Quantitative through-plane PC-MRI flow/peak velocity measurements were performed in the
ascending aorta of 11 healthy subjects (mean age = 42.6±13.7years; 6 male) with a 3.0T-TX system (Achieva, Philips
Healthcare) equipped with parallel radiofrequency signal transmission technology using (a) retrospectively gated standard
2D PC-MRI (=MR_ref; TE/flip = 5.2ms/30°, 36-42 heart phases, flow encoding = main blood flow direction, scanning time
~1.5 min); (b) 2D PC-MRI (=MR_3D; comparable to a) but with flow encoding in 3 spatial directions for 3D vector
calculating); (c) real-time PC-MRI (=MR_RT; TR/TEeff/excitation angle = 12-14ms/3.3ms/40°, temporal resolution 24-28
ms; scanning time = 1 heart beat) and (d) pulse wave echocardiography (=Echo; Vivid 9, GE). To avoid physiological
variations all measurements were performed in the same examination unit without repositioning of the subject. The
normally distributed data were analyzed by paired Student-t-test regarding a p-value of 0.05 as statistically significant,
Bland-Altman statistics and by calculating of regression coefficients.
Results and discussion: As expected, on average Vmax(MR_3D) exceeded Vmax(MR_ref) by 4,4 % (=mean, limits-ofagreement: +14.1 % to -5.3 %, r~0.96, p<0.05). This may be related to the occasionally non-perpendicular blood flow
direction in a curved vessel underscoring the need for calculating of three-dimensional velocity vectors. Peak velocities
were higher applying real-time PC-MRI compared to MR_ref (28.1 %; +51.4 % to +4.9 %, r~0.64, p<0.05), which can be
explained by the non-averaging character of this technique representing a snap-shot of the actual blood flow in the
region-of-interest (Abb. 1). Accordingly, Vmax(echo) was increased by 25.2 % in relation to Vmax(MR_ref) (+69.0 % to 18.5 %, r<0.5, p<0.05). Comparing real-time PC-MRI and pulse wave echocardiography high agreement was observed
between both methods (2.7 %; +44.5 % to -39.2 %, r<0.5, p<0.05) but with substantial scatters and a low correlation
coefficient. Short-term effects influencing blood flow velocities such as respiration of the subject, varying heart rates or
slightly different measuring positions between the two different techniques may be responsible for this behavior.
Conclusion: Peak velocities assessed by standard quantitative two-dimensional PC-MRI were underestimated by 2530% in comparison to real-time PC-MRI and pulse wave echocardiography.

Fig1: Peak velocities assessed by phase-contrast MRI and pulse wave echocardiography
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Introduction: The University Hospital Erlangen is equipped with devices for phased array deep hyperthermia treatments.
During these treatments the patient lies inside a water-filled applicator. The implemented antennas in the applicator send
steered microwaves to heat the tissue, preferably the tumour area. Therefore, thermometry is essential to protect the
surrounding healthy tissue and to offer the option of optimal temperature control in the target tissue. Thermistors with
high-resistance, carbon-imbedded plastic leads (Bowman probes [1]) measure absolute values reliably at the cost of
invasiveness and only local temperature values. MR-guided hyperthermia offers another option for temperature control.
Using the proton resonance frequency (PRF) shift method, temperature values for every voxel in the MR-image can be
determined [2]. The potential of online imaging and tumour control during treatments is another advantage of this
technique. While the PRF shift method yields only relative temperature values, absolute temperature measurement can
be investigated using the temperature induced proton chemical shift in MR-spectroscopy. This study investigated
parameters used for the MR-sequence including peak fitting methods.
Materials and methods: A BSD-2000/3D/MR (BSD Medical Corporation, Salt Lake City, Utah, USA) combined with a
Magnetom Symphony 1.5T MRT scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) was used for the measurements. The single
voxel technique was applied for MR-spectroscopy using a PRESS sequence, which consists of one 90° excitation and
two 180° refocusing pulses. Different phantoms of mayonnaise and pork were measured. The phantom inside the
hyperthermia applicator was placed in the MRT scanner. The single voxel for the MR-spectroscopy had to be positioned
in a suitable region in the MR-images. The voxel size was the first investigated parameter, which was varied between
20x20x20 mm³ to 40x40x40 mm³. The flip angle was the second investigated parameter and was varied from 30° to 90°
to optimise the signal quality. For temperature calculation, precise determinations of fat and water peaks were necessary
due to the tiny change of the chemical shift per degree Celsius. Fitted Lorentz peaks using a Matlab tool (Mathworks,
Natick, MA, USA) with the Nelder-Mead simplex method, integrated spectroscopy peak fitting using syngo MR A35
software (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) and a peak finding method using the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a
Hankel matrix [3] were compared. After the peak finding process, the peak difference between fat and water peaks in
ppm was calculated. The results of the different processes were then compared.
Results: As expected, the signal to noise ratio decreased with smaller voxel size. However, the measured area was more
homogeneous in tissue composition and temperature when the voxel size decreased. The optimised flip angle was 90° so
that the loss of signal due to the reduced voxel size could be compensated. The peak finding process was satisfactory by
detecting two peaks; an additional third peak was determined by fitting in Matlab, but could not improve the calculation of
the chemical shift. Although the resulting peak positions of the syngo software tool gave only one decimal place, the peak
difference to the Matlab fitting was comparable. Only the resulting values of the Hankel matrix SVD showed a small but
constant shift relative to the two other methods.
Conclusion: The acquisition parameter optimisation resulted in an optimal voxel size of 20x20x20 mm³ and a flip angle of
90°. Using these values for MR-spectroscopy single voxel sequence simplified the evaluation of the peak difference. The
two peak fitting method yielded reliable peak positions and peak differences as does the SVD. However, the occurring
constant shift is going to be investigated in more detail before the time consuming Matlab tool method will be replaced. In
summary these results formed a good basis for currently ongoing clinical studies with non-invasive absolute thermometry
by MR-spectroscopy.
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Introduction: Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an established and widely applied non-invasive imaging technique
for clinical diagnostics such as tissue characterization, therapy planning and response monitoring. However, artifacts,
such as intensity non-uniformity or motion artifacts, disturb the performance of image analysis, e.g. in the segmentation
process. For the correction of intensity non-uniformity we present a novel approach, with the aim to maximize the sum of
the squared two-dimensional histogram of a pair of MR images to estimate a correction function. A detailed evaluation
was performed to determine, if the new approach outperforms the established N4 correction algorithm.
Material and methods: An established correction model for intensity non-uniformity in MRI is a simplified multiplicative
approach [1] where x is the spatial position, S is the measured signal, t is the unbiased signal emitted by the tissue, f is
the unknown non-uniformity function and n describes the additive noise. Furthermore we assume that the effect of
intensity non-uniformity in MRI occurs due to the fact that the signal emitted by the tissue is slowly decreasing. This is
caused by the increasing spatial distance between the head of the patient and the coil segments as well as by attenuation
effects. We describe the gradually decreasing signal for a typical MR head coil, consisting of eight single segments, i.e.
coils, by an exponential model. We combine a pair of T1- and T2-weighted MR images to estimate the unknown function f
using the joint histogram of two MR-Images. The sum of the squared histogram bins is minimal for images with constant
gray values and maximal for images with the same average gray values in which just one pixel differs from zero. Thus,
maximizing the joint histogram function leads to more clustered gray value distributions in the histogram, reducing the
non-uniformity in the images. Figure 1 shows uncorrected and corrected MR images, a corresponding joint histogram and
the influence of intensity non-uniformity on the segmentation process. In order to determine the optimal parameters for
the unknown function f, the joint histogram function is maximized using an Artificial Bee Colony algorithm [2].
The proposed correction algorithm was evaluated using brain MR images from six patients. In addition, the performance
of the new algorithm was compared to the N4 algorithm [3], with two parameter configurations: (N4 50) with a spline
distance of 50 mm and (N4100) with a spline distance of 100 mm. As a comparison criterion we calculated the coefficient
of variation cv of three regions of interest: white matter (wm), grey matter (gm) and cerebro-spinal fluid (csf). A smaller cv
value indicates a correction result of higher quality. We repeated the correction of each dataset for five times to
investigate the reproducibility of the new algorithm. Finally we used different parameter configurations for colony size and
number of iterations of the ABC, to achieve an optimal parameter configuration.
Results: Figure 2 shows the cv of the new approach and the N4 algorithm for the T1- and T2-weighted datasets,
respectively. The average correction performances for the T1-weighted datasets was 13.2, indicating a better
performance in comparison to 13.6 for the N4 algorithm with a spline distance of 50 mm. The correction performance for
the T2-weighted datasets were similar (16.9) to the results (16.7) of N4 50 algorithm. The correction results of the N4100
algorithm for all T1- and T2-weighted datasets were inferior to the proposed method. Figure 2 also shows the
reproducibility of the novel correction method. The average standard deviation of the cv for all patient datasets after five
repetitions was 0.20 for the T1- and 0.09 for the T2-weighted datasets. The best correction performance was achieved
with a colony size of 30 and a maximal number of iterations of 30. For colony sizes of 10 , 15 and 20 the cv was larger.
Further increasing the colony size, e.g. to 50, did not reveal better correction performance but higher computation times.
Summary: In this study we present a novel method to correct intensity non-uniformity in MRI data. The evaluation
showed that the coefficient of variation of gray values for several tissue types as a measure of the performance of the
correction were smaller or similar in comparison to the established N4 algorithm. These results indicate that the new
correction method is able to correct the intensity non-uniformity in MRI data. Furthermore the reproducibility of the novel
method was demonstrated, confirming the algorithm applicability. Finally, an optimal parameter configuration of the ABC
could be identified for an optimal correction performance.
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Fig. 1: Example of uncorrected T1- and T2-weighted images and the joint two-dimensional histogram as well as the corresponding
segmentation result (top row). The histogram of the uncorrected images appears blurred (red arrow). In (a) the influence of the intensity
non-uniformity on the segmentation result is visible (blue arrow). The bottom row shows the same T1- and T2-weighted images after
the intensity non-uniformity correction. The histogram of the corrected images is more clustered (red arrow). In (b) the improved
segmentation result is shown (blue arrow).
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Fig. 2: The coefficient of variation analysis (a) and (b) of the new method and the N4 algorithm is shown for six T1- and T2-weighted
patient datasets. The performance of the new approach was similar or even better in comparison to the N4 algorithm. The measured
reproducibility of the new correction approach is shown in (c) and (d). The influence of different parameter configurations of the ABC on
the coefficient of variation is visualized in (e).
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In nuclear medicine therapy tumours are treated by internal radiation exposure from a radionuclide or a radioactively
labelled pharmaceutical administered to the patient. To permit the efficient delivery of high amounts of radiation dose to
tumours while limiting the radiation dose to critical organs dosimetry calculations need to be performed. Moreover,
patient-specific dosimetry is needed to provide an estimation of the radiation dose to tissues for an individual patient.
Individual treatment planning in nuclear medicine is performed by use of a diagnostic pre-treatment test dose of the
radiopharmaceutical administered to the patient. This approach allows to quantify the relationship between administered
activity and absorbed radiation dose in the critical organs and to estimate the radiation absorbed dose to both the tumour
and the normal organs. The objective of treatment planning is to determine the amount of activity administered which
maximizes tumour cell sterilization while minimizing normal tissue toxicity.
Treatment planning in nuclear medicine comprises the following steps:
(i) Measurement of the biodistribution of the radiopharmaceutical within the patient, that is to determine the percentage of
administered activity for the accumulating organs. This step mainly requires the implementation of quantitative imaging
procedures which can be performed by serial planar gamma-camera scans or with considerably increased accuracy – by
tomographic measurements using SPECT(/CT) or PET(/CT). (ii) The quantitative imaging procedure needs to be
repeated at appropriate points in time in order to assess the biokinetics of the radiopharmaceutical. This data is used to
calculate the number of disintegration in the source organs and the respective residence times (time-integrated activity
coefficients). (iii) The absorbed doses need to be estimated relying on the physical properties of the radionuclide and the
measured biokinetics. Several methods have been developed for estimating radiation dose in the patient ranging from
reference tables derived from anthropomorphic phantoms to direct, stochastic simulation of radiation dose deposition in
the patient using a CT-based representation of the patient. Each step of the treatment planning process implies
uncertainty in the assessment of radiation absorbed dose to normal organs which will be addressed in the lecture.
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Motivation: The application of the radioactive isotope I-131 is a common therapy option for diseases of the thyroid like
goiter or hyperthyroidism. Prior to the therapy the I-131 uptake to the thyroid as well as the outflow and corresponding
retention time have to be determined. Normally the uptake and effective half life period are estimated from few
measurements within the first two days after application of a test dose of activity. This proceeding, however, suffers from
the fact that especially the half life period only can be estimated with a large uncertainty. As a result the therapeutic aim
cannot be reached precisely. Further the planning of the length of the stay of patients within the radioiodine therapy ward
is subject to an increased uncertainty. Both consequences are to be avoided as far as possible. In 2013 a
recommendation of the European Association of Nuclear Medicine (EANM) was published, which takes the physiological
processes of the I-131 dynamic better into account [1]. The full use of this recommendation, however, easily results in an
increased effort to the staff and patient. Within this work the effect of the EANM recommendation on the therapy outcome
was studied in a clinical environment. Further, optimization strategies have been determined to minimize the effort of the
pre-therapeutic dosimetry.
Materials and methods: Within the study data from pre-therapeutic dosimetry as well as from I-131 therapies of the
thyroid have been analyzed for about 60 patients. According to the EANM recommendation the I-131 uptake to the
thyroid was measured at least up to 6 to 7 days after application. We determined the effect of the measurements at
different points in time on the estimated overall I-131 uptake, the half life and the activity to be administered under therapy
conditions. The correlation between the prediction based on the different test scenarios and the therapeutic behavior of
the thyroid have been analyzed. The analysis was conducted on different subgroups of diseases of the thyroid.
Results: It could be verified under clinical conditions that measurements at about one week after application of the test
activity have a substantial effect on the predicted half life for diseases with an average effective half life of about 6 days or
below as well as diseases where the individual effective half life time varies relevantly. Especially for Grave’s disease the
uncertainty of the half life can be lowered with the use of the EANM approach by a factor of 1.5 compared to common
used procedures. For diseases with an average effective half life of around 7 days, like goiter, the effect of the more
elaborated dosimetry approach was smaller with only limited benefit in comparison to a simple ‘Marinelli approach’. It also
got obvious that it is fully sufficient to sample the I-131 uptake on the basis of three measurements only, one after about
four hours after application, one after one to two days and one after about one week. A further increase of effort does not
positively affect the precision of the pre-therapeutic dosimetry. Further there are hints that even with measurements at the
first and last point in time the activity to be administered can be predicted with sufficient precision.
Conclusion: We studied the effect of more elaborated pre-therapeutic I-131 uptake tests on the precision of the
prediction of the therapeutic behavior of the thyroid. It showed up that the use of a measurement at a delayed point in
time has a clear effect on the quality of the prediction. There is, however, a chance to optimize the tests by performing
measurement at no more than two to three points in time.
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Aim: The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of a reduced number of measurement points on the estimation of
the time-integrated activity coefficients in PRRT with 111In-labelled DTPAOC.
Materials and methods: Ten patients with proven neuroendocrine tumours (NETs) were investigated. Planar whole-body
scans using a double-head γ-camera (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) were performed at 0.75, 4 h, 1, 2, and 3 d after the
injection of 111In-DTPAOC for prediction of absorbed doses [1]. A physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model
[1] was implemented describing the main physiological processes, i.e. absorption, distribution, internalization and
excretion (ADME). To investigate the effect of neglecting the last measurement point on the optimized biodistribution (Fig.
1) and thus the time-integrated activity coefficient both the full and the reduced data sets were fitted to the model. The
relative difference RD of the resulting time-integrated activity coefficients was calculated using the area under the curve
(AUC) individually for all organs according to
(1)
Results: The time-integrated activity coefficients for the full data sets are as follows: serum = (0.8 ± 0.3) h, liver = (2.2 ±
0.8) h, tumour = (5.8 ± 1.3) h, spleen = (1.45 ± 2.1) h, kidney = (1.1 ± 0.5) h, whole body = (13.1 ± 4.0) h. The mean
relative differences between the time-integrated activity coefficients are showing an overestimation on average for serum,
spleen, kidney and whole body (Table 1). For tumour and liver the AUC is underestimated on average (Table 1). The
differences for tumour and serum are significant (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon t test).
Organ

Mean ± STD [%]

Median [%]

Min [%]

Max [%]

Tumour

-32 ± 42

-24

-99

33

Kidney

14 ± 24

16

-20

64

Liver

-0.5 ± 14
-2

-19

26

Spleen

38 ± 59

16

-49

139

Whole Body

18 ± 26

4

-12

56

Serum

47 ± 50

46

-21

110

Tab. 1: Relative differences of the estimated time-integrated activity coefficients between both data sets (full and reduced) for all
patients.

Conclusion: The results of the herewith investigated case using less data on the time-integrated activity coefficients
suggest a considerable effect of the last measurement point on the quantitative estimation accuracy of the absorbed
dose. The effect has a major influence on the AUC. A positive difference is indicating an overestimation of the actual
AUC and thus the absorbed dose to the organ at risk. Overall, in this patient group the last measurement point is
necessary to avoid an inaccurate estimation or prediction of the actual absorbed dose.
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Fig. 1: A typical measured biodistribution (black dots) and the fit (colored lines) by the model for serum, liver, tumour, kidney and whole
body (total).
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Questions: For dosimetry in molecular radiotherapy there is no software tool available which allows a seamless workflow
from 2D/3D data processing to the actual calculation of the activity to administer and the absorbed doses. In addition,
current software lacks providing errors for the results. Therefore, dosimetry software for molecular radiotherapy was
developed which includes all relevant methods for calculating the activity to administer and the pertaining absorbed doses
(with the corresponding error) using a series of 2D images and one 3D image or external counter data as input.
Materials und methods: NUKDOS follows the MIRD formalism on a voxel-level (1) and was developed in MATLAB. To
determine the kinetics of the radiolabeled substance the time activity curve of organs of interest can be derived from a
series of gamma camera images using the 2D image processing tool. In addition, counter data from urine, serum, blood
or probe can be processed. To estimate the time-integrated activity coefficients the data can be fitted to a list of predefined functions (sums of exponentials). The integration of the functions with the corresponding fit parameters is
conducted analytically (2). To determine the absolute activity and the time-integrated activity coefficients in each organ on
a voxel level one SPECT/CT image is required. The absorbed dose coefficients are calculated by convolution of the timeintegrated activity coefficient matrix and an S-value kernel. S-Value kernels are provided for Y-90, I-131 and Lu-177 and
are automatically constructed based on the voxel size of the image (3). From the mean value of the absorbed dose
coefficients of the organ at risk the activity to administer is calculated. Subsequently the absorbed doses and/or the
biologically equivalent dose of the organs of interest are computed. The error of the absorbed doses is estimated by
Gaussian error propagation taking into account the errors of all contributing variables. In addition, NUKDOS supports the
latest EANM SOP formalisms provided for dosimetry in the treatment of thyroid diseases (4).To validate NUKDOS, the
results of dosimetry in receptor radionuclide therapy were compared to the output of other software (OLINDA/EXM (5),
SAAM2 (6) and UlmDOS (7)). An example from radioiodine therapy was also used to test for accuracy and reproducibility
of the results.
Results: The time activity curves of NUKDOS and UlmDos were very similar considering the problem of drawing the
same ROI with different software tools. For each time point and organ the difference was < 5 %. The fitting results (based
on the same data) of SAAM2 were identical. For a maximal dose of 12 Gy for the kidney, the difference between
OLINDA/EXM (mass corrected) and NUKDOS were < 5 % for the activity to administer based on the same timeintegrated activity coefficients.
Conclusion: For treatment planning in molecular radiotherapy NUKDOS provides an objective estimate of the activity to
administer and the pertaining absorbed doses for several radionuclides. Presently it is based on a series of gamma
camera images and one SPECT/CT (PET/CT) as well as external counter data. In addition, the errors of the absorbed
doses are provided.
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Introduction: Radioimmunotherapy (RIT) is employed in conditioning before blood stem cell transplantation of acute
(myeloid and lymphoblastic) leukemia patients (1, 2). To achieve the desired absorbed dose, therapy planning is
conducted based on pretherapeutic measurements, a pharmacokinetic and physical model. In the past, equal
pretherapeutic and therapeutic biodistribution was assumed. However, it has been shown that this assumption is not
justified and that a physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) model is required to predict the time-integrated activity
coefficients (residence times) for the calculation of the absorbed dose (1). The introduction of a PBPK model in RIT with
radiolabelled anti-CD66 antibody allowed individual dosimetry while including a priori knowledge of physiological
parameters. Here, this PBPK model is improved using more patient data and including additional a priori knowledge.
Material and methods: The recently developed model was modified by adding sub-models for half and nonimmunoreactive fractions of the antibody. In addition, it was assumed that the number of antigens in the liver and spleen
together are equal to the antigens on the circulating granulocytes (3) and 38 fold lower than in the red marrow (4).
Gamma camera and serum measurements of 28 patients with acute myeloid or lymphoblastic leukemia were available.
The prediction accuracy was evaluated by comparing the predicted and the measured serum activity curve during
therapy. In addition, the time-integrated activity coefficients i for all organs were investigated.
Results: Visual inspection showed good fits for all models and data, except the red marrow time-activity curve (TAC) for
one patient. All elements of the correlation matrix were < 0.9 and the coefficients of variation of the estimated timeintegrated activity coefficients i were < 0.2 for all organs and patients (5). The median relative deviation of the timeintegrated activity coefficient based on the predicted and measured therapeutic serum TAC was 11 % (range: 0.1-64 %).
The pretherapeutic and therapeutic i for serum and red marrow differed by a factor of 0.76±0.15 and 1.2±0.2,
respectively. The amount of injected substance and the number of available antigens are the most important
determinants for biodistribution.
Summary: The prediction accuracy is in a reasonable range considering the alternative of assuming equal biodistribution
for the pretherapeutic measurements and therapy. Therefore, it is recommended to use the presented PBPK model for
estimating the time-integrated activity coefficients in RIT with anti-CD66 antibody from pretherapeutic measurements.
Further validation of the model is ongoing.
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Purpose: Intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) uses optimization procedures to achieve desired dose
distributions. However, the problem of finding an optimal gantry angle configuration can hardly be solved by linear
optimization even for coplanar beams (Meedt et al., 2003), more so for the non-coplanar beam arrangements. Therefore,
it could be helpful to utilize other approaches such as class solutions. The purpose of this study was to evaluate different
non-coplanar class solutions for simplified organ at risk (OAR) / planning target volume (PTV) topologies resembling
different clinical cases.
Methods: The optimal fluence distribution of IMRT fields depend strongly on the topology of OARs and PTVs. For
example, concave PTV structure surrounding an OAR requires solutions completely different from those for convex PTV
(Brahme et al., 1982; Bratengeier, 2005; Bratengeier et al., 2012b). To model clinical situations where non-coplanar beam
arrangements may be useful, we used three types of PTV-OAR topology (see Fig. 1). Spherical embedded OAR (Fig. 1a)
simulated such compact objects as eyeballs, lenses, parotid glands, pituitary glands, etc. Cylindrical OAR (Fig. 1b)
modelled elongated OARs such as spinal cord and optic nerves in the head and neck cases. A curved elongated OAR
(Fig. 1c) modelled more complex objects such as the rectum in the prostate cases. Note that for Fig. 1 a) and 1 c) no
beam direction can be found to spare the OAR without also blocking out parts of the PTV.
For the PTV-OAR topologies in Fig. 1, a reference coplanar and a number of non-coplanar IMRT class solutions were
planned in Pinnacle3D 9.1 using direct machine parameter optimization (DMPO) and, for comparison, fluence
optimization.
For each OAR shape (a: ball, b: cylinder with rounded ends, c: banana), a cutting plane through phantom centre (upper
row) combined with a perspective view (lower row) of the green OAR embedded in the transparent red PTV is depicted.
The orientation is the same as for the patient with inferior (I)-superior (S)-direction parallel to the couch. The Phantom
surface (sphere, diameter 20 cm) is represented by brown contours.
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Fig1: employed PTV-OAR topologies

Several factors that potentially influence clinical applicability of the results were assessed: number of beams, maximum
number of allowed segments (64 or 120) or raw fluence distributions, differently weighted OAR sparing, different
collimator angles, variation of the dose grid, different collimator types and leaf widths (4 mm, 10 mm).
The following class solutions were compared:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Coplanar equidistant IMRT (Co) – the reference technique
Non-coplanar Quasi-isotropical, with central axes in 5 planes (NonCo *)
Coplanar technique with additional orthogonal field (Co+1)
Non-coplanar with central axes in 2 planes (2P); same as coplanar, but half of the beams used 90° turned patient
couch

Further non-coplanar plans planned by experienced IMRT planners (*) central axes through the vertices of icosahedron
and/or dodecahedron (Bratengeier et al., 2012a). The resulting plans were compared using mean dose to the OAR and
minimum dose to the PTV. Additionally, more comprehensive summarizing evaluation methods were used.
Results: For all techniques more segments, particularly more beam directions enabled better plan quality. Spherical
OARs are best treated using Quasi-isotropical NonCo technique; however, the number of beams and segments should
be high: minimum 16 beams and 120 segments had to be used. 2P-techniques turned out to be almost equivalent to
NonCo. If less beams and segments were allowed, they actually were preferable.
For cylindrical OARs, coplanar IMRT with an additional beam along the cylinder axis (Co+1) achieved best results – also
for a limited number of allowed beams and segments. 2P plans were second best for cylindrical OARs; they were almost
equivalent, if few segments were allowed.
For the most irregular (banana) shape Co+1 delivered best plans, also for a reduced number of beams. The coplanar
techniques were almost of the same quality. However, Co+1 and particularly 2P plans were less sensitive to the reduction
of the number of segments.
Individually generated plans could compete with other techniques in cases b) and c) only if additional non-coplanar
beams were used along the OAR axis.
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Discussion and conclusion: Non-coplanar IMRT seems to be clinically effective solely if beam arrangement is dense
enough towards two neighboured beams, at least for a subgroup of the beams. For all techniques, this subgroup has to
be extended over a wide angular range, as for 2P-techniques or single beams additional to a coplanar beam
arrangement. The latter case shows that not every beam needs dense neighbours. For cylindrical OARs, coplanar beam
arrangements with additional beams along the OAR axis increase plan quality considerably. Such techniques are even
successful for curved OARs that do not have an obvious OAR-sparing direction (case c).
Planning studies for real clinical cases will follow.
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Introduction: In radiotherapy it is possible to obtain highly accurate dose calculations by using Monte Carlo (MC)
algorithms, even in regions with inhomogeneous densities. However, because of the required high computing power, MC
algorithms are not common in commercial planning systems yet.
This work aims to construct a highly accurate geometric model of one of the linear accelerators available at our clinic
using the MC toolkit GEANT4 [1,2]. With this model, simulations of energy depositions can be made and verified by
measurements. A geometric calibration is necessary to take the curvature of the collimator tips into account [3].
Materials and methods: For the modeling the MC toolkit GEANT4 is used. It features a high flexibility for the choice of
primary particles and in the creation of geometries being also suitable for the generation of time-dependent geometries.
The modeled linear accelerator is the Axesse (Elekta) with Agility head. This head provides accurate dose delivery to
tumors due to a multileaf collimator (MLC) containing 160 tungsten leaves split up into two opposing leaf banks. These
leaves have a projected thickness of 5mm in the isocentric level and can be moved individually, enabling highly precise
and rapidly varying radiation fields. In X-direction the field is limited by two opposing, movable X-collimators.
The accelerator head is modeled in GEANT4 from target to collimators in collaboration with the manufacturer. To validate
the simulation several dose profiles are measured using a diode (PTW 60017) in a water phantom. These measurements
are compared to dose profiles which have been simulated with the same geometry. The measurements are taken in the
isocenter with a source surface distance of 90cm. The calibration of the simulation is done for photons at energies of 6MV
and 15MV. Individual calibration functions are made for both MLC leaf banks and the X-collimators.
Results: With the calibrated model several fields are simulated. The simulated fields are compared to measured fields by
means of the one dimensional gamma index criterion. Simulation and measurement show a very good agreement,
validating our model.
Conclusion: The simulation has been dosimetrically and geometrically verified and we have obtained a model of our
linear accelerator in GEANT4 which enables us to make highly accurate calculations of energy depositions. With this
model it is possible to perform 4D simulations and dose calculations in patients for advanced radiation techniques which
require this high precision.
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Introduction: The national metrology institute of Germany, the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), operates
an electron linear accelerator for fundamental research in dosimetry for radiation therapy [1]. The accelerator consists of
two sections: A low-energy section (0.5 MeV – 10 MeV) and a high-energy section (6 MeV – 50 MeV). At the end of both
accelerator sections the electron beam can be deflected into the irradiation rooms where the experimental beamlines are
located. Both experimental beamlines are set up with devices for a precise characterisation of the electron beam. In
connection with a benchmark experiment for the verification of Monte Carlo codes, e.g. EGSnrc [2], measurements with
these devices have been performed at the high-energy beamline for a nominal energy of about 25 MeV. Results of these
measurements are presented in the following.
Materials and methods: The high-energy experimental beamline is equipped with beam profilers, beam current monitors
and a magnetic spectrometer to characterise the electron beam. The beam profilers and the beam current monitors are
commercial products available from National Electrostatic Corporation (NEC) and BERGOZ Instrumentation, respectively.
The beam current monitors installed at the beamline have been calibrated by means of a Faraday cup developed by PTB.
This means that an absolute and non-destructive measurement of each beam charge pulse is possible for high-energy
electron beams. The energy spectrum of the electron beam can be evaluated precisely by a system based on magnetic
spectrometry [3].
Results: Figure 1 shows an example of a horizontal beam profile measured with one of the NEC profilers which is located
near the end of the beamline. The profilers always measure a vertical profile, too. This provides information about the
widths of the electron beam. There are two more profilers installed along the experimental beamline in order to obtain
additional geometrical information, e.g. beam divergence. By measuring of the beam pulse charge, the number of
electrons per beam pulse can be specified with an uncertainty < 0.3 %. The number of electrons is used for the
normalisation of quantities calculated with a Monte Carlo code and therefore it is information necessary in the benchmark
experiment. Additionally, with a recording of the beam pulse charge the stability of the accelerator can be evaluated.
Figure 2 shows results of a measurement of the beam pulse charge for a time scale of 10 hours. With the magnetic
spectrometer a Gaussian-shaped energy spectrum of the beam with a mean energy of
27.120 MeV and a full width at
half maximum of less than 1 % of the mean energy was determined. The standard uncertainty of the mean energy was
0.125 %.
Conclusion: At the experimental beamline of the high-energy section of the research electron accelerator installed at
PTB, the electron beam can be characterised by measurements with regard to beam geometry, beam pulse charge and
energy spectrum. This is a precondition for benchmark experiments which aim at the absolute verification of Monte Carlo
codes, e.g. EGSnrc. A first experiment for high-energy photon radiation produced by an X-ray target was carried out
successfully in 2013.
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Fig. 1: Measured horizontal beam profile near the end of the experimental beamline. The full width at half maximum of the signal
amplitude is about 5 mm.
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Fig. 2: Temporal development of the beam charge during the operation of the linac. After 5 hours of operation the mean pulse charge
just changes by less than 0.3 % during the next 5 hours.
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Introduction: Helical Tomotherapy offers the possibility to correct a rotational setup error of the patient via adaption of
the gantry angles of a treatment plan (roll correction). This is only possible in combination with image guidance, i.e. if
MVCT setup scans are performed. We present an analysis of the dosimetric impact of small gantry angle changes on
dose distributions for helical tomotherapy treatment plans. The goal was to estimate the expectable effects in case daily
image guidance is not performed and thus a roll correction is not applied.
Materials and methods: In Image Guided Radiotherapy (IGRT), an incorrect patient position can be corrected by
repositioning of the treatment couch. If no robotic couch is available, as is the case for most linacs, the correction is
limited to a shift in X-, Y- and Z-direction. For helical tomotherapy treatments, an additional roll correction that can correct
a rotation of the patient about the longitudinal axis (IEC Y) is possible. The value for the roll correction is determined by
matching the rotation of the MVCT scan to the planning CT, and it is then applied to the treatment plan by shifting the
gantry angle at which the treatment starts (and all following gantry angles accordingly). At our institution, typical values for
the roll correction range from 0° to 2°, sometimes 3°.
A method for recalculation of dose distributions for helical tomotherapy with VOXELPLAN, a treatment planning system
developed at the German Cancer Research Center DKFZ, has been established. CT, Structure Set and dose distributions
calculated in the tomotherapy TPS can be imported via Dicom Export into VOXELPLAN. The treatment plans are then
converted into a format readable by VOXELPLAN by assignment of one static treatment field for each projection and a
target point-shift for each field, and dose is recalculated with a pencil beam algorithm. Details regarding the algorithm and
validation of the dose calculation for static tomotherapy beams have already been presented [1]. The individual dose
calculation furthermore has been validated using several phantom and patient treatment plans.
In this work, dose was recalculated in VOXELPLAN for 4 different tomotherapy patient cases. For a prostate case, a
breast case and a head and neck case, gantry angle shifts of 0°, 0.5°, 1° and 2° were used. Additionally, for a scalp case,
gantry angle shifts of 0° and 2° were used. All dose distributions were compared against the recalculated 0° dose
distribution, and dose differences as well as dose-volume histograms (DVH) and corresponding statistics were evaluated.
Results: The DVH comparisons for all 4 cases between no gantry shift and a 2° gantry shift are shown in figure 1 (a)-(d).
For the target volumes of the prostate and the scalp case, the DVHs show no variations. For the head and neck case, the
minimal dose to the boost volume dropped from 88.2 to 80.4 percent of the prescribed dose For the breast case, the
minimal dose to the supraclavicular volume decreased by 3.1 % while the mean dose to the PTV increased by 0.6 %.
Dose statistics for selected organs at risk are shown in table 1 for all gantry angle shifts and all patient cases. It should be
noted that the use of a pencil beam algorithm for dose recalculation might lead to a systematic error of the reported
change in lung dose for the breast case [2].
Conclusion: Small changes of the gantry angle of the order of 1 – 2 degrees can have an impact on dose distributions in
helical tomotherapy, especially for organs at risk. It could be shown that the extent of the effect is dependent on the
treatment indication, as the indication determines the position of the target volumes with respect to the machine isocenter
as well as sizes and positions of organs at risk. The fact that a patient rotation can be corrected in helical tomotherapy
contributes to a higher accuracy in patient positioning. In order to exploit this advantage, daily MVCT scans are
necessary.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1: DVH comparisons for all 4 patient cases between no gantry angle shift (solid lines) and a 2° gantry angle shift
(dashed lines). (a) prostate case, (b) head and neck case, (c) breast case, (d) scalp case.
0.5° shift

1° shift

2° shift

Head and Neck
Right Parotid:

V_30%

-3.4%

-6.6%

-11.4 %

Right Parotid:

D_mean

-2.3 % (-0.8 %)

-4.1 % (-1.4 %)

-7.9 % (-1.4 %)

Right Parotid:

D_max

-0.6 % (-0.5 %)

-1.8 % (-1.4 %)

-2.8 % (-2.2 %)

Left Parotid:

V_30 %

+4.9 %

+9.5 %

+22.6 %

Left Parotid:

D_mean

+2.6 % (+0.8 %)

+5.7 % (+1.6 %)

+12.8 % (+3.6 %)

Left Parotid:

D_max

+2.6 % (+2.0 %)

+5.0 % (+3.8 %)

+6.3 % (+4.8 %)

Breast
Left Lung:

D_mean

+1.5 % (+0.4 %)

+3.5 % (+0.9 %)

+6.9 % (+1.8 %)

Left Lung:

V_30 %

+2.5 %

+5.0 %

+9.6 %

Right Eye:

D_mean

-

-

-1.4 % (-0.6 %)

Right Eye:

D_max

-

-

+0.2 % (+0.1 %)

Left Eye:

D_mean

-

-

+5.0 % (+2.2 %)

Left Eye:

D_max

-

-

+13.7 % (+9.2 %)

Scalp

Tab. 1: Dose statistics for selected organs at risk. Differences in mean dose (D_mean) and maximum dose (D_max) are given as local
percentage deviations, and additionally in brackets in percent of the prescribed dose. V_30 % is the volume that received at least 30 %
of the prescribed dose.
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Object/purpose: To investigate the possible impact of the presence of air cavity regions in lung, which surround a CTV to
be treated for early stage of NSCLC in stereotactical regimen.
Material and methods: Five patients presenting NSCLC and treated with 3 sessions of 18 Gy each where selected. They
presented air cavities in the lung (HU<-950), in small regions surrounding the GTV, and included in the PTV. Targets
were delineated based on ITV on 4DCT datasets. VMAT (RapidArc) plans with two partial arcs by 6 MV FFF beams were
optimized with PRO3 algorithm, running the optimization twice, with the second accounting for the accurate final dose
calculated after the first optimization run; this allowed to obtain a good target coverage also in presence of air cavities.
Doses were calculated with Acuros XB (vers. 11). In the present work doses were reported as both dose to medium and
dose to water, as well as using different ranges of densities (and HU) to discriminate lung and air tissue in the very low
density region. The default “physical material table” used by Acuros XB included air from 0.0 to 0.0204 g/cm3, lung from
0.011 to 0.6242 g/cm3 (with linear interpolation in the overlapping range); a customized table included only lung from 0.0
to 0.6242 g/cm3. The same optimization was used for all the dose calculations, and was based on dose to medium using
the default material table; the same MU were set for all plans. Structures were delineated to distinguish the PTV region
with HU<-900 and HU<-950.
Results: The dose to the target composed by soft tissue did not show significant differences for both dose to medium and
dose to water, as well as using the two material tables, using the same MLC movement and MU. Differences were
presented in the air cavities (PTV with HU<-950 and in some cases where HU<-900). Dose to water reported doses in
such regions higher than dose to medium in a range of 3 to 10 %, depending on the PTV volume, on the air cavity size,
on their location relative to the GTV in soft tissue. Results similar to those obtained with dose to water reporting were
shown for the customized material table excluding air.
Conclusion: Particular attention on dose distribution should be paid when air cavities surround the GTV in NSCLC to be
treated with stereotactical targets. The meaning of the dose delivered to such regions when dose to medium or dose to
water are reported should be deeply understood when prescribing a treatment. This concept should be related to a
multiplicity of factors, from the pure medium density and probability to have clonogenic cells in such regions, to the clinical
need to which dose level such air cavities should be treated, in relation to the possible microscopic spread of the disease.
The choice of margins from GTV to CTV should refer also to such a concept. From a more physical and pragmatical
perspective, care has to be paid to the delivered dose also in correlation with movement (4DCT) and possible patient
mispositioning.
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Introduction: Proton dose distributions which are calculated during planning usually do not correspond to the dose
distributions which are delivered during treatment. Patient motion, range uncertainties, and deficient immobilization may
compromise the validity of the original dose calculation. In the presence of lateral inhomogeneities, setup uncertainties
are particularly challenging as small misalignments of the patient may result in substantial alterations of the geometrical
proton range within the patient anatomy.
We have recently introduced the concept of analytical probabilistic modeling (APM) for uncertainty quantification in
radiation treatment planning [1]. APM enables the analytical calculation of the mean and (co)variance of intensitymodulated dose distributions subject to range and setup uncertainties at realistic computational cost. It accounts for the
complex dosimetric interplay of random and systematic errors in fractionated radiotherapy and incorporates structured
correlations in the underlying sources of uncertainty.
Here, we present work in progress regarding a conceptual extension of APM for probabilistic proton dose calculations
which are subject to setup uncertainties in the presence of pronounced lateral inhomogeneities.
Materials and methods: The basis of APM for proton dose calculation is a functional representation of the dose
distribution
which can be integrated analytically against a Gaussian probability distribution
over the uncertain
input parameters . Hence, the integrals required for expectation value and (co)variance calculation remain analytically
tractable and can efficiently be evaluated without sampling.
and
For protons, this approach has recently been validated with a pencil beam algorithm [2] that parameterizes the lateral
dose profile
with one Gaussian
and the depth dose
with a superposition of ten Gaussians
[1]. To
overcome the limitations of pencil beam algorithms in heterogeneities, we suggest a Gaussian fine sampling of the lateral
proton dose distribution according to [3] (Figure 1).

Thereby, we incorporate off-axis density scaling into the dose calculation. The APM formalism remains valid as both the
fine sampling base functions
and their weights
are of Gaussian form (Figure 1) and can consequently be
integrated analytically against Gaussian uncertainties. In particular, it is possible to simulate a lateral shift of the proton
dose, i.e., setup uncertainties, simply by changing the weights of the contributing sub pencil beams according to a
Gaussian function (Figure 1). Additional ray tracings to compute the radiological depths for shifted scenarios are not
necessary.
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Fig. 1: A lateral proton dose profile (solid black) of Gaussian shape can be decomposed into Gaussian components (dashed black). By
changing the relative weights of these components (dashed red), it is possible to model a lateral shift of the original dose (solid red).
Here, we use a fine sampling distance of 0.33mm of the individual components.

Our analytical calculations are evaluated against Monte Carlo simulations [4] for a single pencil beam in a 2D water
phantom featuring a lateral
air inhomogeneity at
depth (Fig. 2). We assume a proton energy of
[5] and an initial proton fluence of Gaussian shape with
[6]. For the simulation of setup
uncertainties we assume a Gaussian distribution over the lateral patient position with
. For benchmarking,
Monte Carlo simulations with
histories are performed on a regular grid covering
and weighted according their
probability to estimate the expectation value and the standard deviation of the dose.
Results: Figure 2 (a) compares APM versus Monte Carlo simulations for (a) the nominal proton dose calculation. Figures
2 (b) and (c) compare the expectation value and the standard deviation under the influence of lateral setup uncertainties.
Corresponding -index calculations applying a global 3 % dose and 2mm distance criterion yield pass rates of 98.7 %,
99.4 %, and 99.1 %. At the lateral dose fall-offs of the two peaks towards the central axis (indicated by the two arrows in
figure 2(a)) we observe maximum deviations of up to 12 %, 10 %, and 6 % for the nominal dose, the expectation value,
and the standard deviation, respectively. While the Monte Carlo simulations [4] require more than 10h of computation
time, APM requires only a couple of seconds with a Matlab prototype.
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Fig. 2: Monte Carlo simulations (dotted) vs. analytical calculations (solid) in a water tank (grey) featuring a lateral air inhomogeneity
(white). The nominal dose distributions are shown in (a), the expectation values of the dose assuming a Gaussian setup error in lateral
direction with 3mm standard deviation are shown in (b), and the standard deviations of the dose are shown in (c). Arrows indicate
regions of maximum discrepancy.

Discussion and conclusion: We demonstrated that APM can be applied for proton dose calculations facilitating pencil
beam decomposition. Compared to conventional pencil beam algorithms, fine sampling improves the dose calculation
accuracy in heterogeneous anatomies. APM uncertainty quantification was orders of magnitude faster than the
benchmarking Monte Carlo simulations [4]. The observed deviations between analytical calculation and Monte Carlo
simulation, however, suggest further refinements of the APM algorithm to include nuclear corrections [3] and twodimensional scaling [7] for the lateral scattering model. Incorporating these refinements is conceptually unproblematic and
subject of ongoing work in our research group. As the discrepancies between Monte Carlo simulations and APM are likely
to decrease when going from challenging toy problems to realistic patient cases featuring thousands of superimposing
pencil beams, we envisage manifold applications of APM in the context of robust planning in the future.
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Following PET/CT and SPECT/CT, PET/MR hybrid imaging, with its clinical introduction in the year 2010, is the most
recent addition to the palette of hybrid imaging modalities. PET/MR synergistically combines excellent soft tissue contrast
and various functional imaging parameters provided by MR with high sensitivity and quantification of radiotracer
metabolism provided by PET. Integrated PET/MR systems furthermore offer the ability to acquire hybrid imaging data
simultaneously.
While clinical evaluation of PET/MR in oncology, neurology, pediatric oncology and cardiovascular disease now is under
way; integrated PET/MR demands for new technologies and innovative solutions, currently subject to interdisciplinary
research. To fully assess the diagnostic potential of PET/MR, several technical challenges have to be considered:
attenuation correction (AC) of the patient tissues in PET/MR has to be based on MR-images since CT attenuation
information is missing. MR-based AC of patient tissues is currently hampered by a limited number of tissue classes and
undercorrection of bone tissue. In the context of MR-based AC, the limited field-of-view of the MR system component may
lead to MR signal truncation in body parts where the patient anatomy exceeds these spatial constraints of the MR field-ofview (e.g. the arms). This may lead to an undercorrection of patient tissues and, consequently, quantification of PET data
might be biased in these regions. Not only the patient tissues but also hardware components in the PET field-of-view,
such as radiofrequency (RF) coils and the system patient table, need to be corrected as well. Here, CT-based templates
of the individual hardware components are used for AC in PET/MR.
The current challenges in PET/MR hybrid imaging will be introduced and recent solutions and developments will
be discussed in this introductory lecture.
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Brain PET attenuation correction using MR UTE pulse sequences
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Introduction: With the current advent of PET/MR scanners attenuation correction (AC) has to be performed with image
data obtained from the MR. This task is not as simple as with CT since the MR provides information about the tissue
proton density, which is not directly related to tissue density. Currently a Dixon pulse sequence is used in clinical routine.
The Dixon pulse sequence provides high contrast between soft tissues, but signal from bone tissue is not obtained. Such
classification is acceptable for full body scan, but for brain PET/MR it has been shown that 15 %-30 % error can occur,
more enhanced near the bone [1]. Another comparison between quantitative results obtained using a Dixon pulse
sequence and ultra-short echo-time (UTE)-based AC showed 15 %-20 % activity underestimation errors compared to CT
[2]. Several approaches using a combination of MR sequences have shown highly quantitative results [3-5]. The purpose
of this study is to show the accuracy of an attenuation map based on UTE sequences information from MR for AC in brain
PET.
Materials and methods: The Biograph mMR (Siemens Healthcare) scanner is a PET/MR tomograph that simultaneously
acquires PET and MR information. An UTE sequence is an MR sequence with very short echo-time (TE) to detect
measurable signal from tissues with short T2 relaxation component. In this work we delineated the location of the bone
tissue from the R2 map [6], defined as

,

[1]

obtained from two consecutive UTE echoes. IE1 and IE2 are the intensity images of each echo image, UTE1 and UTE2,
and TE1 and TE2 are the echo-times of each image, 0.07 ms and 2.46 ms in the mMR.
Before calculating the R2 map, a binary mask (Bair,ext), corresponding to air and represented as the non-zero voxels
outside the head, was calculated by automatic histogram-based thresholding. Then, the R2 map was calculated. All those
voxels in the R2 map with values below zero were set to zero because they correspond to soft tissue.
Differentiating bone and air, has been agreed by several studies [1,6], is the most challenging task. The R2 map does not
show differences between bone tissue and air. Therefore, air information inside the head was extracted as an additional
step. By looking at the statistical properties of the non-zero voxels in UTE1 outside the head contained in Bair,ext, we
characterized the voxels that correspond to air inside the head, appending these voxels to Bair,ext. The mean (μair) and the
standard deviation (σair) of the voxels in the UTE1 image included in B air,ext were calculated. Subsequently, those voxels
inside the head with intensity value below μair+σair were used to create an additional binary air mask (B air,int) which was
merged to Bair,ext, producing a general air mask (Bair). Small blobs contained in Bair were removed using binary operations.
To scale the intensity values of the R2 map to the attenuation coefficients required for AC, the voxels corresponding to
hard tissue and soft tissue have to be classified. After normalizing the R2 map (maximum value of R2 map is set to 1),
since the intensity histogram of the R2 map is highly skewed, the mode represents the intensity distribution better than
the mean. Therefore, the mode (MR2) and the standard deviation (σR2) of the non-zero voxels contained in the R2 map
were calculated. All those voxels with intensity above M R2+σR2 were classified as hard tissue; otherwise they were
−1
classified as soft tissue. The R2 map voxels corresponding to hard tissue were scaled so the mean value is 0.151 cm ,
−1
and the R2 map voxels corresponding to soft tissue were scaled so the mean value is 0.096 cm , producing the µ-map to
be used for reconstruction.
The noise in the resulting hard tissue from the R2 map was higher than that observed in typical CT data. Hence, the µmap was smoothed with a Gaussian mask to reduce the noise and to match the image resolution of the MR data (UTE1)
to the PET data. Since the point spread function of the PET scanner is 4.2 mm [7], and the voxel size of the MR data is
1.56 mm/voxel, the σ of the Gaussian mask was set to 3 voxels.
For comparison purposes a PET/CT scan of the same patient was acquired prior to the PET/MR scan. The CT scan was
resampled and registered rigidly to match the UTE images.
Reconstruction was performed using OS-EM (21 subsets, 3 iterations) using no AC, a Dixon—based µ-map (routinely
used in clinic), a CT—based µ-map and the proposed UTE—based µ-map.
Results: Figure 1 shows two representative axial slices from the CT scan, the same two slices from the R2 map and the
corresponding two slices of the post-processed µ-map.
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Fig. 1: CT (a,b), R2 map (c,d) and MR-based µ-map (e,f) of two representative axial slices.

Figure 2 shows an axial slice of the reconstructed images using the different µ-maps mentioned above, including the µmap shown in Figure 1. To assess the quantitative accuracy a region of interest (RoI) was manually drawn at the level of
the cerebellum in the image reconstructed using the CT—based µ-map. Using the same RoI in every reconstructed
dataset Figure 3 shows the activity measured in each case. Using the CT—based µ-map image as reference, the relative
difference was 34 % for the non AC case, 13 % for the Dixon—based µ-map, 12 % for the UTE—based µ-map provided
by the mMR scanner, and 0.8 % for the proposed UTE—based µ-map.
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Fig. 2: Axial slice reconstructed without AC (a), with Dixon—based µ-map (b), with CT—based µ-map (c) and with the proposed UTE—
based µ-map (d).

Fig. 3: Activity measured in the area of cerebellum in reconstructed images using the different µ-maps.

Summary: Compared to CT data, a visually similar MR-based attenuation map was obtained. Small structural differences
were observed which could be due to registration inaccuracies. The air mask matched well in general to the one
measured with CT. After reconstruction using the different µ-maps, quantitative comparison showed that the proposed
UTE—based µ-map produced the most accurate results compared to CT—based µ-map with a relative difference of 0.8
% in the cerebellum.
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Automatic delineation of tumor volumes by co-segmentation of hybrid PET/MRI data
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Introduction: Combined PET/MRI systems may be highly beneficial for tumor delineation and characterization due to the
provided anatomical, molecular and functional information. In this study, an automatic algorithm for the segmentation of
head and neck (HN) tumors on basis of PET/MRI data was developed to integrate the complementary information
provided by MRI and PET into radiotherapy treatment planning [1].
Materials and methods: N=10 HN patient datasets from FDG-PET/MRI were available. Tumor sites were oropharynx
(N=4), hypopharynx (N=2), nasopharynx (N=1), sinunasal (N=1), cervical lymph node (N=1) and mandibula (N=1). The
FDG-PET and a clinical T2-weighted MRI acquisition (STIR) were used for tumor volume delineation. Voxel spacings for
3
3
PET and MRI were 2.8 x 2.8 x 2.0 mm and 0.7 x 0.7 x 4.8 mm , respectively.
First, a sigmoidal mapping function assigning PET voxel information to tumor probability (PMFpet) was defined, where the
location of the inflexion point corresponding to a probability of 0.5 was set to 40 % SUVmax (Fig. 1II). From the respective
tumor probability map (Fig. 1III) a PET tumor volume (VpetGTV) was automatically derived using a probability of 0.5 as
threshold, being equivalent to a relative threshold segmentation of the PET data with 40 % SUVmax. Moreover, a margin of
10 mm extending this volume was defined (VpetMarg) (Fig. 1A). Histograms of MRI values in both VpetGTV and VpetMarg were
generated, and corresponding probability density functions PDF mrGTV and PDFmrMarg were derived by kernel density
estimation (Fig. 1B). Using these PDFs, a function mapping MR values to tumor probabilities (PMF mr) was defined by a
combination of two sigmoidal functions (Fig. 1C), and the corresponding MR tumor probability map was derived (Fig. 1D).
Finally, a combined probability map was defined by a weighted sum of the PET and MR derived probability maps (Fig.
1E). On this combined map, the tumor volume was derived by a threshold Level Set (thLS) segmentation method [2]
(thLScb) (Fig. 1Fbc). For evaluation purposes, also a thLS segmentation on the MR probability map only was performed
(thLSmr) (Fig. 1Fmr).
To evaluate segmentation accuracy, manual delineations of the tumor volume were provided by three experienced
radiation oncologists for each patient. The radiation oncologists were advised to delineate for each patient both a volume
considering PET data only and a volume considering MRI data only. For evaluation of both inter-observer variability and
variability between observers and automatic segmentation method, mutual Dice Similarity Index (DSI) values were
determined comparing the union of the PET and MRI volumes derived by each observer to method thLScb. An additional
evaluation compared the manual MRI volumes to method thLSmr.
Results: Results of the quantitative evaluation of the variability between tumor volumes are shown in Fig. 3A for MRbased volumes and in Fig. 3B for PET/MR-based volumes. Median DSI values around 0.7 were obtained for both the
mutual comparison of manually derived volumes and the comparison of manually versus automatically derived contours,
which shows that significant differences in tumor delineation occur in both cases. The highest differences were obtained
for patients for which the MR image only showed low contrast between tumor and surrounding normal tissue.
The variabilities between automatic and manual contours are comparable with the inter-observer variabilities, which
confirms the validity of the proposed segmentation method.
Conclusion: PET and MR imaging data exhibit complementary information. However, this study shows that information
from PET data can be used to derive an appropriate MRI tumor probability mapping function. The proposed algorithm for
PET/MRI tumor volume segmentation yields accurate results with respect to inter-observer variability.
The observed variabilities could probably be reduced by including additional complementary imaging data (e.g. additional
MRI sequences). Such complementary imaging information can easily be integrated in the proposed segmentation
algorithm by corresponding probability maps.
Using this probability-based segmentation method in combination with an accurate image registration algorithm allows for
the integration of PET/MR imaging data into radiotherapy treatment planning.
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Fig. 1: Schematic illustration of the proposed automatic segmentation methods to create a contour derived from a MRI-based tumor
probability map (Fmr) and the combination of a PET- and a MRI-based probability map (Fcb). The respective steps are explained in the
text above.

Fig. 2: Segmentations for exemplary patient with nasopharyngeal carcinoma. Tumor volumes are shown for (A) MR-based volumes
from the three observers (purple, blue, green) and automatically derived volume with thLS mr (red) and (B) PET/MR-based volumes from
the three observers (purple, blue, green) and automatically derived volume with thLS cb (red).

Fig. 3: Boxplots showing the distribution of mutual DSI values of tumor volumes from the three different observers (M1/M2/M3) and the
automatic method (A) for the MRI derived tumor volumes (with thLS mr as automatic method), (B) for the PET/MRI derived tumor
volumes ( with thLScb as automatic method). Each boxplot represents the distribution within the patient cohort (N=10).
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First pre-clinical measurements using Traveling Wave Magnetic Particle Imaging
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Introduction: Multimodal imaging systems like PET/CT and PET/MRI have become increasingly important in pre-clinical
research and clinical practice. MRI and CT provide tissue contrast at high spatial resolution, whereas functional imaging
methods such as PET or SPECT offer high sensitivity using radioactive substances, which provides a better and more
specific diagnosis and monitoring of physiological processes and diseases.
A novel imaging modality, magnetic particle imaging (MPI), is a very sensitive and fast way of directly detecting
superparamagnetic iron-oxide nanoparticles (SPION) in 3D. As PET or SPECT, MPI also relies on anatomical
background information obtained by MRT or CT, but offers the benefit of a radiation-free tracer. The combination of MPI
and novel approaches for functionalizing markers with iron-oxide nanoparticles provides the opportunity for a better
understanding of diseases and improved diagnostics.
In a pre-clinical test the feasibility of TWMPI/MRI fusion imaging was investigated to visualize immune cells labeled with
specific antibodies conjugated to SPIONs in a murine graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) model using MPI and MRI fusion
imaging.
Materials and methods: Acute GVHD was induced in myeloablated (9 Gy) BALB/c mice (H-2d, CD90.2) by
transplantation of allogeneic luciferase (luc+) CD90.1+ T cells from transgenic C57BL/6.L2G85 mice with T cell depleted
bone marrow cells from C57BL/6 wild type mice. Controls received T cell depleted bone marrow [1]. Three days after
transplantation in-vivo bioluminescence imaging (BLI) was performed before i.v. application of a donor T cell specific
CD90.1 monoclonal antibody conjugated to SPIONs (see fig. 1 a). After 3 h and 6 h respectively ex-vivo MPI and MRI
measurements were performed using the same animal holder to ensure identical positioning of mice for both modalities
(fig. 1 b).

Fig. 1: (a) Sketch of the traveling wave MPI scanner: (1) the dynamic linear gradient array (dLGA) and two saddle coil pairs (3/4)
generate and move the field free point (FFP), which is necessary for the signal generation and the encoding of the MPI signal. For
scanning a whole 3D volume a rotating slice scanning mode (rSSM) is used. (b) Images of the TWMPI and MRI scanner: After the
injection of the labeled antibodies the mice were sacrificed and measured subsequently. (c) MPI/MRI fusion images: (1) High MPI
signal in the spleen of a BALB/c mouse during acute GVHD. (2) Control shows only baseline signal.
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The 3D MPI measurements were performed using a homemade traveling wave MPI (TWMPI) scanner with an isotropic
resolution of about 2 mm (gradient: 4 T/m, FOV: 65 x 25 x 25 mm³) [2]. Figure 1 a shows a sketch of the TWMPI scanner,
which uses a dynamic linear gradient array (dLGA) (1) and two perpendicular saddle coil pairs (3/4) for generating and
moving a field free point (FFP) with a high gradient through the 3D volume. The MPI signal can be detected while moving
the FFP over a SPION ensemble. The changing of the magnetic field flips the magnetization of the SPIONs, which
induces a signal in the receive coil (2). For a 3D TWMPI dataset 72 slices over an angle of 180° were taken in a total
acquisition time of 7.2 s (rotating slice scanning mode – rSSM) [3].
MRI was performed on a 7 T scanner with a 300 mm horizontal bore (Bruker Biospin with BGA12 gradient system). A 3D
T2-weighted rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement (RARE) sequence was used to provide anatomical
background. MPI and MRI data were reconstructed and fused manually using markers for co-registration.
Results: In figure 1 c the co-registered TWMPI and MRI measurements of the BALB/c mouse during acute GVHD (1) and
the control mouse (2) are shown. The TWMPI data (yellow overlay) shows high signal in liver and spleen (1), whereas the
bone marrow controls only show signal in liver. All mice also show high signal in the region of the right eye (orbita) coming
from residues of the retroorbital injection of the labeled antibodies. In-vivo BLI as reference standard showed high signals
in the cervical, mesenteric and splenic region indicating alloreactive T cells within secondary lymphoid organs during
acute GVHD.
Conclusion: MPI is a promising imaging that can provide background-free visualization of the distribution of targeted
SPIONs. These first results successfully demonstrate the feasibility of visualizing antibody-labeled alloreactive T cells in a
murine graft-versus-host disease model.
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Carbon ion radiography and tomography using beam scanning and a range telescope
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Problem: Range uncertainties still represent a major obstacle to the full clinical exploitation of the superior physical
selectivity offered by ion beams for highly conformal tumour therapy. Hence, increasing efforts are being devoted to the
development of novel imaging techniques, which could replace or enhance X-ray CT imaging for determination of the
patient stopping power properties at the treatment site. This work addresses the feasibility and imaging performances of a
dedicated and relatively cost-effective setup based on a range telescope, coupled to actively scanned carbon ion beam
delivery.
Materials and methods: Experimental investigations have been carried out to characterize the performances of a
prototype range telescope setup based on a stack of 61 parallel-plate ionization chambers (PPIC), interleaved with 3 mm
absorber plates of PMMA and read out synchronously to the scanned carbon ion beam delivery [1]. Targets of increasing
complexity have been imaged, and the experimental results have been complemented by extensive Monte Carlo
simulations addressing the effect of different acquisition parameters (e.g., number of particles and raster scan step size)
on the water-equivalent-thickness (WET) quantification of radiographic projections.
Results: For a clinical-like scenario of an anthropomorphic Alderson head phantom, the experimental setup with a
dedicated data analysis scheme demonstrated a reasonable WET agreement with respect to a calibrated X-ray digitally
reconstructed radiography, resulting in 87 % passing ratio for a 3 % - 3 mm -index analysis. Larger deviations especially
encountered in high density regions hinted to a potential improvement of the stopping power calibration curve when using
carbon ion based imaging. Initial simulations of carbon ion radiographies in controlled phantom arrangements also
suggest a rather robust range assessment even for low dose (ca. 0.2 mGy) irradiation scenarios, which are not yet
experimentally accessible.
Conclusion: Initial experimental and simulation results support the feasibility of the prototype range telescope for carbon
ion radiography applications at reasonable dose levels. Ongoing efforts aiming at further improvements of the
experimental setup and of the data processing scheme will be also discussed.
Acknowledgement: This project is supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG). T.M. also acknowledges
funding from the European Commission under the ERASMUS exchange program.
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Analysis of 90Y distribution with a Biograph mCT
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Aim: Yttrium-90 is known to have a low positron emission decay of 32 ppm that may allow for personalized dosimetry of
90
90
liver cancer therapy with Y labelled microspheres. The aim of this work was to image and quantify Y so that accurate
predictions of the absorbed dose can be made.
Introduction: Liver cancer is one of the fifth most often detected cancer worldwide and has a poor prognosis for both
primary and secondary tumors. Treatment options include a surgery or external beam therapy. However, multiple tumors
in the liver are very challenging to remove by surgery and normal liver parenchyma has a lower tolerance for radiation
compared to tumors. Therefore, Selective Internal Radiation Therapy (SIRT) has been developed. This procedure is
90
based on microspheres containing Y that are transported to the tumor via the arterial blood flow thus providing a highly
localized dose to shrink the tumor. Post treatment activity quantification until recently was performed using the
90
bremsstrahlung spectrum of Y captured with single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) [1, 2]. However,
90
this method suffers from inaccurate quantification due to the continuous energy spectrum of Y. In 2010, Lhommel et al.
90
performed a feasibility study to obtain the biodistribution of Y using its very low fraction (32 ppm) of positron production.
The study showed higher accuracy for dose distribution assessments imaging with a time-of-flight (TOF) PET/CT [3].
90
Activity quantification with PET is challenging due to the low statistics of positron emission decay of Y combined with the
high additional background from the bremsstrahlung and the limited system resolution.
In 2012, Willowson et al. performed a quantitative experimental study with the IEC NEMA phantom to analyze these
90
factors and concluded that the method of imaging Y with a PET/CT has potential for deriving accurate dosimetric data
[4].
Materials and methods: The measurements were performed within the QUEST study (University of Sydney, Australia).
A NEMA IEC body phantom containing 6 fillable spheres (diameter range 10-37 mm) and a cold insert was used to
90
measure the Y distribution with a Biograph mCT PET/CT (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). The phantom was prepared
90
with a sphere to background ratio of 8:1 and contained a total Y activity of 3 GBq. Measurements were conducted over
a period of one week (0, 3, 5 and 7 d). The acquisition protocol consisted of 2 bed positions at 15 min/bed.
Images were reconstructed with 3D ordered subset expectation maximization (OSEM) and resolution recovery (TrueX) for
iteration numbers of 1-12 with 21 subsets, both with and without TOF and with CT based attenuation and scatter
correction. Convergence of algorithms was assessed based on regions-of-interest (ROI) analysis of the background (100
voxels) and lung insert (25 voxels). The activity recovery was assessed using 4 voxels centred in the 17 mm diameter
sphere, as it was the smallest sphere to offer adequate visibility. Percent contrast and background variability were
assessed equivalent to NEMA Nu 2-2007 definitions.
Results: All algorithms converged with 1 iteration and 21 (TOF) and 24 (non-TOF) subsets. With higher iterations the
images became noisier and the 13 mm sphere was no longer discernible. The 17 mm sphere on Day 0 and the 22 mm
sphere on Day 3 were the smallest spheres to offer adequate visibility for analysis. Table 1 below shows the effect of
different reconstruction algorithms on the percentage of contrast recovered for the 17 mm hot sphere, the cold insert and
the corresponding percentage of the background variability.
Algorithm

% Contrast 17 mm
sphere

% Contrast cold insert

% Background variability

TrueX TOF

64 ± 21

73 ± 22

21 ± 11

OSEM TOF

67 ± 35

79 ± 46

42 ± 25

TrueX

37 ± 18

72 ± 58

18 ± 7

OSEM

27 ± 19

68 ± 60

29 ± 15

Tab. 1: Contrast and background variability for Day 0 image acquisition for different reconstruction algorithms.
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Conclusion: Of the investigated algorithms, for quantitative image reconstruction the TrueX-TOF algorithm (1 iteration,
21 subsets) seemed to offer advantages over the other algorithms.
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Variation of PET/CT performance, quality control standards and adherence to FDGimaging guidelines in Austria
1 2
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1
Medical University Vienna, Centre for Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering, Vienna, Austria
2
Medical University Vienna, Division of Nuclear Medicine, Department of Biomedical Imaging and Image-guided Therapy,
Vienna, Austria
Introduction: Combined PET/CT has become a standard method in clinical imaging and clinical trials. Nevertheless,
diagnostic quality and quantitative accuracy of PET/CT images are sensitive to various parameters such as reconstruction
settings or acquisition protocols. Therefore, adequate quality control (QC) mechanisms and protocol standardization are
essential for inter- and intra-scan accuracy. Despite efforts of aligning PET/CT users on a common standard [1–4], large
variability has been observed [5,6]. Our goal was to gather information on clinical operations among all clinical PET/CT
users in Austria to get an overview on the adherence to published imaging and quality control guidelines.
Materials and methods
A written survey composed of 68 questions related to A) PET/CT centre and installation, B) FDG oncology imaging
protocols and C) standard QC procedures was conducted between November and December of 2013 among all 12
Austrian PET/CT centres. In addition, a NEMA-NU2 2012 image quality phantom test was performed using standard
whole-body imaging settings on all PET/CT systems with a sphere-to-background ratio of 4. Recovery Coefficients (RC)
were calculated for each sphere and PET/CT system.
Results : A) 13 PET/CT systems are installed in 12 Nuclear Medicine departments of public hospitals. 8/12 centres have
min. 5-y experience in PET. Over 86 % of PET/CT examinations are performed for oncology indications.
B) Average fasting prior to FDG-PET/CT is 7.2 (4-12) h. All sites measure blood glucose levels while using different cutoffs (64 %: 150 mg/dL). Weight-based activity injection is performed at 81 % sites with a mean FDG activity of 4.1
MBq/kg. Average FDG uptake time is 57 (45-75) min. All sites employ CT contrast agents (variation from 1 %-95 % of the
patients). All sites report SUVmax.
C) A large variation in the frequency of performed QC measurements was observed. QC phantom measurements
revealed significant differences in RCs (see figure 1) with the RCs being at the upper acceptance limit [7].
Conclusion: Variations in FDG-PET/CT protocol parameters among all Austrian PET/CT users were observed, but less
pronounced than those reported in 2011 [5,6]. However, standardized QC procedures need to be implemented to improve
quantitative accuracy across the centres.
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Fig. 4: Variability of measured, maximum RC values among Austrian PET/CT centres; the points represent the 13 PET/CT systems.
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Introductory lecture: Implementation of “Art. 74 StSV” and related requirements to the
organisation of radioprotection
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Medical physicists’ implication in diagnostic CT in Switzerland: results on 45 CT-units
1

1

1

1

N. Ryckx , J. Bize , C. Elandoy , F. R. Verdun
1
Lausanne University Hospital, Institute for Radiation Physics, Lausanne, Switzerland
st

Purpose: Since January 1 2008, the Swiss ordinance on radiation protection requires the involvement of a medical
physicist to support the optimization process of medical imaging techniques using ionizing radiation. After a long process
of implementation, this requirement is satisfied all over the country since the beginning of 2013. The goal of this
contribution is to summarize the main results obtained in this first year of experience in computed tomography (CT).
Objectives and methodology: We assessed the output and clinical use of 45 CT units (18 % of all units installed in
Switzerland) using a three-pronged approach. First, we assessed the output of the device in terms of effective vs.
calculated CTDIvol, effective vs. predicted primary beam collimation and stability of Hounsfield numbers (HU) in water at
different tube tensions. Secondly, we characterized the local chest and abdomen acquisition and reconstruction protocols
using the Catphan® 600 phantom. Alongside, we set up a benchmarking protocol (15mGy CTDIvol, 2.5mm slice
thickness, soft tissue convolution kernel, FBP) for machine cross-comparison. Lastly, we assessed the clinical use of the
machine by analyzing an extract of a dozen clinical examinations per unit from the point of view of dosimetry (mean
CTDIvol, mean and cumulated DLP, number of phases and estimated effective dose).
Results: We showed that there is a large disparity in the clinical use of the devices. 9 out of 45 units showed incorrect
collimator settings, e.g. 4mm instead of 1mm. 21 out of 45 devices showed incorrectly- or non-calibrated HU, especially at
lower kV settings. We witnessed also a large spread in reconstruction parameters, especially for reconstructed slice
thickness, thus showing notable variations in low contrast detectability performances. Finally, the clinical use of the
devices showed a rather large spread in the clinical practice. For example, estimated patient effective dose per abdomen
examination lies at 18.7+/-12.7mSv (min: 2.0mSv – max: 112.0mSv). Chest and brain scans have a narrower dispersion,
but patient effective dose is also spread by about a factor of 10 to 20 (between 1.4 and 20.3mSv for chest examinations,
1.0 and 6.6mSv for brain).
Conclusion: This protocol is aimed to be low time-demanding hence compatible to the clinical workflow of the visited
centers. It appears of crucial importance to communicate the most common pitfalls reported to physicians and
technologist thus promoting rising awareness. The lack of statistical precision (restricted subset of clinical examinations),
however, will imply that we collaborate more closely with radiologists and technologists to assess clinical practice
following a clinical demand rather than an anatomical region. Furthermore, low contrast sensitivity being a crucial
parameter, even more since the introduction of iterative reconstruction techniques, an objective method using a model
observer will be used to assess low contrast sensitivity.
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Adherence to diagnostic reference levels in clinical CT imaging: An institutional review
from Switzerland
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Purpose: The mean annual per capita effective dose in Switzerland is about 4 mSv, of which 1.2 mSv are attributed to
medical imaging. In 2010 the Federal Office of Health (FOH) published diagnostic reference levels (DRL) for 21 common
CT examinations related to the skull (4), neck (3), thorax (3), abdomen (4), pelvis (2), whole-body (1), skeletal system and
extremities (2) and myocardium (2). There were 240 operating Radiology centres in Switzerland in 2012, all of which
utilize CT scanners. Since 2012 all Swiss radiology centres are required to consult medical physicists on a regular basis
with regards to radiation safety aspects of their clinical practice. As part of this task we report on the clinical use of CT and
resulting routine patient exposure levels in imaging centres in Switzerland in relation to published DRL.
Materials and methods: 16 radiology centres were included in this survey. All centres were asked to document their CT
practice over a minimum of 4 weeks of service. Documentation included the type of the CT system, deviations from
standard CT protocols and DLP (mGy*cm) per scan series and FOH category. We report %-examinations that deviate
from pre-defined standard and mean DLP for each category averaged across centres.
Results: All centres employed multi-slice spiral CT: 4-slice (2), 16-slice (6), 64-slice (6) and 128-slice (2); all with
standard tube-current modulation (TCM) but only 2 with iterative CT reconstruction (IR) and 2 with automatic tube voltage
selection (AVS). All centres reported deviations from standard protocols in 19 % (3 %-40 %) examinations leading to
significantly increased and reduced patient exposure in 5 % (0.4 %-9 %) and 5 % (0 %-18 %), respectively.
Across all centres DRL of the skull, neck, thorax, whole-body and skeletal system were adhered to. Multi-centre dose
levels exceeded the DRL for examinations of the abdomen (by 4 %-40 %), pelvis (6 %-22 %) and the heart (11 %-15 %).
Pilot evaluation of dose levels after on-site training, protocol optimization and the installation of TCM, AVS or IR indicate
the potential to reduce patient exposure in thoracic and abdominal body regions.
Conclusion: This study indicates a tendency towards overdosing patients in selected routine CT imaging protocols
performed at public and private radiology imaging centres in Switzerland. Subsequent operator training and the adoption
of state-of-the-art dose reduction schemes helps reduce patient exposure. Recent advances in automatic dose tracking
may support a refined, routine observation of exposure rates in clinical practice and, thus, help monitor and improve
radiation hygiene in radiology practices.
Clinical relevance statement: Monitoring CT dose levels in clinical routine supports protocol optimization and dose
reduction schemes.
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Reduction of uterus dose in chest computed tomography by using a lead apron
1

1

E. Bohrer , M. Fiebich
1
Technische Hochschule Mittelhessen, Institut für medizinische Physik und Strahlenschutz, Gießen, Germany
Introduction: While in diagnostic radiography lead apron and gonad shielding are commonly used it is often ignored in
CT examinations although it is required, [1, 2]. A study showed that in clinical chest CT scans the uterus dose could be
reduced about 34 % [3]. However the aspect of shielding during the localizer radiograph was not included in this work as
well as the use of different scanner settings for the localizer and the influence on patient dose. The aim of this study is to
show that using lead apron in a chest CT examination including the localizer radiograph could lead to further dose
reduction. Therefore the exposure during a female chest examination considering the localizer and shielding was
calculated with Monte Carlo simulations.
Materials and methods: The chest CT examination was simulated by using GMctdospp [4], a graphical user interface
especially for CT simulations based on the Monte Carlo user code EGSnrc. Therefore a Model of a 64 slice MDCT
scanner (Somatom Definition DS, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany) was implemented. Simulations were
realized on the ICRP voxelphantom of the adult female. To examine the influence of shielding to the uterus and effective
dose a lead apron over the pelvis with 0.25 mm Pb equivalent and an elliptical shape was integrated in the ICRP phantom
in three ways, first covering the phantom and second with the phantom enveloped in the lead apron (Fig. 1) and third
without apron. The CT scans were performed with 120 kVp, 90 effective mAs, 1 x 10 mm collimation, 1.5 pitch and a scan
length of 220 mm. Additional localizer radiographs were simulated with factory setting of 120 kVp, 34 mA, 6 x 0.6 mm
collimation, 5.4 s scan time, 512 mm scan length, with and without shielding and in different tube positions (ap, pa,
lateral). The localizer doses were also calculated with lowest scanner settings of 80 kVp and 20 mA.
Results: There was no significant change in effective dose of 1.56 mSv when using lead apron. However the use of lead
apron decreased the effective dose of the localizer radiograph up to 60 % when using the factory settings and up to 93 %
using minimal scanner settings (Fig. 2). This caused a reduction of the effective dose of 6 % by factory settings and 9%
by lowest scanner settings. The uterus dose in the localizer radiograph was higher than in the spiral CT scan when no
shielding was used and when the ap- tube position was used while the phantom was covered with lead apron (Fig. 3).
There the uterus dose was about 10 µSv. In the spiral CT scan the uterus dose decreased about 18 % when the
phantom was wrapped in the lead apron. In the total chest examination with factory settings of the localizer radiograph
the uterus dose decreased about 60 % and with minimal settings for the localizer about 73 %.
Conclusion: The localizer has the main contribution to the uterus dose. This is caused by the long scan range. For chest
and abdomen-pelvis examinations the lateral localizer radiograph should be favored [5]. This also causes lower doses in
the chest CT scan when using tube current modulation (TCM) [6]. Due to backscatter effects a localizer in pa- tube
position should not be used when the patient is just covered with a lead apron. The spiral CT scan showed less reduction
effect compared to the study of Danova et. al [3]. This was mainly caused by the shorter scan length and longer distance
of the scan region to the uterus. The use of lead apron had to be handled carefully. If the lead apron is used during the
localizer and in a CT scanner with TCM the shielding had to be far enough from the following CT scan range and when
the modulation function is based on the localizer radiograph the lowest scanner settings may not be applicable. However
in CT scanners with fixed localizer scan length the unnecessary exposure caused by the long scan length could be
reduced with lead apron. Shielding and optimized scanner settings for the localizer radiograph could reduce patient dose
significantly and had to be used especially for pregnant women.

Fig. 1: The ICRP female Voxelphantom with implemented table without a lead apron (left), covered with a lead apron (centre) and
enveloped in a lead apron (right). The uterus is marked with an arrow (left).
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Fig. 2: The influence of shielding to the effective dose of spiral CT scan and localizer radiograph with factory settings.

Fig. 3:The influence of shielding to the uterus dose of spiral CT scan and localizer radiograph with factory settings.
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Introductory lecture: Personal dosimetry – reasonably using the existing resources
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M. Borowski
1
Klinikum Braunschweig, Institut für Röntgendiagnostik, Braunschweig, Germany
Personal working in controlled areas is expected to be exposed to an increased level of ionizing radiation. Apart from
whole body exposure in particular extremities or the eye lenses can be exposed to considerable up to critical levels. To
monitor the possible radiation exposure all persons entering controlled areas are obliged to personal dosimetry. Within
legal dosimetry persons normally are asked to wear film or TLD based dosimeters for whole body monitoring. Personal
with an expected increased exposure of the extremities, e.g. within nuclear medicine departments, are asked to use
finger dosimeters. Because of an ongoing debate on the detrimental effects of ionizing radiation on the eye lens in future
the requirement of a dosimetric surveillance of the eye lens, at least for interventionalists, can be anticipated. Each year
there are several million euro spend for personnel dosimetry within the EU. On the other hand more than 95% of all
persons monitored with whole body dosemeters are exposed to dose levels below the detection threshold. Extremity
dosimetry, as became obvious from the EC funded ORAMED project, suffers from large uncertainties. For the dosimetry
of the eye lens not even the basic scientific research is done jet. Thus, actually most of the persons do not benefit from
the large effort. There are, however, alternate approaches to enhance the effectiveness and acceptance of the personal
dosimetry. These are e.g. an exchange rate of whole body dosemeters, which is adapted to the height of the person’s
exposure within history or the two dosimeter approach, which provides a by far more realistic estimate of the person’s
effective dose. Another approach is the use of active electronic dosemeters (EPD). EPD give a direct feedback to
individual actions and provide thereby the necessary basic information for teaching or optimization processes. EPDs,
however, suffer from the fact that they can get blinded from too high dose rates. The extra information, also, are
accompanied with an increased effort to analyse the data.
Within the talk the usability and cost-effectiveness of different dosimetric approaches will be discussed. The audience
shall leave the session with a well-founded basis for their own justified decisions. The talk shall open the view to question
normally unquestioned personal dosimetry practices and point out reasonable alternative approaches.
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Real Time Dosimetry System in Interventional Radiology: Utility as an Optimization Tool
in Radiation Protection.
1

M. Pinto
1
Kantonsspital Aarau, Aarau, Switzerland
Related questions: Workers at the catheter laboratory are among the most exposed to ionizing radiation in hospitals.
However, it is difficult to know with certainty the staff radiation doses, as personal dosimeters are often misused [1, 2].
Morover, the information provided by thermoluminiscent dosimeters (TLD) corresponds to the monthly accumulated dosis,
so corrective actions cannot be taken on short time. Real time dosimetry can help to make the staff aware of the radiation
they are receiving as well to motivate them to use the radiation protection material. The purpose of this work is to
evaluate a real time dosimetry system as an optimization tool in radiation protection.
Material and procedure: A real time dosimetry system consisting of several solid-state detectors connected wirelessly to
a real time display has been used. The system has been initially tested in 8 interventional procedures at two
interventional radiology (IR) suites, one dedicated to neuroradiology interventions and other dedicated to angiography.
Each participant carried a dosimeter at chest level over the apron. Simultaneously, all interventions were video recorded.
A retrospective analysis was carried out. High dose rates were investigated and analyzed through the recorded images. A
radiation protection learning session was prepared for the IR team with the results and most important findings.
Results: A total of 3 staff members usually participate in the interventional procedures. During the whole procedure a
doctor and a technician stay in the room. A second technician helps during specific parts of the procedure, normally when
specific handling of patient or new material is needed. The normal working position would be: the doctor situated the
closest to the patient and x-ray equipment separated by the ceiling suspended shielding and the lower shielding; next to
the doctor would be the main technician; the second technician would come in and out as he is needed moving through
the room.
Accumulated dose (mSv)

Average

Total
Total DAP
FluoroscopyNumber Images
(Gy cm2)
Time (min)
44.24
632
332.88

Radiologist

Technician

Tecnician II

124.5

9.13

22

Max

107.3

1100

1275.48

642

25

148

Min

4.3

105

11.14

7

2

0

STD

39.8

434

434.58

229.15

8.28

59.94

Tab. 1: Summary of results: average, maximum and minimum values and standard deviation of the fluoroscopy time, number of images
and dose-area-product (provided by the equipment) and cumulative dose during the interventions from the radiologist, and technicians.

Preliminary results (cumulative dose, fluoroscopy time, dose area product and number of images) from eight interventions
are summarized on table I. An incorrect positioning of the ceiling suspended shield was found at the beginning of the
intervention several times (see figure 1a). Several situations were found where a technician received the highest dose
rates, when he was either handling the patient or material with no other shield but the protective apron (see figure 1b).
Recommendations were made to avoid, when possible, irradiation while short manipulating the patient without shielding.
Significant differences in the dose rate registered by the dosimeters were found between fluoroscopy and cinema mode.
When possible, it was recommended to use fluoroscopy images for documenting the procedure, leaving high dose image
modalities when high image quality is required.
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Fig. 1: a. Example of snapshots from the video recording of a stent placement intervention. At the left side an incorrect position of the
ceiling suspended shielding is noticed. b. At the right side the anaesthesiologist manipulates the patient at high scattered radiation area
without any additional shielding.

Summary: The real time dosimetry system has shown to be a valuable learning and optimizing tool for radiation
protection purposes. On the one hand, its solely use allows the staff to be aware of their radiation dose and take
protective actions, if needed, on the go. On the other hand, through the simultaneous video recording of the interventions
and its retrospective analysis, it is a powerful tool to improve radiation protection with own staff quantitative examples.
The staff showed high satisfaction with the system.
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Impact of Radiation Protection Means on the Eye Lens Dose while Handling
Radionuclides in Nuclear Medicine
1

1

1
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1
Hanover Medical School, Department of Radiation Protection and Medical Physics, Hanover, Germany
Aim: Recent epidemiological studies suggest that the human eye lens is more radio sensitive than previously assumed.
The reduction of the dose threshold for the eye lens to 20 mSv per year has been passed in the current Euratom
Directives (2013). Handling especially high-energy beta-emitter may induce high doses in the eye lens. The aim of this
work was to investigate the attenuation impact of different radiation protection means to the eye lens dose while handling
radionuclides in nuclear medicine.
Methods: Using laboratory glasses and X-ray protective goggles, attenuation factors for different nuclides (Tc-99m, I-131,
Y-90, F-18, Ga-68) were determined. The radionuclides in typical geometry (syringe, vial, applicator) were positioned in a
distance of 50 cm to the eyes of four Alderson-Head-Phantoms. Different dosimeters measuring Hp(3) respective Hp(0.07)
were fixed to the eyes of the phantoms as nearby as possible behind respective without any protective means.
Results: The protection means-dependent mean attenuation factors for the Hp(3)- measure were determined to be 1 (no
attenuation effect) for F-18 using laboratory glasses and 370 for Y-90 using X-ray protective goggles. The other results
take values between these ranges. For the measure Hp(0.07), the mean attenuation factors range between 1 (I-131, X-ray
protective goggles) and 71 (Y-90, X-ray protective goggles).
Conclusion: The attenuation factors of the different protection means vary with the choose of the nuclide.
Prospective eye lens doses can be dramatically reduced by using protection means, especially for those dose-relevant
nuclides such as Y-90.
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Opening Laudation: Fritz Hawliczek: A Pioneer for Medical Physics in Austria 1950 – 1990
1

1

W. Schmidt , F. Steger
1
Institute for Radiooncology, Donauspital Vienna, Vienna, Austria
Fritz Hawliczek (1920 – 1992) was born (and spent most of his life) in Vienna. After war he studied physics at the
University of Vienna and was employed at the famous “Institut f r Radiumforschung” in Vienna from 1945 – 1955; in this
time he made his first experiences with “Medical Physics”:
“…in 1950 H. Vetter read an article about injection of sodium-24, whose passage through heart ventricles could be
measured with a Geiger-M ller counter… Since this equipment was not commercially available at this time, Fritz
Hawliczek freely offered his help to find a solution to this problem. Hawliczek himself built a gamma-ray counter
with an argon-alcohol filled brass-cylinder fashioned after a Geiger-Müller counter, a mechanical impulse counter,
and a lead collimator with a special “gallows” for positioning the apparatus over the patient; this was so heavy,
that one had to take constant care that the lead shielded counter would not fall and injure one of the patients…”
[1].
Another paper from this time titles: “Use of an electrocardiograph as registration unit for a Geiger-Müller counter in
radiocardiography” [2] (1952).
From 1955 to 1986 he was head of the “Radiumtechnische Versuchsanstalt” (later: „Physikalisch-technische Prüfanstalt
f r Radiologie und Elektromedizin, Pr fstelle Lainz“) in Vienna. In this time more than 20 published papers prove his
scientific career. He built up his institute to a well-known institution in German speaking countries. The first Austrian
installations of telecobalt (1959) and a betatron (1964) as well as a new isotope laboratory (1970) also fell under his
responsibilities. His work included compilation of radioprotection expertises in all fields of medical physics and he
contributed to the Austrian Radioprotection Law in 1972 as an expert.
As a genius inventor he developed measurement devices, among them a patented semi-automatic isodose-writer which
was licensed to BBC in 1970. Up to 1972 he was designated as consultant to the IAEA; at this time the “young” agency
needed irradiation devices “in place” for radiobiology, chamber calibration and dosimetry services. He also was in close
contact (radioprotection as well as nuclear medicine issues) with the Austrian Research Center Seibersdorf (opened
1956) and the Atominstitut of the Austrian Universities (opened 1961), each equipped with a research reactor.
At the age of 67 he presented a self-written depth-dose calculation program for mini-computers at the “First Congress of
the European Federation of Organisations of Medical Physics (EFOMP)” ([3]; Innsbruck 1987; to our knowledge his last
publication).
1980 he was cofounder of the “Gesellschaft f r Krankenhausphysik” (renamed to ÖGMP 1985) and first president (19811984). In this time the society joined EFOMP (1981) and IOMP (1982), organized scientific annual meetings in Munich
(1981) and Nürnberg (1984, both together with the German society), Vienna (1982) and Salzburg (1983). In 1987 his
dedication was honored with the Honorary Membership of the ÖGMP.
th

Remarkable stations of his life, the growing role of medical physics in Austria in the second half of the 20 century as well
as his contacts to other Austrian medical physicists at this time can be presented in a lecture or a poster.
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Observers needs in diagnostic CT image quality
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Purpose: When running a CT scanner it is required by law to use reasonable patient exposures. Specific dose reduction
methods or techniques are not mentioned. The only advice given is to follow ALARA-principle (as low as reasonably
achievable). But what does that mean? Finding the minimum dose is an observer dependent and iterative process. This
study shows an unified approach on the example of paranasal sinus scans to correlate subjective image quality with
displayed CTDIvol. Image quality was evaluated by three observer, using three different cadaveric heads. To determine
the effect of the reconstruction on image quality, four different convolution kernels had been used.
Materials and methods: Three cadaveric heads were scanned using a Siemens Definition (Siemens,
Forchheim/Germany) dual source CT scanner. The scan was performed with variied exposure parameters. Three
different kVp settings were used (80 kVp, 100 kVp and 120 kVp). For all kVp settings tube current time product (mAs) was
changed from scanner minimum (7 mAs) to the value that leads to a CTDIvol ≤ 9 mGy, which is the german diagnostic
reference value for paranasal sinus scans. Logically different number of scans were taken for each kVp. Table 1 shows
the total number of scans for each kVp. All acquired series were reconstructed using four different convolution kernels:
H47, H50, H60 and H70. H47 and H50 are defined as “middle sharp”, H60 as “sharp” and H70 as “extra sharp”. It is worth
mentioning that H70 is only available for scans ≥ 20 mAs. Kernels below H47 were excluded in preliminary studies
because of too low spatial resolution and to low contrast. The reconstructed series were randomized and anonymized. In
total the observer had to evaluate 160 series. The randomized images were reviewed by three ENT specialists that gave
marks from 1 (best) to 4 (worst) (table 2) on different anatomic structures. The mean value of all marks was calculated
and displayed as function of the displayed CTDI vol. After all a threshold (ALARA-Point) was defined that no mean score >
2.0 should appear. The threshold defined as 2.0 ensures that all observers are able to confirm diagnostic findings.

kVp

No. of mAs settings

80

25

100

14

120

9

Tab. 1: Number of different mAs settings for each kV to reach the diagnostic reference value of CTDI vol = 9.0 mGy.

Grade

Explanation

1

excelent

2

good

3

with restrictions

4

not visible

Tab. 2: Scale used for the evaluation of the image quality.

Results and discussion: Table 3 shows the minimum CTDIvol that leads to a mean score ≤ 2.0 depending on kVp and
convolution kernel. The best result was reached with the combination of H47 kernel and 100 kVp (CTDI vol = 0.93 mGy).
The second best was achieved with a CTDIvol = 1.52 mGy by use of 120 kVp and the H50 convolution kernel. The
minimum CTDIvol for the other kernels (H60 and H70) is too high. These kernels are very sharp and enhance image noise
dramatically. As expected and displayed in figure 1 the image quality score is better at higher dose. But figure one shows
a significant saturation and no trend to exactly 1.0. This means that it is impossible to reach the optimum (score of 1.0) in
diagnostic image quality in this case. The best reachable image quality is still a compromise. This compromise exists
between a CTDIvol of about 3.5 mGy to the diagnostic reference level of 9.0 mGy.
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minimal CTDIVol in mGy
kVp

H47

H50

H60

H70

80

2.2

2.64

3.09

6.15

100

0.93

2.31

6.48

7.41

120

2.28

1.52

3.81

7.61

Tab. 3: Minimal CTDIvol at which the mean score is ≤ 2.0

H47 Kernel
4,0
skull 1
skull 2
skull 3

Mean Score of all

3,5

3,0

2,5

2,0

1,5

1,0
0

1

2

3

4

5
6
CTDIvol in mGy

7

8

9

10

Fig. 5: Mean score as function of indicated CTDIvol over all kV. As expected the image quality score gets better with
higher dose. A saturation effect is visible.
Conclusion: Dose optimizations following a consequent ALARA-approach are extremely time consuming and
subordinate to a significant observer dependent variation. This makes it difficult to find a common protocol that fits all
observers needs in diagnostic imaging and represents ALARA at its best. A more common approach would be to define
needs in diagnostic image quality that should be achieved by the image. This needs enable each observer to secure
diagnostic findings and represent the image quality that is as high as reasonably achievable (AHARA-approach).
However, this approach is also time consuming and depends on variations between observers.
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Incorporation of prior information and their reliability
ConstrainedCompressed Sensing (PICCS) framework
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Introduction: The reduction of dose in cone beam computer tomography (CBCT) is achievable by image acquisition
protocols that reduce the current for each projection as well as the number of projections. Reconstructing images from
projections obtained by such protocols necessitates sophisticated image reconstruction techniques in order to maintain good
image quality. The Prior Image Constrained Compressed Sensing (PICCS, [1]) framework incorporates prior information into
the reconstruction algorithm and outperforms the widespread used Feldkamp-Davis-Kress-algorithm (FDK) when the
number of projections is reduced. However, major differences between the prior and current images are so far not
appropriately considered in the PICCS algorithm. We therefore propose a problem-specific extension of the PICCS method
such that the reliability of the prior information is incorporated additionally.
Materials and methods: We assumed that the prior images are composed of areas with large and small deviations.
Accordingly, a weighting matrix considered the reliability of assigned areas in the objective function. Objective function
minimization was based on the ASD-POCS framework [2, 3].
Simulations were performed with the Shepp-Logan-phantom as well as on clinical CBCT projections from a head-and-neck
case. All prior images contained large local variations compared to the reference image (Fig. 1). We applied our method to
the problem of image reconstruction from few projections. The reconstructed images were compared to the reconstruction
results by the FDK-algorithm, the total variation (TV) minimization and the conventional PICCS-method.
In order to show the improvement of image quality we compared image details with the reference image and determined the
root-mean-square error (RMSE) and the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR).
Results: In all investigated cases our reconstruction method yielded images with substantially improved quality compared to
the images reconstructed by the FDK algorithm, by the TV-minimization or by the conventional PICCS-method, respectively.
Accordingly, these images contained strong artefacts such as streaking, blurring and inaccurate reconstructed structures
when the number of projections was very small. In Fig. 2 the reconstruction results of the Shepp-Logan phantom are
exemplarily displayed. These results were achieved by using 5 projections.
Conclusions: We propose a problem-specific extension of the PICCS-method. Besides prior images we included local
dependent information about the reliability of the prior image. Using this information, we could demonstrate reconstruction
results with substantially improved image quality for the computer phantom as well as for the experimental data simulations.
This concept indicates the potential for dose reduction while maintaining good image quality. Further development
concerning registration of the prior image during the image reconstruction process is currently in preparation.

Fig. 1: The reference image (left) and the prior
image (right) used for the computer phantom
simulations. The arrows indicate the strong local
variations.

Fig. 2: Reconstructed images by the conventional
PICCS (left) and by our method (right) using 5
projections.
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Image processing system for the evaluation of fungal infections of the skin in
fluorescence microscopy images
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Introduction: The diagnosis of fungal infections of the skin is a main task of dermatologists. For a fast assessment of
potential infections, microscopy of extracted skin samples is used. Frequently, antifungal ointments are prescribed for
therapy whenever fungal hyphae are found. In fact, a single positive diagnostic finding can be sufficient to initiate therapy.
While the contrast of fungal hyphae is low in brightfield microscopy, it is possible to enhance contrast with fluorescent
markers. Therefore, fluorescence microscopy is a main approach for a reliable diagnosis [1,2]. However, the fluorescent
markers stain other structures like cellulose of clothing as well, which can lead to false-positive diagnoses.
To support the dermatologists, an image processing methodology was developed that evaluates digital microscopic
images of skin samples to detect fungal hyphae.
Materials and methods: Samples consisting of small skin flakes of infected patients were provided by the Department of
Dermatology of the University of Giessen. Here, positive samples were gathered during routine examination where fungal
infections were diagnosed by the clinical staff. The sample preparation was performed at our lab and included staining
with commercially available Mykoval (Helmut Hund GmbH, Wetzlar).
The imaging was performed using an automated fluorescence imaging system that provided a complete 1 cm² area scan
(consisting of 100 single images) of the specimen on which the skin flakes were randomly located. The system is
equipped with a monochrome camera, an objective (10x magnification) and a LED illumination unit (Helmut Hund GmbH,
Wetzlar).
For image processing, a framework was developed that is able to load image data and to visualize the results. The
following processing steps were developed:


image preprocessing: background reduction and binarization



image segmentation: separating objects for classification based on preprocessing



classification

analyzing intensity-based and morphological parameters

Results: Figure 1 shows an original sample image before and after preprocessing. After separation of the objects, the
classification algorithm analyzes a set of parameters to reduce false-positive structures. The parameters are derived from
the specific morphological characteristics of fungal hyphae that distinguish these objects from other objects. Hyphae are
small fibrous structures with a uniform width (see figure 2) that could fork or build net-like objects.
The algorithm marks and presents an image to the dermatologist whenever an infection is found. Using this automated
scanning system and the image processing methodology only the images containing possible infections must be
determined. Images without infection must not be read. For every examined sample an infection was found with low falsepositive findings.
Conclusion: The developed image processing methodology is capable of detecting fungal hyphae in digital fluorescence
microscopy images. In combination with the automated imaging system the dermatologists can reliably evaluate the
whole sample area without reading every image, as only images where infections can be seen are presented. A sample is
positive when one hypha is found. In the case of an infection, a high number of hyphae are typically present and therefore
it is theoretically not necessary to reliably detect all hyphae in the sample. Hence, the required sensitivity of the method
for a single object is not as high as for computer aided diagnose systems in other medical fields (for example lung nodule
detection in computed tomography).
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Fig. 1: Original and pre-processed microscopy image of skin flake with hyphae and two circular false-positive reflections of the LED
illumination (arrows).

Fig. 2: Detected Hypha with characteristic uniform width.
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Experience in online teaching – the Master Online in “Advanced Physical Methods in
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Purpose: In October 2013 the first group of APMR students was awarded with the Master of Science (MSc.) degree in
“Advanced Physical Methods in Radiotherapy”, the first online master program at Heidelberg University, Germany.
Furthermore, three additional study groups of international students are currently enrolled to the program. Besides Master
students, we also accept medical physicists who want to study a subset of the modules in the frame of continuous
professional development (CPD).
Materials and methods: The program is designed for graduates in physics or biomedical engineering with a clear
background in medical physics and one to two years of professional working experience in the same field. It concentrates
on modern treatment techniques such as IMRT, IGRT and radiotherapy with proton and ion beams and is supplemented
by advanced anatomy, an update of modern imaging techniques, special quality assurance and dosimetry methods
needed for the new modalities.
During the first three semesters students participate in five online modules, mainly covering the theoretical knowledge of
the above mentioned topics. The online modules are terminated by attendance phases of 2-4 days in Heidelberg. Finally,
the students join the on-site internship module (7-10 days) in order to apply their knowledge and to deepen their practical
experience in the respective fields. These practical sessions take place at the University Hospital of Heidelberg, the
German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ) and the Heidelberg Ion Beam Therapy center (HIT). The forth semester is
dedicated to writing the final master thesis.
During the online modules, students listen to recorded video lectures, read ejournals and ebooks and work on written
assignments and discussions. Periodic online meetings take place every two to three weeks. All national and international
teachers (+70) have long-lasting on-site teaching experience but no one ever taught online before. Furthermore, all
students studied on-site first, before joining the online program APMR.
Results: The curriculum design demonstrates one possibility of an online program which fulfills the need of teachers and
students, both new to online teaching and learning. Comparing the beginning and the current status of the program, the
combination of cooperative learning methods, periodic online meetings, recorded video lectures and their flexible use are
considered to be very important from a student perspective in order to successfully pass an online program over two
years. Moreover, from the teachers perspective, the curriculum design integrates their numerous and different on-site
teaching experiences and allows them to find their individual online approaches.
Conclusion: With increasing experience in online teaching we were able to substantially optimize the study program
during the last four years. Started with teacher-centered methods only, (e.g. recorded video lectures) we moved towards
learner-centered learning approaches such as problem-based discussions or online case study sessions. This new
settings require a continuous supervision of both students and teachers but enable both to successfully participate in an
online master course with their own individual needs.
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Introductory lecture: Motion management
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Germany
Physiological motion such as respiration and heart beat still represents a major challenge for artifact-free imaging in
diagnostics and highly conformal dose-delivery in radiation therapy. In particular, the tremendous advances achieved
over the last decade in the degree of tumour-dose conformality with modern radiotherapy techniques using
electromagnetic or hadronic radiation have demanded the development of sophisticated technologies for motion
monitoring and management in the entire radiotherapy workflow, from initial diagnostic imaging to treatment planning and
beam delivery.
This talk will specifically address the role of time-resolved imaging (with emphasis on four dimensional computed
tomography) in the pre-treatment assessment of the tumour motion for identification of the appropriate treatment strategy,
and of dedicated motion monitoring sensors and beam delivery systems for assessment and compensation of the motion
during the actual beam delivery.
Remaining challenges and ongoing research trends will be also highlighted, together with an overview of novel
perspectives of motion management in the near future.
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Prospective slice tracking to correct respiratory motion in free-breathing myocardial
perfusion MRI
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Introduction: The acute effect of coronary heart diseases is a reduced perfusion of myocardium [1]. Therefore,
measuring myocardial perfusion is of great interest in order to diagnose coronary heart diseases. A promising noninvasive method to determine the current state of myocardial perfusion represents magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). By
using the contrast-enhanced first-pass perfusion imaging method (FPP) it is possible to determine the perfusion of the
heart in a quantitative way [2, 3]. One of the main challenges of this technique is the motion of the heart caused by
respiration. Even during breath-holding a slow cranio-caudal directed motion is observed because of oxygen
consumption. Hereby the accurate determination of myocardial perfusion is affected by respiratory motion both during
breath-holding and during free-breathing FPP. Thus, this can result in false diagnostic assessment. The aim of this study
was therefore to develop and implement a prospective slice tracking method correcting the respiratory motion during FPP.
Materials and methods: A navigator based technique for prospective slice tracking (PST) was developed on 3-Tesla
magnetic resonance systems (Magnetom Skyra and Prisma, Siemens Medical Solution, Erlangen, Germany). The first
PST approach for FPP was proposed by Pedersen et al. [4] using the standard navigator based technique to compensate
for cardiac motion. In this standard approach it is assumed that the motion of the heart caused by respiration correlates
with the motion of the diaphragm. However, the deviation between cardiac motion and the motion of the diaphragm varies
individually for every patient and has to be measured before FPP. In contrast to this, in our study not the diaphragm was
monitored, but the real position of the heart was measured to track the slice depending on its current position. For that
purpose the position of the heart was determined by monitoring the change of contrast in the heart-lung interface using a
fast one dimensional RF excitation. With the result of this, the position of the perfusion slice was corrected immediately
before data acquisition. Thus, contrary to the approach of Pedersen et al., no additional underlying model calculations
connecting diaphragm and cardiac motion were needed. Therefore a more direct and straightforward approach was
proposed in this study. The developed navigator based technique was implemented in a SR-TrueFISP [5] perfusion
sequence.
With the aim to adjust the optimal anatomical position of the navigator across the heart in order to obtain a reliable
relation between the observed navigator signal and the motion of the heart, several subjects were investigated using two
different approaches. In the first approach, the apex of the heart was monitored to compensate for the motion through the
perfusion slice (Fig. 1A). Under this condition all further remaining motion can be compensated in a post processing inplane motion correction algorithm. In a second approach, the motion of the heart was monitored by the navigator along
the biggest motion amplitude in cranio-caudal direction. In that measurement the readout direction of the navigator was
tilted to the through-plane direction of the perfusion slice (Fig. 1B).
Furthermore the quality of the developed navigator based PST method was investigated in a pilot study with volunteers
by determination of both the absolute quantitative perfusion of the myocardium by using the MMID4 model and the
residual movement of the heart inside the perfusion slice. For this purpose three measurements (flip angle, TR, TE, TI,
FOV, slice thickness were 40°, 173 msec, 1.17 msec, 100 msec, 379 x 284 mm², 8 mm) were done at each subject: a
reference measurement under breath-holding condition and two further measurements under free-breathing conditions
both with and without navigator based motion correction.
Results: As a result of the first approach, where the navigator was positioned perpendicular to the perfusion slice across
the heart, the contrast between the apex of the heart and the lung was not sufficiently high to guarantee a stable
prospective slice tracking algorithm. Furthermore, the correlation between the motion of the apex in the signal of the
navigator and the through-plane motion of the heart was not sufficient because of physiological deformation of the heart’s
apex during the breathing cycle. In the second approach, where the motion of the heart was monitored along craniocaudal direction, the contrast in the upper heart-lung interface both correlates perfectly with the motion of the heart and
was high enough to allow for the edge-detection algorithm to determine the current position of the heart.
In a pilot study the effectiveness of the navigator based PST method appeared in the reduction of motion inside the
perfusion slice. To evaluate the remaining motion of the heart, distinctive points of the heart were selected manually in the
perfusion slice. In comparison to a free-breathing measurement the interquartile range of the variation of these points was
reduced by about 51 % by using the navigator based PST method. Even in comparison to the reference measurement
under breath-holding condition the measurement under free-breathing condition with PST showed less variation (Fig. 2).
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In summary the standard derivation (SD) of the determined myocardial blood flow (MBF) of six different regions of the
myocardium was reduced by using PST in comparison to a measurement without the navigator. Moreover the difference
of the SD between the reference measurement and the measurement under free-breathing was sightly smaller when
using the PST method (Tab. 1).
Discussion: Overall the cardiac motion of the heart was reduced by about 51 % within the perfusion slice using the PST
method in comparison to an uncorrected measurement. Furthermore, the interquartile range of the heart´s position under
free-breathing condition with PST was about 23 % smaller than the interquartile range in the reference measurement
under breath-holding condition. The reason for this might be that the oxygen consumption while measuring the perfusion
under breath-holding condition additionally influences the motion of the heart. Therefore the accuracy of the MBF might
also be affected under this condition. In further measurements it has to be clarified if the determination of the MBF under
breath-holding condition benefits from the navigator based PST method as well.
Caused by residual contrast agent in the bloodstream the determined MBF values increased with each measurement.
Therefore a direct comparison of these values was not possible. However the derivation of the MBF values of the six
different regions of the myocardium was more homogeneous by using the PST method in comparison to a not corrected
slice. This corresponds well to the results of the animal studies of Cleppien el al. [6]. Furthermore the difference of the
standard derivation between the measurement under free-breathing condition and the reference measurement was
sightly smaller when using the PST method. This indicated an increased accuracy of the measured MBF values by using
the PST method.
In summary, the results correspond well with the results found by Pedersen et al. [4] that the determination of myocardial
perfusion is improved by reducing through-plane motion under free-breathing conditions. In their study, the position of the
diaphragm was monitored by the standard navigator approach. Therefore an underlying motion model connecting
diaphragm and cardiac motion was needed, which was a major source of error due to the poor signal intensity of the
navigator. All this affected in a reduced accuracy of the motion correction. In our study, the position of the heart was
measured directly, thus the main source of error by the standard navigator approach was avoided. In consequence, the
approach presented in this study provided a more straightforward way for correcting the respiratory motion during FPP.
A further study with a higher number of subjects will be performed to demonstrate the results with higher statistical and
systematic evidence.

Fig. 1: The Perfusion slice (red) and readout direction of the navigator (green) A: along the through-plane direction of the perfusion
slice and B: along the biggest amplitude in cranio-caudal direction.
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Fig. 2: Derivation of the position of the heart within a FPP a) under breath-holding condition, b) under free-breathing condition with PST
and c) under free-breathing condition without using PST.

Region

M1

M2

M3

1

0.54

0.79

0.79

2

0.38

0.56

0.65

3

0.40

0.57

1.11

4

0.35

0.70

0.89

5

0.58

0.71

0.68

6

0.53

0.74

0.98

Median

0.465

0.705

0.840

SD

0.098

0.093

0.178

Tab. 1: MBF values of different regions of myocardium M1: under breath-holding condition, M2: under free-breathing condition with
PST and M3: under free-breathing condition without using PST.
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Restoration of motion-blurred images in digital radiography: a feasibility study
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Introduction: In digital radiography, the patient is usually asked to remain immobile and refrain from breathing during the
exposure. This minimizes motion artifacts sufficiently so that they have negligible influence on the image quality.
However, for patient groups which are unable to control their breathing or limb movements (patients in intensive care or
suffering from Parkinson disease, infants, etc.) the image resolution suffers from motion blur. We show that image
processing with restoration algorithms (originally developed for digital photography) can be implemented for digital
radiography to increase the spatial resolution. We use the modulation transfer function (MTF) to quantify the improvement
in image quality.
Materials and methods: System theory describes the motion-blurred image as a convolution of the original image with
the point spread function (PSF) of the motion. The PSF contains information about the blur extent and the direction of the
motion. The Fourier transform of the PSF is the MTF, which gives valuable information about the spatial frequency
dependence of contrast in the image. The convolution process involves information loss, making deconvolution ill-posed.
Restoration algorithms are able to produce an estimate of the original image, provided they are given the PSF along with
the blurred image.
PSF and MTF can be calculated analytically for any motion function [1]. Due to the short exposure duration (~ms), there
will be little change in velocity during the exposure and uniform linear motion is assumed in the first instance. The PSF of
linear motion along the -axis is
Rect
, the product of velocity and exposure duration describes the blur
extent.
Using a computational software program (Mathematica, Wolfram Research), we employed a Wiener filter (representing
spectral deconvolution), the Richardson-Lucy restoration algorithm (representing iterative deconvolution) and a total
variation regularization algorithm. To quantify the effect of the restoration, we compared the MTFs of the images. For this,
an analysis program was written, which calculates the MTF based on the image of an edge transition as described in [2].
As a starting point, we examined the behavior of simulation images. These images were also created with Mathematica
and featured an edge transition similar to that of the experimental images, including influences of the sampling aperture,
object motion and Poisson noise. The experimental images were obtained with a commercial radiography system (Axiom
Multix M, Siemens) by mounting a suitable edge device onto a motion simulator (MotionSimXY/4D, Sun Nuclear
Corporation).
Results: The simulation images were used to examine the influence of motion blur at different velocities compared to
other degrading influences like scattering and geometrical unsharpness. It was shown that there is no lower limit for the
velocity below which the object motion goes unnoticed. The restoration methods all performed well for noiseless images
but showed great differences in the handling of noisy data. Of the three, the total variation regularization algorithm
performed best in the presence of noise (Fig. 1). It significantly lessened the impact of the first zero in the motion MTF at
and furthermore decreased the overall noise level. We subsequently employed this algorithm for treatment of an
experimental image. In this case, the velocity and the exposure duration caused a blur extent of 1.9 pixel. Restoration
with a PSF assuming a blur extent of 2 pixel resulted in an increase of the MTF over the whole frequency range (Fig. 2).
This leads to the promising conclusion that the image restoration returns satisfactory results even when the blur extent is
only approximately known.
Conclusion: This work demonstrates the restoration of motion-blurred radiographs for the first time to the best of our
knowledge. Established restoration algorithms were used to enhance spatial resolution and contrast of the images.
Particularly promising is the result that the blur extents and thereby the velocities need only to be known approximately to
accomplish significant improvements. Measurement of the blur extent and direction could easily be implemented in a
clinical environment by use of motion sensors or video recording. Further investigations should include detailed
determination of the most appropriate restoration method, mapping of patient movements and clinical studies judging the
subjective increase in image quality.
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Fig. 1: Comparison of the performance of three restoration algorithms in the presence of Poisson noise by means of the MTF.
Continuous curves show analytical MTF with (below) and without (above) a motion blur of 3 pixel width.

Fig. 2: MTF of a motion-blurred edge (a) before and (b) after restoration with a total variation regularization algorithm. Actual blur extent
was 1.9 pixel, restoration was performed with 2 pixel.
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Localization of lung tumors despite limited tumor visibility: Tracking anatomical
structures in near proximity to model the tumor motion
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Introduction: In the context of the increasingly precise and conformal radiotherapy, the handling of intra-fractional tumor
motion gains crucial relevance. With the potential to tailor the dose distribution to the shape of the target volume, an exact
localization of moving tumors during treatment is of increasing interest. The aim to deliver high dose to the target volume
while sparing the surrounding healthy tissue requires a concept to compensate for such motion. Hence, the motion
detection of the tumor during radiation therapy, especially for lung tumors, plays an essential step towards that direction.
Tumor tracking in image-based approaches might fail when the projection of the tumor is either temporary overlapped by
ribs or is lacking in visibility due to poor contrast settings. To remedy that, a model-based approach in combination with
tracking of anatomical surrogates is presented which does not rely on tumor visibility.
Materials and methods: Fluoroscopic image sequences of 4 patients recorded during 5-9 breathing cycles were
retrospectively analyzed to automatically localize the tumors. Four experts manually determined the position of the tumor
in each fluoroscopic image for each patient by dragging the projected GTV of the planning-CT on top of the tumor within
the fluoroscopic image data. The mean of these positions was then considered as the ground-truth.
Since diaphragm motion is known to be highly correlated with the motion of lung tumors as well as providing high visibility
in fluoroscopic images, this anatomical structure is used as a surrogate to deduce the tumor position from its motion
pattern [1]. To do so, a thin plate spline interpolation model is adopted. The model consists of a potential function and
supporting points, which are represented by correspondence points at different times. Those positions are obtained from
the projected diaphragm contour, defined through geodesic distances from the left and right endpoints of that contour. For
that purpose, the diaphragm contour was manually delineated in each fluoroscopic image for each patient. Based on the
motion of the highly visible anatomic surrogate, represented by the supporting points, the thin plate spline interpolation
creates a vector field that defines the spatial displacement of every position in respect to the distance to each supporting
point and the underlying potential function (Fig. 1).
While the motion of tumors located in the lower lobes of the lung are stronger affected by the diaphragm movement, more
superior located tumors have a smaller motion range [2]. For that purpose, the displacement of the upper lung border was
incorporated to limit the modeled motion of tumors within the upper lobes. An optimal parameterization of the model
concerning the used potential function, as well as the amount and position of the used supporting points was sought to
achieve a more general modeling approach.
Results: Compared to the ground-truth, the accuracy of the presented approach in its optimal per-patient
parameterization results in a mean RMSE of 1.4 mm ± 0.6 mm in left-right and 1.8 mm ± 1.1 mm in superior-inferior
direction (Tab. 1). Even though one single parameterization of the thin plate spline interpolation model yielding best
results for each patient could not be found, the achieved accuracy lies within the mean inter-observer standard deviation
of 1.6 mm in left-right and 2.8 mm in superior-inferior direction.
Conclusion: The presented model-based approach is capable of accurately localizing the tumor position irrespective of
whether the tumor has a poor visibility or is temporary overlapped by ribs. Given that the model does not rely on a fixed
training set of known tumor motion, the thin plate spline interpolation model combines a pretty general modeling
procedure with the capability to incorporate patient and fraction specific motion characteristics. Therefore, the tumor
motion can be individually modeled for different patients and conditions.
Acknowledgements: This presented work was carried out with the support of the German Research Foundation (DFG),
SFB/TRR 125 “Cognition-Guided Surgery”.
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Fig. 1: Vector field generated by the thin plate spline interpolation model with the use of supporting points on the diaphragm contour, as
well as on the superior located lung contour. Those points are represented as circles in the inhale phase and as crosses in the exhale
phase. Positions near the diaphragm receive a larger spatial displacement than positions located in the upper lobe of the lung. The
displacement of the initial supporting points ranges from the encircled points to the nearest crosses.

Patient

Thin plate spline interpolation with optimal parameterization

1
2
3
4

RMSE in LR [mm]
1.5
2.3
1.1
0.9

RMSE in SI [mm]
1.3
0.7
2.1
3.2

Tab. 1: Accuracy of the modeled tumor positions compared against the ground-truth in left-right and superior-inferior direction. Errors
achieved with the use of the thin plate spline interpolation model and an optimal parameterization on a per-patient basis.
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Prediction filter for Real-Time Tumor Tracking using the Treatment Couch
1,2
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Purpose: The objective is to develop a tumor tracking system, which maximally reduces the radiation dose on healthy
tissue while keeping the patient comfortable. The available hardware has large time delays and to mitigate the, thereby
introduced, inaccuracies, a breathing motion prediction filter is needed. A survey of different filters used on several
hardware configurations was performed.
Materials and methods: A simulation environment was developed using MATLAB/Simulink R2014a (The MathWorks,
Inc., Natick, MA, USA) including the couch dynamics, the patient breathing motion signal, the sensors, the breathing
motion prediction filter and the controller. This enables quick testing of different controllers and prediction filters with
varying parameters. Additionally in a virtual testing environment there is no risk of hardware failure. For testing with real
hardware the Protura Robotic Patient Positioning System (CIVCO Medical Solutions, Kalona, IA, USA) was used together
with the Hexapod H 840 (Physik Instrumente GmbH & Co. KG, Karlsruhe/Palmbach, Germany) as the breathing
phantom. The sensor systems used are the laser triangulation system (LTS) optoNCDT 1302-100 (MICRO EPSILON
MESSTECHNIK GmbH & Co. KG, Ortenburg, Germany) and the Topometrical Positioning System (TOPOS)
(cyberTECHNOLOGIES, Ingolstadt, Germany). The hardware is controlled using MATLAB/Simulink R2014a with RealTimeWindows Target (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The breathing motion patterns have been obtained from
different patients. Two prediction filters were implemented a MULIN algorithm and a normalized least mean square
algorithm. Both were tested on four different tracking systems:
1) LTS with 500 Hz measuring frequency and 100 ms delay
2) LTS with 500 Hz measuring frequency and 360 ms delay
3) LTS with 10 Hz measuring frequency and 360 ms delay
4) TOPOS with 10 Hz measuring frequency and 360 ms delay
Results: The MULIN algorithm outperformed the nLMS algorithm and predicted the respiratory motion with a measuring
rate of 500Hz for 100ms with a standard error of the mean of 0.3 ± 0.01µm and with a measuring rate of 10Hz for 360ms
with a standard error of the mean of 1.9 ± 0.5µm. For a small time delay of 100ms the control structure has no influence
on the tracking results. For a large time delay of 360ms the Smith Predictor combined with the prediction of respiratory
motion outperformed the standard feedback control structure.
Conclusion: The Smith Predictor combined with the prediction of the respiratory motion increased the accuracy of tumor
tracking systems with a time delay of 360ms. However, for time delays smaller than 100ms this implementation showed
no advantage over the standard feedback control structure with a PID controller.
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Respiratory pattern changes of volunteers due to couch tracking
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Motivation: Tumor motion due to breathing leads to large clinical target volume (CTV) to planning target volume (PTV)
margins and increased dose to organs at risk (OAR). The three motion management techniques currently used in clinical
settings are motion encompassing treatment, gating and tracking. In comparison to motion encompassing treatment,
gating allows treatment to a smaller volume; however, at the cost of substantially increased treatment time. The most
sophisticated treatment technique appears to be tracking because it confines the high dose to the tumor (small volume)
and is time efficient. Tracking can be realized on a conventional linear accelerator by dynamically compensating the
tumor motion with the treatment couch. However little evidence exists on the tolerance and the effect of couch tracking
upon the patients. Therefore the goal of this study was to assess the effect of a one-dimensional motion tracking system
using the treatment couch upon a group of 20 volunteers. Additionally, the accuracy of the tracking system was
evaluated.
Materials and methods: Our in-house developed treatment couch tracking system is able to compensate for vertical
respiratory motion. Respiratory motion is detected by a laser triangulation sensor and compensated for using the Protura
treatment couch. A proportional-integral-derivative control system is used with a complete system delay of approximately
60 ms. 20 volunteers were recruited to test the system. Respiratory curves of the volunteers were assessed before,
during, and after motion compensation to assess the influence of tracking upon breathing. Additionally, all volunteers
were asked to complete a motion sickness assessment questionnaire (1) evaluating four dimensions of motion sickness:
gastrointestinal, central, peripheral, and sopite-related. Motion sickness subscale scores in the four dimensions were
calculated (0 % no signs of motion sickness, 100 % severe signs of motion sickness). The mean absolute deviation of
residual motion with and without tracking was calculated.
Results: Comparing respiratory curves, 16 of 20 volunteers demonstrated an increased amplitude of breathing (mean
increase 12 %) when tracking was applied (figure 1). There was no systematic change in respiration frequency. Some
volunteers reported that they felt forced to breathe faster due to the vibrations which occurred at the extremes of
inhalation and exhalation. Others however, found it easier to breathe regularly and slowly during tracking due to the
regular sound of the couch motors.
15 of 20 volunteers reported no signs of motion sickness. Four volunteers reported mild motion sickness in the sopiterelated dimension (subscale score 16.6 % to 19.4 %). One volunteer reported mild symptoms in the central dimension
(subscale score 31 %).
Tracking reduced the mean absolute deviation of residual motion by a factor of 7.2 +/- 3.1 compared to no tracking.
Figure 1 shows the reduction for one volunteer.
Discussion: One dimensional tracking was well tolerated by all volunteers, with mild motion sickness reported by five of
20 volunteers. All respiratory curves could be successfully tracked. However, we must further investigate why the
amplitude of breathing often increased when tracking was applied. An adaptation period for patients may be of value, or
further improvements to reduce vibration during extremes of inhalation and exhalation.

Fig. 1: Change in respiratory pattern for one volunteer during couch tracking, as well as residual motion if tracking is applied.
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Introductory lecture: Clinical implementation of a HDR brachytherapy treatment
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Brachytherapy is an important modality in the radiation therapy treatment of cancer patients. Radioactive sources are
placed into the tumour or immediately adjacent to it, thus combining the advantage of a very high and accurate dose
delivery to the target volume while sparing the surrounding healthy tissues. Common brachytherapy techniques are high
dose rate (HDR), low dose rate (LDR) and pulse dose rate (PDR), differing for the treatment dose rate (>12Gy/h in the
former, ranging between [0.4; 2] Gy/h the latter).
The attention will be focused on the HDR brachytherapy, being the most diffused modality. The steps involved in the
implementation of a HDR brachytherapy program are discussed.
After a short introduction on air kerma strength and calibration procedures, an overview of the brachytherapy dose
calculation formalism based on the AAPM Task Group 43 report (1994) and its revised version (TG-43U1 2004) is
presented. The generalities of remote afterloading equipment used to drive the source to and from the patients through
catheters are discussed. Imaging techniques used for contouring, catheters reconstruction and planning, such as CT,
MRI, ultrasound, fluoroscopy, are shown along with some indication site for HDR treatments. A short overview of the
planning process is also presented, from source activation, to optimization and normalization accordingly to the dose
requirements on target and organs at risk. Eventually, plan evaluation by means of dose volume histogram (DVH) is
discussed. In conclusion, an overview of the different aspects of routine quality control, ranging from safety test to
positional and temporal accuracy, is presented.
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Determination of a radiation quality correction factor kQ for well-type ionisation
chambers for the measurement of the reference air kerma rate of 60Co HDR
Brachytherapy sources
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60

Introduction: About 11 years ago, a miniaturized Co high-dose-rate (HDR) brachytherapy source, with similar
192
geometrical dimensions to the commonly used Ir HDR sources, was introduced into the clinics. Because of the long half
60
60
life of Co (t1/2 = 5.3 a), afterloader systems based on Co require a source replacement at the most every five years
192
while systems based on Ir (t1/2 = 73.8 d) require a replacement at least every four months [1]. In particular for hospitals
in developing countries the source exchange frequency is a crucial factor. The relatively small differences in radial dose
60
192
distribution of Co sources compared to
Ir sources do not result in clinically significant differences [1-3]. At present
60
already more than 200 afterloader systems equipped with Co are in service worldwide with a clearly increasing
tendency [4, 5].
60

On the other hand, the dosimetric verification of Co sources in the hospitals may be error-prone [7, 8], among others,
192
due to the absence of measuring devices calibrated traceable to a national standard. For
Ir HDR brachytherapy
sources the traceability has been well established by several national metrological institutes by means of traceable
60
calibrated well-type ionization chambers, whereas in the case of Co only PTB offers a calibration service.
In this work, within a framework of a research cooperation, it was investigated whether a chamber type-specific radiation
quality correction factor kQ can be determined in order to enable the measurement of the reference air kerma rate (RAKR)
60
of Co HDR brachytherapy sources with acceptable uncertainty by means of a well-type ionization chamber calibrated for
192
Ir-radiation.
Materials and methods: A total number of 29 well-type ionization chambers were studied: six of the type HDR 1000 Plus
from Standard Imaging Inc., Wisconsin, USA, with the applicator REF 70110, and 23 chambers of the type Tx33004 from
PTW, Freiburg, Germany in connection with the applicator T33002.1.009. The latter chamber type is also distributed by
Nucletron, Veenendaal, The Netherlands, as “Source Dosimetry System” SDS under reference number 077.0xx together
with the applicator (reference number 077.095).
60

Four Co brachytherapy sources have been used: one of the type GK60M24 provided by Nucletron under reference
number 136.002, furthermore one source of the type GK60M21 and two sources of the type GK60M23, all three provided
by Eckert & Ziegler BEBIG GmbH, Berlin, Germany under the product code Co0.A86. In order to investigate a possible
influence of the activity to the correction factors kQ a source with an activity of about 75 GBq and one with about 35 GBq
were used. Thereby the whole clinically relevant activity range given by the source replacements every five years are
60
covered. All Co source types have a similar design; its geometry of the radioactive part (about 3.5 mm length and
0.5 mm in diameter) is nearly identical [6].
192

The surveyed
Ir brachytherapy source types are: the Microselectron-HDR classic and the Microselectron V2
manufactured on behalf of Nucletron by Mallinckrodt Medical B.V., Petten, The Netherlands, as well as the
GammaMed 232 distributed by NTP Radioisotopes, Fleurus, Belgium. For one and the same Microselectron V2 source
with initial activity of about 470 GBq the measurements were repeated after approximately three half-life periods at about
60 GBq, which covers more than the clinically relevant activity range between the source replacements every four
months.
60

192

The experiment was performed as follows: First the determination of the RAKR of the Co and the Ir brachytherapy
sources was carried out with the PTB calibration facility for HDR brachytherapy sources [9] which is based on a
secondary standard ionization chamber calibrated traceably to PTB’s primary standards in terms of air kerma [10].
192
60
Subsequently the calibration factors of the well-type ionization chambers for radiation fields of
Ir and Co HDR
brachytherapy sources NIr-192(i) and NCo-60(i) were determined for each chamber (i) using the calibrated sources. Then the
individual radiation quality correction factors kQ(i) = NCo-60(i) / NIr-192(i) are analyzed with respect to their variation. For a
certain range of validity a type specific radiation quality correction factor kQ is derived from the average over the individual
correction factors kQ = <kQ(i)>.
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Fig. 1: Individual radiation quality correction factors kQ(i)= NCo-60 (i) / NIr-192(i) for PTW Tx33004 well-type ionization chambers in
connection with a T33002.1.009 adapter as function of serial number of device under test. Full circles: k Q(i) determined with BEBIG
60
60
Co Co0.A86 sources. Open squares: kQ(i) determined with a Nucletron Cosource. Dashed vertical line: lower limit for up-to-date
chambers built without technical changes [11]. Continuous horizontal line: type specific radiation quality correction factor kQ=<kQ(i)>
from average of chambers with SN > 241.

Results: Figure 1 shows the individual radiation quality correction factors kQ(i) = NCo-60(i) / NIr-192(i) of 23 PTW Tx33004
well-type ionization chambers in connection with a T33002.1.009 adapter as a function of the serial number (SN) of the
60
chamber. For the same chamber, the kQ(i) values obtained with the Co sources of BEBIG (full circles) and of Nucletron
(open squares) agree within the experimental uncertainty. Chambers with higher SN feature kQ(i) values which agree
within 0,3 % (k=2) whereas specimens with a lower SN vary up to about 3 %. At the request of PTB, the manufacturer
PTW states that well-type chambers of the type 33004 are up to date and were built without technical changes from PTW
serial number 241 (and Nucletron SDS serial number 463) onwards [11]. Chambers built before July 2008 with SN < 241
as well as with the old serial number notation 25xxx (left of dashed vertical line in Fig. 1) differ from the up-to-date
chambers. From the average of all investigated chambers with SN > 241, a type specific radiation quality correction factor
of kQ = 1.188 +/- 0.3 % is determined (continuous horizontal line in Fig. 1). The chamber with SN 25254 was updated
during a repair [12] and feature therefore a similar kQ(i) to the new chambers. The radiation quality correction factor
currently used by PTW is derived from measurements with old chambers with SN < 241. This results in a deviation of the
60
measured Co calibration factor of more than 2 % from the manufacturer's data, i.e. an overestimation of the RAKR of
60
Co sources for new chambers with SN > 241.
From the individual radiation quality correction factors of six HDR 1000 Plus well-type chambers from Standard Imaging
with widely spread serial numbers the type specific radiation quality correction factor kQ = 1.052 +/- 0.3 % has been
60
derived. No statements are given by the manufacturer with respect to a Co calibration factor.
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Conclusion: A type specific radiation quality correction factor kQ was determined for well-type ionization chambers of the
type Tx33004 and HDR 1000 Plus, respectively. Thus the calibration factor in terms of RAKR of a chamber for radiation
60
192
fields of Co brachytherapy sources NCo-60 = kQ·NIr-192 can be calculated from a given calibration factor NIr-192 for an Ir
HDR source. In the case of PTW’s Tx33004 chamber the derived kQ value is valid for up-to-date chambers with SN > 241
(Nucletron SDS SN > 463) onwards only. For chambers with SN < 241 or the notation 25xxx, deviations of more than 3 %
60
have been observed. For these chambers a direct calibration with a Co source is necessary. For both chamber types
the uncertainty of kQ is small compared to the typical uncertainty of the calibration factor NIr-192 of about 2.5 % (k = 2).
Hence the uncertainty of the
192.

60

Co calibration factor calculated from NCo60 = kQ·NIr-192 is dominated by the uncertainty of NIr-
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Dose measurement with Octavius SRS 1000 Array in brachytherapy. Principle suitability
for system checks and dosimetry – First Results
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Introduction: Brachytherapy dosimetry is complicated by the steep absorbed dose gradients proximal to the source.
There is currently a paucity of dosimetric system checks in brachytherapy, which has been criticised from many parties,
for example the SSK.
192

Is it possible to verify HDR ( Ir, Microselectron V2) brachytherapy treatment plans, on the basis of independent dose
calculation based upon TG-43 [2], using a commercially available high resolution 2D measurement array?
Materials and methods: The Octavius SRS 1000 (PTW Freiburg) is a measurement array comprising 977 liquid filled
ionisation chambers, distributed over an area of 110mm x 110mm. Each ionisation chamber has a thickness of 0,5mm
and an area of 2.3mm x 2.3mm. The array has great potential for brachytherapy due to the large number of measurement
chambers with small dimensions in the direction of steepest dose gradient. A mechanical jig is placed in direct contact
with the upper surface of the array (Figure 2), which can accomodate up to 8 cathethers (clinical 4 French steel needles).
This arrangement was reconstructed in the treatment planning system, TPS, (Oncentra Masterplan, Elekta AG Sweden)
and the dose subsequently calculated in the plane of the measurement chambers in accordance with the TG-43
formalism.
192

Subsequently the fundamental suitability of the array for measurements with Irradiation with a
Ir source will be
investigated. The dependence of the measured value with respect to direction and energy-variation with depth will be
investigated with a single dwell position located above the geometric centre of the array. By employing a plan comprising
more catheters the dependence on the radiation quality, kQ, will also be investigated.
Results: The preliminary measurements with the array confirm its suitability for quality assurance in brachytherapy. For
the measurement of a single dwell-position an excellent agreement between measurement and dose calculation was
observed, Moreover the dose varied by more than a factor of 50 due to the inverse square law (Figure 1).
Conclusion: After completing the initial measurement one can conclude that the array is suitable for measurement in
192
brachytherapy with Ir. Further investigations and consideration for application for quality assurance can be found in the
presentation by Mr. Gainey.
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Fig. 1: Dose measurement with a single through the dwell position. Solid line (TPS), points (SRS 1000 Array).

Fig. 2: Photo showing the catheter- source dwell position: orthogonal dose profile holder fixed on top of the SRS 1000 array.
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Brachytherapy dosimetry using a high resolution commercial liquid-filled ionisation
chamber array: initial experience and limitations
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Introduction: Brachytherapy dosimetry is complicated by the steep absorbed dose gradients proximal to the source.
Whilst it is possible to verify simple 2D geometrically based brachytherapy treatment plans, such as a vaginal cylinder or
ring-tube, on the basis of empirical fitting or independent dose calculation based upon TG-43, the situation is non-trivial
for complex 3D brachytherapy plans, such as the interstitial ring-tube. Thus the question arises whether it is possible to
verify complex 3D HDR brachytherypy plans using a commercially available high resolution 2D measurement array.
Material and methods: We describe a method using the Octavius 1000 SRS 2D (PTW Freiburg, Germany) array
comprising 977 liquid-filled ionisation chambers covering an area of 110 x 110 mm² [1]. This array was designed to
perform dosimetric verification of SRS/SBRT treatment plans with high spatial resolution. 3D brachytherapy patient plans
were employed to irradiate the 1000 SRS array using an in-house PMMA jig which fixes up to 8 application needles (4French) at a constant separation of 9.65 mm above the upper surface of the detector array (Fig. 1). The needles run
parallel to each other, separated by 12.80mm, but rotated by 10 degrees relative to the axial axis of the detector array,
thereby avoiding irradiating the detector electronics. In a first step a homogeneous plan employing all 8 needles was
generated: one catheter point was defined per dwell position but displaced in the reference plane. Patient plans were
copied manually from the patient CT study and entered into an empty CT study within the brachyhtherapy module of OTP
(Nucletron/Elekta AG Sweden) treatment planning system: the needle geometry was reproduced using cathether
reconstruction. Dose is calculated in accordance with TG-43, viz. within an infinite homogeneous water tank. The
resulting dose distribution was calculated and compared with the measured dose distribution using the Verisoft 6.0
software (PTW Freiburg, Germany).
Results: Initial results indicate that the PMMA jig is mechanically stable, viz. the repeated measurement showed a
maximal dose difference of 0.6 % using the most stringent absolute local analysis criterion (local percentage difference ≤
3 %), median 0.07 %. Comparison of the calculated and measured dose distribution using the aforementioned local
analysis criterion was excellent: 95.9 % agreement (Fig. 2).
Summary: This work builds upon the work described in our other submitted abstract (abstract-ID:32). The initial results
presented using the Octavius SRS1000 array are very promising. Further work needs to be performed to evaluate the
effect of systematic shifts of the source on the analysis. Currently the dwell time pattern are entered manually into the
empty base plan. It is hoped that this will be automated in the near future.

Fig. 1: Photograph showing the 2D array, the jig and 8 needles inserted
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Fig. 2: Initial results showing the left-right profile : measured (points) and calculated dose profile (continuous line)
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Measurement of mean photon energy Em at points in a
field by the twin-detector method
1

2

192

Ir HDR source brachytherapy
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2
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Introduction: In previous work we have shown by Monte Carlo calculation that the radiation quality correction factor kQ
under brachytherapy conditions depends on a single parameter, the mean photon energy Em at the point of measurement
[1]. We have also shown that the signal ratio of a pair of detectors comprising an unshielded p-type silicon diode 60012
(PTW Freiburg, Germany) and the synthetic single crystal microDiamond detector 60019 (PTW Freiburg, Germany) can
be used to determine Em at any point of measurement. The method takes advantage of the enhanced response of the Si
diode detector to low-energy photons and the comparatively flat energy response of the diamond detector [1]. In the
present study we will more closely describe how the normalized signal ratio NSR can be calibrated in terms of Em and
how it can be applied under clinical conditions.
Materials and methods
The spectral fluence ΦE(E) of the primary and scattered photons at points of interest in a water phantom was modeled
192
using FLURZnrc/egsnrc. Using a realistic model of a Ir HDR GammaMed Plus source, the mean photon energy,
Em = ∫E ΦE(E) dE / ∫ΦE(E) dE

………….

(1)

was calculated for different off-axis positions within a cylindrical water phantom with dimensions of either R = 30 cm, H =
60 cm or R = 20 cm, H = 40 cm. Similarly, measurements of the silicon diode/microDiamond signal ratio were performed
192
at a Ir HDR GammaMed Plus unit within a water tank with dimensions of either 50×50×50 cm³ (the PTW-Freiburg MP3
water tank) or R = 20 cm, H = 40 cm. The smaller cylindrical phantom was placed within the PTW-Freiburg MP3 water
tank, taking advantage of the MEPHYSTO software for stepper motor control and data acquisition. Each detector was
positioned with its longitudinal axis aligned in the source’s midplane and pointing towards the longitudinal axis of the
source, and with its EPOM at the point of measurement. The EPOM was 1.2 mm below the front surface for the diode
detector and 1.7 mm for the diamond detector. With the two detectors, lateral signal profiles were obtained in the
midplane of the source as functions of the distance from the longitudinal axis of the source.
The normalized signal ratio NSR is defined as the quotient of the signal ratio under any given application condition x to
that at the brachytherapy reference position rref = 1 cm away from the longitudinal axis of the source along a plane
perpendicular to it:
NSRx = SRx / SRref

……

…..

(2)

Theoretically, the signal ratio SR of a pair of radiation detectors under condition x can be described as:
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where r1(Ei) and r2(Ei) represent the energy dependent responses of detectors 1 and 2 respectively and ΦE(E) is the
spectral photon fluence under condition x. We can here use the kerma approximation because for the whole range of
192
photon energies concerned in brachytherapy dosimetry at a
Ir unit, the r(Ei) data come from measurements under
conditions of secondary electron equilibrium, and secondary electron equilibrium in water can as well be assumed in a
very good approximation at points of measurement in a surrounding large phantom.
Results: Figure 1a shows how the Monte Carlo calculated values of Em in a large cylindrical phantom [dimensions: R =
30 cm, H = 60 cm] (full curve) have been correlated with the values of the NSR measured in the MP3 water tank
[dimensions: 50 × 50 × 50 cm³] (points) at the same distances from the source axis for which the values of Em had been
calculated. Thereby the correlation function
Em = 105.3 exp (-7.108 NSR) + 0.4311 exp (-0.5885 NSR)
(with Em in MeV) was obtained, which has the meaning of a calibration of the NSR in terms of Em.
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The pair of detectors thereby calibrated to measure Em was then placed in the smaller cylindrical phantom (R = 20 cm, H
= 40 cm) and values of Em were measured at off-axis positions. Fig. 1b shows that they closely approximate the Monte
Carlo values calculated for control.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 1: Variation of the normalized signal ratio, NSR, with mean
192
photon energy Em at a Ir source HDR GammaMed Plus unit.
(a) Monte Carlo calculations of the NSR according to equation
3 are compared with measurements of the NSR with the
diode/diamond detector pair. Thereby the NSR is calibrated in
terms of Em. This calibration is expressed by Eq. (4). (b)
Comparison of measured values of Em in a smaller phantom (R
= 20 cm, H = 40 cm) with Monte Carlo calculated control
values.

Fig. 1b: also illustrates the variation of the results from
measurement sessions on three different days, due to
repositioning the detectors with respect to the source. The
overall detector positioning precision (repeatability) in the
direction of scan is thereby estimated to be within ± 0.3 mm.
This entails the positioning accuracy of the stepper motors of
the MP3 unit, reported by the manufacturer to be within ± 0.1
mm, which value was confirmed by repeated measurements
during a single measurement session. An additional source of
uncertainty may come from a small variation of the angular
alignment of the detector with respect to the direction towards
the mid-point of the source. Thus the results in fig. 1b indicate
the magnitude of daily positioning errors and the resulting
accuracy in determining the mean photon energy. For points
up to 5 cm from the source, the overall uncertainty of E m
determinations by this method is estimated to lie within limits of
± 5 %. When such Em values are applied to determine kQ with
the help of the earlier published fitting equations of the form [1]
kQ = a exp (b Em) + c exp (d Em)

(5)

the resulting uncertainty of kQ e.g. at Em = 0.32 MeV (i.e. at 1
192
cm from the center of a
Ir source) is + 2.2 % in the worst
case (a silicon diode) and + 0.1 % in an advantageous case
(diamond detector)

Conclusions: Using the normalized signal ratio, NSR, of a diamond/diode detector pair calibrated to measure the mean
photon energy Em, the mean photon energy under application conditions has been measured with an uncertainty of + 5 %
192
for off-axis points up to 5 cm from a commercial HDR GammaMed Plus
Ir source. Indirectly, this means that the kQ
192
value at a point of measurement in the field of an Ir source 1 cm away from the source axis can be determined with an
uncertainty of + 2.2 % for a Si diode and + 0.1 % for a diamond detector. Despite the remaining accuracy challenges with
regard to detector and source positioning, the NSR measured by the twin-detector method is hereby confirmed as a
practical approach to determine the mean photon energy Em and thereby kQ at any given point of measurement under
brachytherapy applications. In future work we shall concentrate on furthermore reducing positioning errors in order to
improve the accuracy of the method.
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Dosimetric characterization of three types of
different detectors
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106
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Introduction: Due to steep dose gradients and the confined geometry quality assurance of
Ru/ Rh eye-plaque
applicators (BEBIG, Germany) is challenging. For this study relative dose distributions as well as reference dose rates
were measured with different dosimetric detector systems and were compared with Monte Carlo (MC) simulations.
106
Additionally the penumbra region, defined as the fringe zone of the active Ru layer, was investigated to characterize
the usable area of different applicator types in terms of lateral dose fall off in varying depths.
Materials and methods: Using EBT2 and EBT3 radiochromic films two-dimensional dose distributions of three different
applicator models (CCA, CCB and COB) were measured parallel to the central axis as well as on normal planes in depths
of 3 mm, 6 mm, 8 and 9 mm in a polystyrene phantom. Additionally depth-dose profiles along the central axis as well as
off-axis profiles were obtained with a newly developed synthetic single crystal diamond Schottky diode and a silicon diode
(both PTW-Freiburg, Germany) in a water scanning phantom (IBA, Belgium) using the high precision step motor to
accurately position the detectors. All applicators were modeled using the MCNP5 code and the calculated dose profiles
were compared to the measurements and available published data (BEBIG manufacturer values and Soares et al 2001).
By means of penumbra characteristics the actual size of the active layer was evaluated at varying depths. This allows to
account for the true size of the lateral dose distribution (100 % of central dose) in order to sufficiently cover the tumor
volume not only in apex height but also in its width.
Results: The film measurements showed an accuracy of absolute dose rates in a reference depth of 2 mm on the central
axis of the applicator better than 10 % as compared to the manufacturer’s data. For the depth-dose profiles (2 – 8 mm
along central axis) the measurements yielded a reproducibility (1 SD) < 3 %, < 2.5 % and < 4 % for the investigated
applicator types with the diamond, diode detector and film, respectively. To test reproducibility the measurements were
repeated five times with completely independent setups. The off-axis profiles showed a precision of < 10 % in the inner
part (< 5 mm) and up to 30 % across the rim. All MCNP calculations yielded a SD < 2.3 %. The experimental data
sufficiently complied with the MC calculated dose distribution and data published by Soares et al 2001, i.e. the deviation
was less than 5 %. The measured depth dose profiles showed an agreement to the manufacturer's data well within 6 %
for all applicator types with all used detectors which conforms to recommended tolerances.
106

106

Conclusion: The results of the relative and absolute dose measurements of different
Ru/ Rh applicators with the
investigated detector systems complied very well with the data from the MC simulations as well as with reference data
from the manufacturer. The presented description of reference dose rates, percent depth doses and two-dimensional
dose distributions along with the determination of effective lateral applicator sizes as a function of depth will be followed
by more advanced dosimetric studies with regard to three-dimensional dosimetry. This will form the basis for verification
106
106
of future 3D treatment planning of Ru/ Rh eye-plaques.
(Supported by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF), project P25936)
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Fig. 6: Depth dose distribution of a CCB type applicator measured with different detectors.
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Introductory lecture: Quantitative Oxygen-17 MRI
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The energy consumption of the brain is to 90 % maintained by glucose metabolization. Therefore, oxygen (O2) is required
which is taken up via the lungs, and which binds to hemoglobin in the blood to be transported into the brain. In the brain
cells oxygen is metabolized into water. Many diseases are characterized by local changes in the cellular oxygen
metabolism, such as Alzheimers, Parkinsons, or brain tumors. Oxygen metabolism is quantified by the measurement of
the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen consumption, CMRO2, which is given in μmol/min O2 per 1g brain tissue. For white
brain matter, CMRO2 is about 0.6 μmol g-1min-1, whereas an about 2.5-fold higher value of 1.5 μmol g-1min-1 is found in
gray brain matter.
Currently, CMRO2 is quantified with 15O positron emission tomography (PET). 15O-PET uses the radioactive isotope
15O, which needs to be produced in a cyclotron close to the PET system due to its short half life of only 120 s.
Furthermore, for a quantitative analysis also arterial blood samples need to be taken during the exam. These
disadvantages have so far hampered the use of 15O-PET studies, and only a few academic centers are performing them
routinely today.
Recently, MRI with the stable isotope 17O has been proposed as an alternative to 15O PET. Oxygen-17 is a nucleus with
a spin of 5/2, and it has a natural abundance of about 0.038 %. The quadrupole interaction leads to very short relaxation
times on the order of a few milliseconds, which is advantageous as it enables an efficient acquisition with short repetition
times, but it also requires ultra-short TE acquisition strategies to overcome the inherent T2* decay. Despite the low
natural concentration and the imaging challenges, imaging studies with 17O have been performed already at natural
abundance using high field MRI systems with B0 = 7 T and higher. Recently, we have shown that 17O MRI is also
possible at field strengths that are more clinically available such as 3 T.
To quantify CMRO2, MRI at natural abundance alone is not sufficient; rather, the patient needs to inhale highly enriched
17O gas. During cerebral metabolization of this oxygen H217O is formed which is then detected with dynamic 17O MRI.
The MR signal change after inhalation is modeled using rate equations which use CMRO2 as one fit parameter. From the
data regional maps of CMRO2 can be calculated.
In this presentation the current state-of-the-art in 17O MRI is presented, and applications in particular in the diagnostics of
tumors are shown.
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CPMG inter pulse delay time variation and capillary diameter quantification in muscle
tissue
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Introduction: Recently, it has been shown that blood transverse relaxation rate increases with inter-echo time using
1
multi-spin-echo Carr-Purcell Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) sequences due to H nuclear spin diffusion around or exchange with
erythrocytes containing paramagnetic deoxyhemoglobin [1]. This can be applied to skeletal muscle tissue, where the
effects of denervation or aging are linked to a remodeling of the underlying capillary network [2,3]. The resulting
susceptibility differences of capillaries and surrounding tissue are used to provide a means of quantifying microstructural
parameters such as capillary radius and diffusion D.
Materials and methods: Magnetic field inhomogeneities in capillary networks are due to susceptibility differences of
capillaries that contain deoxygenated blood cells and the surrounding tissue. Within the well-known capillary model of
Krogh [4], diffusion-dependent spin trajectories are restricted to a dephasing cylinder around each capillary where the
2
2
radius is chosen such that the regional blood volume fraction =Rc /R remains constant (see Fig.1). Measured
transverse relaxation rates R2=R2,0+ R2 with intrinsic and diffusion-dependent transverse relaxation rate R2,0 and R2,
respectively, are treated in the weak field approximation of Jensen and Chandra [5] where R2 can be expressed in terms
of a correlation function K. In close analogy to [6], a spectral expansion of K leads to an expression for R2 that is only
2
dependent on correlation time =Rc /D, external magnetic field induced susceptibility-dependent frequency shift
and
inter-echo time 180.
Results: In Fig. 2, R2 is visualized for
= 0.1 and limiting cases for 180  0 and 180   are considered. Results
for R2 were fitted to experimental data of Damon et al. [7] who examined CPMG relaxation rates in excised plantaris
muscles of Sprague-Dawley rats at 4.7 Tesla field strength (Fig. 3). The resulting parameters
= 421.58 µs and R2,0 =
-1
LM
19.67 s are in close agreement with those obtained from the Luz-Meiboom (LM) chemical exchange model [7,8] (
=
LM
2
470 s and R2,0 = 21.07 s [1]). With D = 2 m /ms, the capillary radius follows as Rc = 0.92 m.
Conclusion: The presented model can be used to quantify capillary diameters and/or nuclear spin diffusion around
capillaries based on measurements of CPMG T2 relaxation time in muscle tissue. Model behavior of transverse relaxation
rate R2=1/T2 agrees well with experimental data (Fig.3), however, predictions for rat muscle capillary radius slightly
underestimate the radius ~1.5-2.5 µm given in [9] due to experimental shortcomings like postmortal blood loss, increased
vessel wall permeability and therefore pericapillary tissue swelling.

Fig. 1: Schematic view of two
parallel capillaries with supply
areas (yellow) and a correspond1
ding H nuclear spin trajectory
(red) that is replaced by a
reflected version (red-green in
the left capillary).

Fig. 2: CPMG relaxation rate
R2 in depen-dence of interecho time 180. For small 180,
R2 increases quadratically with
180 to reach a plateau for large
180 .
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Fig. 3: Comparison of model and
experimental results for rat
muscle
tissue
[7].
Model
parameters are
= 421.58 s,
-1
= 941.58 s and R2,0 = 19.67
-1
s .
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Quantification of myocardial microstructure by T2* relaxation in a capillary model
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Introduction: Susceptibility-sensitive cardiovascular magnetic resonance imaging is a powerful tool to noninvasively
*
detect coronary artery stenosis [1,2]. It has been shown that myocardial T 2 relaxation time is affected by vasodilatators
through their influence on regional blood volume [3]. Susceptibility differences of myocardial capillaries and surrounding
*
tissue induce a pericapillary magnetic field in which the dephasing of nuclear spins occurs. The T2 relaxation time can be
used to quantify microstructural parameters such as capillary radius and regional blood volume in terms of a theoretical
model.
Materials and methods: The well-established capillary model of Krogh is used to examine the microscopic architecture
of the myocardium: capillaries are regularly arranged such that their ensemble can be reduced to a single capillary with a
surrounding supply cylinder [4]. Due to susceptibility differences around each capillary, a local dipole field is induced
where dephasing and diffusion occur (see Fig. 1). Theoretically, transverse relaxation is determined by the exact solution
to the Bloch-Torrey equation for a pericapillary dipole field [5]. Yet, susceptibility effects as well as diffusion effects have
*
to be taken into account. Analytical expressions for free induction decay and T 2 relaxation time are obtained in
dependence on the underlying microstructural parameters (capillary diameter and regional blood volume) of myocardial
tissue. Experimentally, free induction decay is measured with a multi gradient echo sequence from the septal region of
the myocardium (see Fig.2).
Results: In Fig. 3, experimentally acquired values of the free induction decay are compared with the theoretical model for
an assumed regional blood volume of 8.4 %, capillary diameter = 5.5 µm, and intrinsic T 2-relaxation time T2=52 ms. In
*
comparison, the mean measured value of the T 2 relaxation time from the septal region is 39.9 ms – this nicely coincides
*
with the predicted model value of 42.7 ms. Susceptibility effects of the surrounding lung tissue are visible in the T 2 -map in
Fig. 4.
*

Conclusion: The presented model correctly predicts free induction decay and T 2 relaxation time in the myocardium.
Consequently, the relation between microscopic parameters and relaxation time of the myocardial tissue can be used to
*
quantify capillary diameters and/or regional blood volume based on T 2 measurements in muscle tissue. Model behavior
*
of free induction decay agrees well with experimental data (Fig.3), however, predictions for T 2 relaxation time are slightly
overestimated most likely due to the relative uncertainty of intrinsic T 2 relaxation time values.

Fig. 1: Left: blood filled capillary (blue) and the surrounding
supply cylinder (yellow) in which the diffusion (red trajectory)
occurs. Right: pericapillary dipole field.

Fig. 2: Septal region of the myocardium from which free
induction decay is measured. In this region, background
gradients of the surrounding lung tissue are minimized.
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*

Fig. 3: Measured free induction decay at 1.5 T from the septal
region and monoexponential fit (solid line). The dashed line
shows the analytical solution of the mathematical model.

Fig. 4: T2 map of a short axis view. The septal region is the
most homogeneous region while the surrounding lung tissue
*
influences T2 -value in the anterior and posterior region.
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A theoretical model to determine spin-echo relaxation times of cells labeled with
magnetic nanoparticles and of iron oxide agglomerations.
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Introduction: Recently, diagnostic and therapeutical modalities involving magnetically labeled cells gain in importance to
qualitatively characterize and treat cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases with MRI [1,2]. However, detailed
knowledge about microstructural parameters like magnetic particle concentration and size is required to quantitatively
measure the extent of the respective micro-pathological changes, for example in neurodegenerative disease or tracking
of magnetically labeled cells.
Materials and methods: In close analogy to Krogh’s capillary model [3], agglomerations of (super)para- or ferromagnetic
particles are considered in three dimensions. For such locally distributed particles, each is thought to be contained in a
cubic environment with approximately the same amount of magnetic content. For restriction of diffusion to the volume
between magnetic core and cube boundaries, symmetry considerations apply and it suffices to consider a single unit
cube or further a single spherical dephasing volume of radius RD around a magnetic core of radius R (see Fig. 1). In an
external magnetic field, the susceptibility difference between core and surrounding tissue creates a local field
3
2
3
inhomogeneity that is approximately that of a magnetic dipole with Larmor frequency (r)=
R (3cos ( )-1)/r and
*
equatorial frequency shift
. Using a simple relation between gradient-echo relaxation time T 2, spin-echo relaxation
2
time T2 and correlation time R /D [4], an expression for the spin-echo relaxation rate R2=1/T2 is derived that is only
3
3
dependent on radius R of the magnetic microsphere, diffusion coefficient D, volume fraction R /R D and frequency shift
.
Results: Quantitative predictions for the relation of spin-echo relaxation rate and particle size are compared with
experimental data from Yung [5] and Weisskoff et al. [6] (Fig. 2). Also, previous analytical descriptions of motion regime
limiting cases, namely the static dephasing limit [7] and the motional narrowing limit [8] as well as the strong field
approximation of Jensen et al. [9], are considered (Fig. 3).
Conclusion: Based on symmetry assumptions about agglomerations of magnetic micro-particles, corresponding spinecho relaxation rates agree well with experimental results. In contrast to most other approaches, the presented model
accounts for the whole dynamic range and, in addition, it can be applied for non-Gaussian shaped diffusion. The motion
regime is determined by and
which characterize dynamic and static frequency scale, respectively. Here, spin-echo
relaxation rates exhibit a maximum value for
 and asymptotically approach minimal values in the motional
narrowing limit (
0) and static dephasing limit (
) in contrast to gradient-echo relaxation rates that approach
a maximum in the static dephasing limit [4]. Model predictions are in good agreement with limiting case considerations.
Obtained results allow to quantitatively examine pathological processes in neurodegenerative disease and migration
dynamics of magnetically labeled cells.

Fig. 1: Dephasing sphere with radius RD
of a unit cube contain-ing an
impermeable magnetic core of radius R.
Spherical coordinates are shown in
green.

Fig. 2: Spin-echo relaxation rate R2
dependence on different sphere radii R.
Model predictions (continuous lines) are
compared to experimental data [5,6] with
corresponding [Dy]-DTPA concentrations.
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Fig. 3: Limiting cases in the strong
collision
approximation.
Motional
narrowing limit and static dephasing limit
are compared with predictions by [7]
(dashed line) and [8] (dotted line) as well
as the strong field
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Impact of Bolus Dispersion on Semi-Quantitative and Quantitative Analysis of ContrastEnhanced Myocardial Perfusion MRI
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Introduction: Coronary artery disease is one of the main causes of death in industrialized nations. Myocardial blood flow
(MBF) can be estimated based on T1-weighted contrast-enhanced first-pass magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Therefore, the measurement of the arterial input function (AIF) is required. The AIF should be estimated inside a
supplying vessel as close as possible to the tissue of interest (TOI), but in clinical practice the AIF is usually estimated
from the blood pool signal of the left ventricle (LV) for technical reasons during myocardial perfusion MRI. However,
dispersion (deformation) of the contrast agent bolus can occur between the LV and the myocardium. The negligence of
dispersion might result in a systematic error of the MBF and the myocardial perfusion reserve (MPR), which is
represented as the ratio of the MBF at pharmacologically induced stress and the MBF estimated at rest. Mathematically,
the dispersion can be characterized as convolution of the AIF of the LV and a vascular transport function (VTF):
2
AIFTOI=VTF⊗AIFLV. The variance of this VTF σ can be used as a quantitative measure of dispersion [1]. Graafen et al.
observed an underestimation of the MBF and an overestimation of the MPR in idealized single vessel geometries
considering steady [2] and pulsatile [3] flow using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. Schmidt et al.
extended these simulations and found an underestimation of the MBF and an overestimation of MPR inside a coronary
bifurcation geometry for different flow conditions inside a stenosed branch as well [4-6]. The aim of this study was to
extend the investigation of the results from quantitative to semi-quantitative analysis since semi-quantitative analysis is
more common in clinical practice and should therefore be examined regarding the effect of bolus dispersion.
Furthermore, subsequent simulations have been accomplished to examine the influence of different parameters on the
contrast agent bolus dispersion, e.g. the non-Newtonian behavior of blood, different arrival times of the contrast agent
bolus at the coronary arteries during the cardiac cycle and the influence of different diffusion coefficients. Different
diffusion coefficients correspond to different kinds of contrast agent that might be used at myocardial perfusion MRI, e.g.
Gd-DTPA [2-6], Gd-DOTA [7] or USPIO particles. Furthermore, the heart pumps the blood and, therefore, the contrast
agent batch-wise. Due to the mixing of blood and contrast agent in the LV the concentration of contrast agent is
approximately constant throughout one cardiac cycle. Simulations considering such a stepwise constant contrast agent
concentration throughout one cardiac cycle have been performed to estimate the influence on bolus dispersion (Fig.1).
Materials and methods: An idealized bifurcation geometry of the left main coronary artery (LMCA) to the left anterior
descending (LAD) (including a stenosis) and the left circumflex (LCX) was created [4-6]. Two sets of simulations were
performed to investigate two different outflow conditions through the stenotic branch: Full autoregulation of the pressure
drop across the stenosis caused by vasodilation of the downstream vessels, and limited autoregulation and therefore
reduced flow through the stenotic branch [4-6, 8]. The mass fraction of contrast agent in blood was recorded at several
cross-sectional positions perpendicular to the centerline with a distance of 2.5 mm within the coronary branches during
the simulation to visualize and investigate the development of the bolus dispersion. CFD simulations were accomplished
with the help of the Fluent software package (Fluent 14, Ansys, Darmstadt, Germany) at the High Performance Cluster
,Elwetritsch’ (RHRK, TU Kaiserslautern, Germany). The quantitative analysis of the errors in MBF and MPR due to the
negligence of bolus dispersion was performed using the MMID4 model. The semi-quantitative analysis was accomplished
by the measurement of the maximum upslope of the mass fraction-time curves [9]. The curves were superimposed by a
random noise of typical magnitude of myocardial perfusion MRI for a more realistic evaluation. This procedure was
repeated 1000 times to receive average values. The upslope of the myocardial curves, which were generated with the
help of the MMID4 model, was normalized to the upslope of the curve in the LV and the curves at the LAD and LCX
outlets (normalized upslope = NUS), respectively. Afterwards, the errors in the corresponding MPR index (MPRI) due to
bolus dispersion were calculated [9] analog as performed for the MPR in quantitative analysis in previous work [4-6].
Moreover, several parameters of the original CFD simulations have been varied, e.g. the diffusion coefficient of the
contrast agent to analyze the effect of the contrast agent particle type on bolus dispersion, respectively.
Results: A systematic underestimation of the MBF up to -16.1 % at the quantitative analysis and an average
underestimation of the NUS up to -23.8 % at the semi-quantitative analysis of the results were found (Fig. 2). A
consequence of the larger underestimation for rest compared to stress is an overestimation of the MPR up to 7.5 % for
quantitative and of the MPRI up to 12.9 % for semi-quantitative analysis.
The diffusion coefficient of contrast agent has a larger influence on bolus dispersion compared to the influence of the nonNewtonian behavior of blood at low flow velocities as presented in Fig. 3. The stepwise constant contrast agent
concentration seems to have a minor influence on dispersion (Fig. 1 and Fig. 3).
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Conclusion: The MBF and NUS errors due to bolus dispersion found in this study are in the order of the interquartile
range of myocardial perfusion MRI of about ±20 % in healthy volunteers [10]. This shows that bolus dispersion should not
be neglected at semi-quantitative and quantitative myocardial perfusion MRI analysis. The observed overestimation of the
MRP might lead to a false negative assessment of a patient. Moreover, most of the errors in NUS and MPRI for semiquantitative analysis are considerably larger compared to the errors in MBF and MPR for quantitative analysis. This
shows that semi-quantitative analysis is more sensitive with respect to bolus dispersion and confirms that quantitative
analysis should be preferred.
Moreover, the bolus dispersion might vary considerably for different kinds of contrast agent depending on their diffusion
coefficient. The influence of the cellular ingredients of blood on the diffusion coefficient of the contrast agent and therefore
on the bolus dispersion is investigated at the moment in subsequent simulations.
Acknowledgment: This study was financially supported in part by the German Research Foundation (DFG SCHR
687/5). The support by the administrators of the High Performance Cluster Elwetritsch (RHRK, TU Kaiserslautern,
Germany) is gratefully acknowledged.

Fig. 1: Illustration of the stepwise constant contrast agent bolus (red) at the inlet of the vessel in comparison to the originally used
continuous contrast agent bolus (blue).

Fig. 2: Errors in the MBF/NUS and the MPR/MPRI due to the negligence of bolus dispersion. The acronym "AR" stands for
autoregulation, „Quant” for quantitative analysis and „Semi“ for semi-quantitative analysis.
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-10

Fig. 3: The variance of the VTF as function of the distance from the inlet for the original simulation settings (red: Gd-DTPA, D=1.5*10
2
-10
2
m /s) compared to the results for a different diffusion coefficient (blue: Gd-DOTA, D=2.92*10 m /s), the influence of the nonNewtonian behaviour of blood (green: nonNF) and the influence of the stepwise constant concentration throughout a cardiac cycle
(black: Step). The position of the stenosis is highlighted in gray.
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Status of the Compton camera prototype for online range verification of proton beams
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Introduction: We are developing a Compton camera prototype for the positionemitted from proton- (or heavier-ion beam) induced nuclear reactions with biological samples. Alternatively, also delayed
+
emitters during the interrupts of the pulsed irradiation could be envisaged.
Materials and methods: The detector system is designed to be capable to reconstruct the photon source origin not only
from the Compton scattering kinematics of the primary photon, but also to allow for tracking of the secondary Compton-source reconstruction also from incompletely absorbed photon events. Detailed
simulation studies (using the MEGAlib simulation and image reconstruction code) resulted in the specifications of the
3
Compton camera, based on a LaBr3(Ce) scintillation crystal (50x50x30 mm block crystal, read out by a multi-anode PMT)
acting as absorber, preceded by a stacked array of 6 double0
From the design simulations, an angular resolution of ≤ 2 and a source image reconstruction
-3
-5
efficiency of 10 -10 (both at 2-6 MeV) can be expected.

Fig. 1: Front view of the Compton-camera prototype showing the scatter component consisting of a stack of double-sided Silicon strip
detectors (DSSSD). The highly integrated signal processing electronics is attached to the sides of the DSSSDs
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Results: The LaBr3 crystal (Fig. 2, top) has been characterized with calibration sources, both with an absorptive and a
reflective side surface finish. The measurements clearly reveal the superior performance in case of the reflective surface
coating. A time resolution of 273 ps (FWHM) and an energy resol
137
(see Fig. 3). Using an intense collimated (1 mm diameter)
Cs calibration source (E =662 keV), the light amplitude
2
distribution was measured for each of 64 pixels (6x6mm ) (Fig. 4). Data were also taken with 0.5 mm collimation and 0.5
mm step size to generate a reference library of light distributions that allows for reconstructing the interaction position of

the initial photon using a k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithm developed by the Delft group. The (VME-based) signal
readout of the 1536 electronics channels from the silicon tracker detectors (Fig. 1 and 2, bottom) a highly-integrated
electronics is based on a highly integrated, ASIC-based electronics.

Fig. 2: Top: Photo of the absorber crystal (fast LaBr3 block crystal with position-sensitive readout by a multi-anode photomultiplier)

Fig. 3: Middle: 2D energy resolution map (obtained at 662 keV) with the corresponding projections on x (left) and y (right), showing the
homogeneous energy resolution of ca. 3.8%.

Conclusion: The Compton camera–based approach for promptand ion beams offers promising perspectives for online ion beam range verification. A Compton camera prototype module is
presently being developed and characterized in Garching. Furthermore, an arrangement of, e.g., four camera modules could
-PET’ mode to additionally detect delayed annihilation radiation from positron emitters in the irradiation
10
14
interrupts (with improved performance in the presence of an additional third (prompt) photon (as, e.g., in C and O) [1].
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Fig. 4: Light amplitude distribution maps from a (1 mm) collimated
2
(6x6 mm ).

137

Cs source (662 keV), consecutively irradiating each of 8x8 pixels
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Range verification by measurement of the acoustic signal from the Bragg Peak
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Introduction: Range uncertainties are still one of the main challenges in ion beam therapy. Range verification in ion beam
therapy relies to date on nuclear imaging techniques which require complex and costly detector systems and aim to exploit
the not straightforward correlation between nuclear-secondary products and dose deposition [1]. A different approach is the
detection of the acoustic signal due to the thermo-acoustic phenomenon. The localized energy deposition along the ion track
heats the whole track region, especially the Bragg peak region. The local temperature increase yields a local thermal
expansion of the absorber medium which is sufficient to generate measurable mechanical pressure waves [2, 3]. Aim of this
work is to study the feasibility of determining the ion range with sub-mm accuracy using high frequency ultrasonic (US)
transducers .
Materials and methods: A water phantom was irradiated by a pulsed 20 MeV proton beam with varying pulse intensity,
length and repetition rate. The proton beam was stopped in a depth of 4.15 mm after passage through an air filled pipe of 83
mm with thin Kapton foils at each end used as vacuum exit and water phantom entrance window, respectively (fig. 1). The
acoustic signal of single proton pulses was measured by different US detectors (3.5 MHz and 10 MHz central frequencies)
placed axially with respect to the beam line.
Results: A clear signal of the Bragg peak was visible for a total energy deposition as low as 10^12 eV. The strong gradient
of the energy deposition at the water/Kapton/air interface and the Bragg peak results in the formation of two separated
acoustic signals. A third signal is attributed to the reflection of the original Bragg peak signal at the entrance window (Fig. 1).
The signal amplitude showed a linear increase with particle number per pulse and thus, dose. Measuring the distance
between signal 1 and signal 2 yields the position of the Bragg peak with an accuracy and reproducibility better than 100
micrometer in agreement with Geant4 simulations.
Conclusion: Range verification by acoustic means is a promising new technique for treatment modalities where the tumor
can be localized by US imaging. Further improvement of sensitivity is required to account for higher attenuation of the US
signal in tissue, as well as lower energy density in the Bragg peak in realistic treatment cases due to higher particle energy
and larger spot sizes. Nevertheless, the acoustic range verification technique offers a more direct verification of the beam
energy deposition than currently developed nuclear based techniques, and could open the perspective of combining
anatomical US imaging with Bragg Peak imaging in the near future.

Fig. 1: Experimental setup
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In-vivo Range Verification Based on Prompt Gamma-Ray Timing Measurements
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Background: During the 2012 AAPM Annual Meeting 33 percent of the delegates considered the range uncertainty in
proton therapy as the main obstacle to become a mainstream treatment modality. Utilizing prompt gamma emission, a
side product of particle tissue interaction opens up the possibility of in-beam dose verification, due to the correlation
between prompt gamma-ray emission and particle-dose deposition. We verify an unconventional and simple concept
towards range assessment by prompt gamma-ray (PGT) timing measurements1. Therapy particles need, dependent on
their initial energy, a varying transit time to traverse the irradiated tissue, about 1-2 ns in case of protons with a range of
5-20 cm. PGT spectra are distributions of the time difference between the time of the proton bunch passing a reference
position (e.g. the target entrance) and the arrival of the corresponding prompt gamma-ray at the timing detector. The
measured PGT spectra comprise the proton transit-time through the irradiated material and thus the proton range
information.
Methods: We performed prompt gamma-ray timing measurements at the KVI-CART accelerator facility AGOR in
Groningen, The Netherlands. PMMA targets of varying thickness (5-15 cm) were irradiated with a fixed proton energy of
150 MeV. The range of 150 MeV protons in PMMA is about 13.6 cm. With increasing target thickness, the protons travel
longer pathways through the material and thus the mean value (μ) as well as the standard deviation (σ) of the PGT
spectra is expected to increase. Modeling of the experimental irradiation scenarios, comprising the setup geometry,
detector time resolution and bunch spread of the beam (see fig. 1) have been performed.
Results: The experimental PGT spectra show the expected shift and broadening dependent on target thickness, as the
increased target thickness resembles an increased proton transit-time through the irradiated material. Further, the
modeling algorithm is very suitable to describe the experimental data, e.g. the spectral shape and the mean value, as it is
shown in fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Left: Time resolved prompt gamma-ray spectrum of a proton irradiated PMMA target. Middle: Experimental PGT spectra
(histogram) and corresponding modeled data (straight lines). Right: Dependence of spectral parameter μ on PMMA thickness, i.e. on
proton flight time. 150 MeV protons have a range of 13.6 cm in PMMA.

Conclusions: With the presented technique, which is solely based on straight timing spectroscopy, a robust and simple
verification of the proton range seems to be feasible. It could be proven, that the spectral shape of PGT spectra is directly
correlated to the thickness of the irradiated target. The time shift as well as the broadening of the PGT spectra was
confirmed experimentally in compliance with modeled data.
Due to statistical considerations, these spectral properties (μ, σ) can be determined to a precision of a few ps within 10 s
of irradiation at a beam current of 100 pA. This timing uncertainty translates to a proton range uncertainty of 2 mm. We
are in preparation of experimental range dependent PGT spectroscopy at a clinical irradiation facility. Modeling of
corresponding PGT spectra have been performed and predict very promising results.
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Range Probe: a new technique to detect on-line patient misalignments
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Introduction: The advantage of proton therapy is the presence of a sharp distal dose fall-off that can be used to spare
normal tissues beyond the end of the delivered field. However, due to this sharp fall-off, even small errors resulting from
patient misalignments could potentially result in a significant discrepancy between the planned and the delivered dose.
Therefore, to tap the full potential of proton therapy, accurate and on-line methods to verify the patient positioning and the
proton range during the treatment are desirable. Here we propose and validate a fast and innovative technique for
determining rotational positional uncertainties for proton therapy using what we call ‘range probes’ [1]. A range probe is a
narrow, high energy proton pencil beam that shoots through the patient and can be detected on exit and for which the
residual range and shape of the Bragg peaks (BP) can be measured using a range telescope or multi-layer-ionisationchamber (MLIC). By the use of a number of carefully selected range probe positions, the ranges and shapes of the
detected BP’s can uniquely define the orientation of the patient, as the ranges and shapes of the BP’s change depending
on the orientation of the density heterogeneities through which they pass.
Material und methods: To validate this approach, an anthropomorphic phantom has been used, and a planning CT
acquired with a slice separation of 2mm. From this, 500 new CT’s were generated, assuming different rotations along
each axis (interval of ±2° and resolution CT=0,5°). Five low dose (10mGy) range probes with energy 177 MeV were then
simulated to pass through all these CT data sets using the VMCPro Monte Carlo code, with the residual Bragg peaks of
each range probe (simulated in a homogenous ‘detector’ positioned at the exit side of the head) being stored in a
database to which experimentally measured range probe BP’s can be compared. The phantom was then placed on an inhouse developed rotation device (precision RD=0.09°) and three new CT’s with pseudo-randomly generated rotations
were acquired, representing three possible daily positioning’s of the patient. To determine these ‘daily’ rotational
positioning errors, range probes were simulated through these ‘daily’ CT data sets, and the results compared to the precalculated data base, from which the actual ‘daily’ rotational error could be determined (see Figure 2).
Results: In Table 1 the comparison between the predicted rotations and the daily errors are reported for the three studied
cases. The calculation performed shows that a rotational positioning errors of the phantom can be detected with a
resolution of about error=1°.
Discussion/conclusion: With this phantom study we have demonstrated the possible use of a small number of proton
range probes for detecting on-line, residual rotational misalignments of patients with a high level of accuracy. The
technique is fast (less than 0.5s to detect the best fit) and can effectively reconstruct three-dimensional positioning errors
(rotations) from a single proton beam angle.
Even if further investigations and measurements are required before the method can be applied in clinical routine, our
simulations have shown the feasibility of the approach, and the next step will be to measure true range probes in the
phantom using a MLIC type detector.

Range detector

β

Residual Bragg
peak

γ
α

Fig.1: Model of the range probe setup.
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Calculated range probes as function of patient rotation error
1
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RP with random rotation error (0°,0°,+1,87°)
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Fig. 2: VMCPro calculated integral depth dose of RP.

“Daily” error
Predicted error

One degree of freedom
αx; βy; γz
0°; 0°; +1,84°
0°; 0°; +2,00°

Two degree of freedom
αx; βy; γz
+1,44°; -1,77°;0°
+2;00°;-2,00°; 0°

Three degree of freedom
αx; βy; γz
-1,35°; -2,09°; -1,35°
-2,00°;-1,00°; -1,00°

Tab. 1: Evaluation of the rotation error utilized in the experiment.
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Detectability of proton range shifts in heterogeneous targets with prompt gamma based
range monitoring
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Purpose: To make optimal use of the advantages of proton beams in tumor therapy a precise knowledge on their range
is required. Recently, a slit camera has been developed using prompt gamma rays emitted during irradiation. First
investigations in homogeneous media have shown that the position of the distal falloff of the prompt gamma ray profiles is
closely correlated with the Bragg-peak position [1]. Now, heterogeneous targets are under investigation and first results
on detectability of range shift as well as range retrieval precision will be presented.
Materials and methods: From real patient CTs simplified 1D-profiles in beam direction have been derived representing
clinical relevant cases, e.g. base-of-skull (Fig. 1) and lung tumor. Tissue types have been assigned based upon the HU
[2]. These CT profiles served as input for the simulation of prompt gamma ray profiles with the dedicated Monte Carlo
software PENH [3], fig. 2. For experimental verification of these simulations phantoms have been built from tissue
equivalent materials according to the derived CT profiles. They will be irradiated with monoenergetic proton pencil beams.
The emitted prompt gamma rays will be measured with a passively collimated camera consisting of a tungsten slit
collimator and a LYSO detector. Different range modification scenarios are investigated, like deviations in proton energy
or cavity filling. Introduced range shifts are determined from the prompt gamma ray profiles by applying the distal slope
matching algorithm which was originally developed for particle therapy PET [4].
Results and conclusion: The precision of range shift estimation in heterogeneous media strongly depends on the
specific target composition. Generally range can be retrieved within few mm precision. However, especially in close
vicinity to steep density gradients the shape of the prompt gamma ray profile is deteriorated and range retrieval becomes
difficult.

Fig. 1: Real (gray) and idealized (black) CT profile for a base-of-skull irradiation.
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Fig. 2: Simulated prompt gamma profiles (solid line) of a base-of-skull irradiation (thick black) with an introduced 5 mm shift (thin black)
and a cavity filling (gray). The correspondent HU of the CT profiles are given as dashed lines. Depth 0 denotes the isocenter of the
detector, which is aligned with the Bragg-Peak of the unshifted profile.
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Characterization of deformation vector fields for the registration of dose distributions in
adaptive treatment planning and sequential boost protocols
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Introduction: Adaptive treatment and sequential boost protocols in radiotherapy rely on several treatment plans. These
are often optimized not only on the initial but also on an updated computed tomography (CT) scan taken during therapy.
Commonly, the different plans are approved separately in clinical routine. However, there is a strong dosimetric interest to
calculate one cumulative dose distribution for verifying the observance of dose constraints for several regions of interest
(ROIs). Since patient geometry might be different in the two CT scans (e.g. due to loss of weight, tumour shrinkage or
imprecise patient positioning) the dose distributions cannot be simply summed up but have to be registered before
adding. When performing non-rigid registration by applying deformation vector fields, their precision is often unclear and
their suitability needs to be verified. For head and neck cancer patients a diffeomorphic demon registration algorithm is
evaluated by assessing contour- and dose-specific characteristics.
Materials and methods: Starting in 2006, a prospective imaging trial including patients with advanced head and neck
cancer was conducted at the University Hospital Carl Gustav Carus, TU Dresden [1]. Amongst others, the patients
received an initial CT scan prior to their treatment and a second one about four weeks after starting radiochemotherapy.
Based on the CT scans from 47 patients a treatment planning study including adaptation and boost concepts for photon
and proton beams is currently under way. On the initial CT scans, the target volumes and a remarkably large number of
anatomical contours (30) have been delineated by a radiation oncologist. The delineated contours on the second CT
scan include only ROIs that are relevant for treatment planning. Four different dose distributions are generated on the
second CT scan of each patient and are registered by the following procedure to the initial CT scan for creating a total
dose distribution.
Registration parameters were determined with the open source software 3D Slicer [2] utilizing the two CT image data
sets. After a manually performed rigid alignment by translation, a diffeomorphic demon algorithm [3] was applied to
calculate the deformation vector field. In a first step, results have been checked by visualising the vector field with the inhouse software Geisterr and visualising the deformed CT scan with 3D Slicer (Fig.1).
For a quantitative analysis, the vector field was applied to the structure set of the second CT scan including spinal cord,
brain stem, left and right plexus brachialis, left and right parotid gland and the mandible. The deformed ROIs were
compared to those contoured on the initial CT scan by calculating absolute values of volume differences, Dice coefficient,
Hausdorff distance and mean contour distance. In an ideal case, both ROIs would exactly match with a Dice coefficient of
1 and volume difference as well as Hausdorff and mean contour distance of 0.
Furthermore, the retrieved vector field was applied to the dose distributions planned on the second CT scan. Changes of
several dose values like maximum and mean dose within the above mentioned ROIs (as drawn by the physician on the
second and the initial CT scan) are determined and rated by paired t-tests with a 0.05 p-value level of significance.
The open source software Plastimatch (version 1.5.14) was utilized for deformation of contours and dose distributions.
The calculation of the contour- and dose-specific characteristics was done by using The Computational Environment for
Radiotherapy Research (CERR) in MATLAB R2010b.
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Fig. 1: Illustration of deformable registration for a selected sagittal slice: (a) Overlay of the initial CT scan (green) and the rigidly aligned
CT scan taken during therapy (magenta). Grey regions represent same Hounsfield units on both CT scans. (b) Deformation vector field
overlaid with the second CT scan to which the deformation will be applied. The deformation direction is indicated by the line directions
and the deformation magnitude by the length and colour of the lines. (c) Overlay of initial (green) and deformed (magenta) CT scan.

Results: From the visual investigation of the deformed CT scans (Fig.1c) the diffeomorphic demon algorithm was found
to deal nicely with obvious tumour shrinkage and positioning deviations for the advanced head and neck cancer patients.
The vector field visualisation (Fig.1b) revealed in some cases non-physiologic deformation magnitudes in the brain or
lungs. However, these do normally not affect the drawn ROIs.
Quantitative analysis has been done so far for 40 out of the 47 patients. Some preliminary results are summarized in Tab.
1. Largest differences in the contour volumes are found for spinal cord and brain stem. This might be caused by slightly
different lengths of the contoured ROIs if the evaluated CT scan sections do not match exactly. The branching plexus
structures are quite complex and thus, difficult to delineate especially taking into account the CT slice thicknesses of 3 –
5 mm. Therefore, the Dice coefficients for the plexuses (0.58) is obviously lower compared to the other ROIs (>0.78) and
the Hausdorff distance is slightly increased. The mean contour distances are within similar ranges for all considered
ROIs.
The maximum and mean dose values in the evaluated ROIs before and after registration were averaged over all
deformed dose distributions. The largest changes are observed for the parotid glands. They are known to undergo
shrinkage during radiotherapy which might not always be correctly reflected by the deformation vector field. Although the
p-values from paired t-tests indicate significant changes of dose values for some ROIs when applying the deformable
registration the typical changes are clearly below 0.5 Gy.
Conclusion: A desired verification of deformation vector fields in radiotherapy has been established not only based on
visual investigation but also on quantitative contour- and dose-specific characteristics. For the advanced head and neck
cancer patients, the diffeomorphic demon algorithm is feasible to account for changed patient geometry when registering
CT scans, but the vector fields should be checked individually for non-physiologic deformation in the dosimetrically
relevant areas. The quite small changes of mean and maximum dose values within the investigated ROIs seem to be
acceptable for creating reasonable cumulative dose distributions for adaptive treatment and sequential boost protocols.
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Spinal cord Brain stem

Left plexus
brachialis

Right
Left parotid
plexus
gland
brachialis

Right
parotid
gland

Mandible

Volume
difference / ml

4.9 ± 3.1

5.2 ± 5.5

0.8 ± 0.6

1.1 ± 1.2

2.0 ± 1.6

2.4 ± 1.7

4.0 ± 3.7

Relative volume
difference

0.21 ± 0.15

0.22 ± 0.23

0.14 ± 0.18

0.20 ± 0.24

0.07 ± 0.06

0.09 ± 0.09

0.07 ± 0.06

Dice
coefficient

0.81 ± 0.04

0.78 ± 0.10

0.58 ± 0.13

0.58 ± 0.15

0.86 ± 0.03

0.85 ± 0.04

0.85 ± 0.04

Hausdorff distance /
0.86 ± 0.93
cm

0.98 ± 0.51

1.18 ± 0.71

1.36 ± 0.90

0.71 ± 0.19

0.78 ± 0.24

0.84 ± 1.15

Mean contour
distance / cm

0.10 ± 0.06

0.22 ± 0.14

0.15 ± 0.10

0.18 ± 0.20

0.10 ± 0.03

0.10 ± 0.03

0.07 ± 0.03

Dmax before
registration / Gy

9.6 ± 3.8

4.3 ± 5.2

15.1 ± 8.2

16.1 ± 7.8

15.9 ± 9.1

16.0 ± 8.7

21.1 ± 5.6

Dmax after
registration / Gy

9.7 ± 3.9

4.3 ± 5.2

15.1 ± 8.2

16.1 ± 7.9

15.5 ± 9.0

15.5 ± 8.6

21.1 ± 5.5

Difference of
Dmax / Gy

0.10 ± 0.96

0.09 ± 1.24

0.01 ± 0.52

0.04 ± 0.61

-0.38 ± 0.73

p-value of paired ttest for Dmax

0.19

0.37

0.85

0.40

< 0.01

< 0.01

0.28

Dmean before
registration / Gy

3.6 ± 2.4

1.0 ± 1.8

4.8 ± 4.4

5.4 ± 4.7

4.8 ± 3.9

4.9 ± 4.3

8.1 ± 4.3

Dmean after
registration / Gy

3.8 ± 2.4

1.1 ± 1.8

4.9 ± 4.3

5.6 ± 4.8

4.9 ± 4.0

5.0 ± 4.3

8.1 ± 4.3

Difference of
Dmean / Gy

0.19 ± 0.39

0.00 ± 0.50

0.11 ± 0.72

0.21 ± 0.80

0.15 ± 0.59

0.12 ± 0.76

0.07 ± 0.36

p-value of paired ttest for Dmean

< 0.01

0.94

0.07

< 0.01

< 0.01

0.05

0.02

-0.49 ± 0.92 -0.07 ± 0.87

Tab. 1: Preliminary results for the selected ROIs in 40 patients. The upper part (first 5 lines) shows contour-specific characteristics
when comparing the deformed structures with those drawn on the initial CT scan. The lower part shows dose-specific characteristics
(Dmax and Dmean): as they have been determined during treatment planning on the second CT scan (before registration), as they are
found after dose deformation and applying the contours from the initial CT scan (after registration), the difference of both values and
the p-values from paired t-tests. Except for the p-values, the cells contain the mean and standard deviation when averaging over all 40
patients (upper part) or all 440 deformed dose distributions (lower part).
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A Software Tool for Quality Assessment, Visualization and Documentation of Deformable
Image Registration
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Introduction: Registration of digital images is gaining more and more importance in radiation therapy. Techniques such
as 4D dose calculation and optimization rely on deformable image registration (DIR) and therefore are affected by its
uncertainties. Although many parameters are available to assess or quantify registration quality, including false-coloroverlays and the Jacobian determinant of the transformation vector-field, identifying acceptable and unacceptable
registrations is not obvious. Typically, a single parameter is not sufficient to judge the registration result. Although tools
are already available to compute and visualize individual parameters, checking a whole set of parameters for a single
registration is often tedious, time consuming and not feasible on a routine basis. Therefore, a software tool is
implemented that allows to automatically compute and visualize a range of parameters for a set of registrations and
create registration quality reports which can be inspected or saved for later use.
Materials and methods: Based on the free open-source software 3D Slicer (http://www.slicer.org), a registration quality
assessment extension (Slicer Registration QA) was developed. The calculations were implemented as modules using the
Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK, http://www.itk.org).
Visual inspection of registration results is provided by four modalities: flicker-overlay, false color, checkerboard and
absolute difference filters. For “Flicker”-overlay, fixed and warped images are shown alternately at a selectable frequency.
At the same time, the user can scroll through the images in all spatial directions so that differences caused by improper
registration are easily visible. For false color overlay, the images are displayed in two channels with complementary color
scales so that differences appear colored while similar regions are grey. The checkerboard filter combines the two images
in an alternating pattern making differences visible at the edges of the checkerboard tiles. The absolute difference filter
visualizes image differences using the absolute difference of corresponding voxels in both images.
Moreover, two options were added, which operate entirely in the vector field domain: a filter calculating the Jacobian
determinant of the vector field and a filter assessing the inverse consistency of the registration. The Jacobian determinant
describes local volume changes caused by tissue compression or shrinking, which enables an identification of unphysical
volume changes caused by unacceptable registration vector fields. For inverse consistency, the pre-calculated vector
field for the inverse registration is used. Combining both transformations results into a residual vector field, which should
be close to the identity transformation. Deviations are visualized as image overlay indicating the magnitude of the residual
vector field.
Results: A 3D Slicer extension was implemented which assists the user in assessing the quality of DIR. The software can
be used in an interactive step by step manner but is also scriptable and can therefore be easily integrated in an
automated workflow. It further creates registration quality reports and includes infrastructure for integrated handling of
4DCT data sets and related DIR. This software was successfully tested with various registrations of CT and MR images.
Especially when checking registration of all phases of a 4DCT onto a reference phase, automation of the workflow makes
the process much less time consuming, so the user can focus on the QA results. Furthermore, registration quality is
assessed in a more consistent way.
Conclusion: A software module was implemented to assess, visualize and document the quality of DIR in a flexible and
efficient way. Initial tests with existing datasets were conducted and showed promising results differentiating between
successful and unacceptable registrations. Tests with more datasets of registrations in different body regions as well as
usability tests are ongoing.
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A novel approach to estimate the dosimetric influence of anatomical changes in head
and neck cancer patients undergoing proton therapy using daily CBCT imaging
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Related questions: The excellent dose conformity of proton therapy entails a higher degree of sensitivity to range shifts
caused by anatomical patient variations over the course of treatment. One of the goals of image-guided radiotherapy is to
minimize the uncertainties stemming from anatomical changes by monitoring such changes and estimating their impact
on dosimetry.
The aim of this project is to develop techniques allowing the utilization of daily Cone-Beam Computed-Tomography
(CBCT) imaging of head and neck (H&N) cancer patients to recalculate proton therapy dose distributions in the anatomy
of the day. As CBCT image quality does not yield the required accuracy in the estimation of the water equivalent path
length (WEPL), we aim to use deformable image registration (DIR) techniques to morph the planning CT WEPL map onto
the anatomy observed from CBCT imaging.
Material and procedure: Clinical data of H&N cancer patients undergoing Intensity Modulated Photon Radiotherapy
(IMRT) with weekly CBCT imaging was used in this study. In addition to the planning CT (pCT) contoured by a radiation
oncologist, the patients underwent two re-planning CT scans (rpCT) which were also contoured.
The REGGUI software platform was employed to perform DIR to adapt the pCT anatomy onto the CBCT anatomy,
yielding a virtual CT (vCT) [1]. A multi-scale implementation of the Morphons algorithm [2] was used. This image based
method is insensitive to the typical absolute intensity differences of pCT and CBCT. Contours from the pCT were also
morphed to yield contours for the vCT.
Deformation accuracy was evaluated using the adaptive scale invariant feature transform (aSIFT) method of [3] to extract
corresponding features in the pCT vs CBCT and vCT vs CBCT. The preservation of CT numbers was evaluated by
comparing CT number distributions between the pCT and vCT from corresponding contours of homogeneous anatomical
regions.
Scanned pencil beam simultaneous integrated boost (SIB) proton plans using 4 fields were generated using a research
TPS based on CERR [4]. Dose per fraction were 1.8 Gy and 2 Gy for the 54 Gy and 60 Gy CTVs respectively. Plans were
exported to Geant4 where Monte Carlo (MC) dose recalculations were performed on the pCT, vCT and rpCT. For
validation purposes, dose-volume-histogram (DVH) indices of pairs of vCT and rpCT closest in time, and for which no
significant anatomical variations were observed, were compared.
Result: Fig. 1 presents the pCT, vCT and CBCT along with aSIFT features for a case presenting significant anatomical
changes. For this case the mean distance between corresponding features extracted by the aSFIT algorithm between the
pCT and CBCT (not shown in Fig. 1) were 3.7 mm with interquartile range of 2.9 mm, while for the vCT and CBCT they
were reduced to 1.6 mm and 2.2 mm. Mean CT number differences for corresponding contours between the pCT and
vCT were negligible. Fig. 2 presents a single field MC dose distribution in the pCT and vCT, with observable range shifts
caused by weight loss and different airway shapes.
Preliminary DVH metric comparison (D95 for the 1.8 Gy and 2 Gy CTVs) between vCT and rpCT close in time (around
mid-treatment) for a typical case showed differences of less than 2 %. Comparing the same CTV metrics between pCT
and rpCT shows differences of up to 8 % in the 2 Gy CTV, likely due to the sensitivity of proton beams to inter-fractional
variations. These preliminary results suggest that the vCT method allows for evaluation of the daily dose distribution.
Summary: A new approach has been developed, which allows estimating the dosimetric impact of daily anatomical
changes, as observed using CBCT imaging, in proton therapy. The DIR of pCT onto CBCT for generation of a vCT has
been evaluated by comparing automatically identified features and by comparing mean CT numbers in corresponding
homogeneous anatomical regions. Further validation will be performed by comparing the vCT contours obtained from DIR
to contours drawn by a radiation oncologist on the vCT and by assessing organs at risk DVH metrics. The method will be
applied to a larger number of cases, and corresponding results will be presented.
Parts of this work were supported by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) Germany, grant number
01IB13001 (SPARTA) and DFG Cluster of Excellence: Munich-Centre for Advanced Photonics.
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Fig. 1: Comparison of pCT, CBCT and vCT for a late treatment fraction. The corresponding features (crosses and circles) between the
CBCT and vCT obtained from aSIFT are presented for a typical slice.

Fig. 2: Optimized on the pCT. In the vCT case, weight loss causes the beam to overshoot the PTV edge into the parotid gland contour
obtained from DIR. For ease of illustration only the high dose PTV was optimized. A different slice than in Fig. 1 is shown.
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Monte Carlo study on the sensitivity of positron and prompt-gamma imaging to proton
range variations due to inter-fractional anatomical changes in head and neck and
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Related questions: One of the main advantages of proton therapy over conventional photon therapy is the high dose
conformity. As the physical dose distribution of massive particles has a steeper gradient and is also more sensitive to
density changes than that of photons, delivery uncertainties, patient positioning, organ motion, as well as anatomical
changes can have a large impact on dose distribution variations, as compared to the initial treatment plan. Therefore,
(quasi-) real-time range verification is essential in order to fully exploit the potential of proton therapy.
In this study, we focus on comparing the sensitivity of positron emission tomography (PET) and prompt-gamma emission
(PG) to proton range variations due to inter-fractional anatomical changes of real head and neck and prostate cancer
patients.
Material and procedure: The study is based on planning CTs (pCT) and available CBCTs of head and neck and prostate
cancer patients undergoing IMRT treatment. Using the REGGUI [1] software platform, the high quality pCT is deformed to
adapt to the CBCT daily anatomy of the patient, creating a virtual CT (vCT). This procedure has been evaluated in a
separate study for head and neck patients [2]
Based on the pCT, proton treatment plans are calculated using the CERR research analytical TPS platform [3]. The
proton plans as well as pCT and vCT are imported into Geant4 for dose recalculation. Furthermore, emitted positron and
prompt gamma three-dimensional maps are obtained. The correlation of the positron and prompt-gamma maps to the
proton range variations due to clinically observed anatomical changes is investigated with a dedicated MATLAB-based
program
The proton range is determined as the distance from the entrance into the patient to the 90 % level at the distal falloff of
the proton dose distribution along each pencil beam. In order to identify relative range shifts in the positron and promptgamma maps, the highest 30 % of the points in each one dimensional profile in beam-eye-view is averaged, to obtain a
normalization value. This normalization level defines the distal falloff region of the positron or prompt-gamma distributions,
and the 50 % of this falloff is used as the point correlated to the proton range for each pencil beam within the irradiated
field.
Result: Initial results show that the positrons and prompt-gamma maps could be utilized for the identification of dose
range variations due to inter-fractional anatomical changes. An example is shown in Figure 1 for a head and neck cancer
patient. In regions where there was either sub-millimeter or no range variation at all in the dose map (1mm±1mm),
positron and prompt-gamma maps identified a 1mm±3mm range shift, which is dominated by the intrinsic statistical error.
In the case of a larger 12mm±1mm shift in dose, illustrated in Figure 1 as the region where the dose enters the contoured
left parotid gland, a range shift of 12mm±3mm and 11mm±3mm was identified by means of the positron and promptgamma maps, respectively.
Summary: We have developed a new software framework which allows quantitatively investigating the sensitivity of
positron and prompt-gamma emission maps to dose variations calculated in-silico for real clinical anatomical changes. A
systematic investigation on the robustness of the method is ongoing and will be presented. Further investigations taking
into account detector effects on the simulation of PET and prompt gamma distributions will be performed.
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Fig. 1: For a single proton field, comparison of MC-simulated dose, positron and prompt-gamma 2D maps for a planning CT and a
virtual CT of a head and neck cancer patient exhibiting inter-fractional anatomical changes (weight loss)
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Introductury lecture: Risk management in diagnostics and radiotherapy
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“Risk” in general is a very subjective term and usually negatively connoted. The Spanish word “risco” can mean a “cliff
that is to avoid”. Risks linked to travel by e.g. car, railway or aircrafts are well known to the public and are accepted in
everyday life. Continuous efforts are taken to reduce these risks with great success, if one compares to the situation 50 or
even more years ago.
Risks are naturally also present in the healthcare system, where the human being is direct subject of diagnostic or
therapeutic measures. High risks have been identified in e.g. surgical, intensive care or baby delivery/neonatal stations.
Here procedures of risk management have been developed and established following general international norms like
ISO 31000 “risk management – principles and guidelines” [1], that successively are extended to all components of the
healthcare systems including the IT-network that is dealt with in an extra norm EN 80001 [2]. For the case of radiology
and radiotherapy already exist extensive quality assurance procedures have been developed for the imaging and
treatment equipment involved, since the application of e.g. X-rays have been identified soon after the discovery as
potentially dangerous to both, patient and radiologist. The ALARA-principle (administer ionising dose” as low as
reasonably achievable” for the given purpose) was established and is continuously valid as “golden rule of radiology”.
Nevertheless, all quality assurance measures on e.g. the dose applied or the image quality yielded focuses only on the
technical side of the risk linked to the administration of radiation. The personal operating these machines follow
organized procedures and are faced by the workload given in relation to the workforce provided by the institution. Actions
and decisions are taken, that may impose also risks to patients not covered by the above mentioned quality assurance
systems of the machines. This is also subject of a risk management that comprises quality management and control as a
part.
The goal of risk management in an healthcare system is to reduce risks linked to patients , to continuously improve the
quality of the healthcare and safety of the patient, but also to prevent the institution as well as the people working there
from unjustified claims of patients. This is of economical value to the institution as insurance premiums are calculated
according the level of risk of insurance claims. The general procedure setting up a risk management is first to have full
support by the leading authorities of the institution as risk management requires additional resources in workforce and
money that have to be provided. The next step in implementing a risk management is usually following the method of
“healthcare failure mode and error analysis” (hFMEA)[3]. This starts with the identification of possible sources of risks in
all procedures involved. This is best done by a internal team of experts from the institution itself knowing all related facts,
that is accompanied by an external expert for risk analysis. Risks are then categorised according their potential frequency
of occurrence and severity of consequences in form of a risk or hazard scoring matrix (Table 1), where scoring values or
colors (red, yellow, green) can be used to classify the associated risk. From this risk matrix priorities have to be set for
measures to control and reduce these risks if possible. As last step of a risk management, a continuous process of
regular audits has to be set up to ensure the effectiveness and completeness of the system as well as a critical incident
reporting system (CIRS). Experience from the history of fatal accidents tells, that those critical accidents often have
shown up before as critical incidents, that have been prevented just before major harm or damage occurred due to the
alertness of someone. If the information of this incident is given to the risk management team, preventive measures can
be developed to improve safety by e.g. adapting checklists used in this procedure or adding new elements to the training
of the personal. Crucial to this step is an open culture of dealing with errors indicated by someone him- or herself. They
should be seen as valuable indicators for improvement and not as sources of punishment of the person involved. This is –
besides the error reducing design of the hard- and software involved – one of the most critical topics in a successful risk
management. Anonymity is an important prerequisite necessary in such an error or incident reporting system. These
CIRS have also been already established on international levels for the field of radiotherapy by the ROSIS project [5]
maintained by an ESTRO working group and the new SAFRON [6] project, that is part of the radiation protection of
patients (RPOP) website by the IAEA at Vienna. For radiology there are currently no comparable efforts known, but
nevertheless exist potential risks of e.g. applying unnecessary high levels of dose in interventional procedures or missing
important facts for the diagnoses from the images of a patient.
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Risk or hazard scoring
matrix
Serverity of effect
Catastropic:

Major:

Moderate:

Minor:

e.g. death
or injury

e.g.
permanent
lessening
of body
function

e.g.
increased
length of
stay at
hospital

no injury,
increased
length of
stay nor
increased
level of
care

16

12

8

4

12

9

6

3

8

6

4

2

4

3

2

1

Frequent:

Likelihood or probability of event

e.g. several
times per year
Occasional:
1-2 times per
year
Uncommon:
may happen in
2 to 5 years
Remote:
unlikely, may
happen in 5 to
30 years

Tab. 1: Example of a risk or hazard scoring matrix according to [4].
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Introduction: Dedicated cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) scanners are increasingly used for 3D oral and
maxillofacial imaging [1,2]. However, to date there is still a lack of transnational consensus on acceptance and constancy
testing for image quality (IQ) and dose of these systems. The aim of this work was to implement, validate, and compare
procedures for routine IQ evaluation in dental CBCT. We focused on the German standard DIN 6868-161 [3] issued in
2013 and on conventional IQ metrics according to the well-established standard IEC 61223-3-5 [4] of clinical CT x-ray
equipment.
Materials and methods: The approximated in-plane modulation transfer function (MTF), the so-called uniformityindicator (UI*), and the contrast-to-noise-indicator (CNI) were determined in accordance with [3] employing the new DINcompliant phantom (Fig. 1 (a)). Image noise, contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), the CT value uniformity index (UI), and the 3D
MTF were measured using a recently proposed quality assurance (QA) framework [5] conforming to the IEC standard [4].
For this, a modular phantom was used featuring contrast, homogeneous, and spherical test inserts (Fig. 1 (b)). All
experiments were performed on a clinical dental CBCT unit. Both phantoms were scanned with predefined standard
clinical protocols. In order to evaluate the effect of the phantom location and, in consequence, the severity of cone-beam
artifacts, every measurement setup was executed at two different z-positions (z = 0 cm and z = 6 cm). To allow for
automated QA procedure, all IQ evaluation methods and phantom-specific detection algorithms were implemented in a
dedicated computer program.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the (a) new DIN-compliant phantom and (b) the modular IEC-compliant phantom.

Results: The position and orientation of the phantoms were detected automatically in all of the measurements. Thus, a
reproducible placement of the evaluation regions and volumes was provided. The IQ parameters determined in this study
are summarized in Table 1. In-plane 50 % and 10 % MTF values from the approximated and the exact MTF calculation
procedure agreed to within 5 %. With increasing axial distance from the center of the field of measurement, UI* and CNI
dropped by 30 % and 19 %, respectively. Conventional IQ parameters showed higher sensitivity for cone-beam artifacts;
i.e., UI and CNR were reduced by about 197 % and 37 %.
Conclusion: The implemented automated QA routines compatible with both the DIN and the IEC approach offer reliable
and quantitative tracking of imaging performance in dental CBCT for clinical practice. However, equivalence between the
recently proposed metrics [3] and the well-established CT IQ assessment is not given. In addition, direct measurements
of physical image characteristics such as image contrast and noise, uniformity, and axial resolution are not supported by
the new concept according to DIN 6868-161.
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Tab. 1: IQ parameters according to [3] (new) and IEC-compliant procedures (conv.) measured at the axial positions z = 0 cm and
z = 6 cm.
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Landolt rings for acceptance and annual tests in digital mammography and breast
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Introduction: Current methods for image quality tests in x-ray breast imaging rely either on visual, subjective methods or
on software-based measurements that avoid human observers. In fact, both are complementary in practice. Visual
methods are required to test all parameters involved in the imaging chain, including device performance, processing and
visualization. Software-based measurements enable frequent evaluations to early detect changes in the device
performance.
This paper demonstrates the use of Landolt C rings (Fig. 1) and measurements of signal difference to noise ratio as an
alternative method for image quality checks during acceptance and constancy tests.

Fig. 1. Microscopic image of a group of six Landolt rings.

Materials and methods: A phantom containing Landolt rings in a Titanium background within a step wedge (presented
at the DGMP annual meeting in 2012) was used to obtain mammography and tomosynthesis images from systems by all
major manufacturers. The analysis of the Landolt test (4-alternative forced-choice) was performed visually and corrected
by dedicated software. An overall score, Landolt7, was obtained by adding the results from the seven thickest steps
(equivalent breast thicknesses from 32 to 82.5 mm). In addition, automatic evaluations of signal difference to noise ratios
(SDNR) calculated using the titanium strip on the same steps were added to obtain a corresponding SDNR 7 score. These
scores were compared to the methods described in the European guidelines and the German PAS 1054 by analysing
images of the phantoms obtained with the same exposure parameters. The Landolt and SDNR tests were performed on
both raw and processed images.
Results: The Landolt test showed superior sensitivity to the tests described in the European guidelines and the German
guidelines (Fig. 2 and table 1). It also enabled the definition a common limiting value for the image quality of
mammography projections (both for raw and processed images) and tomosynthesis reconstruction planes: Landolt7 = 19
(Figs. 3 and 4). This value was obtained by comparison to the threshold thickness described in the European guidelines
for the 0.1 mm-disc and confirmed for all tested devices including a CR system (Fig. 5). The decisive role of this disc was
confirmed for all systems available (CR systems Toshiba Sophie, Siemens Mammomat 3000 Plus, Hologic Lorad, GE
DMR, GE Senographe 600T and digital systems by Siemens, Hologic and GE) except for one model of one manufacturer
(Fuji Amulet).
Conclusions: The Landolt ring test on processed images (for presentation) should be recognised as an alternative
quality control tool for acceptance and annual tests of image quality in mammography and tomosynthesis.
Complementarily, software measurements of signal-difference-to-noise ratio on raw images (for processing) have been
proved to be a very sensitive tool for easy and early detection of performance changes, thus ideal for constancy tests.
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Fig. 2. The Landolt score (left axis) and the KP-MDP score (right axis) as a function of average glandular dose. A horizontal line
represents the acceptable limiting value defined in the European guidelines for the 0.1 mm-diameter disc. The error bars are shown
only in one direction for the sake of clarity.

AGD range
(mGy)
Landolt ring
score
SDNR7
CDMAM
(0.1 mm disc)
ACR
KP-MDP

Wide range
(1.5 mGy)

0.3 mGy
around
CDMAM
acceptability

0.3 mGy
around ACR
acceptability

Higher dose
range
(AEC)

0.4-1.9
ACR:
0.2 – 1.7

0.55-0.85

0.2 – 0.5

1.35-1.95

5.4  0.5

8.1  1.1

17.6  1.5

6.3  2.0

17.0  0.8

25.2  1.9

30.1  1.5

10.6  1.1

4.3  0.8

7.0  1.1

-

2.4  1.8

1.3  0.2
2.8  0.4

5.5  0.6

5.1  1.1
7.9  1.7

0.7  0.3
0.99  0.05

-1

Tab. 1: Score sensitivity (mGy ) values for different AGD ranges. All results were obtained with the same device (Siemens Mammomat
Inspiration). Data regarding the phantoms CDMAM and ACR were taken from de las Heras et al, Phys Med Biol 2013;58:L17–L30 and
reproduced here for comparison.
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Fig. 3: Image quality as a function of average glandular dose for raw (left) and processed (right) images from a Siemens system. The
AEC exposure is shown with a vertical line around 1.70 mGy. The AEC-determined kilovoltage and anode/filter combination (29 kVp
and W/Rh) were kept constant.

Fig. 4: Image quality as a function of average glandular dose for tomosynthesis reconstructions from a Hologic system. The AEC
exposure is shown with a vertical line at 1.73 mGy. The AEC-determined kilovoltage and anode/filter combination (31 kVp and W/Al)
were kept constant.
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Fig. 5. Landolt7 score as a function of average glandular dose for systems by different manufacturers including a CR system. The data
points corresponding to a CDMAM test within tolerance for the 0.1 mm disc are marked with a circle.
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Introduction: On 01.01.2014, the Austrian Mammography Screening Program has started nationwide. In this program,
invitations for a screening mammography are sent to women aged 45-69 years every two years. In order to assure that all
women receive the best possible care while at the same time minimizing radiation dose, all mammography machines
have to be certified according to Guidelines of the European Reference Organisation for Quality Assured Breast
Screening and Diagnostic Services (EUREF) which are called EPQC (European Protocol for Quality Control, [1]). A pilot
project to implement EUREF technical quality control (EUREF-Ö TQC) had been running since 2007 (Reference Center
for Technical Quality Control of the Medical University of Vienna, RefZQS-MUW). As per 01.04.2014, the RefZQS has
been incorporated into the AGES (Österreichische Agentur für Gesundheit und Ernährungssicherheit, Austrian Agency for
Health and Food Safety, [2]). The pilot project started with 7 radiology institutes; by the end of 2013, the number had
increased to 151 and should reach 201 by 30.09.2014. By that date, all participating radiologists will have to be certified
by the RefZQS that they are fully compliant with EUREF-Ö TQC.
This presentation focusses on the challenges due to special Austrian circumstances, such as the fact that about 43 % of
Austrian radiologists use computed radiography (CR) systems. In order to optimizes CR systems within EUREF-Ö
tolerances, additional tests and adjustments are usually necessary, which require more time than for direct radiography
(DR) systems. Also, in the Austrian screening program breast sonography is part of the screening examination.
Therefore, QC for sonography equipment has been developed [3] and a sono testing process has been implemented [4].
Materials and methods: The European (EPQC) guidelines have been expanded to include requirements specific to
Austria (as for example required by ÖNORM, [5]). The complete set is called “EUREF-Ö” and is maintained by the
RefZQS. The main points exceeding EPQC are: Measurement of Y-60, use of reference cassette set, Initial Test for CR
systems, TQC of sonography equipment. In particular, EUREF-Ö tolerances for Average Glandular Dose are identical to
EPQC tolerances. On 12.07.2014, an ordinance was issued by the Austrian legislative authority [6] that EUREF-Ö is
superior to ÖNORM requirements and ÖNORM testing (for mammography) can be omitted once a system has been
certified as EUREF-Ö compliant.
In order to facilitate EUREF-Ö certification, a rigorous testing process has been developed and implemented. Particularly
for CR systems, one or several adjustment steps may be necessary to bring the systems within EUREF tolerances. One
or more "Initial Tests" are performed, where a range of possible T/F/kV settings are obtained that balance sufficient image
quality and acceptable dose levels. In agreement with the radiologist, the optimal set of T/F/kV settings is defined and
implemented by the system technical support staff. Only then Acceptance testing is started. Overall, this adjustment
process on CR system usually takes many weeks, in some cases up to 4-6 months.
Results: As already indicated, CR systems usually present a special challenge for EUREF-Ö TQC: It has been shown
that CR systems will have acceptable (comparable) image quality to DR systems, provided the images are taken at higher
dose compared to DR [7, 8]. In any case, the necessary dose has to be within EUREF-Ö tolerances.
As of 31.03.2014, on 161 Austrian mammography systems (71 CR and 90 DR) EUREF-Ö TQC has been implemented.
Without our optimization process, almost all CR systems and even some DR would have failed the EUREF-Ö TQC
requirements, due to the fact that they were administering too little dose to reach EPQC image quality tolerance.
Conclusion: By 01.10. 2014, all women in Austria participating in mammography screening can be assured that they
receive high quality screening mammography with the lowest dose necessary, as well as quality-assured sonography, so
that a sufficient cancer detection rate can be reached.
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Introduction: The medical physicist is amongst other responsible for acceptance and quality assurance of the physicaltechnical section of irradiation systems intended for use at humans. Modules, interfaces and gateways of e.g. linacs or
afterloaders become more and more complex because of new features and add on components of the irradiation system.
Each (new) module running in clinical routine has to pass an acceptance test and has to undergo a routinely repeated
quality control. Many of them are described in national and international guidelines (i.e. DIN, ICRU, SGSMP
recommendations, etc.) [2-5] or are recommended by the manufacturer. Because of the usual time interval between a
new module is put into clinical use and guidelines and recommendations are published the user himself is responsible to
set up quality assurance procedures. In that case some general rules could help to do that [1]. The described general
rules are depending each other and are derived empirically from already existing modules with their guidelines. Of course
as soon as guidelines are published the initial quality assurance routine has to be replaced or adapted.
Materials and methods:
A) Check objects: each irradiation module and its interfaces, which is used clinically. The functionality of each module
with influence on position accuracy and dosimetry, safety of patient and operator has to be investigated. Additionally the
measurement equipment, i.e. ionization chamber, electrometer, water phantom, level etc. must be calibrated by an
institute and/or routinely checked to ensure that effects measured origin from the irradiation system and are not caused
by any instability of measurement equipment.
B) Check frequency: As long as published guidelines are absent checks must be performed at least after hard- and
software upgrades, maintenance and after repairs. The frequency of testing can be taken from guidelines dealing with
similar topics, taking into account the requirements on accuracy of patient positioning, dosimetry, safety and security.
C) Check methods: Sometimes there are two concurrent methods. On one side “end to end” check of a total workflow
chain, on the other side a “point to point” check of every module of the chain. The problem of overall system tests is
widely discussed in Germany these days arising from a publication of the German Radiation Protection Commission
(SSK) [5]. In overall system tests errors can on the one hand compensate each other but result in an overview of the
whole process chain. Point to point measurements detect errors in small steps of the working process, but also the error
propagation has to be investigated.
Results: Of course a published guideline always leads to the application of its rules, measures and frequencies. In other
case empirical rules can help.
A) Constancy rule: In a quality assurance procedure each parameter and the complete equipment including the setup
must be kept constant. This rule holds especially to those objects, whose influence on a measurement is not known.
B) Completeness rule: The quality assurance procedure should take into account all variable parameters with their
degrees of freedom. It should not be questioned whether a parameter has to be checked or not but only how often. If a
parameter is not checked this decision must be based on an important and rational reason. If neither the physicist nor the
service engineer exactly knows the influence of a performed change of a machine parameter all parameters that can
depend on the adjustment have to be checked.
C) Independence rule: Any physical value should be measured independently, i.e. by two institutes, two people, two
measurement methods or two single measurements (i.e. absolute dosimetry (MTK), adjustment of MU chamber response
or other readouts from linacs, MU check of a plan etc.). This rule can operate as some kind of backup system.
Parameters depending on each other can only be measured iteratively or alternately. Independent parameters can be
measured sequentially.
D) Interpolation rule: At least the minimal and the maximal possible value of a parameter should be checked. The
clinically occurring values should be inside the screened range, so values can be interpolated and not extrapolated.
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E) Traceability rule: Each measured value should be traceable to the original value measured with calibrated equipment.
It should be clear which result is the reference and which one is measurement derived or secondary value.
F) Competence rule: The more an irradiation component is understood in detail the more accurate and focused a check
can be performed. This is especially true for functional correlations between different parameter, e.g. a) linear correlations
of two parameters: origin, scale, orientation of the scale; b) orthogonal axes of a system: origin, scale, orientation of the
scale, perpendicularity, independence of axes and so on. If components and there influenced parameters are not known
in detail, the whole parameter field has to be checked.
Action levels for a new parameter can often be determined from known parameters taking their uncertainties into account
e.g. patient positioning accuracy and dose or determined by machine working range.
Conclusion: Even if totally different new irradiation modules have to be brought into clinical routine a set of rules can be
applied and helpful to set up an appropriate quality assurance system.
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Introduction: Until now there is no official guideline to routinely check a hexapod couchtop for high precession radiation
therapy i.e. stereotaxy. The investigated HexaPOD™ evo RT System [3, 4] with the included iGUIDE® tracking system™
requires a daily check. Here we try to give recommendations for quality assurance in expansion the DIN [1, 2] and other
publications [6, 7].
Material and methods: The investigated HexaPOD™ evo RT System is mounted on an Elekta Synergy Precise Table™
and allows 6 degrees of freedom (6 DoF): 3 orthogonal translations and 3 rotation directions (roll, pitch, yaw) around the
radiation isocenter. In clinical use the hexapod couchtop position is controlled by an infrared camera evaluating the
reflected signal of passive spheres which are located at the iGUIDE® reference frame™ at the couchtop. According to
DIN [1, 2] the relevant control criteria can be separated into mechanical, radiation and safety tests.
In the mechanical part origin and orientation of the scale, perpendicularity and independency of axis movement are
checked. To evaluate we used a precise level (clinotronic plus electronic level™; WYLER AG, Winterthur / Switzerland).
We recommend checking these criteria on a yearly basis with the maximal table load allowed by the manufacturer
according to [1, 2]. For safety reasons the limit switches of the 6 axes should also be checked yearly.
In the radiation test it is to check the isocenter of the hexapod couchtop and its congruence both with the X-rayConeBeamCT including matching processes and with the linac including the portal imaging system. We used the MIMI™
phantom (Standard Imaging, 3120 Deming Way Middleton WI 53562-1461 USA) and the Ball Bearing phantom™ (Elekta)
to perform these tests. We recommend controlling these points monthly up to weekly dependent on the results and aimed
accuracy of high precision radiation therapies. Distortions of the couchtop were not taken into account. According to the
acceptance test we defined action levels at errors bigger than ±0.4 mm and ±0.2° [5, p. 19] for all axes.
Results: The proposed QA routine can be understood as an addition and expansion of the stereotaxy DIN [2] to 6 DoF
couches. The positioning accuracy of the hexapod couchtop is within submillimeter range and ±0.2°. The accuracy of
iGUIDE® tracking system™ including X-ray CBCT with matching software 1 mm in each direction and ±0.6°.
Conclusion and outlook: Because of the importance of the couchtop for positioning accuracy the daily necessary check
of the iGUIDE® tracking system™ recommended by Elekta should be extended. Some additional weekly/monthly and
yearly checks are necessary to build up a complete quality control system for 6 DoF hexapod couchtops.
In future the isocenter of the linacs with portal imaging, X-ray CBCT and hexapod couchtop should be done with one
phantom put at one position of the couchtop. An improvement of the iGUIDE® tracking system™ could be achieved if the
reference frame and camera is replaced by a more accurate couch control. The actual reference frame is neither patient
nor user friendly. The 3 translation directions and the isocentric couchtop rotation (yaw) could be transferred to the couch
table. In this case the couchtop would have to perform only roll and pitch. Another improvement could be reached if the
CBCT match software would be able to match phantoms with a less number of structures.
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Introduction: During the delivery of a rotational IMRT treatment plan on a conventional C-arm linac multiple parameters,
such as gantry speed, dose rate or leave positions, are changing. In most institutions these treatment plans are
recalculated to a verification phantom, which is later on used to measure the dose at the treatment unit. Some institutions
avoid an individual verification measurement, by performing a second independent dose calculation on the patient
anatomy. This procedure, however, is only detecting errors introduced by the dose calculation algorithm. Therefore, the
machine QA in such institutions must be extended.
In this work we investigated, how the time resolved measurements with the Octavius 4D Phantom can be used to perform
machine QA for rotational treatment delivery.
Materials und methods: One arc of a VMAT treatment plan for a patient with a target volume in the Head and Neck
region serves as the basis of this QA test. It has 89 control points and uses 350 degrees of a rotation to modulate the
dose. For the measurement of the dose distribution, the Octavius 4D Phantom is positioned in the isocenter of the
treatment machine and a normal plan verification is performed. The Octavius 4D Phantom includes an inclinometer, which
is positioned at the gantry, to rotate the phantom in such a way, that the Octavius detector array inside the phantom is
always perpendicular to the central beam line. The detector uses 729 cubic ion chambers with a dimension of 5x5x5 mm³
and a spacing of 10 mm from center to center, to measure a two dimensional dose distribution. The dose to the ion
chambers and the value of the inclinometer are stored every 200 ms. This data is used to compare two measurements,
one being an initial reference measurement and one being a routine QA test.
For the QA of the gantry speed and gantry position, the readings of the inclinometer are compared. For every 200 ms
interval the reference position of the gantry is subtracted from the corresponding gantry angle of test procedure. The
gantry speed is calculated by subtracting two consecutive gantry angles and dividing them by the 200 ms measurements
interval. Corresponding gantry speeds are compared.
To compare the dose rate of the linac, the maximum dose value over all ion chambers for every measurement interval is
analyzed. The concept of the maximum dose per time interval should ensure that the dose rate of the linac is observed
and effects like the coverage of an individual ion chamber by a leaf are ignored. The dose rates of the reference
procedure are compared against the dose rates of the test procedure at corresponding times.
In addition, the dose rate and the cumulative dose of the central ion chamber of the array are analyzed. Again, the dose
measured in each interval of 200 ms of the reference procedure is subtracted from the dose measured during the
corresponding interval of the test procedure. And finally, the difference of the cumulative dose is compared between
reference and test procedure.
Results: Using the inclinometer of the Ocatvius 4D Phantom the deviations of the gantry positions between a test and a
reference procedure could be studied in 200 ms intervals. A mean deviation of 0.4° ±0.6° with a maximum 2° was
observed (Abb. 1). The mean deviation in gantry speed was 0.0035°/s ± 0.7°/s, while the maximum difference was 3.5°/s
for a short interval of 200 ms.
The comparison of the maximum dose rate per time interval showed a mean deviation of 0.006 cGy ± 0.1 cGy per 200
ms, with a maximum deviation of 0.85 cGy per 200 ms (Abb. 2).
In the test procedure the central ion chamber collected 0.5 cGy less than during the reference procedure. This
corresponds to 0.87 % of the total dose measured by this chamber. The mean deviation of the cumulative dose to the
central chamber was 0.16 cGy ± 0.26 cGy with a maximum deviation of 0.75 cGy (Abb. 3). For the differential dose, the
mean deviation was 0.0054 cGy ± 0.23 cGy and the maximum deviation was 2.4 cGy (Abb. 3). In the graph of the
differential dose deviation sequences of positive and negative peaks can be observed. Most likely those peaks are related
to deviations in the movement of MLC leaves.
Conclusion: The time resolved measurements with the Octavius 4D Phantom are a very helpful tool to study the
dynamic behavior of the treatment unit during the delivery of a rotational IMRT plan. The movement of the gantry can be
studied directly via the independent inclinometer of the phantom. The variation of the dose rate can be observed by the
cumulative and differential measurements of the ion chambers of the array. While the view on the complete ion chamber
array controls the dose rate of the linac, the view on single ion chambers has the potential to study the movements of the
single leaves of the MLC. Probably a specific MLC test procedure should be developed to test the MLC in detail.
Since all results in this study are related to a reference procedure, only conclusions regarding a constancy check of the
system can be made.
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Fig. 1: Deviation of the gantry position (read from the independent inclinometer of the phantom) between test and reference procedure
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Fig. 2: Deviation of the maximum dose of all ion chambers of the array between test and reference procedure

Fig. 3: Deviation of the cumulative dose of the central ion chamber of the detector array. Over all 0.5 cGy less were measured in the
test procedure.

Fig. 4: Deviation of the dose rate measured by the central ion chamber of the detector array
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Introductury lecture: The need for high precision and accuracy in radiotherapy
1

P. Manser
1
Division of Medical Radiation Physics and Department of Radiation Oncology, Inselspital, Bern University Hospital, and
University of Bern, Switzerland
The success of radiotherapy depends strongly on both, precision as well as accuracy. It is worth to mention that these
terms have different meanings, and it is one aim of this introductory lecture to point out this difference. From a physics
point of view, geometric as well as dosimetric issues need to be discussed with respect to accuracy and precision. And it
is well known that in recent years, several improvements have been realized. Some of these improvements did not only
improved clinical treatments but lead even to totally new treatment modalities, which are currently available in clinical
routine. However, there is still room for improvement and research and development are still needed in order to bring
accuracy and precision to even higher levels. The presentation is describing the conducted and ongoing improvements
and is covering not only accurate dose delivery but also dose computation treatment planning.
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85 Introductury lecture: Physics essentials of stereotactic radiotherapy
1

A. Mack
1
Zurich, Switzerland
Introduction: High precision and stereotactic radiotherapy in general refer to the delivery of high doses of radiation in
very few sessions to a small volume of tissue within the body. Therefore, the accuracy of the irradiation position is of vital
importance. Many different irradiation systems claim to have submillimeter precision in hitting the target point and also
offer features to treat moving targets in the body.
Material and methods: All factors and demands of high precision radiotherapy and modern radiosurgery are illuminated
and discussed. A focus is set to the imaging, to the dose planning and to the exact application of the dose. Methods of
QA to proof and to verify the quality of the complete setup are introduced.
Results: Very many techniques are capable of delivering precise dose distributions using small fields generating high
dose gradients. The key factors for high precision or stereotactic radiotherapy are nearly distortion free 3D imaging
modalities, accurate algorithms, small fields generating high dose gradients and end to end results finding accuracies of
<1mm
Conclusions: High precision techniques e.g. radiosurgery are becoming increasingly important because they can
achieve precise dose distributions. Thus it is possible to give more dose to the lesion per fraction and possibly achieve a
better tumor control.
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Robotic Radiosurgery for Lung Tumors: Technical Considerations and Treatment
Outcome
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Introduction: Various lung tumor treatment techniques are available for the robotic CyberKnife system (Accuray, USA).
Ideally, direct non-invasive lung tumor tracking with adaptive motion compensation (XLT = XSight Lung) is preferable, yet
not feasible for all patients. Alternative treatment strategies consist of fiducial based tracking (FID), or spinal tracking
combined with an internal target volume (ITV) concept (XST = XSight Spine). To facilitate clinical decision making on
which motion compensation strategy to use, we developed a decision tree and present our clinical outcome data for lung
tumor treatments.
Materials and methods: Our lung tumor decision tree was constructed as follows: 1) XSight Lung simulation. If not
successful, then 2) XSight Spine with ITV margin, if tumor motion < 5mm and stable position with spine. If not given, then
3) Fiducial Tracking, if patient health justifies fiducial implantation. If not possible, then 4) XSight Spine with ITV and setup
uncertainty margin or 5) treatment with potential alternatives (e.g. CBCT with gating on Linac). Primary planning CT was
at end expiration (XLT, FID) or free breathing (XST) and ITV margin definition was performed on 4D CT or on regular end
expiration and end inspiration CT. GTV to CTV margin was 2mm and CTV/ITV to PTV margin was 3mm (XLT, FID, XST <
5mm motion) or 5mm (XST > 5mm motion). Dose calculation and plan optimization was based on MonteCarlo simulation
on the primary CT and generally 60Gy mean GTV dose in 3 fractions were prescribed resulting in 39-54Gy delivered to
95 % of the PTV depending on size and location of the tumor.
Results: We treated 42 primary and 67 secondary lung tumors in 96 treatments from 2011 to 2013 with our method. Out
of 96 treatments 41 (43 %) were treated with XLT (3 tumors close to the tracked one were treated simultaneous with a
differential motion margin concept; see Fig1. and Fig2.), 31 (32 %) with XST (< 5mm), 4 (4 %) with FID and 20 (21 %)
with XST (> 5mm). PTV doses ranged from 20-54Gy (mean BED10 = 112Gy) in 1-5 fractions and GTV mean dose over
all treatments were 30Gy (26-36Gy, 1 fraction), 60Gy (42.5-73.5Gy, 3 fractions) and 65Gy (62-69Gy, 5 fractions). Dose
simulation with the still routinely used RayTrace algorithm revealed dose overestimations of 2.5-45.7 % (mean 15.9 %).
Out of 20 treatments with XLT (> 5mm) 16 (80 %) were suitable for the new single x-ray 2D lung tracking system (LOT).
After a mean follow up of 18.8 months (4-37 months) 24/76 patients died (88.2 % OS 1 year) due to tumor progression
(10) or comorbidities (14). Out of 109 tumors 1 local failure after treatment with XST (> 5mm) was documented and retreated with XLT. Side effects from fiducial implantation were in 2 cases (50 %) a self-recovering pneumothorax. Side
effects from radiosurgery grade 2 (CTCAE version 4) were in 2 cases pneumonitis (XLT > 5mm and FID after pre
irradiation) and in 1 case a rib fracture (XLT). Grade 3 or higher side effects were not noticed.
Conclusion: Our decision tree for lung tumor treatments with the CyberKnife was developed to avoid fiducial implantation
and hence to reduce the risk of side effects. While some questions regarding quality assurance and treatment validation
of non-direct target tracked CyberKnife treatments remain unanswered due to lack of tumor motion data during treatment
and due to potential baseline shifts in respect to the spine, our clinical results demonstrate excellent efficacy with very few
side effects given careful patient handling. Newer tracking algorithms may further decrease setup and motion uncertainty,
but long term validation and the implementation of dedicated quality assurance programs are strongly warranted.
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Fig. 1: XSight Lung Treatment Case

Fig. 2: Differential motion margin concept for secondary tumor close to the tracked one (see Fig. 1)
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Cyberknife versus Linac-Radiosurgery – A comparison in geometrical accuracy
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Introduction: In the first hand the Cyberknife has been designed by the neurosurgeon John Adler for the treatment of
intracranial lesions. Thus the overall accuracy of the whole system has to meet the specific requirements for radiosurgery.
The manufacturer (Accuray, Sunnyvale, CA USA) specifies this geometrical accuracy with less than 0.95 mm.
To establish and maintain this accuracy the cyberknife-system provides a special, very well designed test procedure, the
End-to-End (E2E)-test. To perform this E2E-test, two gafchromic films are positioned in the so called ballcube phantom
as shown in fig. 1, which in turn is placed in the head-neck-phantom. By the use of these films, which are perfectly
aligned to the border of the phantom, two rectangular planes from the dose distribution can be analysed at once.

Fig. 1: the ballcube phantom

Fig. 2: the head-neck-phantom

This phantom undergoes the same steps as performed in a common patient treatment procedure, including imaging,
definition of the target volume and dose delivery. Finally the irradiated films are analysed in a standard procedure. In this
study this test procedure is applied to the cyberknife system as well as to the linac, in order to achieve comparable
results.

Fig. 3: gafchromic films showing the symmetric dose distribution
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Materials and methods: The cyberknife system supports the user during this E2E-test in several ways:
1. The treatment planning system Multiplan provides optimal support for the definition of the ballcube as target
volume
2. and for the alignment of dose distribution onto the target volume
3. The standardised analysis of the films is achieved by an external program
Item 1 and 2 have to be replaced with our own software module to make it work on the linac, whereas the analysis is
done the same program in order to maintain a maximum of comparability.
The dose delivery is performed by the use of a micro-multileaf-collimator and therefore the dose distribution is calculated
by the VIRTUOS-radiosurgery module as in fig. 5.

Fig. 4: dose distribution in Multiplan

Fig. 5: dose distribution in VIRTUOS
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The major part of efforts is bound to the alignment of the dose distribution, which is performed in a loop. The primary
target point of the isocentric field in the linac radiosurgery is the center of gravity of the target volume. We consider the
borders of the resulting dose distribution with respect to the target volume and calculate delta values for the displacement
in three dimensions. These are applied to the target point and the whole procedure is repeated until these delta values
are below 0.1 mm as in fig. 6.

Fig. 6: dose alignment

Results: By this methodology the determination of accuracy, which is performed on the cyberknife by the E2E-test, is
made available in a nearly equivalent manner for the use on the linac. This way quantitative comparisons under
standardised and realistic conditions for both modalities can be achieved.
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Dosimetric and geometric end-to-end tests in stereotactic Radiosurgery – Evaluation of a
new end-to-end procedure on a NovalisTx and a TrueBeamSTx stereotactic radiosurgery
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Introduction: With the increasing clinical interest in stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) and stereotactic ablative body
radiotherapy (SABR), geometric and dosimetric accuracy is important. The overall accuracy in SRS is typically measured
by means of an End-to-End (E2E) test, encompassing the entire treatment chain: plan image acquisition, data transfer,
segmentation and registration, planning, dose calculation, positioning and monitoring on the treatment device and finally
dose delivery [1]. Recently an E2E test procedure was developed including a new E2E phantom, which is being part of
TM
the new SRS platform EDGE from Varian Oncology Systems. This E2E test procedure consists of dosimetric and
geometric tests. In this work these tests were executed on a NovalisTx (NTx) system and a TrueBeamSTx (TBSTx)
system from Varian. This study should demonstrate the ability of the E2E test with the proposed phantom to verify
geometric and dosimetric sub-mm accuracy.
3

Material und methods: The new E2E test phantom consists of a polyurethane cube (density of 0.45 g/cm ) with a
3
3
3
dimension of 15x15x15 cm . Various densities (0.25 g/cm , 1.4 g/cm ), 16 ceramic balls (5 mm diameter) and three
Calypso transponders are embedded. The phantom is equipped with an exchangeable polyurethane inner cube with a
3
3
dimension of 7x7x7 cm and a density of 1.05 g/cm . Different inner cubes are used depending on which dosimetric or
geometric test is performed. For geometric verifications an insert with a steel/tungsten ball (5 mm diameter) in the center
of the cube is used for Winston-Lutz tests [2]. For dosimetric verifications various inserts for radiochromic films in different
single layers as well as crossed layers are used. The phantom was positioned using reference images similar to a patient
positioning workflow. Treatment planning was performed using iPlan for NTx and Eclipse for TBSTx. A planning CT with
slice thickness and spacing of 0.75 mm and an in-plane resolution of 0.75 mm was acquired. For phantom positioning the
ExacTrac system was used on the NTx and a 3D/3D (CBCT) and 3D/2D match for the TBSTx.
The isocenter of the geometric set up plan was in the center of the steel/tungsten ball. A steel ball was used on the NTx,
2
a tungsten ball on the TBSTx. After positioning, MV images with a square field (20x20 mm ) defined by the Multi-Leaf
Collimator (MLC) were acquired with the EPID (resolution of 0.392mm) for various gantry, collimator and couch angles. A
Matlab based research software was used to determine the shift between the steel/tungsten ball center and the center of
the field outline.
Several patient verification plans with different modalities (RapidArc and IMRT on TBSTx, HybridArc, DynamicArc and
IMRT on NTx) and different energies (6X, 6XFFF, 10XFFF on TBSTx and 6X-SRS and 6X on NTx) were used on both
systems to perform the dosimetric tests. The radiochromic EBT3 film of each test case was scanned with an EPSON
10000XL scanner using the FilmQA Pro software and the dose distribution was determined using triple channel analyzes.
The scanned dosed distribution was matched to the corresponding calculated dose distribution base on the known
isocenters. By using dose profiles, isodose lines and the gamma evaluation pass rate (3 % max. dose, 1 mm DTA) the
geometrical shift between the two dose distributions is determined in two orthogonal directions.
Results: Figure 1 shows an example of a measured and calculated dose profile as well as percentage isodose lines. The
results shown in Table 1 are the average radial shifts, the standard deviations, the minimum, the maximum radial
deviations and the number of measurements for both types of tests. The results indicate that the E2E test is able to
determine sub-mm geometric and dosimetric accuracy for both systems.
Conclusion: This study proved the capability of the E2E test with a dedicated phantom to show the sub-mm dosimetric
and geometric accuracy of both SRS systems, NTX and TBSTx. Furthermore it has been shown that the E2E phantom
and the Matlab based research software is a valuable tool for the analysis of the E2E test.
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Fig. 1: (A) E2E Test phantom (B) opened E2E Test phantom with inserted crossed film (C) MV, 6XFFF, 3MU image with tungsten ball
insert, 14 ceramic BB, Calypso Beacons, pegs, letters and different density areas (D) geometric verification, ball center vs. outline field
center (E) dosimetric verification, vertical dose profile through measured (red) and planned (blue) dose distributions (F) dosimetric
verification, various percentage isodose lines of measured (red) and planned (blue) dose distributions.

System – Type of
test
NTx – geometric
TBSTx – geometric
NTx - dosimetric

Mean shift ±
std. deviation
0.58 ± 0.14 mm
0.42 ± 0.18 mm
0.48 ± 0.27 mm

Min.
shift
0.26 mm
0.08 mm
0.15 mm

Max.
shift
0.73 mm
0.71 mm
0.76 mm

Number
of
Measurements
13 MV images
15 MV images
6 different planes/plans

TBSTx - dosimetric

0.40 ± 0.20 mm

0.21 mm

0.71 mm

12 different planes/plans

Tab. 1: Geometric and dosimetric results for both stereotactic radiosurgery systems NovalisTx and TrueBeamSTx
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Is there an optimal prescription isodose for stereotactic radiotherapy?
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Introduction: Using inverse treatment planning, the optimization algorithm takes care of the dose gradient between target
volume (PTV) and organ(s) at risk (OAR). However, the question is not yet answered how much the maximal gradient is
influenced by other parameters, e.g. the prescription technique or other technical parameters. This is also of general
interest, though of paramount interest for stereotactic treatment of lesions located in the near vicinity of important OAR
(comp. Fig. 1). In external beam radiotherapy the standard for dose prescription was (and is) set by ICRU 50 [1].
According to that, every treatment plan has a point (the reference point) to which 100 % of the dose (that is, the
prescription dose) is designated to. Then ICRU recommends a range of dose heterogeneity within the PTV of -5 and plus
+7 % of that prescription dose. Regarding the era of conformal radiotherapy using blocks or MLC to limit relatively large,
flattened fields, and applied to PTVs which do not necessarily enclose macroscopic tumour (e.g. in the postoperative
setting) this restriction seems reasonable. (However, in the case of intensity modulated treatment planning (IMRT) the
application of these principles is somewhat relaxed). Stereotactic treatment, on the other hand, started historically from
other assumptions. The aim was to create necrosis in small tumours within the cranium by using large single doses
(sometimes called radiosurgery), therefore dose homogeneity (or, maximum dose within the target) was often not of
primary concern. A dose prescription referring to 50 % or even less is common to Gamma Knife users, for example. In
extracranial stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) the case is somewhat mixed: sometimes single dose treatments are
used for small lesions with a rationale similar to cranial radiosurgery, but most of the treatment is applied to relatively
large tumours (large compared to small intracranial lesions) using hypofractionation. The prescription method is mixed
accordingly: in the CyberKnife community, for example, the prescription varies between the 65 to 80 % isodose line
encompassing the PTV (100 % being the dose maximum). The reasons for a specific choice, however, are not always
obvious.
Therefore, we investigated the dose gradient in various planning situations. We started with straightforward situations
such as single fields and a model used for calculation of fixed field arc treatment dose distributions [2]. These findings we
compared with dose distributions of patient plans.
Materials and methods: We compared the gradient at beam edge of several types of single beams, namely open fields
of different size of a Truebeam linac (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA), both flattened and flattening filter
free, and of a CyberKnife (Accuray, Sunnyvale, CA, USA; fixed circular collimators). The profiles were measured in a
water phantom with a diode as detector.
With the CyberKnife fields as an input we calculated dose profiles for isotropic convergent beam irradiation according to

Dose( R )  2   d sin   OAF R sin  

(1)
)

gradient in the case of multiple fields (a rotational field, in this case). [2] The calculation was done with Mathematica v. 7
(Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL, USA). Additionally, we also calculated so-called isocentric plans with Multiplan (v.
4.6; Accuray, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) for the CyberKnife. The patient plans were calculated either with Multiplan
(CyberKnife) or with Eclipse v. 10 (Truebeam). All relative dose values refer to 100 % at dose maximum.
Results: Some of the results are summarized in Fig. 2. Not surprisingly, a single field shows the steepest gradient,
though unflattened beams perform somewhat worse. The CyberKnife beams, which are also without flattening filter, are
somewhat better off: the gradient ranges from 22 to 17 % for collimator diameter from 10 to 60 whereas the gradient
peaks at 52 to 40 % of dose.
For the so-called isocentric plans (one isocenter, one collimator) the same holds: as larger the collimator used, as gentler
the gradient, from 18 %/mm for the 10 mm collimator to 13 %/mm for the 30 mm collimator (Maximum again at 52 to 40 %
of dose).
In the case of patient plans the observed gradients are generally much smaller, being in the range of 10 %/mm in the high
gradient region of a CyberKnife plan (see fig. 1 and 2) and even lower for conventional IMRT plans (ca. 5 %/mm for the
example of a prostate plan, see fig. 2). The maximum gradient as can be seen from fig. 2 is located at about 90 % for the
prostate plan and at 65 % for the vertebral lesion treated at the CyberKnife. (Since the plan was originally planned with 80
% prescription isodose one would in retrospect assume the 65 % as a better choice.)
Conclusions: Recent treatment techniques make a dose prescription to a certain point questionable. The isodose
distribution achieved with inverse planning optimization algorithms is in general quite inhomogenous and volume statistics
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seem more adequate to describe dose distributions for these cases. This leads to the concept of prescribing to the
isodose line which encompasses the PTV (comp. fig. 1). For stereotactical treatment using small collimators (or fields) a
low isodose around 65 % leads to a steep dose gradient, whereas for larger collimators a higher isodose can be more
appropriate, especially for conventional IMRT-fields.
References
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Fig. 1: CyberKnife treatment: vertebral metastasis with steep dose gradient, Collimators used: 10 and 15 mm. Isodoseline steps are 5
% (starting with 45 % up to 85 %; yellow: 80 % prescription isodose). Red bar: position of the dose gradient (comp. Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2: Various gradients: CyberKnife treatment plan (blue; comp. Fig. 1), conventional linac VMAT plan (pink), 10x10 cm² measured
reference field (6 MV) profile (green), and measured 10x10 cm² FFF-field (6 MV). The symbols represent data points, the lines are
merely guides to the eye.
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Introduction: Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common cardiac arrhythmia in humans and is usually treated with
minimally-invasive catheter ablation techniques. Radiosurgery has recently been proposed for alternative non-invasive AF
treatment and dose escalation studies in animals demonstrated the need for 30Gy single fraction doses. We now
analyzed human treatment planning for two radiosurgery systems including their not yet clinically implemented nonionizing non-invasive real-time tracking capability for cardiac radiosurgery.
Materials and methods: Initially we investigated published literature and current AF ablation resp. radiosurgery practice
on lesion definition and target motion and dosimetric critical structure limitations for hypothetical cardiac radiosurgery. W e
then obtained 3 human CT datasets of AF patients scheduled for catheter ablation and investigated treatment planning
for robotic radiosurgery with transthoracic ultrasound (US) tracking and for linac-based radiosurgery with magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) tracking. For US tracking we simulated the influence on fewer beam entry possibilities of the
robotic radiosurgery system due to the US-probe position on the patient’s chest. For MRI tracking we simulated the
influence of a 1T magnetic field during beam delivery using the Geant4 Monte Carlo algorithm.
Results: Our experience suggests that the optimal radiosurgery lesion for paroxysmal AF is located circumferentially at
the pulmonary vein (PV) antrum where a human generally has four PVs; two on each side of the left atrium. The observed
target motion ranged between 5-20mm (respiratory) and 1-5mm (cardiac). The PVs appear to move differently with
respect to each other. Differential motion of more than 10mm was observed in some cases. The limiting factor for cardiac
radiosurgery is the esophagus which is closer than 3mm to the target area in more than 50% of the patient population and
which has an estimated maximum dose limit of 19-22Gy (versus 30Gy prescription dose). Initial planning studies
demonstrated that safety margins smaller than 3mm are needed to maintain the critical structure dose limits in the optimal
patient population (with the esophagus located centrally at the left atrium). Thus real-time target tracking is necessary
(regardless of the delivery system). The plan quality influence of US-probe position (beam entry blocking) is small (Fig.1)
and the magnetic field has also little impact on the dose distribution during linac-based radiosurgery (Fig.2).
Conclusion: Our results suggest that cardiac radiosurgery for AF is technically feasible. However, the patient population
for this treatment is small. Accuracy estimation and clinical implementation of US- and MRI tracking are under
investigation.
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Fig. 1: Robotic radiosurgery treatment plan with and without ultrasound tracking

Fig. 2: Linac-based treatment plan with 10 IMRT fields
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Introduction: Hallmarks of Stereotactic Radiosurgery (SRS) include the accurate, conformal delivery of high dose
radiation to tumors while minimizing normal structure doses via steep dose gradients. Inverse treatment planning (ITP)
with computerized optimization algorithms is now routine practice, yet many aspects of the ITP remain user-dependent.
We performed an international, multi-institutional ITP bench mark trial to study variability in ITP and to seek consensus on
preferable ITP practice for robotic radiosurgery with the CyberKnife (Accuray Inc., Sunnyvale, CA).
Materials and methods: For this study, a single, complex-shaped, previously irradiated spinal tumor was chosen (Fig.1)
with a conservative SRS dose of 21Gy in 3 fractions and primary ITP constraints for spinal cord (D14 < 1cc, D18 < 0.1cc)
and planning target volume (PTV coverage > 95 %). ITP was performed by 10 CyberKnife centers on a single dedicated
and remotely accessible ITP system (MultiPlan Version 4.5, Accuray Inc.). The resulting treatment plans were analyzed
with ARTIVIEW (Version 2.8, AQUILAB, Lille, France) and ranked on a scale from 1 (excellent) to 4 (poor) in 5 different
categories (constraint compliance, optimization goals, low dose regions, treatment planning complexity, and clinical
acceptability) by a blinded, independent review panel. Finally we compared the reviewer ranking against a mathematical
ranking based on computed plan indexes.
Results: The resulting treatment plans varied substantially in coverage (91.4-96.3 %), conformity (1.3-2.1 CI), monitor
units (29500-74280 MU), homogeneity (1.19-1.44 HI) and critical structures doses (e.g. spine max dose 17.1-20.8 Gy)
among the participating CyberKnife centers. The reviewers’ ranking assessment also varied substantially with 8/10
treatment plans rated excellent (rank = 1) in at least one category by at least one reviewer. The mean overall rank for
each treatment plan ranged from 1.2 to 4.0 (avg. 2.6) with standard deviations of 0-1.05 (avg. 0.72). The overall rankings
revealed that a plan with a balanced trade-off among all planning objectives (which was generated using a simple ITP
method) was preferred by most participants and reviewers. The reviewer ranking agreed well with the mathematical index
ranking in 7/10 plans (Fig.2).
Conclusion: This multi-institutional study illustrates the different ITP approaches and treatment preferences for spinal
robotic radiosurgery. The results demonstrate that ITP systems need to be capable of exploring trade-offs among
planning objectives to avoid unbalanced results. The participants’ and reviewers’ agreement on the preferable treatment
plan and ITP techniques indicate that bench marking and consensus guidelines could improve the consistency of
treatment planning.
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Fig. 1: Treatment Planning Bench Mark Case

Fig. 2: Reviewer Ranking versus Mathematical Index Ranking
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Related questions: Proton Therapy offers very high conformity of the dose distribution with the tumour volume, because
of the finite penetration depth. The primary benefit of Proton Therapy is an expected decrease in complications due to
reduced irradiation of healthy tissue. However, high-accuracy dose delivery is essential to realize the potential advantage
of protons over X-rays. We are developing an absolute primary measurement standard for dosimetry of scanned proton
beams. This standard should reach the same level of uncertainty (less than 1 %) as the current primary standard for
60
photons, which is based on Co, and should allow a direct comparison with the primary standard for X-rays.
Material and procedure: Experiments were performed at the AGOR superconducting cyclotron at KVI-CART that can
deliver various beams: protons (energy ≤ 190 MeV) and light ions until carbon (energy ≤ 90 MeV/A) in air and vacuum. In
the case of protons, irradiation fields of up to 70 mm can be produced. With 150 MeV protons a homogeneity of ± 2 %
(70 mm diameter field) is routinely achieved. Proton pencil beams with a FWHM of 7 mm at 150 MeV have been
obtained. The facility is routinely used for proton therapy related experiments, radiobiology, dosimetry and radiation
damage studies.
The dose to water is directly measured by calorimetry (temperature increase) in a water phantom at 4°C. The magnitude
of the temperature signal is about 0.24 mK/Gy. Because of the small signals thermal shielding is necessary. The
temperature sensors are encapsulated into glass probes which are placed in a glass cell (App. A) containing ultra-pure
water. Major systematic effects occur due to radiation induced chemical reactions in the water and heat transfer occurring
on the high gradients of the dose distribution. The systematic effects due to heat transfer within the calorimeter have been
studied using 4D finite elements simulations. LET-dependent reaction rates have been used to calculate the contribution
of all relevant radiation induced chemical reactions. Water mixtures with some amount of dissolved Hydrogen and
Oxygen gas have been used to experimentally validate the radiation chemistry calculations.
Result: Correction factors for heat transfer in the water have been obtained for different irradiation conditions. The
contribution of the chemical reactions to the temperature increase (heat defect) has been calculated for various initial
conditions and irradiation regimes. Comparison of experiments (App. B) with radiation chemistry modeling indicate that
the model correctly predicts the sequence of reactions that takes place. On the basis of this agreement we conclude that
the model prediction that dissolving a significant amount of hydrogen stabilizes the chemistry is credible.
Summary: Water calorimetry is an established method for absolute X-ray dosimetry. However, its application for proton
beams relies upon the possibility to quantitatively calculate and verify the corrections needed to compensate the effects of
heat transfer and radiation chemistry. These correction factors are very sensitive to the dose gradients, the scanning and
irradiation sequence, dose rate and LET. Special water preparation techniques and pre-irradiation sequences are
required to achieve the overall steady state needed to perform reliable measurements.

Fig. 1: Glass cell with ultra-pure water thermistors.
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Fig. 2: Comparison of radiation chemistry modeling and experiment showing the effect of added Oxygen with a surplus Hydrogen.
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Measuring depth profiles with multi-layer ionization chambers in proton therapy
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Aim: Quality assurance and commissioning in proton therapy centers require accurate and efficient acquisition of dose
profiles. This can be solved in beam direction by multi-layer ionization chambers (MLIC). We present our measurement
and simulation results for two MLIC devices: the small-electrode MLIC measures percent depth dose under broad field
conditions mimicking a point-by-point measurement with an advanced Markus chamber in water. A prototype MLIC with
large electrode acquires integral depth profiles similar to a Bragg Peak Chamber in a scanning water phantom. The
current work evaluates the similarity of MLIC acquisitions to the respective profiles in water.
Materials and methods: Pristine depth profiles have been acquired with both MLIC devices. Profiles obtained with the
small-electrode MLIC have been compared with point-by-point acquisitions with an advanced Markus chamber in a water
phantom. The acquisitions with the large-electrode MLIC have been compared with the results of large plane-parallel
chambers in water with 4.1 cm radius and 6.0 cm radius, respectively. For interpretation of the results we modelled these
experiments with the FLUKA Monte-Carlo code. Spread-out Bragg Peaks have been measured with the small-electrode
MLIC and are overlayed with the respective measurements in water.
Results: The energy dependence of proton interactions in the MLIC material components lead to small distortions of the
dose reading which can be corrected for by uniformity calibration at start of a measurement series. A linear function can
be used to transform between MLIC channels and
depth in water. These calibrations are sufficient for clinical quality assurance. The user of the investigated commercial
MLIC devices has to take care of small distortions in the dose domain if the acquired depth profiles are used as input data
for a treatment planning system. The large-electrode MLIC offers the possibilities of a fast quality assurance and a simple
probe for water equivalent thickness. Acquisitions with this device are equivalent to scans with a large integrating
chamber with 6.0 cm radius in water, which in turn lacks about 2% geometrical efficiency with respect to a 10.0 cm radius
chamber.

Fig. 1:Percent depth dose acquired with large-

-index)
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Fig. 2: SOBP measurements and calculations
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amorphous silicon flat panel detector
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Introduction: Regarding the complexity of dose distributions produced by active rasterscanning each dose distribution
has to be verified prior to patient treatment. At the Heidelberger Ionenstrahl Therapie-Zentrum (HIT) patient specific dose
verification is currently performed using ionization chambers [1]. Due to the limited spatial resolution (~ 14 mm) of this
system, the present study investigates a high resolution (~ 0.2 mm) flat panel detector to supplement these dose
measurements.
Materials and methods: A method is presented to convert the detector signal into fluence maps after suitable calibration.
Martišíková et al. have already presented a usability study of fluence verification using a flat panel detector (RID 256L,
Perkin Elmer, Germany) [2]. In contrast to this study, in the present investigation the fluence measurements were realized
using patient relevant accelerator settings. Additionally, the newest state of the art flat panel detector (XRD 0822 without
scintillator, Perkin Elmer, Germany) was investigated with respect to signal quality and mandatory image corrections.
After each measurement, the generated fluence maps are checked against expected fluence maps calculated from the
respective beam parameters.
Results: A specific protocol to process flat panel raw data was established. It contains necessary offset, gain and bad
pixel corrections. Furthermore, to quantify the agreement between the measured and calculated fluence maps a gammaindex criterion (5 % dose deviation and 1 mm distance to agreement) was used: Averaged over all energies for each
field, the gamma-index criterion was met in more than 97 % of the pixel values for protons and more than 91 % for carbon
ions in all investigated patient plans.
Conclusion: Based on two-dimensional high resolution fluence measurements in the dose plateau area of the depth
dose distribution it is now possible to provide enhanced and supplementary information to conventional dose
measurements prior to patient treatment. The corrected and calibrated detector signal shows promising results compared
to the calculated data. However, before using this protocol in clinical routine, further studies, especially towards irradiation
damage of the detector, have to be performed. So far, within this work no further bad pixels have been detected.
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Perturbation corrections for parallel plate chamber in clinical electron beams – a
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Introduction: International dosimetry protocols [1,2] request well-guarded parallel plate ion chambers for electron
dosimetry. For the Markus chamber, which has a vanishingly small guard-ring a perturbation factor pcav based on
experimental investigations by Van der Plaetsen et al [3] is reported. Aim of this study is a reinvestigation of the
perturbation factor pcav of the Markus parallel plate chamber applying Monte Carlo simulations.
Materials and methods: Based on the experimental setup used by Van der Plaetsen et al. [3] Monte Carlo simulations
with the EGSnrc code system [4] were performed to determine the perturbation correction p cav for the Markus chamber.
For that purpose, four models of parallel plate chambers (Roos, Markus, NACP, Adv. Markus) were modelled in detail
according to the information given by the manufacturer (PTW, Freiburg, Germany), and the dose ratio Ddet/DMarkus was
calculated for all chambers and for 13 different electron spectra (E 0 = 6 – 21 MeV), respectively. For all simulations the
chambers were positioned with their reference point at the depths zmax and zref in a water phantom with a volume of
2
30x30x30 cm³. The beam size at the phantom surface was 10x10 cm , and the source surface distance (SSD) was
100 cm. For all simulations the threshold/cut-off energies of electrons and photons in the EGSnrc user_code
egs_chamber [5] were set to AE=ECUT=521keV and AP=PCUT=10keV, all other transport parameters were set to their
defaults. To avoid the calculation of the stopping power ratios, all chambers were filled with “low density water” [6], i.e.
water with the density of air and a density correction of normal water.
Results: The calculated dose ratio Ddet/DMarkus (Ddet: DRoos, DNACP, DAdv.Markus) as a function of the mean electron energy
Emean(z) at depth z is quite similar for all three chambers and shows the same trend as published by Van der Plaetsen.
But, in comparison to Van der Plaetsen’s experimental values our Monte Carlo data reveal smaller deviations from unity
(see fig. 1 and 2). This is true for both depths investigated here (zmax and zref). According to all dosimetry protocols the
ratio for the NACP chamber DNACP/DMarkus is interpreted as the fluence perturbation correction pcav for the Markus
chamber. Values below unity are commonly interpreted as the dose contribution due to the “in-scattering effect” present in
the guard-less Markus chamber.
The total perturbation correction p for all chambers, calculated as the dose ratio Dw/Ddet is also given in figures 1 and 2.
The simulations show that compared to all well-guarded chambers (Roos, NACP, Advanced Markus) the guard-less
Markus chamber reveal the smallest total perturbation correction p at both investigated depths and moreover, p is almost
energy independent.
Conclusion: Our Monte Carlo simulations in principle reproduce the experimental data published by van der Plaetsen.
These data are presently interpreted as the fluence perturbation correction pcav of the Markus chamber, which has to be
accounted for in electron reference dosimetry. According to the mentioned dosimetry protocols, pcav is the only
perturbation correction which has to be considered for the Markus chamber, for the well guarded chambers (Roos, NACP,
Advanced Markus) the relevant perturbation corrections pcav, pwall are both assumed to be unity. Considering the
calculated doses ratios Dw/DMarkus, i.e the total perturbation correction p, the presented Monte Carlo results are obviously
in contradiction to the recommendations given in all dosimetry protocols.
The simulations show that, in contrast to the assumptions, the impact of the flucene perturbation factor p cav is lower for
the guard ring less Markus chamber than a well-guarded parallel plate chambers.
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Fig. 1: Total perturbation correction p=Dw/Ddet (left) and dose ratio Ddet/DMarkus (right) as a function of the mean electron energy at water
depth z for four different parallel plate chambers. For all electron energies the chambers were positioned with their reference point at
the depth of the dose maximum zmax.

Fig. 2: Total perturbation correction p=Dw/Ddet (left) and dose ratio Ddet/DMarkus (right) as a function of the beam quality specifier R 50 for
four different parallel plate chambers. For all electron energies the chambers were positioned with their reference point at the reference
depth zref in water.
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Purpose: In current dosimetry protocols ([1], [2]) parallel-plate ionization chambers are mainly recommended for dose
measurements in electron beams. However, due to their construction, parallel-plate chambers may also be advantageous
for precise measurements of depth dose curves in high energy photon beams. Currently the information about
perturbation corrections of parallel-plate chambers in high energy photon beams given in literature is sparsely. Therefore,
the aim of the present study is the Monte Carlo based determination of relevant perturbation factors for parallel-plate
chambers which are used in clinical photon dosimetry.
Methods: The perturbation factors pwall, pcav and the total perturbation correction p of four parallel-plate chamber types
(Roos, Markus, Advanced Markus, NACP-02) were calculated by using the EGSnrc Monte Carlo code system [3]. The
chambers have been modelled in detail according to the information given by the manufacturer. To avoid the calculation
of the necessary stopping power ratios for the materials water and air, the cavities of all chambers were filled with „low
density water“ [4]. All calculations were performed with the EGSnrc user code egs_chamber [5]. The perturbation
corrections were calculated according to the following equations:

(1)
(2)
(3)
Herein Dw describes the dose to water determined in a small water voxel with dimensions r = 0.2 cm, h = 0.02 cm
positioned at a depth of 10 cm within a water phantom, D chamber is the dose calculated in the active volume of the
chamber and Dcav is the dose inside the cavity of the wall-less chamber. According to the recommendations of all present
dosimetry protocols regarding reference dosimetry, the chamber’s reference point (centre of the gas filled cavity’s
entrance window) was positioned at a depth of 10 cm in a water phantom (30x30x30 cm³). The field size at the phantom
2
surface was 10x10 cm and the source-to-surface distance (SSD) was 100 cm. Different high energy photon spectra from
clinical linear accelerators available in literature [6] were applied. The calculations have been performed with the
egs_chamber code including photon cross section enhancement (XCSE) and intermediate phase-space storage (IPSS)
[5]. The beam quality specifier TPR20/10 was calculated using a water voxel (r = 0.05 cm, h = 0.05 cm) positioned at a
depth of 10 cm and 20 cm in the water phantom, with a SSD of 90 cm and 80 cm respectively.
Results: Figure 1 shows the calculated perturbation factors p, pwall and pcav for the different chambers as a function of the
beam quality specifier TPR20/10. As can be seen, the total perturbation correction p for the Roos, Markus and Advanced
Markus chamber is almost independent on beam quality and its value p=1.02 is within the statistical uncertainty of our
calculations identical for these chambers. In contrast, the perturbation correction p for the NACP chamber reveals a small
decrease with increasing TPR20/10. For small photon energies (small values of TPR 20/10) the perturbation factor p for the
NACP chamber is about 1 % larger in comparison to the other parallel plate chambers. This is obviously due to the larger
wall perturbation correction of this chamber (see fig. 2). This behavior may eventually be explained by the larger
backscatter deficiency due to the massive graphite back-wall present in the NACP chamber. This will be investigated in
further simulations.
In 2006 Buckley and Rogers [7] already published Monte Carlo based data for the wall perturbation correction concerning
the Roos, Markus and NACP chamber (see fig. 2). Except for the NACP chamber both data sets are in good agreement.
For the NACP chamber there are deviations up to 0.4 % especially for small photon energies. This may be explained by
small differences in chamber geometry used for the Monte Carlo simulations [8, 9].
Conclusion: To our knowledge, this is the first study presenting the perturbation corrections of plane parallel chambers in
high energy photon beams. The results show, that for the widely used Roos, Markus and Advanced Markus chamber the
total perturbation corrections are in good approximation independent on the beam quality specifier TPR 20,10, and the
numerical values for these chambers are identical ( p= 1.02) within the statistical uncertainty of our simulations.
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The corresponding data for the NACP chamber reveal a small dependency on the photon energy and the total
perturbation correction is about 0.5 – 1 % larger in comparison to the other chambers investigated in this study.
This may be due to the chamber’s massive rear wall made of graphite, which results in a larger backscatter deficiency in
comparison to the other chambers.
To provide the beam quality correction k Q, necessary to perform reference dosimetry in high energy photon fields also
60
with parallel plate chambers, in a further step, corresponding data in a Co field will be calculated.

Fig. 1: Perturbation corrections p, pwall and pcav for the Roos , Markus , Advanced Markus and the NACP chamber as a function of the
beam quality specifier TPR20/10. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainty of the Monte Carlo results (
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Fig. 2: Comparison between the perturbation correction pwall achieved in this work and published by Buckley and Rogers [7]. The error
bars represent the statistical uncertainty of the Monte Carlo results
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The development of technology for the delivery of radiotherapy has been paralleled in recent years by a greatly-improved
understanding of the biology of radiotherapy itself. Clinical prognostic factors like tumor stage, size, type and location
have long played a role in determining applied treatment parameters like total dose, dose per day (fractionation) and
overall treatment time. In recent years radiobiologists have now begun to understand how tumor radiosensitivity is
affected by the complex regulatory network of molecular processes in tumor cells and the microenvironment of the tumor
tissue. However, an active translation of these insights into the clinics is still missing. Furthermore several additional
significant technological advancements could be implemented during the last decade of radiotherapy to achieve its
present level of effectiveness. The therapeutic end results of these developments are Intensity Modulated Radiation
Therapy (IMRT), Image Guided Radiotherapy (IGRT), Stereotactic Body Radiotherapy (SBRT), including high-dose rate
irradiation. However, these technological achievements have again outpaced radiation biology and at the same have
opened relevant novel areas for radiation biology-oriented research. Radiation biology is challenged by these new
technological advancements which not only allow very precise targeting of a specified tumor site but also allows
irradiation with single high doses up to 30Gy/fraction. For example, preclinical research will have to analyse in depth
whether high dose irradiation induces a similar treatment response on the molecular, cellular and tumor physiological
level - relative to a classic fractionated radiotherapy regime - or whether a “New Radiation Biology” will have to be
defined.
Likewise, molecular radiobiological research has only started to enter the field of hadron therapy. For example, the rapid
introduction of proton therapy worldwide contrasts with the scarcity of radiobiologic evidence to support the expansion of
new clinical indications. A generic RBE value of 1.1 has been defined for high energy, low LET proton radiotherapy - even
though we are well aware that the RBE can vary significantly depending on the tissue, cell line or end point investigated.
With the increasing numbers of proton therapy centers, in-depth studies are now required to understand the differential
response to the two types of IR on the molecular and cellular levels, also taking the genetic background of the irradiated
cells into consideration. Future studies will have to investigate whether the differential response patterns to proton versus
photon irradiation can be translated into biology-based rationales to choose between proton- and photon-based
radiotherapy.
Radiotherapy can be looked at as one of the most personalized medicine with each patient receiving an individualized
treatment but based on the most sophisticated delineation of the 3D tumor volume for each individual patient. We slowly
begin to understand the tumor response to IR on the molecular, cellular, tumor physiological and normal tissue level.
However, we can only minimally link the treatment response to radiotherapy to the individual genetic make-up of a tumor.
As radiation biologist we are also challenged to make substantial contributions in the future towards a personalized
radiotherapy based on biology-based strategies.
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Purpose/objective(s): The 10 % higher efficacy of proton- versus photon-irradiation (IR) is already implemented in the
clinics. But little is known about the radiobiology of this RBE. We previously investigated this higher efficacy of proton-IR
in genetically-defined chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO) cells. Surprisingly homologous recombination (HR)-deficient
cells were significantly more sensitive to proton IR when compared to the wild type cells, whereas non-homologous end
joining (NHEJ)-deficient cells did not show any significant differences in response to these two types of IR. These results
have now been investigated on the molecular level in these CHO cells and in human cancer cells deficient in specific
proteins of HR.
Materials and methods: Experiments were performed with an HR-proficient and -deficient CHO cell line pair, NHEJdeficient CHO cells and the corresponding genetically reconstituted wild-type cells, a human ovarian tumor cell pair
(BRCA2-deficient and wildtype, respectively) and the mammary carcinoma MDA-MB-436 (BRCA1-deficient) and MDAMB-231 (BRCA1-wildtype) cells.
Results: In contrast to NHEJ-deficient cells, HR-defective Irs1sf cells and CHO-wildtype cells, depleted of Rad51,
showed an increased RBE10 in comparison to their corresponding wildtype cells (RBE10 of 1.44 and 1.52 vs 1.33,
respectively). This difference in the RBE could be reversed when cells were irradiated in plateau phase (RBE10:
AA8=1.29; Irs1sf=1.27), indicating a critical role of HR. Likewise, human BRCA2-deficient cells were markedly
hypersensitive towards proton irradiation. Furthermore, transient inhibition of ATM in MDA-MB-231 cells by the potent
ATM-inhibitor KU60019 significantly sensitized them to proton- vs photon irradiation. Quantification of residual
chromosomal aberrations in wildtype and HR-deficient cells revealed a slightly enhanced total amount of chromosomal
aberrations in the HR-deficient cells in response to both types of IR. Proton-irradiation resulted in more fragments but also
more complex chromosomal aberrations, especially in the HR-deficient cells, with a shift from chromosome- to more
chromatide-type aberrations in HR-deficient cells.
Conclusions: Our data demonstrate an enhanced susceptibility of HR-deficient cells to proton-irradiation. The enhanced
RBE is not due to an increased amount of induced DNA DSBs, but might be linked to the slower repair kinetics in HRdefective cells due to a differential quality of DNA damage induced by proton- versus photon-irradiation. This might
become relevant for clinical stratification of patients carrying mutations in the DNA damage response pathways.
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100 A computer model to simulate the radiation response of hypoxic tumors
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Background: Hypoxic tumors are known to be highly resistant against radiation. To integrate information on tumor
oxygenation into treatment planning, the radiation response of hypoxic tumors has to be predicted. For this, a simulation
model was developed, which describes the main biological aspects of spatial-temporal development of hypoxic tumors
under radiation treatment [1].
Materials and methods: The simulation model consists of two sub-models: the Tissue Oxygenation Model, TOM [2], and
the Tumor Response Model, TRM [1]. The TOM simulates the oxygen distribution for a reference volume based on an
assumed vascular architecture and a vascular fraction by solving the diffusion-reaction equation for oxygen under
stationary conditions. With this model, oxygen histograms are precalculated for different settings of the vascular fraction
and the number of viable tumor cells. The TRM simulates the radiation response of the tumor including the following six
radiobiological processes: (i) proliferation of tumor cells, (ii) hypoxia-induced angiogenesis, (iii) Cell exchange between
voxels leading to tumor growth, (iv) radiation response based on the linear quadratic model extended by the oxygen
enhancement ratio, (v) resorption of dead cells, and (vi) Cell exchange between voxels leading to tumor shrinkage. Step
(ii) and (iv) depend on the oxygen distribution and are considered by evaluating the oxygen histograms calculated with
the TOM. Prior to the simulation of the tumor response, the initial status of the tumor has to be characterized by
specifying the tumor and normal tissue contours, the number of tumor cells and vascular fraction per voxel as well as the
radiation response parameters. In addition, dose and fractionation parameters from treatment planning are taken into
account.
Result: The simulation model describes the spatio-temporal development of hypoxic tumors under radiation treatment
and for each voxel, it provides the number of viable and dead cells as well as the vascular and hypoxic fractions, from
which the oxygen distribution may be obtained. Tests in a number of cases showed that the model describes the most
important feature of the radiation response. The model includes three mechanisms of reoxygenation of which tumor
shrinkage appears to be most important. Simulating dose response curves for a squamous cell carcinoma for different
vascular fractions (7.2 vs 3.6 %) revealed a clinically significant shift of the dose response curve of 17.4 Gy.
Conclusion: The developed voxel-based multi-scale model simulates the spatio-temporal development of hypoxic
tumors. On a microscopic scale it describes the oxygen distribution, which is incorporated on a voxel-scale to determine
the radiation response. On a macroscopic scale morphometric parameters such as tumor size, shape as well as the
presence of hypoxic regions may be assessed. The model allows studying the relative importance of different
radiobiological effects, and in the future, it might also be used in treatment planning to improve the estimation of the
response of clinical tumors. Clearly, the validity of the predictions depends on the correctness of the implemented
radiobiological mechanisms as well as on reliable values for the input parameters. Both have to be validated in future
studies using preclinical [3] as well as clinical data on tumor response. As the model is voxel-based, it offers the chance
to characterize the initial status of the tumor prior to irradiation by morphological and functional imaging.
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101 In vivo dose response to laser driven electron beams
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Purpose: The novel technology of particle acceleration by ultra-high intensity lasers promises the realization of compact
and economic proton and ion accelerators for cancer therapy that can be integrated in already existing clinics. In
comparison to conventional accelerators used in clinical routine, the new acceleration technology based on high intensity
lasers leads to ultra-short beam pulses with ultra-high pulse dose rate. Prior potential clinical application possible
biological consequences of the particular beam properties have to be investigated. Within the German joint research
project “onCOOPtics” we already performed extensive in vitro dose response studies with laser driven electron [1] and
proton [2] beams as a first translational step. We now report on the first experiments comparing laser and conventional
accelerated particle beams in vivo.
Materials and methods: A mouse tumor model suitable for the available, still low energy (up to ~ 20 MeV) of laser
accelerated protons [3] was established for human squamous cell carcinoma FaDu. Cells grown in cell culture were
suspended in PBS (phosphate buffered saline) and injected subcutaneously onto the right ear of NMRI nude mice.
Subsequently a tumor development to a size of ~ 2.5 mm was awaited. This model was applied using laser accelerated
electrons, since laser driven particle acceleration and homogenous dose delivery to the tumor is easier to achieve with
electrons than with protons. Radiobiological experiments with laser accelerated electrons likewise provide information
about the biological consequences of ultra-short pulsed beams. The in vitro established irradiation technology which
included real time and absolute dose determination [4] was further enhanced for the 3D tumor irradiation in terms of beam
transport, beam monitoring, dose delivery, and dosimetry in order to apply a prescribed dose to each tumor. A system for
precise tumor positioning and position verification at the irradiation site was realized [5]. Human FaDu tumors were
irradiated at the 30 Terawatt Titanium:Sapphire laser system JeTi operated at Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena. Laser
pulses of 700 mJ energy and 28 fs duration were focused into a hydrogen gas jet with a frequency of up to 1 Hz
accelerating electrons to energies of up to a few 10 MeV. Prescribed doses of 3 Gy and 6 Gy were delivered with mean
dose rates of ≥ 1 Gy/min by applying electron pulses of ~35 mGy mean dose per pulse [6]. Control animals were 0 Gy
mock irradiated. Reference electron irradiation was performed with the same setup and dosimetry system at a
conventional therapy LINAC. The radiation induced tumor growth delay was determined.
Results and conclusion: Dose response curves have been obtained for the direct comparison of ultra-short pulsed laser
accelerated and conventional continuous electron beams. This world wide first full scale animal study with laser
accelerated particles demonstrates the reliability and stability of all implemented components and methods. Moreover, no
significant difference in biological effectiveness of the two electron beam modalities was observed. The realization of in
vivo studies with laser driven proton beams is now under preparation.
This work was supported by BMBF, grant nos. 03ZIK445 and 03Z1N511.
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102 Variance-based Sensitivity Analysis to Quantify the Impact of Biological Model
Uncertainties in Carbon Ion Therapy
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Introduction: In carbon ion therapy, treatment planning and evaluation are frequently based on biological models to
estimate the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) or the equivalent dose in 2 Gy fractions (EQD2). Within the framework
of the linear-quadratic model, these quantities are functions of the radiosensitivity parameters for the reference x-ray
radiation (x, x) and the ion (or particle) radiation (p, p) as well as the physical dose dp. Biological models, for example
the Repair-Misrepair-Fixation (RMF) [1] model or the Local Effect Model (LEM) [2], can be used to extrapolate the
biological effect of x-rays to the biological effect of ions. The used radiosensitivity parameters are not directly measurable
and subject to large (relative) uncertainties of up to 20-40 % or even more. Therefore it is necessary to estimate the
resulting uncertainties in e.g. RBE or EQD2 caused by the uncertainties of the biological (input) parameters and the
biological models.
Materials and methods: The presented sensitivity analysis (SA) approach was implemented in a research treatment
planning system which allows biological optimization for three dimensional patient geometries for carbon ion therapy. The
mechanism-based RMF model is used for the biological modeling of the different biological effects of carbon ions as well
as their fragments. We employ the variance-based sensitivity analysis approach as described in [3] as “Factor
Priorization” to access uncertainties in RBE(x,x,p,p,dp) and EQD2(x,x,p,p,dp). In this Monte Carlo SA approach a
4
6
function is evaluated n = 10 to 10 times. For each of those runs all input parameters are changed simultaneously, using
random numbers according to their associated uncertainties. Variance-based statistic formalisms then rank the input
parameter/uncertainty pairs according to their impact on the result of the function (quantification of the impact of the
uncertainties). The presented analysis accounts for uncertainties in x, x, p, p, dp as well as the used biological model.
Results: Assigning normal distributions with a relative standard deviation of 10 % to the input parameters already results
in great deviations in RBE and EQD2. The used variance-based SA approach, with the performed quantification, enables
the generation of three dimensional, voxel-based sensitivity maps. They illustrate the impact of variations in the input
parameter on calculated RBE or EQD2 values and hence treatment plan evaluation. Different treatment scenarios,
uncertainties and patient cases are evaluated.
Conclusion: Even small variations in the input parameters result in significant uncertainties of RBE and EQD2 in carbon
ion therapy. The presented SA is able to rank the influence of different input parameter uncertainties on the output
variation. This allows conclusions about the importance of uncertainties of different input parameters. The implementation
in a three dimensional treatment planning system allows the examination of sensitivity values with respect to
dependencies on treatment depth and geometry. The presented SA offers the potential for a comprehensive uncertainty
analysis, needed in carbon ion therapy treatment planning and evaluation.
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by DFG grant WI 3745/1-1, DFG cluster of excellence: Munich-Centre for
Advanced Photonics and a fellowship from the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD).
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103 Biological optimization for carbon ion therapy planning based on the Equivalent Uniform
Dose (EUD)
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Introduction: Biological treatment plan optimization based on the concept of equivalent uniform dose (EUD) has
successfully been applied to IMRT treatment plan optimization [1]. Due to variations of the relative biological effectiveness
(RBE) in carbon ion therapy, the biological impact of the irradiation has inevitably to be taken into account making it very
attractive to relate also the optimization to a biologically meaningful end point. To facilitate EUD-based optimization for
carbon ion therapy, we implement two different EUD concepts that are applicable to ion therapy and use them as a basis
for biological optimization.
Materials and methods: In addition to the classical EUD concept, which calculates a generalized mean over the RBEweighted absorbed dose, we propose an equivalent uniform effect (EUE) to simplify the optimization process of carbon
therapy plans. The EUE is defined as the biologically equivalent uniform effect yielding the same probability of injury as
the inhomogeneous effect distribution under consideration. Its mathematical formulation is implied by a generalized mean
over the distribution of the biological effect (E = αD + βD², with α and β the linear quadratic model parameters) in the
respective organ. For both EUD concepts, objective functions were implemented into the research treatment planning
system CERR in a flexible way allowing for each structure to choose between biological effect constraints per voxel and
EUD objectives. To analyze the impact of the underlying mathematical objective function on the optimization results apart
from the influence due to EUD- or voxel-based optimization, all objective functions were available as quadratic or logistic
implementation.
For a head-and-neck patient treatment plans yielding a uniform RBE-weighted dose distribution in the target were
calculated for multiple combinations of objective functions for the organs at risk (OARs). All plans were evaluated
regarding dosimetric and biological criteria as the final EUD (based on RBE x dose) and the corresponding normal tissue
complication probabilities (NTCP) for the OARs. The impact of the underlying biological parameter for the EUD calculation
on the optimization was tested by a systematic variation and the deviations in the resulting EUD values were related to
the voxel-based optimization outcome.
Results: In agreement with the results from EUD-based IMRT treatment plan optimization, EUD-based optimization for
carbon ion therapy resulted in a slightly better sparing of the OARs in terms of EUD compared to a simple voxel-based
optimization approach. This conclusion was independent of the underlying EUD-concept and mathematical
implementation of the objective function. Depending on the architecture of the organ under study, i.e. its degree of
parallelism or serialism, the gain in OAR sparing is pronounced differently with respect to logistic or quadratic objective
functions on a voxel basis. Regarding the biological outcome, it was more intuitive to handle EUD-based objective
function terms, since voxel-based approaches are rather try-and-error processes. Especially in the case of very
inhomogeneous dose distributions in OARs, where it was difficult to meet the voxel-based effect constraints, the
optimization could easily be steered in the desired direction by applying EUD constraints.
It could be shown, that an EUE-based objective function holds the capability of yielding the same treatment plan as RBEweighted EUD-based optimization. This approach may thus be favorable for future EUD-based optimization for radiation
therapy treatment planning for different irradiation modalities.
Conclusion: Our investigation proposes that EUE-based optimization for carbon ion therapy is a useful tool to optimize
more specific in the sense of biological outcome. However, due to steeper dose gradients for carbon ion irradiation
compared to IMRT, the gain in normal tissue sparing by EUD-based optimization is less pronounced as for EUD-based
IMRT optimization and is strongly correlated to the used biological parameters.
Acknowledgements: Supported by DFG grant WI 3745/1-1 and DFG cluster of excellence: Munich-Centre for Advanced
Photonics.
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Introduction: The repair of radiation-induced lesions is based on the interaction of repair-proteins and DNA. The impact
of ionizing radiation is not limited to the DNA. Protein-related radiation damages may alter the cellular repair capability in
general. The different repair pathways may have specific sensitivities to radiation-induced damages, related to stability of
proteins, complexity and redundancy in the signaling pathway and the spatial distribution of energy deposition. The last
point may be from special interest regarding the differences found between photons and protons by Grosse et al. [1]. To
model the aspect of protein-DNA interaction and the impact of radiation-induced damages of the repair system, the MultiHit-Repair- (MHR-) model [2] can be used. This model covers a large variety of radio-biological observations such as
linear-quadratic-linear behavior for large doses per fraction [3], apoptotic vs. non-apoptotic cell death [4] and dose rate
dependencies as well [5]. With a similar approach, also low-dose hypersensitivity can be reproduced [6]. For sensitivity
tests and identification of parameters (possibly) related to homologous recombination, a fit of the experimental data of
Grosse et al. [1] was carried out.
Materials and methods: The MHR- model is based on a chain of cell populations which are characterized by the number
( i ) of radiation induced damages (hits). Cells can shift downward along the chain by collecting hits and upward by a
repair process. The corresponding equations describing the rates of change of the cell populations ( N = population size
of the cells in the mitotic cycle; Li = size of population with i hits) is given by [2]:

dN
  RN  cr e  m  L1
dt
dL1
  RN   R  cr e  m  ce   L1  cr e  m  L2
dt
dLi
  RLi 1   R  cr e  m  ce   Li  cr e  m  Li 1
dt
Here, R is the dose rate (the cell killing term  RN or  RLi represents a Poissonian process,  is a radiation sensitivity
coefficient describing the baseline in the case of no enhanced repair: We assumed here, that HR (homologous
log S   D
c
recombination)-deficient cells determine the baseline defined by
and the repair constant r is zero (no
“enhanced” repair; only limited repair included in the parameter  ). A separated baseline (value of  ) for protons and
 m

photons was chosen. The repair process is governed by a repair probability ( cr e ) which depends upon a state variable
 (transient dose equivalent) used for a simplistic description of the impact of radiation onto repair proteins. It is assumed
that this transient dose equivalent increases linearly with the dose rate R and will fade away by a fist order repair
process:

d  / dt  R   (for more details, see [2]). In addition to repair or collection of further hits, damaged cells can be

eliminated (elimination rate ce Li ). For fitting the experimental data, an evolutionary optimization algorithm has been
applied [2].
Results: The values of the parameter  are computed from the survival data of the HR -deficient CHO cells which
exhibit a linear logarithmic cell survival. The resulting values are given in Tab. 1. We compared the other parameter
values with previously evaluated values by fitting different experimental data sets gained from different cell lines [2].
-1
There, a value of 1.45 h was found for  . We evaluated this value by performing parameter optimization runs with and
without fixed values for  (Tab. 1). With a fixed value, the optimization algorithm found only for the photon data (dose rate
R = 60 Gy/h) a converging set of parameters. For proton data (dose rate R = 4 Gy / s = 14400 Gy/h), no convergence
was found with fixed  although the fitted curves matched the data within the error bars. However, allowing  to be
adjusted by the evolutionary process yielded estimates for all parameters. The parameter m turned out to be more or
less identical for all settings. The parameter cr and ce seem to be correlated – this behavior is in agreement with
previously found results by fitting other cell lines [2].
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Discussion and conclusion: The model is able to fit the data well. But based on the number of parameters and the
available data, it is problematic to select a parameter set as the “right one”. One reason is the fact that we measure the
number of surviving cells in the limit of long times after irradiation. Mathematically, this implies that all constants with units
not containing a time can be determined in an absolute manner, whereas parameters with units containing times are only
fixed up to a constant that represents the time scale. The strength of the MHR model is the fitting of dose rate dependent
cell survival: Therefore, clonogenic survival experiments with varying dose rates are needed to assess the parameter
-1
values more appropriately. Beside this aspect, the value of m is remarkably stable between 0.15-0.16 Gy for all fits. This
-1
is in agreement with the findings using other cell lines for fitting, where a possible range of 0.03-0.5 Gy has been
identified for this parameter. Furthermore, our stable findings for m are well in accordance with the mathematical fact
-1
that the unit of m is Gy and therefore, since it contains no time unit, should be determined down to a single value. The
choice of a separate baseline for protons and photons (value of  ) implies that the basic repair (possibly due to NHEJrepair) is not equal for protons and photons. Another interpretation could be an additional dose rate dependency since the
protons are irradiated at a remarkably higher dose rate. However, the term cr e m in the model seems to cover the effect
of homologous recombination in an appropriate manner.

Fig. 1: Fit of surviving fraction S in case of protons

Fig. 2: Fit of surviving fraction S in case of photons

Proton

Proton with fixed

Photon

Photon with fixed

0.923

0.923

0.682

0.682

-1

12.58

Not conv.

4.245

2.522

ce / h

-1

5.15

Not conv.

2.081

1.234

m / Gy-1

0.155

Not conv.

0.150

0.153

 / h-1

0.960

1.45

2.320

1.45

 / Gy-1
cr / h





Tab. 1: Parameter values for the different cell lines found by fitting the experimental data by the MHR model. The italic numbers were
fixed (predefined) values and therefore not gained by evolutionary optimization.
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Introduction: Imaging methods have been used in the treatment room for a long period of time. The aim was to get
detailed information on the patient anatomy in treatment position right before or during treatment. During the last years
several systems have been developed, where imaging modalities are directly connected or integrated into radiation
delivering systems. If so we talk about hybrid systems. Those systems are used to improve treatment accuracy both
interfractional and intrafractional.
What do we intend to achieve? Applying IGRT using hybrid systems will provide a variety of information depending on
the system and method used. Main interest could be to improve the positioning of the patient and logically consistent
reduce margins of the planning target volume (PTV). Furthermore it may be of interest to image changes in tumor size
and shape as well as changes in organs at risk. Systems can provide information on intrafractional motion of the target
that can be applied for gating or tracking. All those information can be used to adapt plan and dose to the patient.
Imaging modalities of hybrid systems in IGRT: Ceiling and floor mounted systems in most cases use X-ray tubes and
digital flatpanel detectors. Gantry-mounted systems on conventional C-arm linear accelerators come up with both kV- and
MV cone beam CTs. Therefore either X-ray tubes or the therapy beam, sometimes with reduced energy, are used.
Gantries designed as a tomotherapy system provide fan beam CTs with the therapy beam of reduced energy. Data is
acquired with a detector ring similar to conventional CT. Newest developments try to integrate magnetic resonance
imaging into radiation delivering systems. All imaging modalities used in radiotherapy with photons mentioned above are
theoretically thinkable for protons and ions.
Choice of image guidance modality depending on clinical objective: Using hybrid systems for patient repositioning is
possible for all technologies mentioned above. Additional dose delivered to the patient by using IGRT devices has to be
taken into account and needs to be discussed with respect to patient age and presence of organs at risk in the imaging
area. To gain information on tumor growth or shrinkage during the course of therapy or adapting beam delivery with
respect to soft tissue borders, image quality plays an important role. In order to eliminate additional dose by using
radiation for imaging and improving image quality especially for soft tissue situation, hybrid systems based on MR
imaging are being developed.
Conclusion: The introduction of in-room digital imaging provides new opportunities to further improve treatment accuracy
and precision. At the same time, it presents new challenges for its efficient and effective implementation. Each IGRT
method has its strengths and limitations. The user needs to match the clinical objective with the appropriate technology.
Bounds of validity for each method have to be evaluated carefully and must be taken into account before application.
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106 Introductory lecture: Details on technical and clinical implementation of image guidance
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A tremendous amount of different technology is available for image guidance during therapy. The approaches can be
either grouped as kV or MV imaging modalities as well as 2D or 3D imaging, CBCT vs. FBCT imaging or due to the way
they are installed: Rail-track mounted, Ceiling-floor mounted or gantry mounted systems. Based on one clinical
experience the necessary steps for the clinical implementation for two examples, kV CBCT imaging and stereoscopic
imaging, are highlighted. From the physics point of view the implementation covers different parts. First the technical
implementation (like the commissioning and acceptance), the development of a regular quality assurance procedure and
secondly the setup of clinical protocols including image parameter optimization or imaging frequency optimization
combined with setup correction protocols.
During the technical implementation the physicist should assure the mechanical and geometric precision and accuracy,
as well as image quality verification, workflow and documentation. Parameters reported during acceptance like kV/MV
isocenter concordance, imaging dose, spatial resolution or image contrast serve as baseline values for the further
periodic QA programs. The needs for a clinical implementation are highly depending on the intention of an IGRT protocol.
IGRT should support mainly stereotactic treatments where geometrical miss can have serious consequences as well as
IMRT/VMAT or whenever margin reduction is aimed for. Stereotactic treatments should always be accompanied by
imaging prior and in some cases also during or after the fraction. For highly conformal normal fractionated treatments (like
IMRT/VMAT) the margin is determined by the IGRT and setup correction protocol. A margin reduction concept is
demonstrated for VMAT prostate treatments using fiducial markers and stereoscopic imaging. Of importance is also the
additional dose for IGRT together with its impact on dose to the patient and hence on imaging frequency of respective
IGRT protocols. Finally some comments on additional equipment like a robotic couch or the communication with the TPS
or the treatment machine and archiving are given.
All together IGRT has become part of the success of radiotherapy and is therefore a nice example of how technology
development is supporting a better therapeutic ratio if implemented properly.
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107 Dose Contribution of different imaging systems for frequently image guided radiotherapy
(IGRT) protocols – 3D-dose-calculations with the treatment planning system and
measurements in a phantom
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Introduction: The daily use of IGRT systems like kilovoltage Cone Beam Computer Tomography (kV-CBCT) or
Megavoltage Computer Tomography (MVCT, Tomotherapy) is essential for modern treatment planning strategies. The
modern radiotherapy high precision treatment techniques like Intensity modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT) and Tomotherapy
makes it necessary to verify the patient position very accurate immediately before the treatment. The goal is to target the
high dose very exactly to the tumor and to reduce the damage of normal tissue close to the Tumor. Furthermore there is
the possibility to observe anatomical changes during treatment. However the additional dose contribution has to be
considered for the daily use.
Material and procedure: Measurements of the depth dose curves and the profiles as well as the absolute dose of the
image beams for the Elekta Synergy kV-CBCT system and the Tomotherapy HiArt system were performed. For both
3
datasets basic models were created and commissioned for our Pinnacle treatment planning system (Version 9.6). The
modeled and the measured depth dose curves and the profiles show a quite good agreement (Fig. 1 and 2). The models
were checked by measurements in a solid state phantom (Octavius, PTW). For these measurements we used an ion
chamber array (PTW729) as well as single ion chambers in different positions. The models were used to calculate the
dose distributions and dose volume histograms (DVH) of the imaging systems in a real CT-Dataset of a patient with
prostate cancer. For the CBCT an optimized in-house protocol with lower dose (weighted CTDI: 5 mGy) was applied
instead of the Elekta standard protocol (weighted CDTI: 20 mGy). For the Tomotherapy MVCT we used the normal mode
(slice thickness 4mm). The data were compared with the dose contribution of former IGRT protocols: Orthogonal
Megavoltage (MV) isocenter control fields and double exposure used with conventional box techniques on an amorphous
silicon based electronic detector (EPID).
Result: The basic dose calculations models of the CBCT and the MVCT show a sufficiently good agreement to the
measurements. They are not suitable for high precision dose calculation but they could be used for an estimation of the
dose contributions of the IGRT systems. The DVH calculation of different organs like rectum, bladder, femoral head and
the whole body indicates, that a weakly double exposure with EPID yields the highest cumulative dose contribution for the
whole series over 7 weeks (3 to 5 Monitor Units (MU) for the opened fields). For the prostate itself, that means 160cGy
more as can bee seen in the DVH (Fig. 3). With weekly orthogonal isocenter fields (3 MU per field) the additional dose
can be reduced to 40 cGy (Fig. 3). The lowest additional dose contribution can be achieved with kV-CBCT with our inhouse protocol. The daily use of kV-CBCT yields 27 cGy mean dose more in the prostate for the whole series of 35
fractions (Fig. 4). The daily use of MVCT (Tomotherapy) produces an additional mean dose in the prostate of 43 cGy
(Fig. 4), that is comparable to weekly isocenter checks with orthogonal fields (Fig. 5, 6). The other organs like rectum
(Fig.5, 6)., bladder, femoral head are affected in a similar way.
Summary: The main purpose in modern radiotherapy is the concentration of the high dose area to the target and to avoid
high dose exposure of the normal tissue and the organs at risk close to the targets. The weekly IGRT protocols with EPID
images are insufficient, because for 80 % of the whole series, there is the risk of misalignments. A more frequently use is
very critical because of the additional dose contribution. Moreover the EPID images are not suitable to account for
anatomical changes during the treatment series. IGRT protocols which can be used daily are mandatory, especially when
modern treatment techniques like IMRT or Tomotherapy are applied. It could be shown, that the kV-CBCT of Elekta and
the MVCT of Tomotherapy have considerably low dose contributions. They can be used daily to align the patient with high
precision.

Fig. 1: Measured and calculated Depth Dose curve for the CBCT
dose calculation model

Fig. 2: Measured and calculated Inplane Profile for the CBCT
dose calculation model
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Fig. 3: Cumulative DVH for the prostate with weekly double exposure (solid) and weekly orthogonal isocenter fields

Fig. 4: Cumulative DVH for the prostate with daily CBCT (solid) and daily MVCT
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Fig. 5: Cumulative DVH for the rectum with weekly double exposure (solid) and weekly orthogonal isocenter fields

Fig. 6: Cumulative DVH for the rectum with daily CBCT (solid) and daily MVCT
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108 System Integrity Quality Assurance for Image Guided Patient Position with 3D
Ultrasound in External Beam Radiotherapy (EBRT)
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Related questions: 3D ultrasound (US) provides a radiation-free method for soft tissue detection and positioning and
allows online intermodality image registration at treatment planning CT. As for all high precision patient positioning
systems geometric performance parameters such as robustness of isocenter placement/alignment accuracy play a major
role. As part of the quality assurance (QA) program, an end to end test is an ideal tool to check the overall system
accuracy and integrity. In this study, system integrity quality assurance with an end to end test based on a phantom study
was performed for the 3D ultrasound system Clarity (Elekta, Canada) for image guided radiotherapy to check if the
system meets common criteria and requirements.
Material and procedure: The Clarity system consists of 3D ultrasound devices in both the CT-Simulator (Clarity-Sim)
and treatment rooms (Clarity-Guide). To quantify the accuracy of the implicit registration between CT and US image and
also positioning and tracking of Clarity system, the Clarity QA phantom was scanned in CT and US at the same position
in CT-simulator room. Two different probes were used: transabdominal ultrasound (TAUS) and transperineal ultrasound
(TPUS) probe. TPUS is a motorized probe positioned (robotic solution) at the patient’s perineum that can track the
prostate and surrounding anatomy during treatment. Two positions of the phantom were used for TPUS, the vertical and
the horizontal position. CT and US datasets were implicitly registered in the Clarity workstation. The differences in
registration were analyzed for left-right (LT/RT), anterior-posterior (ANT/POST), and inferior-superior (INF/SUP)
directions. The reference positions for positioning and tracking were defined in the Clarity workstation. Several
positions/shifts of the phantom were acquired using Clarity-Guide. The differences in positioning and tracking were
analyzed for LT/RT, ANT/POST, and INF/SUP directions.
Result: The geometric positioning tolerance for Clarity-Sim and Clarity-Guide is 1 mm according to the manufacturer’s
specifications. The results showed that all phantom and probe combinations met this criterion. The mean results and
standard deviations for the positioning errors are shown in table 1.

Probe
and
Clarity
phantom position

LT/RT (mm)

ANT/POST (mm)

INF/SUP (mm)

TAUS – vertical

Clarity-Sim

0.2 + 0.3

0.2 + 0.3

0.2 + 0.4

TPUS – vertical

Clarity-Sim

0.2 + 0.3

0.1 + 0.2

0.4 + 0.5

TPUS – horizontal

Clarity-Sim

0.4 + 0.5

0.3 + 0.5

0.6 + 0.4

TAUS – vertical

Clarity-Guide

0.1 + 0.1

0.2 + 0.2

0.2 + 0.1

TPUS – vertical

Clarity-Guide

0.4 + 0.3

0.2 + 0.1

0.3 + 0.3

TPUS – horizontal

Clarity-Guide

0.2 + 0.2

0.3 + 0.2

0.3 + 0.1

TPUS – horizontal

Clarity-Guide
tracking

0.3 + 0.2

0.2 + 0.1

0.1 + 0.1

Tab. 1. The accuracy of Clarity system
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Summary: The system tests based on the standard QA phantom showed that the overall geometric accuracy of the
Clarity 3D ultrasound system fulfilled the requirements and were inside the acceptance criteria. From a technical point of
view the system seems to be a suitable alternative method for precise image guided patient positioning without additional
imaging dose.
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Fig. 1: US to CT image registration shifted of vertical phantom scanned by TAUS
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Fig. 2: US to CT image registration shifted of vertical phantom scanned by TPUS
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Fig. 3: US to CT image registration shifted of horizontal phantom scanned by TPUS
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Fig. 4: Positioning errors of vertical phantom scanned by TAUS in treatment room
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Fig. 5: Positioning errors of vertical phantom scanned by TPUS in treatment room
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Fig. 6: Positioning errors of horizontal phantom scanned by TPUS in treatment room
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Fig. 7: Tracking position errors of horizontal phantom scanned by TPUS in treatment room

Fig. 7: Vertical phantom with TAUS

Fig. 8: Vertical phantom with TPUS

Fig. 9: Horizontal phantom with
TPUS
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109 Implementation of the workflow for an MR-guidance study
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Objective: Several groups worldwide have started to pursue the realisation of magnetic resonance image-guided radiation
therapy (MRgRT). Its potential arises from the excellent soft-tissue contrast of MR imaging and its lack of ionising radiation
combined with the possibility to perform time-resolved examinations and monitor physiology. Dedicated devices have been
designed that integrate MRI with linear accelerators [1,2,3] or cobalt sources (ViewRay Inc., USA) while other approaches use
a trolley (shuttle) from the MR-scanner to the linear accelerator [4] or a mobile magnet solution [5], aiming to learn more from
and adapt the treatment to daily variations in morphology and physiology of both the tumour and surrounding healthy tissues.
Recently, we have launched a clinical study to evaluate the safety and clinical feasibility of daily shuttle-based MRgRT,
compare it with our standard kV-CBCT-guided workflow, analyse suitable MR sequences, evaluate support and
immobilization devices, acquire daily diffusion-weighted images to find indications of physiological modifications connected to
tumour response, acquire perfusion images of cancerous tissues under therapy and assess the possibilities of using MRguidance for adaptive radiation therapy [6]. Moreover, methods of automated image registration and evaluation are being
investigated. First experiences from the implementation of the clinical workflow are presented in this contribution.
Materials and methods: Both the treatment planning CT as well as the daily fraction CBCTs are supplemented with 1.5T MR
images (all Siemens Healthcare, Germany) in treatment position. The patients are immobilised by means of a vacuum
mattress that is fixed to a PMMA frame connected to a Zephyr MR Patient Transport Stretcher (Diacor, USA). The PMMA
frame is equipped with an “A”-shaped hose filled with contrast agent visible both in CT and MR images that is located
posterior to the patient. Fig. 1 displays the frame and its T2 image in the coronal plane. A second, anterior frame is fit over the
patient, containing another “A”-shaped hose to which PinPoint® markers (Beekley Medical, USA) are added to evaluate the
feasibility of automated image registration between CT and MR images based on these different structures. Additionally,
PinPoint® markers are placed on defined points on the patient skin, such that uncertainties of patient re-positioning based on
the marks on the external frame as well as on the skin marks can be assessed. MR sequences selected for the first patients
having pelvic tumours, are T2-SPACE and a diffusion weighted sequence, and a built-in 3D distortion correction algorithm is
applied.
Results: At the time of abstract submission, four patients with tumours of the pelvis have successfully been treated within the
study. The additional MR scans prior to the CBCT and subsequent radiation treatment were well tolerated by the patients.
Using the T2-SPACE sequence, imaging voxel sizes of (1mm)³ were achieved within around 6 minutes of imaging time for the
entire 3D data set. Due to the superior soft tissue contrast of the T2 images, changes could be observed that are not properly
visible in the CBCT images as shown in fig. 2, where the organ delineation of the planning CT image is propagated to the
registered CBCT and T2 images of different treatment sessions. Also the diffusion weighted images show variations over the
course of treatment. A prototype for automated detection of the PinPoint® markers has further been developed and is ready
for evaluation with the patient data. Images from testing the prototype on phantom data are displayed in fig. 3.
Summary: The workflow for a study on the potential of magnetic resonance image-guided radiation therapy has been
successfully implemented in our institute. The first images acquired within the study are promising that our protocol involving
daily MR imaging will reveal valuable additional information to our standard CBCT-guided protocol. Thorough evaluation will
be performed in the coming months, encompassing the quantification of uncertainties associated with immobilisation,
transport and image registration as well as from residual MR image distortions. In addition, tools will be developed and
evaluated for reliable image registration and contour propagation, and both the workflow and its individual components will be
further optimised.

Fig. 1: PMMA frame used in immobilisation and for image registration (left) and its T2 image (right).
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Fig. 2: CBCT (top) and MR T2 (bottom) images of treatment sessions 6, 11 and 16 (from left to right), where the contours are
propagated from the treatment planning CT.

Fig. 3: Phantom registration based on the detection of PinPoint® markers.
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110 Proton Radiography as a Tool for Imaging in Proton Radiotherapy
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Related questions: In radiotherapy with proton beams high conformity of the dose distribution with the tumor volume can
be achieved because protons deposit most of the dose at the end of their trajectory. Due to this high conformity the dose
deposited in healthy tissue can be up to a factor of 2 to 5 lower than in conventional X-ray radiotherapy [1]. The quality of
the treatment with protons critically depends on accurate predictions of the proton stopping powers of the traversed
tissues. Nowadays, proton treatment planning is based on stopping power information derived from X-ray Computed
Tomography (CT) images. The conversion of HU values from the CT to proton stopping powers has systematic
uncertainties in the calculated proton range in a patient of approximately 3-4 % and even up to 10 % in regions containing
bone [1-7]. The inaccuracies may in certain cases lead to no dose at all in parts of the tumor or a very high dose in
Organ-At-Risks (OAR) and other normal tissues [2, 8]. A direct measurement of the proton stopping power by
transmission radiography of high-energy protons will make it possible to reduce these uncertainties significantly and will
thereby improve the quality of dose delivery, which is expected to have a positive impact on treatment outcome (higher
tumor control, less serious complications).
Materials and methods: Several studies theoretically showed that the best way to obtain a sufficiently accurate
radiography image is by tracking individual protons traversing the phantom (patient) [2, 7]. In our studies we take benefit
of the novel gas-filled time projection chamber (GridPix), being developed at the National Institute for Subatomic Physics
(Nikhef) in The Netherlands, to track a single proton entering and exiting the phantom. For current studies the dimension
3
of the prototype detector is 3x3x1.4 cm , which will be later enlarged to a size required in clinics. A BaF2 calorimeter has
been used to measure the proton residual energy. To obtain transmission radiographs, different phantom geometries and
2
materials have been irradiated with a 3x3 cm scattered proton beam with the energy of 150 MeV, produced by the
AGOR cyclotron facility of the University of Groningen. The experiment was simulated using the Geant4-based simulation
package TOPAS [9]. Exploiting the multiple Coulomb scattering, energy straggling and the initial energy of a proton beam
can affect the radiography image quality in terms of contrast and spatial resolution both the energy and scattering angle
radiographs have been studied.
Result: First results for both energy and scattering angle radiographs, for different geometries and materials, show a
good agreement between simulated (App. 2.a) and experimental (App. 2.b) energy radiographs, as presented in the
example for the trapezoid brass wedge phantom with a polycarbonate (PC) cylindrical inserts (App. 2.d). Exploiting the
multiple Coulomb scattering that affect the position resolution of the proton traversing the tissue, a simulated scattering
angle radiograph has been also analyzed. It also represents well the shape of the phantom (App. 2.c). The sharp edge of
the phantom and the transition between the brass and PC material are clearly seen in both types of radiograph.
Summary: We conclude that the first results of the simulated and experimental energy radiographs, where single protons
are detected before and after the phantom, are in a good agreement. The first approach to obtain a scattering angle
radiograph has been done as well and it is being further developed. The analysis merging both types of radiograph is
ongoing to finally obtain the accurate values of stopping powers, which are critical in proton therapy treatment. More
complex geometries will be studied in the future.
GridPix
1

GridPix
2

BaF2

Bea
m
Phanto
m

Fig. 1: The experimental set-up of proton radiography experiment. Two position detectors (GridPix1 and GridPix2) together with the
calorimeter (BaF2) are shown. The phantom is placed between the position detectors.
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Fig. 2: Simulated (a) and experimental (b) energy radiographs and scattering angle radiograph (c) from the brass trapezoid phantom
with polycarbonate (PC) cylinder insert in the middle (d).
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111 TOF-PET scanner configurations for quality assurance in proton therapy: patient case
studies
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Related questions: To evaluate the clinical benefit of positron emission tomography (PET) for in-vivo dose delivery
verification in proton therapy (see e.g. [1] for an overview of this subject), we simulated patient irradiation plans and
subsequent PET imaging in order to compare in-situ with in-room time-of-flight (TOF) PET.
Material and procedure: Geant4-based [2] Monte-Carlo simulations of the treatment plan of typical patient cases were
performed to obtain the distribution maps of the production of the 7 most relevant PET isotopes. Radioactive decay during
irradiation is taken into account; biological washout is not. GATE [3] is used to simulate PET imaging, with coincidence
resolving time (CRT) and limited angular coverage (in case of the in-situ partial-ring scanner) applied to the GATE output
data.
Both in-room and in-situ scanner geometries and scan protocols were investigated. The in-room scanner is modeled after
a state-of-the-art full-ring PET scanner. Two in-situ scanner geometries were considered: a partial-ring scanner that is,
apart from the limited angular coverage, identical to the in-room scanner, and a flat-panel dual-head scanner placed close
3
to the patient. Identical PET block detectors containing 4x4x22 mm LSO crystals and the same axial length (18 cm) were
considered for all scanners. A scan duration of 120 s is considered in all cases. For the in-situ options, scans start with
zero delay after the end of the irradiation; for the in-room option, delays of 30 and 60 s are considered.
The quality of the PET images is quantified by means of the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) between the PET
image and the PET isotope decay activity distribution; it is a measure of the fidelity of an image with respect to the activity
distribution that is imaged.
Result: For the typical head-and-neck case investigated, the maximum number of detected coincidences, 3.36 million for
a Spread-Out-Bragg-Peak physical dose of 0.46 Gy in one posterior treatment beam, is obtained for the full-ring in-situ
clinical scanner (note that this is not a practical geometry due to the need for proton-beam access to the patient). The flatpanel dual-head scanner detects only 23 % less coincidences, a number comparable to that of a full-ring in-room scanner
with a delay after irradiation of about 45 s. An in-situ clinical scanner needs an angular coverage of about 3/4 to acquire
the same number of coincidences as the dual-head scanner. For a CRT of 150 ps, a value close to what has recently
been obtained with laboratory detector setups [4], similar image quality is obtained in all cases (App. 1).
The PCC vs. CRT (App. 2) is quite constant for the full-ring scanner. For the other, limited-angle, configurations, a better
CRT improves the fidelity of the images, more so for the flat-panel dual-head configuration as it has a smaller angular
coverage (1/2) than the 2/3 partial-ring scanner. For a CRT of 150 ps, all situations yield the same image fidelity. This
results from the fact that time-of-flight information mitigates limited-angle imaging artifacts.
Summary: We conclude that, for a typical head-and-neck case, both an in-situ flat-panel dual-head and an in-room fullring clinical TOF-PET scanner deliver comparable image quality: they detect a comparable number of coincidences and
state-of-the-art TOF capability can eliminate the limited-angle image artifacts of the dual-head scanner. The in-situ dualhead configuration has the advantage of minimizing the effect of biological washout. Given that its detector area is just
1/6th that of a full-ring clinical scanner, it is an economic solution as well. The original treatment plan was also simulated
for patients with artificially introduced anatomical changes. The ability to see the effect of the anatomical changes at the
distal edge of the irradiation in the TOF-PET images and its relation to scanner geometry, scanning protocol and scanner
timing resolution is under investigation. An identical study of other patient cases is in progress.
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Fig. 1: Sagittal slice through the PET images for different PET scanner geometries/scan protocols for a coincidence resolving time
(CRT) of 150 ps. On the left in each image, the outline of the back of the neck is seen. The dark area in the right upper par t of the
images corresponds to the oral cavity. The dual-head image is somewhat cut on the left and bottom due to the limited field-of-view of
the scanner.

Fig. 2: Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) between PET image and PET isotope decay activity distribution as function of PET
scanner coincidence resolving time for different PET scanner geometries/scan protocols.
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The comparison of dose calculation algorithms is one of the main tasks of medical physicists in radiotherapy. These
comparisons mainly concern the resulting dose distributions but also include quantities like efficiency. The development
of advanced delivery techniques such as intensity modulated radiotherapy or volumetric modulated arc therapy leads not
only to more complex dose distributions but also to an increased complexity of the dose comparisons. Additionally, the
dose distributions are compared in more than one domain, e.g. the dose domain and the spatial domain. These demands
and the use of an increasing number of points to be compared led to numerous metrics. Apart from dose difference and
distance to agreement, the gamma index is a very common quantity used for comparing dose distributions, especially for
the verification of the complex delivery techniques in radiotherapy.
However, the handling of the gamma index is not trivial. Although it is expected that in dose comparisons a certain
fraction of points will typically fail some test criteria, the result of the gamma analysis depends critically on the settings of
the parameters for the evaluation. Among others these parameters include the normalization of the dose distribution, the
spatial resolution, the analyzed volume of interest and the software implementation. In this introductory lecture some
basic approaches used for the comparison of dose calculation algorithms will be provided. Especially some limitations of
the gamma index will be presented in order to demonstrate the importance that its settings are carefully applied.
In general, for these comparisons the metrics and the settings of its parameters should be selected such that the purpose
of what should be tested can be achieved.
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113 Evaluation and implementation of the Acuros XB dose calculation algorithm for clinical
radiation therapy treatment planning
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Introduction: In modern external radiation therapy treatment planning, the dose distribution in a patient is calculated
based on a three-dimensional CT scan. The Acuros XB dose calculation algorithm is a new algorithm, which is based on
the solution of the linear Boltzmann transport equation and has recently been implemented in the Eclipse treatment
planning system (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA).
Materials and methods: The algorithm was configured by adjusting the physical parameters, which model the radiation
source. The accuracy of the algorithm was evaluated by comparing dose calculations to dosimetric measurements and
well-established algorithms. The measurements were performed with ionization chambers and radiochromic films in
heterogeneous phantoms upon exposure to 6 MeV photon radiation. The dosimetric impact of using the Acuros XB
algorithm for treatment planning in clinical cases was assessed by calculating dose distributions on datasets of real
patients and comparison to two established superposition/convolution algorithms (AAA, CCCS).
Results: The dose calculations of Acuros XB in inhomogeneous phantoms were in very good agreement with the
measurements. The performance of Acuros XB was equal or better compared to the established AAA algorithm in the
same treatment planning system. Especially after air gaps Acuros XB had better agreement than AAA, which
overestimated the dose. However, the Acuros XB algorithm showed tendencies to underestimate the dose in some
material environments, e.g. in bone tissue. The results of the dosimetric study on clinical cases suggest that the mean
dose calculated by Acuros XB in the target volume and the surrounding organs of head and neck tumor patients is 1-3 %
lower compared to the two established algorithms. The dose conformity to the target volume in lung tumor patients did not
show any significant change when recalculated by Acuros XB.
Discussion: The investigations in this study showed that the Acuros XB algorithm is able to calculate dose distribution
with high accuracy in the presence of heterogeneous media, even near interfaces of materials with high density
differences. If Acuros XB is used for treatment planning, more dose will be delivered to the tumor assuming that the
prescribed dose remains the same. Whether this change would have clinical impact, is subject to further research.
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114 Comparison of Intensity-Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) vs. Volume Modulated Arc
Therapy (VMAT) Treatment techniques for Breast Cancer: a planning, dosimetric and
statistical study
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Introduction: The purpose of this study is to compare VMAT (RapidArc) plans for Breast cancer patients with intensitymodulated radiotherapy (IMRT) using dosimetric and statistical analysis.
Materials and methods: Simultaneous integrated boost (SIB)-IMRT and SIB-VMAT treatment plans were created for 40
patients (group1) with prescribed dose for PTV1 (boost) as 66 Gy in 33 fractions (2 Gy/fraction) and for PTV2 as 56 Gy in
33 fractions (1.69 Gy/fraction). The treatment plans without boost were created for 40 patients (group2) with prescribed
dose 50 Gy in 25 fractions (2 Gy/fraction).Treatment plans were normalized to higher dose PTVs receiving 100 % mean
dose. The dosimetric parameters such as conformity index (CI), homogeneity index (HI), uniformity index (UI), dose
distributions to the planning target volumes (PTVs) and organs at risk (OARs), normal tissue complication probabilities
(NTCPs), tumor control probabilities (TCPs), and secondary tumor mortalities were recorded and analyzed for plan quality
evaluation.
Result: For the patient group1, with the use of IMRT technique there were improvements in CI, HI, UI, TCP (%) for the
PTV, and NTCP (%) for total lung (ipsilateral+contralateral) when compared to VMAT. On average, the V 20Gy (volume
receiving more than 20 Gy) of total lung was 16.2 2.9 % for IMRT and 17.5 4.3
% for VMAT technique. The mortality due to secondary malignancy in normal tissue also showed higher values with
VMAT when compared to IMRT. In contrast, for the patient group2 with the use of VMAT, CI, HI, TCP (%) for the PTV and
NTCP (%) for total lung (ipsilateral+contralateral) showed improvements. While, the UI decreased, when compared to
IMRT. On average, the V20Gy (volume receiving more than 20 Gy) of total lung was 14.4
5.4 % for IMRT and 12.6
2.5% for VMAT technique. The mortality due to secondary malignancy was more with IMRT when compared to VMAT.
3D-dose distributions showed that the contralateral breast is receiving more doses with VMAT than with IMRT for both
groups. However, the NTCP (%) for other surrounding organs did not show significant differences with both treatment
techniques for both patient groups, except for lungs.
Summary: IMRT for breast cancer treatment may be suitable in the case of SIB with 66 Gy as prescribed dose, in
comparison to VMAT, which can increase the TCP (%) and reduce NTCP (%); while, VMAT is feasible in the case of 50
Gy as prescribed dose without boost, which can reduce the treatment time and can improve the treatment outcome.
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Introduction: The Siemens mARC technique [1,2] has recently been introduced as an analogue to volume modulated arc
therapy (VMAT, [3,4]), but with a somewhat different philosophy and technical implementation. In contrast to continuous
mode delivery as achieved by VMAT, the mARC beam is switched on only around the optimization points while the MLC
remains static and the gantry moves along an arclet of a few degrees, the maximum width of which is determined by the
user (“burst mode” [10]). At the end of the arclet, the beam is turned off while the MLC and gantry move to the next
configuration. Depending on the monitor units to be irradiated in each arclet, the Artiste firmware automatically adjusts
gantry speed, dose rate, and arclet length (within the defined upper limit) to provide an optimum between speed and
accuracy.
The mARC upgrade was installed at the Department of Radiation Oncology of the Saarland University Medical Center at
the end of 2012. After extensive dosimetric testing and plan evaluation, the technique was applied to clinical practice and
has been in use since then. The aim of this work is to present the commissioning and validation of the system, and
examples of the clinical applications. To our knowledge, this is the first presentation of patient treatment with this
technique.
Materials and methods: Treatment planning at our institution is usually performed in the Philips Pinnacle TPS; however,
at installation, only the Prowess Panther TPS v5.1 provided mARC planning. We therefore followed two approaches: a)
commissioning of Prowess Panther, b) development of an algorithm to convert Pinnacle IMRT plans into mARC [5].
Dosimetric verification was made in two steps: firstly, the accuracy of mARC dose delivery was assessed by comparison
with step-and-shoot plans. Secondly, the agreement of the TPS calculated dose with the delivered dose was verified by
measurements of the 3D dose distribution by PTW Octavius 729 2D-Array with rotation unit.
We present the first 12 patients treated with mARC at our institution, providing a heterogeneous collective including
different tumour entities and planning methods.
Results: For symmetrical target volumes (e.g., brain metastases, prostate), a single arc with optimization points spaced
every 10° or 12° yields conformal plans with short treatment times. In more complicated cases, the spacing of the
optimization points needed to be decreased or hybrid fields were added, which interrupt the arc to deliver several
segments from one gantry angle (similar to step-and-shoot). Very complex target volumes such as in the head-and-neck
region require more than one arc to achieve a good dose distribution, resulting in treatment times comparable to IMRT.
For mARC treatment, we could create highly conformal dose distributions of comparable or better quality than our
alternative IMRT or 3DCRT backup plans, and a reduction in monitor units as compared with IMRT treatment. The
treatment time ranges between 2 and 5 minutes for a single arc (depending on the choice of 6 MV or FFF 7 MV energy
and the inclusion of hybrid fields), similar to the observations from a retrospective study [6].
Plan verification measurements of the 3D dose distribution were carried out for each patient before treatment using the
3D gamma index. For all single arcs tested at our institution, over 95 % of the points passed the 3D-gamma criteria of 3 %
local dose deviation and 3 mm to agreement (above 20 % maximum dose).
Conclusions: The mARC offers a rotational IMRT treatment option for Siemens linear accelerators. Although treatment
times are still longer than for VMAT/RapidArc, mARC offers faster treatment delivery than IMRT, with single-arc
treatments of only a few minutes achieving comparable dose distributions to IMRT plans taking up to twice as long.
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116 mARC treatment planning using three different treatment planning systems – a
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Introduction: The modulated arc (mARC) technique [1,2] has recently been introduced to Siemens ARTISTE linear
accelerators as an alternative implementation of volume modulated arc therapy (VMAT). In contrast to VMAT treatment,
which continuously delivers dose while the MLC and gantry move [3,4], the mARC separates phases of MLC travel from
the irradiation of “arclets” with stationary MLC, while the gantry moves continually at variable speed (“burst mode” [2]).
At the time of writing, only two treatment planning systems are certified for mARC planning: Prowess Panther and
RayStation; Varian Eclipse will incorporate mARC treatment in the next release. In addition to this, an in-house software
was developed to convert IMRT plans from any treatment planning system into mARC format. The purpose of this study
is to present differences in planning workflow and plan quality for the three different planning modalities available at our
institution, namely Prowess Panther, Varian Eclipse, and Pinnacle with conversion algorithm.
Materials and methods: The mARC was installed at the Department of Radiation Oncology of the Saarland University
Medical Centre at the end of 2012. Since then, three different techniques for mARC treatment planning have been
implemented in practice:
1. Prowess Panther dedicated mARC planning, with clinical treatment of a number of patients with different tumour
entities and a planning study focusing on prostate cancer patients,
2. Varian Eclipse evaluation of the mARC planning module, in direct comparison with the Prowess Panther plans,
and
3. Philips Pinnacle IMRT planning using 30-36 beams and 30-40 segments (similar to Quasi-IMAT presented in [5]),
converted into mARC format by an in-house algorithm [6], used for comparison with the Prowess plans and for
clinical treatment of a small number of patients.
We present the overall planning workflow, which differs between the three systems. We assess the overall plan quality
and treatment time for example patients with prostate cancer, brain metastases, head-and-neck cancer and lung cancer.
Results: All three planning methods offer good results for plan quality. Overall, the workflow is clearly most complicated
in the case of the Pinnacle IMRT plans with subsequent format conversion. Both Prowess and Eclipse offer direct mARC
planning, with several differences in their approach to arc optimization. In particular, the restrictions on optimization point
spacing and arclet lengths result in very different rotational scenarios; however, both achieve highly conformal dose
distributions. In our experience, Eclipse plans require more monitor units than Prowess, and tend to have somewhat
longer treatment times (within one minute) – an effect that decreases when mARC is combined with the high dose-rate
flattening-filter-free energy. For some examples, we find that this slight increase in treatment time is offset by increased
plan conformality (and better sparing of organs at risk) in the Eclipse plans. Whether this effect is due to the optimization
algorithm, arc settings, or the user-friendly planning workflow is still unclear.
Conclusions: We present three different options for mARC treatment planning: IMRT planning with subsequent format
conversion into mARC, and direct mARC planning in Prowess Panther and Varian Eclipse. All three methods differ
substantially in workflow, restrictions on the arc properties, and overall philosophy. Still, all of them are able to create
good quality treatment plans applicable to the clinical practice.
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117 Total Body Irradiation (TBI) with TomoDirect TM
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Background: Modern methods of radiooncology, like IMRT, are used for an increasing number of indications because of
better results in conformity, dose homogeneity and dose sparing for organs at risk. For total body irradiations (TBI) such
methods are limited because of the large target sizes.
®
The TomoTherapy system goes beyond some limitations of classical linacs and allows the use of the advantages of
IMRT even for the irradiation of the total body. First experiences using the helical mode have already been reported by
other groups [1].
TM
®
With the new TomoDirect modality, the TomoTherapy system offers a non-rotational option with discrete beam angles.
We have investigated this mode for TBI, including treatment planning, dosimetric accuracy and practical aspects. This
work describes the new method and discusses initial results of our investigations.
Methods: CTs were performed at a wide-bore CT-Scanner Optima CT580W (GE Comp.). For patients with a body length
larger than 1,40 m two CT-Scans are necessary: one head-first and one feet-first. The reasons are the limited range of
®
table motion of the CT and the TomoTherapy system as well.
®
TM
Contouring has been done with Oncentra (Elekta AB), treatment planning has been performed with TomoHD , Version
1.2.1. The following structures have been created: body, PTV as body without skin (distance to the surface 5mm), eyes,
spinal cord, lung, inner lung (distance to thoracic wall 10mm for adults). Additionally, a second target was defined which
contains safety margins near the shoulder and superior of the head. If the irradiation is split into a head-first and a feetfirst part, two “overlap regions” covering a length of 6 cm are added. Their related position is defined by markers on the
upper leg. Up to now six patients have been planned in total (5 adults, 1 child).
®
Measurements have been done on the TomoTherapy system to evaluate the range of table motion depending on the
height of the virtual isocenter. Furthermore, extensive dosimetric studies have been performed with an Alderson phantom
®
and thermoluminescent rods as well as with an ion chamber Exradin A1SL (Standard Imaging Inc.) and Delta4
(Scandidos AB) for the lower part.
The prescribed dose for the total body is usually 12 Gy, the dose per fraction is furthermore 2 Gy for children (twice daily)
or 3 Gy for adults (one fraction per day). The prescribed lung dose is 8 Gy, the mean lung dose has to be less than 9 Gy.
Hot spots >110 % in the spinal cord and in the eyes are not accepted.
Results: The treatment plans of six patients show the following results for the head-first plans:
total body: mean dose = 12,09 – 12,33 Gy (average 12,25 Gy), D2 = 12,7 – 13,1 Gy (av. 13,0 Gy), D98 = 11,2 – 11,6 Gy
(av. 11,5 Gy). Inner lung: mean dose left = 8,29 – 9,03 Gy (av. 8,73 Gy), right 8,22 – 9,11 Gy (av. 8,66 Gy)
A critical point may be the duration of treatment planning. The generation of the beamlets needs 4 to 8 hours, even
simple changes of plan parameters are time-consuming. A feasable solution was the introduction of standardized
optimization parameters. In our measurements, 12 beams with equally spaced angles are used (small children: 8 angles).
The treatment times (calculated for 2Gy) amount to 29,1 min for the child and 30,5 – 45,9 min (mean 37,9 min) for the
adults (n=5). Additional plans in feet-first position are applied faster and amount to 8,2 to 9,8 min for 2 Gy. Because of the
fact that for adults normally 3 Gy per fraction are prescribed, the treatment time increases accordingly.
The dosimetric results of the detectors in the Alderson phantom (25 positions) show a deviation of 0,55% (mean). At 15 of
25 positions the accuracy was better than 2 %, the maximum deviation (and the only one >4%) was 4,40 % overdosage
in the phantom.
Discussion: The new technique allows a homogeneous dose distribution even near the lung and is very comfortable for
patients. The treatment time is acceptable and shorter than our well established linac-based translation method.
Additionally DVH curves can be calculated for the different organs. If head-first and feet-first plans are needed, overlap
regions allow a gradual and well defined dose decrease to avoid underdoses between the targets.
As a precaution to mispositioning of the patient or external patient movement, the treatment plan was prepared to allow a
TM
positional error of 5 mm – 2 cm in many regions without underdosage in the target. However, the use of TomoDirect
demands an accurate immobilization of the patient in a vacuum cushion.
Even if the results of the pre-treatment and the TLD in-vivo measurements on representative as well as on critical position
(1 time per patient) are very good, the clinical results should be observed carefully.
TM
Because of the good dosimetric results and the feasible procedure, the TomoDirect
modality is used for TBI in our
department since January 2014 as the standard technique.
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Fig. 1: dose distribution of TBI plan

Fig. 2: dose volume histogram of a TBI plan. Colors: red-brown: target, green and light blue – inner lung, pink – overlap (8 and 4 Gy
demanded), blue – region beyond the target and overlap regions.
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Purpose:To present a treatment planning solution for scanned helium ion beam therapy ( He) based on the treatment
planning system (TPS) Hyperion and to benchmark the results against scanned proton beam therapy.
4
He is a promising candidate and its superior biological and physical characteristics compared to protons could potentially
4
improve treatment plan quality. However, He was recently not investigated intensively in comparative planning studies,
mainly due to the lack of a suitable TPS including a dose calculation algorithm for scanned beam delivery and an
4
appropriate biological model. To investigate the potential benefits of He pediatric patients were chose since they would
4
proffer most from a more conformal treatment. The clinical implementation of He would be feasible at synchrotron based
ion beam facilities and by using a dedicated ion source and by retuning of the beamline and magnets.
4

Materials: A pencil beam (PB) algorithm for proton therapy (PT) and He was developed and implemented in the TPS
Hyperion, enabling PB scanned treatment planning for protons and helium ions [1]. The algorithm was based on the
theory of fluence weighted elemental pencil beam (PB) kernels. Using a real-time splitting approach, a minimization
routine selects the optimal shape for each sub-beam. Dose depositions along the beam path were determined using a
look-up table (LUT). Materials other than water were incorporated by using water-equivalent depth scaling. Lateral beam
spreading caused by multiple scattering was accounted for by implementing the Highland-Lynch scattering formula. A
nuclear correction was modeled using a Voigt function and implemented by a LUT approach.
4
To model the biological properties of He historical data from early Berkley experiments were evaluated [2,3] and also
4
more recent data from cell experiments were taken into account [4]. The RBE model for He employed a ‘zonal’ model
based on different LET regions, ranging from 1.1 in the beam entrance area up to 1.3 at the Bragg-Peak. The resulting
4
RBE model was implemented into the TPS Hyperion enabling biological optimized treatment planning for He. For PT a
constant RBE value of 1.1 was employed in accordance with clinical practice.
Validation of the physical dose calculation was performed employing MC simulations using GATE 6.1. Homogeneous and
heterogeneous phantoms were simulated with initial particle energies ranging from 50 to 250 MeV/A and a flux of 107
ions per beam. For comparison a gamma index evaluations were performed for dose distributions employing a gamma
index criteria of 2 %/2mm.
In a first planning study 11 pediatric Neuroblastoma (NB), 9 Hodgkin Lymphoma (HL) and 4 Wilms (WT) patients
treatment plans based on PB scanning were created. The same beam configuration (1-3 beams from anterior-posterior or
4
lateral direction) was used for He and PT. Furthermore, employing the same conceptual dose calculation algorithm for
both ions enables a precise comparison without having to account for deviations within algorithms.
The CTVNB and CTVWT included the preoperative GTV and areas of local lymph node enlargement, whereas for WT a
boost CTV was defined additionally on macroscopic tumor remainder after surgery. The CTVHL encompassed the
involved lymph nodes at diagnosis adapted to post-chemotherapy anatomy. Dose prescription to the PTV (CTV + 0.8-1.5
cm margin) was 21 Gy(RBE) (NB), 14.4 Gy(RBE)+10.8 Gy(RBE) (WT) and 19.8 Gy(RBE) (HL). For patients younger than
14 the vertebral body plus a 5 mm margin was included in the PTV. The PTV size ranged from 220–753 (NB),443-1521
3
3
(HL) and 674–548 (WT) cm . The WT Boost Volume ranged from 297–566 cm .
Depending on the tumor position myelon, kidneys, liver, heart, lungs, breasts and thyroid were considered as OARs.
Treatment plan quality analysis was based on dose difference maps, conformity and homogeneity index (CI, HI), V 95%, D2
%, D98% and D50 % (ICRU83). For OARs DVH related parameters (D2 %, D50 % and Vd values) were investigated.
Results: Results of the gamma index evaluation between MC and PB calculated dose distributions showed very good
agreement. For more complex phantoms using laterally arranged bone-air slabs, the γ -index criterion was exceeded in
some areas giving a maximum γ -index of 1.75, a γmean of 0.19 with 4.9 % of all voxels having γ -index values larger than
one.
4
In the treatment planning study more stringent OAR constraints could be used for He plan optimization compared to PT.
95 % of the PTV was covered by at least the 95 % isodose. D50 % fulfilled the PTV dose prescription in all treatment plans.
4
D2 % never exceeded 107 % of the prescribed dose and D98 % was always above 90 %. For PT and He the CI for NB and
HL was 0.90±0.02 and 0.88±0.03 respectively. The HI was comparable for both indications with 0.13±0.01.
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In NB D50 % for the ipsilateral and the contralateral kidney ranged from 0.5-21.5 Gy(RBE) and 0.1-10.1 Gy(RBE),
4
respectively. On average He delivered 13 % less dose to the kidneysNB compared to PT. The liver was spared equally
well with an average D50 % of 2.1±3.2 Gy(RBE). Regarding the PT plans for 10/11 NB patients 1.6-23.1 % of the voxels
4
received a higher dose than in the corresponding He plan (difference > 1 Gy(RBE)). Dose weighted difference maps
4
showed reduced entrance doses for He for both indications (see Figure 1 for a representative NB patient).
4
4
For HL and WT patients, due to the large PTV sizes, He and PT performed comparable with a smaller He dose,
although differences were not always significant. On average HL patients received more dose to 3.8 ± 4.6 % of all voxels
and WT patients to 7.5 ± 2.4 % of all voxels.
Conclusions: The presented treatment planning solution based on the TPS Hyperion was suitable to conduct a
4
treatment planning comparison between PT and He. The dose distribution outside the PTV was notably different,
4
especially in the beam entrance region. An improved OAR sparing was observed for He for all OARs, which was more
4
pronounced for OARs in the vicinity of target structures. The results motivate a thorough investigation of He. Biological
experiments need to be performed in order to improve biological dose optimization.
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The aim of diagnostic imaging is the production of data that, when presented to the physician, contains the relevant
information for a correct diagnosis. In contrast to the therapeutic application of ionising radiation, any further effect is an
unwanted one.
This requires a thorough application of the ALARA principle, which, in it's own course yields low doses, and (mostly) low
dose rates.
We therefore have to deal with stochastic effects, where the outcome of radiation on the individual no longer can be
predicted-unless a serious accident occurred.
While the dosimetric methods in diagnostic radiology and nuclear medicine are similar to those in the interventional and
therapeutic counterparts, some crucial differences apply.
In this lecture the basic methods of dosimetry in diagnostic imaging will be described. Furthermore, the decisive
differences between nuclear medicine and radiology, like source strength and exposure time, and their effect on the
imaging process and effective dose will be discussed.
The abstract concepts will be examined in the context of specific imaging methods like nuclear medical bone scans, PET
scans with nuclides with short and long half-lives, CT scans and tomosynthesis for mammography.
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120 Dosimetry of on board imager (OBI) systems – are approaches from CT systems
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Motivation: There are numerous systems on the market to produce tomographic images. Beside real computed
tomography (CT) systems these are an increasing number of cone beam CT (CBCT) systems, e.g. digital volume
tomography (DVT)-systems, angiography units or on board imager (OBI) of radiotherapy systems. Until now there are still
partially different measured quantities used in CT and CBCT systems to estimate patient dose, e.g. dose area product
(DAP) and computed tomography dose index (CTDI). Further it is an ongoing debate how the CTDI should be measured
for wide beam collimations. Within this study the applicability of different approaches to measure the CTDI for OBI was
tested in comparison to CT systems. Further, the patient doses as calculated from the CTDI and dose length product
(DLP) values were compared for studies covering the same body part.
Materials & Methods: We performed dosimetric studies for full fan and half fan protocols of an OBI (Varian Clinac DHX)
and compared the results to those of a CT system with up to 16 cm beam collimation. The dose measurements have
been performed using a single and a triple CTDI-phantom setup and 100 mm as well as 300 mm ionization chambers.
Free in air measurements have been performed in addition. CTDI values have been calculated and compared a) for the
standard setup using a single CTDI-phantom, b) for the setup using a triple phantom and a 100 mm and 300 mm
Ionization chamber, c) for the approach to determine the CTDI as specified in IEC 62B/804/CD [1]. From the CTDI and
corresponding DLP values estimates for patient doses were calculated using a standard software tool [2] in the actual
release.
Results: For both fan modes and phantom sizes reliable values for the CTDI were found up to largest beam collimations
when using the IEC approach. The dose portion from overbeaming was found to be larger for the OBI compared to the
reference CT system. Dose estimates using the triple phantom and 300 mm chamber were found to be higher by about
30 % compared to the IEC. The dose values displayed along the studies by the OBI system deviated clearly from the
measured ones. The reason therefor is an approach used by the company, which deviates clearly from the standard.
Patient dose from a single study was found to be around 5 mSv for the half fan and below 1 mSv for the full fan studies.
Conclusion: The applicability of the different approaches to determine the CTDI was tested for one representative OBI
system. It was found that the IEC approach is well suited to determine CTDI for this type of system. With the values
obtained it was possible to compare the dose to the patient from studies performed at the OBI with corresponding studies
from a reference CT system. Using this approach an evaluation of the risk associated with OBI studies is possible on the
level of single organ exposures.
References
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121 Monte Carlo software for dose calculation in CT examinations
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Introduction: The significant rise of medical imaging exams in the past few years has led to an increase of collective
doses. The medical physics community agreed that this increase must be accompanied by a better understanding of the
origin of the radiation doses and their associated risks. A controversial article announced that around 1.5 % of all cancers
in the United States may be due to radiation from Computed Tomography (CT) [1]. Even if this is overestimated, it points
out the necessity of using the appropriate tools for evaluating the doses associated to medical exams. Several
applications/software have been developed; they provide the usual dose indexes (CTDI, DLP) and effective dose [2]. But
only a few research groups are currently developing more specific tools providing organ or tissue absorbed dose [3].
Despite the numerous tools already available, most of them only provide common dose index and effective dose rather
than absorbed dose to organs. Therefore our goal is to develop a predictive tool to obtain the best compromise solution
for a CT exam exposure with low organ absorbed doses and high image quality.
In this paper, the first stage of this work is presented, that is to say the radiation dose estimations are presented. For that
purpose, a Monte Carlo (MC) tool, PENELOPE C++, based on the PENELOPE simulator developed by Salvat et al [4] is
used. This tool should ultimately enable CT exam simulations in a voxelized numerical phantom mimicking the human
anatomy.
Materials and methods: The GE Lightspeed VCT 64 CT tube was modeled by using the method proposed by Turner et
al [5].
First of all, equivalent spectra were determined for 100 kVp and 120 kVp by using experimental half-value layers (HVL).
Measurements were then performed is static mode with a CdTe detector associated with an unfolding method developed
by the French national laboratory of metrology for ionizing radiations (LNHB) to achieve experimental spectra and validate
the tube model.
Then, equivalent bowtie filter shapes were established by using the Turner method [5].
Ultimately, the axial and helical rotation of the X-ray tube was implemented in the MC tool. To improve the efficiency of
the simulation, 2 variance reduction techniques were used: a circular and a translational splitting. The splitting algorithms
allow a uniform particle distribution along the gantry path to simulate the continuous gantry motion in a discrete way. To
validate the calculation, simulated sinograms are compared with the expected ones and the particle distribution along the
gantry path is checked.
The MC tool and the X-ray tube model were then validated for dosimetric purposes. The calculated dose values are
expressed in eV/g/shower and then converted into gray as presented in the following equation:
Dose(Gy) = A * s * 1000 * Dose(eV/g/shower)
with A, the tube current and s, the exposure time. Experimental dose length product (DLP) were first obtained in a static
mode with an Unfors calibrated pencil ionization chamber in a PMMA phantom and compared with simulations for
different positions and setups. Validations for rotational modes are in progress.
Results:Equivalent Turner spectra and experimental data obtained with a pediatric body scan field of view (SFOV) are
reported in Figure 1 for 120 kVp. Computed and measured spectra shows acceptable discrepancies which could be
attributed to a misalignment during measurements (new measurement are in progress). Bowtie filter shapes are reported
in Figures 2 and 3. Their equivalent shapes are in agreement with theoretical expectations.
Comparisons between measured and simulated DLP are reported in Table 1 and Table 2 for 100 kVp and 120 kVp,
respectively. The experimental and simulated data are in good agreement, with less than 6 % discrepancies for all
different acquisition parameters and ionization chamber positions.
Particle distribution for a single gantry rotation is plotted in Figure 4. Simulated and measured sinograms are reported in
Figure 5 and Figure 6 in different configurations. The geometric validations are consistent with our expectation.
Summary: The first validations obtained for the use of PENELOPE C++ for CT dose estimations are encouraging. The
validation of the rotation motion implementation is part of ongoing research on several phantoms and for several
examination procedures in CT exams.
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Fig. 1: Experimental and equivalent spectra 120 kVp for the Ped Body FOV.

Fig. 2: Ped Body bowtie filter shapes.

Fig. 3: Large Body bowtie filter shapes.

Fig. 4: Circular splitting uniformity for a single gantry rotation.
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Fig. 5: Spatial particle distribution in axial mode.

Fig. 6: Spatial particle distribution in helical mode (pitch = 0.95).
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Bowtie Filter Type
None
Ped Body
Large Body

Measured
(mGy.cm)
1106.0
937.2
747.4

DLP

Simulated
(mGy.cm)
1105.9
936.6
722.9

DLP

Deviation (%)
0.01
0.06
3.27

Tab. 1: Comparison between measured and simulated DLP at 100kVp.

Bowtie Filter Type
None
Ped Body
Large Body

Measured
(mGy.cm)
1063.6
912.6
763.1

DLP

Simulated
(mGy.cm)
1114.6
963.1
764.1

DLP

Deviation (%)
4.8
5.5
0.1

Tab. 2: Comparison between measured and simulated DLP at 120kVp.
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122 Implementation of a Monte Carlo based dose calculation model for a differential phasecontrast mammography set-up
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Introduction: X-ray imaging is a standard tool in medical diagnostics. Mammography for example is an important
application for the detection and diagnosis of breast cancer, which is based on a good soft tissue contrast. Soft tissue
contrast can be improved through the use of differential phase contrast imaging (DPC), which has recently been shown to
improve specificity and sensitivity in Mammography [1]. An important aspect of X-ray imaging methods is the dose
delivered to the patient, since in diagnostics it may be a limiting factor for instance for exposure time and thus image
quality. The aim of this work was the implementation of a numerical simulation model based on Monte Carlo methods for
the dose calculation of a DPC mammography set-up.
Materials and methods: Monte Carlo methods (MC) allow the calculation of dose distributions under the consideration of
scattering and absorption of electrons and photons in material, making them well suited for numerical simulations of X-ray
imaging. A MC model of the mammography set-up has been implemented using egs++[2], a C++ interface for the well
established EGSnrc code. Different experimental parameters such as filters, tube voltage, field of view, exposure time,
and a number of projections were included within the model. Relative dose distributions in phantoms were calculated for a
number parameters and compared.
Results: The results show the relative dose distribution for different phantoms as a function of different set-up
parameters. The comparison shows the influence of those parameters on the delivered dose and the dose distribution for
several phantom materials.
Conclusion: The influence of different parameters such as filters and tube voltage on the delivered dose and the dose
distribution can be determined using the presented simulation model. This allows optimization and improvement of the
imaging set-up with respect to patient dose.
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123 Monte Carlo radiography simulation to assess the absorbed radiation dose in femur bone
marrow during x-ray radiography for constant mAs technique
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Objectives: The purpose of this study was to find the accurate absorbed dose in the femur bone marrow during the x-ray
radiography for constant mAs technique
Method: The DOSXYZnrc was used to simulate two femurs based on the converted CT images to the equivalent
digitalized phantom. These phantoms were modified by adding seven micrometre layers of marrow. Thirty billion particles
were used in the DOSXYZ code to simulate the X-ray machine. For different filters and energies, the absorbed dose was
evaluated
Result: In the head of the femur, for 2.5 mm Aluminium filtered 85 kVp with 50 mAs X-rays, the absorbed dose in the
marrow was found to be 1.360 mGy, i.e. 36 % of the absorbed dose in the cortical bone. It was also found that for the
constant mAs technique, the radiation dose in the marrow ranges from 0.356 mGy to 2.403 mGy, with higher dose for
higher kVp. Also for the typical settings, viz. 85 kVp, 6 mAs at 48 inches SID, the bone marrow absorbed dose was found
to be 0.186 mGy for the constant mAs technique.
Conclusion: The absorbed dose in the femur bone marrow for the standard settings of x-ray radiography was accurately
calculated.
Advances in Knowledge: The study described a new MC simulation model to calculate the femur absorbed dose for
diagnostic X-ray with less than 7 % inaccuracy.
Keywords: DOSXYZ simulation, Bone Marrow, Dosimetry
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124 Diffusion tensor imaging of the murine brain in cohort studies: an application to APP
transgenic mice at 11.7T
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Introduction: In-vivo high resolution diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) of the mouse brain is often limited by the low signal to
noise ratio (SNR) resulting from the required small voxel sizes. Recently, cryogenically cooled resonators (CCR) have
demonstrated significant increase of the effective SNR [1]. It is the objective of this study to enable fast DTI of the mouse
brain for cohort studies, as a proof-of-principle in β-amyloid precursor protein (APP) transgenic mice compared to wildtype (wt).
Material and methods: Twelve mice (7 APP transgenic tg2576, 5 wt) underwent DTI examination at 156² x 250 µm³
spatial resolution with a CCR at ultrahigh field (11.7T). Additionally, three wt underwent the same scanning protocol with a
brain array coil in order to compare the SNR. Diffusion images were acquired along 30 gradient directions plus 5
references without diffusion encoding with a total acquisition time of 35 minutes. Fractional anisotropy (FA) and fiber
tracking (FT) results including quantitative tractwise fractional anisotropy statistics (TFAS – [2]) were compared
qualitatively and quantitatively. At the group level, FA maps of APP transgenic mice and wild type controls were
statistically compared by whole brain-based spatial statistics (WBSS).
Results: Qualitative and quantitative assessment of the FA maps (Fig. 1a) and FT results (Fig. 1b) showed SNR
improvement of the CCR compared to a brain array coil and a coinciding outcome comparing 35 minute scans to the
standardized 110 minute scan [3]. At the group level, FA-map showed characteristic regional patterns of differences
between APP transgenic mice compared to wt (Fig. 2) with localizations associated with Alzheimer's disease in humans,
such as the hippocampus, the entorhinal cortex, and the caudoputamen [4].
Conclusion: Mouse DTI at 11.7T was performed with an acquisition time of approximately 30 minutes which can be
considered feasible for in-vivo large scale whole brain murine DTI cohort studies. In this proof-of-principle study, regions
associated with amyloid-β deposition could be identified by WBSS of FA maps in APP transgenic mice vs. wt mice. Thus,
both acquisition and postprocessing of DTI in the mouse brain at 11.7T by use of a CCR was demonstrated to be feasible
for cohort studies.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: (a) Brain array coil (upper panel) vs. cryogenic cooled resonator (CCR – lower panel). Right: (b=0) anatomical images used for
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) estimation. Left: Directional encoded color maps of FA. (b) FT results for seed points in the genu and along
the corpus callosum, near the lateral septal nucleus, the splenium, and in the olfactory path. display background. was (b=0)-scan.
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125 Automated lesion contouring in PET: Inter-algorithm-variability is a surrogate for contour
accuracy
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Aim: In the field of imaging for radiotherapy planning, Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and automated PET-based
contouring are increasingly applied techniques. A number of segmentation algorithms for PET have been proposed, validated
and compared in the scientific literature. A standard-method is not foreseeable and there is currently no method for estimation
of contour accuracy without comparing to reference contours which are often manually-defined. This work outlines a method for
estimating contour accuracy by deriving it from an observer-independent measurement of inter-algorithm-variability.
18

Materials and methods: In a prospective study on [ F]fluorodeoxyclucose (FDG)-PET as biomarker for therapy response in
non-small cell lung cancer, 45 Patients were scanned using FDG-PET/CT before start of combined radiochemotherapy. For the
following analysis, PET images of the thorax and corresponding PET-based gross tumour volume (GTV) contours, manuallycreated during radiotherapy planning, were retrieved and processed. A volume of interest (VOI) in the PET data set was
defined which encloses the earlier defined GTV and surrounding tissue. For this analysis, four segmentation algorithms earlier
proposed [1-4] and an additional swarm-intelligence-based algorithm, which is still in development, were applied to this VOI.
The four published algorithms were developed, tested and validated using phantom experiments with homogeneous and
spherical simulated target volumes. Thus, it is assumed that in similar clinical cases, the algorithms deliver similar target volume
definitions. However, in clinical data sets with inhomogeneous and/or non-spherical target volumes the resulting volume
definitions may differ and thus, at least one of the algorithms delivered a contour of worse accuracy. To evaluate the
relationship between contour differences, or rather inter-algorithm-variability (IAV), and contour accuracy (CA), the following
procedure was applied to the resulting volume definitions: From the five automatically generated contours, three volume
definitions were derived: 1) the intersection volume I containing all voxels which were defined PET-positive by all algorithms, 2)
the consensus volume C containing all voxels which were defined as PET-positive by the majority of the algorithms (in this case
three of five), and 3) the union volume U containing all voxels which were defined as PET-positive by at least one algorithm. A
scheme visualising these volumes is presented in Figure 1. The Jaccard-Index J, a relative measurement of volume overlap
between these volumes, was then calculated pair-wise from the three volumes I, C and U. The measurements J(U,C), J(U,I)
and J(C,I) are representations of IAV. Differences in these volumes may hint to the inability of single or several algorithms to
segment the specific data set. Furthermore, the Jaccard-Index of each of these three volumes with the reference GTV R was
calculated. In default of the knowledge of the true tumour volume, this reference GTV is assumed as the ‘gold’ standard for the
CA determination. The measurements J(U,R), J(C,R) and J(I,R) are representations of CA of the contours U, C and I,
respectively. To investigate the relationship between IAV and CA the Pearson correlation coefficient of the respective J
measurements was calculated. Afterwards, the median value of IAV related J values was defined as a threshold to separate
the data sets by their IAV in two groups. Finally, the Mann-Whitney U-test and the criterion for significance p < 0.05 were
applied to determine if these two groups were significantly different in CA related J values.
Results: Exemplarily, the Pearson correlation coefficient of J(U,R) compared to J(U,C), J(U,I) and J(C,I) were 0.71, 0.53 and
0.32, respectively. For J(I,R) and J(C,R) no better correlation coefficient than 0.68 was achieved. Thus, at least J(U,C)
appeared to be related to J(U,R). By splitting the data sets in two groups using the median of the J(U,C), two groups resulted,
possessing a contour accuracy of J(U,R)=37±24 % and J(U,R)=64±16 %, respectively. The differences in these two groups
were significant with a p-value of 0.00003. A scatter plot visualising the observed relationship between J(U,R) and J(U,C) and a
boxplot of the two groups are shown in Figure 2. Analogously separated groups using median J(U,I) and median J(C,I) were
also significantly different in CA with a p-value of 0.0003 and 0.008, respectively.
Conclusion: The proposed observer-independent method of analysis of the inter-algorithm-variability allowed for estimating
the contour accuracy: By measuring the volume overlap between union volume and consensus volume of the majority of the
tested segmentation algorithms, a measure was available which was related to the volume overlap between the union volume
and the given reference volume. Using this measurement it was possible to separate the contour data sets in two groups: one
with limited accuracy of the automatically-generated contours and another with significantly higher accuracy. Thus, the
presented method is recommended for automated contour quality assurance. A conceivable application is preselecting
automatically-generated contours of low accuracy for review and correction.
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Fig. 1: Schematic view and example data set of the contours derived from five algorithms and their further processing. From the five
automatically generated contours, three volumes based on the theory of sets are generated: The intersection, the union and the
consensus volume including all voxels which were segmented as PET-positive by the majority of the tested algorithms. The relationship
between these three volumes describes the Inter-Algorithm-Variability.

Fig. 2: The scatter plot on the left visualises the observed relationship between inter-algorithm-variability and contour accuracy.
Splitting the data sets in two groups by the median J(U,C) threshold resulted in the box plot on the right visualizing the different
distribution of contour accuracy in the two distinct groups.
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126 Bronchodilatation Effect on Lung Function of Asthma Patients Measured by Static and
Dynamic 3He MRI : First Statistical Analysis Results of Open Clinical Study
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Motivation: Hyperpolarized He-MRI is known to be an efficient tool to visualize and quantify static (SV) and dynamic
Ventilation (DV) of lungs. The spatial and temporal information on regional gas distribution in lungs are available. This
makes both methods particularly attractive for the diagnostics of patients with obstructive lung disease, e.g. asthma and
COPD. To characterize gas distribution and delivery in the lungs a set of parameters evaluated either directly from the
3
3
He-MR-images (SV) or calculated by analysis of the He signal-time profile (DV) [1] are used. However, the relevance of
these parameters for the assessment of lung physiology, as well as the statistical significance of its changes under
different factors influencing the respiratory function of patient is still not established firmly. Therefore, finding out how the
changes of these parameters correlate with clinically proved tests of lung function is a question of great importance for
3
the diagnostic relevance of He-MRI results. In the present work measurements of static and dynamic lung ventilation with
3
HP- He-MRI were performed on bronchial asthma patients before and after bronchodilatation (BD). The particular aim
3
was to find out if the BD-effect can be detected using parameters obtained with He-MRI and to correlate the variation of
these parameters with the changes in the key values of the pulmonary function tests (PFT).
Materials and methods: In an open monocentric clinical trial performed after approval of the local Ethics Committee 8 (of
12) patients with confirmed bronchial asthma were examined in the first visit. 4 patients finished the study with the 2nd
visit (interval 1 year). Each visit comprised two 3He-MRI as well as PFT before and after BD (250µg Salbutamol). The
3
19
MRI measurements were performed on a 1.5T scanner (Avanto, Siemens, Germany) using a dual-tune He/ F birdcage
3
(Rapid Biomedical). The HP- He (polarization level p=70±2 %) was provided by centralized large scale polarization,
3
delivery and recycling process approved by local Ethic Committee [2]. The He:N2 mixtures (200:300ml for SV and
200:800ml for DV) were administered using a Tedlar bag. The SV images were 14 coronal slices (10mm thickness)
3
acquired using image matrix 128x81 at FOV=400mm. The DV He-MR-images series were coronal 2D-projections
3
3
(128x64 at 400mm FOV) continuously acquired during patient inhalation of a He:N2 mixture. This yields He signal-time
curve Sp(t) recorded at temporal resolution of 7 images per second. The Sp(t) was analyzed on a pixel basis using
dedicated Matlab scripts. The evaluated DV parameters were: (1) rise time (RT), denoting an interval required for S p(t) to
max
max
rise from 10 % to 90 % of maximum value Sp ; (2) the delivery time TD determined as (Sp(TD)=0.9Sp ); (3) maximal
flow value FM = max(dSp(t)/dt). For the SV-images the amount of ventilation defects (VD) were counted in each slice and
percentage of non-ventilated lung volume ( %nVV) was calculated respectively. For the statistical analysis the mean
values of the parameters were used. Statistical tests were performed using Matlab Statistical toolbox and SPSS.
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Results and discussion: Figure 1 demonstrates that the SV-measurements before (Pre-) after (Post-) BD allow for
detecting substantial increase of %nVV as the result of medication. The statistical analysis (Wilcoxon test) confirms the
hypothesis %nVV(Pre-BD)>%nVV(Post-BD) at α=0.05 significance level. Additionally, the hypothesis for FEV1(preBD)>FEV1(post-BD) is confirmed using both t-test and Wilcoxon test (at α =0.05). The results of DV-measurement show
3
an increased mean He signal rise time and delivery time after BD. The highest significance level (unpaired t-test, α
=0.01) was found for the hypothesis RT increased post-BD. The increase of the mean DT value post-BD is less significant
and can be confirmed statistically (paired t-test) only at α =0.2 level. The FM values before and after BD show the largest
variance among all calculated DV parameters and its changing (in both direction) post-BD cannot be statistically proved
at the significance level better than a=0.4 using actual amount of measured patients data.
Conclusion: Although the trial is not yet finished, several trends can be observed. For the patient data analyzed we
3
confirmed that both SV and DV He-MRI allow for detecting statistically significant differences of lung ventilation before
and after bronchodilatation. For SV-images the expectable decrease of the non-ventilated volume was observed. The
increase of the DV rise-up time is especially remarkable in the region of the large airways (Fig. 2a) for patients with
significant initial %nVV. This observation may be explained by longer and deeper inspiration (increased FIV1 and
IC).caused by BD. As a consequence, gas inflow impairment is decreased which in turn reduces the absolute maximal
flow peaks (FM) within a RT-period. The statistical significance of the later findings should be confirmed in course of the
Clinical Study competition.
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127 Systematic Development of a Tracer Specific Cannabinoid-Type1 PET-Template of the rat
brain using “DARTEL”
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Introduction: The spatial resolution of positron emission tomography (PET) is – compared to the size of brain structures
– poor. This is a challenge especially for small animal PET imaging and subsequent analyses. However, an accurate and
reproducible positioning of volumes-of-interest can be achieved by using a template image [1]. Thus, the aim of this study
was the development of a tracer specific cannabinoid-type1 (CB1) PET-template based on coregistered magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) data. Therefore the SPM8-toolbox “DARTEL” [2] has been considered, which is already
established for human use, and the optimal parameters were determined.
Materials and methods: 5 male Sprague-Dawley rats (age 12 weeks) received an MRI- and 2 days later a PETexamination. MR-imaging was conducted on a Magnetom Trio (3 Tesla, Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen) and a
small loop coil with a diameter of 4 cm was used. Amongst others, T1- (MPRAGE) and T2- (TurboSpinecho) weighted
images were acquired with a resolution of 0.3 mm³. The measurement time was 55 min for each animal.
The PET-data was acquired using a small animal PET-scanner (Focus 120, Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc.). An
activity of 20 MBq of the CB1-receptor tracer [18F]MK-9470 was administered and data was acquired during a period of
90 minutes. The PET-data was reconstructed by filtered backprojektion. For further processing, a summed image of the
last 30 minutes was used.
After that, all PET- and MRI-images were coregistered using SPM8. To use DARTEL, the individual MRI-images were
segmented into grey and white matter [3] and then combined to one dataset (Template). Possible adjustments and their
combinations were compared using a covariance-analysis: clean up (no clean up, light clean up, thorough clean up), used
partition (grey matter, white matter, both compartments) und regularisation form (linear elastic energy, membrane energy,
bending energy)
All spatial manipulations were transferred to the coregistered PET-images.
To receive a symmetric template the original images and their mirrored images were used for the calculation of the
template.
Results: SPM8/DARTEL is suitable for the calculation of small animal templates. Figure 1 shows the fused PET-MRITemplate. Visual inspection shows typical accumulations for the [18F]MK-9470-tracer in the grey matter. A pronounced
dependency from the chosen SPM8/DARTEL-parameters could not be detected in the covariance-analysis.
Conclusion: A tracer-specific PET and an anatomic MRI-template for the spatial normalisation of small animal CB1images were calculated with SPM8/DARTEL. The used method works uncomplicated and stable. The developed
template allows the matching of appropriate CB1-PET-images and is the base for accurate definitions of VOI and
therefore for the quantification of the PET-data.

Fig. 1: Fused PET-MRI-Template in coronal, sagittal und transversal view.
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128 Pharmakokinetic modeling and quantification of the liver function using DCE-MRI with
contrast agent Gd-EOB-DTPA
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Purpose: We explored the possibility of establishing a mathematical model for noninvasive and spatially resolved
determination of liver function parameters using dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI).
We expect that, unlike other liver function tests, our approach will enable assessment of both overall hepatic function and
function of hepatocytes in specific liver regions. We analyze and compare the metabolism of arterial and portal venous
blood in embolized and healthy liver areas using the liver-specific contrast agent Gd-EOB-DTPA.
Introduction: All patients included in this study underwent surgical occlusion of portal venous blood flow to a liver
segment because of malignant liver disease. The aim of this embolization is to reduce blood supply to the liver region
harboring malignant disease, causing it to shrink while the remaining healthy liver parts start to grow. Ideally, the
procedure completely suppresses sinusoidal blood flow to the target area, which normally accounts for about 75 % of
blood supply, leaving only arterial supply to this area. Nonembolized liver portions retain both arterial and portal venous
supply. Thus, livers treated by this embolization procedure allow good comparison of flow and metabolism in treated and
untreated regions. Continuous acquisition of the concentration-time curve of the liver-specific contrast agent Gd-EOBDTPA can be used to assess liver function expressed as the metabolic rate of the contrast medium (CM). The CM
distributes in the bloodstream and is actively taken up into healthy hepatocytes. Using a two compartment model (Fig. 1)
based on the indicator dilution theory [2, 4], it is possible to determine six relevant liver parameters.
Materials and methods: Here we present the results obtained in five cases. All MRI-data were acquired at 1.5T
(Siemens MAGNETOM Avanto). A standard Siemens 6-channel body coil and a 6-channel table coil were used for signal
readout. To record CM behavior up to 30min after bolus injection, a 3D gradient-echo keyhole sequence with a temporal
resolution of 3.4s (Siemens, syngo TWIST) and parallel acquisition was used. Sequence parameters were repetition time
TR=2.33ms, echo time TE=0.84ms, 24 k-space rows, central space 20 %, 20 % read-out rate of peripheral k-space, PAT
factor 3, No. of averages 1, FoV 400x400mm, acquisition matrix 205x256, reconstruction matrix 256x72x265, slice
thickness 2.5mm, and flip angle α=30°. Dynamic acquisition was performed over approx. 30 minutes. Within this time
frame, dynamic and anatomic images were acquired in turns, resulting in gaps in the dynamic data as shown (Fig. 3). As
the sequence was designed to allow free breathing for the patient throughout the examination, retrospective correction for
liver motion had to be performed. Motion correction was done locally by exploiting the “normalized mutual information”
routine using a high-resolution reference image (Fig. 2, left). The computation was performed using the Amira
visualization software (FEI Visualization Sciences Group). To derive the concentration information from the MRI data, we
used the method of Li et al. [1], equations (1) and (2), implemented in Amira – to convert signal intensities to relaxation
rates. The change in the relaxation rate is directly proportional to the contrast agent concentration.
S(α) equals the acquired MR signal of a static image with defined flip angle α. Both R1 and M0 are identified
experimentally by performing several acquisitions with different flip angles. All of these variables are used in eq. (2) to
compute the relaxation rates successively for each voxel. S(0) is the signal intensity without contrast agent and S(t) the
signal at a specific time t after bolus injection. After subtraction of the baseline relaxation rate, the converted relaxation
maps are proportional to the contrast agent concentration with a proportionality factor 1/K (eq. 3).

(1)

(2)

(3)
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The resulting motion-corrected concentration maps (Fig. 2, right) were used to extract the concentration-time curves of
ROIs placed in the aorta (CAIF), the portal vein (CPVIF), and the examined liver area (CT). The used rate equations include
two enhancing compartments and two inputs. The first compartment represents the sinusoids, while the other
compartment represents hepatocytes. The simplex optimization algorithm is used to fit the following parameters: overall
sinusoidal flow (FG), sinusoidal mean transit time (MTT), hepatic uptake / extraction rate (KI / KE) as well as the
compartment volumes (vS / vH) (Fig. 1). To reduce the number of free parameters, two parameters were fixed. First the
arterial time delay between aorta and liver was fixed between 3 and 9 sec depending on the data. Second, the overall
sinusoid flow was separated into 25 % arterial and 75 % portal venous blood flow when non occluded liver areas were
evaluated.
Results and discussion: The computations resulted in stable regressions for all patients in healthy liver areas. The
means and standard deviations of the determined parameters over all five patients are presented in Table 1. All
calculated parameters are within the range of expected physiological parameters and of published data [4]. The contrast
agent’s uptake is at about 5 %/s, whereas the extraction rate is only approximately 0.8 %/s, resulting in hepatic
accumulation. The mean transit time of the sinusoids is 5-8 sec. In agreement with the literature, hepatocytes constitute
approximately 70 % of the total liver volume, whereas the sinusoids account for less than 10 %. Although the calculated
means are in agreement with technical literature, averaging data of patients with different liver malignancies results in
high deviations of up to 40 % (FG, KE). The low signal-to-noise-ratio in the dynamic sequence is most likely due to
acquisition during free breathing. The accuracy of the regression might depend on the fixed values used in the rate
equation for fitting. In contrast to earlier work on the pharmacokinetic modeling of Gd-EOB-DTPA [3, 4], we used both
liver inlets for calculations as well as an image acquisition over up to 30 minutes. This results in accurate fitting of contrast
medium behavior up to the point of maximum accumulation. Additionally, using a two-compartment approach was
especially important for proper description of arterial and portal venous phases of contrast medium enhancement.
Conclusion: The model introduced here allows spatially resolved quantification of hepatocyte function via the metabolic
rate of Gd-EOB-DTPA in the liver using data from healthy liver segments. This approach has the potential to enable
noninvasive liver function analysis. The computation provides stable regressions for all patients that are consistent with
physiologic parameters.
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Fig. 1: Two-compartment liver model of contrast agent Gd-EOB-DTPA
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Fig. 2: Motion correction using a high-resolution reference image (left), motion-corrected concentration map (right)

Fig. 3: Using a simplex-algorithm, the regression curve is measured data to identify the model’s unknown

Tab. 1: Means and standard deviations (sd) of the free parameters taken from all five patients, ROI in healthy liver areas
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Purpose: Respiratory and cardiac motions in the thoracal and abdominal region induce displacement of the tumor
volume as well as various internal organs during the treatment. Amplitude, period and form of these motions show wide
varity, There are no basic patterns, they are patient-specific. Vedam et al. [1] were the first who proposed the idea that
lung tumors in the vicinity of the diaphragm move with the same magnitude and phase as the diaphragm. This concept
was adapted of other groups [2]. When introducing respiratory patterns to the calculation of dosimetric margins, the
amplitude of the respiratory cycle and its time dependence have been assumed as the most important parameters. While
these relations have been thoroughly examined in the literature, considerably less attention has been spent on the phase
of the respiratory pattern, which also varies with time. According to the report of AAPM Task Group 76 [3] amplitudes can
vary from a couple of millimeters to a few centimeters. In this work, we start by analyzing the influence of the respiratory
amplitude of both, tumor and diaphragm, on the dose distribution and subsequently expand our enquiries towards phase
dependency.
Materials and methods: For the current investigation the patient’s respiratory signal and target motion were recorded for
about 36 seconds from the Real-time Position Management System (Varian Medical Systems) and the fluoroscopic
screen being part of the therapy simulator (Varian Medical Systems). The clinical linear accelerator Saturne-43 (Epeak=6
MeV and Epeak=6 MeV) was used for the measurements. Respiratory signal and target motion were imported to ORAT [4]
where the patient’s respiration and tumor motion is analyzed. The initial investigation was done using the in-house
developed software ORAT (Organ Respiration Analysis Tool) to analyze the individual movement of the lung tumor frame
by frame.
To investigate the influence of the periodic motion has on two dimensional dose distribution first of all four regular
patterns with different amplitudes and periods were analyzed:
-

Pattern 1: A = 18 mm, T = 5.3 s
Pattern 2: A = 3.9 mm, T = 4.0 s
Pattern 3: A = 6.0 mm, T = 2.4 s
Pattern 4: A = 16.4 mm, T = 3.9 s

All of these patterns were derived from different patient-individual motions. The last pattern is a periodic curve derived
from a current motion curve (tumor upper edge motion, see below), the other patterns are regular motion curves derived
from other patient’s motions of former studies ([5], [6]). They were chosen as a basis of comparison for the current
periodic motion.
To investigate the influence of irregular motion on two dimensional dose distribution some lung patient-specific motion
sequences were chosen. The four different patterns are motion of the tumor upper edge, motion of the tumor lower edge
and motion of the left and the right diaphragm. The characteristic motion data of these patient patterns are:
- tumor upper edge motion: Amean = 16.4 ± 0.2 mm, Tmean = 3916.7 ± 589. ms
- tumor lower edge motion: Amean = 18.4 ± 0.1 mm, Tmean = 3994.0 ± 410.4 ms
- diaphragm motion I: Amean = 21.8 ± 0.3 mm, Tmean = 3972.2 ± 300.1 ms
- diaphragm motion II: Amean = 37.3 ± mm, Tmean = 3986.1 ± 284.0 ms
Diaphragm motion is also object to the investigation as it is used as a common representative for tumor motion [1], [2|.
In order to investigate the influence of different motion parameters the tumor upper edge motion was converted into
periodic curves and compared with the irregular motion pattern. The converted curves are:
-

Periodic curve with a mean amplitude and a mean period
Periodic curve with a mean amplitude, a mean period and a baseline shift
Periodic curve with one mean amplitude and different periods
Periodic curve with one mean period and different amplitudes

The device used for measurements of two-dimensional dose distribution is a two-dimensional diode array called
MapCHECK2 (Sunnuclear Corp.) kept on top of the XY/4D motion table named MotionSim (Sunnuclear Corp.). The table
acts as a motion phantom being able to simulate the patient’s respiratory and tumor motion.
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The patient individual motion data obtained from ORAT and the designed periodic patterns derived from them are given
as input to the XY/4D
simulation table. The measurements were taken with the field size of 10 cm x10 cm, with response to tumor motions as
well as in rest positions. They were then analyzed by using the supporting software SNC Patient to measure the extent of
different isodose areas in the direction of motion (y-direction in MapCHECK2-coordinates).
Results: To quantify which motion has the influence on two-dimensional dose distribution, the extent of two isodose
areas were determined: the 90 %-isodose area is chosen as representative for high dose area, the 10 %-isodose area as
representative for low dose area. The extents for the current study and previous studies are listed below. The differences
measured between the isodose extents (target at rest and target in motion) were normalized to the corresponding extend
at rest and 100 %.
The turning point of motion influencing the distribution was found to be near 50 % of the relative dose. However, it is the
dose value in the middle of maximum and minimum dose. Within this turning point motion does not change the dimension
of the corresponding isodose area. This is important as the dimension of 50 %-isodose is to define the physical field size.
As it does not change in case of motion field size it cannot be taken as a tool to quantify motion effects two dimensional
dose distributions.
Periodic motion
For all measurement conditions (different energies, different amplitudes and different periods) a shrinkage of 90 %isodose areas and broadening of 10 %-isodose areas could be detected. Increasing amplitude can be correlated with
increasing influence on dose distributions, in other words increasing shrinkage of 90 %-isodose areas and increasing
broadening of 10 %-isodose areas. Otherwise demonstrates the results in table 1 the influence of the cycle time,
comparable amplitudes (16.4 mm and 18 mm) with different cycle times (3.9 s and 5.3 s) yields to a large difference in the
shrinkage of the 90 %-isodose ( 73.12 % and 92.47 %).
Dimension 90 %-Isodosearea
(in relation to value at rest)

Dimension 10 %-Isodosearea
(in relation to value at rest)

Target at rest (Epeak = 6 MeV)

100 %(reference)

100 % (reference)

Target in motion (Epeak = 6 MeV A
= 18 mm, T = 5.3 s, direction: y)

91.40 %

104.30 %

Target in motion (Epeak = 15 MeV A
= 18 mm, T = 5.3 s, direction: y)

92.47 %

106.99 %

Target in motion (A = 3.9 mm, T =
4.0 s, direction: y, Epeak = 15 MeV)

99.03 %

104.62 %

Target in motion (A = 6.0 mm, T =
2.4 s, direction: y, Epeak = 15 MeV)

93.33 %

107.63 %

Target in motion (A = 16.4 mm, T =
3.9 s, direction: y, Epeak = 15 MeV)

73.12 %

119.36 %

Tab. 1: 90 %- and 10 %-Isodose dimensions for different periodic motions [percentage value in relation to value at rest]

Irregular motion patterns
Another subject to the investigation were irregular patterns. At first the four irregular motion sequences described above
were compared to each other. Comparing irregular tumor motions and diaphragm motions with target at rest perceptions
gained by previous data are approved: 90 %-isodose area dimensions shrink under motion, 10 %-isodose area
dimensions broaden in presence of motion. Differences between isodose area dimensions of target at rest and target in
motion increase with increasing amplitude. But what has to be pointed out is the fact that the amplitude of diaphragm
motion II is more than twice as big as those of both tumor motions. Also diaphragm motion I is considerably larger than
tumor motions. The usage of diaphragm motion as a representative for tumor motion seems therefore difficult as far as
amplitude considerations are concerned.
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Target at rest

lower edge
tumor motion

upper edge
tumor motion

Diaphragm
motion I

Diaphragm
motion II

Dimension 90 %
Isodose area (in
relation to value
at rest)

100 %
(reference)

91.20 %

90.10 %

87.91 %

73.62 %

Dimension 10%Isodosearea (in
relation to value
at rest)

100 %
(reference)

105.78 %

104.95 %

107.43 %

117.35 %

Tab. 2: 90 %- and 10 %-Isodose dimensions for irregular motion patterns (tumor motions and diaphragm motions) [percentage value in
relation to value at rest]

Next one irregular motion pattern was chosen to be looked at in detail (lower edge tumor motion). Regarding the periodic
motions derived from the patient individual motion of the upper tumor edge a few discoveries can be made. Comparing
dimensions of 90 %- and 10 %-Isodose areas of dose distributions measured under usage of irregular motion with
different periodic motions shows least changes. The largest influence on isodose extents is found when using the periodic
motion with the same amplitude but varying periods (Same Amplitude: SA, Different Phase: DP, Tab. 3 /Fig. 1). Periodic
motions using same amplitude and different period (SA, DP, Tab. 3 /Fig. 1), one mean amplitude with one mean period
and a baseline shift (Basline shift, Tab. 3 /Fig. 1) and same phase and different amplitudes (SP, DA, Tab. 3 /Fig. 1) show
variations in isodose dimensions about the same range. Variations are bigger compared to those linked with irregular
motion but smaller compared to periodic motion of different periods. Incident to periodic motion of same amplitude but
different periods it has to be mentioned that the standard deviation of mean period T mean = 3916,7 ms is б = 589,6 ms.
This is 15,1 % of Tmean. Comparing this to the mean amplitude you find: Amean = 16.4 ± 0.2 mm, which is 1,3 % of Amean.

Dimension
isodose
area (y-direction) 90 %
Dimension
isodose
area (y-direction) 10 %

Dimension
isodose
area (y-direction) 90 %
Dimension
isodose
area (y-direction) 10 %

Target at rest (mm)

Irregular motion (lower
edge tumor motion)

Periodic motion (mm)

100 % (refernce)

91.20 %

73.62 %

100 (refernce) %

105.78 %

114.87 %

Baseline shift (mm)

Same amplitude, diff.
periods (mm) (SA, DP)

Diff. amplitude, same
periods (mm) (SP, DA)

74.72 %

64.83 %

74.72 %

114.87 %

126.44 %

116.52 %

Tab. 3: 90 %- and 10 %-Isodose dimensions for lower edge tumor motion and different derived periodic motions [percentage value in
relation to value at rest]
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Fig. 1: Differences between isodose dimensions of target at rest and target at different motions regarding 90%- and 10 %-isodose
areas

Conclusions: Regarding periodic motion of different amplitudes there is one prominent observation: increasing
amplitudes involve increasing influence on isodose area dimensions. The higher the amplitude the smaller is the 90%Isodose extent and the broader is the 10%-Isodose. Having a look at irregular motion patterns this tendency is approved
for both tumor motion and diaphragm motions. But two issues have to be pointed out: At a certain point it is doubtful to
choose diaphragm motion as a representative for tumor motion as the amplitude deviates numerously from tumor motion
amplitude; in other case deviated periodic motion influences two-dimensional dose distribution more than the original
irregular motion does. This is important as periodic motions are chosen as representative for patient patterns which is not
adequate according to the current data. The irregularity can be expressed in terms of standard deviations. The standard
deviation of the breathing phases is ten times higher then the standard deviations of the amplitude. Therefore varying
periods induce a stronger influence on isodose dimensions in the direction of motion than any other parameter of derived
periodic motions. Our research indicates that the phase of the respiratory cycle might have great influence on dosimetric
margins. To calculate an effective margin for an individual patient tumor a precise investigation of the respiratory pattern
is necessary and the amplitude, phases and its standard deviations should be paid more attention. Why deviated periodic
motion seems to have more influence on isodose area dimensions than irregular motion and how current results can be
connected with margin concepts are topics under discussion.
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131 Evaluation of the Interplay Effect during VMAT Treatments for Different Treatment Sites
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Purpose: Respiratory motion is a non-negligible source of uncertainty in radiotherapy. A common treatment approach is
motion encompassing delineation of the target volume (internal target volume (ITV)-concept), where the irradiation plans
are calculated on the average reconstruction of the four-dimensional computed tomography (4D-CT) scans. The authors
investigated the extent of the interplay effect in the dose distribution caused by interaction between dynamic dose delivery
and respiratory motion, which is neglected in the clinical practice of treatment planning using the ITV-concept.
Methods: 4D-CT scans of 18 patients with 20 cancer lesions (7 liver, 6 adrenal glands and 7 lung lesions) were used for
the analysis. All patients were treated with volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT). The dose distributions and
optimizations were calculated on average reconstructions of the 4D-CT. The original treatment plans were split into 10
sub plans for the 10 breathing phases using Matlab (MathWorks). A steady breathing cycle of 3.4 s was assumed for the
splitting of the plans for all patients and over the entire treatment fraction. These sub plans were then imported back into
the planning system and assigned to according breathing phases. The dose distributions were calculated for the
individual breathing phases on the corresponding phase sorted 3D-CTs. The resulting 10 dose distributions from the 10
sub plans were added up and displayed on the average CT. The dose to the planning target volume (PTV) and the
organs at risk (OARs) from the original plan calculated on the average CT and the plans calculated on the 3D-CTs of the
breathing phases were compared.
Results: The differences in dose delivered to the PTV were calculated for the minimum, maximum and mean dose in the
PTV. For the evaluation the absolute values of these differences were taken. The mean difference with standard
deviation (maximum) averaged over all patients was 0.78% ± 0.40% (1.75%) for the minimum dose to the PTV, 0.80% ±
0.54% (1.94%) for the maximum and 0.74% ± 0.49% (1.94%) for the mean dose values to the PTV. The amount of
volume of the PTV getting 100% of the prescribed dose (V100) changed by 1.76% ± 1.74% (7.21%). Averaged over liver
patients only, the results were: 0.69% ± 0.29% (1.08%) for the minimum dose to the PTV, 0.62% ± 0.43% (1.05%) for the
maximum and 0.55% ± 0.39% (0.88%) for the mean dose to the PTV. The V100-value changed by 2.47% ± 2.77%
(7.21%). For adrenal gland patients the results were: 0.49% ± 0.20% (0.88%) for the minimum, 0.79% ± 0.36% (0.93%)
for the maximum and 0.74% ± 0.28% (0.98%) for the mean dose in the PTV. The V100-value changed by 1.36 ± 0.70%
(1.78%). For lung patients the results were: 1.12% ± 0.39% (1.75%) for the minimum, 0.98% ± 0.75% (1.94%) for the
maximum and 0.94% ± 0.67% (1.94%) for the mean dose in the PTV. The V100-value changed by 1.38% ± 0.78%
(2.28%).
The relative changes in the doses to the OARs are shown in figure 1. For liver, kidney and lung the mean doses of the
organs were compared. For myelon and ribs the maximum dose values were taken for the comparison. The mean of
differences in dose stayed below 1% for all OARs. The maximal dose difference was 2.02% and occurred in the ribs of
one patient treated for a lung tumor.
In 86% of all taken values, the dose was underestimated in the dose calculation on the averaged 4D-CT.
The sub plans were also calculated on the average reconstructions of the 4D-CT to verify the equivalency of the sum of
the sub plans to the original irradiation plan. A maximum deviation in the displayed dose of 0.08% was found.
Conclusion: The approximation of calculating the dose on the average 4D-CT, instead of on the respiratory phases,
gives acceptable results. The interplay effect results in dose variability in the range of 0.5-2%.
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Fig. 7: This figure shows the amount of the interplay effect for OARs comparing irradiation plans calculated on the average 4D-CT to
the same treatment plans calculated on the corresponding 3D-CTs of the respiratory phases. The mean values (red crosses) and
standard deviations (blue bars) were calculated from dose values of 11 liver, 9 kidney, 11 lung, 20 myelon and 6 rib volumes.
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Introduction: For treatments of carcinomas in the left breast a benefit concerning heart protection is expected by using
the technique of Deep Inspiration Breath Hold (DIBH). Especially the left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery
seems to be very sensitive to irradiation and, therefore, a prognostic risk factor for radiation-induced cardiac diseases. A
suitable signal is necessary for triggering the linear accelerator, at best surveying the position of the patient and the level
of deep inspiration. At our clinic the surface monitoring system AlignRT (VisionRT) has been implemented into the clinical
workflow for positioning of breast cancer patients and for triggering the linear accelerator for the DIBH technique. Physical
investigations of the AlignRT system have been done using an in-house built phantom [1, 2]. The clinical workflow from
imaging, planning, verification and application of the treatment will be presented.
Materials and methods: In general, for each patient selected as potential beneficiary of a DIBH treatment two treatment
plans are prepared. These two plans are based on a free-breathing CT (FB-CT) and a DIBH CT, respectively.. In addition,
a 4D-CT is acquired using the tool GateCT (VisionRT) in order to extract the patient position in end-exhalation phase (ExCT) using the tool GateCT (VisionRT). Those three data sets are located within the same coordinate system. Treatment
planning is done in the Oncentra Treatment Planning software (Elekta) in two so called “cases”: case DIBH and case FB.
Both cases contain the Ex-CT as a secondary dataset. This dataset supplies the reference patient outer contour in
exhalation and is used for defining the anatomical reference point in both cases. Thus the positioning for both cases is the
same, no matter if the treatment finally will be delivered in free breathing or DIBH. The offset of the isocentre relative to
the anatomical reference point is defined identical for both cases, so finally the patient gets one marking for both plans.
Treatment planning is done for both cases and the following DVH-parameters are evaluated for plan comparision:
Coverage of the PTV and CTV in terms of D98% and V95%, D max of the LAD, Dmean, V40Gy and V20Gy of the heart. Medical
plan evaluation also includes distribution of the isodoses with special attention to the boost region and is performed by
two experienced clinicians. In case of decision for DIBH technique, treatment plans of both cases are transferred to the
Record- and-Verify System Mosaiq (Elekta), since the FB case serves as breakdown backup. At the time of the first
fraction at the linear accelerator (Artiste, Siemens) the patient undergoes the procedure of Virtual Simulation. Positioning
of the patient is done in the End-Exhalation position using the gated option of positioning within the AlignRT module, i.e.
the patient surface is monitored for several seconds determining the End-Exhalation surface position. After having the
patient at the right position on the treatment table, the reference surface for the DIBH case is loaded. Patient breathing is
supported with goggles showing only the “Coaching bar” of the AlignRT screen. Thus the correct amplitude of the DIBHlevel is verified and radiation is only enabled if the deep inspiration level is reached by the patient. Visual verification of
the main treatment fields is done by Electonic Portal Images compared to reference DRRs from the treatment planning
system. In case of a breakdown of the AlignRT or the regarding accelerator, the patient can be treated at another
machine with the Free-breathing plan using the same skin marking as for the DIBH-plan.
Results: Up to March 2014 six patients have gone through the procedure of comparative planning. Two of them have
been selected for DIBH treatment due to a clear benefit evaluated from DVH parameters as well as isodose distribution.
The Dmax of the LAD could be significantly reduced from 45,5 Gy to 3,4 Gy and from 49,3 Gy to 12,3 Gy without
compromising the coverage of the PTV and CTV. As an example, Figure 1 shows the sparing of the LAD and the heart
for the DIBH plan compared with the FB plan for the ventrolateral field.
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Fig. 1: Example for a ventrolateral field sparing the heart in the DIBH-technique (left), whereas part of the heart (blue) and LAD (red)
lies within the treatment field for the Free-breathing technique (right).

Conclusion: The clinical workflow for DIBH treatments including reliable verification of patient positioning and verification
of the DIBH level has been implemented successfully. Defining criteria and parameters for patient selection is part of our
future work.
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133 Decomposition of interfractional deformations of head & neck patients using principle
component analysis
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Introduction: Due to its flexibility the head and neck anatomy is affected by intense interfractional deformations, which
can be compensated by the use of safety margins. These margins are usually of constant width. Approaches to calculate
margins having a width adapted to deformability of their location are subject of current research and scientific discussion
[1]. In this work we use principle component analysis (PCA) to find main directions of deformations at specific landmarks.
This allows including the direction of deformations in the margin calculation. Further we decompose the correlated
landmark deformations of the whole head & neck region to find a low-dimensional representation to enable deformation
model based plan evaluations, similar as proposed for pelvic area in [2].
Materials and methods: 503 daily kV control CTs of 19 patients are analyzed in this retrospective study. 24 landmarks in
easily identifiable bony structures are manually selected in the planning CT image of each patient. A fully automatic
correspondence finder, based on normalized cross correlation, which is part of a deformable image registration [3],
localizes all landmarks in each control CT (12,072 positions in total). A statistical analysis of distances between
landmarks creates a geometric model and detects outliers. Procrustes analysis for a subset of the landmarks, located on
the skull, finds a transformation rigidly matching the landmarks positions of the control CT to corresponding positions of
the planning CT. The transformation is applied on all 24 landmarks to eliminate translation and rotation and to use the
skull as reference region for deformation analysis. PCA is used to find main directions of each individual landmarks
remaining displacement, which is now representing a deformation in respect to the skull. In addition a probabilistic PCA is
used to find the first five eigenvectors of all combined landmark displacements. The probabilistic approach allows
including datasets with missing data (outliers). The achievable reconstruction quality of this approach is measured.
Results: Correspondences between planning CT and control CT are automatically found for all landmarks, except in
cases of a reduced field of view. The geometric model is able to detect outliers due to mixed up structures of similar
shape (e.g. vertebrae). Procrustes analysis matches the skull landmarks sufficiently with a mean error of less than 1 mm.
The landmark-wise PCA shows, that the main axis of the deformation can be different from anteroposterior, dorsoventral
or left-right direction especially near the shoulders (see fig. 1 and fig. 2). The probabilistic PCA of all combined landmark
displacements enables a reconstruction of the deformation with a mean difference between reconstructed and original
data of 1.3-3.4 mm (depending on patient), when linear combining only the first five eigenvectors (five DOF, last row of
Tab. 1).

Fig. 1: Ellipsoids having axes rotated to principle components
of local deformations visualized together with volume rendering
of a planning CT (frontal)

Fig. 2: Ellipsoids having axes rotated to principle components
of local deformations visualized together with volume rendering
of a CT (lateral)
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Conclusion: Landmark-wise PCA allows measuring directions of deformations. For some landmarks this direction is
different from anteroposterior, dorsoventral or left-right and should be included in margin generation to reduce the
required margin size. Further a decomposed deformation of all combined landmarks displacements allows reconstructing
the deformation with five degrees of freedom for each fraction (residual error 1.3-3.4 mm). This dimensionality reduction
allows representing interfractional deformation in a compact model and allows inter- and extrapolating new samples
together with their probability. These samples could be combined with an appropriate interpolation technique to allow plan
evaluations, plan-of-the-day strategies or robust planning approaches.
Acknowledgement: This research was carried out with the support of the German Research Foundation (DFG) as part
of project C02, SFB/TRR 125 Cognition-Guided Surgery.

Patient#
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

0

3.8

4.3

4.1

5.8

3.3

7.6

3.2

7.7

3.6

6.3

3.6

4.5

7.1

2.7

3.7

3.8

4.5

5.4

4.7

1

2.7

3.0

2.5

3.4

1.8

4.4

2.8

5.0

2.2

3.7

3.3

1.6

3.5

2.9

3.2

2.8

3.0

4.6

3.5

2

2.6

3.0

2.5

3.2

1.8

4.2

2.8

4.9

2.0

3.5

2.9

1.6

3.4

2.7

3.1

2.7

2.8

3.4

3.2

3

2.3

2.7

2.3

2.9

1.7

3.7

2.5

4.3

1.9

3.2

2.7

1.4

3.0

2.1

3.0

2.6

2.7

3.1

3.0

4

2.2

2.4

2.0

2.7

1.5

3.6

2.4

4.0

1.7

2.9

2.4

1.4

2.8

1.8

2.8

2.4

2.6

2.5

2.5

5

2.1

2.2

1.9

2.2

1.4

3.4

2.3

3.0

1.7

2.6

2.3

1.3

2.4

1.6

2.6

2.3

2.5

2.3

2.5

#DOF

Tab. 1: Reconstruction quality of a (probabilistic) PCA for combined landmark displacements: Mean distance in [mm] between
reconstructed landmark position and original data depends on the number of eigenvectors being used (degrees of freedom = DOF).
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134 On the accuracy and efficiency of different verification methods for modulated electron
radiotherapy treatment plans
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Related questions: Applying modulated electron radiotherapy (MERT) for superficial tumors allows sparing distal organs
at risk. Previously, a Monte Carlo (MC) based framework was developed in order to create treatment plans for MERT
using the photon MLC as an electron beam shaping device. This framework includes an electron beam model, a forward
and inverse planning algorithm [1,2]. In this work, different verification techniques for MERT plans are explored in terms of
accuracy and efficiency.
Material and procedure: The developed direct aperture optimization was used to create MERT treatment plans for a
whole breast, a chest wall and a squamous cell skin carcinoma. In order to reduce the degradation of the penumbra due
to the electrons scatter in air, the plans are created for a source to surface distance (SSD) of 70 cm. These plans consist
of 6-12 electron beam segments, which employed energies between 6 and 18 MeV. For verification purposes, for all
segments of each plan dose distributions were measured using a stand-alone electronic portal imaging device (EPID) [3]
placed at an SSD of 70 cm, the in-build EPID of the linear accelerator at an SSD of 100 cm and films in a solid water
phantom at an SSD of 70 cm. All measurements were carried out using a gantry rotation of 0°. These measured dose
distributions were then compared to calculated dose distributions in a homogenous water phantom employing the
developed MC framework at SSD of 70 cm as well as 100 cm. Using an in-house developed analysis software, the
measured and calculated dose distributions were compared and evaluated in terms of the gamma analysis.
Result: All of the proposed measurement techniques led to excellent agreement to the calculated dose distributions. The
gamma analysis using 2% / 2 mm criteria and a 10% dose threshold for the comparison of the EPID measurements and
the calculations resulted in passing rates above 99% for all cases and both SSDs. The analogous comparison with the
film measurements led to passing rates between 92% and 100% depending on the case considered.
Whereas the film measurements are the least efficient to be carried out, the positioning of the EPID at SSD of 100 cm is
the most efficient one, since this can be performed by the built-in EPID. On the other hand, the measurement at SSD of
70 cm requires a stand-alone EPID which is less efficient but more close to the clinical patient situation.
Summary: While all measurement methods are viable in terms of accuracy, the two EPID solutions are favorable
regarding the efficiency.
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135 Improved quality assurance in deep hyperthermia with a new 3D E-field scanning
phantom
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Introduction: The BSD-2000/3D system is used to treat deep seated tumours with hyperthermia (to temperatures of 4143°C) in combination with radiotherapy. Tissue heating is caused by the electromagnetic field and its absorption in tissue.
In this study a phantom and measurement system (Dynamical Elliptical E-field Phantom – DEEP) developed at the KSA is
presented. It allows visualisation of E-field distributions in tissue equivalent saline solutions for improved quality control.
Materials and methods: The phantom consists of a tube elliptical in diameter connected to a water tank filled with saline
solution of variable NaCl concentrations to simulate tissue equivalent electrical properties. The tube is inserted either into
the BSD-2000/3D SigmaEye or Sigma60 applicator which differ in size. A measurement probe aligned with the main
electrical field component can be placed and moved freely inside the tube by a mechanical arm. The position of the probe
is controlled in 3 dimensions by a commercial CNC software which allows scanning of the probe on predefined routes.
The probe used in this study was a white LED with a diameter of 3mm. This diode was connected to a 100 Ohm resistor
causing a current flow when placed in an electromagnetic field E-field. The leads of the resistor were used as antennas to
pick up the electromagnetic field and were aligned with the main component of the E-field in the applicator. Light is
emitted by the diode above a certain E-field threshold. Above this threshold the light is proportional to the strength of the
E-field. Images of the field distribution were obtained using a digital camera with its shutter open while scanning a
predefined route inside the applicator.
Results: Images of the E-field can clearly be seen inside the applicator centre where field strength is expected to be
highest. The size of the illuminated area increases when increasing the total applied power to the applicator. Steering the
focal spot in the applicator is achieved by shifting the phases of the individual antennas and can clearly be seen in the
images (Fig. 1). The relationship between BSD coordinates and focus displacement was determined by comparing the
position of the centre of the illuminated ellipse for BSD coordinates ranging from -6 to +6 in x and y-direction. For the
Sigma60 applicator the relation of the measured focus shift to the BSD coordinate settings were found to be: 1.08±0.28
cm per BSD coordinate in x-direction and 1.06±0.14 cm per BSD coordinate in y-direction. The improved visualization of
the focal spot imaged with the new DEEP device, as compared to typical images obtained with the older lamp phantom
described by Wust et. al.[1], allows the center of the focal area to be determined more easily. By scanning in two
orthogonal planes the shape and size of the focus can be visualized in three dimensions.
Conclusion: Because of the single diode scanning method used in this study with the new DEEP device, variations in
light intensities from multiple lamps as seen in other lamp phantoms can be avoided. This allows the focus of the E-field
and therefore the heated area to be determined more accurately. The uncertainty found in positioning the focus area
corresponds to the uncertainty in applying the correct phase shift to the individual antennas for the BSD2000/3D
hyperthermia system. The design of the phantom also allows other sensor types e.g. SAR probes to be used inside the
hyperthermia applicators and these will be tested in the future.

Fig. 1: shift of the focus area in y-direction; scanned lines are 1cm apart
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136 Delivery Quality Assurance with a High Resolution Liquid Filled Ion Chamber Array for
Robotic Radiosurgery
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Introduction: In this work a 2D liquid filled ion chamber array (Octavius 1000 SRS, PTW, Freiburg, Germany) was
evaluated with a robotic CyberKnife (Accuray Inc, Sunnyvale, CA) and first experiences regarding sensitivity and usability
in clinical practice are presented.
Materials and methods: The Octavius 1000 SRS comprises of 977 liquid filled ion chambers using microLion (PTW)
technology, which are arranged on a 10 cm x 10 cm field with 2.5 mm spacing in the central 5 cm x 5 cm field. Analysis
has been done with VeriSoft (Version 6.0, PTW). For evaluating the geometric accuracy of the Octavius 1000 SRS a
single vertical beam with the CyberKnife robot pointed to the central ion chamber (reference) was delivered and the robot
was moved in 0.1 mm steps in all directions with repeating beam delivery. We then registered the reference to the shifted
measurements using the auto-alignment function in VeriSoft and compared the real versus the detected shifts. For
evaluation of error detection during treatment we created a C-shaped dose distribution and deleted beams in a specific
region of the treatment plan with total MU of 1%, 1.5%, 2.5% and 3%. We then delivered all plans to the Octavius 1000
SRS and compared the results to the calculated dose distribution from the original non-modified treatment plan. To verify
the clinical impact and to justify the implementation of correcting angular sensitivity differences of the 1000 SRS we
performed a Gamma-Index analysis of 20 extracranial and 20 intracranial clinical treatment plans.
Results: The measured shifts with VeriSoft agreed within the measurement uncertainty to the real shifts of the
CyberKnife robot demonstrating excellent geometric detection accuracy of the Octavius 1000 SRS. The missing beams
test showed 95.5%, 92%, 87.4%, 82.3% and 80.7% pixels passed gamma (1% local dose difference LDD, 1mm distance
to agreement DTA) when removing 0%, 1%, 1.5%, 2.5% and 3% of the total MU (Fig. 1) demonstrating similar error
detection accuracy compared to our gafchromic film based analysis [Blanck et al. DGMP 2013]. The clinical cases
generally showed good agreement with the planned dose distribution with gamma (2% LDD, 1mm DTA) passing rates of
mean 96.3% (min 84.5%, max 100%, SD 4.0%) for intracranial and mean 89.1% (min 75.9%, max 99.4%, SD 6.3%) for
extracranial CyberKnife treatments. As for extracranial cases more beams are irradiated from lateral directions, the
currently uncompensated beam angle dependent errors with the Octavius 1000 SRS result in lower passing rates.
Detailed analyses of the treatment plan beam directions and of the Octavius 1000 SRS angular response for the
CyberKnife are under investigation and will be presented.
Conclusion: We demonstrate that a high-resolution array of ion chambers (Octavius 1000 SRS) can be a precise
dosimetric tool for delivery quality assurance for robotic radiosurgery.
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Fig. 1a: Gamma Map (1% LDD, 1mm DTA) of original the C-shaped treatment plan without beam removal. All lateral beams are
pointed at the top part of the C.

Fig. 1b: Gamma Map (1% LDD, 1mm DTA) of delivered plan with missing beams of 1.5% total MU in the lower part of the C.
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137 Determination of reference levels for quality assurance of flattening filter free beams
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Purpose/Objective: New definitions for some dosimetric parameters to be used for quality assurance of flattening filter
free (FFF) beams generated by medical linear accelerators have been suggested. The present study aims to validate
these suggestions and to propose possible reference levels.
Material and methods: The main characteristics of FFF photon beams were investigated in terms of: field size,
penumbra, unflatness, slope and peak-position parameters. Data were collected for 6 and 10 MV-FFF beams from three
different Varian TrueBeam linacs, and a Varian Clinac iX upgraded to FFF capability for its 6 MV. Measurements were
performed with a 2D-array (Starcheck system from PTW-Freiburg), with a linear array (LA48 system from PTW-Freiburg)
and with the portal dosimetry method GLAaS utilizing the build-in portal imager of TrueBeam.
Results: All the parameters suggested to characterize the FFF beams were measured and evaluated. Little variation was
observed among the different linacs. Referring to two reference field sizes of 10x10 and 20x20cm2, at SDD=100cm and
d=dmax, from the portal imaging data converted into dose map with the GLAaS method, the following results were
obtained, averaged on X and Y profiles. Field size: 9.95±0.02 cm and 19.98±0.03 cm (including all energies. Penumbra:
2.7±0.3 mm and 2.9±0.3 mm for 6MV-FFF; 3.1±0.2 mm and 3.3±0.3 for 10MV-FFF. Unflatness: 1.11±0.01 and 1.25±0.01
for 6MV-FFF; 1.21±0.01 and 1.50±0.01 for 10MV-FFF. Slope: 0.320±0.020 %/mm and 0.43±0.015 %/mm for 6MV-FFF;
0.657±0.023 %/mm and 0.795±0.017 %/mm for 10MV-FFF. Peak Position: -0.2±0.2 mm and -0.4±0.2 mm for 6MV-FFF; 0.3±0.2 mm and 0.7±0.3 mm for 10MV-FFF. Results would depend upon measurement depth.
With thresholds set to at least 95% confidence level from the measured data, and to account for possible variations
between detectors, methods and experimental settings, a tolerance set of: 1 mm for field size and penumbra, 0.04 for
unflatness, 0.1 %/mm for slope and 1 mm for peak position could be proposed from our data.
Conclusion: The parameters introduced to characterize the FFF profiles (in particular the unflatness, the slope and the
peak position) appear to be a viable solution for routine checks, also presenting strong similarity to the conventional
parameters widely used for flattened beams. The results from three different TrueBeams and a Clinac-iX machine
suggested the robustness of the methods and the possibility to use general tolerances for the parameters. The data
suggested also the reproducibility of beam characteristics among different systems (of the same vendor) and could
therefore be possibly generalized.
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138 Development of an EPID-Dosimetry Tool for IMRT Plan QA
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Purpose: The increasing complexity of the IMRT plans demands for increasing quality assurance effort. Different
approaches are available as commercial solutions. In general a phantom capable to measure dose distributions in 3D is
used. Existing systems suffer from a low spatial resolution or an obscure relation between measured deviations and dose
to PTV or OARs. Goal of this project is to develop an IMRT quality assurance tool for patient specific plan QA based on
EPID dosimetry. A review of EPID-dosimetry was given by Van Elmpt et al [1].
Materials and methods: All measurements were made using an Elekta Synergy equipped with the Agility MLC, with 6MV
TM
and 10MV X-rays. The fields and therefore the dose planes were measured with the standard EPID, the iViewGT . The
TM
2
iViewGT is the aSi-EPID of the LINAC with 1024x1024 pixels of size 0.4x0.4 mm corresponding to a pixel size of
2
0.25x0.25 mm in the plane of the isocenter. The treatment plans and respective planar dose distributions were calculated
with the treatment planning system Pinnacle 9.6 and evaluated using in-house developed software based on MATLAB
(MathWorks Inc.). The measured grey values from the EPID were calibrated to dose by applying the quotient of the
output in water to the EPID signal for quadratic homogeneous fields. For the comparison a gamma criterion was used
with 3 mm Distance-To-Agreement (in the isocenter plane) and 3 % Dose-Difference. To test the procedure, IMRT-fields
with intentional errors were measured and compared to the original plan. One of the intentional errors was a shift of one
segment edge by 5 mm, the other was a segment containing 5 % less dose.
Results: The EPID dosimetry tool showed a good correlation between the measurement and the expected dose level.
The unaltered plan had a pass rate (Gamma 3%/3mm, dose threshold 10% of planned dose) of 98 %. The intentionally
introduced errors are visible on the gamma maps (Fig. 2). Although the shifted edge is clearly visible (Fig. 2 middle), the
pass rate dropped only marginally to 97 %. The plan including the dose deviation failed the gamma criterion with a pass
rate of 83 % (Fig. 2 right).
Conclusion: An EPID dosimetry tool was developed for IMRT quality assurance. Intentionally introduced errors were well
detected by our procedure.
Next step is to compare the performance of the EPID dosimetry tool to the standard QA tools at our clinic, i.e. the
OCTAVIUS 4D (PTW) and ArcCheck (Sun Nuclear).

Fig. 1: Dose Map of the unaltered Plan [Gy]
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Fig. 2: The passed (green/light) and failed (red/dark) points of the Gamma criterion are shown for the different examples of introduced
errors in comparison with the original plan.
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139 Assessment of and clinical experience with a novel system for 3D radiation treatment
plan QA intended for independent dose calculation for VMAT.
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Background: Individual quality assurance for intensity modulated treatment plans has become an elaborate task in a
medical physicist’s daily routine. The advancement from static IMRT to volumetric modulated arc technique (VMAT) has
prolonged this requirement. Consequently, we are seeking efficient QA protocols with the demand to ensure the highest
level on safety. Measurement-based QA for individual treatment plans is essential and should be obligatory when new
treatment modalities are implemented and the experience is limited. With increasing experience, many clinics change
their QA-protocols to a process based on independent dose calculation, complemented by some additional machinerelated QA-measurements. For the latter approach, a number of different software tools are commercially available. The
system Mobius3D (Mobius Medical Systems, USA) appears novel in several aspects.
Aim of this work is to present the results of the assessment and the first clinical experience with this system in a multivendor environment.
Materials and methods: Mobius3D (M3D) performs independent dose calculation for various types of treatment plans
based on the patient’s CT-data in three dimensions. It uses a collapsed-cone dose calculation algorithm. The vendor
supplies a generic beam model for a variety of common machine / energy / MLC-combinations, requiring only one single
input-parameter from the user. M3D calculates a dose comparison with the usual metrics (dose-difference, gammacriterion) and displays, besides other parameters, DVH-comparisons and statistics for dose coverage and dose to all
contoured structures.
We have three different treatment planning systems (TPS) with a total of five dose calculation algorithms in use for the
calculation of intensity modulated treatment plans (IMRT and VMAT): Acuros XB and AAA algorithms in Eclipse (Varian
Medical Systems), CCC-Superposition inPinnacle (Philips), Monte Carlo and Pencil Beam in iPlan (Brainlab).
We compared the generic beam models from M3D with the in-house measured beam data for three energies (6MeV,
18MeV and 6 MeV SRS mode) and two multi-leaf collimators (Millenium, HD) for Clinac iX and Novalis Tx accelerators
(Varian Medical Systems) and re-calculated reference- and standard field configurations. In the next step of the
assessment we re-calculated twenty-five clinical VMAT-plans from our three TPS with M3D. Reference-point dose and
gamma-criterion passing rates for the full dose matrix and the PTVs were evaluated (tolerance level settings: 3% dose
difference, 2mm distance-to-agreement).
Results: The generic beam models from M3D agreed well with the models from our TPS. Almost all measured points in
standard- and reference fields showed deviations less than 1%. Deviations exceeding 1% were found only for very small
fields (<2x2cm²) and a depth in phantom of more than 20 cm.
For clinical VMAT-plans (calculated in M3D on the patient’s CT-datasets) we found 1.2% average deviation in the dose at
the reference point (max.: 2.8 %). Average Gamma-index passing rates were 98.7 % for the full dose matrix and 93.6%
for the PTV, respectively. For air cavities and low-density regions significant dose deviations were observed between
M3D and TPS for the AAA and CCC algorithms (figure 1), and to a lesser extent for the Acuros XB and Monte Carlo
Algorithms.
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Fig. 1: Gamma evaluation using M3D for a VMAT-plan calculated with Eclipse AAA algorithm. (a) sagittal gamma-map (b) horizontal
dose profile (c) vertical dose profile.

Discussion: Mobius3D is a very powerful tool for independent dose calculation in VMAT-QA. It can be well integrated in
a QA concept that relies primarily on re-calculations. Using this system shifts the focus of plan analysis and plan QA
towards more complex issues: while simple systems for independent dose-calculation are normally used for checking the
dose and a few representative points, it is now possible to study the influence of parameters like tissue heterogeneities or
body contouring on the robustness of dose calculation.
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140 A multi-institutional QA study for VMAT benchmark plans
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Introduction: Machine specific quality assurance (QA) is an important prerequisite to safely deposit the prescribed dose
to the target volume (Bedford et al 2009, Haga et al 2009). The purpose of this study is to create VMAT QA benchmark
plans and to obtain a systematic overview of dynamic parameter uncertainties at four different institutes. Furthermore we
demonstrate the validity of geometrical errors indicated by logfiles by evaluating dosimetric accuracy for single control
points of VMAT plans.
Methods: VMAT test plans were generated using iComCAT (Elekta) and delivered by 14 Elekta linacs (9 Synergy with
MLCi, 5 Agility) in Friedrichshafen1, Amsterdam2, Vienna3 and Feldkirch5. Test plans were based on square field shapes
with varying field size (0.5x0.5cm2 to 24x24cm2) and a full gantry rotation. Control points were composed to vary dose
rate, MLC, Jaw and gantry speed.
Planned vs. actual position of individual leaves, jaws and gantry were quantified by analyzing the linac’s log files. Deliver y
robustness in terms of dose rate stability and delivery time was investigated for each of the 14 linacs and subsequent a
inter-linac comparison was performed.
Dosimetric verification in terms of intra-linac consistency was performed at one institute (Amsterdam) using the
OCTAVIUS 4D system and the Verisoft 6.0 evaluation software (both PTW). Relative dose differences were assessed by
mean gamma (1mm/1%) for each control point and compared to the results of the log file evaluation (Stock et al 2005).
Results:The mean leaf error during plan delivery was 0.28±0.15mm for all linacs. The maximum errors for leave and jaw
positions were found at control points where the moving direction reversed: up to 6.7mm deviation were detected
between planned and actual positions (range 2.9mm to 6.7mm). A correlation between MLC speed and error was
observed, the errors increased for higher MLC speed.
Delivery time for the same plan varied from 80s to 128s, depending on the linac’s ability to keep a constant low dose rate
for those arc segments demanding maximum leaf speed. For linacs with poor low dose rate stability, poor delivery
robustness was found. However, exact coordination of dynamic parameters was observed for all linacs: dose rate
decrease coincided very accurately with leave and gantry deceleration.
Dosimetric evaluation of delivery robustness for plans including all control points resulted in a mean gamma of 0.68±0.19,
indicating very accurate VMAT plan reproducibility. Control point resolved analysis correlated very well with log file
analysis, as shown in fig.1. A mean gamma of 0.49±0.30 was found for single control points with coinciding leaf positions
(deviation <1mm). For positional leaf deviations >1mm, the mean gamma value increased up to a hundredfold, tracing
very low agreement for two plans at the same control point.
Conclusion: Although VMAT delivery robustness regarding delivery time and dose rate stability varied, overall MLC
errors were comparable. Observation of log files enables a better understanding of linac limitations in terms of maximum
MLC speed and low dose rate stability.
The dosimetric evaluation for single control points provides strong evidence that log file indicated errors have an impact
on delivery accuracy for small arc segments. Log file analysis is a valuable tool for proactive VMAT QA in terms of
troubleshooting, long-term stability checks and linac intercomparison.
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A

B

Fig. 8 Example of the correlation between deviation in leaf position and high gamma value at gantry angle 150° is shown: Actual leaf
position of one single leaf for the same plan and two consecutive plan deliveries (A) and the corresponding gamma value (B).
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141 Validation of quantitative blood flow by DCE-MRI two-compartment analysis using blood
pool contrast medium in swine muscle
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Introduction: We evaluated the use of a two-compartment model for the quantification of arterial and capillary muscular
blood flow in large mammals using blood pool contrast media and a 3D gradient-echo sequence with keyhole technique.
The exact determination of blood flow is crucial to the assessment of existing pharmacokinetic models such as the Tofts
model [1] and gives clear insights into physiological situations.
Materials and methods: A total of three female pigs (56-60 kg body weight) were investigated. An ultrasonic Doppler
probe (Transonic Systems Inc., USA) was attached to the right femoral artery to determine the total flow in the hind leg
musculature [2]. The femoral artery was catheterized to enable continuous local administration of adenosine. The
continuous adenosine injection resulted in steady blood flow levels up to four times the baseline level. In this way, three
different stable perfusion levels were induced. The MR protocol included a 3D gradient-echo sequence with a temporal
resolution of approximately 1.3 seconds and the following parameters: TR = 2.69 ms, TE = 0.86 ms, α = 30°, voxel size of
2.89 × 4.5 × 2.9 mm3 , 160 × 48 × 128 reconstruction matrix. 100 frames were recorded with distribution of peripheral kspace lines to several images with keyhole technique (region A and B both 20%). After the fifth acquisition of the first
dynamic sequence, 0.1 mL/kg body weight of blood pool contrast medium (0.25 mMol/mL gadofosveset trisodium) was
injected via the central venous catheter, delivery rate: 5 mL/s. Time dependent maps of relaxation rate changes ΔR(t)
were computed using the method of Li et al. [3]. A veterinary physician created virtual segmentations of the hind leg with
the 3D visualization software Amira 5.2 (see Figure 1).

Fig. 1: relaxivity rate mchange based blood volume map creatd from the 3D gradient-echo imgages and segimentation examples for
the hind leg musculature in axial (a) and coronal (B) view.
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Fig. 2: The estimated AIF measured in the aorta and the delay and dispersion corrected AIFs for the lower leg segment (a). Tissue
blood relaxivity change curves and the resulting model fits for the one (b) and two (c) compartment model in the respective segment.
Due to the large bolus fraction in the lower leg curve the one-compartment model leads to an underestimation of the steepness and
height of the bolus and thus to an underestimation of the flow.
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The labeled segments were: medial, cranial, lateral and pelvis thigh muscles, lower leg, bones, skin and fat. The first 80
seconds of the relaxation change time-curves of the voxels in these segments were used for model fitting. Beforehand the
curves time resolution was increased to 0.1 seconds. Just as we proceeded with the arterial input function (AIF) Caest(t)
measured in the aorta. The flow determination is influenced not only by height, but mainly due to the steepness of the
tissue curve. Thats why single-compartment approaches often lead to underestimations in high flow situations (see
figure1b). Therefore, the perfusion of the different anatomic regions was calculated using one- and two-compartment
models with delay and dispersion corrected AIFs. The design of the models was based on the indicator dilution theory
and required the deconvolution of the tissue blood concentration time curve in tissue capillaries, Cb(t) [4]:
.
Where i = a, c indicates the respective compartment (arteriel or capillary), Fi are the perfusions and Ri(t) are the
respective residue functions with mean transit times Ti:
.
To calculate the AIFs Cia(t) for the two single compartments we corrected Caest(t) for delay δti and dispersion times 1/βi:
.
Where
are the vascular transport functions, which describe the bolus dispersion during the effective transit times 1/βi from the
site of AIF measurement to the input to the particular region of interest. Finally, the sum
gave the total tissue blood concentration time curve in the considered region of interest. Fixing Fa=0 represented the onecompartment model. By calculating the ratio of the washout region (75-95 seconds) of the tissue blood concentration
curves of all considered voxels and of the washout of the AIF, blood volume maps were created. Appropriate starting
values for the capillary and arterial compartment were estimated by fitting the one compartment model to the portion of
each anatomic segment which had a blood volume of 3.5% or lower and 10% or higher, respectively. The F-test for model
comparison was used to decide whether to use the results of the one or two compartment model fit. We calculated the
total flow by integrating the volume weighted perfusion values over the whole measured region.
Results: The resulting values of delay, dispersion, blood volume, mean transit time and flow were all in physiologically
and physically reasonable ranges. In 29 of 72 ROIs the blood signal was separated into a capillary and an arterial signal
contribution, proven by the F-test. The overall flow of the hind leg muscles, as measured by the ultrasound probe, highly
correlated with the total flow from the MRI measurement, P <0.001 (see Figure 3). The correlation coefficient between the
two measurement methods is 0.91. Linear regression yielded a slope of 1.2 and a y-axis intercept of 322 ml/min. The flow
offset and the flow overestimation can be explained by the increase of the capillary flow fraction and the superimposition
of the arterial and capillary curve component.

Fig. 3: Correlation of the entire hind leg flow measured with DCE-MRI with the flow measured with the Doppler ultrasound probe at the
femoral artery of the supply region in question. Three different stable flow levels of the three pigs were induced and measured. The
correlation coefficient between the two measurement methods is 0.91. The Comparison with results of the singular value
decomposition (SVD) method [5] showed that the SVD underestimates the flow and was not able to detect its increase in low perfused
muscle tissue.
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Summary: The DCE-MRI technique of the present study in combination with the two-compartment model allows for the
absolute quantification of the muscle perfusion as well as the separate determination of the bone perfusion. The results
show that the technique has sufficient accuracy and reproducibility in order to evaluate existing pharmacokinetic models.
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142 Retrospective four-dimensional analysis of magnetic resonance imaging data in lung
ventilation studies
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Introduction: The aim of this study was to develop a new ImageJ plugin to get a simple and easy to handle tool for a
four-dimensional analysis of magnetic resonance imaging data to visualize and quantify lung ventilation. The analysis was
based on change of pixel intensities during variation of the oxygen concentration to use the contrast enhancing
characteristic of oxygen in functional lung MRI [1-3]. The visualization should be realized by providing a characteristic
result image for each slice and enable a time-dependency quantification based on a pixel-precise graphical
representation of grey values.
Materials and methods: A plugin was developed and programmed by using the tool Fiji, which is an image processing
package based on ImageJ. The test experiments were all conducted on previously recorded 1.5T magnetic resonance
images of narcotized and mechanically ventilated pigs, whose lungs were partially blocked mechanically. The MRI images
were recorded in both dorsal and transversal plane, with a slice thickness of 8 mm and 32 images per slice. The oxygen
concentration of the pigs’ breathing was alternated periodically from 21 to 100 percent and backwards within an eight
seconds interval.
After importing the MR sequence into Fiji the tool could be started automatically with pre-set or manually adjusted
parameters. The plugin analyzed all pixels of each image temporally to detect the variation of gray values related to the
temporal change in oxygen rate.
Results: First results could already be seen after a simple subtraction of two images, one with an oxygen rate of 21
percent and another with 100 percent, of the same slice (Fig. 1). Areas with a higher change in pixel values resulted in a
higher signal in the subtraction image. The mechanically blocked and in this way lower ventilated lung areas could be
identified easily.
To realize the four-dimensional analysis of MRI data the change in value and time-to-peak of output signal were stored for
all pixels while alternating the oxygen rate periodically. The quotient of these two parameters was displayed in a new
image to create a characteristic result image for each slice. In addition the stored data was printed out in curves for each
pixel. Figure 2 shows the time-dependent change in value of pixel intensity for a representative pixel, which is located in
the lung. This curve was smoothed with a gliding average filter.
The new ImageJ plugin is able to detect time-dependent changes in signal intensity during dynamic examination of the
lung. Change of pixel intensities and time-to-peak of the output signal showed a significant relation between oxygen rate
and gray value of the stored data and the generated images and curves. The blocked lung areas could be identified in the
result images since pixels located in these regions representing less signal in contrast with other regions.
Conclusion: A simple and easy to handle tool for time-dependency analysis of MRI data was successfully developed in
this work. The intended visualization and quantification of lung ventilation could be realized in a useful and highly
diagnostic way.
This work confirmed the ability of oxygen to be used as contrast media in magnetic resonance imaging. The developed
and tested ImageJ plugin for a four-dimensional analysis of MRI data has demonstrated the significance of a
quantification of lung ventilation based on oxygen-induced change in output signal.
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Fig. 1: Subtraction of two MRI images of the pigs’ lung

Fig. 2: Time-dependent change of pixel intensity
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143 Comparison of Three Ultrashort Echo Time Sequences for MRI of an Ancient Mummified
Human Hand
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Introduction: Ancient mummies are unique objects of human history, and therefore non-invasive and non-destructive
examination technologies are favored for paleopathology studies. X-ray based imaging methods such as computed
tomography (CT) are very useful to study mummies and other valuable ancient remains non-destructively. Recently,
feasibility of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of mummified tissue has been shown [1]. MRI of the de-hydrated mummy
is challenging due to the low water content and the very short transverse relaxation times T 2*. To overcome the signal
loss associated with the short T 2*, pulse sequences with very short echo times (TE) are used. The objective of this study
was to compare 3 different short-TE pulse sequences: ultra-short echo time (UTE), point-wise encoding time reduction
with radial acquisition (PETRA), and single point imaging (SPI).
Materials and methods: To compare the three short-TE pulse sequences, a mummified left hand of an embalmed
ancient Egyptian mummy (ca. 1500 – 1100 BC) was used (Fig. 1a). MR images of a mummified hand were acquired with
all 3 sequences at clinical MRI field strengths of 1.5 T and 3 T (Siemens, Erlangen) using home-made solenoid Tx/Rx RF
coils. Dedicated Tx/Rx switches were also constructed.
In 3D UTE imaging [2], a nonselective rectangul
parameters were used: TE = 70
o
3
10 , FOV: (206 mm)³, isotropic voxel size: (0.9 mm) , total scan time: 10 min. In PETRA [3], the excitation is not nonselective. Due to the time delay between the RF pulse and the start of the acquisition, center of the k-space is missing
which is compensated by single point acquisition of the k-space center at the end of the radial acquisition. The imaging
parameters for PETRA sequence was set to the same as UTE. In SPI [4], a single k-space data point is acquired at each
3
TR, and 3D k-space is acquired onto a Cartesian grid. SPI was performed with a larger voxel size of 1.7x1.7x3.4 mm due
3
o
to system hardware limitations. The following other imaging parameters were used: FOV: (212 mm) , = 2 , acquisition
delay: 300
, TR = 2 ms. For 64 x 128 x128 points it takes 35 min in total. For SPI in 3T, voxel size was reduced to
3
1.6x1.6x3.2 mm , and the acquisition delay to 280
s, because the gradient hardware of the 3T system is stronger.
Differences in the imaging parameters were accounted for in signal to noise ratio (SNR) calculations [5]. UTE sequence is
®
also used for relaxation time measurements, and MATLAB is used for the computations.
Results: In all MR images tissue differentiation was feasible; major anatomical structures such as bones, tendons and
muscles could be identified (Figure 2). Skin with embalming resin shows a very high signal, whereas it appears isointense to the neighboring tissues in CT. PETRA offers higher SNR, yet it fails to display small anatomical structures due
to image blurring. Due to longer acquisition delay (i.e., echo time), SPI has a lower SNR especially for the anatomical
*
*
structures with shorter T2 values, however it is not affected by blurring artifacts.T2 varies between 40 – 600
and T1
*
varies between 30 – 400 ms. Metacarpal spongy bones have very low SNR, therefore, T 2 value could not be calculated.

Fig. 1: (a) Left hand of the Egyptian mummy. Yellow line shows the corresponding slice taken into consideration in the image analysis.
(b) Mummy hand placed in the solenoid coil which is put on a holder to place the sample in iso-center
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Currently
Unavailable

Discussion: Radial sequences are more prone to artifacts due to signal decay during the image acquisition. If these
sequences were used clinically (for example for bone imaging in combined PET/MR systems) PETRA and SPI are very
silent due to continuous gradient ramps. However, SPI with its long scan durations is not suitable for most clinical exams.
UTE and PETRA have similar scan times, which are in the clinically acceptable range as long as TR is kept short and low
flip angles are used. SPI image does not suffer from blurring artifacts, therefore anatomical structures better distinguished
and localized. Spatial localization in 3D is best performed with UTE, which is perfectly non-slice-selective, whereas
PETRA and gradient-ramped SPI introduce some spatial selectivity due to the presence of a slice selection gradient
during RF excitation.
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144 High-Resolution ex-vivo diffusion imaging and tractography of the human brain
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Introduction: Diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWI) serves as the basis for neuronal fiber tracking
methods such as diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI), q-ball imaging (QBI) and many more.
Spatial resolution for in-vivo studies is mainly limited by long acquisition times, especially for high angular resolution
protocols.
Ex-vivo studies, however, do not suffer from this limitation and thus can achieve significantly higher spatial and angular
resolution while being intrinsically free of motion artifacts.
A major challenge of ex-vivo imaging is that tissue samples have to be fixed, often in Fomblin or Formalin, which
decreases relaxation times and water diffusivity (Fig. 1). This leads to significantly lower SNR and diffusion contrast
compared to in-vivo studies.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the feasibility of high-resolution ex-vivo diffusion weighted imaging and
tractography of the human brain, using a purpose-built 60 channel coil array and very high b-values.
Materials and methods: In order to minimize the distance between sample and receive coils, thus maximizing SNR, a
special, closely fitting 60 channel coil array was developed for this study (Fig. 2). Diffusion imaging was performed on the
Connectome MRI system at the Athinoula A. Martinos Center in Boston which is equipped with a 300 mT/m gradient
2
system [1]. This enabled the use of very high b-values (b=12000 s/mm ) necessary to achieve sufficient diffusion contrast
while maintaining a relatively short echo time of 58 ms. Images were acquired using a segmented 3D EPI sequence.
2

Results: Our results show, that even with b=12000 s/mm and 0.5 mm isotropic resolution the SNR in the center of the
hemisphere with a single acquisition is sufficient to see contrasts between different diffusion encoding directions. QBI
reconstruction of the fiber tracts of a dataset with 60 diffusion directions (Fig. 3) shows two exemplary fiber bundles
originating in the corpus callosum.
Conclusion: Diffusion weighted images of an ex-vivo human hemisphere with an isotropic resolution of 0.5 mm were
acquired using a segmented 3D EPI sequence. Although TE was in the range of T2 and a very high b-value was used, the
SNR and diffusion contrast of a single acquisition are sufficient to perform tractographic analysis. Strategies to further
increase the resolution are currently developed and are subject to future studies.

Fig. 1:T1 and T2 maps of the ex-vivo brain sample
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Fig. 2: Purpose-built 60 channel coil array

Fig. 3: Exemplary fiber tracts originating in the corpus callosum, reconstructed from 60 diffusionencoding directions with b=12000
2
s/mm
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145 APT-CEST MR imaging of formalin fixed C6 glioma in the rat brain at 7 T
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Target audience: Scientists and physicians interested in CEST, cancer MR imaging and spectroscopy.
Introduction: Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is a highly aggressive brain cancer characterized by uncontrolled
proliferation, resistance to cell death, extensive induction of angiogenesis, and vascular edema1. Chemical exchange
saturation transfer (CEST) MRI2 has emerged as an innovative technique generating contrasts dependent on the tissue
microenvironment composition of small molecules as well as mobile peptides and proteins3. The purpose of this study
was to investigate the effect of formalin as a fixation medium on the tumor and normal tissue with respect to the APTCEST contrast.
Materials and methods: The brain of a male Wistar rat (6 weeks) was fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for two days and
stored in phosphate buffered saline at 4°C on day 21 after injection of 100.000 C6 glioma cells into the right basal
ganglia4. MRI was performed at 7 T (ClinScan, Bruker BiosSpin, Ettlingen, Germany) using a transmit/receive volume coil
(inner Ø=3.8 cm). During the MR measurement the temperature of the fixed brain was kept constant at 37.0 ±0.5°C.
Single-slice chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) MR-imaging was performed using pulsed RF saturation
followed by a 2D FLASH (Fast Low Angle SHot) readout [TR/TE: 32,123/5 ms, FOV: 35mm, matrix: 256×256, slice
thickness: 2 mm]. Z-spectra were acquired by application of one (Tsat=22.6 ms) and five repetitive (Tsat=113 ms) RF
pulses of 430° at 201 frequency offsets up to ±5 ppm (scan time=27.27/105 min). B0 inhomogeneity was corrected on a
voxel-by-voxel basis by centering of the z-spectra. Saturation transfer was quantified by magnetization transfer ratio:
MTR=100× [S0-Ssat(ω)]/S0, and by asymmetry analysis: MTRasym=100×[Ssat(-ω)-S(+ω)]/S0 at frequency offsets
corresponding to the maximized intensity difference between the signal intensities from the ROIs in the tumor and healthy
tissue at ω=±4ppm. Ssat(ω) and S0 are the signal intensities with and without frequency selective excitation, respectively.
In the rat brain, two ROIs of the same size were selected inside the tumor (on the right side of the rat brain, (Fig. 1, white
arrow)) and the contralateral normal appearing brain region (Fig. 1, green arrow).
Results and discussion: Figure 1 shows the z-spectra (left) and MTRasym spectra (right) of the tumor and contralateral
normal brain tissue for the short (green/red line) and long (blue/black line) saturation scheme. The z-spectra of the tumor
and the contralateral tissue acquired with the short saturation time had a narrow spectral line width of about 1 ppm and
overlap each other. In contrast to that, a strong asymmetry broadening of the z-spectra line shape can be seen at longer
saturation time between 0.5 to 3 ppm downfield of the water signal. This asymmetry appeared different between tumor
and normal tissue. At 4 ppm the chemical fixed normal tissue exhibited a negative MTRasym that could not be seen in the
tumor. On the other hand, in the tumor a strong asymmetry was observed at about 1.5 ppm resulting in a positive
MTRasym value, which was about 8% higher than those of the normal tissue. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding maps of
MTR and MTRasym at 1.5, -1.5, +4, -4 ppm as well as the obtained S0 and Ssat(at -4 ppm) images. The tumor appeared
with a clear reduction of MTR, both at 4 and -4 ppm which is in line with previous observations in vivo. In contrast to in
vivo data, no z-spectra asymmetry was detectable between 5 and 3 ppm indicating a loss of APT-effects in fixed tissue.
Conclusion: The strongest contrast between glioma and brain tissue in formalin-fixed brain could be achieved by
macromolecular magnetization transfer, rather than chemical exchange from mobile protons. While the contrast alteration
on the MTR map was comparable to those in vivo, the observed CEST-effect clearly differed from in vivo data of tumor
and normal tissue.
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Fig. 1: Normalized z-spectra (left) and MTRasym spectra (right) of the brain tumor and the contralateral normal brain tissue as a function
of frequency offset at two different saturation periods T sat=22.6 ms and 113 ms. The words tumor and healthy tissue were abbreviated
to T and Ht.
S0

MTR(+4 ppm)

MTR(+1.5 ppm)

Ssat(-4 ppm)

MTR(-4 ppm)

MTRasym (-4, +4 ppm)

MTR(-1.5 ppm) MTRasym (-1.5,+1.5 ppm)

Fig. 2: The obtained S0 and Ssat(at -4 ppm) of the in formalin-fixed rat brain tumor by a saturation period of T sat = 113 ms and the MTR
and MTRasym at 1.5, -1.5, +4, -4 ppm. The gray scale of both maps shows the values from -10% to 10%. The white and green arrows
show the tumor (left) and normal brain tissue (right), the yellow, orange and blue arrows show white brain matter, normal tissue and
tumor on the MTR and MTRasym maps, respectively.
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146 Experimental comparison of different detector types for small field electron dosimetry
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Introduction: While dosimetry of small fields is quite well understood for photons this is not the case for Electrons. In this
work we investigated the properties of various detectors at small fields for electrons to get an overview of the behavior
and the limits of them. In our case we used the Roos ionization chamber, Advanced Markus ionization chamber and the
E-Diode silicon detector all from PTW-FREIBURG.
The aim was to find out the best detector for small field dosimetry of electron irradiation using fields under a size of 4x4
2
cm .
Materials and methods: All measurements were carried out on an Elekta SL15 linear accelerator (Elekta, Crawley UK)
having electron energies of 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15 MeV. For this work we limited ourselves to an electron energy of 10
MeV. The used detectors in this work were Roos (Type 34001) ionization chamber, Advanced Markus (Type 34045)
3
ionization chamber, E-Diode (Type 60017) silicon detector and as reference detector a Semiflex 0.3 cm (Type 31013)
TM
ionization chamber (all detectors PTW-Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany). Furthermore we made use of Gafchromic EBT3
Radiochromic Films. Depth dose curves and profiles were recorded in water using a MP3 Water phantom (PTW-Freiburg,
Freiburg, Germany) at a source surface distance SSD = 100 cm with the sofware Mephysto mc2 (PTW -Freiburg,
webline
Freiburg, Germany). Output factors were measured with an UNIDOS
Universal Dosemeter (PTW-Freiburg,
2
Freiburg). The 10x10 cm square field was used as a reference.
The measurements were carried out according to DIN 6800-2 [1]. First of all depth dose curves were recorded with the
2
different detectors for the field sizes of 1x1, 2x2, 3x3, 4x4, 5x5, 6x6, 10x10, 14x14 and 20x20 cm . The field sizes 6x6,
2
2
10x10, 14x14 and 20x20 were generated with applicators of Elekta. The field sizes from 5x5 cm down to 1x1 cm were
2
generated by using self-made end frames (composition of Pb, Bi and Sn) which were installed on the 6x6 cm applicator.
The depth dose curves of each detector and each field size was measured at 10 MeV. We installed the Roos chamber
and Advanced Markus chamber so that the irradiation comes orthogonal on the entrance window and the E-Diode
detector parallel to the irradiation direction.
We assumed that the Roos chamber is the “Goldstandard” and according to PTW-FREIBURG the Roos chamber can be
2
used to a field size of 4x4 cm . The shift of the Roos chamber of the effective point of measurement is well known [2]. So
we adapted depth dose curves of Advanced Markus chamber and E-Diode detector to the shifted Roos chamber and get
the depth dose curves in the effective point of measurement and the shifts of Advanced Markus chamber and E-Diode
detector.
From the shifted depth dose curves we took the half value depth (R 50) and determined zref [1]: Furthermore we took the
depth of the dose maximum (Dmax) of each depth dose curve. Next step was to measure profiles in D max and output
factors in zref and compare the results of the different detectors with each other.
TM
The measurement with the Gafchromic EBT-3 Radiochromic film was more difficult. For that we used a self-made mini
water phantom with a modified holder which positioned the film parallel to the radiation axis. It was after an irradiation of 3
Gy scanned with an Epson 10000xl and analysed with Mephysto mc2.
2
For the field sizes smaller than 6x6 cm we adapted depth dose curves of the Advanced Markus and E-Diode to the depth
2
dose curves of the film. So we get the shifts of these two detectors at the field sizes 1x1, 2x2, 3x3, 4x4 and 5x5 cm . We
2
also done this for the field sizes 6x6 cm and compared the shifts with the results of adapting to Roos chamber.
2

Results: The depth dose curves of Advanced Markus chamber and E-Didoe detector at the field size 6x6 cm shifted by
the value which can be seen in table 1 for the effective point of measurement, are in good agreement to the shifted Roos
2
chamber and film. But this is not the case for the field sizes under 6x6 cm . Table 1 also shows the penumbra of the fields
measured in Dmax with the different chambers. It can be seen, that the Roos chamber measures the largest penumbra
width because of its large diameter of the measuring volume. The other two detectors are in good agreement.
The measured output factors in zref can be seen in figure 1. Output factors of Advanced Markus chamber are in good
2
agreement with the output factors of E-Diode detector, but the Roos chamber begins to deviate at a field size of 5x5 cm
and smaller.
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Discussion and conclusion: While PTW states, that the Roos type chamber can be used down to 4x4 cm² fields our
results show that its usage should be limited to a 6x6 cm² field. For smaller fields the volume effect [3] is getting too
dominant. Our measurements also show that the Advanced Markus chamber and E-Diode detector have a sensitive
volume which is small enough to measure small fields with a negligible volume effect, not only for profiles, but also for
output factors of the small fields.
For the E-Diode there is a energy dependent shift of effective point of measurement [4] but also field size dependent shift
of effective point of measurement has to be taken into account (table 1). Also Advanced Markus chamber shows an
2
increase of the shift of the effective point of measurement with decreasing field size (field size < 6x6 cm ) (table 1). As a
result we took Roos as reference and adapted the depth dose curves of Advanced Markus chamber and E-Diode
2
detector to Roos chamber, but this works only down to a field size of 6x6 cm . For smaller fields Roos chamber can't be
TM
used as a reference because of the volume effect. So we took the depth dose curve of the EBT-3 Gafchromic film and
adapted depth dose curves of the Advanced Markus chamber and E-Diode detector to that curves of the film. That's the
way we got the shift of this two chambers for the small fields and could find out D max and R50 for zref.
Dosimetry in small fields is a difficult and time-consuming method. There is no standard detector which can be used for
2
2
measurements in fields under the size of 4x4 cm like Roos chamber for fields greater than 6x6 cm and no standard
measuring procedure. It's difficult to maintain the measuring accuracy at small fields
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1x1

Dmax
Roos
E-Diode
Advanced Markus
Advanced Markus (adapted to film)
Advanced Markus (adapted to Roos)
E-Diode (adapted to Film)
E-Diode (adapted to Roos)

2x2

3x3

4x4

5x5
6x6
Penumbra [mm]
9.7
10.94
12.18
13.13
3.59
4.93
6.18
7.62
9.27
10.11
5.44
6.45
7.41
9.2
10.58
shift of effective point of measurement [mm]
1.1
2.01
2.35
1.34
0.05
1.9
1.9
0.7
0.4
0.15
1.45
3.08
4.37
3.82
2.8
1.53
3.77
3.57
2.07
1.37
1.27
Tab. 1: Penumbra and shift of effective point of measurement

Fig. 1: Output factors at 10 MeV
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10x10
13.34
10.59
10.53

14x14
14.16
11.8
11.82

20x20
13.72
10.58
10.65
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147 Commissioning of the Octavius detector 1000SRS for the quality assurance of linear
accelerators and treatment plans especially for stereotactic radiotherapy
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Introduction: Volumetric modulated arc therapy will become the preferred technique in modern radiotherapy. This
applies not only standardized large volume irradiations with single doses of 1,8Gy to 2,0Gy but also small-volume
stereotactic irradiations with single doses of 5,0Gy to 15,0Gy or higher.
For the quality assurance of stereotactic irradiations there are special dosimetry arrays. The Octavius detector 1000SRS
(PTW-Freiburg, Germany) was examined to determine the dosimetric and physical properties, whether it is appropriate for
the particular task of quality assurance of stereotactic irradiations.
Material and procedure: The Octavius detector 1000SRS is a two-dimensional ionization chamber array with 977 liquidfilled ionization chambers. The chambers are mounted on a square area of 11x11cm² with a regular grid of 0,5cm. A highresolution area of 5,5x5,5cm² is located centrally on the detector array. The regular grid spacing in this range is 0,25cm.
The measurements were performed with the Octavius phantom and a slab phantom consisting of RW3 material at an
Elekta Synergy and a Tomotherapy HiArt accelerator. The dose rate dependence, linearity, directional dependence and
the dependence of field width were determined by comparing the measurement of the central chamber of the array with
the dose measured with a Semiflex 31010 ionization chamber. The spatial resolution of the array was determined by
varying the diaphragm of the accelerator. Dose profiles measured with the array and the Star Check (PTW-Freiburg,
Germany) were compared. For an overall assessment as to the suitability for quality assurance of patient plans several
patients plans were measured on both accelerators and compared with the calculations.
Result: The results show that the detector array has a directional dependency. The resolution is very good so that the
evaluation criterion is fulfilled for the verification of stereotactic irradiation plans with a gamma index of 2% / 2mm over
95% of the measurement points (Fig. 1). Irradiation plans with a standardized fractionation could be very well reproduced
with a gamma index of 3% / 3mm.
Summary: The detector 1000SRS was examined with regard to its properties on the ability to measure stereotactic
treatment plans and quality assurance particular for small fields. Therefor dosimetric properties such as linearity, dose
rate dependence and directionality were verified experimentally. In addition real radiation plans were verified for a clinical
introduction.
For quality assurance purposes especially stereotactic irradiation plans the Octavius detector 1000SRS is sufficiently
accurate and very suitable. The machine-related quality assurance can be equally well performed with this detector
particularly for small field dosimetry.

Fig. 1: Measured (dotted) and calculated (solid) profile for stereotactic case. For a gamma criterion of 3%/1mm the result was 99,7%
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Fig. 2: Measured (dotted) and calculated (solid) profile for a prostate case. For a gamma criterion of 3%/3mm the result was 99,5%
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148 Dealing with the angular dependence of the PTW Octavius II System in clinical routine
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Introduction: The Octavius II System is designed for 2D Pre-Treatment QA for rotational IMRT. To compensate for
absorption in the body of the ion camber array the bottom part of the phantom contains a cavity. The dimensions of the
cavity have been optimised for the 2D-Array729 in Namur, Belgium, in 2007 [1]. A similar response curve for two arrays
with spread was shown again in St. Gallen 2011 [2] and on other sites [3,4]. In 2012 the 2D-Array729 was followed by the
Octavius Detector 729 with a new design of the housing and with different absorption characteristics. The correction of
the absorption in the body of the phantom by a cavity of 2 cm is now critically reviewed, espacially with regard to using
higher energies for intensity modulated arc therapy. We compared 3 procedures to evaluate computed dose and
measured dose to the Octavius Detector 729 in the Octavius Phantom: a) with the “Artifact-free” CT-scan of PTW and the
Linac-Bottom Part [5]; b) with a home CT-scan and the Linac-Bottom Part; c) a density-modified home CT-scan and the
CT-bottom part.
Our goal was to obtain a relative dose difference between measured and calculated dose of less than 2% for each Gantry
angle.
Materials and methods: For dose measurements we placed the Octavius II System with the measurement window
facing the Gantry of an Elekta Synergy Linac at 90°. Static fields of the size 26x26 cm² were irradiated to the phantom
with Gantry spacing of 5° CCW to a Gantry angle of 270°. We assumed, that the array behaves symmetrical [3]. Dose
readings of the central chamber were corrected for air density. We acquired two sets of dose readings for each energy, 6
MV and 15 MV Photons. One with the Linac-Bottom part of the Octavius Phantom and another with the CT-Bottom part.
With this setup we did not irradiate through the carbon treatment couch.
Dose calculations were performed with Pinnacle³ TPS 9.4 on 3 data sets:
1) PTW-CT scan with artifical housing of the Octavius Detector 729 and a ROI to set the density of the body of the
array to 1,9 g/cm³
2) home made CT scan with the Octavius Detector 729 and no adaption
3) home made CT scan with ROIs to correct for the angular response of the central chamber of the Octavius
Detector 729.
Relationship between measured and calculated dose is given in radiation angle to the array and relative dose difference,
normalized to vertical irradiation at 0°.
Results: Using the Linac bottom part of the Octavius phantom relative dose difference of <2% is achievable with both CT
data sets, the PTW scan and the home made scan, in an angular range of 0° (vertical on the array) to 60° and 140° to
180°(vertical from the back) for both energies.
In the remaining segment of 80° maximum deviation is seen at an angle of 110° with 5,3% (06 MV), 4,6% (15 MV) and
6,4% (6 MV), 5,6% (15 MV) for the PTW-scan and the home made scan respectively (fig. 1+2). This segment includes
several steep changes in density: front of the detector housing with a density of 1,9 g/cm³, the measuring plane with 5mm
air and 5mm chamber housing, back of detector housing, the air-filled cavity. Each gives a point of discontinuity in the
angular response curve. These discontinuities are less for dose measurements with the homogeneous CT-Bottom part.
With the CT-Bottom part we choose to correct for absorption in the body of the detector array by adding a slab of density
1 to the phantom during dose calculation. In a similar way dose deviation >2% can be corrected by implementing ROIs of
density 0 or 1 for dose calculation in areas of too little or too big response respectively (fig. 3). These ROIs can be
designed energy specific.
With these ROIs we reduced the segment with deviation >2% to 10°to 15° around an angle of 90° and 95° to the array for
6 MV and 15 MV.
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Conclusion: With a home made CT-scan it is possible to get very similar results to the PTW CT-Scan. The artifacts on
the back of the detector housing material are of no relevance. Assigning the density of 1,04 g/cm³ (Polystyrene) to the
chamber area and the front of the housing reduces the relative dose difference at 80° from 3,5% to 2% for 15 MV
Photons. The home CT scan can be acquired with the phantom feet used inhouse, with a data set big enough to place
the carbon treatment couch and in diagonal orientations, all is not supplied by the PTW scan.
Further reductions of relative dose deviation to approximately 1% can be achieved with energy specific ROIs of the
density 0 or 1, except for an angular range of 10° to 15° around 90° to the array.
In comparison of the literature reviewed and the behaviour of our Octavius Detector 729 we assume individual behaviour
of the detector which will be further investigated.

Fig. 1: relative Dose difference of dose measurement and calculation for 6 MV on the PTW scan and Linac bottom part (red dots),
home scan and Linac bottom part (black squares) and density modified home scan and CT-bottom part (green triangles).

Fig. 2: relative Dose difference of dose measurement and calculation for 15 MV on the PTW scan and Linac bottom part (red dots),
home scan and Linac bottom part (black squares) and density modified home scan and CT-bottom part (green triangles).
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Fig. 3: correcting ROIs for 15 MV Photons, left density 1, right density 0
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149 Thermoluminescence dosimetry (TLD): New findings on the energy correction factor k E
for X-ray photons between 30 kV and 280 kV
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The raised use of X-ray imaging in radiation therapy (IGRT) in terms of cone beam CT (CBCT) put in the claim of highly
accurate dose determination methods in order to estimate the additional dose to the patient. Thermoluminescence
dosimetry (TLD) is chosen due to very good spatial resolution and thus the potential of 3D dose distribution detection in
anthropomorphic phantoms. For this reason existing literature [1-3, 5-8] about energy dependence of TL-Detectors was
questioned critically and found to vary a lot quantitatively as well as methodically. Hence energy dependence of TLD600
and TLD700 (Harshaw) for X-ray photons is determined in order to define energy correction factors k E. For the dose-towater based measurements PTW Germany provided their X-ray tube and the fixed setup including absolute reference
dose with calibration quality of a secondary standard laboratory. The determined energy dependence in the range
between 30 kV and 280 kV is depicted in Fig. 1 a) and the comparison to the previous findings of other authors in Fig.
1 b).

60

The responses of the TL‐Detectors at each energy level is normalized to the response at the calibration energy at Co.
This is called the relative response ratio (RRR). The energy correction factors k E are then created by the inverse of the
RRR. In summary, it can be stated that the results of this work are highly accurate, since even the low energy qualities
like 30 kV and 50 kV are determined with standard errors between ± 1.16 and ± 3.03 %. When comparing to the data of
other authors it is conspicuous that indeed the shape of the curves is similar but quantitatively there are big differences.
But there are some obscure parameters which make a comparison almost impossible. E.g. nearly all other authors
measured with TLD100, some compared rods with chips, some made just Monte Carlo Simulations and some compared
dose‐to‐water calibrations at the reference energy to air‐kerma based measurements at the kV energy range. The correct
specification of the energy at the point of measurement is the most challenging part for the comparison of different
author´s data. Since photons out of an X‐ray tube are distributed in a spectrum and the latter in turn changes its
composition due to interaction processes in different materials. The correction factors of this work are tested in a clinical
phantom study at the X‐ray tube of a Linac with 70 kV, 100 kV and 120 kV. The calculated dose values (following Eq. (1))
for the i‐th TL‐Detector with its individual calibration factor
including the utilization of
fitted very well (see
Tab. 1) and thus are assessed as reliable.
(1)
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TLD700, all values in unit [mGy]
5

10

30

100

4.8 ± 0.01

10 ± 0.60

28.3 ± 1.20

93.0 ± 1.17

5.1 ± 0.10

9.0 ± 0.36

29.2 ± 0.88

98.8 ± 2.70

Tab. 1: Results of dose measurements with an X‐ray tube mounted at the Linac in a fluoroscopic mode
exemplary with energy levels 70 and 120 kV, absolute reference dose determined with an ionization chamber
(TM31010, PTW). Standard errors are referred to the intra‐TL‐uncertainty averaged over 3 repetitions.

Concluding, it is not recommended to use the
values (X‐ray photons) given in the DIN protocol for dose‐to‐water
measurements with TL‐Detectors, moreover it is necessary to revise this chapter of the DIN protocol.
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150 Dose-dependent transmission of polarized light through EBT3 radiochromic films
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Purpose: The optical properties of radiochromic EBT3 films achieved by exposure to high-energy photons have been
experimentally studied. This study entailed the investigation of the dose-dependent transmission of polarized light through
the films in order to reveal the scattering properties of the films and to verify the applicability of the theory of light
scattered from rod-like structures.
Materials and methods: An optical table setup was used to study the transmission of a narrow, homogeneous light
beam through EBT3 radiochromic films exposed to doses between 0 Gy and 10.5 Gy. A Linos Halogen lamp including a
condenser (Linos Richtleuchte type 030123, Linos, Göttingen, Germany) was used as a source of white light, and its
slight preference for horizontal polarization was measured and eliminated by a numerical correction. Two apertures in
combination with a light diffusing glass were used to form upon the film a homogeneously illuminated spot of white light
with adjustable light intensity. A linear polarizer (here called the front polarizer, FP) type 10K-036323 (Spindler & Hoyer,
Göttingen, Germany) served to polarize the incident light.
The films were positioned with their long side horizontal. The 0° polarization of the FP corresponded to an electrical
vector of the incident light parallel to the short side of the film; accordingly, 90° corresponded to an electrical vector
parallel to the long side. A second polarizer of the same type (here called the rear polarizer, RP), was placed behind the
film. The light current of the transmitted light was measured in the red channel of a Nikon D5100 DSLR (Nikon Corp.,
Tokyo, Japan) camera with sigma macro lens type 105/2.8 EX Macro DG OS HSM (Sigma Corporation, Kawasaki-shi,
Japan) focused upon a light diffusing glass placed behind the second polarizer. The camera shutter was triggered by
remote control. The images were taken in Nikon NEF raw format using the Adobe DNG (Adobe, San José, CA, USA)
converter. Further evaluation was performed in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). The polarization dependence of
the transmission of light through the film was investigated by rotating the FP from 0° to 180°. The RP was placed in three
different setups relative to the FP by a) omitting the RP, b) orienting the RP parallel to the FP and c) orienting the RP
perpendicular to the FP.
Results: The transmission of linear polarized incident light peaks at 90° when the polarization is perpendicular to the
coating direction of the film. A deeper insight was obtained in setups b) and c) using pairs of front and rear polarizers.
Relatively sharp transmission maxima are obtained at polarization angles of 90° for a parallel oriented pair of polarizers.
Two sharp peaks occur for a crossed pair of polarizers at front polarizer angles 45° and 135° with a local minimum at 90°.
In all cases, the peaks become more prominent with increasing dose. These results agree with those of Klassen et al
1997 who studied the optical properties of MD-55 Radiochromic films. Two lower peaks of transmission already occur on
unexposed films at polarizer orientations of 0° and 180° polarization of the incident light for parallel polarizers and at 45°
for crossed polarizers.
Conclusions: The measured patterns of light transmission as a function of the polarization direction of the incident light
match the theory presented by Rhodes and Stein (Rhodes & Stein, 1969) predicting a
dependence of the parallelpolarized component of light scattered from a rod-like structure and a
dependence of the crossed-polarized
component of scattered light, when the direction of maximal polarizability of the scattering oscillators is preferently the 90°
direction. Thus the preferred direction of the oscillators in EBT3 films is orthogonal to the coating direction. The dose
dependent increase of the transmitted intensity indicates that the underlying oscillators are formed during a radiationinduced polymerization process. According to Rink (2008), these oscillators have been identified as conjugated double
bonds between the lithium pentacosa-10,12-diynoate (LiPCDA) monomers of the radiochromic film.
The observed strong dependence of the transmitted light current upon the polarization direction and its consistence with
the theory of light scattering from rod-like structures has to be weighted as the proof that radiation-exposed EBT3
radiochromic films are not only attenuating the light offered by a photometer, but also produce scattered light, whose
interaction with the properties of the usual flatbed scanners gives rise to the well-known artefacts known as the
orientation effect and the parabola effect.
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151 Current status of dosimetric quality assurance of the ion beam Gantry at HIT
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Introduction: In October 2012, the Ion Beam Gantry at the Heidelberg Ion Therapy Center (HIT) [1], which features
active beam scanning, started clinical operation. Until end of February 2014, 222 patients have been treated with protons
or carbon ions. For clinical operation, the medical physics team developed and performed comprehensive acceptance
and periodic quality assurance tests to ensure that the clinical dose distributions are within the respective specifications
for all applied beam parameters at all applied gantry angles.
Materials and methods: For each ion species and gantry angle, beam position and beam width can be adjusted for 255
different energy levels and 4 different focus levels by the accelerator physics team. For certain parameters, interpolation
between sampling points is employed. Therefore, a reasonable amount of measurement points were determined in the
beam parameter phase space and test protocols with appropriate tolerance levels were developed.
Different detectors, which are used for the acceptance and periodic quality assurance tests, will be presented. This
includes a multi wire proportional chamber (Siemens PT, Erlangen) for measuring beam position and beam width,
radiographic films for measuring dose homogeneity of scanned fields, an air filled ionisation chamber array (Starcheck,
PTW Freiburg) for scanned field dose profile measurements and a farmer chamber for monitor calibration. All these
detectors are mounted on a rotating device connected to the patient positioning robot to allow measurements at each
gantry angle.
Results: For the tests mentioned above, the beam position and beam width are within +/- 1 mm and +/-20% relative to
given reference values, respectively. The field dose homogeneity is better than +/-5%. The scanned field dose profiles
show 1d gamma-index values below 1.0 for settings of 1.5 mm distance to agreement and 5% dose deviation, normalized
to the maximum dose. The monitor calibration shows differences of less than 0.5% for different gantry angles. The results
of further quality assurance tests will be presented as well.
Conclusion: For protons and carbon ions the measurement results of acceptance and periodic quality assurance tests at
different gantry angles are well within tolerances. Currently, the physics team focuses on making arbitrary gantry angels
available for clinical operation. Moreover, there is still a need to further accelerate the measurement procedures. In order
to achieve this, we are currently implementing an amorphous silicon flatpanel detector [2], which is already in use for
beam adjustment and problem investigation, into the quality assurance program.
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Introduction: In heavy ion radiotherapy the highly localized dose deposition in the Bragg peak area represents an
important advantage over conventional photon beam therapy. At the same time, however, the sensitivity to small
deviations in the dose delivery, such as inaccuracies in the patient positioning, is increased. Therefore, non-invasive dose
delivery verification would be highly desirable. The only method currently available in clinics are PET measurements,
which suffer from low signal, biological washout processes and long acquisition times [1]. To overcome these drawbacks,
a different approach for heavy ion beam delivery verification based on monitoring of prompt secondary ions leaving the
patient has been investigated. Gwosch et al. showed that e.g. beam range differences of down to 2 mm can be detected
by tracking of secondary ions [2]. In continuation of these initial studies it is now investigated if information on the energy
loss of the detected ions in the detector system can be exploited to enhance the beam delivery verification.
Materials and methods: The experiments were performed at the Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Center with carbon ion
pencil beams of energies typically used in patient treatments. A cylindrical PMMA phantom of head-size was placed in the
isocenter. Behind the phantom a stack of three Timepix detectors [3] was positioned at an angle of 30° against the beam
axis (see Fig. 1). The employed semiconductor detector system allows for detection of single particles due to its high
spatial resolution.
In the first detection layer the energy deposition of the particles in the 300 µm thick silicon sensor layer was measured.
The rear detector layers were used to obtain the particle arrival time and match coincident events. In this way, the
trajectories of the secondary ions in the detector were determined and back-projected into the initial beam plane. The
correlation of the gained profiles of intersection points in the beam plane and the corresponding energy loss information
with the initial beam range was studied.

Fig. 1: Schematic illustration of the used measurement set-up and principle of evaluation.

Results: The analysis of the back-projected particle trajectories and the corresponding ion energy loss information
revealed promising correlations of the obtained signal distributions to the initial beam range. Further measurements using
different initial ion energies have been made. Detailed investigations on a possible improvement of the precision in beam
range verification exploiting the energy loss information will be presented.
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Conclusion: The possibility to match information on the particle trajectories and the energy loss of the respective ions
enables enhanced evaluation methods for beam monitoring by means of prompt secondary charged particles in carbon
ion-beam therapy. The first results are promising to improve the initial method [2] based solely on particle trajectory
information. Further analysis to quantify the precision in beam range verification achievable with this novel approach will
be made.
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Introduction: When a heavy ion Bragg-peak is measured after traversing an inhomogeneous, porous material range
modulation effects of the Bragg-peak occur. There are two main causes for the modulation.
One reason was well described by Urie et.al. (1986) [1]. In large heterodense structures with simple configuration, the
Bragg-peak degradation can be explained by superimposing the residual ranges of beam parts traversing different tissue
/ material thicknesses, or being split at high density gradients like bone edges.
The second effect is caused by multiple and complex heterodense structures like porous microstructures (e.g. alveolar
septa and alveoli in the lung) and results in a modulation of the particle ranges. The observed modulation is comparable
to the modulation caused by Ripple-filters [2]. In this study these second modulation effects are measured, analyzed and
quantified in tissue substitutes and organic lung-tissue. A simple method is described to recalculate a modulated Bragg
peak after traversing lung tissue.
Materials and methods: Residual range measurements of a 200 MeV/u and 270 MeV/u C-12 beam were performed
using a water column (PTW PEAKFINDER). Two lung substitutes with different densities and a fresh porcine lung were
used as samples. The organic lung was irradiated on different locations resulting in different path lengths and different
oxygen filling states. A statistical model was introduced to describe the passage of particles through the porous material.
The microstructure of the lung (pulmonary alveoli separated by alveolar septa) is represented in a simplified structure by
randomly distributed voxels of water (tissue) and air.
The particles traversing this model structure hit a randomized number of solid voxels. The probability distribution can be
described in good approximation by a normal distribution where σ is the width and µ the mean value for the water
equivalent path length through the whole model target. This distribution is called “lung modulation function” (see fig. 1
lower part).
It could be observed that by a convolution of the reference Bragg peak measurement (no sample in beam path) with that
lung modulation function the measured lung Bragg curves can be well reproduced (see fig. 1 upper part). An inverse
optimization procedure was used to fit the parameters σ, µ of the modulation function.
The modulation effect of the introduced voxel model depends on the size of the voxels. This allows to draw inferences on
the geometrical micro structures of the measured samples from the fitted values σ and µ.
Results: The introduced, simplified statistical model describes the modulation in both lung substitutes and porcine lung
properly. The convolution of the so called lung modulation function with the reference measurement reproduces the
measured lung Bragg curve with good accordance (see fig. 1).
In some of the organic lung measurements a superposition of degradation and modulation effects is visible. This was
attributed to macroscopic structures from the respiratory system such as bronchi tubes being hit by the beam.
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Fig. 1: Top: depth dose profile of a 200 MeV/u C-12 beam. Reference measurement (gray, no sample in beam path) and porcine lung
measurement (red). The dark blue dotted line is the result of the convolution of reference and lung modulation function (bottom). The
position of the modulation function (bottom, light blue) is relative to the Bragg peak position of the reference measurement. The green
dotted line is the reference curve shifted by the mean area density corresponding to a Bragg-peak a TPS would calculate.

The green Bragg-peak in fig. 1 shows the result, a treatment planning system (TPS) would calculate in a treatment
situation similar to the experimental setup. The reference curve is shifted by the amount of the mean area density derived
from the modulation function. A great difference is visible between measurement and TPS calculation, due to the fact,
that current TPS do not consider modulation effects.
Table 1 summarizes the different parameters for lung tissue and substitutes.
Especially the distal dose fall off shows the strong modulation effect of the lung tissue. The fall off increases from 0.5 mm
in case of the reference curve to 4.3 mm ± 1.7 mm in the lung tissue measurements.
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modulation function
"Modulation
Power"
σ

µ

Δ

σ/√Δ

thickness

D90%-20%

[mm]

[mm]

[mm]

[1/√mm]

[mm]

[mm]

lung1

3,17

67,3

19,01

0,726

50

4,8

lung2

3,05

66,8

19,46

0,692

50

4,9

lung3

1,98

77,8

8,49

0,680

70

2,5

lung4

1,85

77,8

8,45

0,636

70

2,4

lung5

3,11

68,5

17,80

0,736

100

5,5

lung6

3,08

66,8

19,49

0,698

100

5,4

lung7

1,29

81,7

4,64

0,600

50

2,2

lung8

1,21

81,9

4,37

0,579

50

1,8

lung9

4,22

65,2

21,15

0,919

70

7,1

lung10

3,73

59,6

26,69

0,723

70

5,3

LN300

2,66

69,9

87,78

0,284

70

5,2

LN450

2,14

80,9

76,75

0,245

70

4,2

Tab. 1: Parameters for all measured lungs and tissue substitutes (from left to right): σ = width of the modulation function, µ =
expectation value of the modulation function, Δ = mean area density (center of mass of the modulation function, thickness = length of
beam path through the lung, D90%-20% = distal dose fall-off of the modulated Bragg curve

Conclusion: Strong modulation effects of range occur in organic lungs. A simple statistical model was introduced which
allows to recalculate the modulation.
Although the statistical model describes the modulation in high accordance, the geometrical parameters resulting from the
model are greater than expected. This aspect will be further investigated.
A strong difference between measurement and TPS calculation is visible. This difference has to be taken into account
when lungs are being radiated or lie within the beam path.
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Introduction: This work presents a method to experimentally validate the beam quality correction factors (kQ) tabulated in
IAEA TRS-398[1] for proton beams and to determine the kQ of non-tabulated ionization chambers, based on the already
existing values.
Materials and methods: The ratio between the kQ of two ionization chambers can be expressed as a function of their
60
reading in Co (MCo60) and in a proton beam of quality Q (MQ), as it follows:

kQ
k Qref



M Co60 M Q
ref
ref
M Co
60 M Q

In this work, we studied 4 ionization chamber models: IBA FC65-G Farmer, PTW 31010 Semiflex, PTW 23343 Markus
60
and PTW 34045 Advanced Markus—the latter has no tabulated kQ in IAEA TRS-398. The Co and proton beam
60
measurements were all performed according to IAEA TRS-398 reference conditions. The Co-beam measurements were
performed in a Primary Standards Dosimetry Laboratory. The proton beam measurements were performed in the middle
3
2
of a 10x10x10 cm spread-out Bragg peak of residual range (Rres) 6 g/cm .
Result: Table 1 shows a comparison between the kQ values tabulated in IAEA TRS-398 and the kQ values experimentally
determined in this work—taking the kQ of the Markus chamber as reference. We found the differences between the
experimental and the tabulated kQ values were -0.7% for the Farmer chamber and +0.3% for the Semiflex. The kQ of the
2
Advanced Markus, for Rres = 6 g/cm , was found to be 0.997.
Summary: The kQ of the PTW 34045 Advanced Markus chamber was experimentally determined. The differences
between the experimental kQ values determined in this work and the tabulated values in IAEA TRS-398 are within the
uncertainty of the latter (σ=1.7%)[1]. The method described in this work is not only applicable to proton beams, but to any
kind of radiation beam quality.
IAEA TRS-398

Experimental

IBA FC65-G

Farmer

1.040

1.033

PTW 31010

Semiflex

1.029

1.032

PTW 23343

Markus

1.002

n/a

PTW 34045

Advanced Markus

-

0.997

2

Tab. 1: Theoretical and experimental k Q for Rres = 6 g/cm for different ionization chambers. The kQ of the Markus chamber is taken as
reference.
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155 Individualized patient selection for particle therapy: ReCompare
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Introduction: Particle therapy offers some patients a higher chance of cure with fewer side effects than state-of-the-art
photon therapy. The identification of these patients is essential to guarantee a fair and sufficient access to this specialized
and limited resource. However, expertise on particle therapy is usually concentrated at particle therapy centers, while the
(initial) treatment decision for most patients is made at a non-particle radiotherapy institution. Therefore, an individualized
patient selection requires networks of particle and non-particle radiotherapy centers that establish (1) the exchange of
relevant patient information and expertise on particle therapy as well as (2) procedures for a well-founded decision
process. In this work, we contribute a novel concept addressing these two aspects.
Materials and methods: We proposed a practical concept that allows a non-particle radiotherapy institution to select
individual patients for photon or particle beam therapy [1]. It bases on patient-specific, remote treatment plan comparison
as schematically shown in Fig. 1. The non-particle radiation institution sends a photon treatment plan (that does not
comply with the constraints) to the particle therapy center where a corresponding particle treatment plan is produced on
the same data. The particle plan is sent back and the final treatment decision at the non-particle radiotherapy institution
bases on a comparison of the pair of plans. We have translated this concept by developing the web-based software tool
ReCompare (REmote COMparison of PARticlE and photon treatment plans), which realizes remote and safe patient data
transfer. Also, we have established a clinical workflow, an IT infrastructure solution, and a legal framework.
Results: We demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed concept by exchanging photon and particle treatment plans for
the same patient between remote radiotherapy institutions. The software ReCompare enables non-particle radiotherapy
institutions to directly compare photon and particle radiotherapy plans in their photon treatment planning system (Fig. 2).
The treatment decision remains with the attending physician at the non-particle radiotherapy institution using their
standard treatment planning software. Thereby, the concept is thought to integrate into the clinical workflow of the
participating radiotherapy institutions. We have initiated a testing phase with external non-particle radiotherapy
institutions.
Conclusion: Our concept supports non-particle radiotherapy institutions with an individual treatment decision on the
optimal irradiation modality. It may improve and standardize this personalized treatment decision. We believe that
especially patients but also non-particle and particle therapy centers will profit from the proposed (pre-) selection of
patients. The software ReCompare will be available when proton therapy is operational in Dresden.

Fig. 1: Individual treatment decision process based on remote plan comparison for photon and particle irradiation. NPRI: Non-particle
radiotherapy institution, PT(C): Particle therapy (center), TPS: Treatment planning system.
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Fig. 2: Comparison of photon (left) and proton (right) treatment plans for the same esophagus cancer patient. Plan exchange was
performed with ReCompare. Protons: XiO, photons: Masterplan.
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P 1 Dose distributions calculated on cone-beam-CT compared to normal CT: limitations for
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Purpose: To evaluate differences between dose distributions of intensity modulated treatment plans calculated on CT
and kV-cone beam CT (CBCT).
Materials and methods: The scanning protocols of the kV-cone-beam-CT (CBCT) of two linacs (OBI 1.4. Trilogy, and
TrueBeam 1.6, Varian Medical Systems) and the planning CT (PCT) (Siemens Definition AS) were calibrated by means
of a CatPhan® phantom, resulting in nearly identical Hounsfield – electron density – relations. 22 patients treated with
intensity modulated radiotherapy, received a CBCT (12 with OBI Trilogy, 10 with the TrueBeam system) and a PCT on
the same day. The original treatment plan was calculated on both the CBCT and PCT. The resulting axial, coronar, and
sagittal dose planes with different extensions (5x5cm and 30x30cm around the isocenter) were extracted. The
corresponding CBCT and PCT dose distributions were compared by means of the Gamma-Index (1 mm distance to
agreement, 3% or 5% dose difference, accepted percentage of points passing the Gamma index: >90%). Further, the
isocenter dose values were compared to the values of the original plan.
Results: For the 30x30cm planes which contain the whole body, the dose distributions were comparable in all 3 planes
for 3 patients (0 for OBI Trilogy vs. 3 for TrueBeam) with respect to the Gamma-Index (1mm, 3%) and for 13 patients (5
vs 8) with respect to Gamma-Index(1mm,5%). For the 5x5cm planes, the dose distribution was comparable for 17
patients (7 vs 10) with respect to Gamma-Index(1mm,3%). The remaining 5 cases of comparison failure could be
explained by artefacts limiting the CBCT image quality due to metal, air cavities and large body size. The relative mean
isocenter dose difference (CBCT vs PCT) was 1.3±2.0% (OBI Trilogy) and 0.4±1.3% (TrueBeam), whereas the relative
mean isocenter dose deviation (absolute unsigned difference) was 1.5% (OBI Trilogy) and 1.0% (TrueBeam).
Conclusions: The improved of comparability of CBCT and PCT based dose calculations with limited dose matrix
extension (5cm vs 30cm) is likely caused by body surface effects. Thus, the CBCT based dose calculation may be used
during treatment for dose verification with 3% confidence, unless the image quality is limited by density-gradient artifacts.
This might explain the different comparison results for the two CBCT systems: the Truebeam patients were treated in
brain, head/neck and pelvis, whereas the Trilogy patients were also treated in the mediastinum. Finally, the deviation
between means of original and absolute (unsigned) isocenter dose differences suggests that calculation differences
between PCT and CBCT include systematic and stochastic components. These systematic effects need to be
investigated further in order to improve the CBCT dose calculation.
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Related questions: CBCT images taken during radiotherapy treatments offer potential – and often non exploited –
possibilities for adaptative radiotherapy treatments (ART). IGRT provides information about the positioning of the patient,
tumor and organs at risk evolution compared to the reference CT exam. Some anatomical, biological and functional
changes can be observed during treatment. The CBCT images can thus be used to recalculate the dosimetry and assess
the real delivered dose throughout the treatment, providing a supplementary help to decide for a replanification on a new
CT exam or for a retrospective assessment (cumulative dose).
Material and procedure: The use of CBCT images for dosimetry calculation requires a CT-number versus-density
calibration curve. The implementation of this calibration curve on our XVI system 4.5 (Elekta Agility) was performed in
Pinnacle 9.2 by using the phantom CIRS (Model 062MA CBCT). This CIRS phantom was also used for testing the
dosimetry quality. Different types of plans (3DRT, VMAT) and different localisation (pelvis, Head&Neck, chest) are
calculated from the CIRS and recomputed on the CIRS CBCT for comparison. Many parameters are available to compare
CT and CBCT dosimetries: minimum dose, maximum dose, mean dose, DVHs etc. Nevertheless some of them could be
sensitive to geometric considerations (position, countouring) and may not be so representative. Using the gamma index
as a comparison parameter offers interesting possibilities in dose quality assessment.
Result: For every localisation (H&N, pelvis) and type of plans (3DRT, VMAT), the comparison of CT-based and CBCTbased dosimetries shows that more than 95 % of the considered voxels pass the criteria of 2mm and 2%. Nevertheless,
one has to pay attention for lung or dense bone similar tissues that could have 4% difference locally observed, for the
lower dose and when the mean dose parameter is used.
Summary: In conclusion, CBCT can be used to replanning a dosimetry and evaluate the effect of movement or shrinkage
changes during treatment. It is a relevant tool to decide for a replanification based on a new CT scan.

Fig 1: Comparison of dose calculated on CIRS CT Scan and recomputed on CBCT CIRS scan, showing that more 95 % of the voxels
pass the 2mm and 2% criteria.
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Fig 2: CIRS phantom model 062MA
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Introduction: Due to the high conformality and the better sparing of normal tissue intensity-modulated radiotherapie
(IMRT) is superior to conventional 3D-conformal radiotherapy [1-3]. For radiation of lung tumors often a compromise of
lung dose and dose of the spinal cord or other organs at risk has to be made. So the use of IMRT planning for lung
cancer or other diseases in the thoracal region could simplify the planning and could improve the quality of treatment.
However due to the high organ movement by breathing the high conformality could be decreased and cold- and hotspots
might occur [4-5]. The aim of this study is the evaluation of IMRT-plans with organ movement compared to conventional
3D-conformal plans.
Materials and methods: Conducting the irradiation a Varian Clinac DHX 2100 C/D (Varian Medical Systems) with a
120-leaf Millennium MLC is used. The IMRT fields are used in sliding window technique. For measurements an IMRT
plan with five fields and a comparable 3D-conformal plan with similar irradiation directions are applied.
The 3D-dose distribution of the IMRT and the 3D-conformal plans is measured at characteristic places of the distribution
using a dosimetry diode/ionization chamber (PTW). The measurements are made with and without movement. To avoid
statistical errors due to the phase of the movement, all dose values are measured several times to simulate the complete
fractionation of treatment. For these measurements a symmetric phantom of solid water with inhomogenities (EasyCube)
and a water phantom containing a moveable air cavity to simulate a breathing patient are used. Evaluating the blurring of
the dose distribution a 2D-array is used.
To evaluate the two different techniques the maximum, the minimum and the mean dose of the 2D-array in the area of
tumor can be compared with the static case. Further the standard deviation and the mean value of the measured places
of the 3D-dose distribution can be evaluated.
Discussion: By the time of the submission of this abstract the phantom with the moveable air cavity is still in progress.
Regarding the maximum, the minimum and the mean values of the dose distribution of the IMRT and the 3D-conformal
plan can be compared and the stability of the dose over the various fractions interpreted. Hence, the advantage of the
superior calculated dose distribution of the IMRT in the static case can be evaluated.
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P 4 Analysis of breathing patterns – curves during lung and liver SBRT
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Introduction: In radiotherapy of lung and liver tumors, the internal target volume (ITV) is meant to compensate for the
uncertainty in tumor position, which primarily depends on breathing motion. The breathing motion is accessed by 4D-CT
imaging. For 4D-CT reconstruction, breathing curves are measured by surrogate systems. Thus, variations of surrogate
breathing curves are likely to result in variations of the tumor trajectories and hence affect the correct sizing of the ITV.
This investigation is a first attempt to gain detailed knowledge of the intensity and the properties of breathing irregularity of
free-breathing patients in radiotherapy. Irregularities in breath amplitudes and cycle lengths are explored, as well as
baselineshifts. They are studied at intra-fractional and inter-fractional level. In total, this study considers 59 breathing
curves of 10 participants, splitting up into two groups: Five patients with liver or lung tumors, plus five healthy volunteers.
Materials and methods: The breathing curves of five patients who undergo 4D-CT imaging and SBRT treatment are
acquired and analyzed. Three of them suffer from liver tumors and two from lung tumors. The course consists of one
imaging session and five treatment fractions. Recording is done during 4D-CT acquisition in the imaging session
(SIEMENS Somatom AS Open combined with the VARIAN RPM respiratory gating system) and right after irradiation on
each treatment fraction (VARIAN TrueBeam STx with integrated RPM). In case of the fractions, each breathing curve
covers about one to two minutes, which corresponds to the timespan of 4D-CT.
Furthermore, breathing curves of five healthy volunteers at the age of 20 to 30 are recorded (RPM) to observe the longerterm properties; each curve’s duration is about 10 minutes. Six curves per volunteer are recorded, to add up with the
number of curves per patient. All participants are asked to breathe regularly, but no coaching or bio-feedback is used.
The RPM is a surrogate system that tracks a retroreflective infra-red marker positioned on the abdomen. In case of the
patients, a proper position between tip of the sternum and navel is found by the clinical personnel. This surrogate position
stays the same over the full course for each patient. In case of the healthy volunteers, the marker is always placed
medial, immediately superior to the navel.
The anterior-posterior (a-p) breathing curves from the surrogate systems are parametrically analyzed by self-developed
MATLAB routines. Parameters are breath amplitude (peak-to-peak amplitude of one period of the surrogate signal), cycle
length (duration of a period of the surrogate signal) and baseline (shift).
The intra-fractional variability of breath amplitudes and cycle lengths is explored based on the span of values per fraction
(or session). Inter-fractional variability is explored based on the spans of minima, maxima and mean values. Furthermore,
both are regarded relatively (span-to-mean-ratio in percent). The general character of the distribution of breath amplitudes
and cycle lengths is examined in outlines. Typical baselineshifts under clinical conditions are determined for short
timespans in patients, plus for longer timespans in healthy volunteers.
Results: The breathing curves demonstrated intra- and inter-fractional irregularity in breath amplitudes and cycle lengths
(Fig. 1).
The analysis of the irregularity’s intensity establishes:
-

The intra-fractional spans of the breath amplitudes are in the range of 3 mm – 19 mm in case of the patients and
9 mm – 36 mm in case of the healthy volunteers, or (span-to-mean-ratio:) 25 % – 300 % and 81 % – 620 %,
respectively.

-

Inter-fractional spans of the mean values of the breath amplitudes are 2 mm – 4 mm (patients) and 3 mm – 6 mm
(healthy volunteers), or (span-to-mean-ratio:) 26 % – 50 % and 27 % – 62 %, respectively. For the maxima they
are 5 mm –14 mm and 3 mm – 17 mm. For the minima they are 2 mm – 6 mm and 1 mm – 10 mm.

-

All breath amplitudes of the patients are in the range of 2 mm – 22 mm. Those of the healthy volunteers are all in
the range of 0 mm – 42 mm.

The intra-fractional spans of the cycle lengths are in the range of 0.5 s – 4.9 s in case of the patients and 2.0 s – 12.9 s in
case of the healthy volunteers, or 13 % – 103 % and 55 % – 255 %, respectively.
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-

Inter-fractional spans of the mean values of the cycle lengths are 0.6 s – 3.9 s and 0.5 s – 2.0 s, or 16 % – 67 %
and 16 % – 39 %, respectively. For the maxima they are 1.0 s – 5.3 s and 1.6 s – 5.0 s. For the minima they are
0.6 s – 2.7 s and 0.3 s – 2.7 s.

-

All cycle lengths of the patients are in the range of 2.2 s – 9.5 s. Those of the healthy volunteers are all in the
range of 0.8 s – 14.6 s.

-

The baselineshifts of the patients amount to -2.9 mm – +1.3 mm in range, during about one to two minutes
recording length, after lying on the couch for about ten to fifty minutes. Those of the healthy volunteers amount to
-6.7 mm – +5.5 mm in range, during recording lengths of about ten minutes with a lay-time before recording of
approximately one minute.

The analysis of the irregularity’s properties establishes:
-

Individual tendencies/peculiarities can be found. Each participant shows a typical range of values.

-

Chronological trends (rising or falling of any value) over the full course cannot be found. The connection between
fractions and values seems random.

-

Minimum and, especially, maximum values sometimes vary significantly stronger than mean values.

-

Longer observation periods lead to larger spans per fraction but have no impact on the inter-fractional spans of
mean values, minima or maxima.

-

Large intra-fractional spans of the cycle length go hand in hand with large inter-fractional spans of the mean
values of the cycle lengths.

-

For longer observation periods the values show a tendency towards the Gaussian distribution, which is hardly
recognized during short observation periods.

-

Systematic baselineshifts resulting from the impact of gravity towards the surrogate can be fitted using decay
functions.

-

Apart from the systematic shift, random short term (breath to breath) variations of the baseline can be found.
They are in the size of total baselineshifts found during one or two minutes, if the participant has been lying on
the couch for some minutes before.

Conclusions: Analysis of breathing variability of lung and liver patients revealed considerable irregularity over the course
of 4D-CT acquisition and treatment. Observed breathing signal variability possibly translates into tumor motion variability,
which is not accounted for in conventional 4D-CT-based ITV delineation.
Clinical benefit of bio-feedback on patient breathing to reduce variability is currently under debate. In addition,
approaches to extend ITV delineation for compensation of breathing irregularity should be taken into consideration.

Fig. 1: The patient’s breath amplitudes (left) and cycle length (right) from the a-p breathing curves. Fraction 0 refers to the 4D-CT
imaging session. The span of values per fraction is an indicator for the intra-fractional irregularity. The variation of the minima, maxima
nd
and mean values shows the inter-fractional variability. (On the 2 fraction of patient 4, no curve was recorded, for clinical reasons.)
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P 5 Practicability of the Elekta Agility-MLC versus Elekta add-on MLC Apex for stereotactic
radiosurgery
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Introduction: Since Winston et al. [1,2] work in 1988, stereotactic radiosurgery with linear accelerators (linac) has
improved considerably. Whilst applicators were self-built by clinics for stereotactic radio therapy, nowadays linacs with
built-in multi leaf collimators (MLC) with and without add-on MLC, are in vogue to enable high precision therapy.
In 2012, Elekta introduced their new built-in MLC called Agility consisting of 160 tungsten leaves, each 5 mm wide, with a
leaf speed of up to 6.5 cm/sec and an exceptionally low leaf transmission with less than 0.5% across the entire field.
Therefore Agility is suitable for stereotactic therapy. On the other hand, Elekta presented their new add-on MLC Apex for
stereotactic radio therapy in 2011 with a leaf width of 2.5 mm in isocenter and 112 dual-focusing leaves, which produces
a sharp penumbra. A steeper dose gradient and smaller leaf width can be generated by collimation close to the patient.
Furthermore, due to the divergent beam, the closer the collimation is done, the smaller is the resulting leaf width in the
isocenter plane. However, as a disadvantage add-on MLCs have to be attached and removed from the base linac, which
can lead to variations in mounting. Moreover, a special quality assurance (QA) has to be implemented in addition to the
basic linac QA.
The current investigation aims at a comparison of the new Agility MLC and the add-on Apex MLC. This is especially of
interest for institutions where both MLCs are available.
Materials and methods: For the purpose of the investigation, Linac Elekta Synergy (Elekta, Crawley, UK) with built-in
Agility MLC, Elekta Apex add-on MLC were implemented. The measurements were carried out with a photon energy of 6
MV and for field sizes between one to six centimeter. The single field dose distributions were analyzed with EBT3
GafChromic films ( Ashland Inc., Convington, KY). The films were scanned with Epson 10000XL scanner. The scanner
response to the dose values was determined using protocol proposed by Lewis et al. [3] with the Film pro QA software.
The reproducibility of leaf positioning was measured using Elekta iView EPID and analyzed with the open source software
suite ImageMagick (www.imagemagick.org).
Results: The leaf positioning reproducibility of both MLCs was below 0.2 mm. The mounting reproducibility of the Apex
MLC was significantly accurate, i.e. below 0.1 mm. The influence of the weight of the Apex MLC to the gantry sag was 0.2
mm in gantry target direction; influences in the other directions could be neglected. As expected, the add-on Apex MLC
provided a sharper penumbra in cross plane direction compared to the built-in Agility MLC. However, reproducibility of the
leaf positioning was almost the same with both MLCs. Based on preliminary tests we expect for small field sizes between
1 cm and 4 cm a penumbra of 3 mm with the Apex add-on MLC. By contrast, the Agility MLC has a penumbra of 6 mm. In
the in-plane direction the penumbra of both MLCs led to almost similar results, with a 5 mm width between the 20% and
80% isodose. In the next months we will perform the measurements for accurate results.
Conclusion: The Agility MLC proves to be useful for stereotactic radio therapy treatments in most cases with an
advantage of interchangeability between different linacs of the same type and the speed of usage. The Apex MLC, on the
other hand, provides very sharp penumbras and is excellent suited for high irregular shaped target volumes in radio
surgery.
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P 6 A comparative study of different dose calculation algorithms for small photon fields
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Introduction: In recent years, stereotactic radiotherapy has been of growing interest. Hence, it is important to study and
understand the accuracy and behaviour of commonly used dose calculation algorithms for the regime of small fields.
Previous studies have dosimetrically compared Acuros XB and AAA and found a good reliability for both methods
2
regarding quadratic fields down to a field size of 0.8x0.8 cm [1]. The aim of this work is to extend this comparison to a
broader spectrum of dose calculation algorithms and to put emphasis on a detailed analysis within artificial, wellunderstood setups considering a larger set of different field sizes and shapes in order to identify differences between the
algorithms and study the influence of field size and shape, collimation technique and beam energy.
Materials and methods: The following commercial dose calculation algorithms have been included in this study: AAA
and Acuros XB (Eclipse v11, Varian Medical Systems), as well as the pencil beam and Monte Carlo (MC) technique
within the treatment planning system iPlan (Brainlab). Furthermore, Monte Carlo calculations have been conducted using
the Swiss Monte Carlo Plan (SMCP) [2], employing VMC++ and EGSnrc dose calculation algorithms. The statistical
3
3
uncertainty for all MC calculations is about 1%. Voxel sizes of (0.25 cm) and (0.1 cm) have been chosen. All data refer
to a Novalis TX system at 6X or 15X. Fields collimated using jaws, together with high-definition multi-leaf collimator
(HD120 MLC) and block shaped fields have been applied to a homogeneous water phantom as well as a number of
heterogeneous setups, both at a source to surface distance of 100 cm. For the latter, a 16 cm thick layer of either air or
lung or a 6 cm thick layer of bone tissue, each starting at a depth of 5 cm in water, is introduced into the water. These
setups have been irradiated by a set of quadratic and rectangular fields with side lengths ranging from 0.25 to 10 cm.
Results: All investigated dose calculation algorithms show virtually the same results for all situations considered when
2
the different beam modifiers are used to shape the field sizes. For a field size of 5x5 cm and the homogeneous water
phantom, a very good agreement is found amongst all algorithms considered. This situation changes with decreasing field
2
size. For very small fields (0.5x0.5 cm ) Acuros XB tends to show equally spaced, unphysical kinks along the depth dose
3
curve if a voxel size of 0.25 cm is chosen and this behaviour is even more emphasized along the off-axis depth dose
curves. A possible reason could be the interconnection of voxel size and angular discretization when solving the
Boltzmann transport equation in Acuros XB. AAA, on the other hand, shows to be more robust with respect to changes in
3
3
voxel sizes from 0.1 cm to 0.25 cm .
For the inhomogeneous phantom with a layer of air or lung, the algorithms show various differences in dose deposition.
Whilst the relative dose distribution in the first water layer is virtually the same for all dose calculation algorithms, there
arise considerable differences, particularly in the first centimeters inside the low density tissue. These differences are
enhanced for small and elongated fields, which might be understood as an effect of electron disequilibrium at the beam
edges.
Conclusion: For sufficiently large fields, the various methods show a very good agreement, as expected. For small
stereotactic fields, however, the results suggest that Acuros XB is more sensitive to the voxel size compared to the other
dose calculation algorithms. The shape of depth dose curves can be affected by the voxel size, even though the former
consider a much larger spatial scale than the side length of a voxel.
In the case of the heterogeneous phantoms, particularly with low density material inhomogeneities, further differences
between the dose calculation algorithms can be found. These differences might relate to the different handling of
secondary electron transport. They are considerably more prominent for small or elongated fields and high beam energy.
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P 7 Evaluating the Optimum radiation dosimeter for Small field photon dosimetry via Audit
Methodology
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Title: Evaluating the Optimum radiation dosimeter for Small field photon dosimetry via Audit Methodology
Objective: The aim of this study is to investigate the optimum radiation dosimeter for small photon fields, define by
multileaf collimator (MLC) and to perform an audit of treatment planning system for small field output factor dataset
against standard dataset produced by radiological physics center (RPC).
Material and procedure: In this study multiple small field size output factor datasets were measured and calculated for 6
MV x-ray beams using the RPC recommend methods. These beam datasets were measured at 10 cm depth and 100cm
SSD for secondary jaws setting 10 × 10 cm2 with MLC defined field sizes of 6 × 6, 4 × 4, 3 × 3, 2 × 2 and 1x1 cm2. The
measurements were made with Landauer’s nanoDot OSLDs, Gafchromatic EBRT3 and PinPoint® ion chamber. The
measured output factors were also compared with those calculated by Eclipse™ treatment planning software.
Result: The spread of multiple dosimeter measured value was (standard deviation) on average, 1.5%. When compared
to treatment planning system-calculated and RPC’s standard dataset max deviation range 3% and 2% respectively. OSL
found to be more reliable and efficient dosimeter for small field photon dosimetry having max deviation of 1 % with RPC
and 2 % with TPS dataset.
Summary: OSLDs are simple, durable, and accurate tool to verify doses that delivered using small photon beam fields
down to a 1 x 1cm2 field sizes. The study emphasizes that the treatment planning system should always be evaluated for
small field out factors for the accurate dose delivery in clinical setting.

Fig. 1: OSLDs Nanodot and its Jacket

Fig. 2: A sample MLC-defined aperture within a larger jaw
setting. This field of 5_5 cm2 within a jaw-defined field of
10_10cm2
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Open

10x10

MLC
define
aperture
6x6
4x4
3x3
2x2
1x1

Deviation with RPC dataset

Deviation with TPS

OSL
0.99 %
1.01 %
1.00 %
0.99 %
------

OSL
0.7 %
1.3 %
2.5%
2.4 %
1.0 %

EBRT3
1.0 %
1.5 %
1.7 %
2.6 %
-------

Pinpoint
0.78 %
1.48%
1.76%
1.84%
------

EBRT3
0.0%
1.0 %
2.0 %
4.0%
2.0 %

Pinpoint
1.0 %
1.6 %
2.0 %
4.7 %
4.8 %

Tab. 1: Shows the deviation of multiple dosimeter with RPC and TPS dataset.
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P 8 Geometrical accuracy of stereotactic cranial radio-surgery improved to 0.5 mm with
patient dedicated QA procedures
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Introduction: In cranial radio-surgery geometrical accuracy depends on the interplay of different tolerances: cone beam
CT for patient positioning, radiation field positions at different gantry and collimator angles and isocentric couch rotation.
QA procedures were developed that (a) have high geometric resolution and reproducibility (b) cover the complete chain of
tolerances from patient positioning to beam delivery and (c) can be done in a reasonable time in the clinical routine.
Materials and methods: Cranial radio-surgery is done on ELEKTA Synergy with an-add-on-MLC with leaf width of 3mm.
Two phantoms are used for the QA:
1) A self-developed PMMA phantom for positional accuracy of the cone beam CT: The drilled hole is (a) aligned to
the laser, (b) used to align the phantom in the cone beam CT and (c) used to mark the laser position on the
GafChromic® film with a needle prick.
2) The ball bearing phantom delivered by ELEKTA for cone beam CT calibration is used to evaluate deviation of
laser to radiation field for different gantry and couch angles.
The phantom position relative to laser is documented with a digital camera. The images are taken parallax free and have
minor geometric distortions. Distance of cone beam CT position to laser is evaluated manually with the standard ELEKTA
software. The excellent contrast of the drilled hole allows determination of CT position very precisely. Star shot is
irradiated on GafChromic Film. The position of the laser is marked with a pin prick on the film.
The relative position of laser to radiation field is evaluated for 13 gantry and 13 couch positions for clockwise (CW) and
counterclockwise (CCW) rotation. The distance between the center of gravity of the ball is evaluated relative to the center
of gravity of the radiation field using Image Magick procedures. Overall analysis delivers the combined misalignment of:
cone beam CT position  laser  radiation field isocenter  axis of isocentric couch rotation. Analysis for patient
positioning is done on the gantry- and couch angles of the patient plan. Precise couch adjustment is possible with the
internal couch position items accessible in service mode.
Results: Positioning the phantoms with accuracy below 0.1 to 0.2 mm is not possible without digital camera, with zoomed
digital images the accuracy is below 0.1 mm. The reproducibility of the cone beam CT, the gantry and the couch position
is about 0.1 mm, 0.05 mm and 0.1 mm respectively.
The position of the radiation field  ball differs for CW and CCW gantry rotation. Crossplane variation is up to 0.3 mm.
Inplane position of the radiation field is very stable for one linac but on another linac differrence between CW and CCW
rotation is up to 0.4 mm, reasons for which could not be ascertained. The position of the ball to the radiation field differs
up to 0.4 mm for CW and CCW isocentric couch rotation respectively. The position of cone beam CT evaluation differs by
0.5 mm, when cone beam CT is recorded CW or CCW. Using our calibration, position evaluated by the cone beam CT
has an inplane offset of 0.5 mm relative to the radiation field isocenter. The axis of isocentric couch rotation should
coincide with radiation field isocenter. However, this is difficult to achieve because the position of the rotation axis of the
couch can only be adjusted with coarse tools. The residual offset is about 0.5 mm. QA procedures evaluate the overall
misalignment of these components. Positioning a patient to an optimized spot between the radiation isocenter and the
axis of isocentric couch rotation minimizes deviation of radiation delivery from isocenter position in the patient. Exploiting
the internal couch position items, patient can be positioned to 0.2 mm on a regular couch top.
Conclusion: QA using digital camera and Image Magick procedure is precise. Sub millimeter misalignment of XVI
position  laser  radiation isocenter  isocentric couch rotation can be determined reliably. The differences between
CW and CCW rotations of couch and gantry are reproducible. Positioning of the patient is possible to 0.2mm on a regular
couch top. An accuracy of 0.5 mm in patient is achievable and the deviation is mainly caused by the gantry sag.
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P 9 Absorbed dose to water measurements in a clinical carbon ion beam using water
calorimetry – Project outline and preliminary experiments
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Introduction: Until now, the dosimetry of heavy ion beams with ionization chambers has not reached the same level of
accuracy as the dosimetry of conventional high-energy photon beams. The standard uncertainty associated with carbon
ion dosimetry is about a factor of 3 higher as compared to high-energy photons [1]. This is mainly caused by the weak
knowledge of the so-called kQ,Q0 factor, which corrects for the different response of the ionization chamber to the actual
12
60
user beam quality Q (e.g. C) compared to the reference beam quality Q0 ( Co). A significant discrepancy between
fluence-based and ionization-based dose measurements in clinical carbon ion beams was shown in a previous study [2],
which could indicate an inaccurate kQ,Q0 factor. Due to the lack of experimental data, the kQ,Q0 factor is, up to now,
determined by calculations based on Monte-Carlo transport simulations and asks for experimental verification.
Experimentally, the kQ,Q0 factor of ionization chambers can be determined by use of a primary standard for absorbed dose
to water that allows for a direct calibration of the chamber in the actual user beam quality Q. In a cooperation between
PTB and HIT, a project has been started to perform absolute dose to water measurements in carbon ion beams by
means of water calorimetry [3] with the aim to determine the kQ,Q0 factor with a lower standard uncertainty.
Materials and methods: Since the measurements with the water calorimeter at HIT are performed under special
conditions, namely (1) the irradiation with a pulsed beam using the raster-scan method and (2) the off-isocenter position
of the calorimeter, a number of investigations are required in order to determine and optimize the irradiation parameters
at the effective measurement position. Firstly, the irradiation time needs to be as short as possible in order to minimize
heat conduction effects occurring during the calorimetric measurements. At the same time, a homogenous and
reproducible dose distribution is necessary to achieve a low standard uncertainty in the later calorimetric measurements.
Therefore, the size of the beam spot in the effective measurement position, the distance between adjacent spots and the
spot pattern has to be investigated and optimized. Based on the optimal beam parameters found in the first part of this
project together with corresponding Monte-Carlo simulations, reliable corrections factors for the subsequent calorimetric
measurements, e.g. for perturbation effects or for heat conduction effects will be determined. This allows a first estimation
of the resulting standard uncertainty for the experimental determination of the kQ,Q0 factor.
Results: An experimental set-up was designed to mimic the real measurement condition of the water calorimeter by
means of a water-equivalent slab phantom. This set-up offers a high flexibility in order to perform the measurements
regarding the optimization of the beam parameters in the effective measurement position. The phantom design, the
optimized beam parameters as well as corresponding calculations of the induced heat transport effects for the water
calorimeter will be presented.
Conclusion: We investigated optimized irradiation conditions enabling accurate calorimetric measurements in a scanned
carbon ion beam. The results of these experiments and simulations form the basis for the subsequent application of the
water calorimeter to experimentally determine the kQ,Q0 factor for ionization chambers and to achieve low standard
uncertainties.
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P 10 Electron Beam Dose Distribution in a Solenoid Magnetic Field
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2
University of Bern, AEC – LHEP University of Bern, Bern, Switzerland

2,1

Objective: The results of simulation of irradiation of tissue-equivalent target by 20-MeV electron beam in the presence of
solenoid magnetic fields are discussed and compared with the corresponding data obtained without magnetic fields. The
data obtained can be used to solve beam therapy problems.
Methods: In the previous jobs, it was shown in detail how a magnetic field can affect deep dose distributions under target
irradiation. Here the Monte Carlo simulation is performed using the GEANT4 package, which makes it possible to obtain
the energy losses of different types of particles in materials, taking into account all known physical processes; in this
case, one can also take into account the presence of magnetic fields of specified configuration. We consider the field of a
solenoid, which can be represented as a superposition of longitudinal and radial fields at any point and space.
Results: In this study, we investigated the effect of a solenoid magnetic field on the distribution of the electron beam dose
as a function of the depth of their penetration into a tissue-equivalent medium. Results indicate that switching on the
solenoid magnetic field up to 2-3 T, leads to displacement of the peak in the distribution of absorbed energy into the
detector bulk (up to 1.5 cm) and significantly changes the magnitude and shape of this maximum.
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P 11 The determination of relative depth doses in kilovoltage beams
1

2

1

1

1

P. Zucchetti , L. Vugts , T. Götzfried , R. Seiler , M. M. Aspradakis
1
Luzerner Kantonsspital, Radiation Oncology, Luzern 16, Switzerland
2
Academic Medical Centre, Amsterdam, Netherlands
Introduction: In most dosimetry codes of practice low energy photon beams are broadly classified in a low energy range
(beams from tube potentials typically below or equal to 100kVp) or and in medium range (for beams from tube potentials
equal to or greater than 100kVp). Uncertainties in reference dosimetry at kV energies are estimated to be as high as 5%
[1]. The determination of relative depth dose in water (RDD) poses challenges due to the lack of suitable detector for
these measurements. Common practice has been the measurement of relative depth ionisation (RDI) in polystyrene or
PMMA, which are not water-equivalent materials [2], or the interpolation of data from published data tables [3]. In this
work, the determination of RDD curves in kV beams was carried from measurements using different detectors and
phantoms. Results were compared with published data.
Materials and methods: Measurements were carried out on the T200 x-ray therapy system manufactured by WolfMedizintechnik GmbH, in radiation beams ranging from 30kV/0.45mmAl HVL to 200kV/1.78mmCu HVL and for nine field
sizes with equivalent diameters ranging between 20mm and 133mm. RDIs were measured in liquid water using two types
3
3
of cylindrical ionization chambers (PTW 30013/0.6cm and IBA IC-15/0.13cm ) and in solid water-equivalent plastic
3
(Plastic Water DT manufactured by CIRS) with the 0.6 cm ionization chamber and with radiochromic film
(GAFCHROMIC EBT3 manufactured by Ashland). Measurements in liquid water with the chambers’ geometric centre at
the depth of measurement were acquired only up to the depth of 10mm below the water surface. RDI measurements with
cylindrical chambers were assumed to equal RDDs, because these ionization chambers are known to have a flat energy
response (better than 1%) and beam quality and perturbation corrections that do not vary significantly with depth [4, 5].
Fifth order polynomial fitting was carried out to the measured data, in order to determine RDD values close to and at the
surface. Earlier investigations on the measurement of RDDs using a plane-parallel ionization chamber (IBA NACP3
02/0.16 cm ) had shown that measurements with this type of chamber agreed to within ±1% with measurements with
cylindrical chambers at energies down to 60kV/2.31mmAl HVL. At lower energies and at shallow depths measurements
with this chamber differed by more than ±2% from those with cylindrical chambers. These findings were consistent with
the findings of Li et al (1997). Measurements with the NACP-02 were not further investigated in this work.
The water equivalence of PWDT in the determination of relative dose at the kV beams was examined in a separate
investigation and is within ±1% in the medium kV range, but water equivalence worsens with decreasing kVp and at
increasing depths (within ±3%).
To investigate the validity of the measurements in water at shallow depths, measurements with EBT3 film in PWDT were
limited at 50kV/1mmAl and at 150kV/0.69mmCu. The response of EBT3 film in kV beams is reported to be energy
dependent [6]. Therefore in this work, investigations with film included the dependence of calibration curves on irradiation
conditions (energy and at the depths of 0, 5, 20 and 40mm in PWDT) as well as on the choice of irradiation geometry
(orientation of the film with respect to the beam central axis). Exposed films were scanned with an Epson Expression
10000XL (Epson America, Inc.) flat-bed scanner and the film analysis was carried out with the FilmQA Pro software
developed by Ashland.
Results: Measurement of RDDs in water with two different cylindrical chambers agreed at all depths beyond 10mm to
within ±0.5%.
At 50kV/1mmAl, optical densities (OD) from the three colour channels and at different depths, differed by -1.5% from the
values at 0mm and for doses up to 4Gy. At 150kV/0.69mmCu, differences in OD from the values at the depth of 20mm
were not more than ±2% for doses up to 11Gy. The comparison of calibration curves at 50kV and 150kV showed that,
irrespective of depth of calibration, differences in the two calibrations increased with applied dose, with the optical
densities at 50kV being consistently higher than the corresponding values at 150kV. For the measurement of RDDs, films
were calibrated at the geometric depth in PWDT which was closer to the depth in water where reference dose is being
determined; namely at the surface for the low energy range and at 20mm for the medium energy range.
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Measurements of RDDs with the film placed parallel to the beam central axis (CAX) showed large deviations at shallow
depths from measurements where the film was placed orthogonally to CAX. With the film irradiated parallel to CAX it
could not be excluded that the film itself attenuates the beam and there were uncertainties involved in setting up the film
on CAX under this irradiation geometry. For this reason, measurements of RDD with film were further investigated with
the film placed only orthogonal to CAX.
Comparisons of the RDD data measured in water with data from BJR Supplement 25 [3] showed differences greater than
±5%. For example at 50kV/1mmAl values in BJR25 differed by -5.5% at 10mm depth in water and by 9% at 50mm depth,
whereas the corresponding values from measurements in PWDT were 1.4% and -3.7% (all data normalized at the depth
of 20mm). At the medium range, differences between datasets from BJR-25 and measurements in water and PWDT were
within ±5%, but with the published data having the largest deviations from the measurements in water.
Conclusions:
-

To calibrate EBT3 films for use kV beams it is not appropriate to measure a calibration curve at a single beam
energy. Separate calibrations are required at each kV beam and it is appropriate to measure these at a depth
close to that at which reference dosimetry is carried out.

-

For the measurement of RDDs with film it is not recommended to expose the film parallel to the beams' CAX.

-

RDDs determined in water from measurements with cylindrical ionisation chambers and a polynomial fit to this
data differ by ±2% from the measurements with EBT3 film. This confirmed the data between the surface and at
10mm depth in water obtained through polynomial curve fitting.

-

Published RDD data should not be used to represent RDD values in water for clinical beams because the origin
of this data in terms of beam filtration and collimation as well as measurement methodology used (detectors and
irradiation medium) is unknown.
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P 12 Dosimetry of a kilovoltage radiotherapy device: going beyond the reach of detectors
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Introduction: The INTRABEAM® system consists of a 50 kV radiation source. An applicator is placed over the source
during treatment. The applicator is in direct contact with the patient during treatment and there are several types and
sizes. The needle applicator is used for the treatment of spinal metastases in a technique that is referred to as Kypho1
IORT . The reference depth-dose data for the source (provided by the device manufacturer) starts at 3.0 mm from the
isocentre (tip) of the source. The depth-dose information of the needle applicator starts at 3.5 mm from the isocentre of
the source. This corresponds to a distance of 2.9 mm from the surface of the applicator. The geometry of ionization
chambers and need to waterproof makes it impossible to accurately estimate the dose on the surface of the source or
needle applicator. This study is motivated by the need to go beyond the reach of reliable detector and estimate the dose
rate at the isocentre of the source and surface of applicators.
Methods: A virtual source model (VSM) of the INTRABEAM® source for accurate and fast Monte Carlo dose calculation
2
was described in our previous publication . The model can estimate the 3D dose that results from the placement of the
source in a given experimental geometry. Relevant geometries were modeled in Geant4 and the VSM was used to
simulate the dose to water around the source and applicator. The result of the simulation provided the dose rate
information at the isocentre of the source and surface of the needle applicator. The results were compared to reference
data (when available) from the device manufacturer.
Results: When the depth-dose curve of the bare probe is normalized to the dose at 3.0 mm from the isocentre of the
source (i.e. first point of ionization chamber measurement = 100% dose), the dose rate at the isocentre of the source is
6100%. When the depth-dose curve of the needle applicator is normalized to the dose at a depth of 3.5 mm from the
isocentre of the source (2.9 mm from the surface of the applicator), the dose rate on the surface of the needle applicator
is 1460%.
Conclusion: Monte Carlo simulation was used to determine the dosimetric properties of the INTRABEAM source and
needle applicator beyond the reach of detectors. This knowledge is useful for a better understanding and estimation of
the biological effectiveness of this therapeutic device.

#
Fig. 1: The INTRABMEAM® source and needle applicator
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Fig. 2: Comparison of the calculated and measured dose for the INTRABEAM source.
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Dept-dose data of the INTRABEAM source
Depth from
Isocentre

Measured
dose (%)

Calculated
Dose (%)

Percentage
error

0.000

NA

6123.600

NA

0.500

NA

1778.900

NA

1.000

NA

782.710

NA

1.500

NA

407.990

NA

2.000

NA

235.230

NA

2.500

NA

149.290

NA

**3.000

100.000

100.000

0.000

3.500

72.515

71.714

1.104

4.000

54.033

52.844

2.201

4.500

41.235

40.220

2.461

5.000

32.138

31.981

0.489

5.500

25.522

25.462

0.233

6.000

20.607

20.614

-0.032

6.500

16.887

16.340

3.236

7.000

14.021

13.984

0.270

7.500

11.780

11.557

1.895

8.000

10.002

9.514

4.881

8.500

8.572

8.745

-2.018

9.000

7.409

7.699

-3.901

9.500

6.453

6.332

1.877

10.000

5.659

5.581

1.380

10.500

4.994

4.843

3.034

11.000

4.432

4.494

-1.382

11.500

3.954

4.051

-2.445

12.000

3.545

3.729

-5.208

12.500

3.191

3.029

5.089

13.000

2.885

2.915

-1.035

13.500

2.617

2.687

-2.649

14.000

2.383

2.166

9.105

14.500

2.177

2.066

5.093
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15.000

1.995

1.696

14.991

15.500

1.833

1.671

8.806

16.000

1.688

1.670

1.098

16.500

1.559

1.471

5.647

17.000

1.443

1.306

9.483

17.500

1.339

1.242

7.229

18.000

1.244

1.173

5.761

18.500

1.159

1.251

-7.944

19.000

1.081

0.977

9.686

19.500

1.011

0.861

14.838

20.000

0.946

0.832

12.045

20.500

0.887

0.757

14.714

21.000

0.833

0.778

6.574

NA = Not available ** = normalization point
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Dept-dose data of the needle applicator
Depth from
surface

Depth from
Isocentre

Measured
dose (%)

Calculated
Dose (%)

Percentage
error

0.000

0.600

NA

1463.100

NA

0.500

1.100

NA

1088.300

NA

1.000

1.600

NA

548.750

NA

1.500

2.100

NA

311.260

NA

2.000

2.600

NA

196.790

NA

2.500

3.100

NA

131.770

NA

**2.900

3.500

100.000

100.000

0.000

3.400

4.000

73.514

72.167

1.832

3.900

4.500

55.485

54.162

2.384

4.400

5.000

42.848

43.881

-2.411

4.900

5.500

33.761

34.005

-0.723

5.400

6.000

27.077

27.284

-0.766

5.900

6.500

22.059

22.870

-3.676

6.400

7.000

18.222

18.772

-3.021

6.900

7.500

15.240

16.257

-6.675

7.400

8.000

12.886

12.975

-0.690

7.900

8.500

11.004

10.928

0.688

8.400

9.000

9.480

9.627

-1.551

8.900

9.500

8.232

8.094

1.674

9.400

10.000

7.200

7.258

-0.812

9.900

10.500

6.338

6.765

-6.740

10.400

11.000

5.612

5.555

1.023

10.900

11.500

4.996

5.280

-5.680

11.400

12.000

4.470

4.537

-1.504

11.900

12.500

4.017

4.127

-2.745

12.400

13.000

3.625

3.793

-4.633

12.900

13.500

3.284

3.317

-1.012

13.400

14.000

2.986

2.833

5.130

13.900

14.500

2.724

2.866

-5.234

14.400

15.000

2.493

2.599

-4.254
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14.900

15.500

2.287

2.257

1.329

15.400

16.000

2.105

2.121

-0.779

15.900

16.500

1.942

1.941

0.047

16.400

17.000

1.796

1.506

16.110

16.900

17.500

1.664

1.493

10.315

17.400

18.000

1.546

1.499

3.021

17.900

18.500

1.439

1.107

23.073

18.400

19.000

1.341

1.280

4.571

18.900

19.500

1.253

1.104

11.841

19.400

20.000

1.172

1.090

6.981

19.900

20.500

1.098

0.936

14.744

20.400

21.000

1.031

0.818

20.609

20.900

21.500

0.969

0.911

5.929

21.400

22.000

0.912

0.985

-8.058

21.900

22.500

0.859

0.759

11.637

22.400

23.000

0.810

0.632

22.070

22.900

23.500

0.765

0.598

21.852

23.400

24.000

0.724

0.680

6.064

NA = Not available ** = normalization point
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P 13 Introduction of epoxy-resin plastics for routine dosimetry in the clinic
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1

Introduction: The reference medium for dosimetry in the clinic is liquid water. The use of solid plastics for reference
dosimetry is discouraged; but provided the relationship between dosimeter readings in plastic and liquid water has been
established, these could be used for routine dose measurements [1]. Solid phantom materials vary in elemental
composition, mass, electron and relative densities. Several report on evaluations of commercial water-equivalent
phantoms for dosimetry [2-4]. Due to differences between different types of materials and possible changes in
manufacturing between batches of the same material, it is necessary to assess the suitability of solid phantoms prior to
their introduction into clinical use.
The purpose of this work was to characterise and commission the routine use of the epoxy-resin plastic slabs Plastic
®
Water Diagnostic Therapy (PWDT ) manufactured by CIRS, in the clinic of radiation oncology at the cantonal hospital of
Lucerne (LUKS).
®

Materials and methods: PWDT slabs were initially assessed for their geometric and physical properties. They were
weighed and measured to confirm their specified physical properties. From computer tomography (CT) imaging, using a
120kV scanning protocol, relative electron densities were also derived from CT numbers as given on the CT scanner
TM
console and by the treatment planning software (Eclipse ). Computed relative electron densities from CT numbers were
compared with the values stated by the manufacturer and in the literature.
Dosimetric measurements were carried out in 6 and 18 megavolt (MV) photon beams, in 6, 9, 12, 16, and 20MeV electron
beams on an Varian Clinac and in a range of kilovolt (kV) photon beams (30kV/0.45mmAl HVL to 200kV/1.78mmCu HVL)
on a T200 x-ray therapy system (by Wolf-Medizintechnik GmbH). The detectors used for measurements were a PTW
3
3
30013/0.6cm cylindrical ionisation chamber and a NACP-02/0.16 cm plane-parallel ionisation chamber. The field sizes
on the linear accelerator beams were set at a source to surface distance (SSD) of 100cm. The field size examined on the
kV treatment unit was 6cm × 8cm at SSD of 40cm as defined by the treatment applicator.
®

For reference dose measurement, the water equivalence of the PWDT slabs was accessed in MV and MeV beams. The
formalism to convert ionisation chamber readings to dose in water is described by [5] and [6]. According to this, the dose
to water can be related to the dose at a water equivalent depth in the solid plastic by correcting the detector signal in
plastic at scaled distances with detector-specific phantom-correction factors. Depth scaling factors were determined from
measurements of tissue-phantom ratios (TPR) in MV beams and from depth ionisation curves in MeV beams in both
®
liquid water and PWDT . Chamber phantom-correction factors were defined as the ratio of detector signals at the
®
reference distance in liquid water and at the equivalent distances in PWDT for the same number of monitor units.
®

Depth profiles measured in PWDT were compared with those in liquid water in MV, MeV and kilovoltage beams. The
assessment also included a comparison of output factors measured in the two media.
®

Results: From the physical assessment of the PWDT slabs at LUKS the calculated average mass density was 1.037
3
3
g/cm and the relative electron density was 1.001 electrons/cm . These values are in good agreement with the values
3
3
reported by Araki (2009) (1.039 g/cm and 1.003 electrons/cm respectively). The average relative electron density
3
determined from CT numbers as reported by the CT scanner and the TPS software was 0.990 electrons/cm and this was
-0.7% different from the value reported for liquid water, which was scanned in the same imaging procedure with the
®
3
PWDT slabs. The value reported in the literature for this material 1.002 electrons/cm .
In terms of reference dosimetry, depth scaling factors determined at the depth of 50mm in PWDT were 0.990 for 6MV and
0.993 at 18MV. That is, the equivalent depth in water is 50.5mm at 6MV and 50.4mm at 18MV. The phantom correction
factors for the PTW 30013 chamber at this depth were 0.997 at 6MV and 1.006 at 18MV. Depth scaling and phantom
scaling factors determined at beam reference depths for the NACP-02 chamber and for the range of electrons beams
examined were also within 1%.
For routine beam output checks, the measurement of output at scaled depths in plastic was considered not practical and
for this reason a composite correction factor to the absorbed dose to water calibration coefficient of the detector to be
applied to detector readings at the geometric depth was determined instead. Relative dose measurements in MV and
®
MeV beams at the same geometric distances in liquid water and PWDT agreed with each other to within 0.5%. In kV
beams the agreement in relative dose measured in the same geometric distances in the two media was within 3% for the
range of energies and depths investigated.
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Conclusions
®

-

The differences in Hounsfield numbers between PWDT and liquid water was less than 10HU. In terms of
treatment planning a difference of more than 10HU would be needed to cause differences of the order of 0.5% in
the calculated primary photon fluence at 10cm depth in water in 6 - 18MV photon beams.

-

The PWDT solid slabs acquired at LUKS were shown to be water-equivalent in MV and MeV beams to within
1%. Reference dosimetry could be carried out in these, provided the appropriate depth scaling and phantom
correction factors are used.

-

For routine beam output checks in MV and MeV beams a composite correction factor to the detector reading in
®
PWDT was determined which accounts for differences from reference calibration conditions.

-

PWDT solid slabs can be directly used for relative dosimetry for most of the beam energies available in our
clinic.

®

®
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P 14 Commissioning of an In-Vivo Diode Dosimetry System for External Beam Radiotherapy
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Introduction: In-vivo dosimetry has been demonstrated to be a valuable quality assurance tool to verify the delivered
dose, patient position and the quality of the inhomogeneity correction of the treatment planning system (TPS) [1]. When
diodes are used, the calibration and the determination of the correction factors are essential to make in-vivo dosimetry a
reliable instrument for routine use.
In this work, a method of acquiring the correction factors by the use of a verified TPS instead of ionization chamber
measurements is described and the consistency with patient measurements is checked.
Materials and methods: A diode set consisting of two PTW 6MV(T60010MP), two PTW 16 MV (T60010HP) and two Sun
Nuclear ISORAD 6-12 MV diodes was investigated for energies of 4 MV, 6 MV and 16 MV on a Varian IX and a beam
matched Varian TrueBeam. The correction factors were determined without ionization chamber measurement, by
comparing the diode dose on a RW3 phantom to the dose given by the TPS on a virtual water phantom with the same
irradiation parameters. A set of 260 patient measurements were analyzed to detect systematic errors. 157 of those
measurements are from breast irradiation fields.
Results: The correction factors were found to be in agreement with manufacturer’s specifications with the exception of
the angular correction factor, which exceeded the specifications by more than 2% for oblique beams with angles of
incidence larger than 45° [2, 3]. This difference can be explained by the different definition of the angular correction factor.
The patient measurements showed over all energies and diodes a mean deviation of -0.12% (σ=1.75%) relative to the
ICRU dose (Fig. 1). For the breast patient measurements, the mean deviation was -0.29% (σ=1.94%) relative to the ICRU
dose (Fig. 2).
Conclusion: Correction factors of in-vivo diodes can be obtained without ionization chamber measurement to a good
accuracy. Even for breast irradiation where oblique fields with high gradients are used, the angular dependence is well
modeled.

Fig. 1: Histogram of n=260 in-vivo measurements of all sites and energies (mean= -0.12%, σ= 1.75%).
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Fig. 2: Histogram of n=157 in-vivo measurements of breast patients (mean= -0.29%, σ=1.94%).
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P 15 Commissioning of the Leksell Gamma Plan convolution algorithm by means of A1SL
ionisation chamber
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Related questions: The aim of this work was to evaluate the dose calculation accuracy of the convolution algorithm
implemented within the Leksell Gamma Plan ( LGP version 10.1) treatment planning system (TPS) by using the A1SL
(Standard Imaging, WI, USA) cylindrical ionization chamber.
Material and procedure: An electron density phantom (Catphan, The Phantom Laboratory, USA) with different insert
materials was CT scanned for calibration purpose. Hounsfield units corresponding to different insert materials of the
phantom were measured by ImageJ software. The calibration curve was then imported in the LGP TPS to enable the
convolution-based calculations.
Two distinct CTs of the spherical polystyrene phantom (Elekta Instruments AB, Sweden) were acquired: one with the film
cassette insert and one with the A1SL ionization chamber placed at ist centre.
The two CTs were then co-register by means of LGP in order to perform the dose calculation on the phantom CT with the
film insert while keeping spatial information on the position of the A1SL. 7 plans were designed in total: 3 single shot
plans, one for each collimator size, placed at the centre of the A1SL volume; 3 seven shots plans, one for each collimator
size, where one shot was placed at the centre of the A1SL volume and the remaining six were placed symmetrically apart
a distance equal to the half of the collimator size along every orthogonal axis; 1 composite shots plan using 15 shots with
different collimator sizes.
The prescription dose for each plan was 1 Gy to the 50% isodose, thus giving the maximum dose equal to 2 Gy. For dose
comparison purposes, the active volume of the A1SL was contoured on the LGP TPS and the mean dose resulting from
its DVH for every plan was taken as the calculated dose value. For each plan, dose calculation was performed using both
the convolution algorithm and the TMR10 algorithm, this latter does not take into account any density inhomogeneity and
it assumes the density to be water-equivalent. Absolute dosimetry was performed using the TomoElectrometer (Standard
Imaging, WI, USA) which was calibrated together with the chamber, only the correction for temperature and pressure was
then applied to the dose measurements. The A1SL chamber was also used to evaluate the transit dose due to the
movement of the sources to be aligned with the centres of collimators.
Result: Concerning the single shot plans the dose measurements were 2.5% and 2.9% for the 16 mm and 8 mm
collimator, respectively, higher than the convolution dose calculation. The equivalent TMR10 dose calculations were 0.6% and -0.05% for the 16 mm and the 8 mm collimator sizes, thus showing a better agreement with the measurements.
The dose measured for the 4 mm collimator size was 16.3 % and 19.5 % lower than the convolution and the TMR10 dose
calculation, respectively.
The dose measurements arising from the 7 shots plans were 3.2%, 5.4% and 12.1% lower than convolution calculated
values for the 16 mm, 8 mm and 4 mm collimator sizes, respectively. When compared to the TMR10 calculation, such
dose differences were 5.8%, 8.3% and 15.9%. The composite shots plan dose measurement was 1.9% higher than the
convolution predicted dose and 0.3% lower than the TMR 10 predicted dose. The transit dose measured for was 0.002
Gy the 16 mm collimator size, while the A1SL was not able to measure it for the smaller collimator sizes. As a
consequence, the measured dose was corrected for the transit dose only for plans using the 16 mm collimator size shots.
Summary: A1SL has been declared by its vendor able to accurately measure field size down to 6 mm. This was
considered in the design of the presented study and it was expected to be accurate at least for the 16 mm and 8 mm
collimator size. If we consider the response of the A1SL reliable for such field sizes, then the convolution algorithm should
be considered not accurate as it was expected. Our results showed the good agreement between measurements and
TMR10 for the single shot plans having the 16 mm and 8 mm collimator sizes. For such plans the convolution algorithm
underestimated the dose by an amount of almost 3%.
Due to the design of the 7 shots plans, the A1SL lies on the penumbra of the displaced 6 shots thus the underestimation
of the measured dose is expected.
Finally, for the composite shots plan the TMR10 algorithm is able to predict better the dose than the convolution
algorithm. This latter, however, underestimated the dose by the 2 % which can still be considered acceptable.
In order to investigate the influence of the detector on the results, further measurements should be performed using a
different detector able to measure the dose accurately even for such small fields. Future work will imply the use of the
radiochromic films.
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P 16 Dosimetric properties of the two-dimensional ionization chamber array Octavius
Detector 1500
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Introduction: Detector arrays have become a widely used tool for daily quality assurance and IMRT plan verification.
In this work the dosimetric properties of the newly introduced two-dimensional ionization chamber array Octavius Detector
1500 (PTW-Freiburg, Germany) are investigated. The array consists of 1405 vented ionization chambers with an entrance
area of 4.4 x 4.4 mm² and a height of 3 mm resulting in an ionization volume of 0.058 cm³. The chambers are supplied
with a voltage of 1000 V and are arranged in a checkerboard pattern with a chamber to chamber distance of 10 mm in
-1
-1
each row which results in a sampling frequency of 0.1 mm in each row and 0.14 mm along the diagonals. By merging
two measurements which are shifted by 5 mm in longitudinal or lateral direction the sampling frequency along each row
-1
3
can be doubled to 0.2 mm and thus fulfil the Nyquist sampling theorem for typical IMRT dose distributions.

Materials and methods: All measurements were performed with an Elekta Synergy or a Siemens Artiste linac equipped
with 160 leaf MLCs. The detectors were placed in RW3 slab phantoms. The stability, linearity and output factors were
assessed by using either a Semiflex 31010 or a Semiflex 31013 ionization chamber as a reference detector. For field
sizes smaller than 5 x 5 cm² output factors were additionally measured with a diode type 60012. The effective point of
measurement was determined by comparing measured TPR curves with the array and a Roos chamber type 34001 with
known effective point of measurement. The energy dependence was assessed by measuring the signal ratio of the array
and a Semiflex 31010 ionization chamber at an SSD of 100 cm. The photon spectrum at the effective point of
measurement was changed by varying the depth of measurement (2, 10, 15 and 20 cm) and field size (4 x 4 cm², 10 x
10 cm², 20 x 20 cm²). The readings of the Semiflex chamber were corrected for non-reference conditions following Chofor
4, 5
et al.
The lateral dose response function of a single chamber of the array was investigated by measuring the dose
6
profile of a 1 cm slit beam formed by tertiary lead collimators with a diode 60012 and the array following Looe et al. The
lateral dose response function was determined by searching the σ-value of a Gaussian convolution kernel, which,
convolved with the diode measured profile, yields the array measured profile. An intensity modulated dose distribution
was measured with the array’s central chamber placed at the isocentre and with a longitudinal shift of 5 mm in target
direction. Both measurements were merged with a self-written MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick-MA, USA) script to
double the sampling frequency. By application of gamma index passing rates, the merged array measurement was
compared to TPS calculations, an EBT3 film measurement and the same film measurement convolved with the σ-values
of the lateral dose response function of the array.
Results:The signal of the OD1500’s central chamber was stable within ± 0.15 % without preirradiation. The array’s
readings were linear within 1% in comparison to Semiflex 31013 readings from 5 to 1000 MU. The effective point of
measurement was determined to be 8.2 mm beneath the array’s surface. Output factors measured with the OD1500 array
showed deviations from Semiflex 31010 measurements smaller than 0.77 % for fields ranging from 5 x 5 cm² to 27 x 27
cm². For a 2 x 2 cm² field deviations from the diode were -2.33 % and -1.7 % at 6 and 15 MV respectively. As to be
expected, due to the volume effect for the smallest field size of 1 x 1 cm², the deviations of the OD1500 output factors
from the diode output factors caused by the lateral response function of a single array chamber were highest (-24 % at 15
MV and - 26 % at 6 MV). For 6 and 15 MV the array showed a maximum deviation of ± 1.5 % from the reference condition
(10 x 10 cm² at d=10 cm) when changing the photon spectrum at the effective point of measurement. Taking into account
the σ-value of the diode, the σ-value of an array chamber was found to be σ6MV = (2.07 ± 0.03) mm and σ15MV = (2.09
± 0.03) mm. Gamma index passing rates of a merged OD1500 measurement were 96.2 % for a 2 mm / 2 % local gammaindex criterion compared to TPS calculations and 90.09 % for an EBT3 film measurement. Convolving the EBT3 film
measurement with the lateral dose response function of the array yielded an increased passing rate of 98.3 %.
Conclusions: The first measurements with the OD1500 array show the applicability of the array for clinical dosimetry.
The possibility to double the sampling frequency to 0.2 mm-1 in all directions and to increase the coverage of a dose
distribution with sensitive areas of ionization chambers by merging two measurements is a welcome addition for dose
patterns to be measured at a high level of spatial resolution.
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P 17 The response of pMOS dosimeters up to high absorbed doses
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Abstract: The pMOS dosimeters, known as RADFETs, having extremely small sizes of sensor elements ( 1 mm 
1 mm), and allowing the dose measurement in vivo in real time, are specially important for radiotherapy. The dependence
of threshold voltage shift (VT) on dose, representing sensitivity to the ionizing radiation, is investigated up to absorbed
dose of 1330 Gy(H2O). In addition, the behaviors of fixed traps and switching traps, induced by irradiation, are
considered.
Introduction: The radiation sensitive p-channel metal-oxide-semiconductor transistors (pMOS dosimetric transistors)
known as pMOS dosimeters or RADFETs (Radiation-Sensitive Field Effect Transistors) allow the measurement of
absorbed radiation dose using the threshold voltage shift, VT, which is caused by radiation-induced oxide charge and
interface traps. Irradiation results in the trapping of holes (generated by the radiation) in the SiO, and the creation of
interface states at the Si/SiO2 boundary. The sensitivity increasing to the radiation could be achieved increasing the gate
oxide thicknesses. pMOS dosimeters have extremely small sizes, and allow dose measurements in vivo in real time,
which is specially important for radiotherapy (Figs. 1 and 2). Besides the many advantages, one of disadvantage of
pMOS dosimeters is non-linearity, i.e., the saturation of dosimetric parameter VT, which is very important for their
repeatedly use. In this paper, the dependence of VT on absorbed dose D to relatively high dose of 1330 Gy(H2O) is
investigated. In addition, the behaviors of fixed traps in SiO 2, and switching traps near and at the SiO 2/Si interface, during
irradiation without gate bias has been considered.
Material and procedure: The experimental samples were Al-gate dosimetric pMOS transistors (RADFETs),
manufactured by Tyndall National Institute, Cork, Ireland, with the oxide thicknesses of tox = 400 nm. The transistor gate
oxide has been grown at temperature of 1000 ˚C in dry oxygen and annealed for 15 minutes in nitrogen. The postmetallization annealing has been performed at 440 ˚C in forming gas for 60 minutes. The irradiation was performed in the
Radiation and Environmental Protection Laboratory, Vinca Institute of Nuclear Science, Belgrade, Serbia. The
experimental samples were irradiated at room temperature without gate bias (zero bias regime), VG = 0 V (all pins were
60
grounded), using the Co ionizing source up to absorbed dose of D = 1330 Gy(H2O) at the absorbed dose rate of
DR = 121 Gy/h. The irradiation was lasting 11 hours, while the distance between the source and samples was 186 mm.
Zero bias regime corresponded to a small positive gate bias of Vwf = 0.33 V due to a work function difference between Al
gate and n-type silicon substrate, giving low external electric field in the oxide of Ewf = Vwf/tox = 0.825 V/µm, which has a
direction towards the oxide/substrate (SiO2/Si) interface.
The midgap-subthreshold technique (MGT) for determination of the densities of fixed traps (FTs), and switching traps
(STs), has been used [3]. The FTs represent the traps created in the gate oxide, and STs represent the traps created
near and at the oxide/substrate (SiO2/Si) interface (Fig. 3). The STs created in the oxide, near SiO 2/Si interface, are
called the slow switching traps (SSTs) or border traps, while the STs created at this interface are called either the fast
switching traps (FSTs) or true interface traps (or only interface traps). FTs represent traps in the gate oxide that do not
exchange the carriers from the channel, while the SSTs and FSTs, forming the STs, represent the traps that do exchange
(communicate with) the carriers from the channel within the time frames of electrical characteristic measurements. FTs
and SSTs are also known as the oxide trapped charge, and FSTs as the interface traps. The electrical characteristics
were measurements in the reader-circuit (RC) configuration (Fig. 4).
The contributions of FTs (Vft) and STs (Vst) to the net threshold voltage shift VT of pMOSFETs in MGT could be
expressed as

VT  Vft  Vst ,

(1)

where Vft and Vst are the components of threshold voltage shift due to FTs and STs, respectively.

Result: In Fig. 5, the dependences of VT, as well as of Vft and Vst, on dose D, are shown. The basic concept of pMOS
dosimeter is to convert the threshold voltage shift, VT, induced by radiation, into absorbed radiation dose, D. The relation
between threshold voltage shift and dose (VT/D) represents sensitivity which in this case is not constant, and has values
between 78.1 and 12.73 mV/Gy for dose range from 30 to 1330 Gy.
The dependence of VT on D is usually expressed in the form:

ΔVT  ADn ,
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where VT = VT - VT0, VT is the threshold voltage after irradiation, VT0 before radiation, A is a constant, and n is the degree
of linearity. n depends on oxide thickness, electric field and absorbed dose. Ideally, this dependence is linear, i.e., n = 1,
and then A represents the sensitivity, S, of MOS dosimeter. The fitting of VT by eq. (2), gives the values of constants A
and n of 0.45 and 0.66, respectively (dashed line in Fig. 5).
It was shown that eq. (2) is not suitable for Vft fitting, and more physical sense has the following equation [3]:
ΔVft  a 

a
1  bDc

,

(3)

where a, b and c represent the fitting constants (a also represents the saturation voltage). A very good fitting of Vft, as
well as of Vst, using eq. (3), could be seen in Fig. 5. In addition, the sum of fitting values of Vft and Vst fits the VT very
well (eq. 1).
-

+

During irradiation, the electron – hole (e -h ) pairs are created, and the released electrons quickly sweep out the oxide,
while the holes remain, moving towards one of the interface, depending on the direction of electric field in the oxide [4]. In
our case, there is a small gate oxide electric field due to a work function difference between Al-gate and n-type silicon
substrate (external electric field), having a direction towards the oxide/substrate (SiO 2/Si) interface. It causes the holes
moving to the SiO2/Si interface, where they are trapped, creating positively charged FTs (PCFTs). The electrons could be
also trapped at the amphoteric trapping centers, creating negatively charged FTs (NCFTs), but the probability for this
event during irradiation is small. In the most cases, including ours, PCFTs dominate over NCFTs, representing the net
effect of FTs.
The PCFTs increase the internal electric field in the oxide that has the opposite direction of external electric field. It
causes the decrease of hole moving to and trapping at SiO 2/Si interface. Since the external electric field is very low, the
internal electric field overcomes the external electric field. Having in mind a huge value of Vft, it means that the
significant number of holes is trapped in the bulk of gate oxide. They holes, although far from SiO 2/Si interface, obviously
have significant influence of the carriers in the channel.
Fig. 6 shows the differences in the sensitivity between the pMOS dosimeters with gate oxides of 100 nm [3] and 400 nm,
and it is higher more than ten times in latter case. The fitting of VT for 100 nm pMOS dosimeter using the sum of fitting
values of Vft and Vst is also very good.
60

Summary: The sensitivity of pMOS dosimeters during irradiation with Co gamma-ray source to dose of 1330 Gy(H2O),
is investigated. It was shown that the threshold voltage shifts, as well as its components, induced by fixed traps and
switching traps, saturate. Up to dose of 700 Gy, Vft is higher than Vst , but after that Vft slowly saturates, but Vst
continues to increase. The saturation values of Vft and Vst are a = 9.51, and even 17.06 V, respectvely. The buildup
and saturation of FT density is limited by the field collapse and could be expected, in theory, to occur at the voltage
corresponds the external electric field. However, the saturation voltage value of Vft is higher, because the bulk trapped
hole density is high and its influence on channel carriers is not negligible. The fixed trap density is probably much higher
than swithing trap density, but the influence of STs on channel carriers is much higher, because they are closed to the
chanel, giving very high saturation value of Vst.

Fig. 1: An application of pMOS dosimeters in radiotherapy [1] Fig. 2: An implantable wireless pMOS dosimeter for radiotherapy [2]
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Fig. 3: Cross section of pMOS dosimeters after irradiation
measurements

Fig. 4: The reader-circuit (RC) configuration for electrical characteristic

Fig. 5: The threshold voltage shift and its components during Fig. 6: The differences in sensitivity between 100 nm and irradiation,
fitted by eqs. (2) and (3).
400 nm thick gate oxides
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P 18 The microDiamond TM60019 – Experimental determination of its lateral dose response
function
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Purpose: The aim of this study is to determine the lateral dose response function K(x) of the novel single crystal
microDiamond detector (TM60019, PTW-Freiburg, Germany) by comparing narrow slit beam signal profiles measured
with the microDiamond and with an unshielded Si diode detector (TM60012, PTW-Freiburg, Germany).
Methods: All measurements were performed at an Elekta Synergy linac equipped with Agility MLC at 6 MV. Two 10 cm
thick lead blocks, acting as tertiary collimators, were positioned on the accessory holder directly below the MLC, forming a
narrow slit only 10 paper sheets (1 mm) wide. The linac's secondary collimator was set to 2 x 10 cm2 to minimize the
amount of transmission and scattered radiation reaching the detector plane. The surface of the water phantom (MP3
phantom, PTW-Freiburg, Germany) was positioned at a distance of 10.5 cm below the lower edge of the lead blocks. Slit
beam signal profiles were measured at 5 cm water depth and 0.1 mm step size with both the microDiamond detector and
the Si Diode. Detectors were arranged with their symmetry axes parallel to the central beam axis and were scanned
across the slit beam. Using a 90 degree rotation of the secondary and tertiary collimators, a slit beam could be scanned in
the left/right and the gun/target direction.
In order to determine the lateral dose response function, the diode profile was numerically convolved with normalized
one-dimensional Gaussian kernels of varying standard deviation σ. The best fit between the resulting convolution product
and the microDiamond signal profile was used to determine σ.
Results: As shown in Fig. 1, the FWHM of the slit-beam beam profiles measured with the TM60019 are slightly wider,
which corresponds to its larger sensitive detector area (2.2 mm diameter) compared with that of the TM60012 Si diode
(diameter 1.1 mm).
The best fit was obtained when the TM60012 diode slit beam profiles were convolved with an area-normalized Gaussian
kernel with σ = 0.58 mm for both the gun-target and left-right scan directions (see fig. 1). This result was corrected for the
d in σ =
0.65 mm for the TM 60019. This experimental value agrees with the results obtained by Monte Carlo simulation in a
previous study [2]. The deviations between the full black and the dashed red curves are plotted below.
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Fig. 1 Relative slit-beam beam signal profiles measured with the MicroDiamond TM60019 (full black curve) and the Si diode TM 60012
(dashed black curve) at 6 MV. By convolving the signal profile of the Si diode TM60012 with a 1D Gaussian distribution with standard
58 mm, a close approximation (dashed red curve) to the signal profile of the MicroDiamond TM60019 was achieved.

Conclusions: In this study, the spatial resolution of the novel microDiamond detector TM60019 has been characterized
by its lateral dose response function which turned out to be a Gaussian function with σ = 0.65 mm, in agreement with the
result of a previous Monte Carlo study of the same detector [2]. Owing to its high spatial resolution, the microDiamond is
suitable for measurements of very narrow photon field dose profiles but possesses lower energy dependence of its
response than high Z semiconductor detectors [3].
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P 19 First implementation of a multi-wire ionization chamber at an Elekta Synergy linac with
Agility 160-leaf MLC for the in-vivo dose verification of VMAT
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Introduction: The DAVID system is a multi-wire transmission detector, which is mounted on the accessory holder of the
linear accelerator (linac), with the measurement wires aligned beneath each multi-leaf collimator (MLC) leaf pair. The
system is used for the in-vivo verification of advanced intensity-modulated treatment deliveries. Since the system is
usually designed to fit the specifications of the linac under use, this work presents our results of the implementation of the
DAVID system at an Elekta Synergy linac.

Materials and methods: The DAVID system (T16029, PTW-Freiburg) implemented for an Elekta Synergy linac with the
Agility 160-leaf MLC can be used for the in-vivo verification of both intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) and
2
volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT). The Elekta Synergy linac has a maximum field size of 40 x 40 cm , where the
width of each MLC leaf is 5 mm projected on the isocenter plane. A detailed description of the DAVID system has been
published by Poppe et al [1,2] and Looe et al [3]. Fig. 1 shows the DAVID chamber mounted on an Elekta Synergy linac.

Fig. 1 . The DAVID chamber attached to the Elekta Synergy linac

Before the commissioning procedure was performed, the DAVID chamber was aligned so that each measurement wire is
positioned exactly underneath the assigned MLC leaf pair. The alignment was checked by measuring the response
function of each wire [3] ensuring the signal is symmetrical [3].
A transmission factor is required, to correct for the radiation beam attenuation due to the presence of the chamber.
Therefore, the transmission factors of the DAVID chamber were measured at 6 and 15 MV photon beams and at different
2
2
2
2
2
field sizes (3 x 3 cm , 5 x 5 cm , 10 x 10 cm , 15 x 15 cm and 20 x 20 cm ) using the Octavius phantom (PTW-Freiburg)
and an ionization chamber (Semiflex T31010, PTW-Freiburg). Percentage depth dose (PDD) distributions in a water
phantom were measured with and without the DAVID chamber in the beam path in order to investigate its influence on
the PDD shift, especially on the increase in the surface dose due to the presence of the detector acting as an absorber.
To test the stability of the DAVID system, one IMRT plan and 3 VMAT plans were measured with the DAVID system for
consecutive 14 days. Artificial MLC errors were also introduced to the plans to determine the sensitivity of the system to
indicate possible errors that could occur clinically. For this purpose, positional errors ranging from 1 mm to 7 mm of a
single MLC leaf were introduced for one single arc VMAT prostate plan and one double arc VMAT head and neck plan.
Results: The mean transmission factors were found to be 0.939 for 6 MV and 0.953 for 15 MV at the Elekta Synergy
linac for the field sizes investigated. Poppe et al [1] measured in an RW3 phantom (SSD 90) at a Siemens Primus linac
transmission factors of 0.928 to 0.939 for 6 MV and 0.947 to 0.955 for 15 MV. The PDD measurements show a small shift
of the depth of Dmax towards the surface and an increase in the surface dose due to the presence of the DAVID chamber.
These effects are attributed to the secondary electrons generated at the front and back plates of the DAVID chamber
reaching the patient or phantom as reported by Poppe et al [3].
Fig. 2 shows the maximum deviations of each fraction for one step-and-shoot IMRT plan and 3 VMAT plans. For all plans,
the maximum deviations did not exceed ±2% for all evaluated measurement wires. One could also observe that the
VMAT plans show less fluctuation than the IMRT plan. Fig. 3 shows that the deviations at the measurement wire
corresponding to the modified MLC leaf increase linearly with the magnitude of the artificial errors introduced.
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Fig. 2. Maximum deviation plot for IMRT and VMAT.

Figure 2 shows the maximum deviations of each fraction for one step-and-shoot IMRT prostate plan and 2 VMAT prostate
plans. For all plans, the maximum deviations did not exceed ±2% for all evaluated measurement wires. It could also be
observed that the VMAT plans show less fluctuation than the IMRT plan.

Fig. 3. Percentage deviation against MLC error plot before and after deconvolution.

Figure 3 demonstrated the improvement in the sensitivity of the DAVID system after deconvolution. The percentage
changes in measured signal height due to artificial MLC leaflet errors of magnitude 0 to 10 mm for the prostate plan are
plotted. The changes of the blurred signal profiles are indicated by black squares, the corresponding changes of the
deconvolve fluence profiles are plotted as red circles and linearly fit is obtained. Before deconvolution 3 mm error
correspond to 1.5% deviation and 5 mm error correspond to 2.5% deviation. After deconvolution 3 mm error correspond
to 3% deviation and 5 mm error correspond to 5% deviation.
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Discussion and conclusion: In this work, the first implementation of the DAVID system at an Elekta Synergy linac
equipped with Agility MLC is described. The dosimetric influence of the DAVID chamber on the beam has been
investigated. The stability of the DAVID chamber has been tested with realistic IMRT and VMAT plans. All MLC errors
introduced to the plans can be detected by the DAVID system, where these deviations from the reference signals are
indicated by the software to ease the detection by the users. In an ongoing work, the deconvolution of the DAVID signal is
implemented in order to further increase the sensitivity of the system to detect MLC errors [3]. The sensitivity of the
DAVID software is enhanced after deconvolution as can be seen from the above plots in figure 3.
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P 20 The influence of a novel transmission detector for 3D online IMRT-verification on 6 MV
beam characteristics (with and without flattening filter)
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Introduction: Online IMRT-plan verification during actual treatment delivery is desirable for optimal patient safety. A fullfield transmission detector may perform this task and would be, in addition, an essential part for an adaptive radiotherapy
workflow, where the treatment plan could be continuously adjusted and verified within a closed feedback loop.
Since such a detector is a new device that is placed in the path of the beam, its use for in-field measurements requires a
detailed analysis of the influence on the beam characteristics. We have therefore evaluated the combination of a preclinically released new transmission detector and the verification software COMPASS (IBA Dosimetry, Germany).
Materials and methods: Since a possible increase of the skin dose can be caused by absorbing materials in the beam, it
is important to know the exact dose at the surface as well as in the build-up region if a transmission detector is used
during actual patient treatments. We performed surface and build-up dose measurements with a Markus chamber (Model
329, PTW-Freiburg, Germany) from the surface to a depth of dmax for a 6 MV beam delivered with and without flattening
filter (FFF). The over-response of the chamber was scaled down by the use of correction factors determined by
Mellenberg [1].
Furthermore percentage depth dose profiles (PDD) on the central axis from d max to 250 mm, off axis profiles in different
depths (dmax, 5 cm and 10 cm) and absorption factors were measured with and without detector in the path of the beam to
investigate the influence of the detector beyond dmax. These measurements were carried out also for a 6 MV and 6 MV
FFF beam using an ionization chamber (Model CC13, IBA Dosimetry). All measurements in this study were performed for
2
2
different field sizes ranging from 5x5 cm to 30x30 cm and different source-to-surface distances (SSD) of 80 cm and 100
cm.
Results: When the transmission detector was placed in the path of the beam, an increase of the dose at the surface and
in the build-up region was detected. For small field sizes and larger SSDs, the increase of the surface dose was negligible
(Table 1). However, at reduced SSD or increased field sizes, the increase in the surface dose was noticeable (Table 1).
Beyond dmax, the influence of the transmission detector on PDDs and off-axis profiles were negligible for 6 MV and 6 MV
FFF. The maximum difference between PDDs with and without transmission detector in the path of the beam was less
than 1%.
For both modalities, 6 MV and 6 MV FFF, a small increase in the absorption factor was observed when the field size was
2
2
decreased (Table 2). For field sizes 3x3 cm and 5x5 cm , the attenuation can reach 10% and it was measured for
2
different depths ranging from dmax to 10 cm. With field sizes larger than 10x10 cm the absorption of the detector dropped
2
to 8.3% and 8.9%, respectively, for 6 MV and 6 MV FFF beam at an SSD of 100 cm and a field size of 30x30 cm .
Conclusion: Since the influence of the transmission detector beyond dmax is negligible for 6 MV energies and only a
small increase in the surface dose was observed, the detector’s influence on beam characteristics would allow its clinical
2
2
use. Since the differences in the absorption factors for small field sizes (3x3 cm - 10x10 cm ) are negligible, only a single
absorption factor has to considered during treatment planning.
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Tab 1: Differences in the surface dose for open fields with and without detector in the path of the beam. Differences are expressed as a
percentage of the dose in dmax.

2

2

Tab. 2: Absorption factor was measured for different field sizes ranging from 3x3 cm to 30x30 cm at SSD of 100 cm in a depth of 10
cm with an ionization chamber in a RW3 phantom.
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P 21 Dosimetric properties of a new commercial artificial-diamond detector
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Introduction: Especially for Measurements of small fields used for e.g. IMRT or stereotactical radiotherapy one needs
dosimeters with a small sensitive Volume. So called pinpoint ion chambers have a rather low sensitivity whereas
dosimetry-diodes with there much smaller sensitive volume exhibit other disadvantages (e.g. radiation induced fading).
Diamond detectors, on the other hand, mix the advantages of these detectors by avoiding at the same time the
disadvantages: very small sensitive volume, comparatively high sensitivity, fairly good tissue equivalency and long term
stability under irradiation. Until recently, a diamond detector using a natural diamond was purchasable (Type 60003, PTW
Freiburg, Germany [1]). However, this detector had the disadvantage that it needed a bias voltage – together with a fatal
sensitivity to voltage polarity. This product was replaced by a new detector based on an artificial diamond (Type 60019,
PTW Freiburg, Germany). We tested the dosimetric properties of this new detector, especially sensitivity, linearity, dose
rate dependency and dark current.
Materials and methods: All irradiations were done in a plastic water slab phantom (CIRS, Norfolk VA, USA) in a depth of
10 cm (SSD: 100 cm) with a 6 MV beam of a Truebeam accelerator (VMS, Palo Alto CA, USA). As Electrometer we used
a Unidos webline (Type 10022, PTW Freiburg, Germany). The performance of the microdiamond was compared to a
0.125 cm³ semiflex ion chamber (Typ 31010, PTW Freiburg, Germany).
Results: The sensitivity of our diamond detector was 0.930 nC per Gy which is in agreement with the specification given
by the manufacturer. This value was stable after 5 Gy of pre-irradiation (see fig. 1). Without pre-irradiation, however, the
dose was about 1.2 % off whereas for the semiflex chamber there was only a very small effect of 0.06 %, if any. Linearity
for both detectors was virtually perfect (Fig. 2) with a regression parameter of 1.000. We observed no dose rate
dependency in the range from 0.5 to 3.0 Gy/min. After irradiation, the diamond detector exhibited a kind of dark current
which leveled not before about 10 minutes (see fig. 3).
Conclusions: Further investigations, especially a broader range of parameters and, for example, an extensive
examination of the direction dependency of the sensitivity are under way.
References
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between µDiamond and Semiflex ion chamber, indicating
the need of pre-irradiation with about 5 Gy.

Fig. 2 Linearity of the dose response. The coefficient of a
linear regression is 1.000 for both data sets.
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P 22 Radiochromic film dosimetry with EBT3 films for low kilovoltage x-ray beams with
energies between 12 kV and 50 kV
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Introduction: Low kV x-ray beams are still used by many dermatologists in Switzerland. Relative film dosimetry with
EDR2 films for analyzing profiles is still common practice. To replace EDR2 film dosimetry, a robust, that means a
reliable, reproducible and fast method of radiochromic film dosimetry with EBT3 films [1-3] should be established. The
feasibility of using a standard flatbed scanner with standard dosimetry soft-ware without any special components was
evaluated. The results were compared to standard EDR2 profiles with respect to parameters required by the BAG
directive R-08-09.
Materials and methods: The feasibility of radiochromic film dosimetry with EBT3 films for low kV x-ray beams was
evaluated. Films were irradiated with a Gulmay XStrahl100 with energies of 12 kV (0.03 mm Al), 20 kV (0.13 mm Al), 30
kV (0.32 mm Al), 40 kV (0.76 mm Al) and 50 kV (1.49 mm Al). The films were scanned with a flatbed scanner EPSON
V700 (A4) in portrait mode and fixed with a special frame for reproducibility. All films were scanned and analyzed with
PTW Mephisto Film Scan in "GAFChromic optimized" mode and analyzed with PTW Film Analyze. All films were scanned
before irradiation and an individual flattening correction was stored for each film used. For evaluation, films were analyzed
with and without flattening correction and with individual or standard flattening correction for the lot of films used.
For all energies calibration curves have been determined in a range between 0 and 4 Gy. All films used were irradiated
with 2 Gy where the corresponding treatment time was determined with an ionisation chamber measurement.
For evaluating the robustness of the procedure, for 12 kV and 40 kV a 4 cm circular cone was irradiated on 4 films and at
6 different positions on each film. The films were analyzed with and without flattening correction. For 20 kV and 30 kV one
film each was irradiated and analyzed at 4 different positions with a non-individual flattening correction. For 50 kV one film
was irradiated and analyzed with the same procedure as used for 12 kV and 40 kV. For all profiles the parameters field
size, homogeneity and symmetry were analyzed. As a reference, EDR2 films were irradiated with the same cone. In
addition the central axis dose has been determined for each of the irradiated cones and averaged.
Results: The calibration curves are shown in figure 1. While energies between 20 kV and 50 kV exhibit a similar
behavior, the lowest energy showed a significant different response. Flattening corrections have been determined for 10
individual films before irradiation. The flattening correction which is applied as a factor is between 0.975 and 1.025 if the
outer 2 cm of the short side of the film and 1 cm of the long side is avoided (effective area: 20 cm x 16 cm). Rotating the
film by 180° or flip the film to the other side adds another 1% error to the applied flattening correction. A response
gradient of 2% over 4 cm could be observed in the center of the film. Figure 2a shows examples of profiles for 40 kV
without flattening correction. The red curve is the EDR2 reference, the grey curves are the profiles of the field at 6
different positions in the direction of the long side of the film. Figure 2b shows the profiles with an individual flattening
correction applied. Figure 2c is an example for 20 kV, if no individual, but a standard flattening correction is applied. As
can been seen from figure 2, the profiles with EDR2 films show a slightly steeper penumbra. While the field size increases
by 1-2 mm from one energy to the next for EDR2 films the field size is almost constant for all energies for the profiles
taken with EBT3 films. The results for the symmetry (maximum dose ratio according to IEC 60976 evaluated within 80%
of the field size determined by the 50% isodose) for EBT3 films are shown in figure 3 together with the EDR2 results. The
results are similar for both directions and almost independent of whether individual flattening correction (i-FC) or no
flattening correction (NFC) was applied. For 20 kV and 30 kV the results for a standard flattening correction (s-FC) are
shown for illustration. Except for 12 kV, were EDR2 film dosimetry is limited, the results of EDR2 film dosimetry are clearly
superior to EBT3 film dosimetry.
For absolute dosimetry, the central axis dose for each irradiated cone has been determined and averaged. The results
are depicted in figure 4. In general, the values determined with flattening correction are too high, very likely because the
correction is applied as a factor and not renormalized by the software afterwards. For 20 kV to 50 kV the values are
acceptable within 5% tolerance level. For 12kV the value is significantly higher than expected and has to be further
investigated.
Conclusion: For the system used in this evaluation, the quality of radiochromic film dosimetry with EBT3 films for low
kilovoltage x-ray beams could not reach the quality of standard EDR2 film dosimetry except for the lowest energy. If a
flattening correction is used, an individual correction by scanning each film before irradiation is preferable compared to a
standard flattening correction for one lot of EBT3 films. If film borders are avoided, analyzing films without flattening
corrections showed similar results. Absolut dosimetry was unreliable if flattening correction was used and were
acceptable without flattening correction except for the lowest energy. Further investigation is needed to improve the
quality of EBT3 film dosimetry for routine use in our setting.
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Fig. 1: Calibration Curves for EBT3 films for low kilovoltage x-ray beams

Fig. 2: Examples of profiles aquired with EBT3 films for (a) 40kV without flattening correction, (b) 40kV with individual flattening
correction and (c) 20kV with a standard flattening correction. The direction of the profiles are along the long side of the film.
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Fig. 3: Symmetry of the profiles for EBT3 films in comparison with those from EDR2 films
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Fig. 4: Central axis dose for all energies, determined with and without individual flattening correction
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P 23 Examination of surface dose enhancement using radiochromic EBT3-films in a
cylindrical setup
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Introduction: While radiochromic EBT3 films (Ashland ISP, Wayne, USA) have proven useful for surface dose
measurements near high Z materials, the range of the backscattered radiation causing the surface dose enhancement
has been difficult to determine. A stack of films allows precise surface dose measurements close to the probes surface,
but offers a limited number of measurement points for range measurements due to the thickness of the films. Placing the
film normal to the surface creates a setup enabling a high resolution range measurement, but with a limited accuracy at
the probe’s surface due to the cutting edges of the films.
This study was undertaken to combine at the same time a high resolution depth dose curve of the backscattered radiation
and an accurate close-to-surface dose measurement using EBT3 films.
Materials and methods: A polyethylenterephthalat (PET) hollow cylinder was used to form radiochromic EBT3 films into
a defined cylindrical shape with a radius of 20.75 mm. The resulting EBT3 cylinder was fixed upon the surface of a lead
block (figure 1) to measure the surface dose enhancement. The setup was immersed in water and exposed to a dose of 2
Gy at 6MV acceleration voltage using a Siemens Primus linear accelerator. Water reference measurements were
undertaken under equal conditions.
The films were digitized using an Epson Expression 10000 XL flatbed scanner (Epson, Suwa, Japan) with a resolution of
72 dpi. The red color channel was used for evaluation, which was performed in Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, USA). By
dividing the surface dose measurement by the water reference measurement, not only the relative dose enhancement
could be measured, but also the curvature of the film was taken into consideration resulting in a high resolution depth
dose measurement. Marking the touching point of the probe surface and the film is unnecessary, since it is identical with
the point of maximal dose enhancement and therefore easily detectible on the films
Results: The dose distribution resulting from the backscattered radiation could be measured along the axis normal to the
lead surface with a high resolution of measurement points. At a distance of 134 µm from the lead surface, a dose
enhancement of 70% was measured. The data has been compared with results presented by Das et al. and is consistent
within the uncertainty of the measurements (figure 2). The results are also in consistence with the results from other timetested EBT3 setups, i.e. normal-to-beam EBT3 film stacks and parallel to beam EBT3-films, but combine their advantages
while eliminating their disadvantages in one measurement setup.
Conclusion: The advantages of a stacked film setup and a parallel to beam setup could be combined such as it is
possible to achieve both a high resolution depth dose curve and accurate surface dose measuring. The cylindrical film
setup has proven to be very useful for surface measurements and should be tested in other applications.
References
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Fig. 1: Schematic view of the experimental setting within a water phantom. One stripe of EBT3-film is sufficient for measurement. The
point of measurement’s distance from the surface can be calculated using the radius of the cylinder.
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Fig. 2: Relative dose enhancement on the proximal side of lead. The results show a great conformance while the cylinder setting
provides a high density of measurement points especially within the first millimeter.
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P 24 Evaluating the angular dependence of dose enhancement effects at metal probe
surfaces using radiochromic EBT3 films during megavoltage photon deliveries
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Introduction: In Radiotherapy, inhomogeneities with high atomic numbers may cause significant surface dose
enhancements, which should be considered during treatment planning. In this study the relative dose enhancement at the
surface of several metal materials in dependence of the angle of incidence were quantified using radiochromic EBT3
films.
Materials and methods: Several metal probes covering a wide range of atomic numbers Z were chosen for this study.
Aluminum (Z = 13), titanium alloy (Z = 21.66), copper (Z = 29), silver (Z = 47), dental gold (Z = 74.23) and lead (Z = 82)
were cut into 1.0 x 8.0 x 8.8mm³ slabs (figure 1) and embedded in an Octavius 4D phantom (PTW Freiburg, Germany)
using several custom fitted plates of RW3. The probes were placed in the isocenter of the Phantom. For each angle of
incidence an EBT3-film was positioned at the surface of the metal slab to measure the respective surface dose. The thin
structure of the radiochromic EBT3 films allows dose measurements at 0.1 mm distance from the probe’s surface.
The setup was exposed to a dose of 0.75 Gy at acceleration voltages of 6MV and 10MV using a
10 x 10 cm² field at angles of incidence between 0° to 90°. Water reference measurements were taken under similar
conditions.

Fig. 1: A copper slab of dimensions 1.0 x 8.0 x 8.8mm³ embedded in an adapted RW3 slab for measurements within the Octavius 4D
phantom.

Results: The results of the surface dose enhancement are shown in figure 2. Lead and dental gold produced the highest
surface dose enhancement factor of about 1.65 for angles of incidence up to 30°. For higher angles of incidence, the
surface dose enhancement dropped significantly. At an angle of incidence of 80°, the dose enhancement factor was still
1.35.
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Fig. 2: The dose enhancement factor at 0.1mm from the surface of aluminum, titanium alloy, copper, silver dental gold and lead in
dependence of the angle of incidence of (a) 6 MV and (b) 10 MV photon beams.

The surface dose enhancements at an angle of incidence of 0° were 1.45 for silver, 1.32 for copper, 1.22 for titanium alloy
and 1.12 for aluminum. At an angle of incidence of 80°, these enhancement factors dropped to 1.22 (silver), 1.18
(copper), 1.12 (titanium alloy) and 1.06 (aluminum) respectively. The dose enhancement factors measured after
irradiation either with 6MV (figure 2a) or 10MV photon beams (figure 2b) were within 2-3% for the same angle of
incidence for each metal probe. In general, the surface dose enhancements at 6 MV are slightly higher than at 10 MV,
which is in accordance with literature (Das et al., 1989).
The results of the measurements performed with dental gold and titanium alloy were compared to Monte Carlo
simulations. For titanium, the result of the simulations was 1.24 ± 0.02 for an angle of incidence of 0°, 1.22 ± 0.06 for 30°
and 1.16 ± 0.11 for 50°, which is in consistence with the measured values. For dental gold, the simulations resulted in
1.59 ± 0.03 for normal incidence at 6 MV and 1.61 ± 0.04 for normal incidence at 10 MV. The slight deviation from
measurement results could stem from the unknown factors such as the exact composition of the dental gold alloy.
Conclusion: The surface dose enhancement factor drops significantly for higher angles of incidence. However, the
surface dose enhancement near implant materials with high atomic numbers should be taken into consideration in
radiotherapy. The dependence of the magnitude of the surface dose enhancement on the atomic number of the surface
material was shown, which is in consistence with literature (Krieger, 2012).
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P 25 Filmdosimetry at the tissue-air interface − The influence of the film material
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Related questions: Dose measurements in air as well as at the tissue-air interface are challenging, since the sensor
material usually produces additional secondary electrons which affect the detected signal. Especially in MV photon beam
therapy air or surface dose measurement are therefore biased. Here we assess the magnitude of this effect in the case of
dosimetry with EBT3 films. Further we present a method which corrects for this effect.
Material and procedure: In the first step, the influence of the film material on the dose measurement in air was
estimated by using Monte Carlo (Geant4) simulations for monoenergetic photon beams (1.49 MeV) impinging
perpendicular on the film surface. Therefore a series of simulations for different film thicknesses were performed. Also the
absence of any sensor material was simulated. The relation was fitted by a third degree polynomial. In the second step,
corresponding dose measurements were performed with a tomotherapy 6MV beam which provides a mean photon
energy of approx. 1.49 MeV. Variation of film thickness was realized by stacking several films together (1,3,5,7). Only the
middle film was evaluated. Likewise, the resulting dose values were fitted with a third degree polynomial. The dose value
for a sensor-free condition was obtained by extrapolation.
Result: The relationship between the dose and the film thickness is almost linear. The quadratic and cubic terms are
small. Measurements and simulations yield similar results for the relative dose increase with increased film thickness. The
additional dose effect of secondary electrons emerging from the film material itself could be estimated to about 49% (for
our setup) of the measured dose for air. This value strongly depends on the incident angle and must be determined for a
specific setup.
Summary: The described extrapolation method shows that the dose measured with EBT3 films in air is considerably
higher than the actual air dose. The extrapolation method is thought to be suitable for surface dose measurements in
phantoms. Thus it provides support to validate dose calculation algorithms at the tissue-air interface.
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P 26 Characterization of small field size electron beams using GafChromic EBT3film
dosimetry
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Goal: Electron beam therapy is a well-established treatment method for near surface tumours. Although excellent
treatment planning systems exist for electron beam therapy, it is still usual to perform electron beam therapy planning by
the means of tables. Furthermore, it is very common among physicians to use a rule of thumb for planning. The value of
energy in MeV divided by the number three gives the therapeutic depth of 80% dose. This approach works for most of the
applicators. However, for small closed wall applicators the rule of thumb cannot be used any longer for several reasons.
At our institution for the small targets, the beam shape is modified by employing tubular applicators (2cm, 3cm, 4 cm, 5
cm in diameter) with closed walls. In contrast to applicators without closed wall the electrons in closed wall applicators are
scattered on the walls thereby increasing the proportion of low energy electrons which leads to increased skin dose and
shifts maximum dose backwards to the surface. Additionally, for these tubular applicators the field size becomes shorter
than the lateral scatter equilibrium of the beam [1]. Hence, an accurate dosimetry of the small beams poses a challenge.
Recently, electron beams small field size dosimetry has been documented using gel dosimeter [2] and silicon and
diamond diodes [3]. As pointed out by Das, Ding and Ahnesjö [4] the very presence of the detector itself is a factor
contributing to the not easily quantifiable perturbative effect. Self-developing radiochromic films provide a method with
small perturbation in the small field region and high spatial resolution. The results should help improving external electron
beam therapy at our institution.
Material und Methods: Elekta Synergy equipped Agility MLC (Elekta AB, Sweden) capable of delivering electron
energies 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20 MeV at dose rate of 600MU/min is used in tandem with small field closed tubular applicators
provided by Elekta. GafChromic EBT3 films produced by International Specialty Products Ashland Inc. (Convington, KY)
are employed in accordance with procedures described by AAPM TG-55 report [5] and were placed parallel to the central
beam axis. With this approach, percentage depth dose curve (PDD) as well as off axis ratio can be extracted. The single
scan protocol proposed by Lewis et al. [6] was used to evaluate the film using Film QA Pro software.
Conclusion: Preliminary measurements to check the proof of the concept were performed but the measurements on all
energies and applicators still need to done. The results are expected in next two months. For the special case of tubular
small field applicators 2-dimensional dose distribution and output factors will be catalogued using GafChromic films.
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P 27 Feasibility study of MLC virtual compensation for total body irradiation at extended SAD
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Introduction: The main requirement for total body irradiation (TBI) is a homogeneous delivery of dose to the patient. The
current method practiced at UKSH (Universitätsklinikum Schleswig-Holstein), Campus Kiel, was developed in the clinic of
radiotherapy in the late 80’s. 12Gy in total are delivered to the patient in 6 fractions within 3 consecutive days. During
treatment, the patient lies in supine position on a couch placed at 5 meter distance from the radiation source (linear
accelerator) and is irradiated by two 40 x 40 cm2 opposing lateral beams of 15 MV photons. The beams are attenuated
by solid compensators made of tin granules. These compensators are computed individually for each patient by in-house
software.
The method although very effective in its time has some drawbacks: high logistic efforts to manufacture the compensators
and numerous sources of uncertainty; it can be modernized with today’s techniques. In this context, we checked the
feasibility of using virtual compensation with multi leaf collimated fields instead of solid compensation for TBI.
Materials and methods: Fluence maps equivalent to maps obtained with solid compensation were first determined in
Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA) using a ray tracing algorithm through the solid compensator object. These maps were
then imported in Varian Eclipse v10 (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) to calculate MLC leaf sequences for our
Artiste accelerator (Siemens Healthcare Sector, Erlangen, Gemany).
Measurements of delivered fluence were performed at 5 m distance from the beam source with a Octavius 29 chamber
2D array (PTW, Freiburg, Germany) placed in a Perspex phantom at different off axis positions covering a -100 cm to +
100cm lateral range. Film dosimetry measurements with gafchromic, representatives for head, lung, and abdomen dose
in an Alderson Rando anthropomorphic phantom were acquired as complementary verification.
Results: Measured fluence maps merged in a 200 x 27 cm2 matrix showed deviations of less than 5% between several
virtual and solid compensators (compensator with “stair” shape, Rando phantom compensator and real patient test
compensators). As observed on the fluence maps, the lateral leaf resolution of 5mm (at 100 cm), larger than the solid
compensator resolution, 3 mm steps, did not impact negatively the results.
Film dosimetry measurements confirmed these results with similar dose distribution obtained with both methods along the
Rando phantom axis. The specified lung dose, 16% lower than the nominal dose, was respected. The beam delivery time
was only 15% larger with the virtual compensation for the Rando phantom plan.
Discussion and conclusion: The study demonstrates that TBI with virtual compensation could be an alternative to TBI
with solid compensation with similar dosimetry results. The flexibility of the method, without compensator manufacturing,
is of evident advantage. As a next step, the impact of patient movement vs segmented fields needs to be evaluated. The
Matlab software tool developed for measurements and evaluation of TBI dose maps presents an interesting potential for
plan verification before delivery.
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P 28 Electrons, Cut Out Factors, Monitor Units, Depth Dose Profiles and Co.
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Introduction: In radiotherapy beside photons also in 10 % of all cases electrons are used for treatment. Protons and
other exotic beam qualities are negligible with respect to number of treated patients.
Based on physical properties, such as limited range in tissue, electrons are applicable only for superficial lesions.
In the absence of suitable treatment planning systems for electrons the calculation of monitor units to apply a planned
dose to a reference depth using a linear accelerator, is still done manually or semi-manually. Taking into account the
geometrical size of the tumor, a cut out is designed, the appropriate electron energy is chosen, and the thickness of the
bolus material is determined.
Method: Because of the influence of electron applicators and the individual cut-out shape, a cut-out factor has to be
determined experimentally for the calculation of the preset number of monitor units. Different procedures have been
published, showing an accuracy of about ± 3 % with respect to measurements.
Based on about 900 measurements on individual cut-outs for the energy range of 6 MeV to 20 MeV and medical linear
accelerators of three different vendors, a simple procedure was designed to calculate the cut-out factor and the preset
number of monitor units per fraction, resp. The physical background of the determination of field dimensions along the
main axis, starting with the maximum separation, crossing the geometrical centre, and to this orthogonal axis, is the range
2
2
of electrons in soft tissue or water. Cut-out factors of the original field sizes (6x6 cm , ... , 25x25 cm ) in the energy range
of 6 MeV to 20 MeV are the basic data set. Variations in source-skin-distance are taken into account by an inversesquare-law correction, including dmax and the virtual source position.
Results: Keeping some basic requirements, such as minimum field dimensions and focus-skin-distance, allows the
®
estimation of the cut-out factor with a maximum error of ± 3 %, which is clinical acceptable. For the EXCEL spread sheet
a set of only 5 basic data is necessary to characterize the cut-out factor: Electron energy [MeV], type/size of electron
applicator [6x6, ... , 25x25], reference isodose [90 % ... 100 %], minimum field dimension [cm], SSD [100 cm ... 105 cm].
2
2
Out of a list of basic and advanced data for standard (squared, rectangular, circular), original (6x6 cm , ... , 25x25 cm ),
eccentric and individual shaped cut-outs, the appropriate factor is determined.
Discussion and Conclusion: Although the presented procedure is very simple and relies on only one field defining
parameter, the results are comparable to significantly more sophisticated techniques, such as equivalent field size
method, sector integration or Monte Carlo calculation.
If the criteria 'minimum field dimension' (length L or width W) is not fulfilled, an additional experimental correction factor
can account for this with respect to modified scatter conditions and electron energy spectrum. When the minimum field
dimension is significantly smaller than required, F L, W < Fmin -1 cm, measurement of the cut-out factor is still necessary,
taking into account the shift of dmax. These measurements will extend and validate this model. In daily routine
experimental dosimetrical checks of cut-out factors are necessary in less than 5 % of all cases.
Acknowledgement: The authors gratefully acknowledge T. Bailey *, M. Evan *, T. Bridgelall * and M. Hirt *** for
measurements and data compilation.
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P 29 Deviations of DQA-results as a function of plan parameters with helical TomoTherapy
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Introduction: With TomoTherapy, dose application is a dynamic process with the gantry rotating around the moving
couch and with constantly changing leaf patterns in the binary multi leaf collimator (MLC). Treatment plans are calculated
by the TomoTherapy treatment planning system (TPS) based on a collapsed cone algorithm. Parameters that can be
altered in the planning process are: dose grid resolution, pitch, longitudinal field size, and modulation factor (defined in
detail in the TG 148 report [1]). However, some parameters decisive for plan quality cannot be influenced by the user, as
explained in the following. In dose calculation and optimization, 51 gantry angels – projections – are modelled. This is a
good compromise between accuracy and CPU calculation time [2,3]. During every projection the fluence is modelled by
binary leaf motion, and there is no option to influence the number of segments or the minimum field size directly. The
minimum leaf opening time is 20 ms because of mechanic and electronic latency [4,5]. However, S. Lissner (UK
Heidelberg) has shown that latency has not yet been considered in minimum shutter times of leaves [6]. That means that
the TPS calculates dose with leaf sequences where leaves are closed for less than 20 ms, which the MLC hardware
cannot realize. The TG 148 report recommends a delivery quality assurance (DQA) [1] for each patient plan. If the dose
measurement fails, the plan has to be re-calculated. Except for changes in the relative factors pitch and modulation
factor, it is not possible to influence the plan quality. We have investigated the relation between DQA deviations and the
TomoTherapy parameters pitch, modulation factor, gantry period, and number of gantry rotations, but have found no
correlations. The aim of this study is to find a reason for deviations between dose measurement and plan calculations
based on plan parameters.
Materials and methods: We used the treatment unit TomoHD with TPS software version 1.2.1.Patient quality
measurements were performed with the Delta4 phantom (Scandidos, Uppsala, Sweden). The two detector planes were
positioned in sagittal and coronal orientation. To pass the quality assurance test, the median dose deviation, including
only detectors in the dose range above 60% of the prescribed dose, must not exceed 3%. Few plans (less than 5%) did
not pass this criterion and had to be re-calculated with the following conditions: similar DVH of target and risk volumes,
and no significant changes to adjustable plan parameters, because neither gantry period nor modulation factor reached
their limit values in the initial plans. The corrected plans showed better results in the DQA. The optimized results of
TomoTherapy plans are saved in DICOM RT plan files in the form of a sinogram: a two dimensional data table which
contains information for each beamlet. A relative leaf opening time factor (LOTF) for each leaf (column) in each projection
(row) describes the applied fluence, displayed as gray values. The absolute leaf opening time (LOT) can be obtained by
multiplying the LOTF with the gantry period divided by the number of projections per revolution (51).
The sinogram data from the DICOM RT plan files were interpreted with a MATLAB tool developed in-house. The tool
determines the dose contributions of segments in dependence of their field size. A field is defined when at least one leaf
(6.25 mm in isocenter) is opened, and the field size results from the number of adjoining open leaves. The jaw opening is
always 2.5 cm in the isocenter. Additionally, it was possible to determine the minimum duration of times during which a
leaf is closed (close times).
Results: The evaluation of the DICOM RT plan files shows a correlation between the fluence applied through small field
sizes and dose deviations in the DQA. In Fig. 1 the total opening time of each field size summed over one plan is
displayed – for the plan with large deviations and the corrected one, respectively. The figure shows that the plan with
large deviations has a larger proportion of fluence delivered by small fields (three or less open leaves).
Fig. 2 displays the ratio between the fluence delivered by fields with only one open leaf and the total fluence of the plan,
versus the deviation between measurement and TPS calculation for five different TomoTherapy plans with different target
volumes. It reveals the tendency, that plans with a smaller percentage of fluence applied through fields with only one
open leaf are more robust. The lower number of small fields has mainly been achieved by less demanding optimization
criteria and a smaller number of iterations.
Fig. 3 shows a correlation between dose deviations in the measurement and close times which are too short for the MLC
hardware.
Conclusion:
This investigation shows that dosimetric inaccuracies of TomoTherapy plans are caused by a) a large percentage of dose
delivered through small fields, and b) close times which are too small for the MLC hardware. Currently it is not possible for
the user to directly influence these parameters in the TomoTherapy TPS.
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Fig. 1: Histogram showing the total opening times of different field sizes for a plan which fails the mean dose criterion in the DQA and
the corrected plan, respectively.

Fig. 2: Percentage of fluence delivered by fields with only one open leaf versus dosimetric error for five different indications and plans.
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Fig. 3: Minimum close time of leaves versus dosimetric error for five different indications and plans.
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P 30 Type B uncertainty contributions in Monte Carlo calculations caused by an X-ray target
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Introduction: At PTB`s research linear accelerator for dosimetry in radiation therapy [1] a benchmark experiment has
been carried out. It aimed at the absolute verification of Monte Carlo (MC) calculations through the comparison of
absorbed dose values. For the MC calculations a virtual copy of the experimental setup had to be constructed in the MC
program. The uncertainty of an MC calculated result depends, among other things, on the restricted knowledge about the
setup. This work deals with uncertainties in relation to the X-ray target used. The influences of the uncertainties were
investigated beforehand to draw principal conclusions regarding the uncertainty of the MC calculation in connection with
the benchmark experiment.
Materials and methods: For the investigations the MC program EGSnrc [2] was used. Since for general conclusions a
simple rotationally symmetric geometry was adequate, the code dosrz [3] distributed with EGSnrc was used. As a
radiation source a parallel beam of electrons with a radius of 0.2 cm was defined. The beam impinges perpendicularly on
an X-ray target made of an alloy of tungsten and copper. The thickness, composition and density of the X-ray target were
investigated as possible sources of uncertainty regarding absorbed dose. The absorbed dose was calculated for an air
volume located 25 cm behind the target. A number of simulations were performed and their results were analysed
regarding the change in absorbed dose.
Results: The results linked to the simulations regarding possible combinations of target composition and density are
shown in fig. 1. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties of the basic calculations. The first assumption was a
composition of 80 % tungsten and 20 % copper (80/20) with a density of 14.47 g/cm³. Then the density was measured
with high precision and a value of 14.4247(25) g/cm³ (k=2) was found. This value indicated that the composition of the
material was 72/28 instead of 80/20. Another issue to investigate was the target thickness. It was determined by repeated
measurements and also considered different measurement points. The result was a mean value of 3.875 mm and an
experimental standard deviation s of 0.001 mm. MC simulations were performed with a target thickness of the mean value
and with the mean thickness changed by ±1∙s. The results and their statistical uncertainties are shown in fig. 2.
Conclusion: The results demonstrate that it is more important to know the exact composition than the density of the
material of the X-ray target. Through the assumption that the composition of 72/28 is correct and by knowing the density
very well, the uncertainty of the calculation of the absorbed dose is < 0.1 % and for this reason it was considered
negligible in the context of the benchmark experiment. The variation of the target thickness by one standard deviation
resulted in a change in absorbed dose> 0.1 %. Furthermore, the dose decreases with increasing thickness. Because of
the amount of change and the systematic dependency of the dose on the target thickness, the influence of the target
thickness on the uncertainty of the absorbed dose may be an important aspect regarding the uncertainty of the MC
calculation in connection with the benchmark experiment.
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Fig. 1: Relative value of absorbed dose regarding target composition and density.
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Fig. 2: Relative value of absorbed dose depending on target thickness.
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P 31 Comparison of the dosimetric impact of different CT datasets for stereotactic treatment
planning using 3D-CRT or VMAT
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Introduction: In stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) different concepts and CT datasets were proposed to delineate
the planning target volume (PTV) [1,2]. In addition, 4D planning strategies were developed using 4DCT data and
deformable image registration methods which are time consuming and not widely-used [3]. Therefore 3D planning is still
clinical practice. Limited publications exist which compared the dosimetric impact of different 3DCT datasets for SBRT
treatment planning [4,5].
The purpose of this study was to assess the dosimetric impact on PTV and organ dose for lung and liver SBRT by using
four differently generated CT datasets for treatment planning with 3D conformal radiotherapy (3D-CRT) and volumetric
modulated arc therapy (VMAT).
Materials and methods: Twenty SBRT patients, ten lung cases and ten liver cases, were retrospectively selected for this
study. Each patient received a planning CT (PCT) and 4DCT scan. From the 10 phases of the 4DCT, an average
intensity projection (AIP) and a maximum intensity projection (MIP) CT dataset were calculated using self-written
programs in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Additionally, a mid-ventilation CT (MidV) [4] was selected by
evaluating the tumor motion or diaphragm motion on the 4DCTs.
PTVs were generated by contouring the internal target volume on the phases of the 4DCT and adding a uniform margin
of 5 mm. The PTVs were copied to the four generated CT datasets and lungs and liver were contoured.
For each patient two treatment plans were optimized on the AIP CT dataset using 3D-CRT (7-9 coplanar fields) or VMAT
(2-3 partial arcs) techniques. The prescription dose was 5 Gy delivered in 7 fractions (prescribed to the 60% isodose
level) with the 60% isodose surrounding the PTV (Dmin) and 100% dose at the beam isocenter. Contouring and planning
was performed with Eclipse 10 planning system (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA). The optimized plans were
copied to the other CT datasets and doses were recalculated keeping all beam parameters and monior units unchanged.
Dosimetric parameters for PTV (Dmean, Dmin, Dmax, D95), the ipsilateral lung and liver (Dmean, V20) were determined on all CT
datasets and statistical analysis was performed using paired t-test.
Results: Mean values over all patients for PTV are depicted in tab. 1. The largest differences were found for parameter
Dmin (in lung SBRT: -16.4% (MIP vs. AIP) and 23.8% (MidV vs. MIP); in liver SBRT: -6.1% (PCT vs. AIP) and 6.8% (MidV
vs. PCT)). For all other PTV parameters differences between CT datasets were <3%. Nevertheless, some values showed
significant differences (p<0.05). AIP and MidV achieved the best agreements. Overall VMAT plans resulted in smaller
differences between the different CT datasets, especially for Dmin.
Figure 1 and 2 depict Dmean an V20 for ipsilateral lung and liver dose over all patients. For the dose to the ipsilateral lung,
largest differences were found in comparison to MIP (-5.5 – 7.8%). For all other CT sets, mean difference in lung dose
was small (<1.3%) for both 3D-CRT and VMAT, but with standard deviations up to 7.7%. For the liver, larger differences
were also found for AIP, MidV and PCT with smaller standard deviations than for the lung. MIP showed somewhat smaller
differences. Only small differences appear between 3D-CRT and VMAT.
Conclusion: Except for Dmin, only small differences were found for PTV parameters between the four CT datasets. PTV
dose for VMAT plans was less affected by CT density changes than 3D-CRT plans. Larger differences were found for
Dmean and V20 for lung and liver. These were especially pronounced for tumors located near to the diaphragm where
breathing artifacts compromise organ contouring and tissue density is represented differently in the CT datasets.
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lung SBRT
[%]

3D-CRT

VMAT

PCT vs. MIP vs. MidV vs. MIP vs. MidV vs. MidV vs. PCT vs. MIP vs. MidV vs. MIP vs. MidV vs. MidV vs.
AIP
AIP
AIP
PCT
PCT
MIP
AIP
AIP
AIP
PCT
PCT
MIP

ΔDmean

-0.8
± 0.5

1.3
± 0.9

0.0
± 0.3

2.1
± 0.9

0.8
± 0.7

-1.2
± 0.7

-0.5
± 0.5

1.4
± 1.2

-0.1
± 0.3

2.0
± 1.0

0.5
± 0.6

-1.4
± 1.1

ΔDmin

-4.2
± 2.4

-16.4
± 15.7

-0.1
± 1.1

-12.8
± 16.1

4.4
± 3.2

23.8
± 25.4

-2.1
± 1.8

-4.9
± 7.9

0.1
± 0.9

-2.7
± 8.3

2.3
± 2.2

5.8
± 8.2

ΔDmax

-0.5
± 0.5

0.7
± 0.9

-0.1
± 0.5

1.2
± 1.1

0.4
± 0.7

-0.8
± 1.2

0.1
± 1.0

3.0
± 1.6

0.4
± 0.7

2.9
± 1.3

0.3
± 1.4

-2.5
± 1.7

ΔD95

-1.3
± 0.3

-1.4
± 3.3

0.2
± 0.4

0.4
± 2.8

1.5
± 0.5

1.2
± 2.6

-0.9
± 0.4

-0.6
± 2.7

0.0
± 0.4

0.3
± 2.8

0.9
± 0.4

0.7
± 2.6

ΔDmean

-0.5
± 0.7

-1.3
± 0.4

0.0
± 0.3

-0.8
± 1.0

0.5
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1.4
± 0.3

-0.4
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-0.9
± 0.7

0.1
± 0.4

-0.8
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0.4
± 0.6

1.1
± 0.3

ΔDmin

-6.1
± 5.0

-4.1
± 3.9

0.0
± 0.9

2.4
± 6.9

6.8
± 5.8

4.5
± 5.0

-0.8
± 1.0

-0.6
± 1.2

0.0
± 1.0

-0.1
± 0.9

1.4
± 0.9

1.6
± 1.0

ΔDmax

-0.3
± 0.5

-1.5
± 0.6

-0.6
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-0.3
± 1.4

0.9
± 0.7

-0.3
± 0.8

-1.1
± 0.7

-0.2
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-1.3
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-0.2
± 1.1
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± 0.3

ΔD95

-0.7
± 0.8

-1.6
± 1.1

0.4
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-0.9
± 1.8

1.1
± 0.9

2.0
± 1.3
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± 0.4

-0.8
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0.1
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0.5
± 0.5

1.1
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liver SBRT

Tab. 1: Relative differences over all patients (mean ± standard deviation) of dosimetric values for PTV between the different CT
datasets for 3D-CRT and VMAT plans.

Fig. 1: Relative differences of Dmean over all patients (mean ± standard deviation) of the ipsilateral lung and liver dose between the CT
datasets for 3D-CRT and VMAT plans.
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Fig. 2: Relative differences of V20 over all patients (mean ± standard deviation) of the ipsilateral lung and liver dose between the CT
datasets for 3D-CRT and VMAT plans.
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P 32 Application of an Elekta Precise BEAMnrc model with dynamic multileaf collimators for
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Introduction: Model based photon dose calculations used in treatment planning systems are known to be inaccurate
when it comes to heterogeneities in media where the effect of electron transport cannot be accurately determined [1].
Fogliati et al. [2] state that dose calculation algorithms in treatment planning show significant discrepancies of dose in
lighter materials compared to the Monte Carlo gold standard. Furthermore the impact of the inaccuracy to highly
conformal dose distribution due to the combinatorial effect of many small fields and steep fluence gradients is expected to
be higher [3].
Two new DOSXYZnrc sources for the 4D Monte Carlo simulation presented by Lobo et al. [4] improve the possibilities to
model linear accelerator with dynamic multileaf collimators (MLC). This enables the simulation of intensity modulated
radiotherapy methods (IMRT) for the examination of dose distribution with EGSnrc.
In this work a BEAMnrc beam model with dynamic MLC was validated with data calculated from a phase space file
(PHSP) of the IAEA database [5]. Subsequently the validated BEAM model was used to proof the concept by calculating
a dose distribution using dynamic Monte Carlo simulation of a wedge in a water phantom.
Material und Method: All Monte Carlo calculations were performed with the EGSnrc/BEAMnrc code system [6, 7]. The
Elekta Precise 6 MV accelerator head was modeled in detail based on technical drawings supplied by the manufacturer.
The MLC was modeled using the dynamic MLC module (SYNCMLCE) integrated into BEAMnrc. Calculations of dose
profiles in 10 cm depth with source surface distance of 100 cm and the percentage depth dose were performed with
egs_chamber [8,9] for a field size of 10 cm x 10 cm. Additionally the spectral distributions and energy fluence versus
position were determined from PHSP with BEAMdp [7]. The BEAM results were compared with simulations using the
IAEA ELEKTA_PRECISE_6mv [5] PHSP as a source located between monitor chamber and MLC.
The dose calculation of the wedge was accomplished using DOSXYZnrc [10] where the BEAMnrc model was
synchronized to the DOSXYZnrc simulation. To show the possibilities of dynamic sources a dynamic wedge with 45° was
3
simulated. The fluence for the 10x10 cm field was modulated by 10 MLCs opening steadily from the mid position to one
3
side until a field size of 10 cm was reached. The dose distribution was calculated in a 40x40x35 cm phantom with source
surface distance of 90 cm. ECUT was set to 0.7 MeV and PCUT to 0.01 MeV.
Results: The Elekta Precise linear accelerator model was verified with the calculations using the IAEA PHSP as source.
Dose profiles and percentage depth dose of the BEAMnrc model and IAEA PHSP simulation were directly compared in
figure 1. The deviations of the percentage depth dose and dose profiles are less than 0.5 %. In addition the energy
fluence versus position (Fig. 1c.) and spectral distribution (Fig. 1d.) in 27.21 cm distance to the target was examined. The
dynamic wedge calculation presented in figure 2 was performed with a statistical uncertainty of less than 0.5 % for all
dose points greater than half of the maximum dose.
Conclusion: The results show good agreement between the BEAMnrc model and the IAEA simulations for dose profiles
and percentage depth dose as well as for the spectral distribution and energy fluence. Moreover a commissioning of the
model with clinical measurements is currently conducted to improve its reliability. The wedge simulation shows the
feasibility of the dynamic sources in EGSnrc. The future aim of this work is the implementation of intensity modulated
therapy methods with higher complexities into the BEAMnrc system to examine highly conformal dose distributions in
heterogeneous media.
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Fig. 1: Comparison of calculated data between the created BEAMnrc model (gray) and an IAEA phase pace file (red) of an Elekta
Precise 6 MV-X model as beam source a.: Normalized dose cross profile in a water phantom calculated for a field size of 10 cm x
10 cm in the depth of 10 cm. b.: Percentage depth dose of a 10 cm x 10 cm field in a water phantom. c.: Spectral distribution in 27.21
cm distance to the target. d.: Energy fluence plotted versus position in 27.21 cm distance to target. All graphs show results from the
BEAMnrc Elekta Precise model in 6 MV mode (gray) and results simulated with the IAEA ELEKTA_PRECISE_6mv phase space file as
source (red).
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P 33 Validation of Swiss Monte Carlo Plan (SMCP) for Out-of-Field Photon Dose Calculation
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1
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Introduction: Currently, Swiss Monte Carlo Plan (SMCP) is validated regarding photon dose calculations in patients for
in-field situations [1]. However, calculated out-of-field dose distributions still need further validation. Thus, the aim of this
work is to compare calculated and measured dose profiles for various photon fields.
Materials and methods: The validation of SMCP is based on measurements using an Alderson phantom. The photon
fields were setup such that their isocenter is placed in the head and neck region, typically close to the left eye. Static
6 MV and 15 MV fields with different field sizes were applied on a Novalis TX (Varian Medical Systems). The out-of-field
dose was measured by an ionization chamber, which was placed at distances from 25 cm to 55 cm to the isocenter.
The corresponding situations were also simulated using the SMCP framework. The statistical uncertainty in the high dose
region was 0.1% and a voxel size of 0.4 cm in all directions was chosen for the calculations.
Results: The results demonstrate that, in general, there is a good agreement between SMCP dose calculations and
corresponding measurements. For distances larger than 30 cm from the isocenter, the local relative error was less than
2
60% for all configurations. For the 6 MV 10x10 cm field configuration, the mean relative error was less than 5%. For the
2
2
6 MV 6x6 cm and for the 15 MV 6x6 cm configuration, the mean relative error was less than 20% for distances larger
than 30 cm.
Conclusions: Although local and systematic discrepancies were observed depending on the field configuration, the
SMCP calculated dose distributions provide a suitable estimation of the dose in the out-of-field situations. The observed
differences indicate that there might be additional shielding components in the linac treatment head which has not been
considered in the SMCP simulations so far.
Conflict of Interest: The development of SMCP has been supported by Varian Medical Systems
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P 34 Accuracy of out-of-field dose values – comparison between measurements and
calculations of two different treatment planning systems
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Introduction: Treatment planning systems (TPS) in radiotherapy are able to calculate the absorbed dose in the primary
field with a high grade of accuracy. For personalized risk assessment of secondary cancers and late effects after
radiotherapy, the absorbed dose outside the primary beam also has to be considered. Dose outside the primary beam
results from scattering processes inside the patient, headscattered and leakage radiation [1]. These complex processes
have to be modeled by the TPS to match reality. The present study investigates the reliability of two different commercial
TPS in calculating out-of-field doses from simple fields and treatment plans in case of breast cancer.
Materials and methods: To investigate the dose calculation accuracy outside the primary field of the TPS Oncentra
Masterplan (OTP) and Raystation (RS) two phantoms were used: a simple cubic phantom and a complex one. The simple
3
phantom consists of RW3 with dimensions of 30x30x22cm . The measuring plane is an ionization chamber array from
PTW (Array 729). The dose distribution is measured in 10 cm depth. This configuration allows the measurement in
homogeneous case. The geometry of the simple phantom was modeled by the two planning systems. Radiation fields
from a LINAC with 6 MV photons (Primus-Siemens) and field sizes of 5x5 cm², 10x10 cm², 20x20 cm², 10x20 cm² with
and without wedge compensation were measured. Additionally radiation fields of 10 MV with flattening filter (FF) and 7
and 11 MV photon energy without flattening filter (FFF) from an Artiste-LINAC (Siemens) were investigated. The local
differences between measured and calculated out-of-field dose values of the planning systems in crossplane direction
were examined. To evaluate the reliability of the TPS in a more complex geometry a thorax phantom made of
®
®
Obomodulan was designed (figure 1), which allows the simulation of breast irradiations. Obomodulan is based on
®
polyurethane and is available in different densities. Three densities were used to simulate soft tissue (Obomodulan
®
®
“crème” ρ= 0.95 g/cm³), bone (Obomodulan “sand” ρ= 1.6 g/cm³) and lung tissue (Obomodulan “hellgrau” ρ= 0.2 g/cm³)
[2]. The phantom offers the possibility to determine dose values within several inserts for different detectors. A CT-Series
(Somatom Emotion, Siemens Medical systems) was used to generate three different treatment plans: a conventional
plan with wedge compensation and 6 MV (Primus), a simple plan with open fields and 6 MV (Primus), as well as an IMRT
plan with 7 MV flattening filter free beams (Artiste). Measurements were carried out using an ionization chamber
(Semiflex 0,125 cm³, PTW Freiburg) on selected points in the thorax phantom in-field and out-of-field.
Results: The results from the measurements in the simple case with the 2D-Array are shown in figures 2, 3, 4, 5. The
investigated planning systems show a different behavior in out-of-field dose calculation. While OTP tends to
underestimate the out-of-field dose with increasing distance to the field border in case of experiments with Primus, RS
overestimates the dose outside the primary field in case of wedge compensation. The out-of-field dose of a 10x10 cm²
field is represented well by RS. The experiments using Artiste show an overestimation by OTP for beams with flattening
filter and an underestimation of out-of-field dose in case of beams without flattening filter. In contrast to this, RS shows an
inconsistent behavior at the tested cases on Artiste.
The results of measurements in complex geometry with the thorax phantom are shown in figures 6, 7, 8. The in-field
deviations never exceed 3 % between measured and calculated values. It is clearly evident, that the two TPS under
investigation show a quite contrary behavior in calculating out-of-field doses. The experiments on Primus indicate an
underestimation by OTP in calculating out-of-field doses in most cases, whereas RS overestimates the local dose outside
the primary beam. There is no large influence on the dose calculation accuracy in OTP with absence of wedges. On the
other hand RS shows a significant improvement in accuracy, when the treatment plan is designed without wedges. This
was also observed in the studies with the slab phantom. The observed local dose differences for the IMRT plan and
beams without flattening filter show an improved accuracy for OTP and partly for RS. These results could be explained by
the lower peripheral dose, which occurs in beams without flattening filter because of a decreased head scatter a much
smaller amount of transmitted radiation [3].
Conclusion: The large discrepancies between measured and calculated values may have several reasons. First they
could be explained by the individual beam commissioning process in the TPS. Second, the TPS use different algorithms
for dose calculation and for describing the head scatter of the LINAC. Modelling of the peripheral dose in the TPS is only
a simplified simulation of the complex interaction physics. Even with a commissioning process which is targeted on out-offield areas, modelling of the peripheral dose through the TPS is not optimal. When using dose values of a TPS for risk
assessment of secondary cancers and late effects after radiotherapy, it is necessary to understand and evaluate the
potential inaccuracies of dose calculation outside the treatment field individually.
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Fig. 1: Transversal slice of the thoraxphantom with possible measurement points

Fig. 2: Mean local differences between measurement and calculation of OTP, Primus
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Fig. 3: Mean local differences between measurement and calculation of RS, Primus
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Fig. 4: Mean local differences between measurement and calculation of OTP, Artiste

Fig. 5: Mean local differences between measurement and calculation of RS, Artiste
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Fig. 6: Local differences between measurement and calculation in the complex case, conventional with wedges

Fig. 7: Local differences between measurement and calculation in the complex case, simple open fields
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Fig. 8: Local differences between measurement and calculation in the complex case, IMRT
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P 35 Dosimetric comparison of Acurus XB dose calculation algorithm with the Anisotropic
Analytical Algorithm for different treatment sites
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Purpose: Several authors have shown that the Acuros algorithm (Varian Medical Systems), which is based on the linear
Boltzmann transport equation is more accurate in predicting the dose in inhomogeneous media compared to Anisotropic
Analytical Algorithm (AAA, Varian Medical Systems) algorithm [1]. However clinical experience concerning tolerance
doses to organs at risk as well as dose to the planning target volume is based on pencil beam or convolution algorithms,
such as the AAA algorithm. Therefore we’ve evaluated the difference between the Acuros algorithm scored in water
(AcurosWater), the Acuros algorithm scored in medium (AcurosMedium) and the AAA algorithm for various treatment
sites.
Materials and methods: In total 33 treatment plans previously treated in our clinic using volumetric modulated arc
therapy (VMAT) were recalculated using AAA and AcurosWater and AcurosMedium (all Version 11) in the Eclipse
treatment planning system (Varian Medical Systems). Different anatomical regions were evaluated (5 sarcoma, 5 prostate
tumours, 9 lung lesions, 8 intracranial lesions, 6 vertebral bodies). The influence of the calculation algorithm was
determined by comparing the mean dose, maximum dose and minimum dose to the planning target volume (PTV) and
the gross tumor volume (GTV). Additionally mean and maximum doses to various organs at risk (OAR) were compared.
Results: The dose calculated in bony structures was generally lower for AAA compared to Acuros scoring dose to water
and slightly higher for Acuros scoring dose to medium. The opposite was true for the dose in lung tissue and air cavities.
The differences were small in soft tissue (mean deviation less than 3%) and in lung tissue (mean deviation less than 3%),
however were larger in the bony structures (a mean deviation of 15% between Acuros scoring to water and scoring to
tissue). The differences in bony structures were increasing with increasing electron density (Hounsfield units).
Conclusion: The Acuros dose calculation more accurately estimates the applied dose compared to conventional
algorithms. Since the tolerance doses to organs at risk as well as dose to the planning target volume is based on pencil
beam or convolution based algorithms, the question arises how to implement Acuros into clinical routine. The large
differences in dose to bone tissue between Acuros and the AAA Algorithm cannot be neglected and the physicians need
to get used to the new estimated dose to bone and they would need to adapt their tolerance doses.
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P 36 VMAT dosimetry comparison between 6 MV and 15 MV using Pinnacle and Elekta Agility
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Introduction: In conformal 3D radiotherapy plans, the 15MV photon beam energy is mainly used for dosimetry of deep
tumors or for large people. With the VMAT rotational technique, the 6MV beam is widely used to calculate a dosimetry. In
this study, we try to evaluate if the 15MV VMAT can provide dosimetries with a better PTV coverage and reduce the dose
to organs at risk especially for obese patients.
Materials and methods: Several plans for prostate and vertebral column were generated for some large patients on
Philips Pinnacle 9.2 treatement planning system. All these plans have been delivered on the Agility linac for both 6MV
and 15 MV. The dosimetry has been measured on PTW Octavius 4D, and analyzed with PTW Verisoft, using the gamma
index pass fail test of 3% / 3mm.
Results: For all prostate cases, the Dose Volume Histrograms (DVH) for 6MV and 15MV dosimetry plans did not show
major differences for PTV and OAR, even for larger patients. This is mainly due to the diameter of the body which
becomes smaller in this region and makes no such difference of size beetween patients. A difference can be observed
for vertebral columns plans on large patients, for isodoses below 30% of the maximum dose. There is clearly a
contraction of these isodoses for the 15MV plan in the direction of the PTV, which can better protect critical organs
surrounding the PTV volume (Figure1). All the 15 MV VMAT plans have been measured on the PTW Octavius 4D and
reached the gamma index criteria of 3% and 3mm.
Summary: 15MV VMAT does not create a significant improvement in the dosimetry of prostate plans, but we did not
have extremely obese patients. For tumours located in a deeper region of the body, it was possible to observe a faster
decrease of the peripheral dose at 15MV, when compared to 6MV plans. However, neutron dose still needs to be
measured before using 15 MV rotational techniques and may be the limiting factor using higher energies, especially if the
therapeutic gain will be minimal.

Fig 1: Dosimetry comparison between 6MV VMAT (left) and 15MV VMAT (right). Contraction of isodoses for the 15MV plan in the
direction of the PTV.
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P 37 Assessment of normal tissue complication risk factors and dose-volume relations in
adjuvant radiotherapy of breast cancer patients: A treatment planning study
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Background: The adjuvant radiation treatment of breast cancer is known to improve the patients long-term locoregional
control as well as survival. However, the increased risk of ischemic heart disease and radiation pneumonitis might
potentially reduce the overall outcome of the patients cure. The PASSOS project (http://goo.gl/0qA65L) investigates on
how the individual treatment technique and individual patient factors influences these risks such that tools for radiation
oncologists can be developed in selecting the optimal treatment technique.
Materials and methods: A number of >100 patients with low risk breast cancer following breast conserving surgery is
investigated regarding dose-distributions during adjuvant therapy. Within this project a very detailed contouring of the
substructures of the heart is made which allows for a closer investigation which substructures of the heart receive high or
low doses. While most patients are treated with 3D conformal tangential technique, additional IMRT treatment plans are
calculated for each patient. Both treatment techniques are then compared to each other using NTCP models and DVH
analysis. The dose volume distributions of several organs at risk do vary between different patients and the applied
treatment technique (3D-CRT, IMRT, deep-inspiration-breathold: DIBH). The accumulated dosimetric data of this work is
collected in a database which is – at a later stage of this project – used by epidemiologic modelers to develop health risk
models.
Results: The collected data reveals that during adjuvant treatment of breast cancer significant deviations in doses to the
heart, its corresponding substructures and further organs at risk occur. These doses depend on several factors such as
whether it is left or right-sided breast cancer, the applied planning technique, the dose calculation algorithm and the
individual patient-specific geometric conditions. While the volume that receives high (therapeutic) doses has been found
to be smaller when applying the IMRT technique for e.g. certain substructures of the heart and axillary lymph nodes
(Fig.3), the average and maximum doses to organs at risk have been found to be lower in most cases when the
conformal tangential technique is applied (Fig. 1). The advantage of IMRT in reducing the volume of organs that receive
high (therapeutic) doses is supported by Fig. 4 with lower NTCP for the ispilateral lung. Lower doses due to the IMRT
technique in the transition area between planning target volume and ipsilateral lung is shown in Fig. 2 (right figure).
Phantom measurements conducted at the University of Rostock revealed that outside of the planning target volume the
differences between the doses calculated by the treatment planning software (TPS) and measurements vary by up to +/60%. Dose point measurements within the planning target volume show dose underestimations of the TPS by about 0.52.8%.
Conclusions: The collected data analyses the quantitative and qualitative dose distributions to several organs at risk
during adjuvant treatment of breast cancer such as for example thyroid, contralateral breast and oesophagus. A special
focus of this work is the detailed contouring of the heart and corresponding substructures which allows to specify where
high (therapeutic) doses occur and how individual geometric conditions lead to different treatment techniques. At a later
stage of this project, this data will be applied in epidemiological models to estimate complication probabilities. A challenge
for these models is how to treat the observed range of exposures between about 30cGy (e.g. thyroid, contralateral breast)
to >4Gy (ipsilateral lung, heart,…). A second focus is the investigation of different treatment techniques and their impact
on dose-volume distributions to several organs at risk which has been discussed in ‘Results’. The aim of this project is to
provide tools for radiation oncologists in selecting the optimal treatment technique for the individual patient.
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Fig. 1 Maximum dose for different organs depending on individual patient (id1-id7) and treatment technique (3d-CRT, IMRT).

Fig. 2 Figure showing dose for tangential technique (3D-CRT, left figure) and IMRT step and shoot technique (Figure in center, 12
fields rotating in equidistant distance of 360°) in a CT-slice perpendicular to the craniocaudal axis. The right plot shows the quantitative
differences of the dose of the 3D-CRT plan subtracted by the IMRT plan which demonstrates the significantly different dose
distributions between the techniques.

Fig. 3 Left panel showing Dose-Volume-Histogram of heart structure AMYL (AMYL includes: left anterior myocardium, main stem of
coronary arteries, left anterior descending coronary artery) for two different treatment techniques (3D-CRT, IMRT) and two patients
(PatID=1,2). Same figure is made for axillary lymph node level 1 (right panel) with a qualitatively similar result.
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Fig. 4 NTCP complications of two different NTCP models for contralateral and ipsilateral lung. Here three different 3D-CRT plans
(similar PTV covererage but made by three different planners) and an IMRT plan is compared. Both NTCP model parameter sets
reveal a lower complication propability of the ipsilateral lung when IMRT is applied which is due to lower doses in the area between
ipsilateral lung and PTV as shown in Fig. 2 (see red area in the right figure).
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P 38 Exploring Dose Rate Dependence of Cancer Risk by a Dynamic LQ-type Model
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Purpose: Modern CT units offer high dose rate with radiation pulses up to 60 Sv/h. There is a lack of knowledge about
biological impact of such pulsed beams and dose rates. Different models such as linear-no-threshold (LNT), linearquadratic (LQ)-type or linear models with threshold have been proposed. A validation of the different models based on
epidemiological data is difficult. Beside this problem, the exploration of dynamic models based on a radio-biophysical
rationale may help to support the discussion concerning radiation risk related to radiological examinations.
Materials and methods: Given a population with N healthy individuals (humans, susceptible for radiation induced
cancer), the conversion rate to a population with individuals having a radiation-induced damage leading to mortal cancer
(denoted by the number of individuals L) is assumed to be linear dependent on the dose rate R, the number of
susceptible individuals N and a transient dose equivalent  describing the effect of previous irradiations:

dL / dt       RN  dN / dt . This approach is similar to the  -LQ model [1], but the coefficients  and  are

related to the average cancer mortality of the irradiated population. The dose rate dependence is governed by the
transient dose equivalent which is assumed to fade away due to cellular repair processes. In this work, first order kinetics
is investigated: d  / dt  R   . The transient dose equivalent can be calibrated by the following condition:

t

lim    ( ) d   lim  E (t )   Etot
t 
t 
 

Here, E is the effective dose. In contrast to the  -LQ model, the transient dose equivalent is not directly linked to the
absorbed dose. It represents more an average of the different tissues considered by the radiation weighting factors
according ICRP103 [2]. Tissue dependent repair speeds are not considered by the kinetic constant  . The parameter 
can be estimated using the low-dose-rate limit:

 dL 
 dL 
 
 lim      RN    RN
 dt 
  R 0  dt  0 0
Separation and integration leads to:

N  N0e E and L  N0  n  N0  (1  e E ) . The initial slope therefore is given by:

 dL / dE E 0   N0 . This can be interpreted as the LNT-limit for low doses and dose rates.

Results: The model includes the free parameters  ,  and  . The parameters are estimated coarsely by using of the
following conditions: For comparably low dose rates, the risk should be in correspondence to the established value of 5%
per Sv [2] and dose rate independent, whereas for high dose rates, the risk should more or less double. According the
(initial) disappearance of  H2AX-foci found in CHO cells [3], the parameter for decay of the transient dose equivalent
was set to

  0.2h1 . Assuming an approximately linear relationship between effective dose and risk with 5% per Sv for

the low dose rate limit and E < 2 Sv, a value for   5 102 Sv1 is resulting. With the condition of a fix-point of 10% at a
dose of 1 Sv in the high dose rate limit, the last parameter values have been determined by computer simulations:
  5.6 102 Sv2 .
Discussion and Conclusions: All three assumption used for estimating the parameters are fraught with large
uncertainties. The use of a transient dose equivalent with decay proportional to the disappearance of  H2AX-foci (in
non-human cell lines) must be seen as a very rough estimate and implicates proportionality between remaining foci and
risk of induction of mortal cancer. Therefore, the model should be validated by experimental or observed data. Beside the
problems of estimating the parameter values, the model exhibits some interesting general aspects (Fig.1 & 2): The
mortality or cancer risk is given by a LQ-type relationship for the logarithm of mortality at high dose rates. For low dose
rates, the model tends to a LNT-behavior. For E < 0.2 Sv, no strong dose rate dependence is observed. A remaining
problem is related to the inhomogeneous dose distribution in the patient: A “biological averaging” by the effective dose for
example does not refer to the deterministic effects which possibly influence the local cancer risk.
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Fig. 1: Cancer mortality as function of the effective dose.

Fig. 2: Mortality in the dose range below 1.4 Sv.
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P 39 VMAT optimization for difficult lung cases: A comparison between the PRO2 and PRO3
algorithm
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Introduction: With the release of Eclipse 10 by Varian Medical Systems the new PRO3 algorithm for VMAT optimization
was introduced into clinical practice. Its main advantage lies in the significant increase in speed compared to the former
PRO2 algorithm. Furthermore, one is able to judge the achievable plan quality in an early stage of the optimization
process, which can be done only close to the end when using PRO2. However, we were uncertain whether the resulting
treatment plans were of the same quality.
Material and methods: In order to quantify the differences in plan quality, we chose a set of patients, who were treated
at our institution. We started with the plans, which had been chosen for treatment, and did the optimization again without
adjusting the objectives. For the PRO2 a single optimization was performed with a subsequent final dose calculation
using the AAA10 algorithm. For the PRO3 an additional optimization was done after the final dose calculation, using its
results as an input. In this second optimization only the last step was performed.
The DVH for each treatment plan was exported, and Mathematica was used to compute mean-DVHs for each of the two
algorithms. Because of variations in the prescribed dose, relative dose was used. To quantify the conformance of the
dose distribution a conformity function was used [1], which is defined as:
.
Results: Fig. 1 shows the averaged DVHs for the relevant structures. For the PTV they are very similar: The PRO3 yields
slightly better coverage, but the overdosage is also a bit higher. Heart sparing is better with the PRO3 in the range above
50% of the prescribed dose, the spinal cord receives lower dose with the PRO2, but in a dose range, which is of no
interest. For the esophagus there are no significant differences. The PRO2 algorithm yields better plans for the lungs in a
dose range between 10% and 55% of the prescribed dose, which roughly corresponds to our range of interest for this
organ (5Gy to 20Gy). Since our main focus apart from PTV coverage and keeping the dose to the spinal cord below 45Gy
was to minimize the volume of the lung exposed to doses between 5Gy and 20Gy, we think that the PRO2 plans are
better. In Fig. 2 one can see that this increase in plan quality comes at a price: The conformity of the dose distribution is
worse for the PRO2 plans. For example the volume outside the PTV, which receives 95% of the prescribed dose amounts
to about 15% of the size of the PTV for PRO3 plans and about 33% for PRO2 plans. Equally the CF(80%) amounts to
0.79 for the PRO3 algorithm and to 1.1 for the PRO2 algorithm.
Conclusion: We present a comparison of the outcome of optimizations using two different algorithms, but otherwise
identical starting positions. The PRO2 algorithm is able to find a solution, which comes closer to our objectives, it follows
our wishes more closely. However, there is a price we have to pay: The dose conformance is significantly lower. The
sparing of the lung is more important in these cases, because the toxicity to the lung generally limits the dose applied to
the tumor. For these cases we therefore consider the PRO2 superior, which stands in contrast to results published by
Vanetti et al [2].
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Fig. 1: mean-DVHs for the relevant structures

Fig. 2: conformity function for the two algorithms
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P 40 Craniospinal irradiation with IMRT in the supine position
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Einführung: Die Bestrahlung des gesamten Liquorraumes von Gehirn und Spinalkanal ist Bestandteil der lokoregionären
Therapie bei Meningeosis neoplastica und Hirntumoren mit hohem Potenzial zur liquorgenen Metastasierung [Sch03].
Weil die Länge des Zielvolumens die maximale Feldlänge der Bestrahlungsgeräte übersteigt, wurde als grundlegender
Ansatz eine Technik mit zwei bis drei Isozentren gewählt. Die Problematik der konventionellen Techniken liegt in der
Gefahr einer Überschneidung der jeweiligen Ansatzstellen der Bestrahlungsfelder. Dies ist verbunden mit der Gefahr
einer Über- und Unterdosierung bei Lagerungsabweichungen. Daher werden neue Techniken wie Tomotherapie,
Protonenbestrahlung, und intensitätsmodulierte Strahlentherapie (IMRT) als Alternativen diskutiert und untersucht. Für
die praxisrelevanten Fälle mit Meningeosis neoplastica bei vorwiegend soliden Tumoren und Lymphomen soll eine
intensitätsmodulierte Strahlentherapie für den Linearbeschleuniger in Rückenlage entwickelt werden, die sicher
applizierbar ist und harte Feldgrenzen vermeidet.
Material und Methode:
Objekt: An einem Alderson Rando© Man Phantom wurde eine Planungsstudie mittels multi-isozentrischer IMRT-Technik
durchgeführt.
Bestrahlungsplanung: Wie die konventionelle Technik wird die IMRT mit einem multi-isozentrischen Ansatz durchgeführt.
Planung und Berechnung erfolgen im TPS Monaco® Ver. 3.0 (Firma Elekta) mit dem Monte Carlo Algorithmus. Zur
Ermittlung einer optimalen Planvariante wurde folgendes Vorgehen gewählt:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Übertragung der konventionellen Feldkonfiguration auf das TPS Monaco®
Variation der Feldanzahl und Einstrahlrichtungen zur Ermittlung einer optimalen Geometrie
Definition von geeigneten Constraints für die Fluenzmodellierung aus klinischer Erfahrung
Variation der Constraints zur Ermittlung der optimalen Parameter
Optimierung der Segmentierung

Planevaluation: Die Ergebnisse der Planoptimierung werden mit einer konventionellen Bestrahlungstechnik mittels
dosimetrischer Parameter verglichen. Folgende Parameter werden genutzt:
1) Dmax, Dmean, Dmin als maximale, mittlere und minimale Dosis im jeweiligen Volumen
2) D50 %, D90 %, D95 % als Dosiswerte für die Exposition von 50, 90, und 95 % des Volumens einer Struktur
3) V35,64Gy, V37,62Gy und V42,37Gy als Volumina des PTV, die mit der 90 %, 95 % und 107 % Isodose
umschlossen sind
Gemäß ICRU83 werden als Ersatz für Dmax und Dmin die Dosen D2 %, D98 % als maximale, minimale Dosis für 2 %
und 98 % eines Volumens herangezogen [ICRU83]. Um die unterschiedlichen Bestrahlungspläne zu vergleichen, werden
Konformitätsindex, Homogenitätsindex, Coverage Index, Health Tissue Conformity Index, neuer Konformitätsindex –
newCI ausgewertet
Ergebnisse: Bei den meisten untersuchten Parametern zeigte der Plan CSIMRTC die besten Ergebnisse. Die
schlechteren Ergebnisse gegenüber dem Plan CSIMRTB im Bereich der Dosiswerte Dmax und Dmin lagen bei 0,3 %.
Wichtigster Faktor für die Entscheidung zugunsten Plan CSIMRTC war die deutlich bessere Schonung der OAR im
ventralen Bereich und die Verringerung des Dmax der Linsen, des Rückenmarkes und des Hirnstammes um teilweise
über 1Gy gegenüber den anderen Varianten. Dies lag auch in der höheren Modulation begründet, die allerdings zu einer
höheren Segmentanzahl und mehr ME pro Fraktion führt. Dies wird aber zugunsten der erwähnten Vorteile für die OAR
als gerechtfertigt angesehen.
Der Plan stellt ein Optimum dar aus: Ganzkörperbelastung (Bestrahlungszeit)≡Modulationsgrad≡Ergebnis
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Fig. 1: Sagittale Dosisverteilung der IMRT Varianten

Diskussion: Ein Wechsel zur IMRT erschien aus planerischer Sicht sinnvoll weil die Überdosierungen im dorsalen
Bereich reduziert, die OAR besser geschont und Homogenität und Konformität gegenüber der konventionellen Technik
verbessert wurden. Darüber hinaus gab es keine direkten Feldansatzstellen mehr, so dass eine größere Sicherheit bei
der Bestrahlungsdurchführung erwartet werden kann.
Schlussfolgerung: Bei Einsatz von IMRT-Techniken sollte ein Monte-Carlo Algorithmus bevorzugt werden. Eine
Hauptorientierung der Felder von dorsal scheint die günstigsten Ergebnisse zu liefern. Für die Bewertung der erstellten
Pläne empfiehlt sich neben der visuellen Beurteilung und der DVH-Analyse auch die Berechnung geeigneter
Qualitätsindizes wie HI und newCI. Die Gesamtbelastung für den Patienten mit insgesamt 900ME und 100 Segmenten
bei einer Gesamtbestrahlungszeit von etwa 15 min erscheint akzeptabel.
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P 41 A comparative planning study for prostate cancer using IMRT vs. mARC treatment with
flat and FFF beams
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Introduction: The recently introduced mARC technique offers rotational IMRT delivery (“burst mode”, [1-2]) for Siemens
linear accelerators, similar to VMAT/RapidArc. Although some planning examples have been presented [3] and first
patient treatments have by now been performed [4], to our knowledge, there exists no systematic planning study
comparing mARC to IMRT treatment so far. Furthermore, it has not been assessed how well mARC treatment performs
for flat vs. flattening-filter-free (FFF) beam energies.
Prostate cancer has been found well-suited for mARC planning using different treatment planning systems [5]: on the one
hand, good bladder and rectum sparing requires sophisticated planning (IMRT/VMAT rather than 3D conformal planning),
on the other, the relatively symmetrical target volume is easier to treat with a single gantry arc than highly complex targets
such as head-and-neck tumours. In the following, we present a first planning study of mARC treatment for prostate
cancer patients, concentrating both on the plan qualities and the treatment times, for flat and FFF beams respectively.
Materials and methods: Prostate PTV contours were drawn retrospectively on the planning CT (Philips Brilliance
BigBore) for 10 patients, with a prescription dose of 76 Gy delivered in 38 fractions. The Siemens Artiste linac available
for mARC at our institution is equipped with a 160 MLC and offers two beam energies: flat 6 MV and FFF 7 MV, with very
similar depth-dose characteristics [6]. Treatment planning was performed in the Prowess Panther treatment planning
system V5.10r2 using a collapsed cone algorithm.
For each patient, four different scenarios were considered: mARC treatment with a single gantry arc, equidistantly spaced
optimization points (every 10°), 4° arclet length, with 6 MV and FFF 7MV; and IMRT treatment with 11 gantry angles and
3 segments per beam, again for both energies. The four plans have about the same number of degrees of freedom (36
for mARC vs. 33 for IMRT), so differences in quality should be caused by the treatment technique rather than the freedom
in optimization. All plans were reviewed by a senior radiation oncologist and were found acceptable for treatment. Plan
quality was compared based on dose distribution and dose-volume histograms. For the statistical evaluation, we
considered the quality indices for PTV conformity and homogeneity and the sparing of organs at risk (OAR) as measured
by V(50%) of the bladder and rectum and V(40%) of the posterior rectal wall. All plans were irradiated and treatment
times were measured for comparison.
Pair-wise t-tests were made between plan scenarios if a normal distribution could be presumed (after testing with the
Shapiro-Wilk test), otherwise, the paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test was applied. We use a level of significance of 5 %.
Results: All plans met the criteria for PTV coverage and OAR sparing, given in Table 1, and were acceptable for
treatment based on the DVH and dose distribution.
For all measures of quality considered, no significant difference exists between IMRT and mARC plans of the same
energy. In homogeneity and conformity index, the 6 MV plans are slightly better than the 7 MV plans, both for IMRT and
mARC (p-values in Table 2). In the sparing of OAR, no significance is found for the comparison between IMRT plans of
both energies. For mARC, the 7 MV plans perform slightly worse than the 6 MV plans, although the results are just barely
significant for the rectum and posterior rectal wall. These results are in fact surprising, since they are in contradiction with
the visual evaluation of plan quality. Indeed, the evaluation of dose distributions and DVHs for each individual patient
showed no clear preference for the 6 MV plans. From the point of view of dose coverage and distribution (e.g., shape of
medium dose isodose lines), the 7 MV plans were in fact sometimes preferred. The reason for this is that the difference
between both plans is so small to evade clinical (though not statistical) significance: the comparison of dose to OAR for 6
MV vs. 7 MV mARC plans is 22.1 Gy vs. 23.5 Gy for the V(50 %, bladder), 15.6 Gy vs. 16.5 Gy for the V(50 %, rectum)
and 3.6 Gy vs. 5.1 Gy for the V(40 %, post. rect. wall). For all practical purposes, the plan qualities can therefore be
considered identical, even though minor differences exist.
Measured treatment times were: 5-6 minutes for 6 MV IMRT, 4-5 min for 7 MV IMRT, 3-4 min for 6 MV mARC, and 2-3
min for 7 MV mARC.
Conclusions: Although the statistical evaluation shows a slight improvement of the 6 MV over the 7 MV treatment plans,
the differences are very small and lack clinical significance – from the radiation oncologist’s point of view, all four planning
scenarios (IMRT or mARC with 6 or 7 MV) yield equally good quality plans. Treatment times are considerably shortened
both by the use of mARC and the high dose rate FFF 7 MV energy. In combination, a 7 MV mARC plan can be irradiated
in less than 3 minutes, less than half the time taken for a 6 MV IMRT plan.
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Organ at risk
Bladder

Constraint
V(75 Gy) < 15 %
V(70 Gy) < 20 %
V(50 Gy) < 50 %

Rectum

V(70 Gy) < 10 %
V(60 Gy) < 30 %
V(50 Gy) < 50 %
V(40 Gy) < 70 %
V(30 Gy) < 80 %

Posterior rectal wall

Dmax < 60 Gy
V(50 Gy) < 15 %
V(40 Gy) < 30 %

Tab. 1 Planning constraints (satisfied by all plans)

Measure of quality

Comparison

p-value

Conformity index [7]

6 MV IMRT – 7 MV IMRT

0.029

6 MV mARC – 7 MV mARC

0.004

6 MV IMRT – 7 MV IMRT

0.010

6 MV mARC – 7 MV mARC

0.027

6 MV IMRT – 7 MV IMRT

Not significant

6 MV mARC – 7 MV mARC

0.004

6 MV IMRT – 7 MV IMRT

Not significant

6 MV mARC – 7 MV mARC

0.049

6 MV IMRT – 7 MV IMRT

Not significant

6 MV mARC – 7 MV mARC

0.043

Homogeneity index

Bladder V(50 %)

Rectum V(50 %)

Posterior rectal wall V(40 %)

Tab. 2 Measures of quality with significance levels for plan comparison. All other comparisons not shown in the table (6 MV IMRT vs. 6
MV mARC, 7 MV IMRT vs. 7 MV mARC) showed no statistical significance.TV = volume of the PTV, PIV = volume of the prescribed
isodose (95 %), TVPIV = volume of the PTV covered by the prescribed isodose,
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P 42 Dosimetric comparison of tangential opposing field technique versus intensitymodulated and volumetric-modulated radiation therapy and irregular surface
compensator technique at different patient position setups for left-sided breast cancer
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Introduction: Dynamic-modulated treatment planning for whole-breast radiation is a complex behavior that can be
employed to ensure adequate dose target coverage while minimizing doses to the organs at risk as ipsilateral lung and
heart. For whole-breast radiation a conventional tangential opposing field technique with wedges is often used on a
breast board with arms elevated above the head as patient position setup. In our institute we use individual-formed
vacuum mattresses on top of a left or right formed wedge for each patient, particularly for patients with left-sided breast
cancer.
Material and Methods: This work compares four radiation treatment techniques, 3D-conventional tangential opposing
fields (3D-CRT), intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT) and a tangential
opposing intensity-modulated arrangement using the irregular surface compensator (ISC) for whole-breast radiation
treatment. 20 patients with left-sided breast cancer, 10 located on breast board and 10 located on a vacuum mattress in
supine position, were analyzed due to planning target volume (PTV) coverage, dose homogeneity, organs at risk (OAR)
as lungs, heart and contralateral breast. Dose plans were calculated for each patient using the four different techniques
3D-CRT, IMRT, VMAT and ISC. All patients were prescribed a dose of 50 Gy in 25 fractions. The dose distributions in
PTV and the dose to the OAR were compared analyzing dose-volume histograms.
Results: All four techniques offered adequate PTV coverage between D98% > 95% and D2% < 107%, respectively.
However, dose differences were observed between the techniques in the PTV, OAR and also in the pattern of dose
distribution spreading into the contralateral side. IMRT and VMAT spread more low doses into right breast and right lung
than the tangential techniques. However, IMRT and VMAT plans improved distributions for the PTV, exhibiting better
conformity and homogeneity in PTV and reduced high dose percentages in ipsilateral lung. The ISC dose plans did not
significantly differ from the 3D-CRT plan. Nevertheless, ISC dose plans show clearly better homogeneity in PTV than in
3D-CRT and are comparable with IMRT and VMAT. The dosimetric disadvantages found in IMRT and VMAT plans did
not occur in ISC plans. In addition, dosimetric differences could be observed between the two patient position setups. The
dose in heart is higher in straight position. It could be shown that high dose in ipsilateral lung is reduced using the vacuum
mattress.
Discussion: Considering the risk of secondary neoplasms and the relative high dose in lung and contralateral breast, we
do not suggest to choose VMAT for left-sided breast cancer radiation therapy. An alternative technique could be ISC due
to its dosimetric advantages and reduced beam on time compared to the other techniques.
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P 43 Comparison of five different planning techniques for left breast radiation therapy
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Related questions: This work aims at investigating the different dose distributions arising from five planning techniques
in terms of target coverage and homogeneity as well as sparing of surrounding healthy tissues.
Material and procedure: Three left-sided breasts were used for planning comparison. The prescribed dose was 50 Gy
delivered in 25 fractions. The planning techniques used were: forward planning field-in field (FiF), inverse planning step
and shoot IMRT (s-IMRT), volumetric arc therapy (VMAT), helical tomotherapy (HT) and TomoDirect (TD). FiF was
planned with 4 to 6 beams, s-IMRT with 4 beams, VMAT with 2 half arcs and TD with 4 beams. HT was planned without
any directional or complete structure blocking. Dose to the planning target volume (PTV) was compared using the
following figures of merit: dose delivered to the 98% and to the 2% of the PTV (D98% and D2%, respectively), volumes of
PTV receiving the 95% and the 105% of the prescription dose (V95% and V105%, respectively). Organs at risk (OARs)
evaluated were: contra-lateral breast, lungs, heart. Different figures of merit were considered for each OARs according to
their clinical relevance.
Result: Concerning the PTV coverage, D98% resulted as the lowest for FiF (92.4% of the prescription dose) and as the
highest for TD (94.4% of the prescription dose), while V95% reached its maximum for TD plans (97% of the PTV volume)
and its minimum for VMAT (95% of the PTV volume). In terms of PTV homogeneity, D2% was the highest for s-IMRT
(106.5% of the prescription dose) and the lowest for VMAT (102.6% of the prescription dose), while V105% resulted as
the lowest for both VMAT and HT techniques (0.1 % of the PTV volume) and as the highest for s-IMRT (4.2% of the PTV
volume).
Maximum dose delivered to the contra-lateral breast was the lowest for both FiF and TD techniques (4.7 Gy) and the
highest for HT (10.6 Gy). Volume of omolateral lung receiving 10 Gy (V10Gy) was minimum for TD (18.1 %) and
maximum for VMAT (33.5 %). V20Gy for contra-lateral lung was minimum for TD (10.9 %) and maximum for s-IMRT
(22.9%). V5Gy for contra-lateral lung resulted as the minimum for FiF and TD (0%) and as the maximum for HT (9.6%).
V10Gy for heart was minimum for FiF (4.9%) and maximum for HT (52.5%). V25Gy for heart reached its minimum for sIMRT (0.3%) and its maximum for HT (15.1%).
All showed values were averaged over the 3 dose distributions.
Summary: The presented study showed that every RT technique is capable to deliver the dose to the PTV with an
adequate level of coverage and homogeneity. However, both HT and TD resulted as the techniques able to deliver the
most homogeneous dose to the PTV. Fixed gantry angle techniques (i.e. FiF, s-IMRT and TD) were able to provide a
better OARs dose sparing with respect to volumetric and helical techniques. Based on the few number of plans performed
in this study, TD seems to be the most appropriate technique able to produce an optimal dose delivery to the target and
OARs dose sparing.
At present authors are collecting further plans in order to evaluate the statistical significance of the differences in dose
distributions.
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P 44 Sensitivity analysis of plan quality for hypopharynx cancer on flat vs. flattening-filterfree beam energy, beam and segment number
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Introduction: While highly conformal dose distributions can be achieved by IMRT planning, these plans often make use
of a large number of beams or segments per beams, resulting in increased treatment times. Flattening-filter-free (FFF)
beams carry the promise of reducing these times due to their high dose rate; however, to homogeneously cover extended
target volumes, even more segments may be necessary. Therefore, there is a need to systematically investigate the
dependence of IMRT plan quality on the three factors: number of gantry angles, number of segments, and use of flat or
FFF energies.
Materials and methods: We present a planning study for IMRT treatment of hypopharynx cancer, comparing flat 6 MV
and FFF 7 MV beams of the Siemens Artiste, and using three different beam arrangements (7, 11, and 18 gantry angles).
Planning was performed in Philips Pinnacle³ V9.2-9.4 for eight patients, using direct machine parameter optimization and
a collapsed-cone dose calculation algorithm.
We first determine inversion objectives and constraints that yield good quality plans for 6 MV and FFF 7 MV alike, when a
large number of segments (70) is permitted. Starting with these constraints, segment number is reduced stepwise down
to 25 and the effect on the plan quality is evaluated for the different gantry scenarios and beam energies. Different
measures of quality are considered, including plan conformity index, homogeneity index, gradient index, maximum dose
to the spinal cord and mean parotid dose.
Results: As long as a sufficiently large number of segments is permitted, all planning scenarios give clinically adequate
results, independently of gantry angles and energy (flat or FFF). As expected, plan quality decreases with a smaller
number of segments; this effect is stronger a) for fewer gantry angles and b) for FFF beams. For low segment numbers,
FFF plans generally perform worse than the corresponding flat beam plans. However, they are less sensitive to a
decrease in segment number if many gantry angles are used (18 beams); in this case the quality of flat and FFF beams
remains comparable even for few segments.
Conclusions: Given a sufficient number of beams and segments, FFF beams yield plans of comparable quality as flat
beams. However, the higher sensitivity of FFF beams to a reduction in segment number implies that the time advantage
with respect to flat beams is small at least for the case of relatively large and complex PTV like hypopharynx cancer.
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P 45 Comparison of 3D-CRT, IMRT and VMAT treatment plans for the irradiation of the
recurrent Graves' ophtalmopathy
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Background: The purpose of the current study was to compare normal tissue sparing and dose coverage using four
different radiotherapy planning methods in patients with the recurrent Graves’ ophtalmopathy (GO).
Methods: A total of 10 consecutive patients with endocrine orbithopathy were selected for the present study. CT-scan
with 5mm slices were used. The clinical target volume (CTV) for irradiation of the Graves ophtalmopathy included the
peri- and retrobulbar space with extraocular muscles. Both lenses, lacrimal glands, conjunctiva, olfactory and temporal
lobe were delineated as organs at risk (OAR). For each patient, four treatment plans were generated (Two 3D-CRT, IMRT
and VMAT). Irradiation was performed with a 6MeV photon beam. The planned total dose was 20 Gy in 10 fractions.
The coverage of the PTV was expressed using the isodose covering 95% of the PTV (D95), minimum dose within the
PTV (Dmin) and maximum dose within the PTV (Dmax). Conformity and Homogeneity Index (CI and HI) as well as
additional parameters were evaluated.
Results: In the overall comparison of four techniques, the adequate target coverage was found in almost all cases; CI
nearly 1, a better mean Quality of Coverage (QC) using 3D-CRT or VMAT (0.85±0.6 and 0.89±0.4, respectively), and a
lower mean HI for 3D-CRT (OF and MF) 2<HI≤2.5. However, the overall comparison did not demonstrate the preference
of one of the techniques in individual patients.
Conclusion: 3D-CRT/MF and VMAT-technique provide more accurate coverage of the areas at risk and the dose
homogenity in whole PTV (QC) (Fig.1-2) compared to 3D-CRT/OF or IMRT. Despite low total doses used, the results
suggest a personalized approach for treatment planning in patients with the recurrent GO.
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P 46 IGRT: Optimizing CBCT doses
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Introduction:Image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) uses different imaging techniques in order to assure geometric accuracy
of the radiotherapy. Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) is one of the techniques widely used for correcting the
set-up of the patient. After the acceptance of the Truebeam machine, all standard CBCT protocols were measured and
optimized. The optimization included the calculation of the CBCT effective and organ doses, so the results of our work
were presented to the medical doctors in order to further optimize the global IGRT strategy.
Materials and methods: All available CBCT dose protocols were evaluated in terms of radiation and image quality. A
first optimization of the available protocols was performed by reducing the image rate per second from 15 to 11 and 7. All
other parameters (kV, mA, etc.) remained constant. Radiation dose was measured using two cylindrical Plexiglas
phantoms of 16-cm (head) and 32-cm (body) in diameter and a 10-cm pencil ionization chamber (PTW, Germany). The
PCXMC software was employed to calculate organ and effective doses [1]. Image quality was evaluated with the Catphan
600 phantom (Phantom Laboratory Inc., USA). Spatial resolution, uniformity index, signal-to-noise ratio and the number of
Hounsfield units were evaluated for each protocol.
Results: Radiation dose was reduced by 27% with 11 images per second (ips) and by 47% with 7 ips compared with the
initial protocol with 15ips. New optimized protocols were established for the clinical use: “High Image Quality” with 11 ips
and “Low Dose” with 7ips. Hounsfield units remained constant with the new protocols. The signal–to-noise ratio
decreased with the reduction of the ips and total mAs; however, the spatial resolution remained the same. Table 1 below
shows the doses to the main organs after a CBCT scan at the pelvis area.
Pelvis

Pelvis

Pelvis

Default

High Image Quality

Low Dose

Tension (kV)

125

125

125

Intensity (mA)

60

60

60

Time (ms)

20

20

20

Image per second (ips)

15

11

7

Spead ( /s)

6

6

6

Projection number

900

660

420

mAs

1080

792

504

CTDI (mGy)

14.3

10.5

6.7

Urinary bladder dose (mGy)

41

30

19

Prostate dose (mGy)

31

23

15

Colon dose (mGy)

14

10

7

o

Summary: New imaging protocols were introduced to the clinics. Radiation technologists were trained to use either “High
Image Quality” or “Low Dose” protocols according to the different needs of patient setup. The first treatment will take
place in April and clinical tries will allow us to further evaluate the optimization.
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P 47 Dosimetric Results of Image Guided Pitch Corrections for Patients with Nasopharyngeal
Carcinoma
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Purpose: Conventional treatment tables of linear accelerators allow manipulations of the patient in four degrees of
freedom. The rotation degrees, pitch and roll are normally not addressed. However, it has been shown in literature that
patients could have a variation in pitch and roll of up to 4° during the course of radiotherapy (1, 2). In the meantime
several robotic add on systems for corrections in six degrees of freedom (6DoF) are available to compensate for this
deficit. In this study the question was addressed if there is any benefit of treating with a 6DoF couch instead of 4DoF.
Therefore dosimetric differences in the planning target volumes (PTVs) and various organs at risk (OAR) due to a pitch of
the patient of 3° are evaluated in treatment plans of nasopharyngeal carcinoma.
Methods: All six patients with nasopharyngeal carcinoma were treated using volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) to
deliver 66 Gy (1 case) and 70 Gy (5 cases) to the PTV in 33 and 35 fractions, respectively. Treatment planning was
performed in Eclipse treatment planning system (Varian Medical Systems). Patient pitch was simulated by tilting the
planning CT in cranio-caudal direction by +/-3°. For that a copy of the original CT dataset was made, identifying DICOM
tags were deleted, PTV structures and structures of organs at risk were copied on the dataset and the dataset was tilted.
A verification plan was calculated on the two tilted datasets. PTV coverage and mean and maximum dose to OARs were
compared to the original plan. Mean differences in dose have been calculated and Box-Whisker-Plots showing the
dosimetric changes have been created using the SPSS software.
Results: Figure 1 shows the changes in dose for the six nasopharyngeal carcinoma patients tilted dorsally and ventrally
by 3°. A ventral pitch of 3° leads to an increased dose to the sensitive organs like the chiasm (mean dose: +4.9%),
brainstem (max. dose: +1.3%; mean dose: +3.6%), lenses (mean dose: left +9.3%, right: +9.8%), myelon (max. dose:
+3.1%; mean dose: -0.2%) and parotid glands (mean dose: left +4.5%, right: +5.6%). The doses to the PTV70 (max.
dose: -0.2%; mean dose: -0.7%) and PTV54 (max. dose: +1.6%; mean dose: -0.1%) remained nearly stable. A dorsal
pitch of 3° leads to decreased doses to the chiasm (mean dose: -4,9%), lenses (mean dose: left -6.2%, right -6.1%) and
left parotid gland (mean dose: -0.4%) whereas the right parotid gland (mean dose: +3.3%) and the myelon (max. dose:
+8.2%; mean dose: +0.7%) received larger doses in comparison to the original plan. The changes in maximum dose and
mean dose of the PTV70 (max. dose: -0.4%; mean dose: -0.3%) and PTV54 (max. dose: +2.8%; mean dose: -0.4%) were
small.
Conclusion: The PTV coverage was only slightly affected by the pitch error of the patient, but it could – depending on the
case – be clinically relevant for the organs at risk. Therefore a correction is recommended for nasopharyngeal patients
with a 3° pitch mismatch.
References
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A

B
Fig. 1: Boxplots showing the changes in dose in PTV and OARs if the patient is tilted A) ventrally and B) dorsally by 3°.
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P 48 Evaluation of gold marker position migration during the radiotherapy treatment course
of prostate cancer
1

S. Kuechler
1
Uniklinik Freiburg, Klinik für Strahlenheilkunde, Freiburg, Germany
Purpose: The purpose of this study is to assess the variability of relative gold marker position due to deformation and
marker migration in external beam radiotherapy for prostate cancer during the treatment course.
Materials and methods: 14 patients with localized prostate cancer who underwent primary IGRT with four implanted
gold markers were chosen for this study. The gold marker implantation was carried out one week before the planning CT.
The IGRT was carried out using on-board kV imaging (OBI) with CBCT and orthogonal 2d image pairs. The marker
positions were identified in the kV-images (figure 1) using an in-house algorithm. In mean 22 pairs of kV-images (between
8 and 28) were evaluated per patient. The inter-marker distances were determined. If there was a longitudinal shift
between first and second image that exceeded 2 mm these images were not considered in the evaluation.
Results: Relative marker position can be influenced by organ filling and migration during the course of radiotherapy. For
most patients inter-marker distance variations didn't exceed 4 mm. Exemplary evaluation of a patient showed mean
marker distance of 32.2 ± 11.8mm (SD). The mean marker distance variation was 0.8 ± 0.4 mm (SD). The maximal
variation in inter-marker distance was 3.8 mm. For this patient 18 of 21 image pairs could be evaluated. Three image
pairs showed a longitudinal inter-imaging shift that exceeded 2 mm.
Conclusion: Most of the variations in inter-marker distances seem to relate to distortion and volume changes of the
prostate. For inter-marker distance variations of up to 3 mm good image matching is still feasible [1]. If the inter-marker
distance variation exceeds 3 mm the matching process might become more problematic and the quality should be
evaluated. Variations that exceed 4mm should be evaluated. Assessing the causation for distance variation is difficult. A
CBCT gives a better estimation of organ fillings that might cause prostate deformation. A sure method to investigate if the
change is related to the marker migration is only the evaluation of the following imaging.
Furthermore, if necessary, the planning CT should be repeated and the PTV margins adapted.

Fig. 1:Marker detection in orthogonal kV images
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P 49 Dose reconstruction from EPID images using position dependent point spread
functions based on Monte Carlo simulations
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1
Philipps-Universität Marburg, Fachbereich Physik, Marburg, Germany
2
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Introduction: The technical developments in radiotherapy, for instance intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) and
volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT), have heightened the need for an independent method which can verify the
applied dose during the treatment. As Electronic Portal Image Devices (EPIDs) are mostly available in modern treatment
units and its dosimetric properties were well studied in the past decade, it’s obvious that the interest for employing the
EPID as a dosimetric device during the treatment is increasing. So far, however, there has been little discussion about
differently pronounced undesired influence of scattered particles in the image [1]. This study aims to develop and
evaluate a theoretical calculation model that allows reconstructing the applied fluence from the images acquired by the
EPID and which can take account of the mentioned influence while still being fast enough.
Materials and methods: The developed method requires the following information: the photon spectrum of the linac, the
CT-dataset of the patient and of course the EPID image taken during the treatment. Furthermore the spectral sensitivity of
the EPID, its Point Spread Function (PSF) and also that of the water phantom for different thicknesses needed to be
determined once for the 6MV photon beam, which was the only spectrum used in the context of this study. In order to
verify the accuracy of the mathematical model without the device specific errors or unpredictable disturbances, the
research was entirely based on computer simulations using the EGSnrc Monte Carlo code system. Thus the EPID image
was assumed to be the computed dose distribution in the scintillator layer of a realistic virtual model of the amorphous
silicon (aSi) EPID, which primarily consists of three main layers: a Gadolinium oxysulfide based scintillator layer covered
2
by a 1 mm thick copper plate on top of an amorphous silicon photodiode array of 512 x 384 pixels in a 40 x 30 cm total
sensitive surface from which results a square side length of 0.78 mm for one pixel. The geometrical setup of source-todetector-distance (160 cm) and source-to-isocenter-distance (100 cm) as well as of the point source shape was kept
identical for all simulations.
a)
b)

Fig. 1: a): The created simulation geometry. The chest of
the phantom was opened to show the irradiated organs
and the square under the ICRP phantom is the EPID
model. The yellow lines represent the photon tracks and
the red lines are those of the electrons.

b): The resulting dose distribution from the MC
simulation. Darker means a higher dose. A part of the
heart is visible in the bottom right in yellow due to higher
attenuation (compared to lung).

The calculation method can be described in two steps: reconstruction of the primary fluence at the detector plane and the
back projection of it through the patient CT-dataset. Because of the information loss in form of image noise, which is even
present in MC simulations due to their statistical uncertainty, the primary fluence is estimated by an iterative
deconvolution method. This occurs typically by convolving an estimated image with a single PSF and comparing it to the
observed image. The difference between them is then considered for the new estimation in the next iteration step [2]. In
this work, the convolution step was modified relying on the superposition principal of position dependent PSFs but,
instead of calculating pixel by pixel, the distributivity of the convolution operation was exploited to shorten the computation
time (Eq. 1, 2).
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⊗

(1)

is the
image acquired by the EPID and
is a 2D function, which has the primary dose value of
at the position
and 0 for everywhere else.
is the dose kernel for the image position .
is the dose distribution without dose
contribution from scattered particles.

⊗

⊗

⊗

(2)

The suitable PSF was determined for each pixel position by analyzing the ray path for each detector pixel through the
patient CT geometry. This predicts the effective water phantom thickness that would provide the comparable PSF in the
EPID image. In order to benefit from the distributivity the resulting thicknesses within the range of 0.5 cm effective water
thickness were seen as the same PSF. The back projection of the primary fluence was done with just the same energy
dependent linear attenuation coefficient as used for the EGSnrc simulations for the EPID image generation and taking
into account the primary photon spectrum of the linac and the spectral sensitivity of the EPID model.
Results: The calculation model was applied on two different treatment scenarios: prostate and lung treatment both in
2
anterior-posterior direction with an 8x8 cm flat field employing the ICRPmale-Voxelphantom with the x,y,z resolution of
about 2,2,8 mm (Fig. 1). The result was compared to the reconstruction method using the conventional deconvolution
method with a single PSF. Figure (Fig. 2) shows the relative deviation of the reconstructed fluence to the actual applied
fluence in the EGSnrc simulation. The method using a single average PSF produced visible position dependent error,
nd
while the method with multiple PSF’s did reconstruct the fluence more accurately. The mean deviation in the 2 and the
th
4 quadrants of figure 2 decreased from -1.52 and 1.01% to 0.10 and 0.13%. Both quadrants are characterized by large
inhomogeneities (lung), see figure 1. The histogram in the upper panel of figure 2 shows the distribution of the deviation
of the reconstructed entrance fluence.

Fig. 2: Deviation of the reconstructed fluence to the actual applied fluence in percent. The upper panel shows its distribution and the
lower its spatial distribution. Left: the result using the conventional deconvolution method with a single PSF. Right: using the position
dependent PSFs
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Discussion and outlook: A calculation method which reconstructs the entrance fluence from the EPID image using
position dependent PSFs was developed and its superior accuracy compared to the simple deconvolution method
applying a mean PSF could be confirmed on realistic scenarios. The shape of the resulting deviation histogram can be
explained by the Gaussian distribution of the statistical noise in the simulated EPID image. The deconvolution was
calculated with 29 different PSFs for the lung treatment and 16 for the prostate. It took less than 2 seconds for a 256 by
2
256 pixel image covering a field size of 12 x 12 cm projected on iso-plane. It is imaginable to monitor the beam deliveryin
quasi real time (almost simultaneously) if this algorithm is implemented in a lower level programming language and
optimized instead of the MATLAB script employed here. The PSF shape was assumed to be isotropic in this study
2
because of the small ray angle change on the detector. For the applied field size of 8x8 cm , this assumption seems to
deliver a decent accuracy. The calculated entrance fluence can be further processed with a therapy planning system to
provide the 3D dose distribution in the patient. The hardening of the beam on the field edges caused by the collimator has
already been pointed out by Li et al. and might be also considered in the future with this method [3].
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P 50 Imaging doses for prostate and head-and-neck patients using three different on-board
imaging systems
1

1

1

1
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1
Universitätsklinikum des Saarlandes, Klinik für Strahlentherapie und Radioonkologie, Homburg, Germany
Introduction: Modern radiotherapy makes increasing use of image-guidance (IGRT) to achieve good coverage of the
target volume and optimal sparing of organs at risk by highly conformal treatment plans. On-board imaging techniques
included with the linear accelerator offer straightforward patient positioning verification before treatment, which allows to
correct for set-up errors by couch shifts. Since these imaging techniques generally make use of ionizing radiation, the
improved localization accuracy comes at the cost of concomitant imaging dose delivered to the patient, which varies
considerably depending on the imaging modality used. The aim of this study is to estimate the imaging doses received by
the patients for three different imaging techniques available at our institution, considering two very common indications for
IGRT: head-and-neck cancer and prostate cancer.
Materials and methods: Three on-board imaging techniques are available at the Department of Radiation Therapy of the
Saarland University Medical Centre: the 6 MV treatment beam line, a dedicated image beam line with a nominal energy of
1 MV, and x-ray imaging at 121 kV for cone-beam CT (CBCT, with either 70 kV or 121 kV for planar images). The choice
which modality is used depends both on the linac (one linac only offers 6 MV, two IBL, and one kV) and the tumour entity.
All three imaging energies were measured and commissioning in the treatment planning system (TPS, Philips Pinnacle
V9.2), so they can be included in the patient treatment plans (Dzierma et al., 2013, 2014).
In this study, we included 53 patients with image-guided IMRT treatment of head-and-neck cancer and 36 prostate cancer
patients treated in 2013. For all patients, the number of verification images was determined, separately for planar images
(two orthogonal axes) and CBCT with the energies 6 MV, IBL (1 MV) and 121 kV (for CBCT only, since the kV imaging
dose for planar images is negligible in comparison with the other modalities).
The dose for each verification image was calculated in the TPS either as orthogonal static fields or as rotational fields with
the gantry angle and number of monitor units or mAs-value as recorded by the record-and-verify system. We evaluated
the absolute dose maximum and maximum dose to the spinal cord, lens, parotids (for head-and-neck), bladder and
rectum (prostate cancer), both for the total imaging dose, and for the techniques (6 MV, IBL, kV, planar vs. CBCT)
separately.
Results: Images were acquired at every second or third treatment fraction. The following maximum dose values were
obtained from the TPS: For head-and-neck cancer, a median of 34.6 cGy, for prostate cancer, 70.6 cGy. The values for
different organs at risk are given in Table 1.

Total

Planar

CBCT

6 MV

IBL

6 MV

IBL

121 kV

Head-and-neck
Overall max

346.4
(132.6;
920.3)

41.4
(13.0;
221.1)

81.1
(13.4;
188.7)

106.6
(33.0;
247.9)

142.3
(19.4;
369.6)

7.5
(7.2;
13.9)

Spinal cord

253.0
(102.1;
716.5)

28.9
(9.3;
122.5)

48.8
(7.6;
120.0)

69.6
(25.1;
200.3)

109.7
(15.5;
299.0)

5.3
(4.5;
8.8)

Lenses

226.7
(11.3;
743.2)

25.4
(1.9;
164.5)

40.0
(0.6;
130.2)

49.1
(7.7;
235.0)

99.1
(2.8;
306.9)

2.9
(1.1;
12,8)

Parotids

268.4
(102.0;
831.2)

27.1
(7.4;
152.3)

49.6
(6.5;
167.9)

76.6
(26.8;
220.2)

116.6
(14.9;
328.0)

5.4
(4.9;
10.1)
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Prostate
Overall max

706
(204;
2313)

69
(16;
229)

56
(13;
217)

374
(147;
771)

211
(48;
1982)

35
(14; 53)

Rectum

551
(120;
1991)

41
(8; 143)

22
(6; 90)

334
(130;
687)

199
(46;
1824)

22
(9; 30)

Bladder

559
(181;
2205)

51
(9; 190)

26
(6; 160)

343
(131;
693)

192
(46;
1917)

25
(11; 33)

Tab. 1 Maximum imaging dose to organs at risk (median (min; max), in mGy).

Conclusions: The contribution of planar images to the imaging dose is smaller than the dose due to megavoltage CBCT,
but not negligible in the clinical routine due to the larger number of planar images. The kV imaging modality has very
small overall contribution to the imaging dose, which mainly arises from 6 MV and IBL (the latter being more frequently
employed and therefore more prominent in the dose contribution).
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P 51 Investigation of different ICP algorithms with respect to the registration precision of
data from two different 3D surface sensors (RT-Vision, in-house built)
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2

2
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1
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2
Institute for Information Technology and Communications, Faculty for Electrical Engineering and Information Technology,
Magdeburg, Germany
Questions and aims: The installation of a new optical sensor on the TomoTherapy HD modality requires the
investigation of the precision of the settlement (registration) of raw data generated by this system. The applied ICP
(iterative closest point) algorithm should be tested in comparison to the inherent data registration of RT Vision and
additionally to the own in-house built 3D surface sensor. The action of independent and different ICP algorithms was
tested on raw data for pre-defined positions of the treatment couch. In comparison to this, these ICP algorithms were also
applied to data gathered by our installed in-house 3D system in the localizer room. Our aim was an assessment of the
usability of different ICP algorithms. Especially an estimation of the reliability of the particular ICP method for registration
should be checked.
Methods and materials: The data of two different optical sensors, the RT-Vision system (Scandidos) and an in-house
built system (designed and installed by IIKT), have been compared. The registration precision of both systems has been
tested on raw data. The used phantoms possess different degrees of shape uniqueness. Defined table motions were
applied to simulate patient or phantom position deviations. Four different ICP algorithms were used to calculate
translation and rotation vectors with respect to the supported raw data. The ICP algorithms were user delivered (open
source Matlab). A routine to reconvert the output data of both 3D systems to the input format of the ICP algorithms has
been written (Visual C++). Independent calculations of translations and rotations by own algorithms have been compared
with the results of the commercial system.
Results und conclusions: The raw data (point clouds in 3D) of both systems have been extracted. Four different open
source ICP algorithms have been applied and two different phantoms types have been used. One phantom owns four
surfaces especially build to define the unique assignment with respect to the room coordinates. The other phantom was a
torso phantom to reproduce a typical body surface outline. The torso phantom has a weaker uniqueness in transversal
motion direction. The contour characteristic is important to define a unique motion direction. Three of four algorithms
deliver good results for the test data. As expected, the deviations are slightly higher in the direction of weaker surface
structure and the algorithms calculate motion components which not have been induced by the experiment for this
phantom. This shows the importance of a unique curvature of surfaces for a subsequently applied registration. Restricting
the number of rotation and translation parameters can improve the registration safety and is also shown in the study.
Prospectively the assessment of minimum requirements of surface curvatures characteristics is a definite aim of our
research to evaluate the worthwhile use of 3D surface sensors for the enhanced pre-treatment positioning of patients.
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P 52 Can patients with high risk of treatment failure of selective internal radiation therapy
(SIRT) be identified by image co-registration of PET, MAA and Y90?
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1

Objectives: For patients with multifocal unresectable primary liver carcinoma or metastatic liver tumours selective internal
90
radioembolization therapy (SIRT) with Yttrium 90 ( Y) labelled microspheres is a promising therapy option. In SIRT
radioactive microspheres are injected directly into the tumour using an intraarterial catheter. Advantage of this method is
the direct deposit of the injected activity almost completely in the liver and mainly the tumor tissue. Aim of this study is the
comparison of the pretreatment metabolic volume, assessed with 18F-flurodesoxyglucose (FDG)-positron emission
tomography (PET) with activity distribution of therapy simulation imaging using Technetium-99m labelled
99m
macroaggregated albumin ( Tc-MAA), activity distribution of therapeutic Y90 and metabolic volume after SIRT.
Especially, it is determinded if there are new or progressive metabolic areas in the post therapeutic PET/CT in areas
where no SIRT activity was delivered by therapy, but a metabolic volume in the pre therapy PET/CT was present.
Material and methods: So far the study included 6 patients (2 women 4 men) with unresectabel liver metastases. Before
SIRT patients underwent FDG-PET/computed tomography (PET/CT) (prePET) examination.
For therapy preparation patients underwent angiographic guided coiling of the vessels to the gastrointestinal tract. As
99m
simulation of the injection of the therapeutic Y-90 labelled spheres, a pretreatment injection of
Tc-MAA was done
followed by SPECT/CT imaging (MAA) to control if there is no collateral blood flow from the liver into the gastrointestinal
tract or into the lung. 1-2 days after SIRT, Bremsstrahlung imaging was done using a SPECT/CT (Y90) to determine the
90
distribution of the Y. A follow-up PET/CT for staging scan was done 4 weeks after treatment (postPET). After rigidregistration of the CT-components of the prePET, postPET, GKY90 and MAA, all associated images, the two PETs and
the 2 SPECTs, are automatically co-registered. Segmentation was done manually in the registered PET respectively in
SPECT images. After registration the overlap values (OV) of PrePET&MAA, PrePET&Y90 and MAA&Y90 were
determinded. It was visual analysed if there are any new or progressive lesions in regions where PrePET was positive
and no SIRT-spheres were applied.
Results: For the comparison of overlaps we found the following values in relative differences: OV-PreaPET&MAA->
63%+ 36%, OV-PraePET&Y90-> 53%+ 17% and OV-MAA&Y90 -> 47%+ 40%. In all 6 patients it was seen, that in liver
tissue, were PrePET was positive and Y90 negative, there was a progressive tumour increase in addition to the PrePET
positive tissue. Differences in overlap values can be the result of heavy influence of respiratory movement to the liver or
resulting from respiratory movement a not exact rigid registration.
90

Conclusion: Around pre treatment metabolic PET-positiv liver tissue, which was not treated by Y labeled mircospheres
an expansion of the PET-positive volume was determined in the post therapeutic PET-scan which can be considered as
progressive disease. Therefore such patients may benefit from additional treatment directly after SIRT. In addition we
found serious differences between MAA scan and Bremsstrahlung-imaging.
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P 53 PET/CT-based image processing method for the determination of the Variance of
Standardized Uptake Value (SUV) in assessing response to therapy of patients with
bronchial carcinoma.
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Introduction: Hybrid systems combining CT with positron emission tomography are principal medical imaging systems
for cancer care and control the therapy progress particularly bronchial carcinoma. Beside the anatomical structures of the
CT, the PET enables the representation of molecular processes in vivo. The accumulation of the tracer FDG (18F-Deoxyglucose) takes place in locations with high metabolic rate as in cases with malignant tumor, but also in the brain and is
proportional to the radioactive signal that is detected by the PET. The classification of patient individual case of tumor
disease is realized by the international TNM (Tumor Nodes Metastasis)-staging system. To control the progress of
therapy the use of standardized uptake value (SUV) is common. SUV serves as a semiquantitative imaging biomarker for
cancer response [1]. It’s defined as the ratio of tissue radioactivity concentration (kBq /ml) and the amount of injected
radiolabeled FDG (kBq) divided by the weight of the patient (g) [2]. The radioactivity concentration is proportional to the
intensity of the detected signal given in gray values in the image. Consequently, the intensity is an important variable to
calculate the SUV. It is automatically determined in this work to fascilitate and optimize SUV calculation. Kumar et al
describe in their work the possible variance in clinical practice by measuring the SUV [3]. To figure out the deviation
between semi-automatic and manual measurements of this value a software tool was developed in ImageJ [4].
Materials and methods: An ImageJ plug-in (SegRegLex) is written in Java for the segmentation of the lung, automatic
fusion of CT and PET images and for a semi-automatic assessment of the SUV. The SegRegLex window is the main
window of the plug-in which consists of a command panel to open and save DICOM-files and 3 further panels described
below:




Segmentation: In the first panel the segmentation of the lung and the body is realized by an algorithm which
dilates a binary duplicate of the CT-Data and subtracts another duplicate. The result window is an outer and inner
contour of the data. This dataset is added as an overlay to the CT-Data.
Fusion: Subsequently, the fusion of the PET and CT-Dataset is done by adding a semitransparent preprocessed
PET-data to the CT-data.
SUV-Assessment: For calculating the SUV, the gray values of the tumor region have to be determined. A semiautomatic method for defining the region of interest based on a region growing approach is implemented. It is
realized by demanding the user to click on the region of interest to set a starting point for the algorithm. Then a
ROI is defined automatically based on fixed threshold.

For comparing the performance of the new automatic approach and the commonly used manual definition for the ROIs, 5
scans from patients involved in routine lung cancer staging, were used in a validation study. For this reason the mean
gray values and the standard deviation of the defined ROIs were representatively taken into account for assessing of the
SUV.
Results: A GUI was developed, which enables a look and feel appliance. As a result fast and easy processing of the
fused image series is provided. Image 1 shows the defined SUVs in layers of the fused dataset drawn with manual
thresholding in 2 patients. Image 2 shows determination of the SUV with the help of the semi-automatic adapted
thresholding algorithm. As shown in Table 1 both SUV-assessments methods have a considerable difference of the
intensity which would lead to different SUV-values. Especially in patients with inhomogeneous tumors manual definition of
the ROI can lead to substantially different values of the SUV. For regions where the amount of smoothing is relatively
high (Image 1, 2 right-handed), it reveals that an automatic calculated threshold is needed for accurate lesion size.
Manual measuring of SUV is not as reproducible as an automatic process. Moreover the automatic SUV measuring is
helpful for quantified diagnosis and results are less fluctuating and more stable.
Conclusion: The new software tool enables an automatic segmentation of the lung and the body in the datasets.
Furthermore it can overlay PET/CT-datasets and allows easy modification, customization, and enhancement to the image
data as it is implemented in the powerful image progressing software ImageJ. It enables further quantitative analysis,
(e.g. volumetry, intensity measurements) or different graphical representation of the datasets (e.g. maximum intensity
projection (MIP), anatomical planes). The semi-automatic approach for the calculation of the SUV offers a new possibility
to reduce the variance of this value. The comparison between the two methods for determining the SUV shows a
significant difference (Table1). Therefore it is reasonable to perform quantitative evaluation with the help of a semiautomatic software tool rather than manual definition of the ROI. It is shown that an automatic determined ROI can
reduce the variance of the SUV in particular for supplying more reliable evaluation of response to therapy.
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Fig 1: Fused PET/CT-Dataset with manual segmentation of the ROI (Left-handed: Patient 1, Right-handed: Patient 2)

Fig. 2:Fused PET/CT-Dataset with automatic segmentation of the ROI (Left-handed: Patient 1, Right-handed: Patient 2)

Intensity of manual and automatically defined tumor regions : ± [AU]
Patient 1

Patient 2

Patient 3

Patient 4

Patient 5

Manual

41,4±60,3

118,8±21,5

46,7±33,2

74,0±34,7

48,4±28,1

Automatic

21,2±28,7

141,1±26,8

43,9±29,9

72,3±31,3

53,5±28,8

Tab. 1: Intensity of the gray values including standard deviation of the segmented areas in the Images
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19

F-MRI of Different Fluor Substances for the Investigation of Drug Dissolution in the
Gastrointestinal Tract
1
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2

1

1
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1

Introduction: To investigate the transit and dissolution of oral application forms like tablets or capsules in the
gastrointestinal tract, Several techniques have been developed(e.g. ultrasonic and magnetic marker monitoring).Yet
19
another promising method is the imaging of fluor containing substances using F-MRI. It was already shown that the
visualization of perfluorocarbone and the determination of gastrointestinal transit times are feasible[1,2]. The aim of the
present study is the development of an MRI technique that allows for in vivo investigation of oral applied pharmaceutical
substances. Therefore, different fluor containing substances were analyzed with regard to their relaxation times and
signal quality. First measurements with tablets that contained perfluoro-15-crown-5-ether and a semifluorinated alkane
were performed.
Methods: All measurements were performed on a 1.5T MRI system (Siemens, Magnetom Avanto, Germany) using a
19
purpose-built, home-made
F transmit/receive coil, that was optimized for a 1.5-mL-microcentrifugetube. The
investigated substances were perfluoro-15-crown-5-ether (PFCE, ChemPur, Germany), PFCE-emulsion (40% wt/wt
PFCE), commercially available toothpaste jelly (contains: NaF, C 27H60F2N2O3 and C18H38FN, GABA GmbH, Germany)
and two novel semifluorinated alkanes (SFA) in the following referred to as SFA1 and SFA2. Further, specimens
containing SFA (1.5 mL) mixed with 30 μL Gd-DOTA, a specimen containing SFA2-emulsion (40% wt/wt) and a specimen
containing SFA2-gadolinium-emulsion (4.5 mM Gd-DOTA) were prepared. Spectroscopic saturation recovery sequence
and spin echo sequence were utilized to determine T1 and T2 of all substances, respectively. Spectra and images were
acquired using a FID-sequence and a gradient echo (GRE-) sequence. In addition, a porous SFA2 and a PFCE loaded
tablet were imaged using a GRE-sequence and a TrueFISP-sequence, respectively.
Results: In general, all substances provide a measurable MR signal. The pure PFCE yielded the highest signal intensity
in short measurement times (seconds) without signal averaging. The jelly offered poor signal in comparison to PFCE
substances and SFA. The relaxation times are listed in TAB. 1. A significant influence of Gd-DOTA on the relaxation
times of the pure SFA was not observed. The emulsion of SFA2 has a slightly shorter T 1 in comparison to the pure SFA2,
but the difference is not significant. T2 in comparison is considerably shortened. While the spectra of PFCE and the
PFCE-emulsion showed only one resonance peak the jelly spectrum consists of at least four peaks that agglomerate to
one broadened peak. In contrast, the resonance peaks of SFA1 and SFA2 separate in four and five peaks, respectively
while one peak is clearly separated from the others (see exemplarily FIG.2). Tablets containing SFA2 and PFCE were
successfully prepared and imaged (see FIG.1 c).
19

Discussion: In this study different F containing substances were investigated in order to use the most promising
19
substances in future studies to explore the dissolution process of oral application forms. Due to the small amount of F19
atoms inside the measured volume the jelly yielded the lowest signal intensity. A higher concentration of F containing
substances within the jelly may overcome this problem but would increase the toxicity of the jelly. The SFA were identified
as the most advantageous substances for further studies of the dissolution process of oral application forms. Although
PFCE provides the highest signal intensity its hydro- and lipophobic properties are disadvantageous and therefore its
molecules would rather agglomerate than distribute within an examined volume. Therefore, PFCE needs to be emulsified.
The SFA are biological inert and possess both a hydrophilic and a lipophilic character which makes them attractive for the
use with other pharmaceutical substances. Here, first successful trials of imaging tablets loaded with pure SFA2 and
PFCE are presented.
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Fig. 1: Images of PFCE and SFA2 in a 1.5-mL-centrifuge-tube with a resolution of 0.6x0.6 mm. a) PFCE (SNR = 430), b)
SFA2 (SNR = 50) and c) SFA2 loaded tablet (SNR= 25).

Fig. 2: Spectrum of the SFA2 loaded tablet
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19

Substance

T1 [ms]

T2 [ms]

PFCE (C10F20O5)

933 ± 3

719 ± 3

55

PFCE-emulsion

1155 ± 30

538 ± 5

13

Jelly

422 ± 19

135 ± 2

<1

SFA1

1629 ± 49

156 ± 35

36

1635 ± 35

153 ± 26

940 ± 6

150 ± 10

SFA2+ Gd

922 ± 10

126 ± 11

SFA2-emuls.

896 ± 39

90 ± 7

11

SFA2-Gd-emuls.

883 ± 18

22 ± 2

11

SFA1 + Gd
SFA2

F-atoms per
21
1.5 mL [·10 ]

36

Tab. 1: MR properties of the investigated fluor substances.
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P 55 Parametric imaging for analyses of discrepant radionuclide uptakes using NaI-131 and
Tc-99m pertechnetate in patients with thyroid autonomy
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Introduction: Radio iodine therapy is a common method to treat thyroid autonomies, which is detected prior to therapy
using a Tc-99mO4-scintigraphy. Intratherapeutically the uptake of I-131 is also shown by scintigraphy. The aim of this
study was to compare the uptake of the different tracers with a subtraction analysis and a 3D-illustration of the variations.
Material und Methods: Retrospectively the scans showing the pretherapeutical and intratherapeutical tracer uptake of 38
patients (20 women and 18 men) suffering from autonomies of the thyroid (18 unifocal, 15 multifocal, 5 disseminated)
were compared. For subtraction analysis the scans were normed, the Tc-99mO4- was subtracted from the I-131-scan and
displayed parametrically using an evaluation program. The distribution of the activity was calculated as an absolute value
and percent wise.
Results: Through visual evaluation a differing distribution of activity could be observed in 15 of 38 cases (39,5%), the
uptake of I-131 was more intense in 12 cases (31,6%), the uptake of Tc-99mO4 in 3 cases (7,9%). No significant
difference could be found in 23 cases (60,5%). By calculation, a difference of activity uptake could be found in 23 cases
(60,5%). The uptake was higher in 4 (10,5%) for I-131, and 19 (50,0%) for Tc-99mO4. No greater varieties could be found
in 15 cases (39,5%). A division of the patients into 9 groups comparing the visual and calculated evaluation showed
concordance in 10 cases (26,3%), whereas discordance could be observed in 28 (73,7%) cases.
Conclusion: A quantification of distribution of Tc-99m and I-131 activities by parametric substraction images is feasible.
The discrepant results compared with visual evaluation are unexpectedly high, possibly due to differing biokinetics of both
tracers. A pretherapeutical administration of I-123 could achieve less deviation to I-131 and should further be discussed
for better therapeutical results and patient outcome despite of higher costs and radiation hazard.

Fig. 1: I-131-scan (left), Tc-99m04-scan (right)
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Fig. 2: Substraction image (left), 3-D-image, I-131 above, Tc-99m below (right)

Iodine > Tc

Iodine < Tc

Iodine ≈ Tc

Scans (visual)

12

3

23

3D-image
(calculated)

4

19

15

Tab. 1: Visual vs. calculated evaluation, > higher intensity, > lower intensity, ≈ equal intensity
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P 56 Signal stability of MR sequences used for attenuation correction in PET/MR
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Introduction: In contrast to non-MR related PET systems, PET/MR does not provide information about electron density
that essentially is needed for quantitative emission tomography. Several concepts to solve this issue by generating
synthetic attenuation maps have been proposed [1]. They generally can be categorized into atlas-based methods which
generate pseudo-CTs by nonlinear registration of prior given CT/MR correlates [2,3,4], and segmentation based
techniques trying to classify tissue types using their different MR contrasts [5,6,7]. Both methods depend strongly on
image quality, thus it is crucial to maintain it constant. Particularly the accuracy of segmentation approaches based on
different MR sequences is prone to changes in tissue contrast and signal-to-noise ratio.
Apart from imaging parameters, the image quality depends on a wide range of physical factors like temperature, subject
geometry, hardware used, etc. which can vary over time [8]. Even if modern MR scanners are able to eliminate most of
these influences, there are sequences which are still highly sensitive, including those which are used for attenuation
correction (AC). Sequences based on ultrashort echo times (UTE) for instance, are filling k-space already during gradient
ramping. Due to this, the signal is strongly affected by hardware fluctuations caused by eddy currents or gradient ramping
variations [5].
In this work the course of image contrast of MR sequences currently used for PET AC (Siemens UTE-VB18, UTE-VB20,
DIXON, MPRAGE) was observed under changing clinical conditions within one day, one week and over 3 months to
guarantee constancy and robustness for in-house established AC methods. Investigations were done by single subject to
get an idea about the diversity of possible image quality issues.
Material and methods: Acquisition: All measurements were done at a clinical scanner (3 T, Biograph mMR, Siemens AG
Medical Solutions) equipped with the 16-channel head/neck coil. The same volunteer was scanned for 4 days every
morning after scanner start-up and every evening immediately after the last clinical patient with Siemens MPRAGE
(isotropic
1³ mm³,
TR/TE/TI = 2300/2.98/900 ms,
α = 9°),
UTE-VB18
(isotropic
1,5625³ mm³,
192³ px³,
TR/TE1/TE2 = 11.94/0.07/2.46 ms,
α = 10°),
UTE-VB20
(isotropic
1,5625³ mm³,
192³ px³,
TR/TE1/TE2 = 3.98/0.07/2.46 ms, α = 10°) and DIXON (2,343 x 2,343 x 2,73 mm³, 126 x 192 x 128 px³,
TR/TE = 3.6/2.46 ms, α = 10°). Afterwards the test series was continued once per week for further 12 weeks (n total = 20).
System and room temperature were protocolled as well as the volunteer’s body temperature measured with an ear
thermometer.
Image Preprocessing: For each dataset all sequences were coregistered to each other with MPRAGE as reference
using Matlab (R2013a, MathWorks) and SPM8 (rev4252, University College London). Parameters were: Separation = 2/2,
th
Histogram Smoothing = 7/7, Interpolation = 5 Degree B-Spline. For determination of tissue contrasts the MR magnitude
images were segmented. To distinguish cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), grey matter (GM), and white matter (WM) SPM’s
segmentation tool was used to generate probability maps with the parameters: Gaussians per class = 2/2/2/4, Affine
Regularisation = ICBM European brain, Frequency Cutoff = 25, Bias FWHM = 60 mm cutoff, Sampling Distance = 2. For
segmentation of bone, cavital air, and background the AC maps of UTE-VB20 generated by the scanner were used. To
avoid the influence of Gibbs artefacts, the background was defined to be every voxel with at least 30 mm distance to skin
surface.
Analysis of data: For each segment the mean (Signal S) weighted by segment probability and the standard deviation
(SD) was extracted with Matlab. To get a robust but semi-quantitative parameter for contrast which remains unaffected by
unknown image post processing and Gibbs artefacts, we defined, opposed to the NEMA recommendation [9], contrast C
to be C = Ssegment / Sbkg. Contrasts were normalized to white matter whereupon the background signal Sbkg is cancelled out
by definition. Due to missing sharp structures in brain, the skin-air interface was used for calculation of sharpness.
Therefore the skin was extracted from most cranial slice still including the Corpus Collosum and a profile was generated
as described in figure 1. After curve fitting using the sigmoidal function
, parameter B describes
the sharpness inversely proportional.
Statistics: The datasets were analysed descriptive using SPSS (v21, IBM Corporation). The dependence of means and
SD from time of day was analysed by Mann-Whitney U test. The means and SD and their central tendency over the weak
and months was tested with Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks test.
Results: The room temperature was constant with 21.3 ± 0.4°C on every scan. The scanner’s cooling system
temperature varied between 21°C and up to 32°C after special scans. UTE sequences (UTE-VB18, UTE-VB20) with their
radial readout were found to be much less prone to motion artefact than MPRAGE. Due to the scan time of about 5 min
for MPRAGE swallowing reflexes often provoke motion artefacts in facial and neck regions.
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Signal stability: The volunteer’s body temperature was varying with 37.1±0.4°. The head shift over all 20 scans was
X/Y/Z = ±2.1/±2.3/±12.3 mm and tilt X/Y/Z = ±1.8/±4.6/±3.01°. As seen in table 1, the signal magnitude for GM, WM, CSF,
bone and cavital air are very constant for all used MR sequence. The standard deviations are much less than 3% for high
signal (WM, GM, CSF) and less than 5% for low (or no) signal tissues (bone, air). That also leads to invariant tissue
contrast. No time correlation to MR signal was found by statistical testing (equal distribution significance α for all cases α
> 0.9). Neither for body, room or cooling temperature nor for head position and tilt a significant impact on signal could be
found.
Image sharpness: No relationship between sharpness and head shift, tilt or time for any of the used sequences was
detected. In comparison to UTE-VB18, UTE-VB20 improved the sharpness and its deviations by adding calibration steps
to correct for effects of eddy currents and gradient delays.
Conclusion: One volunteer was scanned 20 times for different sequences distributed over 3 months to get a prediction
about tissue contrasts and stability of signal. In addition to this, the sharpness as an important parameter for accuracy of
tissue classification was investigated. It was found, that the magnitude signals were very stable. Also the contrast ratios
for bone, air and tissue (WM, GM, CSF) were constant and independent of head position, tilt, body temperature and time.
In context of signal stability all sequences can be used unhesitatingly to generate attenuation maps with high
reproducibility. In case of sharpness, MPRAGE delivered the highest, DIXON the lowest resolution and sharpness. UTEVB20 as successor of UTE-VB18 provides better reproducibility and sharpness due to implemented calibration steps.

Fig. 1: Semi-quantitative analysis of sharpness. The skin was extracted by masking. After warping, the sum gives a profile that can be
fitted by sigmoidal function where B describes the slope as a value for sharpness.
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WM
GM
CS
F
BO

CA

MPRAGE

UTEVB20 TE1 UTEVB20 TE2 UTEVB18 TE1 UTEVB18 TE2 DIXONIP

DIXONOP

SMag

SMag

SMag

RWM

RWM

SMag

RWM

SMag

RWM

SMag

RWM

SMag

RWM

351.9

87.5

84.5

297.1

267.4

294.4

293.7

± 1.9%

± 2.2%

± 3.7%

± 1.9%

± 4.2%

± 2.8%

± 2.9%

241.9

0.687

72.5

0.829

70.4

0.833

246.9

0.831

227.8

0.852

± 1.9%

± 0.5%

± 2.1%

± 0.1%

± 3.5%

± 0.2%

± 1.9%

± 0.2%

± 4.1%

± 0.25% ± 2.8%

± 0.20% ± 2.9%

± 0.19%

116.4

0.331

70.5

0.806

48.3

0.571

238.8

0.804

156.5

0.586

190.0

0.646

165.5

0.564

± 2.3%

± 1.2%

± 2.1%

± 0.9%

± 2.9%

± 0.9%

± 1.8%

± 1.0%

± 3.8%

± 0.7%

± 2.5%

± 0.5%

± 2.5%

± 0.6%

103.7

0.295

76.8

0.878

23.8

0.282

261.8

0.881

77.24

0.289

123.35

0.420

87.2

0.297

± 4.5%

± 4.8%

± 2.8%

± 2.9%

± 3.2%

± 3.2%

± 2.5%

± 2.59% ± 2.6%

± 2.9%

± 2.3%

± 3.6%

± 1.9%

± 1.7%

49.1

0.140

14.9

0.171

12.4

0.147

56.2

0.189

0.157

39.8

0.135

38.3

0.130

± 3.0%

± 3.8%

± 2.3%

± 3.7%

± 3.0%

± 3.3%

± 2.6%

± 3.32% ± 4.4%

± 6.6%

± 2.6%

± 3.8%

± 2.9%

± 3.9%

41.8

249.8

0.850

247.8

RWM

0.844

Tab. 1: Results of signal analysis of 20 scans distributed over 3 months for white matter (WM), gray matter (GM), cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF), bone (BO) and cavital air (CA). The magnitude signals (S Mag) and the contrast ratios normalized to WM are very constant with
low standard deviation.

MPRAGE

UTEVB20 TE1 UTEVB20 TE2 UTEVB18 TE1 UTEVB18 TE2 DIXONIP

DIXONOP

0.36

1.05

0.70

1.1

0.81

1.01

3.27

± 2.3%

± 3.4%

± 3.2%

± 5.1%

± 5.0%

± 3.1%

± 2.9%

B

Tab. 1: Results of skin-air sharpness analyses of 20 scans distributed over 3 months. Parameter B is inversely proportional to
sharpness.
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P 57 Attenuation correction in PET/MR scanners with Feed Forward Neural Network and
varying input information
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Related questions: Attenuation correction (AC) of hybrid PET/MR brain images still remains an issue to be investigated.
Until now different methods have been proposed to obtain the required AC map. Segmentation of MR images is one
possible method yielding a high specific patient’s information. All segmentation-based methods usually assign predefined
attenuation coefficients to each segmented tissue class thus limiting the accuracy of the generated AC map. In this study
a feed forward neural network (FFNN) algorithm is presented which yields AC maps with predefined as well as continuous
attenuation coefficients depending on the input data of the learning phase.
Material and procedure: MR, PET, and CT data were acquired in 7 subjects. The dual echo MR images delivered from
the ultrashort echo time (UTE) MR sequence were used as input data of the training (n=1) as well as of the classification
step (n=6) for FFNN1 (Fig. 1 left), while the UTE images together with the corresponding template-based AC map [1]
were used for FFNN2 (Fig. 1 middle). Furthermore, the optimal network weights of FFNN2 were obtained by guiding the
network output with the corresponding CT-based AC map (FFNN3), thus leading to a continuous AC map in the
classification step (Fig. 1 right). All FFNN1-3-based results were compared with the CT-based ones as gold standard. The
classification results were evaluated by calculating the dice coefficient D. After reconstruction of the PET emission data
with the created AC maps and normalization to the MNI brain, the influence of the segmentation was assessed by
considering the volumes of interest of the AAL-atlas. Relative differences (RD) were finally calculated.
Result: The resulting Ds show similar results when only the skull region is considered, while higher values for FFNN3based tissues are reached, particularly for bone tissue, when the facial&neck (D1=0.31, D3=0.46) and occipital (D1=0.53,
D3=0.64) areas are involved. Because the Dice coefficients do not necessarily measure the segmentation goodness,
segmented bone images were generate in order to have also a visual description of the segmentation (Fig. 2). The RDs
calculated for FFNN3 show an overall lower value than that for FFNN1 (RD1=3.7%, RD3=4.7%).
Summary: In the presented study three different approaches of the same feed forward neural network (ffnn1, ffnn2, and
ffnn3) were applied on both MR images resulting from the double echo sequence DUTE. Different supplemental
information was given into the network, obtaining in each case different output images. An improvement of the Dice
coefficients in all head regions, but in particular for the occipital and facial regions, was achieved from ffnn1 up to ffnn3.
The occipital and facial regions are in general very difficult to segment due to the inhomogeneous tissue composition as
well as to possible MR artifacts. In conclusion our results show that an enhancement of current methods can be
performed by combining both information of new MR image sequence techniques and general information provided from,
e.g., template techniques. Nevertheless, the number of tested subjects is statistically low and current analysis for a larger
dataset is being carried
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Attenuation map
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the methodology for attenuation correction of PET images with the proposed FFNN algorithms. The input features
(top row) are given to the FFNN (middle row) for the calculation of the attenuation coefficient (bottom row). The generated attenuation
images are then directly used for attenuation correction of PET images.

Fig.2 – Exemplarily the bone tissue images of one subject from the three different segmentation methods together with
the corresponding CT-based attenuation map are shown.
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P 58 First clinical evaluation of PET performance between PET/CT and PET/MR
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Objectives: This study is a preliminary evaluation of PET performance in a new integrated PET/MR scanner compared to
state-of-the-art of sequential PET/CT. The purpose of the study was to evaluate clinically two of the expected PET/MR
advantages over PET/CT, which are higher sensitivity and larger axial FOV [1], based on the experience of the first
months using PET/MR clinically.
Methods: A sequential ToF-PET/CT (Discovery 690, GE Healthcare) and a prototype simultaneous ToF-PET/MR (Signa
18
PET/MR, GE Healthcare) were used. Two brain and two whole-body patients were examined with F-FDG on PET/CT
and their consent was taken for a following PET/MR examination. Mean injected activity was 220.3 MBq, mean uptake
time was 60 minutes and mean interim time between PET/CT and PET/MR 15 minutes for whole body and 30 minutes for
brain scan. Since PET/MR follows PET/CT the activity in the patient was further exponentially decayed, this is why
PET/MR scan duration is longer than PET/CT, to acquire more signal to have sufficient image quality. Our purpose was to
expose both systems to the same amount of signal so we took the decay integral between start – end of the scan for both
systems. Therefore, keeping PET/CT as the clinical standard reference, a manual adjustment of the PET/MR acquisition
time was performed. Since PET/MR lasts longer we could easily reduce its acquisition time and match it with the PET/CT
by requiring the integrals of PET/CT and PET/MR to be equal both for single bed brain scans and multiple beds wholebody scans. Once the first fitting was achieved then we reduced both PET/CT and PET/MR acquisition to see how the
systems respond to gradually lower SNR, requiring again the integrals to be equal. Protocols : PET/CT Head scan from
10 minutes (default) down to 1 minute with 1 minute steps. Whole-body scan from 2 minutes/bed (8-9 bed positions)
down to 40 seconds with a 20 seconds step. PET/MR Head scan 20 minutes (default / reduced to 13:22 minutes to be
equal to PET/CT). Whole-body scan 4 minutes/bed (5-6 bed positions) (reduced to 3:45 minutes to be equal to PET/CT).
Reconstruction: Time-of-flight, OSEM (3 iterations/18 subsets) with point spread function correction, 2mm transaxial
gausian post-filter, no z-axis filter (longitudinal resolution varies between systems, so filter on z axis was not applied), 256
x 256 reconstruction matrix and 30 cm transaxial FOV, attenuation, randoms, scatter and decay corrected. Exactly same
parameters used for PET/MR but with 3 iterations /16 subsets, due to the difference geometry, there was not any closer
subsets value to match the PET/CT.
Results: The images were qualitatively assessed by two experienced radiology and nuclear medicine physicians. The
pairs of images were set to the same window level and width. Figure 1 concerns brain scan and show saggital plane head
scans of PET/MR (a) and PET/CT (b) corresponding to reduced acquisition times of 5 minutes for PET/CT (6:22 PET/MR
equivalent). Figure 1 (c) and (d) show the coronal plane of the same acquisition, PET/MR and PET/CT respectively.
Figure 1 PET/CT images (b) and (d) are noisier than PET/MR ones (a) and (c). The noise is more prominent near the
PET/CT FOV limit due to sharp sensitivity drop. Except for noise though, there is no pertinent clinical information in both
pairs of images. Figure 2 concerns whole-body scan and shows (a-b) coronal plane of PET/MR and PET/CT respectively,
and similarly (c-d) axial plane at the lungs level and (e-f) axial Maximum Intensity Projection of 30 slices covering the
lungs, corresponding to reduced acquisition times of 1:20 minutes/bed for PET/CT (2:30 PET/MR equivalent). For (a-b)
there is lung tumor in left upper lobe with hilar and mediastinal lymph node metastases, probably also supraclavicular
(N3) lymph node metastases. The metastases are blurred on the PET/CT and are not well appreciated there, compared
to PET/MR. However bladder activity cancels out activity in femoral heads. For (c-d) there is lung tumor in left upper lobe.
On PET/MR no clear lymph node metastases visible at this level. On PET/CT blurring of the mediastinum. For (e-f) the
patient has probable lung metastases (or two primary tumors) and mediastinal metastases. Mediastinal metastases are
not well seen on PET/CT due to noise.

Fig. 1
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b
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Fig. 2
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Conclusions: Preliminary results show that PET performance of PET/MR might present less noisy images than PET of
PET/CT, for reduced scan times, producing images with higher diagnostic value. Larger axial FOV looks promising for
better image quality in brain scans. However differences are not that significant. Further studies need to be conducted to
get reliable statistics and a variety of patient body types along with different types of disease. Future plans include
investigation of scan time or injected activity reduction potential taking advantage of the probable improved performance
of PET component of PET/MR compared to that one of PET/CT.
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P 59 3D UTE-Cones MRI for lung parenchyma visualization and lung PET AC potential
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Objectives: This study concerns 3D ultra short-echo time (UTE) sequence investigation and comparison to LAVA
sequence for lung parenchyma detection as well as MR based attenuation correction for PET lung imaging [1]. 3D UTE is
advantageous over LAVA, because detection and visualization of lung parenchyma density, as studies have already
shown [2], is possible. This advantage is based on its very short TE (~0.03ms) that enables signal capture from very fast
signal decay-structures like lungs but also bones. Consequently, 3D-UTE besides lung parenchyma disease visualization
could furthermore lead to more precise attribution of the linear attenuation coefficients of bone and lung structure for PET
AC.
Methods: The study was conducted on a GE Discovery MR750w 3T scanner. Gradient echo sequences used are
dual-echo Liver Acquisition with Volume Acceleration (LAVA-Flex) and 3D UTE Cones. A healthy volunteer was scanned
with both sequences. For LAVA the parameters are: 15 sec breath-hold acquisition, TR/TE/FA 4.4ms/2.6ms/12 degrees,
FOV 30*30*30 cm, res/slice 2mm/4mm. For Cones: 2 min prospective gated acquisition, TR/TE/FA 4.2ms/0.028ms/7
degrees, FOV 30*30*26 cm, res/slice 1.2mm/4mm. The images were normalized to LAVA’s dynamic range and were set
to same contrast window width (Window Lenght (WL) – Window Width (WW)).
Results: Figure 1 shows slices of both Cones and LAVA acquisitions. ROIs were drawn towards the anterior /posterior &
superior/inferior parts of the lung estimating mean signals. Table 1 includes all of the ROIs mean signals. For the
transaxial plane which is the scan plane, Cones presents a 443.2% (178.2/32.8 au) higher anterior and 632.5%
(270.3/36.9 au) higher posterior signal. These quantified results suggest that this higher signal is due to lung density
detection and could be used for attenuation correction of the lung.

b-red

b-green

d-red

d-green

1. 3D-UTE
Cones

178.2

270.3

253.6

52.3

2. LAVA

32.8

36.9

364.9

58.9

Tab. 1. Mean signal extracted by the red – green ROIs drawn on Figure 1. a, b indicate the same slice with larger and narrower WL &
WW respectively. Similarly, c, d indicate MIP reconstruction with larger and narrower WL-WW. Difference is more obvious using
narrower WL-WW due to the parenchyma inherent low signal. Cones signal is significantly higher than LAVA for all planes.
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Conclusions: First results show that 3D UTE-Cones is able of capturing more lung signal than LAVA and could be
used for lung parenchyma density visualization. Further clinical studies are needed in order to strenghten this
perspective that might lead to use of continuous lung structures attenuation coefficients instead of only one that it is the
standard method up to date. Consequently, Cones could certainly outperform LAVA for PET AC.
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P 60 Feasibility of Quantitative MRI Tissue Mapping with Balanced SSFP: Multi-Dimensional
Nonlinear Parameter Optimization
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Purpose: To evaluate the feasibility of determining tissue parameters with balanced SSFP (bSSFP) MRI.
Introduction: bSSFP has proven to be the most efficient imaging sequence in MRI (1). In this work, we address the
feasibility of determining tissue parameters T1 and T2 of abdominal organs with bSSFP in multiple breathholds.
Methods: Tissue parameters were simulated in the range of T1 from 50 ms … 1 s and T2 from 1 … 30 ms. A subset of
T1/T2 combinations was also investigated with T1 ranging from 50 … 200 ms and T2 range as above. Eight different flip
angles (FA) were chosen as acquisition parameters, meaning a total of eight breathholds for patient investigations, in a
variety of different values ranging from 7 … 65°. Two approaches were addressed concerning TR: 1. it was kept constant
at different values of 3.5, 5 and 7 ms for all FA, 2. two different TR (3.5 ms and 5, 7 or 8 ms, resp.) were chosen for two
subsets of FA.
The signal SbSSFP of the bSSFP sequence was simulated using the eq. given in (1)
SbSSFP =

(1)

with S0 meaning theoretic maximal signal, incorporating tissue magnetization, coil sensitivity and receiver gain, E1/2 =
and FA α.
At given S0, random noise was added at a certain level in 1000 repetitions for each parameter combination, resulting in
SNR of 15 or below, depending on TR / FA. Tissue parameters were evaluated by nonlinear Levenberg-Marquardt fit with
fixed start values. If a fit did not converge, other start values were tried up to three times. Mean and standard deviation of
results as well as their uncertainties from all 1000 noise simulations were stored for analysis as well as number of
converged fits and parameters addressing fit quality, namely number of iterations and residual error. Single-voxel fit as
well as fit for median values of ROIs containing 10 voxels were simulated. Since B1 inhomogeneity is a problem, esp. at
high field strength, influence of deviating flip angles was also simulated.
With optimized parameters, MRI acquisitions have been performed in a phantom consisting of bottles containing water
doped with different concentrations of MnCl2. Also, a volunteer has been scanned.
Results: High uncertainties of T1 and T2 results were observed when working with a single TR. This effect was
overcome when working with two different TR. In the range of T1 and T2 covered, the TR combination of 3.5 and 8 ms
proves best at FA of 7, 12, 20, 32 and 50° for TR 3.5 ms and 25, 40 and 65° for TR 8 ms. This yields reliable results with
deviations below 3% for most parameter combinations, cf. Fig. 1. Only for long T1 above 200 ms, T1 and T2 results
deviate more than 5% from given values. In the range of reliable results, uncertainties of parameters are below 2% except
for extreme short T2 values of 1 … 2 ms. To address the reduced range of T1 with 50 … 200 ms, optimized FA and TR
combination with FA of 7, 10, 14, 20 and 32° at TR 3.5 ms and 17, 27 and 45° for 5 ms TR shows best performance and
yields uncertainties below 2 % (data not shown).
Small deviations of flip angles increase uncertainty of results to 20-30%, but have only little influence on accuracy of
evaluated tissue parameters. Real data acquired in phantom and volunteer show similar reproducibility of tissue
parameters at a level of uncertainty of 40%.
Discussion: Determining tissue parameters T1 and T2 is in theory feasible based on bSSFP images. The bSSFP
sequence has the advantage of high scan efficiency expressed in SNR per acquisition time unit. Also, 3D imaging is
feasible in reasonable scan times. In our setting, we use the high efficiency to get short acquisition times required for
breathhold abdominal imaging.
Phantom as well as volunteer results show that the method can be used in practice. It has to be figured out whether
larger uncertainty of results than predicted for exact flip angles is indeed caused by B1 inhomogeneity, of if additional
sources of imperfection have to be considered. Effective flip angles applied in reality can be monitored e.g. with B 1
mapping.
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Fig. 1: R2 fit results of single-voxel fit as function of given R1 for various given R2 values.
a) shows the larger R2 values (shorter T2),
b) the smaller R2s (longer T2). Note that the combination 1/1000kHz for given R1/R2 (T1/T2 1000/1 ms) results in
a large deviation of more than 200% of R2 result from given value (not shown in diagram).

For short TR and therefore TR << T1 as used in our simulation, eq. (1) can be simplified to a relation depending on the T1
/ T2 ratio. Therefore, with a single TR, T1 / T2 ratio can be determined reliably, but uncertainties are large for T1 and T2.
With the inclusion of two different TR, T1 and T2 can be determined at low uncertainties.
Since we worked with predefined values for S0 and noise level in simulations, SNR varied for different TR/FA settings,
giving an SNR depending on bSSFP signal. We regard this as closer to reality than assuming a certain constant SNR for
all acquisition parameters.
The previously reported (2, 3) DESPOT approach for parameter mapping also involves bSSFP images. However, less
efficient gradient echo sequences are used in this method to determine T1. Furthermore, the proposed evaluation
procedure for DESPOT involves signal dependence on FA rewritten to give the form of a linear equation, thereby
neglecting additive signal noise which causes deviation from theoretic behaviour. This has been overcome in our
approach at the cost of time consuming nonlinear fit which isn’t straightforward but prone to lack of convergence and false
results.
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Although we didn’t address efficiency yet, we expect similar performance compared to DESPOT due to bSSFP
properties. A certain disadvantage of bSSFP is that usually only one contrast is imaged in a single acquisition, whereas
for eg. GRE multiple signals can be read out after one excitation resulting in a multi-contrast GRE acquisition. Some
manufacturers offer multi-contrast bSSFP readout at some disadvantages: multiple gradient refocusing of signal between
bSSFP excitations will introduce T2* effects in image signal, also leading to dephasing between fat and water signal.
Therefore, not only one more parameter will have to be considered, but also tissue fat fraction and B 0 inhomogeniety. To
compensate for these additional free parameters, a minimum of three echoes is required, but even more, if you keep in
mind that echo formation is expected to be symmetric around the centre between bSSFP excitations, leading to identical
signal of e.g. the first and last echo. This bunch of additional echoes required will lead to prolonged TR, which will
degrade not only image quality due to off-resonance effects but also leads to a substantial increase in acquisition time.
While we focused on short acquisition times in this work to address abdominal organs subject to respiratory motion, the
principle presented here may also be adapted to obtain 3D high-resolution T1/T2-maps in non-moving regions as e.g.
head. Since eight acquisitions are required, it’s challenging to acquire dynamic T1 maps for contrast enhanced studies,
but this might be overcome taking advantage of image sparsity.
It has been shown that long T1 above 200 ms are difficult to address with the proposed method. Probably prolonged TR
may be helpful, but this is not useful for clinical routine due to increased banding artefacts and prolonged measurement
time. Such long T1 are observed only in few tissues and liquid, resp., which may be quantified otherwise.
This is theoretic work addressing the feasibility of rapid T1 / T2 mapping in tissues undergoing respiratory movement. In
reality, bSSFP data suffer from various imaging artefacts, which contribute in first line to higher uncertainty compared to
theoretic results. It has to be figured out whether adjustment of parameters regarding artefact minimization is able to
improve performance in real data.
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P 61 Dynamic T2*-Mapping using Segmented EPI with Multi-TE
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Introduction: In Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) the use of contrast agents (CA) allows to noninvasively extract
physiological parameters. Especially quantification of CA-dynamics requires fast acquisition techniques in combination
with sufficient robustness and spatial resolution.
The analysis of MRI-data can be performed by pharmacokinectic modelling which is commonly referred to as dynamiccontrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) and dynamic-susceptibility-contrast MRI (DSC-MRI). DSC can be used to assess
information about the perfusion and tissue-geometry whereas with DCE the CA-exchange processes (extravasation) can
be measured to determine e.g. blood-volume, interstitial volume or permeability [1, 2]. Leakage of CA and resulting
changes in the susceptibility gradients are a main drawback of highly T1-weigthed images and a limitation for quantitative
evaluation in DSC. Quantification of perfusion and extravasation required to assess physiological parameters for tumorstaging and control during therapy.
Materials and methods: The decay of transverse magnetization and thus the MR-signal in gradient-echo sequences are
dominated by the T2*-decay. Others than the reversible T2-decay, the T2*-effect originating from e.g. susceptibility
variations, local B-field inhomogeneities and spin-spin interaction is irreversible [3]. In presence of a contrast agent (CA),
at air-tissue interfaces or other regions of a signification change in susceptibility the T2*-decay mainly determines the
image contrast
A newly designed Multi-TE segmented Echo-Planar Imaging (EPI) sequence (TE= 9.5/15.4/21.3/27ms; matrix=96x128;
FoV=225mmx300mm; Δz=5mm; 3 slices; TA/image=1.4s; EPI-factor=14; α=40°) is used to acquire four different T1/T2*weighted images within a single measurement of 1.4s.
Image analysis is done with MeVisLab a development environment for image processing and visualization [4]. First the
analysis of the (sub-)images (four images with different TEs/contrasts) with increasing T2*-weighting (Fig. 1) is used to
calculate a dynamic M0- and T2*-maps (Fig. 2). The resulting dynamic-image set is then overlaid with an anatomical
image (PDT2-TSE; matrix=270x320; same FoV; 3slice) to select the brain structures. On the masked data-set a voxel-byvoxel analysis of the T2* dynamics is performed and the resulting curves are used for calculation of the mean T2*-values
of the relevant region (Fig. 3).
As a CA-free alternative to monitor T2*-dynamics a finger-tapping experiment with both hands is carried out on a clinical
3T scanner (Skyra, Siemens Erlangen). Acoustic commands are given every 10 measurements (14s) over the
experiment-duration (126s) giving an equal pattern of resting state (R) and brain-activation (A) (Fig. 3).

Fig. 1: With increasing echo-time the image contrast becomes more T2*-weighted. The set of four images
(TE=9.5/15.4/21.3/27ms) is acquired within TA<1.4s (for multiple slices) making dynamic MRI over a volume of
interest possible.
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Fig. 2: For each measurement of the Multi-TE EPI sequence dynamic M0- (left) and T2*-maps (right) are calculated.

Results: Finger-tapping increases the cerebral blood flow locally and leads to activation in the upper motor cortex (Fig.
3). During the activation phase the blood oxygen level-dependent effect is decreased (relative decrease in
deoxyhemoglobin) leading to an increase in the local T2* [3]. The curve shape is clearly correlated to the tapping-pattern.
On average the T2* increases by 37% during activation compared to the T2*-value at the resting state.
A tendency of increasing T2*-values is likely to be caused by the relatively short resting phase so that no full equilibriumstate of oxygen/deoxygenated blood is reached.

Fig. 3: Using a reference image (PDT2-TSE) with higher spatial resolution the location of the motor cortex can be verified. Here just on
hand side of the activation region in the mortor cortex is shown (upper diagram). After the resting phase (R) T2* increases due to local
rise in oxygenated blood during the activation phase (A). For comparison the T2*-dynamics in other regions of the brain are printed in
the lower diagram. No variation of T2* corresponding to the tapping-pattern can be seen here.
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Conclusion: The presented Multi-TE EPI sequence is capable to detect changes in T2* on a rate which is suitable for e.g
perfusion imaging [3]. A stronger quantitative T2* combined with simultaneous acquisition of T1-weighted images can be
used for quantitative bolus-tracking [2] and for correction of changing susceptibility-gradients due to CA-leakage or other
sources of error in DCE-MRI [1, 5].
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Purpose: Megavoltage cone-beam computed tomography (MV-CBCT) is being frequently used in radiation therapy due
to its practical performance. Since the first MV-CBCT image of the patient was obtained in 2003 [1], many clinical uses of
MV-CBCT have been reported, e.g. patient positioning before dose delivery (usually used for head and neck, lung and
prostate cancer) [2], monitoring of tumor growth or shrinkage [3] and supporting for Image-Guided Radiation Therapy
(IGRT) strategies [4]. Along with the increase in use of MV-CBCT, the effect of the dose to organs at risk (OAR) is still a
topic under investigation. The aim of this work is to determine the absorbed doses to OAR based on conversion factors
from measured absorbed dose integrals like the CTDI300 and to estimate the effective dose for daily clinical MV-CBCT in
comparison to other imaging techniques.
TM

Materials and methods: The study used a medical linear accelerator model Siemens Artiste . A commercial
treatment planning system (TPS) for external beam planning, Oncentra MasterPlan 4.3 (Nucletron, Netherlands) was
used for dose calculation. Patient data sets were randomly collected from the TPS database in our radiotherapy
department. For calculation of organ doses, CBCT plans were generated for six different regions of the human body
including: skull, head and neck, thorax, abdomen and pelvis. All CBCT procedures used a standard clinical protocol which
is provided by the manufacturer: photon energy 6 MV, field size 27.4 cm x 27.4 cm, dose delivery 8 MU, gantry rotation
from 260° to 100°. For head and neck (H&N) cases, due to the radiation sensitivity of the lenses of the eyes, a reduction
in eye dose and effective dose is a subject of consideration. Therefore, an additional CBCT plan with a modified protocol
was used: field size of 18 cm x 18 cm, was generated for this region. The modification of the field size was to minimize
the directly irradiated region, but still to ensure that it was large enough for imaging (planning target volume was in field of
view).
The dose calculation was executed on individual patient data and an anthropomorphic female CIRS ATOM® phantom
"Irene". Based on the organ doses, conversion factors from the dose length product or CTDI300, which was measured
with a special 300mm long ionization chamber, and effective doses were determined.
The chamber is a pencil type chamber, CT-Chamber Type 30017, which was designed and manufactured by PTW in
Freiburg, Germany. It has a radius of 3.5 mm, an effective length of 300 mm, and features a sufficient homogeneous
response over the whole length of the chamber.
In this study, the effective doses were estimated using the tissue weighting factors issued in ICRP 103 (2007) [5]. A total
of 120 CBCT plans were calculated for individual patients (20 plans per anatomical region) and 7 CBCT plans calculated
on the phantom were used in this study.
Results: The CTDI300 for the used CBCT protocol was measured with a 16 cm diameter PMMA Phantom of 500 mm
length. For the standard protocol a CTDI300 of 60.7 mGy was determined and used for the conversion factor calculation
[6]. The calculated organ doses and conversion factors for the individual OARs are shown in Table 1. Organ doses which
were derived from the phantom are slightly greater than those from the patients. This is due to the smaller size of the
phantom compared to the average size of the randomly chosen patients.
The estimated effective dose was lowest for the head scan (9.7 mSv) and highest for the thorax scan (35.1 mSv) as
shown in Table 2. For H&N cases using the modified CBCT protocol reduces the irradiated area and therefore reduces
the effective dose compared to the standard protocol while the eye dose could be reduced significantly. Based on the
conversion factors maximum additional organ doses may be calculated and considered in treatment planning evaluations.
In comparison to other imaging techniques (kV-CBCT, orthogonal portal images) the organ doses and effective dose from
MV-CBCT are higher than those of the same examination regions [7, 8]. For example: effective dose (mSv) of pelvis scan
for MV-CBCT in this study is 14.3, while it is 5.6, 0.8 and 11.9 for kV-CBCT, kV-Images and MV-Images, respectively, as
reported by V. Dufek et al. [8].
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CBCT Examination
Region

Organ Dose
[mSv]

Standard
Deviation
[mSv]

Largest
Standard
Score

Conversion Factor
[mSv/mGy.cm]

Phantom
Irene

Patients
(mean value)

Eyes

89.7

89.0

2.72

2.19

0.0539

Brain

76.9

74.3

2.35

2.26

0.0462

Spinal cord (max.)

75.0

72.7

3.08

-2.34

0.0451

Eyes

90.7

88.6

2.53

-2.83

0.0545

Spinal cord (max.)

76.6

78.9

2.73

3.74

0.0461

Humeral head

61.6

49.7

11.13

-2.08

0.0370

Heart

70.0

66.0

4.80

-2.04

0.0421

Lungs

73.2

70.9

5.91

-2.20

0.0440

Spinal cord (max.)

70.2

67.1

4.32

2.22

0.0422

Liver

77.6

69.4

6.13

-2.06

0.0467

Kidneys

70.0

64.3

3.71

2.20

0.0421

Spinal cord (max.)

68.7

61.8

4.80

2.31

0.0413

Bladder

79.0

68.1

3.57

-1.90

0.0475

Femoral heads

71.6

69.0

2.53

-2.55

0.0430

Rectum

58.2

55.6

2.39

-2.22

0.0350

Rectal back wall

55.7

53.5

2.47

-2.35

0.0335

Skull

Head & Neck

Thorax

Abdomen

Pelvis

Tab. 1: The organ doses and conversion factors for individual organs at risk of the phantom and patients using the standard CBCT
protocol

CBCT Examination Region

Effective Dose [mSv]

Skull

9.7

Head & Neck

17.0

Head & Neck (field size: 18 cm x 18 cm)

9.1

Thorax

35.1

Abdomen

29.2

Pelvis

14.3

Tab. 2: The estimated effective doses for the phantom
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Conclusion: The CTDI, which is used in conventional CT, can also be applied in MV-CBCT. Conversion factors based on
the measured CTDI300 can be used for the dose estimation. Greater variations in organ doses were found for organs
which are irradiated partly, which effects effective dose calculations. The use of MV-CBCT in clinical imaging should be
monitored and additional doses through the necessary imaging should be considered in treatment planning
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P 63 Optimization and evaluation of eye lens protectors in computed tomography
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Introduction: The sensitivity of the lens of the eye for radiation cataracts is known for a long time. Therefore dedicated
thresholds of the organ dose of the eye lens are set by legal authorities. Currently the dose to the eye lens is limited to
150 mSv/a for occupationally radiation-exposed persons in Germany according to StrlSchV §55 (2) and RöV §31 (3) and
to 15 mSv/a for all other people (StrlSchV §46 (2), RöV §32 (2)), expect for medical purposes. This limitation is based on
the assumption, that the radiation cataract is a deterministic radiation damage effect with a threshold dose [1]. Newer
studies have questioned these thresholds and recommend a lower value of 20 mSv/a for occupationally radiationexposed persons [2-3], which has now been adopted e.g. by the European Council Directive 2013/59/Euratom [4].
In the past the eye lens could be excluded from direct X-rays in computed tomography (CT) by tilting the CT gantry, but
newer multislice CT do not offer this option anymore. The same protecting effect can be realized by an overflexion of the
cervical spine, but this requires the patient’s cooperation.
Different studies have shown the possibility of using in-plane shielding by eye lens protectors made of different materials
[5-8]. In all of these studies the authors reported image artefacts nearby the protectors. Kalra et al. discussed the use of
foam pads to reduce these artefacts in the case of in-plane Bismuth shielding for the breast [9].
In this work the effect of foam pads behind protectors using a mixture of Sb/Bi for radiation protection is investigated with
respect to the eye lens dose and image artefacts and compared to commercially available protectors consisting of
Bi/Sb/W/Gd without foam pad and one of BaSO4 with pad. Since modern CT offer dose reduction protocols applying an
angle depended X-ray tube current modulation, this was also included.
Materials and methods: The dose measurements are performed with thermoluminescence detectors (TLD) type 100h
(TLD Poland MCP-100, Krakow, Poland) and an Alderson-RANDO-Phantom (Alderson Research Laboratories, USA).
The relative sensitivity of each TLD has been calibrated at 70 kV. 10 TLDs are calibrated with the reference dose of
approximately 12.0 mGy at 117 kV measured with a DOSIMAX plus with RQX detector (Scanditronix-Wellhöfer,
Schwarzenbruck, Germany).
To evaluate the dose reduction, the dose is measured in front and behind of the protector at the position of the left and
right eye lens, at the nose and in the paranasal sinuses. The commercial available eye lens protector “Gray Shield Eye
Protection” distributed by e.g. Wiroma AG (Niederscherli, Switzerland), the “CT-EyeProteX” (referred to as “SomatexOld”)
®
and four different prototypes of a new protector produced by SOMATEX Medical Technologies GmbH are examined.
The protector “Gray Shield” is composed of BaSO 4 and is padded with 5.5 mm foam. The CT-EyeProteX consists of
Bi/Sb/W/Gd, the prototypes are made of Sb/Bi and havefoam pads with thicknesses of 3 mm, 5 mm and 10 mm,
respectively.
The scans are performed with a Siemens SOMATOM Definition Flash CT with parameters listed in table 1. This CT offers
the organ-based tube-current modulation X-CARE reducing the tube current when the X-ray tube is facing frontal parts of
the body. Additionally the effect of the combined use of protectors and the X-CARE mode is investigated for the
protectors except for the 10 mm padded Somatex prototype. To this end, cranial CT-protocols with and without X-CARE
are used. The protectors are also investigated for a possible use in paranasal sinuses examinations, where the scan
limits are adjacent to the eyes.
To assess the image artefacts, the CT numbers are analysed at identical positions near to and more than 100 mm away
from the eyes for scans with protector or the X-CARE mode option and compared to CT numbers of examinations without
protector.
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Tab. 1: CT parameters for head and paranasal sinus CT examinations with and without eye lens protectors and/or X-CARE CT mode.

Results: The measured dose to the eye lens in cranial CT is about 35 mGy without protection. By using eye lens
protectors the dose is reduced by about 20% – 33% to 28 mGy – 23 mGy. With the X-CARE mode of the CT alone, a
dose reduction of 35% is yielded. If eye lens protectors and the X-CARE mode are combined, the dose is lowered to
about 17.5 mGy corresponding to a dose reduction of 50%. The measured dose to the eye lens in paranasal sinuses
examinations is about 9 mGy without eye lens protectors and is decreased to 6 mGy by using protectors.
The protectors cause an increase in CT-numbers close to the protector. This effect can be reduced by adding foam pads
between protector and the head, but at the same time the dose reduction is lowered as controversial effect. Areas
analysed further than 100 mm away from the protectors are not affected in CT numbers. If protectors combined with the
X-CARE mode are used, the artefacts are increased compared to examinations using protectors alone. If the X-CARE
mode is used only, no artefacts are observed. The diagnostic image quality of the scans hasn’t been assessed in this
study.
Conclusions: The measured organ dose of up to 35 mGy for the eye lens in conventional head CT exceeds the
threshold organ dose of 15 mSv/a already in one examination. Therefore the protection of the eye lens in CT is an
important issue. The measurements reported here show that during head CT the eye lens can be effectively protected by
using eye lens protectors or organ-based tube-current modulation (X-CARE). However, clearly the best result is reached
according to our findings, if eye lens protectors AND the X-CARE mode are used combined, yielding a dose reduction of
about 50%.
The eye lens protectors showed also a significant shielding effect for the eye lens in paranasal sinuses examinations,
where no or marginal direct radiation hits the eye lens but scattered or leakage radiation from the CT.
The image artefacts caused by the protectors can be moderated by foam pads of increasing thickness, but at the cost of
lowered dose reduction to the eye lens. Since the artefacts appear only close to the protectors, the diagnostically image
quality should be evaluated by radiologists in test scans with an appropriate phantom, before protectors are used for this
examinations with patients to meet the diagnostic requirements.
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Fig. 1: Dose reduction to the eye lenses for cranial and paranasal sinuses CT examinations with eye lens protectors and/or X-CARE
CT mode (a-c) and CT numbers for head CT examinations with and without eye lens protectors (d).

Acknowledgments: The authors would like to thank Mrs. Grit Hohlfeld, MTRA first sergeant, for her technical support
with performing the CT scans.
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P 64 Perception of the modulation transfer function – an underestimated concept?
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Introduction: The modulation transfer function (MTF) is an established instrument for describing the resolution properties
of imaging systems. It allows comparison of systems as well as analysis of individual subsystems by mapping the spatial
frequency dependence of the contrast.
So far, the IEC standard for digital radiography only specifies the measurement of the detector MTF [1], thereby ignoring
the contributions from geometric unsharpness, scattering, object motion, sampling effects and processing. However,
these MTF components can at least be qualitatively analyzed and may be harnessed for clinical usage.
We present the measurement of several MTF components by use of standard QA equipment, along with an automated
evaluation program. Based on the results, we envision the benefit and the applications arising from a more general
perception of the MTF.
Materials and methods: The presampled MTF contains the contributions from the analog input, the detector response
and the sampling aperture. Sampling effects (e.g. aliasing), filtering and displaying are excluded [2]. The MTF is
calculated from the image of an edge device. The transition from black to white, the edge spread function (ESF), provides
us with information about the image quality of the system. By a small angulation of the edge device, the information of
subsequent image rows can be interlaced to produce an oversampled ESF, which is no longer quantized by the pixel
spacing of the digital detector [3]. Differentiation yields the line spread function (LSF), from which the presampled MTF
can be calculated via a Fourier transform.
Simulation images with known MTF curves were produced with/without noise, with/without influence of the sampling
aperture, with/without geometric unsharpness (arising from a finite size of the focal spot), and with/without motion blur.
These images were used to verify the results of the analysis program, explore different noise cancelling algorithms,
investigate the influence of object motion and compare the MTF components of subsystems.
The analysis program was implemented using a computational software program (Mathematica, Wolfram Research),
which was also used to create the simulation images. As a test device we employed the precision edge of a lead foil test
(PTW Freiburg, L659048), consisting of 0.05 mm lead foil embedded in 2 mm acrylic. This deviates from the
specifications in [1] and will not allow for observation of the low frequency drop, but corresponds to the translucent edge
device presented in [4]. Such a device has been shown to be sufficient for qualitative analysis and has the advantage of
being available in any clinical environment as part of the standard QA equipment. The experimental images were
obtained with a commercial radiography system (Axiom Multix M, Siemens).
Results: The evaluation program was found to produce accurate discrete values for the presampled MTF; the Nyquist
frequency was shifted to values above the clinically interesting frequency range, eliminating aliasing effects. It was shown
that the averaging of several ESF representations significantly reduces the noise level in the MTF over the whole spatial
frequency range without alterations of the line shape. An alternative approach using smoothing algorithms on the ESF
was found to be counterproductive.
Fig. 1 demonstrates the influences of several components on the overall MTF. A simulation image featuring an edge
transition similar to that of clinical radiographs was artificially exposed to the resolution degrading effects of the sampling
aperture and object movements with various velocities. We observe how the sampling aperture and increasing velocities
subsequently lead to a decrease of the MTF.
For experimental verification, the detector MTF of a radiography system was obtained both in horizontal and vertical
direction. By elevating the test device from the detector surface, the influences of geometric unsharpness and scattering
come into play. Fig. 2 compares these two components for different distances between test device and detector. It
illustrates that for these measurement geometries scattering has a greater impact on the spatial resolution than geometric
unsharpness.
In a second work, we further discuss the influence of motion and present the application of the MTF to the restoration of
motion-blurred radiographs [5].
Conclusion: The MTF in digital radiography has more potential than just for the analysis of the detector. We showed that
other components of the imaging system like scattering, geometric unsharpness and motion blur can be qualitatively
examined, compared to one another and checked against their analytical description. This additional information allows a
more profound assessment of the imaging system and paves the way for individual restoration of radiographic images.
Qualitative experimental results were obtained by use of a lead foil test device, which is available as part of the QA
equipment in any clinical environment.
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Fig. 1: MTF components derived from simulated images. Disks: Initial blur corresponding to experimental images. Circles: Additional
intro-duction of sampling aperture (0.16 mm pixel spacing). Additional introduction of motion: Triangle: Blur extent of 1 pixel. Rectangle:
Blurextent of 2 pixel. Upside down triangle: Blur extentextent of 3 pixel.

Fig. 2: Data points: MTF of the Siemens Axiom Multix M, including scattering and geometrical unsharpness, measured with test device
at a distance d from detector and 125 cm – d from the x-ray source. Continuous line: Fit of detector MTF Dashed line: Analytical
estimate for the detector MTF combined with geometrical unsharpness, but without scattering
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P 65 Non-invasive experimental characterization of bow tie filters in a CT scanner using a
small ionization chamber and a solid state detector
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Related questions: A common method for computed tomography (CT) dosimetry is the use of Monte Carlo (MC) studies.
For a correct MC simulation a precise description of scanner parameters is required. The characterization of bow tie filters
(BT) which are installed in all modern CT scanners is an essential part of MC simulations. In recent years the BT filters of
different scanners have been characterized [1,2]. The method used is based on a comparison of the calculated and
measured air kerma attenuation profile as a function of the fan angle. The methods used hitherto resulted in the
determination of an aluminium-based attenuation equivalent BT filter but with an arbitrarily assumed central ray thickness.
The aim of this work was to improve these methods by the absolute determination of the central ray thickness of the BT
filter. Furthermore, a procedure was developed to correct for the energy dependence of the air kerma response of the
detector used for the rate profile measurements along the BT filter. It is demonstrated that the application of this
correction yields almost identical aluminium-equivalent BT filter shapes when measured with an ionization chamber and a
solid state detector, the first characterized by a near independence and the latter by a significant dependence of the air
kerma response as a function of photon energy.
Material and procedure: The scanner used for the purpose of this work was a GE Optima 660 with two different BT
filters that is installed at PTB for research purposes. A nearly energy-independent responding ionization chamber (i3
chamber) of the type Radcal 10X6-0.6CT with a sensitive volume of 0.6 cm and an RTI CT Dose Profiler based on a
solid state detector with a significant energy dependence of the response were used to measure the air kerma rate profile
along the x-axis of the CT gantry (Fig. 1). The air kerma responses of both detectors were measured in ISO narrowspectrum radiation qualities (20 kV to 300 kV) using PTB’s primary air kerma standard. A sketch of the experimental
setup and the response of the detectors as a function of the photon energies are shown in Fig. 1. In order to measure the
X-ray qualities of the CT scanner, the half-value layer (HVL) method has been utilized. Here, the measurements were
performed in the service mode of the scanner without the gantry rotation and the first and second HVLs were determined
without BT filtration. Using a program called “SpekCalc” [3], a photon spectrum with approximately identical HVLs for
aluminium was calculated. The obtained spectrum is a good approach to the CT spectrum without BT filter, but with Alequivalent inherent filtration. For the BT filter determination first of all the ratio of the measured air kerma rate profile with
and without the BT filter at each fan angle was calculated:

Fig. 1: (Left) Experimental setup. The measurements were performed with small, large and without BT filtration.
(Right) Normalized air kerma response R(E) as a function of the mean energy of the ISO narrow-spectrum series [4] for the i-chamber
(top, red) and the solid state detector (bottom, blue)

The air kerma attenuation by incrementally increasing the thickness of aluminium was calculated until the ratio of the
attenuated to the unattenuated air kerma rate pro
calc
-equivalent BT filters.
exp
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In order to correct the energy dependence of the response of the solid state detector (Fig. 1), the quantities
exp

Results: The measured first and second HVL in the absence of the BT filters for the X-ray tube high voltage of 120 kV
-ray spectrum obtained from the
measured HVLs, the small and large BT filters installed in the GE scanner were determined. The Al-equivalent
thicknesses of the BT filters are shown in Fig. 2 (Left).

Fig. 2: (Left) Al-equivalent thicknesses of the small (top) and the large BT filter (bottom) calculated from measurements using the ichamber (solid line, red) and the solid state detector (dashed, blue).
(Right) Al-equivalent thicknesses of the small (top) and the large BT filter (bottom) calculated from measurements using the i-chamber
(solid line, red) and the solid state detector (dashed, blue).

By correcting the energy dependence of the response of the solid state detector the Al-equivalent thicknesses measured
using the solid state detector matched the thicknesses obtained with the small i-chamber, Fig. 2 (Right).
Summary: In this work we determined the Al-equivalent thicknesses for the two BT filters of the PTB-CT scanner of type
GE Optima 660. For this purpose the air kerma rate profile with and without BT filtration were measured. Using a Radcal
i-chamber with an essentially energy-independent response and an RTI solid state detector, the thicknesses for both BT
filters were determined. The use of the solid state detector needs a correction for the energy response. The results
obtained with the solid state detector by correcting the changes of the response due to the beam hardening effects
through the different aluminium thicknesses improved significantly and they are approximately equal to the thicknesses
obtained with the i-chamber.
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P 66 Investigation for the correct position of a phantom within the FOV of a SPECT gamma
camera for quality assurance
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Introduction: For some years there are in Germany “Ärztliche Stellen” which checks the quality of the medical use of
radiation in diagnosis and therapy to keep the radiation exposure of the patient as low as possible. Thus, for example,
forms DIN 6855-2 [1], the basis for the test specification in the quality control (QC) of SPECT gamma cameras. DIN 68552 provides test methods for the verification of the performance parameters of a gamma camera and how often the
performance parameters must be checked. In addition to many other parameters to be tested, semiannually the image
quality is to check in this standard, by the visual assessment of the reconstructed cylindrical phantom uniformity and the
visibility of inactive spheres in a volume phantom which are surrounded by a homogeneous radioactive solution. In a
recommendation of the German Commission on Radiological Protection (SSK) from the year 2010 [2] it is required that at
least 3 spheres should be determined without ring artifacts. When performing the QC with standard protocols it can be
observed what is physically known, but is neglected for various reasons in the clinical routine [3] that the reliable detection
of the inactive spheres is also dependent on the position of the phantom in the FOV of the gamma camera.
The recognisability of the imaged cold spheres inserted into a cylindrical phantom was the focus of the investigation.
Material and methods: In this study two SPECT gamma cameras were investigated, CardioMD and Hawkeye (SPECTCT). The CardioMD equipped with a transmission measuring apparatus (Gd-153 line source) is a dedicated nuclear
cardiac camera with fixed 90° position of the two rectangular detectors, which can be operated only in L-mode with a 180degree arc. The Hawkeye has the ability to measure both in L-mode and in H-mode. In H-Mode the detector heads are
aligned parallel to each other (360-degree arc acquisition). For the experiment a cylindrical phantom with an insert of 6
inactive spheres was filled with a homogeneously mixed solution of Tc-99m. The spheres are not radioactive and are cold
objects in the radioactive solution.
The cylindrical phantom was positioned on the patient table within the FOV and the longitudinal axis of the phantom was
aligned parallel to the system axis of the gamma camera. For optimal spatial resolution, the SPECT camera heads were
very close to the phantom. Seven measurements per mode at each SPECT system were done. The acquisition
parameters remained unchanged. Only the phantom was rotated in steps of 30° (CW for CardioMD; CCW for Hawkeye)
per measurement. After the acquisition the image data set was reconstructed using an iterative computational algorithm
(OSEM). The data were attenuation corrected.
Setup for measurement:
Phantom:

cylindrical phantom with an insert of 6 inactive spheres
(Outer diameter of spheres 40; 30; 23; 20; 15; 13 mm)

Nuclide:

Tc-99m homogeneously mixed in the phantom; activity 400 MBq

Collimator:

Low Energy High Resolution parallel, for both SPECT systems

Acquisition protocol (clinical protocol):
L mode:

180-degree arc, for both SPECT systems

H-mode:

360-degree arc, only for Hawkeye

Direction of rotation:

CW for CardioMD; CCW for Hawkeye

Movement:

Step & Shoot

Angular step:

3 degrees
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Matrix:

64 x 64

Acquisition time:

25 seconds per projection

Attenuation correction

Results: Inactive spheres can be well recognized in the H-mode. All six cold spheres are visible with the Hawkeye
system (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Hawkeye H-Modus: Angular sampling range 360° (180° per detector) 150° position of the cylindrical phantom with insert of six
cold spheres

If the identical cylindrical phantom with unchanged measuring arrangement examined in L-mode only three cold spheres
are reliably detected (Fig. 2).
There are small differences in the imaged shape of the spheres compared to the H-mode.

Fig. 2: Hawkeye L-Modus: Angular sampling range 180° (90° per detector) 150° position of the cylindrical phantom with insert of six
cold spheres

For the CardioMD, which can be operated only in L-mode, the result for the 150° position of the cylinder phantom is
shown in Figure 3.
It is possible to see the six cold spheres. However, the shape of the spheres is distorted.
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Fig. 3: CardioMDL-Modus: Angular sampling range 180° (90° per detector) 150° position of the cylindrical phantom with insert of six
cold spheres

Discussion: The operation and performance parameters of a gamma camera are well known. An important performance
parameter is the spatial resolution, which is essentially determined by the MTF of the collimator. The spatial resolution is
different in the FOV of the gamma camera. With the distance to the detector, the spatial resolution will be worse.
Therefore, the spatial resolution will be deteriorate as the radius of the camera orbit increases. There is no difference of
the performance parameter of a gamma camera which operated in L-mode or H-mode. The only difference between the
L-mode and H-mode is the number of projections per sampled volume. To detect an object completely a 180-degree arc
is sufficient. With the H-mode is an angular range of 360 degrees possible, i.e., 180 degrees per detector. Therefore, two
data sets are generated per projection direction. The advantage of this method is that with a duplicate record by
averaging the loss of resolution, both radially and tangentially, can be compensated in the reconstructed image
depending on the distance of the object to the detector. The spheres will be circular and completely imaged (Fig. 1). A
disadvantage of the H-Mode is the duplicate acquisition time, which can often result in patient motion artifacts. That is the
reason for using L-mode in the clinical routine. But the disadvantage is the deformation of the spheres because of the
non-stationary spatial resolution within the FOV of a SPECT system. A reconstruction algorithm, which takes into account
the transmission characteristics of the detector in the reconstruction, could overcome this deficiency.
However, since such reconstruction algorithms are not yet fully in the non-university institutions in use, this type of
required quality assurance is useful to know the imaging behavior of the gamma camera.
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Indroduction: Typically patient specific QA for IMRT/VMAT comprises calculation and measurement of the patient plan
transferred to the virtual measurement set-up, or independent verification of the dose distribution using a second
commissioned dose engine. Both these methods verify a snapshot of the treatment on the day of measurement or
verification. In order to perform an "end-to-end" QA of complex IMRT/VMAT plans it is necessary to verify that all beam
and linear accelerator (linac) parameters are within tolerance for each fraction over the entire course of radiation
treatment. Whilst it is possible to record an EPID image of the fluence distribution, this may not always be feasible with
the patient correctly positioned in situ on the treatment couch due to translational shifts, and/or couch rotation. Moreover,
the absorption and scatter due to the patient must be accurately accounted for. Alternatively, one can routinely record the
fluence map using the EPID, prior to or after patient treatment, and compare with the predicted EPID response. However,
whilst representative of the actual variation of patient treatment plan delivery at the linac, it does not record the actual
clinical daily treatment parameters. On the other hand it is possible to mount a multiwire transmission detector, such as
the DAVID detector (PTW Freiburg, Germany), to record daily leaf motion pattern as part of a daily constancy check.
Thus, daily patient specific IMRT/VMAT QA can currently only be achieved by analysing the log files written by the linac
without additional equipment [1][2].
Material and methods: The trajectory log file comprises a plurality of "snapshots" of the state of the linac axes every
20ms, for a maximum of 20 minutes, during delivery of patient plans in clinical mode: actual and expected values are
recorded therein. MATLAB (R2013a, MathWorks, MA) software was developed to automatically read in and analyse the
TM
generated trajectory log files (version 1.5) for the TrueBeam (Varian Medical Systems Inc.) linac based upon the
specification data [3]. A MATLAB software script runs each evening after patient treatments have been completed,
TM
generating PDF reports for each RapidArc (VMS) treatment delivered by the True Beam (VMS) linac stored on a
remote network drive. The PDF reports are automatically stored in a separate directory based on the patient ID number
and treatment date for subsequent embedding into Mosaiq 2.41 (Impaq Medical Systems Inc, CA) Record and Verify
system. Furthermore after the script has executed a daily email summary is sent to be checked by a MPE: problematic
treatment deliveries can be identified and analysed in detail by a MPE.
Results: Preliminary results indicate that actual MLC positions were within ±0.10mm of the planned position for all
snapshots of the analysed fractions within a particular patient course. 57% lie within 0.01mm, 72% lies within 0.02mm
and 89% of all meaured leaf positions lie within 0.05mm of their planned position, see Fig. 1 for a typical histogram of leaf
position errors. Moreover, the mean leaf position deviation was found to be 0.02mm. Gantry angle variations lie in the
range -0.1 to +0.3 degrees: mean 0.04 degrees (Fig 2). Furthermore, calculated fluence maps derived from the actual
and expected control point sequences have been compared: initial results indicate excellent agreement (Fig. 3).
Conclusion: We have demonstrated the automatic analysis of daily trajectory log files for the routine analysis of daily
fractions of complex IMRT/VMAT treatment plans, albeit that the described analysis is dependent on the manufacturer's
generated data: it is not an independent verification. Once sufficient results are available we will be able to define
appropriate action levels for the analysis results: perhaps even specific to the tumour localisation. Whilst this preliminary
work is encouraging it is our aim to extend this work to create a DICOM RT Plan file from the actual positions recorded in
the trajectory log files, for subsequent dose calculation in the Eclipse (v10.0.28) treatment planning system (VMS) using
the patient CT study.
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Fig. 1:Typical histogram of leaf position errors for a particular patient fraction

Fig. 2: Typical gantry angle errors for the same patient fraction.
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Fig. 3: Normalised fluence map deviation (planned-actual) for the same patient fraction. The dashed lines indicate the maximum jaw
opening.
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P 68 Testing the Machine Performance Check application
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Objective/Purpose: Machine Performance Check (MPC) is an application to verify that geometry and beam
performances of a TrueBeam treatment unit are operating within system specifications, through automated checks based
on kV and MV imaging systems installed on the Linac. In the present study, preliminary tests with MPC were analyzed
using all photon beam energies available on a TrueBeam (version 1.5), comparing whenever possible with external
independent checks.
Material and methods: The data acquisition comprises of a series of 40 images (12 with kV and 28 with MV detector)
acquired at different predefined positions without and with the IsoCal phantom under the beam and with particular MLC
pattern settings. MPC performs two kinds of checks: geometric and dosimetric. The geometric checks intend to test the
treatment isocenter size and its coincidence with imaging devices, as well as the positioning accuracy of the imaging
systems, the collimator, the gantry, the jaws, the MLC leaves and the couch position. The dosimetric checks refer to a
reference MV image and give the beam output, uniformity and center change respect to the reference. MPC data were
acquired during 10 repetitions in different consecutive days.
Alternative checks were performed for geometric checks: routine mechanical tests, and the Winston-Lutz test for
treatment isocenter radius; for dosimetric checks the 2D array StarCheck (PTW, Freiburg, Germamy) was acquired just
after the MPC data acquisition.
Results: Results were analyzed for 6, 10, 15 MV flattened beams, and 6, 10 MV FFF beams. In the following data are
reported for 6MV flattened beams. Similar results, while not identical, were obtained for all energies. Geometric checks:
treatment isocenter was evaluated of 0.27 mm with the Winston-Lutz test, compared with 0.34±0.01 mm with MPC.
Coincidence of kV and MV imaging isocenters: 0.30±0.02 and 0.17±0.02 mm (0.43±0.14 and 0.32±0.24 mm with external
tests). Positioning accuracy of jaws was well within 0.1 mm relative to the reference with MPC, while within 0.3 mm with
independent checks. Gantry and collimator angle position was for all checks (MPC and external) within 0.2 degree in all
cases. Couch positioning was within 0.4 mm in all directions for both checks.
Dosimetric tests: the output stability relative to the reference was in average 0.1±0.1 % and 0.4±0.4 % for MPC and
StarCheck, respectively; beam uniformity results were 0.0±0.0 and 0.1±0.1 %.
Conclusion: MPC proved to be a reliable, fast and easy to use method for checking the machine performances on both
geometric and dosimetric aspects.
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P 69 Fehlerdetektion von QA-Systemen in der Strahlentherapie
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Introduction: Vor Therapiebeginn müssen die Patientenbestrahlungspläne im Rahmen der Qualitätssicherung mit
geeigneten Dosisverfikationssystemen überprüft werden, ob die in der Bestrahlungsplanung optimierte Dosisverteilung
patientenspezifisch richtig berechnet und appliziert wird. Als Bewertungskriterium für die Planverifikation wird
üblicherweise der Gamma-Index herangezogen. Die vorliegende Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Fragestellung, ob der
Gamma-Index geeignet ist, um sowohl technische als auch menschliche Fehler in IMRT-/ VMAT-Plänen mit
verschiedenen Dosimetern zu detektieren.
Materials and methods: Zur Planverifikation wurden ein EPID-System (Portal Dosimetry der Firma Varian) und ein
Diodenarray (ArcCheck der Firma Sun Nuclear) eingesetzt. An einem TrueBeam-Beschleuniger der Firma Varian wurden
fehlerhafte Bestrahlungspläne an den Dosisverifikationssystemen abgestrahlt und mit den initialen Plänen verglichen.
Folgende Fehler wurden betrachtet: (1) Phantomdeplatzierung; (2) Verschiebung eines Bestrahlungsfeldes; (3)
blockieren einer Lamelle während einer IMRT-Bestrahlung im Sliding-Window Modus (Abb. 1); (4) Verringerung der
applizierten Monitoreinheiten; (5) Dosisapplikation mit falscher Dosisrate (FFF- Modus anstatt FF-Modus). Die
abgestrahlten Pläne wurden mithilfe der Auswertesoftware SNC-Patient mit den geplanten Bestrahlungsplänen
ausgewertet, wobei der Gamma-Index soweit verringert wurde bis weniger als 95% der Dioden das festgelegte GammaKriterium erfüllen. Ferner wurde der Gamma-Index des EPID zusätzlich mit der Software Portal Dosimetry der Firma
Varian bestimmt und mit den Werten aus SNC-Patient gegenüber gestellt. Als zusätzliches Kriterium zur Verifikation
wurden Dosisdifferenzdarstellungen herangezogen.
Results: (1) Eine Phantomdeplazierung des ArcChecks in allen drei Raumrichtungen um jeweils 2mm konnte sowohl
mittels Gamma-Index (83,4% bei einem Gamma-Kriterium von 3%/3mm) als auch durch die Dosisdifferenzdarstellung
erfolgreich verifiziert werden. (2) Für die Verschiebung eines 3cm×3cm Bestrahlungsfeldes um 2mm ergab sich für das
EPID ein Gamma-Index von 98,4% für 2%/3mm und beim ArcCheck von 96,2% für 2%/1mm. Anhand der
Dosisdifferenzdarstellung sind Dosisabweichungen am Feldrand beim EPID jedoch deutlich zu erkennen. (3) Für die
blockierte Lamelle ergibt sich ein Gamma-Index von 95,4% für 3%/3mm und beim ArcCheck von 95,1% für 2%/2mm).
Mithilfe der Dosisdifferenzdarstellung konnte die deutliche Überdosierung im Bereich der Lamelle (Abb. 2) jedoch für
beide Systeme erfolgreich verifiziert werden. (4) Eine MU-Verringerung von 2% ergab für beide Systeme einen hohen
Gamma-Index (97,1% für 1%/2mm beim EPID und 95,2% für 3%/2mm beim ArcCheck). Auch in diesem Fall war die
Verifizierung der Unterdosierung mittels Dosisdifferenzdarstellung möglich.
Conclusion: Der Gamma-Index lieferte einem für klinische Routine üblichen Kriterium von 3%/3mm unzureichende
Ergebnisse zur Beurteilung von Bestrahlungsplanverifikationen in Gegenwart von technischen/menschlichen Fehlern.
Eine Fehlerdetektion (Gamma-Index <95%) wurde häufig erst bei einem Kriterium von 2%/1mm erreicht, wobei das
Ergebnis dann wenig aussagekräftig ist, da das Dosisberechnungsgrid der Planungssoftware 2mm beträgt. Somit
scheinen zusätzlich Dosisdifferenzdarstellungen erforderlich zu sein. Ein weiteres Problem war die unzureichende
Auflösung kleiner Strukturen durch das ArcCheck (z.B. 3cm×3cm MLC-Felder. Messungen bei größeren Feldgrößen
könnten zu einer Verbesserung des Gamma-Index führen.
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P 70 The use of the QUALIMAGIQ Platform and the Leeds Phantom TOR 18FG to check the
daily geometry accuracy of the kV imaging system: results after nine months
experience
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Introduction: Electronic Portal Imaging Devices (EPID) are very important tools on the evaluation of patient
setup/position before and during treatment (contributing for the reduction of treatment delivery errors) as well as for the
quality assurance (QA) routine. For this purpose, it must be ensured that the imager is accurate and precise. Periodic QA
procedures should be conducted to ensure that image quality and physical parameters remain within specified limits.
After reviewing the VARIAN Customer Technical Bulletin CTB-OB-786A “OBI Arm Displacement From Desired Position” a
daily geometry-accuracy check of the kV imaging system was implemented. With the Isocenter cube phantom, which
3
consists of a steel sphere placed in the center of a 5 x 5 x 5 cm cube, the distance between the center of the cube
(sphere) and the digital graticule was manually measured (using the Maintenance workspace of the OBI application).With
this method, the distance can slightly vary from person to person. Since we have already used the QUALIMAGIQ
software (QualiFormeD SARL, La Roche Sur Yon, France) and the TOR 18FG Phantom (Leeds Test Objects Ltd, North
Yorkshire, UK) for an automatically monthly check to verify the image quality of the kV-OBI as well as its geometry
accuracy, we decided to apply the same method for the daily check. After 9 months, the mechanical stability of the OBI
system shows to be quite good.
Methods and materials: In our department are two Varian linear accelerators (Clinac 2300 CD), equipped with an OnBoard Imager (OBI) system (Varian Medical Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, CA). A kV amorphous silicon detector (KVD) and a
kV X-ray source (KVS) are the main parts of the OBI system.
To perform the test, the TOR 18FG Phantom was used and previously marked with a cross on the phantom’s surface, to
ensure the correct positioning. The phantom is placed on the top of the couch and aligned according to the laser system
and the crosshair at a SSD of 100 cm. A copper filter is used on the KVS and the gantry is rotated to 90°.
The geometrical accuracy test is performed at the most used arm positions: KVS at 100/0 cm and the KVD at -50/0/0 cm.
One x-ray image is acquired with the KV OBI Protocol ‘Pelvis-AP-Med’, and a clinical setting of 75 kV/200 mA/50 ms

Fig. 1: TOR 18FG Phantom’s acquired image.
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Results: This work presents the geometry accuracy check of the kV-OBI of two medical accelerators (Varian Medical
Systems, Inc., Palo Alto, CA) after a period of nine months.
The Source Imager Distance (SID) and the shifts in the longitudinal and along lateral directions were automatically
evaluated on a daily basis (Figure 2). For the first kV-OBI, the average SID was 1499.44 ± 1.25 mm, the average shift
along lateral direction was 0.11 ± 0.48 mm and the average shift along longitudinal direction was 1.40 ± 0.42 mm (Table
1). For the second kV-OBI, the averages were 1500.89 ± 1.03 mm, 0.23 ± 0.33 mm and 0.15 ± 0.37 mm, respectively

Fig. 2: Example of a Simple Report created by the QUALIMAGIQ software.
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Clinac 4: 75 kV/200 mA/50 ms

Einheit Min

Max

Mean

SD

Flattening coeff.

1,00

1,00

1,00

0,00

Centering/
Distortions

Max. abs. diameters dev.

mm

0,08

0,51

0,27

0,09

Max. rel. diameters dev.

%

0,05

0,34

0,18

0,06

Abs. geometric distort.

mm

-0,55

1,69

-0,04

0,19

Rel. geometric distort.

%

-0,36

1,12

-0,03

0,13

SID: abs. difference

mm

-5,47

16,85

-0,04

1,90

SID: rel. difference

%

-0,36

1,12

-0,03

0,13

SID

mm

1494,53 1516,85 1499,58 1,89

Left/right imager shift

mm

-1,07

1,55

0,10

0,50

Top/bottom imager shift

mm

-0,71

2,45

1,39

0,43

0,28

1,65

1,00

0,24

Imager/crosshair distance mm

Tab. 1: Evaluation of the tested parameters of ‘Clinac 4’

Clinac 5: 75 kV/200 mA/50 ms

Einheit Min

Max

Mean

SD

Flattening coeff.

1,00

1,00

1,00

0,00

Centering/
Distortions

Max. abs. diameters dev.

mm

0,12

0,64

0,28

0,10

Max. rel. diameters dev.

%

0,08

0,42

0,19

0,07

Abs. geometric distort.

mm

-0,21

0,47

0,10

0,10

Rel. geometric distort.

%

-0,14

0,31

0,07

0,07

SID: abs. difference

mm

-2,08

4,69

1,03

1,04

SID: rel. difference

%

-0,14

0,31

0,07

0,07

SID

mm

1497,42 1504,69 1500,89 1,03

Left/right imager shift

mm

-1,32

1,67

0,23

0,33

Top/bottom imager shift

mm

-1,22

1,26

0,15

0,37

0,05

1,13

0,33

0,19

Imager/crosshair distance mm

Tab. 2: Evaluation of the tested parameters of ‘Clinac 5’

If the phantom is not positioned exactly, the measurements can be out of tolerance. Even a slightly difference means an
enormous discrepancy concerning the results and the test must be repeated.
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Figure 3 shows a trend graphic, automatically generated by the QUALIMAGIQ software. Values outside the tolerance are
due to a few days on which the acquired images were analysed on the next day. In such cases parameters were out of
tolerance without performing a second check.

Fig. 3: Example of a SID Trend Graphic of the OBI.

Conclusions: The evaluation over a nine months period demonstrates that the two kV imaging systems have good
mechanical reliability. The tests are performed by a medical-technical assistant and it could be detected that the results
are individual-related. Now there is some discussion about the frequency of the checks. Nevertheless, they should be
performed on a regular basis to ensure the mechanical stability of the OBI system.
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P 71 Development of an efficient radiation protection software tool for linac bunkers
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Introduction: In radiation therapy linear accelerators (linacs) are the equipments most commonly used. They can
generate electron or photon beams with energies, which may range of 6-20 MeV. As a consequence, radiation protection
is an issue and thick walls are needed in order to provide enough shielding for the staff [1]. The choice of thickness and
materials is not only driven by the need of radiation protection but also associated with the optimization of costs. It is thus
clear that the corresponding calculations of radiation protection must be performed efficiently and correctly such that
optimization can be performed. In this work, we present an efficient radiation protection software tool for linac bunkers.
Material and methods: As a first step a software environment has been established in order to manage different linac
bunker designs. The geometrical space is divided into voxels of user adjustable voxel sizes and each voxel contains the
information about the materials to be considered. This information is given by the corresponding tenth-value layer, which
can be assigned after considering the maximal photon energy of the linac.
As a second step a shielding barriers thickness calculation algorithm has been implemented using the ray tracing
concept. The distance in the different directions of the linac bunker construction for each ray is calculated from the
distance from the origin to the entry point of the shielding block and the distance from the origin to the exit point.
Finally an algorithm for the dose calculation in the voxels outside of the linac bunker has been developed. The calculation
is based on a simple equation taking into account the workload (W), the use factor (U), the occupancy factor (T), the
reduction factor for the dose rate (R) and the required number (n) of tenth-value layers. For this work, only two kinds of
radiation were considered: the primary radiation and the leakage radiation. As regards the occupancy factor the user can
easily enter the values for each voxel.
Results: The comparison of dose calculations obtained manually and those provided by the developed software tool
shows perfect agreement, as expected. In addition, due to its flexibility, the software tool enables easy adaptation of both
the geometry as well as the composition of the different shielding materials. Due to the use of the ray tracing method, it is
possible to calculate the dose distribution outside a linac bunker in almost real time.
Summary: In this work a flexible and efficient software tool is presented. It enables to calculate and visualize the dose
distribution outside of the linac bunker. Moreover several advantages have been achieved: an automatic procedure for
the dose calculation reducing human errors and a substantial gain in time compared to the currently used procedures.
References
[1]
Beschleunigerverordnung (814.501.513)
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P 72 Linac Twins with Flatness Filter Free Option in a Radiotherapy Department
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Introduction: Having two (or more) equal treatment machines (linac twins) enables a radiotherapy department to
facilitate the workflow. The major part of the German standards (DIN) regarding quality assurance of medical linear
accelerators has been reworked or has been published for the first time in the recent years due to technical
developments. The aim of this study is to setup a commissioning procedure and a quality assurance program for linac
twins with flattening filter free option and to investigate if time required for commissioning and quality assurance can be
reduced as compared to 2 linacs of different types. This includes the radiotherapy planning system (RTPS).
Material and methods: Tenders were invited to provide two linacs of the same type to replace the old Siemens Primus
machines. We asked for linacs with two photon energies (6 and 15 MV), additional flatness filter free (FFF) option,
capability of intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) and volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT), and 5-6 different
electron energies between 4 MeV and 22 MeV. Our requirement was that patients should be treatable at both machines
with the same treatment plan. The first of the twin machines, an Elekta Synergy with Agility head, XVI Cone Beam CT,
and Iview Portal Imaging has been installed and commissioned according to earlier experiences [1] and has been running
in the clinical routine for several months, but initially not FFF. The second linac will be installed in April, therefore no
comparative measurements are shown here but may be added for the final presentation.
Although commissioning tests, the determination of basic performance characteristics, and consistency tests for linacs
according the German standards [2] have to be accomplished for each machine, they can at least be set up identically
without modifications for twin machines. This is also applicable for performance characteristics and consistency testing
concerning special techniques as stereotactic radiotherapy [3; 4], and IMRT [5; 6], as well as electronic portal imaging
devices (EPID) [2]. For commissioning of the linac in the RTPS Oncentra 4.3 (Nucletron an Elekta Company) a set of
geometrical data, absolute, and relative dose measurements is required in addition to the acceptance test of the linac.
The data are processed by the company to create a model of the treatment unit, which takes several weeks according to
our experience. Once the model is delivered by the company, it has to be validated by the customer. One aim of the study
is to investigate, if this procedure can be reduced to the validation process for the second linac.
The draft of the German standard for consistency tests of RTPS DIN 6873 – 5 [7] requires calculations for each treatment
machine. Probably part 1 of DIN 6873 for commissioning of RTPS which is in development will demand this too. Having
only one treatment machine model reduces time and effort for quality assurance. The German directive “Strahlenschutz in
der Medizin” [8], paragraph 2.3.4, requires a concept to ensure patient treatment even during machine down times (e.g.
maintenance or breakdown). Linac twins allow shifting all patients from one machine to the other without calculating new
treatment plans. The record and verify system (Mosaiq) can be configured in a manner that fields for one machine can be
delivered at the other without warnings or password confirmation.
Discussion and conclusion: We expect that the time and effort for commissioning and quality assurance will be reduced
for linac twins. Earlier experiences with the Siemens Primus machines (of different generations) have shown that it was
possible to get equivalent dose distributions at least for standard photon energies. As much more this should be possible
for linacs of the same production series.
References
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Bildempfänger(EPID) – Konstanzprüfung.
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Bestrahlung – Konstanzprüfungen.
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P 73 Software Requirements and Prototype Development of a Web Application for Quality
Assurance (QA) in Radiation Therapy- a QAlender
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Introduction: The Radiooncology Department of the University Hospital of Tübingen (UKT) operates six radiation
treatment units in the main site in Tübingen and three hospital branches in the vicinity with one Linac on each site.
Today the complete technical QA is paper based according to the procedures regulated in e.g. DIN6847-5, DIN6847-6
and 6875-4. Every branch maintains a system of individual storage without a central database. This local usage of filebased documents (e.g. MS-Excel files) does not permit parallel access or interpretability of data. The current paper based
administration is time consuming and inefficient.
To comply with future requirements of an efficient and practicable workflow, the QA of all radiation treatment units has to
be coordinated and maintained centrally. Therefore the development and implementation of a centralized QA
management system, which is easily accessible from all internal and external treatment units is essential. Thereto web
based solutions allow for the use of mobile devices and efficient integration into an existing infrastructure.
Goal of this project is to design a feasible software architecture in order to optimize and simplify the current work flows
which should at the same time be easily expandable to future challenges.
Material and methods: The technical demands are determined by the infrastructural and organizational structure of the
UKT:
-

The basic installation of the system is adaptable to different end devices

-

Parallel access is possible

-

Access is independent of the device (e.g. fat client or tablet)

-

Check documents are presentable on web based documents

-

Result data is saved in a central database

-

Calendaric overview of executed and imminent QA checks for each treatment unit and graphical illustration of the
follow-up interval

-

Export of the results to a PDF-A File

-

Storage of check files and raw data

-

Currently MS-Windows is the standard operating system on clients in the UKT

-

Applications and servers are virtualized via a citrix solution

The required web application consists of a central server based on a database and a web server with the corresponding
application software (Fig. 1). Data is accessed via http protocol from clients with a standard web browser. For this kind of
software architecture numerous framework solutions based on freeware already exist on the market [1]. The data model
could be realized with the freeware database PostgreSQL. A Free Apache Tomcat Web Server could serve as a web
server. PHP could be used for the application logic. All components could be easily integrated into the present software
architecture and could be installed on Windows or Linux Platforms both. Therefore the usage of mobile devices via WLAN
is possible independently of their operating systems since the server is accessible by generally available browsers.
As a first step the rationalization effect of such a system should be analyzed. The main effect will be a major saving of
time for the staff and a much better traceability of the data by the use of Single sign on, standard access permissions and
automated logging. The data and the results of QA checks will always be available from inside and outside of the UKT.
This will lead to a much better performance due to intelligent user management and suitable input interfaces. Future
integration of existing software such as digitized dose quality assurance into this concept is also possible. In this case
three requirements have to be considered: Launching an external application, passing parameters and importing the
results. All of them need the development of specific data and user interfaces. Integrating applications into an existing
system is a well-known issue in healthcare information systems which is solved by open standards and middleware [2,3].
This is already part of the initial system design.
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Outlook: Future developments requiring special applications such as dynamic QA measurements arise from modern and
complex radiation treatment techniques such as IMRT and VMAT require. Therefore a future proof QA system must
provide an open design to be extensible for new modules for instance:
-

individually designed web based input interfaces instead of check documents

-

Directly editable and not hardcoded input interfaces. Date should be imported in a predefined format from a
precise import directory

-

Automatic data import from DICOM image files via a DICOM interface. The field information should be extracted
from the DICOM Header file automatically and can be compared with the automatically analyzed data of the
DICOM image. The data should be presented in a pdf report.

-

Automatic analysis of dynamic “DICOM Movies”.

Results: The implementation of a web based portal QA solution will lead to a high acceptance of the staff as the usage of
commonly known standard software (e.g. web browser) allows intuitive handling. In the daily use a significant
simplification of the workflow and performance enhancement can be achieved by easy access to the check documents.
As the data is now saved in a database it can easily be processed and long-term trends can be displayed. Therefore
possible errors can be detected much easier and earlier.
By the usage of time stamps and user authentication procedures and user responsibilities are comprehensibly
documented.
As the software is browser-based, integration into an existing software environment is not critical. As only technical QA
data is processed, no further data security measures are necessary. A certification as a medical product is not required.

Fig. 1: In web based applications decentral clients (a) access a central server via standard http(s) protocol. Communication and
application logic as well as the interfaces are hosted on a special hardware (b) from which the separate database server is accessed
(c).
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P 74 VMAT-QA using Elekta Linacs, Philips Pinnacle³ TPS and PTW Octavius 4D – A Code Of
Practice including a Hole System Quality Check
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Introduction: State-of-the-art linear accelerators provide a new irradiation technique called Volumetric Modulated Arc
Therapy (VMAT) which is a further development of the common Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy Treatment (IMRT).
This technique simultaneously changes the shape of the treatment aperture by a continuous movement of multileaf
collimator leaves, the rotation speed of the gantry and the delivery dose rate. As we do for IMRT we also have to verify
each VMAT patient plan before the first treatment according to DIN 6875-3 (2008) [1]. Parallel to the development of the
linear accelerators the availability and complexity of the verification systems increased. While the standard IMRT
verification method 2-3 years ago was to compare 2D dose distributions in one single plane, today we have the possibility
to compare volumetric dose distributions as well as the dose volume histograms (DVH) of the treatment planning system
(TPS) and the verification system. According to the complexity of the verification systems also their installation and
commissioning becomes more and more labour-intensive.
This work will provide all users struggling with the combination of Elekta Linacs, Philips Pinnacle³ as TPS and PTW
verification system Octavius 4D with a code of practice for a fast and troublefree VMAT verification work-flow.
Material and methods: Before VMAT verification becomes a standard procedure in the daily clinical work-flow the single
components have to be prepared for an optimal cooperation.
Philips Pinnacle³ TPS: The first step was to acquire a CT dataset of the Octavius 4D phantom including the Elekta
treatment table with 2 mm slice thickness. An alternative is to use the standard CT dataset which is delivered together
with the phantom but does not include the user's treatment table. Once delivered to the TPS the phantom CT dataset has
to be prepared for its use as standard QA-phantom. Therefore contours and points of interest have to be defined and the
volume of the phantom must be overwritten with a predefined density because of the air cavity inside the phantom.
Elekta Linac: The Linac itself has to be perfectly optimized for VMAT treatment which is normally done by the Elekta
service technicians. Within the Pinnacle³ TPS the Linac commissioning has to be checked. In our case the leaf-offset
curve, the tongue-and-groove value and the inter and intra leaf leakage had to be adjusted in agreement with the results
of real water phantom measurements [2].
PTW Octavius 4D: The PTW verification software VeriSoft needs a dataset of eleven measured depth dose curves which
are processed by the PTW software package and finally end in a file of 27 depth dose curves for field sizes from 0x0 to
26x26 cm² which later are used for the reconstruction of the measured data. For the cross calibration and basic validation
two (ap-pa) 10x10 cm² fields with the condition of a 2 Gy dose delivery in the middle chamber of the 2D ionization
chamber array to verify the dose with and without treatment table and a rotational 10x10 cm² field for the rotation
verification are needed [3].
Additional we planned the full rotation of the 10x10 cm² field CW and CCW as well as rotational 10x10 cm² fields for all
quadrants CW and CCW.
Results:
Elekta Linac and Philips Pinnacle³ TPS: On the hardware side we made the experience that a standard VMAT machine
setting according to the manufacturer's specifications is not automatically the optimal setting. There is a range fulfilling the
Elekta specifications but within this range there is an optimum of the settings. In our opinion this is one of the two most
critical parts on the way to an optimal VMAT behavior of the machine and it requires a lot of experience of the technician
to find the Linac's optimum.
The second critical part is on the software side where the Linac needs to be implemented in the TPS. What we found
were wrong values for the rounded leaf end specification provided by Elekta. Based on water phantom measurements
and beam simulations in Pinnacle³ we created our own leaf offset curve for the Agility™ MLC (Fig. 1). This curve shows a
different shape compared to the Elekta curve especially for leaf positions > 13 cm. Furthermore we also looked into the
tongue-and-groove effect of the Agility™ MLC but we could not find this effect in our measurements. With this result it
was obvious to enter a zero value for the tongue-and-groove effect in the Pinnacle³ MLC physics. But on the other hand
we found that Pinnacle³ needs this value for a correct modeling of the field size perpendicular to the leaf movement.
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PTW Octavius 4D Cross Calibration and basic validation: The absolute dose verification has been done by using a
0.3 ccm rigid stem ionization chamber (PTW TM23332) together with a special chamber insert plate for the Octavius
phantom. For the air density correction a radioactive check device was used. Other corrections have been done
according to DIN 6800-2 (2008) [4]. All measured dose values agreed with the planned values within ± 1%.
VMAT patient treatments: Since mid of December 2013 we did about 130 VMAT verifications and treatments. We have
no restrictions to a special kind of tumor entities. The major part are prostate cancer treatments with 40% followed by
30% of head and neck treatments, 10% lung treatments and 7% central nervous system treatments. Our evaluation
criterion is a gamma index of 3 mm / 3 % local dose. In special cases we allow up to 5 % for the dose to agreement. Over
80 % of the treatment plans fulfill the gamma criterion of 3 mm / 3 %, 15 % of the plans pass with 3 mm and 4 or 5% and
the other 5 % are optimized again before they also fulfill the criterion.
Conclusion: This work shows all the critical steps in the chain of combining Elekta Linacs, Pinnacle³ TPS and PTW
Octavius 4D for successful VMAT patient treatment verification. Looking to the single components the integration of the
Octavius 4D system in Pinnacle³ and the workflow to get this system running and measuring is the easiest part in this
chain. The most labour-intensive part is the optimizing of the real Linac and its model in the TPS. Regarding the whole
patient treatment process the obtained results show a perfect quality of the complete system chain. Starting with the CT
acquisition and transfer to the TPS followed by the dose planning in Pinnacle³ and plan transfer to the Linac and ending in
a perfect absolute dose and VMAT plan verification the whole system was checked.
The next step is the evaluation of the DVH information in the PTW VeriSoft software in comparison with the Pinnacle³
DVH. Together with PTW we have the possibility to test this VeriSoft option before the official release in the second half
of this year.

Fig. 1: Leaf offset curves for the Elekta Agility™ MLC. Values provided by Elekta (blue) and modified curve after machine specific
measurements and simulations (green).
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P 75 Magnetic resonance based polymer gel dosimetry − technical aspects in manufacturing
and evaluation, restrictions, artefacts, application problems
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Introduction: The 3-dimensional dosimetr
knife-photons or ion beam therapy poses high challenges to the dosimeter with regard to precision, accuracy [1], tissue
equivalence, spatial resolution and time-efficient measurement procedures (RTAP criterions [2]). The advantages of
Magnetic Resonance Imaging based polymer gel dosimetry (MRPD) are represented by the tissue equivalence of the
detector material and the fast (multi-slice) 3D dimensional imaging of the transverse relaxation time (T2) to visualize the
polymerization process and subsequently the corresponding dose distribution after calibration [3, 4, 1]. In addition, high
resolution at a voxel size below 1 mm in all of the three dimensions is in principle possible [5, 6, 1].
However the accuracy and reproducibility of polymer gel dosimetry is dependent on manifold conditions of manufacturing,
handling, environmental state and measurement parameters. This contribution is listing in a qualitative manner some of
the most important sources of errors for inaccurate or faulty determination of absolute dose levels in MRPD.
Materials and methods: The principle of polymer gel dosimetry is reliant on the production of radical carrying molecules,
the concentration of which is proportional to the irradiation dose. The detector material is composed mainly of water and a
monomer compound (6-10%), e.g. methacrylic acid or the copolymer system acryl amide/BIS-acrylamide, which is
activated for polymerization by the presence of radical carrying molecules. Using tomographic scanners, especially optical
scanners [7, 2] or parameter selective T2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 3D-dose images can be calculated after
calibration. The MR-measurement parameter T2 is sensitive to the subsequent immobilization of the monomer and
embedded water molecules [3, 4]. Gelatine serves as a carrier matrix for the initial immobilization of the multi- and
polymers. The relaxation rate R2 = 1/T2 is, in many cases over large ranges, directly proportional to the irradiation dose
D: R2 = R20 + +
D (calibration). The sensitivity of the polymer gel can be varied in a wide range by different
compositions [8, 9].
Oxygen suppresses the polymerization. The addition of oxygen scavenging chemicals in (mmol concentrations) as
ascorbic acid [10] and THPC [11, 12] to the polymer gel allows for the manufacturing of the polymer gel dosimeters in
simply equipped chemical laboratories at normal environmental oxygen partial pressure (“normoxic polymer gels”). We
will restrict our discussion on these „normoxic“ polymer gels due to their wide-spread practical relevance in MRPD.
The measurement of the spatial distribution of the absolute dose is based – as a general rule – on calibration
measurements of several reference samples of the same manufacturing batch. A calibration curve, correlating the
measurement parameter, e.g. R2, to the dose, is obtained and the curve fitting parameters are then applied to the 3dimensional R2-data set, from which the 3D-dose distribution is calculated. The quality of the whole quantitative dose
evaluation procedure is critically dependent on identical manufacturing, handling, irradiation and evaluation conditions
between calibration and 3D-dosimtry polymer gels. Several important factors and technical problems in manufacturing
and evaluation of MRPD are listed and shortly discussed on a qualitative level.
Results: Variations in dose sensitivity and errors are subject to many criteria, which are subdivided in the following into
mainly 4 subgroups:
1.) Polymer gel-preparation
Besides from obvious preparation parameters (temperature and course of preparation and composition), the dose
response and sensitivity of polymer gels is critically connected to the concentration of oxygen scavenger incl. catalyst
concentrations and their distribution. The concentration of catalyst ingredients as e.g. copper-sulphate in “MAGIC” [10] is
in the order of several µmol and thus variations or impurities might have strong consequences on the dose response.
Also the mixing effectiveness of the ingredients might is relevant. We experienced no dose response in the first trials with
MAGIC polymer gels due to usage of a standard magnetic stirrer instead of a high velocity overhead propeller mixer. After
high speed mixing the polymer gel, consisting of a mixture of monomer, gelatine, water and oxygen scavenger is
developing a strong and thick foam cover, containing oxygen. The autonomous reduction of this foam may take up to one
hour. We experienced in many cases tiny air bubbles left in the polymer gel, which troop together later in the
measurement gel container and suppress polymerization nearby or distort the image due to susceptibility artefacts in MRmicro-imaging (see fig. 1). The oxygen permeability of the container material might be also critically relevant: During
storage till irradiation oxygen penetrates through the wall and might saturate the chemical scavenging capacity of the
oxygen scavenger at mmolar concentrations. The absolute free oxygen concentration in the monomer gel has to be
decreased below 10-2 mg/l, in order to not suppress the polymerization process. We experienced sufficient
impermeability for BAREX-type material, but still had difficulties in sealing the caps of our small containers.
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Fig. 1a Photo of a normoxic polymer gel after irradiation within a
Co60 photon field (D  20 Gy). Note the air bubbles on top inside
the gel container.
The oxygen present has overloaded the scavenging capacity of
THPC and the polymerization is suppressed, indicated by the
clear top area. Below that, in the region of effective oxygen
scavenging the polymer appears turbid due to effective
polymerization.

Fig. 1b T2 parameter map of the polymer gel dosimeter. The
Co60 photons are applied from the bottom. Due to oxygen
present in the area below the cap (see air bubbles in fig. 1a) the
polymerization is suppressed. The T2 values in the rectangular
ROI are significantly increased (T2 = 645 ms +- 20 ms) with
reference to the central polymerized region (T2= 79,1 +-4.5 ms].

2.) Polymer gel storage
Besides from oxygen dense container material the temperature time course has a strong impact on the dose response
[13]. Small calibration containers might experience a significant faster temperature drop when being stored in the
refrigerator than large (l) volumes for extended radiation fields, which might result in differences in R2 of up to about 30%.
Gelling, the inclusion of water in the gelatine matrix, represents a long lasting physico-chemical process up to about 8
days [14], which has a significant influence on the mobility of the water molecules and consequently the MR-measured
relaxation rate R2. The process is relevant for the dose sensitivity
and the relaxation rate at zero dose (offset: R20))
Therefore the calibration gel and the 3D-detector polymer gel are to be treated, stored and evaluated at the same
conditions.
3.) Irradiations
Besides from obvious parameters, e.g. the chemical composition, the quantitative value of the dose response is
dependent on the temperature due to the physico-chemical reaction process steps during polymerization and the dose
rate [14, 15]. High dose rates above about 1 Gy/min [15] might result in a significant reduced dose response and
subsequent deviations between the calibration gel irradiated with a (low dose rate) Co60 source and the 3D-detector
polymer gel irradiated e.g. on a linear accelerator, easily exceeding dose rates of 1 Gy/min in filter free irradiation status.
The MR-evaluation can be performed after finalization of the polymerization process at about 12 h for acrylamide polymer
gels [1]. Also the radiation beam quality, especially the linear energy transfer (LET) affects the dose response. Particle
beams exhibit a significant dose quenching in regions of a LET >~ 4 keV/µm [16].
4.) Magnetic Resonance Imaging
4.1 Several factors are strongly relevant for the relaxivity R2, as calculated from differently T2-weighted MR-images:
1) Tmeas: the mobility of the water molecules inside the polymer and gelatine matrix is strongly dependent on
the temperature. The coincidence of the temperature of calibration gels with that of the dosimeter sample
is important for accuracy with absolute dose measurement.
2) The MR-measurement protocol, especially: FOV, MTX, bandwidth, echo timing: nr of echoes for
evaluation, TE and its range [17].
The true spatial resolution in each imaging system might strongly deviate from the voxel or pixel size due to e.g. distortion
artefacts as e.g. magnetic susceptibility differences, present in the vicinity of air bubbles. Modern highly precise radiation
therapy can easily achieve dose gradients above 4Gy/mm. Consequently a pixel size as small as 1 mm might already
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result in dose inaccuracy of D = 4 Gy. It has been demonstrated that a voxel volume above 0.5 mm already results in
significant dose errors in the Bragg-peak of monoenergetic particle beams [18].
Especially the gradient performance with eddy currents might result in additional dephasing of the nuclear spins, which
results in significant extra relaxation R2. The imperfection in gradient switching is especially important for high gradient
strength as present in high-resolution imaging and small slice thickness and thus results in significant under-estimation of
the dose as measured within the detector dosimeter, if the calibration gels are scanned with higher spatial resolution or
vice versa. In dosimetric micro-imaging at very high resolution (pixel size ~ 200 µm), which is necessary e
-knife
3D-dosimetry for small sized collimators, an additional diffusion weighing is present due to the rephasing gradients, which
results in an offset R20 change [5].
It is noted that accurate relative dosimetric imaging, e.g. supported by an absolute dose measurement in two single points
at different dose levels, is possible as long as the linear dose response in the polymer gel detector can be guaranteed.
4.2 In addition there are several possible sources for artefacts in MRPD:
1) Magnetic susceptibility. The container material or fixation gadgets of the detector might contain
compounds with a magnetic susceptibility significantly different from that of water. This results in
distortions in MR-imaging especially if the bandwidth f is chosen too small (>300 Hz/pixel]. Small tiny air
bubbles present in the polymer gel might result in T2 distortion in the surrounding area even at high
bandwidth (see Fig. 1).
2) An inhomogeneity in the spatial distribution of the radio-frequency field, due to e.g. too small radiofrequency (rf-) coils with reference to the field of view (FOV) results in imperfect 90°-excitation and 180°refocusing pulses. Subsequently T2-values might be erroneous [17].
Conclusion: Quantitative accurate absolute MR-based polymer gel dosimetry is critically dependent on the identity of
manufacturing process, storage conditions (especially temperature course), irradiation and MRI-evaluation of the polymer
gel samples used for calibration and the dosimetric detector polymer gel. There are several sources of errors for a correct
evaluation: the most important are: oxygen in the polymer gel, the temperature course during all steps of preparation and
evaluation due to the sensitivity of the physico-chemical processes and a difference between calibration and
measurement gels with regard to the used MR-protocol parameters. Accurate relative dosimetric imaging can be obtained
with MRPD (e.g. supported by an absolute dose measurement with an ionization chamber in two single points at different
dose levels), if the linear dose response in the polymer gel detector can be assured.
The lack of standardization in all the steps of preparation and MRPD evaluation requires experienced applicants involving
mainly polymer gel manufacturing know-how, irradiation and dosimetric skills and in addition detailed MRI experience.
MRPD (besides from optically scanned dosimeters and CT [19]) is uniquely suited for research purposes in the evaluation
of highly precise modern radiation therapy techniques due to its unique combination of 3D-dosimetric imaging,
visualization potential within acceptable short evaluation time, adjustable dose domains, tissue equivalence and high
spatial resolution ultimately limited by the pixel size in MR-scanning. However the different possible sources of artefacts
and errors for quantitative absolute dosimetry are to be considered for tolerable quantitative 3D-dosimetric results.
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Introduction: Patient specific pre-treatment plan verification plays an important role in assuring the dosimetric accuracy
in radiation therapy. The evolution of pre-treatment verification ranges from early single point ionization chamber
verification to advanced planar verification using detector arrays. For the planar dosimetric verification, a reliable dose
verification software tool is essential. The objective of this study was to evaluate and validate the performance of a new
pre-treatment patient dose verification software OmniPro-I’mRT+ for photon beams of energies 6 MV and 10 MV with and
without flattening filter (FFF). Additionally, the error detection sensitivity of the gamma algorithm in OmniPro-I’mRT+ was
tested with different control point errors created in the patient plans.
Material and methods: OmniPro-I’mRT+ (pre-clinical version v. 0.3.2.0) is a new dose verification tool for patient specific
IMRT QA, which is used together with the MatriXXEvolution detector array (MXX-Evo). MXX-Evo consists of 1020 airvented pixel ionization chambers with a volume of 80 mm3, arranged in 32x32 grid with center to center distance of 7.6
mm from each center. Compared to OmniPro-I’mRT (v. 1.7b), the OmniPro-I’mRT+ has a different gamma calculation
algorithm and has both the local and global gamma index.
A total of 30 patient (10 FFF cases) plans with different treatment modalities and energies were used for this study. For
each case hybrid plans were created in Monaco (v. 5.0) treatment planning system. The measurements were performed
with MXX-Evo positioned at the isocenter with 4 cm (3 mm inherent) build-up and attached to the gantry with a holder
(source detector distance = 100 cm).The validation of the patient plans was based on the global gamma index method
with a dose deviation criterion of 3% and a distance to agreement criterion of 3 mm (≥ 95% of passing gamma pixels).
The plans were normalized to the dose maximum and a threshold of above 20% is applied in order to remove the low
dose components from gamma. The measurement data with resolution of 0.76 cm used as the reference and compared
to the isocenter dose plane of the hybrid plan with resolution of 0.3 cm.
For the error sensitivity test, a few control points (segments) in the original patient plans were removed and the dose was
simulated on the MXX-Evo phantom. The error plans simulated from the planning system were compared with the
measurements obtained from the original plans with the same setup mentioned above. The investigations of the error
detecting capability of the gamma algorithm were based on the different dose differences and distance to agreement
criteria (3%/3 mm, 2%/2 mm and 1%/1 mm).
These entire patient plans and error sensitivity tests were benchmarked against our standard clinical patient specific pretreatmentdose verification tool i.e. using OmniPro-I’mRT with the same setup as mentioned above (however with a
different resolution of 0.1 mm for both datasets).
Results: For the patient specific pre-treatment verification using OmniPro-I’mRT+, all the 30 plans had passed the clinical
requirements. On comparison with OmniPro-I’mRT, the gamma map of the new OmniPro-I’mRT+ showed results with
nominally higher passing rates (Figure 1).
The results for the error sensitivity in the gamma algorithm between OmniPro-I’mRT+ and OmniPro-I’mRT are presented
in the Table 1. Overall, the OmniPro-I’mRT+ gamma algorithm shows comparable results with OmniPro-I’mRT with only
slight deviations.
Summary: The OmniPro-I’mRT+ software provided results with slightly higher gamma passing rate in pre-treatment
verification due to a different method in gamma algorithm; the new method does not require re-sampling the calculated or
measured data in OmniPro-I’mRT+. Based on the gamma sensitivity test, the gamma index algorithm of OmniPro-I’mRT+
and OmniPro-I’mRT software’s provided similar results. OmniPro-I’mRT+ is suitable as a dose verification software tool
for patient specific pre-treatment verification of radiotherapy plans.
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Fig. 1. Gamma index (3% dose deviation, 3 mm distance to agreement) statistics of patient plans comparing measurements and
+
analysis from OmniPro-I’mRT and OmniPro-I’mRT against the dose of hybrid plan from the treatment planning system. New gamma
algorithm (no need for resampling) provides higher passing rates.

Gamma Index
3%/3 mm
Plan Details

Case 1

Case 2

2%/2 mm

1%/1 mm

3%/3 mm

89,50%

57,50%

99,19%

90,70%

58,94%

OmniPro I'mRT+

2%/2 mm

1%/1 mm

OmniPro I'mRT

Original

99,70%

5 control points missing

89,70%

78%

49,10%

88,97%

76,90%

49,16%

7 control points missing

85,50%

75,40%

46,30%

84,99%

73,62%

45,73%

10 control points missing

81,70%

72,60%

44,80%

81,56%

69,82%

43,22%

Original

100%

99,20%

72,10%

99,86%

94,10%

59,58%

7 control points missing

100%

97,50%

73%

100%

95,59%

60,83%

10 control points missing

100%

94,30%

61,50%

99,38%

93,51%

56,68%

15 control points missing

82,80%

65,60%

33,60%

84,48%

68,44%

34,69%

+

Tab. 1. Sensitivity of the gamma algorithm in OmniPro-I’mRT and OmniPro-I’mRT were evaluated with different dose deviation and
distance to agreement criteria (3%/3 mm, 2%/2 mm and 1%/1 mm) in gamma index method for the patient plans with different control
point errors.
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P 77 Post irradiation quality assurance method for TBI Patients.
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Purpose: To establish an independent verification method by comparison of in vivo dosimetry and calculated dose with
help of spreadsheet for total body irradiation (TBI).
Material and methods: Six patients were treated with fractionated TBI (12 Gy, 2 Gy BID) using extended SSD technique.
The dose prescribes to the mid plane of the patients at the level of umbilicus. Nano Dots were placed on to the patient’s
skin to measure the entrance and exit doses at seven anatomical reference points (head, neck, armpit, umbilicus, groin,
Knee, and ankle).
For the measurement, calibrated Nano Dots are placed simultaneously at the reference positions.
The doses at entrance and exit are measured and compare to the calculated values of respective positions. Following
comparison methods are used to make the study more error sensitive and effective
1.
2.

Comparison of doses on anatomical reference positions.
Comparison of whole treatment dose deviation.

The positions of detectors are keeping unchanged during the whole treatment by placing special marks on the reference
positions.
Results: The results of in vivo dosimetry showed that the mid-plane doses are consistent with calculations using the
analytical method. The average percentage dose differences are found within ±15%.
Summary: This is an easy and practicable method for independent dose quality assurance. Through this study, errors or
dose deviations trace out after every fraction as well as in whole treatment. The detectors are calibrated against our
standard setup and extended SSD set up to convert counts into doses. It is concluded that dose inconsistency at different
reference points is within tolerance; also it is less time consuming, safe and effective QA method for TBI patients. It is
also recommended for this QA method, the patients set up or the detector position must reproduce for each fraction. It will
help to achieve more accurate results. It is intended to investigate further improvement in this method.

Fig. 1: Percentile dose difference on reference anatomical
positions.

Fig. 2: Whole treatment dose percentile difference for 6 TBI
patients
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P 78 Routine estimation of effective patient dose for SPECT-CT and PET-CT hybrid cameras
in nuclear medicine diagnostic
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Aim of the Study was to define and evaluate an algorithm to estimate effective dose due to diagnostic procedures on
SPECT-CT and PET-CT scanners in nuclear medicine. The recent development of hybrid cameras leads to reduced
amounts of radiopharmaceuticals applied because of an increased sensitivity of detection on one hand – on the other
hand the CT modality adds significant additional exposure.
The required dose of imaging systems in nuclear medicine is based on the statistical nature of radioactive decay. In
contrast to the absorbed and furthermore the effective dose (ED), the radioactivity can be directly and easily measured.
For the calculation of the ED in a patient an assumption of the average kinetics and distribution of the
radiopharmaceutical must be defined as well as the patient itself. Therefore, it is possible to derive an estimate of ED
delivered to the reference person. This implies the hypothesis that the applied kinetic model reflects the individual subject
within acceptable spread also in cases of different pathologies. The provision of ED estimates for radiopharmaceuticals in
routine requires a patient-specific determination of the administered activity. The ED is calculated from the activity
multiplied by conversion factors from the applied radiopharmaceuticals. Literature on the available biokinetics and
dosimetry data was systematically reviewed, mostly using PubMed (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed) and secondary
literature cited within the articles found. The complete collection of conversion factors for effective dose for several
radiopharmaceuticals can be found in Annals of the ICRP Publication 53 (1987), Publication 62 (1991), Publication 80
(1998) and Publication 106 (2008). The CT component was calculated based on a simplified algorithm from the European
Guidelines for Multislice Computed Tomography (EUR 16262 EN) using a normalized coefficient appropriate to the
anatomical region and the patient’s age multiplied by the dose-length product (DLP). Especially for PET-CT but also for
SPECT-CT – unlike radiological examinations – extended scan ranges for partial-body and whole-body scans are
required due to attenuation correction (Siemens Biograph mCT, Siemens Medical Solutions USA, low dose CT: 120kV,
40 mAeff, CARE dose, 5mm slice thickness, pitch 1,3).
As a result the ED was calculated according this algorithm for adult male and female patients for the common
examinations of SPECT-CT and PET-CT. The radiopharmaceutical was applied proportional to patient weight according
EANM dosage card or (if not listed there) from dedicated guidelines. The standard deviation only considers the difference
based on the patient’s weight; therefore methodical uncertainties are not included. The DLP of partial-body and wholebody scans are taken from the dose report including scout view.
Bone Scintigraphy 99mTc DPD (0,0057mSv/MBq) for 43 female patients (7513kg) leads to 2,70,2mSv, for 43 male
patients (8121kg) leads to 2,70,3mSv. Leucocyte Scintigraphy 99mTc HMPAO (0,0093mSv/MBq) for 43 female
patients (7417kg) leads to 4,30,3mSv, for 43 male patients (8418kg) leads to 4,50,4mSv. Scintigraphy with 123IIodid (0,11mSv/MBq) for 17 female patients (7616kg) leads to 2,10,2mSv, for 16 male patients (8418kg) leads to
4,50,4mSv. Receptor Scintigraphy 111In Octreotid (150MBq for 70kg Patient) 0,054mSv/MBq) for 43 female patients
(6511kg) leads to 7,70,4mSv, for 43 male patients (8613kg) leads to 8,10,1mSv.
PET 18F-FDG (0,019mSv/MBq) for 43 female patients (7513kg) leads to 3,50,4mSv, for 43 male patients (8015kg)
leads to 3,70,2mSv. PET 18F-FDOPA (0,05mSv/MBq) for 31 female patients (6713kg) leads to 3,40,3mSv, for 31
male patients (8210kg) leads to 3,70,1mSv. PET 18F-Fluorid (0,017mSv/MBq) for 43 female patients (6413kg), leads
to 3,10,3mSv, for 43 male patients (8319kg) leads to 3,30,1mSv. PET 18F-FCHOLIN (0,02mSv/MBq) for 43 male
patients (8716kg) leads to 3,80,1mSv.
A low dose partial body scans down to the tights (0,015mSv/Gy.cm) for 16 female patients leads to 41mSv, for 16 male
patients it leads to 3,50,9mSv – for the total body (0,012mSv/Gy.cm) applied to 16 female patients leads to 51mSv,
for 16 male patients it leads to 5,20,8mSv.
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Radiation exposure in nuclear medicine diagnostic procedures remains within the range of annual natural radiation
exposure. The activity used for procedures in nuclear medicine is a compromise between radiation safety and image
quality. There are several ways to minimize radiation exposure. The most important way of assuring quality in any
procedure is a strong quality-control program. Comprehensive knowledge encompassing the indications for the study,
adequate acquisition and processing, and the final quantification and interpretation of its results are of great importance. If
the patient accepts prolonged data acquisition, the quality of the image is improved. For most diagnostic
radiopharmaceuticals dosimetry data are available, although the data collection and calculation methods are
heterogeneous, particularly for pediatric applications. Furthermore, the calculated ED for SPECT-CT and PET-CT
examinations is not an individual patient dose, but represent the stochastic health risk.
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P 79 Evalution of an alternative measurement method for the statutory determination of the
activity of the therapy capsules used for radioiodine therapy to reduce radiation
exposure for the medical staff
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Introduction: Radioiodine therapy is a common and well-established therapy for the treatment of benign and malign
diseases of the thyroid. Determination of radioactive activity of the therapy capsule is statutory for the performance of
treatment, but resulting in a significant radiation exposure for the medical staff involved in the measurement process. The
aim of our study was to evaluate a new method of measurement which enabled the capsule to remain inside of the
transport lead shielding and therefore to achieve a reduction of radiation hazard, whilst generating reliable and sufficient
results.
Material and methods: Two capsules with different start activities (2000 MBq and 6000 MBq) were measured in two
different sizes of lead containers (size I and II). The time of measurement was chosen the way that the activities
measured was covering the range between 300 – 2000 MBq for the lead containers of size I and 2000 – 6000 MBq for
the size II. For the measurement of the capsule activity a well-type counter and an uptake measurement probe were
used. To determine the local dose rate (LDR) thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) were used. The count rates from the
measurement of the capsule inside of the containers were correlated with the capsule activity at the corresponding time to
create a calibration curve between the capsule activity [MBq] and the count rate of the used device [IPS]. Capsels with
activities covering the range of calibration were measured in four additional containers of the appropriate size to evaluate
the calibration curves.
Results: According to the two sizes of the lead containers the calibration of the two devices used for the measurement of
the capsule activity inside of the transport lead containers resulted in two calibration lines for each device with regression
coefficients R2>99,99. The total relative uncertainties of the measurement method were for the well-type counter 5.47%
(size I) and 5.43% (size II) and for the uptake-measuring probe 5.44% (size I) and 5.44% (size II) respectively. The
maximum equivalent dose measured at the surface of the lead shielding was 2.99 μSv/s per GBq for size I and 0.27
μSv/s per GBq for size II. The local dose rate (LDR) of the I-131-therapy capsule in ten-centimeter distance without
shielding was 46.18 μSv/s per GBq. This means that the radiation exposure caused by the measurement of the capsule
activity while the capsule remains inside of the transport lead shielding could be minimized 15.4-fold (93.53%) for size I
and 171- fold (99.42%) for size II compared to the common conservative measurement of the capsule activity.
Conclusion: The application of the new technique for the statutory pre-therapeutic measurements of the radioiodine
capsules correlates with a reduction of radiation exposure for the medical staff of 93.53% for container I, and a reduction
of 99.42% for container II regarding the necessary handling. This measuring method for radioactive Iodine 131 capsules
can reduce the radiation exposition for the medical staff to a minimum which is important especially under consideration
of the ALARA principle, whilst a sufficient and reliable activity determination is still guaranteed.
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P 80 Measurements of fingers doses to Nuclear Medicine Staff
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Method: In this study, finger doses were measured for five different nuclear medicine staff occupational groups for which
heavy irradiation of the hands was suspected. Finger doses were measured for Nuclear medicine physicians,
technologists, nurses and physicists. The nuclear medicine staff working with the radioactive materials wear two TLD
dosimeter during the whole period, which lasted from 1 to 4 weeks. staff perform their work on a regular basis throughout
the month, and mean annual doses were calculated for these groups.
99m

Results: The doses to the fingers for the
Tc technologists and nurses of groups 2,3 were observed to be 30.24 ± 14.5
131
(mean ± SD) and 30.37 ± 17.5 uSv/GBq, respectively. Similarly, the dose to the fingers for the 3
I technologists in
group 5 was estimated to be 126.13 ± 38.2 uSv/GBq. Finger doses for the physicians could not be calculated per unit of
activity because they did not handle the radiopharmaceuticals directly. Their doses were reported in millisieverts that
accumulated in 1 wk. The doses to the fingers of the physicist were 16.3 ± 7.7 uSv/GBq. The maximum average finger
131
dose in this study was to the technologists handled therapeutic I (2.8 mSv).
Conclusion; We conclude that the maximum expected annual dose to the extremities appeared to be less than the
annual limit (500 mSv/y).
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The current Swiss radioprotection ordinance in force since 1994 is based on the ICRP 60. Since then, the new ICRP 103
has been published and EURATOM has published its directive laying down basic safety standards for protection against
the dangers arising from exposure to ionising radiation (BSS). That is why in 2011 a large project aiming at the overall
revision of the Swiss radioprotection legislation was started. The project is conducted with the involvement of the three
affected authorities and multiple radioprotection experts. It is grouped in several sub-projects, one of them covering
medical exposures. The new legislation is planned to be in force by 2016.
In this contribution, we will present the major changes in the adapted legislation for medical exposures and show the
Swiss way of transposing the Euratom BSS. For example how we lay down the legal basis for conducting clinical audits,
proceedings that are currently not yet implemented in Switzerland. Also dose constraints for cares and comforters are
defined as well as for individuals taking part in biomedical or medical research that do not benefit directly from the
research project. The justification principle and its three levels according to ICRP 103 is introduced. The involvement of
Medical Physics Experts in medical exposures is described more precisely. Also rules for conducting non-medical
imaging (formerly known as medico-legal procedures) are fixed. The obligation of notification of accidental and
unintended medical exposures is enlarged beyond radiation therapy. And finally the rules for data collection required for
the establishment of national diagnostic reference level and the monitoring of the population dose are defined.
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P 82 Patient dose in coronary CT angiography: results of a nationwide survey
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Aim: The aim of the study was to determine representative dose values applied in coronary CT angiographic (cCTA)
examinations in daily clinical practice.
Material and methods: Based on a nationwide survey on CT practice in Germany in 2012/2013, dose parameters such
as the CT dose index (CTDIvol) and the dose length product (DLP) were derived from user-specified cCTA protocols.
Protocols with prospective EKG-triggering (pCTA) and retrospective gating (rCTA) were separately evaluated.
Considering the tissue weighting factors of ICRP Publication 103, effective dose values (Deff) were computed using the
program CT-Expo (v2.2) [1-2].
Results: In total, 47 pCTA and 54 rCTA protocols were evaluated. Examinations with bypass implementation were not
considered. For pCTA and rCTA, the median as well as the 1st and 3rd quartile of CTDIvol were 15.9 (8.6 / 31.6) mGy
and 29.7 (21.5 / 44.4) mGy, respectively. Correspondingly, DLP values were 305 (140 / 587) mGy cm and 559 (324 /
783) mGy cm resulting in effective doses Deff of 5.4 (2.5 / 10.5) mSv and 10.0 (5.8 / 14.0) mSv, respectively. The
differences between the dose parameters determined for pCTA and rCTA were statistically significant (p<0.01).
Conclusion: In contrast to the studies of Arnoldi et al. (2009) and Horiguchi et al. (2009) where a dose reduction
potential of more than 60% were found for pCTA as compared to rCTA within a single institution [3-4], a dose reduction
potential of 46% were determined in this multi-center study. As compared to the nationwide survey of Brix et al. (2002)
[5], where rCTA protocols were solely evaluated (median: DLP = 589 mGy cm, CTDIvol = 45.6 mGy, Deff = 10.6 mSv),
the CTDIvol of rCTA protocols have been decreased by 33% on average. This decrease is mainly due to recent
technological developments of CT scanners (including detectors). The DLP, however, has not been changed accordingly
which can only be explained by larger CT scan lengths used.
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P 83 Eutempe-RX, an EC supported FP7 project for the Training and Education of Medical
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Motivation: The core activity of the medical physics expert (MPE), as defined by the EU BSS [1], is to ensure optimal use
of ionising radiation in patient healthcare and to bring new knowledge and expertise from physics into healthcare. It is
therefore essential that these healthcare professionals are trained to the highest level. This level has been defined as
EQF level 8 by the EC [2]. The knowledge, skills and competences (KCS’s) going along with an expertise of EQF level 8
for MPE are specified in the accomplished EU funded ‘Guidelines for the MPE’ [3] project. These Guidelines have
developed a harmonized qualification framework for Europe and a curriculum development model linking curriculum
content to professional role.
Materials and methods: The main objective of the EUTEMPE-RX project is to provide a training scheme that allows the
medical physicist in Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology in the countries of the European Union to reach EQF level 8.
This is necessary because in many European countries financial and organizational considerations will preclude the
development of local training schemes. In addition, not all expertise may be available locally. A European network of
partners was brought together in a new FP7 EC project to ensure sufficient expertise in all fields of study and to create a
harmonized program of courses. The learners that are targeted by the project are medical physicists in Diagnostic and
Interventional Radiology (hospitals), in the medical device industry and in regulatory authorities.
The EUTEMPE-RX project will develop 12 courses at EQF level 8, with radiation safety and diagnostic efficacy being
prevalent subjects. Some of the topics covered will be: professional issues (legal aspects, communication, leadership
etc.), quality assurance, advanced performance measurements, CT imaging, breast cancer screening, high dose
interventional procedures, phantoms (anthropomorphic), dosimetry (for the conceptus, infants, adolescents and adults),
radiation biology, personnel and correlated patient risk in Diagnostic and interventional radiology as well as Monte Carlo
simulation techniques.
Courses will be designed using a blended learning scheme. Each course will last about 2 weeks, nearly equally divided
between a preparation phase at home via online learning and an onsite training phase at different centers around Europe.
As part of this scheme, e-learning education and teaching sessions (courses) will be developed. This will, in particular,
help support medical physicists that cannot be released from their duties for long periods, especially those with childcare
responsibilities. After a successful test at the end of each course the participants receive certificates for the successful
achievement of EQF level 8 within the KSCs covered by the content of the course.
A business plan will be developed to ensure the sustainable continuation of this programme of courses following the end
of the project. While the project will be limited to the area of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, it is recognized that
this work should be built upon to extend the training to other areas, such as Nuclear Medicine and Radiation Oncology.
Results: The EUTEMPE-RX project started successfully in August 2013. Details of the course content have been
specified. The intended learning outcomes cover the great majority of KSCs to be found in the ‘European Guidelines for
the MPE’. First courses will be held in early 2015. The whole curriculum will be delivered until mid 2016. News on the
project are presented at the website www.eutempe-rx.eu.
Conclusion: A standardized qualification program for MPE to reach EQF level 8 has been established. In the framework
of the EUTEMPE-RX program 12 courses on the major topics will be developed. The courses are set up using a blended
learning scheme, each course lasting approximately 2 weeks (1 week preparation, 1 week on site training). First courses
will be delivered in spring 2015. A business plan will be developed to ensure sustainability of the qualification program
beyond the end of the EC funded project.
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P 84 Is the EANM-SOP model optimal for the calculation of the time-integrated activity
coefficient of I-131 in the thyroid?
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Introduction: The aim of this study was to find the optimal modelling method for reproducible and observer-independent
calculation of the time-integrated activity coefficient of I-131 in the thyroid gland prior to radioiodine therapy of benign
thyroid disease. This determination of the time-integrated activity coefficient
-131 in the thyroid gland prior to
radioiodine therapy is an important variable for determining the therapeutic activity [1, 2].
Usual practice is to measure thyroid uptake data and pre-correct it before fitting to a mathematical model (for example by
subtraction of the background from the values measured in the thyroid). In contrast to this, in this study, we apply a more
general modelling and evaluation method, which directly adapts the corresponding model to integrate all raw data
(without pre-corrections). To what extent these mathematically improved description leads to different time-integrated
activity coefficients was determined by comparing the two corresponding evaluation methods.
Material and methods: The 72 complete sets of patient measurement data after oral administration of about 1 MBq of I131 included background measurement, the capsule activity, and 5 thyroid and femoral measurements after 2, 6, 24, 48
and 96 (n = 52) h or 120 (n = 20) h. Six patients with suspected measurement error in at least one of the measured
values were excluded from the model comparison.
A general two-compartment model consisting of a blood and a thyroid compartment in conjunction with a theoretically
complete description of the measured raw data was developed. From this, 7 simplified models were generated by setting
different parameters to zero. All 8 models were fitted to the measurement data using GraphPad Prism (version 6.02 for
Windows, La Jolla California, USA, www.graphpad.com). The optimal model was selected for each patient based on the
corrected Akaike information criterion (AICc) [3, 4]. Subsequently the corresponding time-integrated activity coefficients
were calculated (evaluation method 1) and compared to the corresponding values obtained according to the current
EANM standard operating procedure (EANM-SOP) [1] (evaluation method 2). The EANM-SOP first converts the 12
measurements into 5 relative thyroid uptake values before fitting to a simplified two-compartment model.
Results: The thyroidal time-integrated activity coefficients were 112 h ± 46 h (range 33 h to 207 h) for evaluation method
206 h). The relative deviations in the time-integrated activity coefficients between both evaluation methods in each patient
were -0.6% ± 7.1% (range: -28% to 15%). In 11 patients, the deviation was larger than 10%.
Conclusion: The average differences between the two evaluation methods are relatively small. In individual cases the
deviations were relevant. However, this can also be caused by errors when measuring the patients. In view of the other
uncertainties in the determination of the therapeutic activity, the EANM SOP provides a good estimate of the retention of
radioactive iodine in the thyroid gland; a more general model is not necessary.
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Introduction: The growing use of CBCT and CT in radiation therapy has waken the interest in dosimetry in the kV-range
by physicists usually working with MV beams. Since there is no applicable norm for CBCT dosimetry current publications
[1,2] usually use point dose measurements or CTDI values. CTDI is also the most important measured parameter for CT
dosimetry. It is used for effective dose estimations based on conversion factors from Monte Carlo calculations [3] and is
routinely measured and recorded for every CT-scanner. Usually this is done with a dose-length-product ionization
chamber of 100 mm length. For more accurate effective dose or organ dose calculations more dosimetric parameters,
e.g. geometric efficiency or overbeaming factors [4] of the used CT-scanner are needed. These values can only be
determinded by the usage of spatial resolving detectors.
The aim of this work was to investigate the applicability of detector types usually available at radiation therapy
departments including a new diamond detector (T60019, PTW Freiburg) dose-profile-measurements and CTDI
calculations.
Material and methods: Based on a previous study [5] the energy response of the new T60019 MicroDiamond was
measured free in air in comparison to the reported data of the T60008 dosimetry diode (PTW Freiburg) and T31010
SemiFlex ionization chamber (PTW Freiburg).
The T60019 is a synthetic diamond detector with a sensitive volume of 1.1 mm radius and 1 µm thickness. With a
sensitive volume of 1 mm² x 2.5 µm the p-type Si diode T60008 is even smaller. A back-side guarding electrode improves
energy response for high energy photon and electron beams but is not optimized for low energy photons. The T31010
ionization chamber has a nearly spherical sensitive volume of 0.125 cm³, an aluminium central electrode and graphite
wall electrode.
Dose profiles at a Siemens SOMATOM Sensation 64 multi-slice CT scanner were measured with the same detectors at
the center and periphery position (1 cm depth) of a 32 cm diameter, 300 mm length body phantom [6] for multi-detector
use. A scanning profile without table movement, 120 kV and various total collimations from 7.2 mm up to 28.8 mm were
used for irradiation while the detectors were moved remotely through the phantom. Two methods for calibration were
investigated. All profiles were either normalized to the absorbed dose at the center of the primary beam or to the CTDI100
measured with a 100 mm pencil type chamber in the center position of the phantom at 120 kV and 28.8 mm total
collimation. A derived CTDI100 value was calculated for each profile measurement and compared with the measured
reference value.
Results: The relative detector response (Tab. 1) for peak voltages from 50 kV up to 125 kV free in air for the T60019 is
strongly dependent on the orientation of the detector. For the intended axial irradiation the energy response only weakly
depends on the photon energy. If the irradiation is performed in lateral direction the energy dependence is increased
significantly. A possible reason for this may be found in the increased secondary electrons emission from electrical
contacts.
The energy response for the shielded diode T60008 is around 50%. As the photon spectrum within an axial profile
changes significantly this detector is not suited for profile measurements.
Dose profile examples are shown in Fig1. The diamond detector and ionization chamber profiles show a good agreement.
Compared to the very symmetrical T31010 profile the T60019 measured profile showed a smaller penumbra region due
to its very small sensitive volume of 0.004 mm³.
The shape of the profile for the T60008 is strongly deformed. Probably this is caused by the back-side internal shielding
of the diode. This was pointed out by a mirrored measurement setup which showed a profile deformation changing
accordingly. This diode should therefore not be used for profile measurements.
Although there is a considerable difference in energy response between all investigated detectors the calculated CTDI100
only differs 2.8% on average for CTDI-normalization and 2.4% on average for point-dose-normalization (Tab. 2, 3).
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Conclusion: In this study dose profiles have been measured with conventional radiotherapy detectors. CTDI100 values
have been derived and compared to reference measurements. The study supports the possible application of smaller
ionization chambers and the new MicroDiamond for these measurement tasks. Shielded diodes may show the effects
described in fig 1and should therefore not be used for profile measurements.

Fig. 1: Measured dose profiles from a Siemens SOMATOM 64 scanner at 120 kV, 28.8 mm total collimation in the center of a 32 cm
CTDI body phantom with a PTW 31010 small volume ionization chamber, PTW 60008 dosimetry diode and the new PTW 60019
MicroDiamond.

Tab. 1: Calculated maximum energy response variation for the investigated detectors free in air in the energy range from 50 kV up to
125 kV.

Tab. 2: Comparison of the measured standard CTDI100 with pencil type chamber and CTDI calculation through integration of dose
profile measurements. Dose profiles were normalized to the calculated CTDI 100 at 120 kV, 28.8 mm total collimation in the center
position of a 300 mm length body phantom.
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Tab.3: Comparison of the calculated CTDI100 of each detector with point-dose-normalization at the center of the primary beam at
120 kV and 28.8 mm total collimation in the center position of a 300 mm length body phantom.
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P 86 The influence of scan length and collimation on the CTDIvol measurement in case of
helical CT
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Purpose: Legal requirements concerning optimization of X-ray based imaging modalities lead to a certain need of an
appropriate methodology for assessing a baseline regarding image quality and radiation exposure. Especially for CT
scanners, the rapid development of large detectors and implementation of cone beam (CB) geometries is triggering the
requirements for measurement concepts and methods: Existing methods [1-3] for quantifying radiation exposure via
dose-length products (DLP) and computed tomography dose index (CTDI) are dedicated to check the calibration of the
CTDI- and DLP-indication of the scanner in a technical mode. In the framework of Article 74 StSV, we focus on
optimization of clinical CT protocols. Therefore the measurements were performed with automatic exposure control (e.g.
Dose Care 4D). The comparison between measured and indicated CTDI-values exhibits deviations dependent upon
scan-length. It was also observed that the measurements with ionization chamber at the same position within the
phantom have a difference of up to 40% when the scan length was small. Therefore, a rash of measurements were
undertaken to find the reason for those variations, and to improve the validity of the method for CTDI assessment.
Material and methods: The measurements were performed in helical mode with CTDI100 method on a Siemens
Somatom Sensation Open. The Dose Care 4D was activated, which deviates from the standard procedure for CTDI
measurement. But it is important for an assessment of a baseline for clinical protocols. A CTDI body phantom according
to standards IEC 61223-3-5, IEC 61223-3-6 and IEC 60601-2-44, and a UNIDOS type 10001 dosimeter with an ionization
chamber TM 30009 – 00733 from PTW were used. An abdomen protocol was used with two different collimations to
investigate the effect of different scan widths. The CTDIvol was calculated at first without over-ranging (CTDIm) and then
with over-ranging (CTDI+ov). Both values were compared with displayed CTDIvol (CTDId) values. We calculated the total
scan length l1 by the scan time ts and the rotation time tr: l1 = (ts/tr)*dz with the table distance increment per rotation dz.
The total scan length l1 can be defined as the sum of the input scan length l2 and the over-ranging contribution lov: l1 = l2
+ lov. The CTDIvol is calculated by: CTDIvol = DLP/l1,
Results: The measurements with collimation 24x1.2mm exhibit a strong dependence on the scan length, although a
homogeneous phantom was used. For the measured dose length products (DLPm), such an increase is not observed
(see appendix). The deviation between CTDI+ov and CTDId increases and the deviation between CTDIm and CTDId
decreases with an increasing scan length. To obtain stable measurements at the peripheral measurement positions of the
phantom, a collimation of 40x0.6mm was chosen. The scan time was set to an integer multiple of rotation time. With this
method the variation of the measurements in the peripheral positions of the phantom was only 4-5%. With a collimation of
24x1.2mm the measurements were stable after deactivating the Dose Care 4D or after reducing the pitch from 1 to 0.5.
That means the CT is not able to adjust the current automatically when the table advance per rotation is 2.88cm. The
variations of the measurements were not observed at the displayed CTDId.
Conclusions: For a CT which has no adaptive beam-collimation/ filtration for limiting exposure due to over-ranging, it is
possible to get stable measurements if the scan time is an integer multiple of the rotation time. To measure as much as
possible of the scattered radiation, a small scan length should be selected. This will support the quantitative comparison
between displayed and measured CTDI. The measurements show that the calibration method of the CT and the
automatic adaptation of the tube current at the different scan lengths and different collimations should be independently
verified. Because of the beam widths of the new CT units it is better to perform phantom and ionization chamber
measurements with a minimum length of 30 cm.
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collimation

24x1.2mm

40x0.6mm

length [cm]

2.80

5.75

8.65

1.70

2.95

4.20

CTDId [mGy]

12.56

14.71

16.15

12.55

12.65

12.77

CTDIm [mGy]

30.18

20.07

16.02

22.80

17.33

14.92

CTDId/CTDIm

58.38%

26.72%

-0.82%

44.96%

27.01%

14.40%

CTDI+ov [mGy]

11.27

11.04

10.38

10.50

10.35

10.12

CTDId/CTDI+ov

-11.49%

-33.18%

-55.59%

19.54%

22.28%

-26.21%

Tab. 1: The measurements with collimation 24x1.2mm show that the displayed CTDI d depends strongly on scan length, although a
homogeneous phantom was used. In case of 40x1.2mm the scan time is selected as an integer multiple of rotation time to get stable
measurements. For the collimation 24x1.2mm the measurements were stable after deactivating the Dose Care 4D or after reducing the
pitch from 1 to 0.5.
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P 87 Pediatric and Adult Abdomen CT Dose Estimations: A Comparison between On-Site
Equipment Calculations and SSDE (Size-Specific Dose Estimates) as Given in the AAPM
Report No. 204
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Objective: It is a common misunderstanding in Computed Tomography (CT) to equal the Computed Tomography Dose
Index (CTDI) displayed on the console with patient dose. Therefore, in 2011 the American Association of Physicists in
Medicine (AAPM) suggested a Size-Specific Dose Estimates (SSDE). The latter is based on correction factors applied to
the CTDI depending on the effective (i.e. geometric) patient diameter. The study presented here compares the on-site
equipment calculation of patient dose and SSDE. Assuming the SSDE as the more realistic approximation of real patient
dose the extent of over- or underestimation given by the console readings was evaluated. In a further step effective
patient diameter was substituted by its water-equivalent diameter to investigate a potential improvement of the correction
factors and, eventually, patient dose estimation.
Material and methods: To verify the CTDIvol as given by the scanner console Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
phantoms were used to measure the respective output. Subsequently, data of 50 pediatric and 45 adult patients were
evaluated. Every patient’s effective diameter was obtained as the mean of anterior-posterior and lateral diameter
measured using digital calipers. The water-equivalent diameter was derived by assuming a water cylinder with equal
average attenuation as the body region being scanned.
The SSDE were then calculated using two different sets of correction factors: first based on the effective patient diameter
and secondly based the water-equivalent diameter. Bothe sets of SSDE values were then compared to the respective
CTDIvol.
Results: Following the AAPM protocol (using effective patient diameter) the evaluation shows a maximum CT-consolebased dose underestimation of 38 % for adult and 10 % for pediatric patients, respectively. A detailed analysis of SSDE
results based on the water-equivalent diameter indicates an even more patient-specific dose estimation compared to the
AAPM approach.
Conclusion: SSDE proves to be a more patient-specific dose estimation compared to simple CTDI values as given by
the machine consoles. Further improvements of the method could derive from using the water-equivalent diameter
instead of the simple patient geometry, i.e. effective patient diameter.
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P 88 Influence of surrounding material on CTDI values
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Introduction: A key quantity in CT dosimetry for quality assurance and risk estimation is the CTDIa,100 [1]. It is the
integral measured air kerma K along 100 mm along the rotational axis z of the CT. The resulting dose length product of
one rotation is divided by the nominal collimation/ slice thickness T to obtain the CTDIa,100.

CTDIa,100 

1 50
 K(z)dz
T 50

A related quantity is the CTDIvol value which requires additional measurements in a PMMA (polymethylmethacrylat)
phantom at several positions (central, peripheral). This value also takes the shift per rotation (pitch p) into account.

1 1
CTDI vol    CTDIPMMA,100,central  2  CTDIPMMA,100,peripheral 
p 3
An estimation of organ doses or effective dose for a defined body region could be estimated with conversation factors,
either based on CTDIa,100 (pitch corrected) or CTDIvol values.
The practical measurement is generally provided by an ionization chamber positioned free-in-air or inserted in a
cylindrical PMMA phantom (DIN EN 61223-2-6). The surrounding material (here: air or PMMA) should not affect the dose
measurement, i.e. the response of the ion chamber should be independent on the surrounding material. The higher
numbers of secondary electrons released in the PMMA are supposed to be absorbed by the chambers air equivalent wall
material (typical graphite) to achieve the required secondary charged particle equilibrium.
The aim of the work was to quantify the influence of the surrounding material on the measurement quantity air kerma and
the impact on CTDI values to estimate a possible systematic error introduced. This was achieved by Monte Carlo
simulations of a realistic CT source model with and without an ionization chamber geometry.
Material and methods: The modeled chamber was a 10 cm long standard CT chamber (type 30009, PTW, Freiburg,
Germany), which is commonly used for CTDI measurements. Geometric data were taken from the user manual. The top
and the stem were simplified by a PMMA cylinder. The central electrode was modelled as aluminum and the chamber
wall as 1 mm PMMA with 0.1 mm inner graphite coating.
The Monte Carlo simulations were performed with the EGSnrc code system [2], which is generally suitable for chamber
simulations in the radiology diagnostic energy range [3]. First, to simulate the measurement quantity air kerma secondary
particle transport was disabled (ECUT= 100 MeV) and simulations were performed without the chamber geometry. The
dose scoring air region was set to chambers dimension (10 cm in z-direction). In a second step the chamber model was
inserted into the simulation geometry and the dose was scored within the active chamber volume. Secondary particle
transport was activated (global ECUT= 512 keV) for the latter and photons were simulated down to 1 keV in all
simulations. Rayleigh scattering was activated beside all other EGSnrc defaults (v V4-r2-4-0). Simulations were carried
out for the free-in-air setup and within a CTDI standard phantom (32 cm) at the center and outer position for both
scenarios (chamber, no chamber).
A radiation source model was adapted from a Siemens Definition AS CT according to the method from Turner et al. [4]
with a focus isocenter distance of 595 mm and a collimation of 5 mm. In brief, the filtration was adapted from half value
measurements and the model of the beam shaping filter was adapted from free-in-air attenuation measurements without
rotation (scout scan mode). Spectra were created with the program SpekCalcGUI [5, 6]. Two spectra for 80 and 120 kVp
were considered. Calculated values were normalized to the free-in-air simulation. Comparisons were performed between
chamber /no chamber simulations of center and peripheral positions as well as CTDIvol values.
Results: The modelled ionization chamber is shown in figure 1.
The 120 kVp ratios against free-in-air for center and peripheral value of about 0.22 and 0.42 were in good agreement to
published data by the impact group [7] (center: 0.23 and peripheral: 0.41), pointing to an adequate source and geometry
model.
The differences between chamber and no chamber calculations between -1.15 % and 1.5 % (tab. 1) are small but mostly
significant. The influences on CTDIvol values are in the same order and also energy dependent systematic with an
underestimation of calculated chamber doses in PMMA for 80 kVp and overestimation for 120 kVp.
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Conclusion: The effect of different surrounding materials on chamber response could be demonstrated in the case of
CTDI measurement. For practical clinical purposes the effect of about 1 % is most likely negligible compared to other
sources of uncertainties and well within the manufacturer’s specified tolerances. For precise verification measurements
the effect could be corrected to improve accuracy.

Fig. 1: Created ionization chamber model with the central electrode (aluminum, blue), the inner (graphite, green) and outer (red,
PMMA) chamber wall. The sensitive volume has a length of 10 cm and is located between central electrode and chamber wall
3
(material: air with a density of 0.0012048 g/cm )

80 kVp
no chamber

120kVp

normed

stat. unc. [%]

normed

stat. unc. [%]

CTDIcentral

0.169

0.19

0.224

0.16

CTDIperipheral

0.383

0.16

0.418

0.15

CTDIvol

0.312

0.14

0.354

0.12

0.168

0.77

0.228

0.63

CTDIperipheral

0.378

0.45

0.421

0.42

CTDIvol

0.308

0.39

0.357

0.36

diff [%]

stat. unc. [%]

diff [%]

stat. unc. [%]

chamber CTDIcentral

-0.87

0.79

1.52

0.65

chamber vs. CTDIperipheral

ratio CTDIcentral

-1.21

0.48

0.70

0.44

no chamber CTDIvol

-1.15

0.42

0.88

0.38

Tab. 1:Calculated CTDI values with and without chamber geometry for 80 and 120 kVp. Values were normalized to the actual free-inair simulation. Ratios were calculated chamber vs. no chamber. Statistical uncertainties express 1 values.
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P 89 Comparison of several lumbar intervertebral fusion titanium cages with respect to their
backscattering properties
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Introduction: Using radiochromic EBT3 films, this study aim to investigate the proximal dose enhancement with regards
to structure and geometry of the surface material as another backscatter dose factor [1].
Material and methods: Several laser-sintered titanium alloy cages were tested for their backscattering properties in this
study. The tested cages include both prototypes, as well as established products (AditusV GmbH, Berlin, Germany) of
bone fusion treatment [2]. The four implants are shown in figure 1 a) – d).

Fig. 1: The several titanium fusion cages which were used in this study:
a) TLIF cage prototype with rough mesh structure;
b) established TLIF cage with fine structure. Successor of the prototype;
d) solid TLIF cage;
c) oblique cage with mesh structure.

A stacked geometry with a set of four radiochromic EBT3 films on top of the probe’s surfaces was used to measure the
range and the magnitude of the expected surface dose enhancements, which is due to secondary electron release from
the probe material. The stacked setup together with the small thickness of radiochromic EBT3 films allowed the dose
measurement at distances of 0.1 mm, 0.9 mm, 1.7 mm and 2.5 mm from the probe surfaces. The setup was placed in a
water phantom at a depth of 7.1 cm and irradiated with a dose of 1.5 Gy using a Siemens Primus Linear Accelerator
(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) at an acceleration voltage of 6MV and a 10 x 10 cm² field size.
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Water reference measurements were taken under equal conditions, in order to allow the calculation of the relative dose
enhancement at the surface of a probe. An Epson Expression 10000 XL ® flatbed scanner was used for digitization.
Results: Solid, sintered titanium showed a dose enhancement factor of 1.22 at the surface of the material due to
backscattering. The surface dose enhancement factor can be reduced to less than 1.10 by utilizing mesh structures. In
both cases, the dose enhancement factor decreased to less than 1.03 at a distance of 1.7mm.
Conclusion: Mesh structures were introduced to improve bone fusion with the implant structure but also have another
advantage like a significantly reduced surface dose enhancement. Backscattering of titanium cages should be considered
in treatment planning, especially when the cages are located close to organs at risk. The small range of the dose
enhancement indicates a relatively low energy of scattered electrons.

Fig. 2: Relative dose enhancement at proximal distances.
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P 90 Physical properties and clinical utility of a mechanical Multileaf Collimator for the use in
Cobalt-60 teletherapy
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Question: According to the DIRAC directory there are 2268 Cobalt-60 (Co-60) teletherapy units worldwide, most of them
in low and middle income countries, compared to 10802 clinical accelerators [1]. The reasons for the rare use of linear
accelerators in low and middle income countries are the high costs in purchase and maintenance [2], the need of well
trained staff for its operation [3] and the lack of an electricity grid free of interference [4]. So the treatment with Co-60 is
still an important part as developing countries represent 85 % of the world’s population [5]. There are various authors
[4,6-7], who stated that high quality Co-60 therapy is possible, but this purpose needs improved technology, especially a
well-designed beam blocking system. To improve teletherapy with Co-60, a mechanical Multi-Leaf Collimator, marketed
under the name CobraLeaf was developed, which is not dependent on electricity supply and works with pneumatic
pressure. The project was realized as a co-operation between the German Cancer Research Center and the medical
technology company Precisis AG, Heidelberg. The subjects of this poster are the physical properties and clinical utility of
the presented mechanical Multi-Leaf Collimator.
Material and methods: In order to evaluate the collimator’s characteristics, various measurements concerning its
penumbra, output factors, percentage depth doses, field sizes, interleaf- and end-to-end leakage were done with film
(Kodak XV and Kodak EDR2) and ionization chamber (PTW TN31010) dosimetry respectively. All measurements were
performed at an Equinox teletherapy unit and at a Theratron.
Results: The leakage strongly depends on the fieldsize of the therapy unit due to scatter effects. The maximum
transmission measured at the location 2.5 cm next to the end-to-end gap, within a field size of 20 cm x 30 cm at 80 cm
SAD, was 4.16 %. Within a field size of 10 cm x 10 cm the end-to-end leakage was at 6.5 %(see app. 2). With reference
to IEC’s (International Electrotechnical Commission) 5 % criteria for non IMRT MLCs, it is clinical acceptable. Results in
penumbra can be seen in Tab. 1. Within the poster comparisons to traditional blocks and modern MLCs, regarding its
physical properties, will be drawn.
Summary: The Cobra Leaf MLC approved its clinical utility during the measurements concerning all relevant clinical
properties like penumbra and leakage. Considering this, it’s a way to make modern radiotherapy, with conformal fields,
possible in low-infrastructure environments, using gantry based Co-60 therapy units.

Leakage (percent)

End-to-end leakage profile for 10x10
field
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
0

50
Position (mm)

Fig. 1: CobraLeaf mounted on a Best Theratronics
Gammabeam 100-80 (Phoenix) Co-60 treatment device

Fig. 2: Measured End-to-end leakage values
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Penumbra [cm]
Along Leaf

Across Leaf

Depth [cm]

4x4

10x10

16x16

4x4

10x10

16x16

0.5

0.457

0.483

0.508

0.457

0.508

0.508

5

0.559

0.660

0.838

0.610

0.635

0.787

10

0.686

0.914

1.219

0.686

0.838

1.092

Tab. 1: Penumbra measurements at 80 cm SSD
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P 91 Electrochemical synthesis of biological active compounds from herbal raw materials
with antioxidant properties
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The Republic of Kazakhstan has little of its pharmaceutical industry. Almost 90% of medicines are imported from far and
near abroad, on a national scale spent huge sums in foreign currency. Moreover, the quality of imported products do not
always correspond to GOST or TU as there is no corresponding control on the part of customs services, and sanitary and
epidemiological stations, because strict control of each batch of drugs is almost not possible because of the transparency
of the border and smuggled goods flooding the market [1,2].
Drugs made from plant material, are especially effective in the treatment of diseases caused by unfavorable
environmental conditions (Baikonur Cosmodrome, the Semipalatinsk nuclear test site) and the high background radiation
do not cause side effects when they are used and are not toxic than drugs obtained by synthesis . Perhaps that is why in
recent years in developed countries such as America, Japan and the European Community for the basic components of
drugs are natural products of plant and animal origin.
In Kazakhstan, there are over 20,000 species of plants, 6,000 of them contain biologically active substances. Of the six
thousand six hundred species can be used as an intermediate product for the production of drugs, and from more than
500 species can be ready to receive drugs [3,4]. But the existing technology of medicines are very complicated and
many-stage, energy-intensive and costly process. In addition, the purity of the products is poor, so they are not
competitive on the world market [5].
In Shymkent chemical-pharmaceutical plant from plant material obtained by extraction of drugs: morphine, codeine,
papaverine, etc., and related alkaloids are in the blade, as some of them exhibit the toxicity, while others are ineffective,
and some do not possess physiological activity. To date, these side products are in warehouses unsold. But the structure
of these alkaloids can get from them is already known or new biologically active compounds by modifying their structure,
by introducing new functional groups-OH, – OCH3,-OC2H5,-NO2, etc.
These biologically active agents are effective in the treatment of cancer and have antioxidant properties. To determine the
molecular formula of compound chromatographically pure samples of the final products were subjected to qualitative and
quantitative elemental analysis for carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, bromine, according to the method. The molecular weight
determined by cryoscopic method in glacial acetic acid. The melting point was determined by the device TAP (TU25-IIII44-76).
Belonging to a class of products com tions revealed the following way. The content of unsaturated C = C bonds was
determined by micro-Gorbaha, carbonyl groups according to the method. Quantitative analysis on the methoxy group was
carried out by the modified method Tseyzelya-Fibeka.
Thin-layer chromatography on non-aluminum dioxide layer of II degree of activity (by Brockmann) was used for separation
and to identify and quantify substances. Plates with a sorbent (200h80mm) were prepared according to. For the elution
experiments have been used experimentally selected solvent system.Establishing the structure of the obtained
compounds was carried out by removing the IR, NMR – and mass spectra.
IR spectra were recorded on the instrument "Specord" (GDR) on the plate tinah of KBr, NaCl (thickness of the cell –
-5
1*10 M), solvent-free crystals deposited in the form of a liquid film iki. To remove the NMR spectra of the devices used
"Varian-S-100XL" (USA) with a frequency of 100 MHz. And "Hitahi" (Japan) -60 MHz. Spectra were taken at t = 25°C and
a concentration of 20-30 mg/0.5 mL of CHCl3 or D2O. Mass spectra were recorded on the mass spectrometer "VarianMAT-313" in the field strength E 60 eV and t = 25 ° C without solvent. Results of the analysis carried out physicochemical methods, are shown in Table 1.
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№

1.

2.

Substance

Molecular
weight

Elemental composition of

IR

NMR

с

Н

N

СОOH

СОOH

Found

250,11

72,39

9,89

11,04

-

-

Calculated

250,42

72,18

10,21

11,26

-

-

Found

234,24

76,64

11,22

11,60

+

+

Calculated

234,68

76,92

11,11

11,21

-

-

The substance-1
(disstruktsiya)

Substance-2 (anabazin
acid)

Tab. 1: Results of the physico-chemical analysis of intermediate and end, products of electrooxidation of anabasine

The presence of the + sign. On the basis of physico-chemical analysis, IR, NMR spectroscopy revealed that the end
product of electrooxidation anabasine yavlyaetsya anabazinovaya acid.
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P 92 Behavior of mechanical properties of human milk teeth in tumor therapeutic irradiation
compared to permanent teeth
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Introduction: In addition to the surgical intervention and chemotherapy, irradiation often forms an indispensable part of
the oncological treatment protocol [4, 8]. This also applies to children, who have tumors in their head and neck region
within the first 15 years of life, and it occurs in about every 500th case. Here the radiation – depending on the tumor type
– is carried out in single doses of 1.5 to 2 Gy, but total doses of over 40 Gy are to be avoided [1, 6-7].
The present in-vitro study has investigated the effects of various doses of radiation on the hardness and elastic behavior
of human deciduous teeth. The results of studies referring permanent teeth, which have been available so far,
demonstrate drastic reactions of the mechanical features even at a dose of 0.5 Gy. The hardness decreased in enamel
by 75 % and in dentin by 55 %. The elasticity of the enamel dropped by 60 % and of the dentine by 24 %. After a single
dose of 2 Gy, usual in the treatment, almost damage was evident; from 10 Gy, a final value was reached. After a total
dose of 60 Gy the hardness values of the enamel are 95 % and those of the dentin 75 % lower than the initial values.
Concerning elasticity, the enamel was damaged by 93 % and the dentin, by 75 % [2, 3]. As for deciduous teeth, other
effects on the mechanical qualities can be expected because of the slightly different collagen-apatite structure in
comparison to permanent teeth.
Material and Methods: A total of 38 primary teeth (23 canines and 15 molars) were examined. To simulate a realistic
situation as much as possible, only those teeth that were normally erupted, caries-free and freshly extracted were
applied. Immediately after extraction, all the teeth were kept in a physiological solution (NaCl 0.9 %, pH 7.3) at a
temperature of 6°C. Immediately after the extraction, the separation of a lamella was carried out from vestibular to palatal
2
or lingual. The top was kept cold and was ground. In the enamel and the dentin a measurement window of 1x1 mm was
marked, being in the area of the coating dentin. Until the experiment was done, between the follow-up measurements and
before and after irradiation, the samples were stored in a refrigerator in the medium previously mentioned at a
temperature of 6°C.
For irradiation a linear accelerator (Mevatron MD-2, Siemens, acceleration voltage 6 MV) was used, the determination of
the mechanical properties was performed with a NANOINDENTER II and for the final evaluation the statistical program
Origin 7.5 was used.
The samples were divided into five groups. To assess the effects of lower doses, subsequent measurements were made
in the first group after the initial measuring at 0.5; 1; 2; 4; 6; 10; 20 and 40 Gy. According to clinical practice, the samples
were not exchanged after each single dose. After the first dose (0,5 Gy) the dose was a gradually increased by 0,5 Gy (=
1 Gy), 1 Gy (= 2 Gy), 2 Gy (= 4 Gy), 2 Gy (= 6 Gy), 4 Gy (= 10 Gy), 10 Gy (= 20 Gy) and 20 Gy (= 40 Gy).
The samples of the second group were fractionated according to the clinical situation, at a dose of 2 Gy per day, on five
days per week, and were irradiated over a total of four weeks.
In the third group, the effects of the first group (with leaps from 10 to 20 Gy and 20 to 40 Gy) were to be analyzed. The
samples of this group were therefore (0 Gy) irradiated with single doses of 10, 20 or 40 Gy after the initial measurement.
In the fourth group the measurements were made after the first measuring at 10, 20, 30 and 40 Gy, and all the samples of
this group were fractionated up to 10 Gy and were irradiated at 2 Gy for five days. After that, additional single doses of 10
Gy (= 20 Gy), 20 Gy (= 30 Gy) and 30 Gy (= 40) were administered. This served to additionally cover the steps from 10 to
20 Gy and 20 to 40 Gy completed in the first group.
To scrutinize a possible effect of the storage medium on the tooth properties, a parallel fifth group was formed, the
samples of which were not irradiated. As the survey in the four other groups extended to a maximum of six weeks,
measurements were made two, three, four, five and six weeks after the initial status (week 0). Like in all other samples,
the storage medium was also constantly renewed and permanently checked for a pH-value of 7.3 within this group.
Approximately 3.500 individual measurements were made on this basis.
Results: The irradiation affects the hard dental tissues permanently; even a dose of 0.5 Gy leads to dramatic changes in
the mechanical properties.
The enamel elasticity decreases by 47 %, that of the dentin by 57 %. At a single dose of 1 Gy, the elasticity of the enamel
is reduced by 67 % and in the dentin by 77 %. Even at a single dose of 2 Gy applied in clinical practice, the enamel loses
73 % and the dentin 74 % of its elasticity. Further dose increases have only comparatively little additional impact. From 4
Gy, the elasticity has lost 80 % of the initial value and varies only slightly in higher doses.
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A trend similar in principle can be seen in the hardness. After a dose of 0.5 Gy, it decreased by 40 % in the enamel and
by 60 %. in the dentin. At 1 Gy, the losses in the enamel and dentin are 60 % to 75 %. At a dose of 2 Gy, there is an
approximately parallel course in hardness losses of almost 70 % both in the enamel and in the dentin. At a dose of 4 Gy,
the hardness has decreased by 73 % in the enamel and in the dentin by 76 %, compared to the initial level in the enamel.
At 10 Gy, there is damage of 80 %; dose increases do not cause significant value reductions.
These results are confirmed by the measurements of the second group.
In the third group, however, occurs a different result. After a single dose of 10 Gy, produced in the enamel, there is a loss
of elasticity of 38 % ”only" and in the dentin, of 43 %. After a single dose of 20 Gy, the elasticity values rise again even to
72 % each of the initial level, and they remain at that level even after a single dose of 40 Gy in the dentin. In the enamel,
the elasticity value is 65 % above the initial level after a single dose of 40 Gy. The situation is similar in the hardness.
After administrating 10 Gy, one measures a drop of 42 % in the hardness of the enamel and of 46 % in the dentin. At a
single dose of 20 Gy, the hardness values increase to 73 % (enamel) and 65 % (dentin) of the initial value respectively.
This hardness value remains constant In the dentin after a single dose of 40 Gy, whereas the hardness of the enamel is
20 % above the initial value after this dose. This fact can be explained above all by a hardening and embrittlement of the
hydroxyapatite. With regard to the dentin, a collapse of type I collagen must also be taken into consideration.
The results of the fourth group confirm the results of the first two groups.
An influence on the mechanical properties of the milk teeth by the storage media was not found within the study period of
up to six weeks. The measured values did not change significantly from the initial value over this period. The correctness
of the null-hypothesis was statistically verified for each of the individual samples and also within the overall group by
t-test.
Conclusion: The administration of a single dose of 1.5 Gy, conventionally used in therapy, resulted in the 70 % damage
of the hard dental substances of milk teeth. This process starts even at much lower doses. At a total dose of 10 Gy,
enamel and dentin have lost 80 % of their initial values. Despite structural differences in milk teeth, an essentially similar
influence on the mechanical properties of permanent teeth could be established.
It is before and during radiotherapy that an intensive prevention is therefore significant for conservative dentistry, even
more so because effects on existing and subsequent permanent teeth are inevitable. In addition to thorough individual
dental care and regular fluoridation, an intensity-modulated therapy concept is recommended. In this concept, the salivary
glands and parts of the jawbone including the hard dental substances are to be shielded from the radiation field as
completely as possible [2, 3; 5, 8].
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P 93 Determination of the relative response of alanine dosimeters in 192Ir HDR photon fields
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Introduction: For brachytherapy dosimetry with 192Ir sources, alanine dosimetry is an established method. New
experimental investigations of the energy correction factor at varying distances from the source are evaluated and
compared to results of Monte Carlo simulations.
Material and methods: Experimental data were obtained at the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB). A high
192
dose rate (HDR) source of the type Nucletron Ir mHDR-v2 was used. The experimental setup was an iridium source
inside a needle placed in the middle of a water phantom. The latter was modeled in the simulation as a cylinder with a
radius of 20 cm (not shown in figure 1). Two series of measurements were performed, one with and one without an
additional half sided cylindrical absorber, which is used in clinical applications to spare organs at risk like the rectum in
gynecological treatments. The absorber is composed of the high Z material Densimet®. The energy response of the
alanine dosimeter was determined by measurements and simulations. All simulations were performed with the software
bundle EGSnrc [1]. The relative response was calculated with egs_chamber [2], the mean photon and electron energies
with FLURZnrc [3]. The settings for the cutoff/threshold energies for all simulations were AE=ECUT=512keV and
AP=PCUT=1keV, all other transport options were set to their defaults.

192

Fig 1: Measurement setup: on the left side the Ir source (yellow) inside a steel needle-like applicator (red). The right panel shows the
source embedded in the Densimet® shielding (grey). Measurements and simulations were performed at right angle with a distance d to
the middle of the iridium source.

Results: The applicator insignificantly increases the mean photon energy (see figure 2) at all the depths. The
60

experimental results of the DW (absorbed dose to water) response of the alanine dosimeter relative to Co from PTB and
from Schaeken et al. [4] agree very well with the results of the Monte Carlo simulations (figure 2). With increasing
measurement depth, the relative response of alanine decreases from 0.978 at 1 cm to 0.960 at 5 cm depth. The absorber
has no significant influence on the relative response of the dosimeter. The ratio of Dw measured with alanine with and
without the Densimet® absorber Dwith absorber/Dwithout absorber decreases with increasing depth (see figure 2).
Conclusion: Monte Carlo simulations are an adequate tool for the prediction of the absorbed dose to water response of
192
alanine due to radiation from Ir-HDR brachytherapy sources. The experimentally determined depth dependence of the
relative response of alanine dosimeters in water has also been confirmed by the Monte Carlo simulations.
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192

Fig 2: The top panel (a) shows the mean energy of photons and secondary electrons from the Nucletron Ir source as a function of
60
the depth d in water. In (b), the DW response r of the alanine dosimeters relative to Co, is given. In (c) the impact of the shielding
material Densimet® on the alanine dose is shown as the ratio D with absorber/Dwithout absorber as a function of the depth
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P 94 Quality assurance of an 192I-afterloader by means of a fast digital compact camera
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Purpose: The quality assurance regime of a remote afterloading system, according to DIN 6853-5 [1], requires the
determination of several parameters, such as the position accuracy and the transport time of the source from the storage
position to an irradiation position. For this task, a precise and quick method was developed.
Material and methods: A simple set up was introduced to determine the relevant non-dosimetric data for the quality
assurance of an afterloding system (Varian GammaMed Plus) by a low cost digital compact camera (Casio EX-ZR400).
This camera was easy to handle and provided a zoom lens (optical zoom factor 12.5x) and a video function with a
maximum frame rate of 1000 fps (frames per second). The accuracy and reproducibility of the frame rate was verified by
observing an analog stopwatch with the camera.
Protected from the radiation by a lead shielding, the camera allowed for an observation of the source movement and
positions, using a mirror (Fig. 1). During the measurement, the source was moved along a ruler within a source guiding
tube. The source passed the ruler twice during observation: for the first time when it entered the guiding tube, for the
second time when it arrived at one of the irradiation positions close to the tip of the tube. A single video recorded during
1-2 minutes displayed all relevant events, storable as a digital documentation on a hard disk. A freely available video
viewer (Avidemux2.6 – 64bits) [2] was used to edit the video and find the frame number of a certain event, by scrolling
through the video. The exact times of the events were calculated from the frame numbers by a spreadsheet program.
Results: With a video at a rate of typically 120 fps, a sufficiently exact determination of the source movement could be
achieved. The time between the moment when the source entered the source guiding tube and the arrival at a prescribed
position at the tip of the tube, i.e. approximately the source transition time, and the dwell times as well could be
documented with an accuracy of 0.1 s. The spatial resolution in the 120 fps video (640 x 480 pixels) was estimated to be
about 0.25 mm. With a HD video (1920 x 1080 pixels) of the same situation, a higher spatial resolution of 0.1 mm was
possible (Fig. 2). The accuracy of the source position obtained in this way was comparable to values from radiographic
methods.
Furthermore, the obtained data allowed for a determination the effect of source travel and dwell time inaccuracies on the
delivered dose. Thus, information about the technical limitations of the remote afterloading system, with regard to the
usage of very short dwell times, became available.
Conclusion: Simple set ups with fast digital compact cameras offer a cheap and quick method to determine nondosimetric data for the quality assurance of an afterloader, such as dwell and transition times, and the positioning
accuracy of the source. These systems are suitable for both the daily quality assurance and the entrance test after a
source exchange. In addition, some technical limitations of an afterloading system, for example due to its dwell time
accuracy, can be easily examined, if necessary.

Fig. 1: Set up of the system
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Fig. 2: Still picture from a HD video of the afterloader source during position check procedure
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P 95 Significance of Tissue Air Cavities during irradiation with the MammoSite® catheter
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Introduction: The MammoSite® Balloon catheter represents a treatment option for the surgically removed breast cancer.
The Balloon is placed inside the lumpectomy cavity after resection of the breast cancer tumour. During this procedure and
after inflating the balloon air cavities may occur in vicinity of the device. The purpose of this work was to verify the
influence of the air cavities by dose measurements and to compare the measured doses with the dose
distribution calculated by the Treatment Planning System.
Material and methods: A MammoSite® Balloon catheter (Hologic Inc.) was filled with 60 ml of a saline solution. 9% of
contrast agent (Peritrast, Dr. Franz Köhler Chemie GmbH) was added. The Balloon was placed in the centre of a small
water tank. Next to the balloon a 2 cm thick plate of extruded polystyrene foam (XPS, Styrodur, Bayer) was placed. This
material consists of closed cells and is characterized by a low absorption of water, being more suitable than cork or other
materials. The density of XPS is 0,028 g/cm3, which is equivalent to the average density of the human lung. Thus it is the
ideal material for inhomogeneity simulation.
A planning-CT of the water tank was made and transferred to the Treatment Planning System (TPS) BrachyVision 6.5
(Varian Medical Systems). A treatment plan was generated and the horizontal dose profile through the inhomogeneity
was determined.
For the dosimetric verification of the treatment plan the same experimental set-up was mounted into a large 3D water
phantom (Multidata Systems, Model 9760). The MammoSite® Balloon catheter was connected to an Iridium-192
Afterloader (Varian, GammMedplus). The calculated horizontal dose profile was scanned in the 3D water phantom using
a waterproof semiflex ionization chamber (PTW Freiburg, Typ 31010). The scanning path was 10 cm and was scanned
primarily without any inhomogeneity and secondarily with a 2 cm XPS-inhomogeneity.
Results: The primary scan performed without inhomogeneities corresponded with doses calculated by the TPS. An
average difference between the calculated and measured dose was 0,05%. On contrary the measurement in the 3D
water phantom using the XPS-inhomogeneity showed in average a 4,7% higher dose than calculated by the TPS.
Conclusion: When using 3D Treatment Planning for Brachytherapy we should be aware of a possible error originating
from dose calculation algorithms omitting any density inhomogeneities. The treatment with the MammoSite® catheter or
any other brachytherapy applicator may lead to increased doses of the organs at risk like the skin, the ribs, the lung or the
heart. A standard procedure allowing a verification of complex brachytherapy treatment plans, asbeeing currently
performed for IMRT treatment plans, should be developed
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P 96 Treatment and Prophylaxis of Keloids in Surgical Scars
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Objectives: The aim of our study is to evaluate described treatment concepts for keloids in postoperative scars. Our own
experiences include 20 years of
-

Excision alone
Intralesional injection with corticoid crystal suspension
Laser- and cryotherapy
Compression
Excision and silicone dressing
Various cytostatic therapy protocols (interferone, imiquomide, retinoids…)

All of the above have unsatisfactory relapse rates of more than 50%.
Methods: A much more successful concept is the precise excision immediately followed by four daily
fractions totaling 10 to 15 Gy. Subsequently the scar is treated with a silicone gel for three months.

-irradiation

Results: With a relapse rate as low as 10%, our “Flensburg Concept” outperforms all described treatment protocols by
far. The treatment is illustrated with pictures taken under therapy and follow up. The risk of tumor induction within the
irradiated region increases by 0.1 to 0.3% over the next 30 years and therefore is insignificant.
Conclusion: The described Flensburg Concept is recommended for treatment and relapse prophylaxis of surgically
induced keloids.
References
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Medical Physicist personnel is an integral part of cancer treatment. In Bangladesh the first activities of Medical Physics
education started in 1994 at the Physics Department of the Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology
(BUET). Five seminars/workshops were organized in Bangladesh in the years 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999 by the Task Group
16 “Medical Physics in the Developing Countries” of the German Society for Medical Physics (DGMP). In 2000 a
fullfledged “Department of Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering” (MPBME) was founded at Gono Bishwabidyalay
(GB, Gono University) in Savar, Dhaka initiated by Prof. Dr. Golam Abu Zakaria who was also one of the organizators of
the above seminars. Till now the Gono University is one and only university offering this course in Bangladesh. Till
inception, the department is continuously pursuing a high quality in education in all aspects like course curriculum,
teaching methods, local and international collaboration, research, practical class, encouragement of the students in this
field, development of teaching staff, maintenance of standard of thesis work, level of Study at International Standard for
development as well as to maintain its quality. Further emphasis has been taken regarding national and international
collaboration (Germany, India) with this Department. Just from the beginning, a teacher/student exchange program for
Medical Physics was established between the Gono University and the University of Heidelberg including the German
Cancer Research Center (DKFZ) with the financial support of DAAD (2003-2006). Recently in May 2012 another
collaboration is materialized between Manheim Medical Center, Heidelberg University and Gono University under DAAD
financial support. The main aim of this cooperation is to improve the quality of the faculty staffs through training and
doctoral program. At present, the passed graduates are working in the radiotherapy department of almost all of the public
and private hospitals and also in teaching areas in Bangladesh. The establishment of the Department Medical Physics
und Biomedical Engineering in Gono University is a success story for Bangladesh. We would like to develop continuously
in the future strong and advanced Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering education and research by incorporating
the latest developments of imaging and radiotherapy.
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P 98 FEM simulations supporting critical diagnostic applications in medical infrared imaging
of the porcine thorax
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Introduction: Respiratory diseases in pigs affecting pork production worldwide have an impact on consumer protection,
live stock trade and animal welfare. Next to diseases of the gastrointestinal tract they cause highest economic losses on
pig farms in Europe and are one of the most frequent indication for using antibiotics in pigs [3]. Porcine respiratory tract
diseases are mainly of multifactorial origin with several different bacterial and viral pathogens being involved in various
combinations [12],[2].
The further development of diagnostics and therapy of respiratory diseases in pigs is therefore necessary for the
improvement of pig health and pork quality. While animals showing clinical symptoms can be rejected before the
slaughtering process subclinically and chronically diseased animals mostly show no clinical symptoms so that lung
alterations are not noticed until slaughtering [6].
The early, non-invasive detection of lung disorders would be a valuable tool for the maintenance of respiratory health in
pig herds. A promising approach might be the quantification of the skin surface temperature of the thoracic cavity, which
is mainly determined by the heat exchange between skin and environment, metabolic activity, blood circulation and
anatomical structures beneath the skin close to the body surface. Zapoudrina, et al. [22] demonstrated as part of a human
medical study the good reproducibility of temperature distribution patterns in the central body area of 16 test persons.
The diagnostic fields of application of passive infrared imaging [14], [20] (at present mostly in the scope of research
projects) are, above all, early detection of breast cancer [7], recognition of vascular malformations (e.g. haemangioma
[14]) and blood circulatory disorders close to the body surface. By combining the mammography with the IR imaging the
sensitivity regarding breast cancer recognition rises significantly [7]. A FEM-simulation (Finite Elements Method) for
calculation the temperature distribution of a female breast with a tumor 2 cm below the skin (Ø = 2 cm) found an elevated
skin temperature of 1.5 °C on the surface of the skin [4],[5]. Studies determining nasal path and nasal cavity pathology
are currently underway at the University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover [9]. The body surface temperature of the thorax
might even be influenced in the case of purulent pleuropneumonia resulting from reduced ventilation [17] if suitable
environmental and biophysical parameters are chosen.
Imaging techniques for the detection of lung alterations have been evaluated for pigs but are of no practical relevance:
- Thorax-CT: lung lesion scores correlate (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient) with CT scores ( = 0.82, p <
0.0001), [1]
- Thorax-X-ray: lung lesion scores correlate with radiographic scores ( = 0.47, p = 0.012), [1]
hypothetically Infrared-thermal imaging (IRT) fulfils the requirements of a high throughput screening method, which would
be applicable in swine herds in a large number of individuals. Up to now IRT of the thorax is a possible but critical
diagnostic method for the swine lung [17], [10], [11]. FEM-simulation (Finite Elements Method) for calculating the
temperature distribution [19], [18] could help to optimize infrared imaging including biophysical parameters.
Material and methods: For taking the thorax anatomy into consideration tissue profiles with transversal scross sections
(Fig. 1b) have been carried out.
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Fig. 1: Modelling
1a: FEM-grid with tissue layers (top  down: bristle, skin,
subcutaneous fat layer, muscle layer with ribs, well perfused
tissue; cylindrical heat sink)

1b: Anatomy of the porcine thorax (cross section, young pig),
layer thicknesses for FEM-model taken from [10]

Modelling by FEM-calculations
The biological heat conduction equation (1) [13] considers the effect of the blood perfusion rate ω on the temperature
distribution within the tissue.
 kT + ω b cb (Tb – T) + Qm = 0
(1)
 := Nabla operator a vector differential operator
-1

-1

Parameters: Thermal conductivity k: Subcutaneous fat tissue has a thermal conductivity of k = 0.16-0.2 Wm K and
-1 -1
muscle tissue approx. k = 0.42 Wm K [23] consequently kmuscle is approx. twice as high as the value in subcutaneous fat
tissue. T is the local tissue temperature.
Constants: b and cb are the density and the specific heat of the blood [4] and are practically constants in the ambient
temperature range (14 – 22 °C) and a constant blood temperature is defined by T b. Cell meta-bolism produces heat,
which is included in the parameter Qm.
The parameters ambient temperature Ta and blood perfusion rate ω have been adapted during FEM-calculations
(Comsol Multiphysics V4.3a incl. Heat Transfer Module, Fa. Comsol Multiphysics GmbH, Göttingen). The blood perfusion
rate ωrelax was assumed to be 0.00018 ml/s/ml [4] and adapted stepwise. Further parameters were taken from [4], [8],
[21].
Results: The calculated temperature distribution (Fig. 2b,d) confirms the temperature reduction in the skin layer resulting
from a cylindrical heat sink at two different ambient temperatures (14˚C /18˚C).
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Fig. 2: Calculated temperature distribution in tissue cross-section (top  down): bristle, skin, subcutaneous fat layer, muscle layer
with ribs, well perfused tissue; cylindrical heat sink (white circle area) simulates an air path (Ø = 12 mm).
2a: Calculated temperature difference ∆ϑprobes for different ambient blood perfusion rates (without error-constant, s. eq. (2))
2b,d: Calculated temperature distribution, Ta = 18 ºC and 14 ºC ambient temperature; thicknesses of layers: bristles: 2 mm, skin
layer: 2 mm, subcutaneous fat layer: 7 mm, muscle layer (ribs included): 14 mm, layer of well perfused lung tissue above the
airways: approx. 1 mm, cylindrical heat sink (white circle area) simulates an airway (Ø = 12 mm).
2c: Pig thorax CT, transversal (in the region of the heart)

A reduction of the temperature difference caused by an increased blood perfusion exists as simulated in the finite element
model shown in Fig. 2a. The extension of the right lung layer is larger compared to the left lung layer (Fig. 2c). FEM
simulations as shown in fig 2b and 2d indicate the influence of a cylindrical airway (Ø = 12 mm, approx. 22 mm below the
body surface) onto the skin surface temperature. The surface temperature cooled down by approximately 1.4 °C
according to eq. 1 (Fig. 2b,d). For FEM-simulation, ambient air temperature was chosen to be 18 ˚C and 14 ˚C,
respectively, while the air temperature within the respiratory tract was estimated to be increased by 10-12 ˚C [15].
Conclusion: Two virtual measurement probes (crosses, Fig. 2b) are inserted in the skin layer in a distance of 40 mm.
One measurement probe is located exactly above the heat sink (airway). The warming up of inhaled air was assumed to
be 10 ˚C. The extent of impreciseness resulting from the physiological fluctuation-range can not precisely be assessed.
An elevated body core temperature ϑr was assumed to increase the temperature of inhaled air resulting (eq.4) in a
decrease of temperature difference ∆ϑprobes with rising ambient temperature (eq.3).
Twelve FEM simulations in the ambient temperature range (15-22 ˚C, ω→ωrelax) have been calculated and 8 FEM
simulations with different values for normalised ωn (ω > ωrelax):
ϑprobes (Ta , ωn = 1)
 – 0.18 Ta
{term A}
(2a)
ϑprobes (Ta = 18˚C, ωn)  f (Ta)  (0.003 ωn – 0.14 ωn + 1.67); {RPolynom = 0.99}
2

ϑprobes (Ta , ωn)

2

 term A + term B – error constant

{term B}

(2b)
(3)

error constant := (ϑr - 38.5 ˚C) + pa_correction

(4)
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The parameter pa describes the warming of air inside the respiratory system taking the physiological fluctuation range
into account (pa = 10…12 ˚C, ϑr = rectal temperature). pa_correction is a function of pa. The surface temperature cooled
down by approximately 1.4 °C (Fig. 2a), this results confirms the findings of [10] that the lung layer thickness correlates
(Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient:
= 0.47, p = 0.038) to a temperature difference on the right thorax side and
the thickness of tissue layer (muscle, ribs and skin) correlates negativ ( = -0.64, p = 0.002) also. For a more precise
calculation the temperature of exhaled air should be measured in a future experiment with a sufficient number of animals
in the temperature range 14-18 ˚C. Results from IR thermography in swine might also be of value for human medicine. A
further development of IRT imaging in paediatrics might allow the tracking of lung pathologies without x-ray imaging.
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P 99 Beam reckon algorithm for irradiation – BRAIN
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Purpose/objective(s): In many pre-clinical studies with animal models radiotherapy is not considered, although
radiotherapy represents one of the key pillars of cancer treatment. As this is mainly due to an anticipated technical
complexity and the lack of an accurate tool for dose estimation, we developed the treatment planning system BRAIN
(beam reckon algorithm for irradiation) for our IGRT capable small animal irradiation device.
Material and methods: A steel tube system (5 mm bore) for collimation of the primary beam was mounted on a micro-CT
cabinet Y.Fox (YXLON GmbH, Hamburg, Germany). An ionization chamber 31010 (PTW Freiburg GmbH, Freiburg,
Germany), water-equivalent RW3 slab phantoms (PTW) and GAFCHROMIC® EBT-films (ISP, Wayne, NJ, USA) were
used for the measurement of the base data set for the planning system. Validation of the planning system was performed
with anatomical mouse phantoms made of RW3 slab phantoms.
The graphical user interface, which provides the possibility to select arbitrary beam angles (0-360°) and assign different
weights, was programmed in C++ combined with Qt 4.8.5. For the localization of the planning target volume (PTV) a
verification image and a CT scan with a marker were performed. Regarding the CT scan the user has to define the PTV
and the corresponding reference point. BRAIN calculates the beam-on time and the position of the mouse for each beam
via superposition of the central beams. The calculation is based on the length of the surface to the reference point for
every beam angle and the position of the marker.
To validate the geometric and dosimetric accuracy of the algorithm a fixed target volume within a murine phantom was
defined and three different investigators delivered 116 cGy with three, four and five beams using BRAIN. Radiochromic
films were placed at the center of the phantom.
Results: At the isocenter in a depth of 5 mm the symmetry, the flatness, the full width at half maximum and the penumbra
were (116 ± 3)%, (101 ± 2)%, (11 ± 0.3) mm and (450 ± 80) µm, respectively.
Irradiations by three different investigators showed a geometric reproducibility of the differences between lengths of 5
selected isodose profiles of (0.2 ± 0.1) mm. Relative dose deviations at the reference point were (99 ± 3)% for three
beams, (103 ± 3)% for four beams and (101 ± 3)% for five beams.
Conclusions: Due to the uniform flatness and symmetry as well as the sharp penumbra of the system, it is possible to
treat the target volume with a homogeneous dose distribution and a high conformity. The treatment planning system
BRAIN is able to determine the necessary beam-on time and the position of the mouse for the chosen beam angles and
weightings with a very good reproducibility. Furthermore, BRAIN is a simple and self-explanatory treatment planning
system, which can easily be used.
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P 100 Computer simulation of electrical currents during the stunning of African catfish
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Introduction: The interest in fish as a healthy and tasty food has grown during the past years. The expanded demand for
fish cannot be met solely by customary fishing. For this reason the production of fish in aqua cultures has increased.
Besides trout, salmon and carp the food industry has discovered the African catfish (Clarias gariepinus) as a fish with an
excellent meat quality. The Animal Welfare Act stipulates that vertebrate animals have to be stunned correctly before
killing [1].
Electrical stunning, carbon dioxide stunning, percussion and administration of substances with anaesthetic effects are
allowed stunning methods for fish in Germany [1]. Due to the fact that the demand for meat of the African catfish is
increasing, a uniform industrial effective stunning method is necessary. For this fish no consistent regulation regarding
stunning during slaughtering exists. As the electrical stunning is a good method for industrial slaughter to avoid pain [2] it
makes sense to also use it for the African Catfish. In the past it was difficult to achieve a sustained loss of consciousness
by electrical stunning. The aim of the present study was to develop a computer model to simulate electrical current
density through the catfish using the finite element analysis. The result of this in silico experiment will help to understand
why it is virtually impossible to stun African catfish with electricity. In addition, the simulations will help to optimise the
stunning process.
Material and methods: One fish was dissected to gain a better view of the brain and the adjacent structures.
Two more fish were euthanised and scanned with a CT (Philips brilliance 64 channel Ct-scanner) and MRI (Philips
achieva 3.0T TX) device under administration of a contrast medium. The CT-scanning was performed with a resolution of
0.29 x 0.29 x 0.33 mm³ and the MRI-scanning with a resolution of 0.6 x 0.3 x 0.3 mm³. The volume data sets of CT and
MRI were registered by anatomical landmarks.
Based on the CT- and MR-datasets an anatomically correct 3-D model of the catfish’s head was constructed (Fig. 1). For
this purpose different tissues in each slice were segmented, based on Hounsfield units and intensity values, respectively
(software AMIRA, version 5.5.0, Visualization Sciences Group).

Fig. 1: 3-D model of the head with selected anatomical structures (dorso-ventral view).

Afterwards, the model was simplified for the finite element calculations. The electrical properties for each tissue were
assigned and the boundary conditions were chosen.
Several computations were performed using different frequencies from 50 to 10000 Hz and voltages from 50 to 10000
volts. In addition, the type and the position of the electrodes were varied.
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Results: The dissection showed that the brain of the African catfish was embedded by a fat-like substance. This mass
was surrounded again by a strong bone cave.
The computer simulation (software COMSOL Multiphysics, version 4.3a, COMSOL AB, Stockholm, Sweden)
demonstrated that the current density in the brain tissue was low compared to other soft tissues. The simulation showed
that the current primarily flowed through the tissues around the brain which had a higher conductivity than the bones and
the fat (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Distribution of the current density in a transversal slice of the 3-D model. The arrows mark the flow direction of the current and
the shading the different current densities.

Varying the positions of the electrodes resulted in small differences in the current density. Computations with higher
frequencies than 50 Hz or higher voltages than 100 volts led to a slight increase in the current density inside the brain.
Conclusion: Since it is known that the electrical conductivity of fat and bones is low, it can be concluded that this could
be the reason for low current density in the brain. The brain is excellently protected by the fat-like substance and the
bones. Also, only small currents may enter the brain via the nerves and blood vessels.
Therefore, it is difficult to use electrical stunning for the African catfish. Only very high voltage could guarantee a sufficient
loss of consciousness and sensibility. Due to occupational safety such high voltage cannot be used. The results of the
computer simulation should be verified in animal experiments using EEG derivation.
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P 101 Speech intelligibility and speech detection thresholds for male and female target
speech in different speech-based maskers
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Introduction: Speech signals are the basis of human communication, in daily life speech is often perceived within a
background noise that acts as a masker to the target speech signal. Speech reception is therefore hampered by
individual physical parameters of the masker such as frequency content, energy distribution and temporal gaps and their
interactions. The influence of these interactions can be summarized in three masker characteristics: energetic, amplitude
modulation and informational masking (EM, AM, IM). Energetic masking occurs when masker energy covers the energy
of the target signal within the same auditory filter [1]. When temporal amplitude modulations of the masker hide those of
the target signal, this is termed amplitude modulation masking [2]. In case of confusions and similarity between target and
masker signal (e.g. speech-on-speech masking), the term informational masking is used [1,3], explaining excess masking
compared to EM. This study examined the influence of the three types of masking on speech intelligibility and speech
detection. Different background maskers were generated to address the different characteristics in a systematic manner.
In order to investigate the informational masking more closely, both male and female target signals were used within the
different maskers which were derived from female speech.
Material and methods: The stimuli that were presented to the listeners were composed of target sentences from the
Oldenburger Satztest OLSA [4] and six different background maskers. The female target sentences were taken from a
version of the OLSA that was presented by K. Wagener at the 40. Jahrestagung für Akustik (DAGA) in 2014. The
background maskers are to be separated in two categories: four are based on a speech-shaped stationary noise (SSN),
the other two are intact speech maskers. The SSN was derived from the International Speech Test Signal (ISTS, [5]) thus
both masker categories have the same spectral content. For the second masker, the SSN was multiplied with a 8-Hz
sinusoid, introducing a regular modulation to the background noise (SAM-SSN). The SSN was also multiplied with the
Hilbert envelope of a broad-band speech signal, introducing temporal gaps that reflect the modulations of intact speech.
This was the third masking condition, BB-SSN. The amplitude modulations in the SAM- and BB-SSN conditions were
applied to the entire frequency range of the maskers, yielding a co-modulation of all auditory channels. In contrast, the
fourth SSN-based masker was created by filtering the SSN into 32 auditory channels within a frequency range of 50Hz12kHz. Four adjacent channels were modulated with the same envelope. The envelopes were random parts from the
same Hilbert envelope used for the BB-SSN condition. As a consequence coherent modulations were introduced only in
those parts of the masker spectrum that belong to the four adjacent auditory filters, yielding across-frequency shifted
modulations (AFS-SSN). Overall there were eight different modulations applied to the 32 bands and no co-modulation
across the entire masker spectrum. Regarding the masking effects, the SSN is thought to account for energetic masking
only, AM is introduced for the other SSN maskers. The two intact speech maskers were the ISTS, which is a mixture of
six female talkers (see [5] for details), and a single female talker (ST). The ISTS consist of non-sense speech in different
languages, the ST was composed of OLSA sentences. Both speech maskers are thought to provide most IM in this
setup.
For speech intelligibility measurements an adaptive procedure was used to change the level of the target signal in order
to determine the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) where 50% of the words in a presented sentence were understood correctly.
This SNR is termed speech reception threshold (SRT). Speech detection thresholds were measured by a 1up-2down, 2interval alternative forced choice (AFC) method in order to determine the SNR at the 70.7% correct point of the
psychometric function. One of the two presented intervals contained a full OLSA sentence embedded in the masker, the
other interval contained only the masker. Listeners had to choose the interval containing the target sentence. Eight
listeners participated in the measurements with the male OLSA sentences, six of them participated also in the measurements with the
female target material. The statistical evaluation was done by using a one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance

(ANOVA), regarding the different masking situations. As post-hoc test pairwise comparisons using Fischer’s LSD with
Bonferroni correction were performed.
Results: Fig. 1 shows the mean SRT50%, speech detection thresholds and the corresponding standard deviations for the
male target material. Fig. 2 shows the same for the female target sentences. For both setups the ANOVA yields
significant differences in masking condition for the speech intelligibility measurement. For the male target material the F
values are F(5,40) = 170.23 (p< 0.001), for the female targets they are F(5,30) = 59.32 (p< 0.001). Considering the SSNbased maskers in both figures, the thresholds are very similar for both targets materials, the largest masking occurs for
SSN and AFS-SSN. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that these two conditions are significantly different
(p<0.001) from all other masking conditions in Fig. 1. For data in Fig. 2, SSN and AFS-SSN are only significantly different
from the SAM-SSN. With the coherent modulations introduced to the masker (BB- and SAM-SSN) the SRTs decrease
which is a known masking release for such modulated maskers. The more regular the modulations are across frequency,
the lower the thresholds are which can be seen when comparing the results for all AM maskers.
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This is similar to psychoacoustic experiments on co-modulation masking release (CMR). This effect is found in
experiments on perception of tones in modulated maskers [e.g. 6] and describes a decrease in detection thresholds for a
test tone when the masker has coherent amplitude modulations across frequency. Considering the intact speech maskers
ISTS and ST, intelligibility thresholds do not differ by much for both target materials. This is in contrast to the assumption
that IM is mostly ruled by similarity between the target and the masker. Besides, there is no difference whether the
speech masker consists of one (ST) talker or more of talkers (ISTS). ISTS is additionally non-sense speech. IM could
have been expected to be more prominent for the single talker, as meaningful sentences were spoken.
The detection measurements yield a very similar pattern when compared to the results of the intelligibility measurements,
however at lower SNRs. A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA showed again a highly significant main effect of masker
condition: F(5,40) = 92.81 (p < 0.001) for the male and F(5,30) = 87.26 (p < 0.001) for female target material. For both
targets, the highest detection thresholds occur for the SSN and AFS-SSN. For data in Fig. 1 a pairwise comparison
showed that the SSN differs significantly from all other maskers except the AFS-SSN. This is different from the
intelligibility measurements, where the SSN was also different from the AFS-SSN. In Fig. 2, SSN and AFS-SSN are
different from all other maskers only at a level of p < 0.01. Thresholds decrease for both target materials as coherent
modulations are introduced, however, there is hardly any difference between the BB- and SAM-SSN condition for the
female target sentences. In general, the detection thresholds across both figures are very similar, showing no detection
differences due to target material, as was hypothesized. Considering the competing talkers, there is no significant
difference between the ISTS and ST conditions, neither for male nor for female target sentences. This agrees with
findings from the intelligibility measurements.
Conclusion: The highest thresholds in speech intelligibility and speech detection appear for the SSN masker. This type
of background noise causes a high amount of energetic masking without temporal gaps which could yield release on
energetic masking in the time-frequency domain. Similarly high thresholds are observed for AFS-SSN where temporal
gaps are not coherent across frequencies. When coherent amplitude modulations are introduced to the masker,
thresholds decrease, which is known as masking release. This is only significant if amplitude modulations in the masker
are coherent across frequencies, indicating a co-modulation masking release for experiments on speech intelligibility,
similar to the effects found in psychoacoustic experiments. These findings occur for both kinds of target material and give
rise to the assumption that EM and AM characteristics have the same influence on the speech material, regardless if
target and masker have spectral similarities or not. There are only small changes in speech intelligibility thresholds when
the maskers are competing female talkers, either single talker or non-sense ISTS. In both cases SRTs are as low as for
the SAM-SSN condition, indicating effective release from masking due to temporal gaps in the ST and ISTS masker. The
single talker results in slightly but not significantly lower SRTs. Again SRTs are comparable for the female and male
target sentences. The threshold pattern is similar for the intelligibility and detection measurements. In the latter case, the
thresholds are considerable lower. In conclusion the data show little influence of informational masking, which could have
been expected to be prominent when comparing male and female target material.

Fig. 1: Mean speech intelligibility (SRT50%) and detection
thresholds including standard deviations foreight test
persons. Target material were sentencesfrom the OLSA
[4], spoken by a male person.

Fig. 2: Here, the target material was OLSA sentences
spoken by a female talker. The figure shows mean
values of speech intelligibility and detection thresholds
across six test persons, including the corresponding
standard deviations.
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SFB/TRR31).
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Measuring Partial Volume Artifacts using dynamic T1-weighted 3D Gradient Echo Sequence
1

1

1

N. Verbeek , S. Hindel , A. Sauerbrey , L. Lüdemann
Radiation and Tumor Clinic, Essen, Germany

1

Related questions: Perfusion quantification using dynamic contrast enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) requires measuring the
arterial input function (AIF). In practice, partial volume artifacts (PVA) are unavoidable, because one requires a
compromise between spatial and temporal resolution. As the concentration of the contrast agent (CA) increases, the
vector of the complex blood signal follows a spiral like trajectory [1] in dynamic susceptibility contrast MRI. In region of full
blood shows a signal with spiral center close to the origin of the complex plane. Partial-volume-voxels contain blood and
tissue. PVA result in a spiral-center shift. Our aim was to develop a method for voxel-based partial volume artifact
correction for DCE-MRI.
Material and Methods: All experiments were performed on a Siemens Magnetom 1.5T. We used a T1-weighted keyhole
3D Gradient Echo Sequence (Twist) with repetition time TR=2.69 ms, echo time TE=0.86 ms, flip angle
3
3
2
size: 2.85x4.5x2.85mm , matrix size: 160x48x128mm ,slice thickness: 4.5mm, Field of View: 456x356mm , a body coil
was used as receiver and Gadoteric acid as contrast agent. We measured the partial volume artifacts in sedated female



i

pigs (weight: 45-65kg) at the aorta [3]. The complex blood signal, S  M  e [2], with M as magnitude and  as phase
angle, follows a spiral trajectory. After plotting these data points in the complex plain, the data were fitted by a logarithmic-



i b  

spiral-fit in the shape of S  a  M  e
using two parameters, a and b, to calculate the spiral center. The logarithmic
spiral has constant polar gradients, meaning that the spiral has the same cutting angle. Every spiral center line intersects
the spiral in the same angle. Therefore the geometric center calculation of the logarithmic spiral is based on constant
heading change.
Results: We determined the complex trajectory center, as expected, in voxels full of blood spread in the area of 0 to 40
signal units around the complex origin (Fig. 1). Distances from the origin(cod), which were larger than 40 signal units,
were allocated to voxels including partial volume artifacts (Fig. 2). For the evaluation of the fit and the calculated
trajectory we used the root mean square-value (rms). Fits with a too massive rms were not involved.
Summary: We were able to illustrate the signal shift in partial volume effects voxels in living tissue using DCE-MRI under
clinical conditions. This method is about to help correcting partial volume artifacts that affect measurements of the arterial
input function.
Fig. 1: Full blood voxel

Figure1: Voxel of pure blood with COD=3.0481su

Fig. 2:

Partial volume blood voxel

Figure2:Partial volume voxel with COD=76.8489su
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P 103 19F-Phase-Contrast-MRI of Fluorine Gases under Constant and Oscillating Flow
J. Friedrich1, D. Feldmann1, M. Terekhov1, L. Krenkel1, C. Wagner1, L. M. Schreiber1
1

University Medical Center Mainz , Section of Medical Physics, Department of Radiology, Mainz, Germany

Introduction: Protective ventilation strategies are of high importance in intensive care medicine. Besides ensuring a
sufficient gas exchange in the lungs a so called ventilator induced lung injury (VILI) needs to be minimized or even
prevented. An understanding of the gas transport mechanisms in the airways is necessary to be able to adjust the
ventilation parameters according to the patients’ individual affliction. A protective ventilation method, mainly used for
patients suffering from the acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), is high frequency oscillatory ventilation (HFOV). It
uses a high distending pressure (about 20 cmH2O) that keeps the alveoli open. This pressure is superposed by a
pressure oscillation between 70 and 80 cmH2O. Here, the used frequency ranges from about 3 Hz up to 15 Hz, which
equals 210 to 900 breathing cycles per minute. Until today the detailed gas transport mechanisms of this ventilation
strategy are not completely understood. Here, flow measurements using magnetic resonance imaging can help to obtain
3
3
insights in these complex processes. The typically used nuclei for lung MRI in research is He. However, He is hardly
3
available these days and consequently very expensive. An alternative to He are fluorinated gases. They possess a
19
1
relatively large amount of MR active F nuclei, which provide nearly the same sensitivity as H.
The aim of the current study was the development of a method that enables the gas flow measurement of fluorinated
19
gases during HFOV using F-MRI. Therefore, initial studies on constant flow in a straight pipe geometry were performed
and compared to correlated numerical simulations. The developed method was subsequently adopted for first
measurements under HFOV in the same geometry.
Methods: All measurements were performed on a 1.5T MRI system (Siemens, Magnetom Sonata, Erlangen, Germany)
19
using a F transmit/receive coil (RAPID Biomedical, Würzburg, Germany). A long straight pipe geometry served as
measurement phantom. It had an inner diameter similar to the human trachea (D = 2.5 cm).
Two-dimensional maps of the axial velocity component were measured in constant, turbulent pipe flows using a flow
sensitive gradient echo sequence. These flow measurements were performed at three different flow rates resulting in a
Reynolds number of
. The integral flow rates were validated against digital flow meter
measurements and direct numerical simulations (DNS).
After upgrading the HFOV device with a trigger output, which allows for phase correct measurements according to the
HFOV cycle, axial velocity components were measured pixel wise at different stages of a 4-Hz-ventilation.
Results: The measurement of the axial velocity components for all three constant flow rates was carried out successfully
and a good agreement with the results of the DNS was achieved. The measured and the simulated velocity profiles of all
three flow rates are shown in FIG.1. The flow profiles appear flattened for all three measurements. This is caused by the
relatively high degree of turbulences correlated with the high molecular mass of the gas.
During the 4-Hz-Ventilation, the axial velocity profiles at different stages of the ventilation cycle could be measured
successfully as well. In FIG.2 three of 14 measured velocity profiles are shown. To characterize oscillating flow, the so
called Womersley number
is used [2]. It describes the frequency of an oscillating flow independent of the used fluid. It
was shown that for flows with
, the velocity profiles are strongly flattened and possess a strong gradient at the
wall region [2]. This behavior could be reproduced with our 4-Hz-measurement (
).
19

Conclusion: PC-MRI using F gas is capable of spatially resolved velocity measurements in turbulent pipe flows at
clinically relevant Reynolds numbers. Thus, the developed method provides a novel clinically useful measurement
technique to further investigate unsteady and turbulent flows as they occur, e.g. in the larger airways under conditions of
certain ventilation strategies.
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FIG.1: Measured axial velocity profiles at three different positions inside the straight
pipe
geometry2 in comparison with velocity profiles obtained by direct numerical
Attachement
simulations.

FIG.2: Three of 14 exemplarily shown axial velocity
profiles at different stages of a 4-Hz-ventilation.
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